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EEPOET.

To THE Hon. the Legislature of the State of New York:

The Regents of the University, as Trustees of the State Cabinet of

Natui-al History, respectfully submit this their

TWENTIETH ANNUAL REPORT.

The Report of the Curator gives the details of the work done in the

State Cabinet during the year 1866, and presents a general view of its

condition under the following heads

:

1. The Libeaky.

2. The Geological Collection.

3. The Pal^eontological Collection.

4. The Economic Collection, oees, building stomes, jiaebles, etc.

5. The Mineralogical Collection.

6. The European Pal^eontological Collection.

7. The Zoological Collection.

8. The Botanical Collection.

9. Fossil and eecent bones, skulls, etc.

In respect to the Zoological Collection, the Curator has stated the

condition of the several departments, and indicated their leading

deficiencies. Some portions of the Marine fauna have but few

representatives, and the Collection of Fresh-water fishes also needs

to be increased.

The cases provided for the exhibition of the Conchological collection

are inadequate to its proper arrangement and display, and many speci-

Cab. Nat. 2
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mens are left packed in drawers. This department has been greatly

augmented by donations from the Smithsonian Institution, one consign-

ment of which was received and acknowledged in 1865, and another in

1866 ; the former of which numbers 1,068 species and ] ,680 specimens

;

the latter, 702 species and 1,206 specimens. Catalogues of both of

these donations accompany the present report.

The number of distinct contributions to the several collections during

the past year is forty-three, besides several volumes of books for the

Library. Some of these contributions are of great interest and value.

The Trustees take special pleasure in acknowledging the addition of

the bones of a Mastodon recently found at Cohoes and presented to the

Museum by the Harmony Mills Company, through their agent, Mr.

Alfred Wild. The peculiar circumstances under which this animal

must have been imbedded, unlike those of most, if not all, the other

skeletons found in this country, are believed to be of great importance

in determining the natural history and geological relations of this

species. The Regents and the Curator, from the first announcement

of the discovery of fossil remains in that locality, employed every

means in their power to secure their entire excavation and final transfer

to the State Cabinet. The success of these endeavors, in view of oppo-

sing pecuniary inducements from parties in other States, is a tribute

alike to the generosity of the donors and to the attractive power of our

own State collection, from which no unique specimens of natural history

found within the State should be diverted. A full description of this

Mastodon, so far as the parts have been secured, and of the locality and

circumstances in which it was found, is in course of preparation, and

may be expected to accompany the next Report of the Regents.

A valuable collection of fossils, which was deposited some years since

in the State Cabinet, by the late Ledyard Lincklaen, of Cazenovia, has

been donated during the past year by Mrs. Lincklaen, through the Hon.

Horatio Seymour, of Utica.

Several additions to the Economic collection are due to the earnest

cooperation of Dr. R. L. Allen, of Saratoga Springs, and of others

whose names appear in the annexed list of donations.

All the larger specimens of the Economic collection have been

arranged and labeled. Although yet necessarily incomplete, this depart-

ment of the Cabinet is evidently one of great interest to visitors.

Many smaller specimens remain to be arranged in cases whenever these
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shall be provided, while others may be incorporated into the general

Geological collection. A complete catalognie of the arranged specimens

is included in the Appendix.

The labeling of the Palaeontological collection has progressed as fast

as the other duties of the Curator would permit. The entire series

has been rearranged, and under each group of rocks the classes have

been separated and a class label placed at the head of the division.

Labels of about six hundred species have been prepared, with the

reference to author, place of publication, rock formation and locality.

Many of these have been printed and placed upon the cards of speci-

mens within the cases.

It will appear from the annexed catalogue of books belonging to the

State Cabinet, that while the nucleus of a Library has been formed, it

is very inadequate to the wants of an institution in which scientific

investigations are to be conducted. While the means at the disposal of

the Trustees may not enable them to purchase desirable standard works

to any considerable extent, it is hoped that the Annual Reports on the

Cabinet will generally be regarded as an equivalent in exchange for the

transactions of learned societies, and for many works of individual

authors. It is not improbable that, in addition to the annual reports,

other publications may hereafter be issued to advise the public more

fully and frequently in regard to the condition of the several collec-

tions and the progress of scientific investigations.

The Cabinet has been for several years in possession of a quantitj-

of duplicate fossils and geological specimens from the various formations

of the State, which might be very advantageously emjaloyed for the

purposes of exchange, and for distribution to institutions of learning

throughout the State, were an adequate force employed to classify,

arrange and label them. The Trustees are of opinion that a small

aj)pro23riation may properly be made by the Legislature for this object.

A large portion of the Appendix to the present Report consists of

papers which were communicated with jsrevious rejjorts, but which

have thus far remained unpublished in consequence of inadequate pro-

vision for the public printing and the necessity of completing the

legislative documents of each year at a specific date. The Trustees

have been greatly disajjpointed and embarrassed by these repeated fail-

ures on the part of the State printer to fill the orders of the Legislature,

and they earnestly recommend the adoption of measures to ensure the
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timely appearance of the entire report hereafter. It is believed that

fewer new papers than usual have been furnished for the present Report,

on account of the uncertainty of their early appearance in print.

Besides the acknowledgments already made in this report, and in

the annexed list of donations, the Trustees would also mention the

courtesy of the Freight Agent of the Rensselaer and Saratoga railroad,

in transporting several blocks of stone free of charge. Hon. J. H. Ram-

say, President of the Albany and Susquehanna railroad, has also tendered

the free transportation over that road of any articles intended for the

State Cabinet.

The usual account current for the fiscal year 1865-6 is hereto

appended.

Respectfully submitted.

By order of the Regents.

JOHN V. L. PRUYN,

Chancellor of the University.

Albany, April 15, 1867.
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ACCOUNT CURRENT,

APPROPRIATION FOR THE STATE CABINET OF NATURAL HISTORY.

1865-6. 2)»-.

To balance from 1864-5 $2,291-96

To appropriatiou for 1865-6 800-00

$3,091.96
Cr.

By collections $44-84

By chemicals 127-65

By books and stationery 93-93

By boxes and cases 121- 65

By expressage and freight 29.29

By contingents 3-00

By balance to new account 2,671-60

$3,091.96

I have examined the preceding account, and the vouchers in support thereof,

and find them correct.

ALEXANDER S. JOHNSON.
Albany, DecemLer 3, 1866.
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ADDITIONS TO THE STATE CABINET DURING THE YEAR 1866.

I. BY DONATION.

I. To the Zoological Department.

From the SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

A box of marine, laud and fresh-water Shells, numbering 663 species and 51

varieties; in all 714, represented by 1,206 individual specimens, many of

which are broken. Catalogue appended (C).

From WILLIAM C. JOHNSON, Newburyport, Mass.

A specimen of Gerbillia canadensis,—deer mouse,—-jumping mouse,—in alcohol.

From L. H. MORGAN, Rochester (through Hon. J. V. L. Pedtn).

A fine collection of specimens of Beaver-gnaaved Wood, some of them being

trunks of trees of large size. From the south side of Lake Superior.

II. To the Botanical Department.

From Mrs. M. A. BUSH, Cohoes.

A fine collection of Marine Alg^. 98 specimens, from Long Island Sound.

III. To the Geological and Mineralogical Department.

From W. H. McCAMMON, Little Falls.

Two specimens of rocks of the Chemung group, from Oil Creek, Pa., containing

Sfirifera disjuncta and 8. proematura.

From THOMAS EVERSHED, Medina.

Copper Ptpjtes and Quartz with Mica, from Belmont township, Northumber-

land county, Canada West. Several specimens.

From Dr. R. L. ALLEN, Saratoga Springs.

Two blocks of Gneiss or Granite from a quarry near Saratoga, and two blocks

of Gniess and one of Granite from Sacondaga river, Luzerne, Warren Co.

Cab. Nat. 3
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From S. VISCHER TALCOTT, Albany.

A small specimen of Spathic Iron Ore, from near Poughkeepsie.

From Hon. P. W. NICKERSON, Rockland County.

Some specimens of Silico-magnesian Limestone for chemical examination.

Specimens of Concretionary Iron Ore—limonite—from Rockland connty.

From Hon. A. C. MoGOWAN, Herkimer County.

Two small dressed blocks of Brown Sandstone, from the town of Fiankfort,

Herkimer county.

From H. A. PUTNAM, Elizabethtown.

Pyritous Iron Ore, from Essex county (particular locality unknown).

From W. F. GOOKIN, Port Henry.

Octohedral Crystals of Magnetic Iron Ore, and a specimen of Smoky
Quartz in Magnetic Iron Ore, from the new bed at Moriah, Essex

county.

From ALMERON PHELPS, Moriah.

Calcareous Spar in Lenticular Crystals; some faces covered with minute

crystals of Iron Pyrites, from the new bed at jNIoriah.

From F. C. CROWLEY, Moriah.

Specimens of Magnetic Iron Ore and Ilmenite in Quartz, from mines of

Crowley & Co., Bent-lot. Moriah.

From WILLIAM PHINNEY, South Cairo.

Specimens of Arenaceous Shales of the Hamilton group, tilled with S]}infera

mucronata, from loose masses of the rock six miles west of Catskill.

From J. T. HOGAN, Albany.

Speciuiens of Granite, Felspar, Mica, etc., from excavations made iu grading

Central Park, New York, above 53d street. \

From THOMAS WALTON, Port Henry.

One block and one slal) of Serpentine or Verde antique Marble, from his

quariy, in Port Henry.

From the CHEEVER ORE BED COMPANY, Port Henry (through Waltee Merrill;.

A large block and smaller specimens of Magnetic Iron Ore, and a large mass

of Cry'Stalline Hornblende, etc., from a vein cutting the ore bed and

enclosing pieces of the ore.

From E. H. SCOTT, Albany.

Specimens of Iron Ore from Western Virginia, and a specimen of Cannel Coal

from Ulster county, W. Va.

Prom Prof. ORTON .

Ten specimens of EocK containing fish remains, from the Chemung group at

Franklin, Delaware county.
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From Dr. E. BOSTWICK, Hudson.

Specimens of Quartz with Chlorite, Talcose Slate with ciystals of Ilmeiiite

and fine Scales of Specular Iron Ore; also separate crystals of Ilmenite,

from Hillsdale, Columbia county.

From REUSS HITT, Roxbury, Delaware County.

Five specimens of Ked Shaly Sandstone, with fucoidal markings (for exami-

nation).

From JOHN T. LANSING, Arica, Peru, South America.

A fine specimen of Native Copper from the mines of Peru.

From Hon. R. G. RANKIN, Newburgh.

Specimens of Claystones. (Localities not given.)

Prom the HIGH ROCK SPRING COMPANY, Saratoga Springs.

Specimens of Calcareous Tufa, cut from the lower side of the High Eock on

its removal; also, specimen from a pine tree found seven feet below the

base of the High Rock, and a piece of oak from a depth of seventeen feet

below.

From Mr. PRESTON, Superintendent of Edwards Mine, Canaan, N. Y.

A specimen of Silver-lead-ore, from the mine.

From JOEL TIFFANY, Albany.

Specimens of Clay and Pebbles (drift earth), from the Lake Tunnel at Chicago,

Illinois, 1866.

From the N. Y. STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY (through Col. B. P. Johnson, Albany).

Forty-four specimeus from different Geological Formations, and eight speci-

mens of Clays from diii'erent parts of the State.

From the MORIAH MINING COMPANY (through Marcus T. Smith, Moriah).

A specimen of Magnetic Iron Orb, one foot long by nine inches wide and

high.

From HERBERT JUDD, Franklin, Delaware County.

Specimens of Calcareous Sandstone, -svith remains of fossil fishes, from the

Chemung group at Franklin.

From Mrs. LEDYARD LINCKLAEN, Cazenovia (through Hon. Horatio Seymour).

A valuable collection of Fossils, formerly deposited in the State Cabinet by

the late Ledyaed Lincklaen of Cazenovia.

From B. and J. CARPENTER, Lookport.

A block of Niagara Limestone, of one cubic foot, finel}' dressed, one face

showing rock fracture; from Lockport.

From J. L. and A. RANDALL, Albany.

Two blocks of Magnetic Iron Ore, from French Mountain, near Lake

George.
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From Mr. KNAPP, .

Two specimens of Eoofing Slate, from the U. S. Koofiug Slate quarries, Wash-
inojtou county.

From H. R. and Z. J. BROWN, Schoharie.

A polished specimen of Black Marble two feet four inches long, with a base

of the same stone dressed as an ordinary building stone, with one face

showing rock fractui-e; from Schoharie.

From SHERMAN, WETHERBBE & CO., Port Henry.

A large block of Magnetic Iron Ore from the new bed in Moriah, and two

large and several small specimens of Iron Ore from the old bed in Moriah,

Essex counter.

From JACOB GOEWAY, Albany.

A Piece of Wood found with the remains of the Mastodon at Cohoes.

From the HARMONY MILLS COMPANY, Cohoes (through Alfred Wild, Albany).

Bones op a Mastodon, found at Cohoes in September and November, 1866.

IV. To the Antiquarian Department.

From Dr. J. H. ARMSBY, Albany.

A part of a Stone Mortar Pestle (aboriginal); localitj^ not given.

V. To the Library.

From the ROYAL NORSK UNIVERSITY OF CHRISTIANIA, Sweden.

An Account of the Fossils of the Quaternary Period; by Dr. Michael Sars,

Professor in the University of Christiania. Quarto, 134 pp. and four plates.

A Paper on the Brachiopoda; by George Ossian Sars. Quarto, 71 pp. and four

plates. (This paper received the prize of the Roj^al Gold Medal.)

A Paper on the SneebiEeeu Folgefon; by S. A. Sexe. Quarto, 36 pp. and chart.

Through the SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

The Isis for 1864, complete; 1865, February to December; 1866, January to

June.

11. BY PURCHASE.

I. To the Botanical Department.

Lesquereux's "Musci Americana Exsiccati."



CATALOGUE OF SHELLS PRESENTED BY THE SMITHSONIAN

INSTITUTION TO THE STATE MUSEUM.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.
T^AMT. LOCALITY. A-o.

OsTKEA LUEiDA, (Tpr Yaiicouver 1

Qm'., Var. LATICAUDATA clo 1

— — Q)?'., var. RUFOiDES (broken) do 1

— PLICATA, Chem. do 4

— GLOMERATA, GIcl New Zealand . -

— ciKCUMSUTA, Gld. Fiji 1

— DiscoiDEA, Gld., var New Zealand 1

Ql(i, Pacific Island 1

MOEDAX, (?W. Fiji 2

— CONCHAPHILA San Diego 1

SENEGALENSIS, Gniel. - do 1

— PHiLiPPiNAPauM, i/cmZ. (badly bi-ol?:en). _ . clo 1

Placunanomia macroschisma, Desk. Vancouver

Pecten albolineatus, 8hy. Fiji 1

— SQUAMOSUS, Gmel Japan

— miniaceus, i^i-'e South Africa

— CRASsicosTATus, Shy. (crushed) . China - -

— eenetoeius, i>i Indian Ocean 2

— ^QUisuLCATUS, var. VENTRicosus _ - . California Survey 2

— HLNDSii, var. Vancouver 3

HASTATUS, /S^ do O

— HASTATUS, var. (1 V. broken) do 2

— DAEAViNi, Bve Rio Negro 1

LENTIGINOSUS, Itve Tooloo 1

— LATi-AUEiTUS, var. (broken) California Survey 2

— LCETUS, G-'M New Zealand 1

—: ARGENTEUS, RvQ do 1

— MONOTiMERis, Conv. (and var.) California Survey 3

— MADREPOEARTJM, Pe^eY Siugapoor 1

VENTRICOSUS do
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NA3IJE. ' LOCALITY. No.

Pecten subnodosus St. Lucas 1

Janira pyxiDATUs, Bow. China 1

— CREBEicosTATUS, PMl. (bvokeii) Japan 2

DENTATA, /S'% St. Lucas 2

— JIEDIA, Xam. New Zealand 1

Amusium caurixum, Gld Vancouver 1

HiNNITES GIGANTEUS, 6rVay clo 5

Lima fragilis, Chem Pacific Island 1

— FACiATA, Sby. Fiji, Japan 1

Spondylus miceolepas, Lam C. Palmas 1

— OCELLATUS, Rve do 1

Plicatula australis, Sby. Aiistralia 1

— PHiLiPPiNARiuM, 8by. Singapoor 1

— ? DEPEESSA, Sby Eio Negro 1

AvicuLA (Margaritiphora) lurida, Gld. (1 broken). Pacific 1

— (Maegaritiphora) pica, Gld. Tutisilla 2

— — LURIDA, Gld. , var Pacific 3

— — VIDUA, Gld., variety

(broken) Pacific 2

— (Margaritiphora) glabpvA, Gld New Zealarid 2

— — FURCATA, Gld Australia 2

Margaritiphora flexuosa, Rve. Ceylon 1

— lentiginosa, Eve. Cape Good Hope 2

— PULCHELLA, Mve. Hobsou's Bay 2

— fimbeiata St. Lucas 1

IsoGNOMON costellatum, Coh. Saudwich Islands 4

Perna argillacea, Gld. Pacific Islands 1

IsoGNOMON FEMORALis, Lcim. V. IMBRICATUS (broken). do 2

Perna (Isognomon) parva, Gld Fiji 1

_ _ NANA, Gld Pacific 2

Isognomon inoisus, Oon. Sandwich Islands 3

SPATULATUS, live. 2

Pinna assimilis, Hani, (broken) China 1

Mytilus californianus. Con Vancouver 2

— HiRSUTus, Lam. 1

— cuneiformis, Hve. Patagonia 1

— magellanicus, Chem Orange Harbor 2

— — CItem Cape Good Hope 1

— ALGOSUS, Gld. (1 V. broken) Peru 2

— OVALis, Lam. Eio Negro 1

— GRANULATUS, Hani Chili 1

— -LATus, Lam. New Zealand 1

— PERNA, Z?i. Orange Harbor J

— TENUISTRIATUS, Dkr. Chili 3

— pyriformis, Gld. Callao 2

— HEPATicus, Gld. Kingsmill Island 1

— " EDULis," i/. (7. New Zealand 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Mttilus " edulis," Linn., var Vancouver 2

— SMARAGDiNUS, C/iem Cejloii 1

— GRVNERiANvs, Dkr West Africa 3

— CREBRiLiRATus, Con Saiidwich IslaucTs 2

— (Modiola) areolatus, Gld. New Zealand 2

Septifer cdmingianus, Dkr St. Lucas 2

— .. GRASSus, Dkr China 1

—
• iNCisus, Welc/m. do 1

— - . NicoBARius, Chern. 1

Modiola recta, Con California 2

— tulipa, Dkr Fiji 1

— ELEGANS, Grai/ Hong Kong 1

PHILIPPLNAKIUM, HcUll 1

— MODIOLUS, Linn Vancouver 1

Mytilimeria nuttalii. Con. (all fragments) 3

Cerenella cuneata, Gld. (1 v. broken) 2

— IMPACTA, Uel. New Zealand 1

LiTHOPHAGus ARiSTATus, DUlw. Wcst Africa 2

CUMINGIANUS, Dkr 2

—
• CORRUGATUS, PJiH. Tonga 1

— ATTENUATUS, Desli - Patagouia 1

— APPENDicuLATus, P/mY. (Ijrokeii) ,,- Eio Janeiro 2

GRACILIS, PJiil. 2

Adula stylina Vancouver 1

— falcata, Gld. (broken) California Survey 2

Arca gibbosa, Rve 1

— soBRiA, Gld. Eio Janeiro 1

— HOLOSERiCA, Rve Aden 1

— LOBATA, i?i)e Hobson's Bay-. 1

SCAPHARCA LABRATA, iShlJ China 1

EHOMBIA, Bom 1

— PILULA, live '- Fiji 2

Byssoarca imbricata, Brug do 1

— cuneata, Rve. Zanzebar 1

— truncata, yS^?/ Pacific 1

Barbatia fusca, Brug ,_. 2

— viRESCENS, Rve 1

— divaricata. Shy. (broken) Pacific 1

— symmetrica, Desk Java seas 1

— decussata, 8bij 1

— ? magellaniata. Lam. New Zealand 2

Trisis tortuosa, Ln China 4

NoETiA REVERSA. Central America 2

Pectunculus texuisculptus, Cpr. ( ? v. giganteus) . 2

— undulatus. Lam Eio Negro 1

— ASPEROSUS, A. Ad Hakodadi 1

— pecteniformis, Lam East Indies 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Pectunculus subobsoletus Vancouver 4

— SCEIPTUS, Z«?«. North Africa 3

— HOLOSEEiCA, Rve New Zealand 1

— PERTusus, Rve 1

— 3IACULATUS St. Lucas 1

Leda ccelata, Hds. California Survey 1

Unio verecundus, Gld Manilla 1

— LUTULENTus, GM New Zealand 1

— 3IENGIEEII, Grey (broken) do 1

LUTULENTUS, Glcl 3

Margaritana margaeitifera, Lin. Oregon District 1

Anodonta (Gonidea) angustata, Lea Sacramento E 1

— ANGULATA, Leci Oregon District 1

— oregonensis, Lea. do 1

— willamettensis, Lea. do 3

Chama obliquata. Rve 1

— EXOGYRA, Con. San Diego 2

CARDELIFOEIVUS, Rve. 1

— ? LiMBULA, Lam. 2

— PELLuciDA, Brad Chili 1

ECHINATA St. Lucas 1

— REFLEXA, Rve. Siugapoor 2

— CORRUGATA St. Lucas 1

— JENKEsn, Rve. 1

— PELLUCIDA, Rve. Sta. Barbara 1

Cardium corbis, Morh Vancouver 2

GREENLANDICUM Puget SoUHcl 2

SUBRUGOSUM, Sby 1

— CONSOES St. Lucas 1

— BLANDUM, Gld. Str. of St. Fuca 2

— EUGOSUM, Lam 1

BiEADiATUM, Bnig. Phil. 9 1

LiEVICAEDIUM AUSTEALE, Sby 1

— PALLIDUM, Rve Australia 1

— APiciuM St. Lucas 2

— LYRATUM, Sby. Zanzebar 2

— SUBSTEICTUM, Con. San Diego 1

Hemicardia cardissa, Lin. v. monstrosa, Chef)n 1

— FRiiGRANS, Linn - 1

— SUBRETUSA, Sby 1

— TRIAN6ULATA Panama 1

LuciNA coLUMBELLA, Lam. Gambia 1

— EBURNEA, Rve. St. Lucas 2

LINGUALIS do 2

— (Codakia) ramulosa, Gld Penmatoo Island 2

— (LoRiPEs) VESicuLA, GUI ToHgalatoo 1

— (Diplobonta) racuLTA (1 V. broken) New Zealand 2

<
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NAME. LOCALITY. Ko.

CODAKIA PUNCTATA, Lin. Fiji 2

INTEERDPTA, iam clo 1

LoEiPES TUMiDA, Rve. Loo Choo 1

PHILIPPINARIUM, Rve 1

DiPLODONTA CALCULUS, Rve 1

OEBELLA, Gill 1

Kellia lapeeoussii Vancouver 2

CoEBicuLA cuMiNGSii, Desli Japan 1

— CEASSULA, Mons Hong Kong 1

— s,QVAiJj)A, Desk. India 1

— OEiENTALis, Lcim. Hong Kong 1

FiSHEEiA DELESSERTii, Bern West Africa 1

CiECE ELLiPTicus, Sby Akaba 2

— GiBBA, Lam 3

—
• PECTiNATA, Lam 2

— SCRIPTA, Lin 1

— DivAKiCATA, Oliem. Indian Ocean 1

DISPAR 2

— HEMiFACTA, >S'5t/ Akaba 1

— (Lioconcha) picta, Lam. (broken) 2

Ceassatella nana, Ad. & Rve 2

— VAPJANS, Cpr. Cape St. Lucas 1

Veneeicardia, var. venteicosa, Old 2

MiODON PROLONGATUS, Gpr Vancouver 2

Venus pltcata, Chem West Africa 1

— DOMBEYi, Lam Chili 1

— costellata, Sby. (Ijadly injured) 2

— astartea, 3Iidd Vancouver 1

— crassicosta, Quoy. New Zealand 1

PsEPHis LOEDi, Baird. California 2

— tantilla, Gld 2

Anomalocardia macrodon. Desk Eio Janeiro 1

— IMPRESSA, Hani. China 1

EOSTRATA, Sby. - . ]

SUBIMBRICATA . St. LucaS 1

— SQUAMOSA, Lin 2

Chione simillijVIA, Sby. (? young) California Survey 1

— neglecta St. Lucas 2

— STEiCHBURGi, Gray New Zealand 1

— coohlnensis 1

— MESODEEMA, Quoy Ncw Zealand 4

— CALLOSA, V. FLUCTIFEAGA California Survey 2

— CALLOPHYLLA, Hani China 1

— alta, Sby 1

— nuttali, Gon California Survey 2

Saxidomus nuttali do 2

— OPACA, Sby Chili 1

Cab. Nat. 4
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NA3IE. LOCALITY No.

Saxidomus squalidus, Desh. Vtmcouver 2

Cytherea leucosia, Lam. 2

— PETECHiALis, Lain. Japiiu

— MORPHiNA Ceylon

ZONATA

— CASTA, Lam. (j^ouiig)

SuNETTA VAGINALIS, Hani Coc'liiu Cliiua

Callista citrina, Lam.
— PUELLA St. Lucas seveni

— PRORA, Con Kiugsmill Island

— STRIATA, Gh'ay. Cape Palmas
— FORMOSA, Shy Peru

INFLATA (l)i'oken)

— vuLNERATA, Bvad. St. Lucas

— AFRICANA, Gray. Sierra Leone
— (Amiantis) callosa, Con. Vancouver

Tkigona ceassatelloidbs, Con. Sta. Barl)ara 2

— (Pachydusa) crassatelloides. Con. California Survey 2

NITIDULA, /S'%. - - St. Lucas ..

Dosinia curata, Rve. (broken) New Zealand 2

— AFRiCANus, Gray. : Cape Palmas . . . . 1

— PONDEROSA St. Lucas 2

Tapes inflexa, Gray. New Zealand 1

— STAMiNEA, Con California Survey 2

— GEOGEAPHiCA, t'/!e;« Australia 1

— PHiLiPPiNARiUM (1 v. broken) Hakodada 2

— STAMiNEA, var. DioccESA, Shy. California Survey 1

— jAPONiCA, Gmel. 1

RIMULAEIS, Lam 1

— STAMINEA var. PETiTii, Dtsli Vaucou vcr 2

QUADRADIATUS, Desll. 2

— flammulata, Lan^ 2

— turgidula. Desk, (broken) New Zealand 1

— iNDicA, Hani 3

— — var. VARiEGATA Japan o

— STAJiiNEA, var. NUBATA, DesJi. Vancouver 4

TUMIDA do 1

— CORRUGATA, Gmel New Zealand 1

— BULGARIA, Lam 1

RIMOSA, Phil .. 1

— STASiiNEA, var. ARBELLA Vaucouver 3

— — var. PETITII do 3

— TENERRiMA, Cjyv. (broken) California Survey 1

Petricola fornicata, 8by Patagonia 1 ^

— CALiFORNiCA, Cou California 3

Rupellaria CORRUGATA, Des]i. (crushed) Cape Good Hope 1

Mactra polita, Chem - Red Sea 1
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NA3II:. - ZOCALITi: ifb.

Mactrella fragilis, C. S. Z Cape St. Lucas 1

Standella californica, Con. (badly broken) Sta. Barb. I., Cal. Sur. 2

— PLANULATA, Con. (brokcii) California Survey 1

ScHizoTHCERUs NUTTALi, Co7i 1 Slioal-Water Bay 1

Tellina latirostra, Lam Ceylon 1

LITHONIA, G-VfL Fiji 1

— CEXJCiATA, Spreng.--. 1

— inceeta, Desk. 1

— JVBAR, Banl 1

— MAEGiNALis, ])iUw. (1 broken) 2

STAURELLA, Lttm. 1

— EXiLis, Lam 2

— STEiGOSA, Gmel. (crushed) Gambia 1

— CONCENTEICA, Glcl. Slugapoor 2

— VULSELLA, Chem. (crushed) Ceylon i 2

OSTEACEA, iOT9i. (broken) 1

— PUNICEA, ^ Acapulco 2

— BLAixviLLEi, Des/i Siugapoor 1

— EUGOSA, Lam. (broken) Loo Choo 2

— viEGATA, Ln. (1 V. broken) 2

— (Macalia) bruguieeei, Hani Singapoor 1

— (Arcopagia) disculus, Desh. New Zealand 1

— (Peron^a) dispae, Con. (1 v. broken) Sandwich Islands 3

— — BODEGENSis, Hcls Vancouver 1

(Tellina) M<eea salmonea, Cpr do 3

Tellinides puepueeus, Rve Acapulco 1

Angulus obtusus, Cpr. Vancouver 2

Steigilla caenearea, v. furcata Acapulco 2

ACROCULEA, PJlil 1

SANGumoLAEiA NUTTALii San Dicgo 1

AsAPHis DEFLOEATA, Lin. (dichotoma, Auton) 2

AsAPHLS DEFLOEATA, Lin. (violacea) Vor.sk 2

PSAMMOBIA SOLIDA, RvC. Pucific 2

— VAEIEGATA, Wood. Fiji 2

— EUBEAEADiATA, Nutt. (broken) Vancouver 2

— CONVEXA, Bve. (broken) New Zealand 1

SOLETELLINA LIVIDA, Lam Houg KoUg 1

TUMEEA, Z)e*7*. 1

— ADAMSii, Des/i China 1

Macoma recta, vai'. edulis, Nutt. Vancouver 1

INEQUINATA, Des/?. do 1

— CAYENNENSis, ifMH. (lu'oken) Eio Janeiro 2

— INDENTA, Cpr California Survey 1

— ? OBLONGA, var. Rio Janeiro 1

— rNCONSPicuA. var. Vancouver 2

— — Brod. and variety 3

— NASUTA, Coji San Francisco 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Semele subtruncata, 8by Rio Janeiro 3

— CORRUGATA, Bvocl Callao 1

— DECiSA Califoruia Survey 1

CUMINGIA CALIFORNICA, Con clo 2

SCROBICDLARIA ALTA, Coil. clo 1

— (Capsa) LACUNOSA, C/^eJH. (I)rokeii) Singapoor 1

Mesodesma novazealandica, Chem New Zealand 1

A.NAPA cuNEATA, DesJi. Fiji 3

Ertcina (Paphia) CUNEATA, Desh. New Zealand 1

— — GLABRATA, Gmel. 2

— — STRIATA, Gmel 1

DoNAx SERRA, CJieni. Cape Good Hope 1

— FLEXUOSA Sta. Barbara 2

— ASPERA Humboldt Bay 2

— cuxEATus, Lin Ceylon 2

— CALiFORNious, Coii California Survey 2

— scoRTUJi, Lin Cape Good Hope 1

— PALLIDA, <9W. var Singapoor 2

— _ — do 2

— TiNCTus, Gld. Fiji 2

— coiLATUS, var. Acapulco 2

— RUGOSus, Lin. Cape Palmas 1

Heterodonax bimaculatus, var. California Survey 2

— — var. Acapulco 1

Galatea eadiata, Lam West Africa 1

AZARA FASOIATA, Hds 1

Solen brevis, Gray. China 1

SoLECDKTUS DOMBEYi, Lam Callao -.

—
- EUFus, Bosh Chili 1

— GXERA, S^Jengl Gambia 1

— CALiFOPuNicus, Con California Survey 1

— suBTiLis, Con do 2

NovAcuLiNA SANGETiCA, Bens Ganges 2

Mach^era (without labels and 1 broken) 2

Mya truncata (==M. pe^cisa, Gld.) Puget Sound 1

Platvodon cancellatus, Con. California Survey 1

Ceyptomya CALIFORNICA, Con California 1

CORBULA LUTEA, CpV 1

— CRASSA, Hds. Hong Kong 1

— ovuLATA Acapulco 2

Panopea generosa, Gld. (broken) California 1

(Pandora) Kennerlia filosa, Qjj-. Puget Sound 1

Saxicava purpuPvASCENs, Sby Orange Harbor 2

— - PHOLADis, Lin. var. Vancouver 4

Lyonsia CALIFORNICA, Con. (1 crushed) California Survey 2

(Entodesiha) SAXicoLA, 5amZ (1 broken) Vancouver 4

Barnea similis, G^-ay New Zealand 2
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NAME. LOCALITr. No.

Pholadidea penita, Con California 1, 2

— ovoiDEA, Gld. (tVagmeut in rock) California Survey .

.

Gaimaedia trapezina, Lam. (1 broken) Terra del Fuego 2

Bryophila setosa, Cpr Cape St. Lucas 2

BRACHIOPODA.
TeREBRATULA IINGUICULA, Q/J?'

Terebratella rubicunda, 8el

— chilensis

PULVINATA

EUDESIA GRAYII

LiNGULA MURPHIANA
— ANATiNA, Lam

DiSCINA LAMELLOSA, BrOll

Waldheimia globosa, Lam

New Zealand

Patagonia _

.

.. 1

1

2

Hakodadi

Fiji . - -

.. 1

1

1

Callao

.

4

Orange Harbor __ 1

Multivalves.

TONICIA LINEATA, Wood.

ISCBU^OCHITON INTERSTINCTUS, Gld

PARALLELUS, XttntuS

MOPALLA GRAYI

- HiNDSii, Sby
MERCKII, Midd

—

•

GRAYI, var. SWANSII.

MUSCOSA, GUI

Katharina truncata, Sby
ACAJ^THOPLEURA SCABRA, Rve

Puget Sound 2

Vancouver 1

Cape St. Lucas 1

Vancouver 2

do 1

do 1

Vancouver

California Survey

.

. GASTEROPODA.
Strombus EPIDROMUS

— URCEUS, Lin

VITTATUS

— sxoRiDus, Lam
DENTATUS, Lin

— — var.

CANARIUM

TRICOLOR

• FASCIATUS, Gmel

Strombina macxtlosa

MuREx TENUispiNA, Lam.
— (Muricidea) capucina, Lam

Cerastoma foliatum, Gmel.

— nuttali, Con
Pteronotus senegalensis

PiSANiA sanguinolenta, Ducl. vsx

RUSTICA, Rve

1

2

1

Akaba 2

1

Akaba 2

Ceylon 1

Akaba 1

1

Cape St. Lucas 1

1

1

Vancouver 2

California Survey 1

Rio Janeiro 1

Cape St. Lucas 2

2
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NA3iE. LOCALITY. Wo.

PiSANiA VAEIEGATA, Grcii/. EIo Jaiieiio 1

— (Cantharus) d'oebignyi, live Cu] lao 1

MARMORATA, Eve 1

— — PROTEUS, i??;e 2

— — UNDOSUS, Lin 2

TRANGUEBARICA, Mart 1

— — PROTEUS, Rve 1

— — VARiEGATA, GrttT/. Cape de Verde Is 1

EuTHEiA LiNEATA, Chem. New Zealand 1

— LiTORiNOiDES, Hve. do 2

CINGULATA, iJwe. Loo CIlOO 1

— FERREA, live Orange Harbor 3

— LUTEA. (tVcZ Kikaia 1

Eanella califoenica, Hds Cerros Island 1

CRUENTALA 1

— LiviDA, Bve. 2

TUBERCULATA, Brocl 1

GTEINA, Xm 1

— AFFiNis, Brod. 1

Triton rubiculum, Lin. 2

— siNENSE, Rve. China 1

— 6EMMATUS, Rve. Sandwicli Islands 1

— beazilianum, Old. Eio Janeiro 1

—
• MUNDUM, Gld Sandwich Islands 1

DiSTOETio CANALiGULATus, Lmii Cejlon 1

Teichoteopis cancellatus, Hds. Vancouver 1

Latieus picta, Rve. ' 1

POLYGONUS, Lin 1

— PEisMATicus, Mart. 1

CEATICULATUS, LlU. 1

SiPHONALiA MODiFiCATA, Rve. La Purj 1

FicuLA venteicosa. Shy Cape St. Lucas. 1

— laevigata, Rve 1

Pyeula galeeoides, Lam 1

Fusus ANNULATUS, Gld. Vanalopes Island 1

Trophon GEVEESIANUS, Pa?. V. PHiLTPPiNAEiUM Orange Harbor 1

•— GEVEESIANUS, Pal. do 2

— — var. AMBiGuus do 2

PALLIDUS, 8hy. 1

— riMBEiATUs Hong Kong 1

— OEPHEus, 6r7fZ Puget Souud 1

— MULTicoSTATus, EscJi. Vancoiiver 1

— LACINIATUS, Mart Orange Baj 1

Chrysodomus dirus, Rve Vancouver 2

Peeisternia spinosa, Mart 2

— NASSATULA, Lam. 1

-^ SCABROSA, Rve. 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Peeisteenia crocea, Gld 2

— NEWCOMBii (typical) 2

— — A. Ad 2

INCAEXATA, DesJl. 1

BucciNUM (Cominella) funereum, Gld New Zealand 2

Aegobuccinum oeegonense, Redf. Vancouver 2

— rude, Brod. Chili 1

? Cominella wahlbergi, Kien Cape Good Hope 3

Cominella lineolata, Lam New Zealand 1

— COSTATA, Quoy Australia? 1

-r- MACULATA, Mart New Zealand 1

— suTUEALis, A. Ad. Australia 1

— testudinea, ilfar^. Cape Good Hope 1

— ALVEOLATA, Kien Australia 1

— LAGENARiA Cape Good Hope 4

OciNEBRA LURiDA, Midd Vaucouver 5

— — var. ASPEEA do 2

— — var. NUNDA do 3

— INTEEFOSSA, Cp\ var do 2

— — Gpr. do 2

Efideomus qdoyh, Rve. Australia 1

— DIGITALIS, Rve. 1

BEACTEATUS, Hds 2

" ? Teuncaeia " coERUGATA, Rve. Vancouver 12

Bdllia globulosa, Kdn. Eio Negro 1

— geadata, Desk . South Africa 1

— SEMiNiFLAMMEA, i2ue Cape Good Hope 1

— AEMATA, Gray. Rio Negro 1

— L^viGATA, Mart S.G.Hope 1

— SQUALiDA, King. N. Negro 1

— MAUEiTiANA, Gray. Port Natal 1

PSEUDOSTEOMBUS MALABAEICUS, Httll. 1

— viTTATus, Lin Ceylon 1

Teeebea cingulifeea, Lam. 1

— babylonica, iam 2

— peasei, Desh. Sandwich Islands 2

MruEELLA VARIEGATA Cape St. Lucas 1

— jEWETTn, var. Cerros Island 1

— CANCELLATus, Quoy Maugee 1

-— UNDULATA, GrCUJ. 1

BELCHERI, P/«7. - 1

COPULA, Hds 1

SuBULA DUPLiCATA, Lam 2

PLICATELLA, LesJl 1

STRIGELLATA, Lavi. 1

— c^EULESCENS, Lam. 2

— LNCONSTANS, Hds Saudwich Islands 3
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NAME. ZOCAZirr. No.

SuBULA SENEGALENSis, Laju. Gambia 7

— (Myaeella) affinis 7

— CHLOEATA, Lam. 1

CASTA, Hds 1

Mesalia subplanata, var Nerah Bay 1

Nassa hirta, Juen Sauclwich Islands 5

— ANTiLLAEiA, P/«7 Eio Janeiro 2

— THEnsiTES, Bruff. Hong Kong 1

BEONNII, I'kil 1

— TEGULA, var. California Survey 2

GEANIFEE, luen. 1

— SPECIOSA, A. Ad Cape Good Hope 1

— DENTiFEE, Rejis Callao 3

ALBESCENS, Dk 4

CANALICULATA, Lam 1

— cooPERi, Fb California Survey 1

COEONATA, BrUff 1

CRENULATA, Britff 1

GLOBOSA, Quoy 1

— LUEiDA, Gld Samoa Island 1

— MENDicA, Old Vancouver 3

— MONiLA, Kten. - 2

NODATA, Hds 2

— NODiFERA, Penn 1

— OLivACEA, Bruff Australia 1

— PERPiNGuis California Survey 1

— EUBRiCATA, (xomM. Callao 2

— suBSPiNOSA, Lam. 1

VEXUSTA, Bk. 4

Phos exilis, Powis Panama 2

Purpura apeeta. Lam. var Sandwich Islands 1

— BLAiisrvrLLEi, Desh. Peru 2

— — Desh. var do 2

— CANAMCULATA, Ducl Yaucouver 2

— CRiSPATA, CVie?n. 22

— DELTOiDEA, Lam. Ceylon 1

— ELONGATA, Quoy. Saudwicli Islands 1

— EMARGiNATA, var. SAXicoLA California Survey 1

— H^MASTOMA, Limi. Brazil 1

— — Linn. Madeira 1

— — Linn, var do 1

— HAUSTRUM, Mart. New Zealand 1

— HAEPA, Con. Sandwich Islands 1

— INTERMEDIA, Kien. var. 1

— LAXicoLOR, var. FUSCATA, Fbs California Survey 3

— LUTEOSTOMA, GJiem. Loo Choo 2

— MANCiNEiXA, Lam. 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

PuEPUEA NERiTOiDEA, Liii. Cape (le Vercle 1

— mr^, Rve. - Cape Good Hope 1

— PLANISPIRA, Lam. Socoro Island 1

— OSTEINA, (y?d PugetSound 2

SAXICOLA, Val. 13

SCOBINATA, Quoij. Ncw Zealand 2

— SQUAMOSA, iya;?2. Cape Good Hope 1

— succiNCTA, i)i(c^ Vancouver 2

— TEXTELOSA, i«m New Zealand 1

— FREYcmETii, Desk. Niphou 1

MoNOCERAS EUGOSTATUM, Coii. California Survey 1

LiiPILLOIDES, Con tfo 1

— LUGUBEA, Sby. Guajmas 1

— — Sbij. var. Margarita 3, 1

Choeus belcheri, Hds California Survey 1

— viBEX, Brod Callao 1

— XANTHOSTOMA, Bvod. Chili 1

RfflzocHEDLus CALiroENicus, A. Ad .
Cape St. Lucas 1

— ^^OLACEUS, Iiien. - - Sandwich Islands 1

SiSTRUM ATFIXIS, Bve. 1

ANAXARES, DucI 1

ASPERATtTM, Lcmi. 1

CARBONiVRIUM, Bve 2

— ocHROSToaiA, i?w Gallapagos 1

— — var. RUFONOTATA Cape St. Lucas 1

CONCATENATUM, i?/n?H. 3

DECUSSATUM, -Rye 1

ELONGATUM, Blctin 1

— nscELLiBi, CJiem 1

MARGARITICOLA, Brod 4

— MORUS, Lam 2

PORPHYROSTOMA, Rve 1

— scROBicuLATUM, DA' Cape Good Hopc 1

— SPECTRUM, Rve - 2

TUBERCULAXUM, i^te"?J. 'J +

1

— UNiFACiiVLiS, Lam. var 1

CuMA ]MPEPJiU:.is, Blain, Singapoor 1

— MURiciNA, Blain. 1

— SABELLUM, Lam 1

— TPJGONA, Rve. 1

MURICIDEA DUBIA AcapulcO 1

VrruLAiiiA CPtASSiLABRA, Grai/ Chili 2

— SAND^ncHEXSis, Pease 1

RiciNULA ARACHXOIDES, Lam. var .1

CLATHRATA, Lam. 1

— DiGiTATA, Lam 1

— ELEG.\xs, Lam. 1

Cab. Nat. 5
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Bezoabdica abeeviata, Blain. Cape St. Lucas 1

— piLA, Rve. 2

Levenia coaectata Cape St. Lucas 1

COLUMBELLA BACCATA, Gusk. clo 1

— CAS3SAT1A, Hds. California Sui'vcy 3

— FESTiNA, Kien. Cape St. Lucas 2

FUECATA, /S'^y do 3

H^MASTOMA, Sby clo 1

— HiNDSii, Gask. var. caeinata California Survey 3

— MiLLEPUNCTATA Cape St. Lucas 1

EEEVEI, Op' : do 1

— soLiDULA, Rve. do 1

EUGINA ASTEICTA, Rve -- 4

— FOETicosTA, Rve Cape St. Lucas 1

— FUIXJURANS, Lam. 14

— LAUTA, Rve 2

LINTEATA, Rve - 1

— MENDiCAEiA, Lam 7

OCELLATA, Rve 2

TRIFACIATA, Rve 1

— ZONATA, Rve 2

Amycla (Columbella) chkysaloides, Cpr. California Survey 1

— ?coEONATA Cerros Island 1

GAUSAPATA, Gld 4

— TUBEEOSA, (fossil) Sta. Barbara 1

NiTiDELLA ceebeaeia, Lam Cape St. Lucas 2

— GOULDn, Opr Vancouver 2

Olwa bullifoejiis, Duel. 1

— DUCJLOSI, Rve. 2

— elegans, Lam. 3

— — Lam. (dwarf, var.) . 4

— FLAMjruLATA, Lam West Africa 1

— INFLATA, Lam 1

-— — Lam. (dwarf var.) 1

— HiSPiDULA, Lin 3

— JULIETTA, Dud Guacomayo 1

— jfusTELLiNA, Lam 1

— — Lam. var 2

— piCTA, Rve. 1

— suBANGULATA, P/«7. CajDc St. Lucas 2

— (Uteiculina) gibbosa, Born. 1

— — nebulosa, Lam West Africa 1

— — — Lam. var do 1

— — SUBULATA, Lam. do 2

Olfvella anazoea St. Lucas 1

— B^TiCA, Cpr California 5

— BiPLiCATA, Sby do 2
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Olivella biplicata, Sby. (fossil) California 1

— GRACILIS, Grmj St. Lucas 8

— — Gray, var do 7

Agaronia hiatula, Lam West Africa 2

Terebellum subulatum, Lam 1

CoNus abreviatus, Jay. 1

ADANSONII, Rve 1

ARISTOPHANIS, Ducl. i 2

— CALiroRNicus, Hds California Survey 1

— CANONicus, Brug. 1

CAPITANEUS (JUU.), Xm 1

— CATUS, Brug 2

— ciRC^A, Chem 1

— ciNEREUS, Rump. -'-

— columba, Bmg '-

ELEGANS 1

— EPiscoPus, Lam. 1

— ERMiNEUS, Born 1

FUGULINUS, Lin. 1

GABRIELLA, Kr. 1

GUBERNATOR, Kr 1

— GumiACUs, Chem 1

-— HEBRiEUS, Linn. 1

— iNTERRUPTus, Brotl. Cape St. Lucas 1

MAGUS, Xm '-

— MINIMUS, Lin. var 1

— MiMUS, Lin 2

— MiLiARis, Brug r o

— Musicus, Brug. 2

— Nisus, var 1

NUSSATELLA, Lin. l

— PAPELIONACEUS , Bvug Cape Palmas 1

PLENATUS, Bom. 1

— PULCHELLUS, Swain l

— pusiLLUS, Old. var. nux 1

KADIATUS, Rve. •'

9
EETIFER ..

^

— SPONSALis, Brug °

— TORNATus, ^rocZ Cape St. Lucas 1

— VERRICULUM, Rve '

1VERMicuLATus, Lam
viNCTus, A. Ad '

Meta cedonulli Cape St. Lucas

.

Pleurotoma babylonica, Lin. ^

CARiNATA, Gray.

GEMMATA, Hds.

— GAMONSii, Rve ^
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Pleurotoma nodifera, Lam. 1

— ucoTROPSis, Ad. & Rve. 1

^ TUBEECDLATA, Gray Hong Kong 1

Clionella BuccmoiDES, Lam 1

— semicostata, Kien. Cape Good Hope 1

Mangelia LEViDE>fSis, Cp' Neeah Bay 1

LNTEKFOSSA, C])r clo 1

TABULATA, Cpr clo 1

Deillia abreviata, Rve 1

BIJUBATA, Rve. 1

DIGITALIS, Rve. 1

— iNCisA, Opr 1

— iNEEMis, Hds. Califoiiiia Survey 1

— TOEOSA, var. aueantica San Diego 1

— mcesta, Cp\ California Survey 1

— vmuA, Rve 1

Ctmbiola brasiliana, Sol. Brazil — •'_ 1

ZlDONA ANGULATA, Sol clo 1

ScAPHELLA ELONGATA, Sioaiii. New Zealand 1

Mitra cardinalis, Gron 1

— PONTIFICALIS, Lam. 1

— PEOPINQUA, Ad 1

— (Chrysame) cucumeria, Lam 1

— — TABANULA, Lam. . 1

TELESCOPIUM, Rve 1

— (Cancella) eilosa, Lam 1

— (Nebularia) adusta, Lam 1

— — BADiA, Rve. 1

CHRYSOSTOIVIA, SlOaill. 1

DIGNA, A. Ad 1

EERRUGINEA, Lam 1

NITELINA, Dud. 1

— — TiCARONicA, Rve 2

— (Scabricola) spblerulata, Mart 1

TUERIOULA CORRUGATA, Lam 1

MELONGENA, Lam 1

— PLICATA, Lam 1

— vuLPERULA, Lam 2

(CaLLITHEA) PHDLIPPINARUM 1

STIGMATARIA, Lam 1

— (Costellaria) armillata, Rve West Africa 1

CRUENTATA, Rve. 3

EXASPEEATA, Z)es7^ 2?

— (Pusia) am/Vbilis, Rve 1

BUCCULENTA, RvB. 1

CONSANGUINEA, Rve 1

CEEMANS, Rve. 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

TuRRicuLA (Pusia) leucodesma, Rvb 2

NODOSA, Rve. - 1

PORPHYRITICA, Rve 1

StRIGATELLA AilPHORELLA, Lmil. 1

LIMBIFERA, Lttlll 1

LITERATA, Lcmi. 3

— PERONn, Eitn 1

— RETUSA, Rve. 1

UNIFASCIATA, Lcim 2

VIRGATA, Rve. 1

Imbricaria conica, Schum. 1

VoLVARiNA VARICA, Sby. California Survey 1

Marginella regularis, Opr. Sta. Barbara 1

Cypr-ea adusta, Lam. 1

— ciCERCULA, Lin. 2

CLANDESTINA, Lin. 1

— CAURiCA, Lin. 2

CRIBRARIA, X/h. 1

CUMINGII 1

CYLINDRICA, Bom 1

DILDCULA, Rve 1

ERKONES, Lin 2

• FLAVEOLA, Lcim. 4

— HELVOLA, Lin Sandwich Islands 1

— — Lin -- 3

HIRUNDA, Lin 1

— INSECTA, Migh. 1

INTERRUPTA, (rljy 1

— IRRORATA, Gray. Sandwich Islands 1

ISABELLA, Lin 3

— MADAGASCARENSis, G^Hze? Sandwich Islauds 1

— MiLiARis, Lam. 1

— Mus, Lin West Africa 5

— NEGLECTA, Gray 3

— NUCLEUS, Lin 2

— OCELLATA Zm Ccylon 1

— OCELLUS, Lin. 3

PANTHERINA, Sol. 1

— PORARIA, Lin. 1

PUNCTATA, im. - 1

— SEMiPOLiTA, Migh Sandwich Islands — 1

— STAPHYLEA, Lin. .

.

Ccvlon 2

— — Lin. var. 3

SULCIODENTATA 1

— XABESCENS, Gray. 3

— TURDUS, Lam. Akaba : 1

TREMEZA, Dud 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

CyPEiEA VIEESCENS, ScllUm. 1

LuPONiA ALBUGiNOSA, Gi'ciy Cape St. Lucas 1

SOWERBYI do 1

Trivia califoenica, Gray California Survey 1

CANDIDULA, Gcisk. 1

—
• scABEiuscuLA, Gray 3

Peksicula coenea, Lam Gambia 1

— PHRYGiA, 8by Cape St. Lucas 1

Erato scabeiuscula Acapulco 1

Natica catenata, Phil Cape St. Lucas 5

— CHiNENSis, Lam. 2

— CLAUSA, Brod & Sow Vancouver 1

— labeella, Lam. Gambia 1

— LiNEATA, Chem 1

— MAHEHENSis, Red. Houg Koug . ,

.

1

— MAEOCEANA, CJiem. Gambia 1

— — Chem. var 1

— —
• Chem. y-dv Pacific Ocean 1

— SOLIDA, Blain 1

— SPADICEA Hong Koug 1

— STEECus-MuscARUM, Chem. 2

— viOLACEA, Sby. (young) 1

VITELLUS, Lin. 1

— ZONAEIA, i?ec^ Cape St. Lucas 1

POLINICES BIFACIATUS clo 1

COLUMNAEIS, Bed 1

— CONiCA, Lam Australia 1

— DUBiA, Red. 1

— — Red. Patagonia 1

— EFFUSA, Swain. 1

— MAMiLLA, Lin. var China Sea 1

— MAUEAS, Brug 1

— ? OTIS, var. FUSCA Cape St. Lucas 1

— OTIS, var. do 1

Naticella semioides. Red Sandwich Islands 1

Neveeita chemnitzii, Red 1

— lamaeckiana. Red. 1

— patula Acapulco 1

— peteveeiana. Red 1

— — Red. var 1

— eecluziana Calit'oruia Survey 1

LuNATiA castanea, Lam. 1

— LEWisii, Gould Puget Sound 1

— PALLIDA, Brod. & Row. Vancouver 1

— PLUMBEA, Lam New Zealand 1

Ajipullina fluctuata, Shy. 1

SiGAEETUs CYMBA, Mke Pcru 1
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NAME. " LOCALITY. Jfb.

Velutina poreecta Vancouver 1

PlTlAJMIDELLA MITRALIS, A. Acl 1

Obeliscus maculosus, Lam. 1

SCITULA, A. Ad. 1

' SULCATUS, JVutt. .- ... 2

• TEREBELLUM, MulI 1

— vENTRicosus Quoy 1

EuLiMA MiCANS, C|ipr. California Survey 1

Alaba supraliratus Cape St. Lucas 1

Chejinitzia tennicula, Gld. California Survej' 1

Cerithium incisum, Sby do 1

— intereuptum, 3Ike. v. gallopagosum 1

— INTERRUPTUM, Mke. Cape St. Lucas 2

— maculatum, Kien do 1

STEECUS-MUSCARUM, (jun) 2

— UNCiNATUM, De^k Cape St. Lucas 1

Khinoclavis vestagus, Lm. 3

Ceeithidea albonodosa, C. Guaymas 1

— SACRATA, GM. California Survey 1

BiTTIUM ARMILLATUM . do 1

— FASTiGiATUM Sta. Barbara 1

— FiLosuM, Gld. Vancouver 6

— ? — var. esuriens do 2

EUGATUM, (fossil) do 1

C^RiTHiOPSis COLUMNA Neeah Bay ]

— PURPUREA Sta. Barbara 1

—
• ? TUBEECULATA Neeah Bay I

Steuthiolaria inermis, Sby. New Zealand 2

Melania (Tiara) bulbosa, Gld. (var. jun) Oregon 2

— — CYBE1.E, Gld. Fiji 2

— — — var Fiji 1

— PLiciEERA, Lea. Oregon ._ 2

TUEEITELLA CASPERI, CpV. S. PedrO 1

— DUPLiCATA, iom Aden 1

— BACCiLLUM, ITten. Ceylon . 1

— BiciNGULATA. Lam. . Cape de Verd 2

— CANALiFERA, Lam Cape Good Hope 2

— CINGULATA, yiSfiy. Chili .3

— ROSEA, QuoT/ New Zealand 2

TiGRiNA, lueti Cape St. Lucas 1

CcECUM cooPEEi, (label only) California Survey 1

CEEBEICINCTUM do 1

Seepulorbis squamigera, Cpr. do 1

ScALAEiA CLATHEATUS, Lin. Saudwich Islands 1

— INDIANORUM, Cj)r. Vancouver 2

Opalia borealis, Gld. do 5

LiTTORiNA PHiLippii, var. PENiCELLATA, Op7\ Cape St. Lucas 8
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

LiTTOEiNA PLANAxis, PMl. California Survey 3

— PLENA, Gld. var. do 3

— PULLATA, Cijr. Cape St. Lucas 2

— SCUTULATA Vaucouver 3

— siTCHANA, Phil do 5

— — — var. do 2

Solarium granulatuji Cape St. Lucas 1

Lacuna bxaquata, var. Vancouver 1

— ? EFFUSA, var Neeah Bay 2

— POREECTA, Cpr. do 4

— SOLIDA, Lam Vancouver 8

— SOLIDULA, var. COMPACTA Nccah Bay 1

— POERECTA, Cpr. do 4
— UNiFASCiATA, Cpr. Sta. Barbara 2

— SOLIDULA, var. COMPACTA Necali Bay 1

ElSSOA COMPACTA, 0])r. clo 1

EissoiNA FORTis,C. B. Ad. Cape St. Lucas 1

— STRIATA, Mke. do 1

— FiRMATA, C. B. Ad. do 1

TeUNCARIA EUEYTOIDES, Qpj- do 1

VaiLVATA siNCOEA, Bcuj Clear Lake, Cal. 2

Nepjtixa chrysocolla, Gld. Upola 6

TuEBO smaragdus, Lin. (2 opercula) New Zealand 2

Maemoeostoma coeonata, Gmel. (2 opercula) 1

— poephyrites, Gmel. 2

— versicolor, Rve. 1

— UXDULATA, Chem. 1

AiiYXA NIGER, Gray Chili 3

Senectus articulatus, Rve. 1

— ticaeonicus, Rve. 1

— EADIATUS, Gmel. 4

— squamigeeus Acapnlco 1

— spinosus, Chem. 1

HOMALOPOMA sanguineum, Lin. 5

Phasianella compta, Gld San Diego 1

— — var. elatioe Sta. Barl^ara 2

— — var. PULLOiBES San Diego 1

— — var. PUNCTULATA - Sta. Barbara 2

Oceana helixina, Born. Cape Good Hope 1

Calliostoma annulatum, Martyn Vancouver 1

— canaliculatum, Martyn do 1

— COSTATUM, Martyn do 4

Chloeostoma aueeocincta, Sby California Survey 1

—
- funebeale, ^. Ad.. Vancouver 2

—- GALLiNA, Fbs. California Survey 1

Omphalius beunneus, a. Ad . Sta. Barbara 1

— coEONULATus, C. B. Ad. Cape St. Lucas 2
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NAMK LOCALITY. No.

Omphaltos fuscascens, JP]dl. _. Cnlitbriiia Survey 1

Cantharis ieis, Gmel. New Zealand 1

Teochus peununus, Gld Auckland Island 1

(Canthaeis) textueatus, Gld. New Zealand 2

— (OsiLmus) COLCBRINUS, GUI. Madeira 1

Teitonis acinosus, Gld. New Zealand 1

Maegaeita lieulata, Cpr _ Neeah Bay 2

PEESICA 1

— PUPiLLA. Gld. Vancouver 8

— TENUiscuLPTA, C])r. vav. Necali Bay 1

GiBBULA SUCCINCTA do 1

Teochiscds NoEEissn, Sby Ceros Islaud 2

BivoNiA COMPACTA, Cpr Necali Bay. 1

Techis fenesteatds, G^nel Sooloo 1

Phoecus (Gibbula) pulligo, Mart Vancouver 2

Pachypoma gibbeeosum, Chem do 1

PoMAULAX UNDOSUS Lower California 1

Haliotis asininus, Lin. 1

— CP^CHEEODii .,-_ __. California 2

— DECussATA, PMl Gambia 1

— DISCUS, iJz-e. Japan 1

— KAMTCHATKANA, JoJi. Vancouver .. 1

SPLENDIDUS 1

EtTFESCENS, Sum 1

FlSSUEELLA CHILIENSIS, Sbr. Chili 1

— CEASSA, Sby. do 1

— C0MINGII, Rve do 2

— LATA, /iS'Sy. var do 1

— LiMBATA, Sby do 1

— MAXIMA, Sby do 1

MEXICANA, Sby do 1

— MiCEOTEEMA Cape St. Lucas 1

-— occiDENS, G-'M. Callao 1

— ORiENS, Sby. Chili 1

— — Sby. vav do 1

— PEEuviANA, Lam. Callao 2

— VEENA, Gld Cape de Verde 1

— VOLCANO, i?we . California Survey 1

Glyphis aspep^4, E.sc/t Puget Sound 3

PuNCTDEELLA cucuLLATA, Gld. Vancouver 1

GALEATA, Gld . PugCt SoUud 1

Ceepidula ALUNEA Sby. . Vancouver 8

LINGULATA, Gld. V. DOESATA, Brod do 3

— NAVICELLOIDES, JVuU do 3

— EUGOSA, JSfutt California Survey 1

Galeeus fastigiata, Gld. 1

Ceucibulum umbeella (young) Cape St. Lucas 1

Cab. Nat. 6
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SAMi:. ZOCALJTY. No.

HiPPONYX ANTiQUATus, Liii . California Survey

—

1

— BAEBATUS Cape St. Lucas 2

— CKANioiDES, Cpr Vancouver 2

— TUMENS. Cpr California Survey

—

1

Patella iENEA, Mart Orange Harbor 1

— — Mm-t do 1

— AMUSSiLATA, i?ye. Japan 1

— BAEBATA, Lin. Cape Good Hope— 1

CLYPEASTEE, Lin. Chili 1

— coNSPicuA, PJdl Cape Good Hope 1

— DECOEA, Phil. New Zealand 2

— EXAEATA, JSfutt. Saudwicli Islands — 2

— GEANULus, Lin Cape Good Hope -- ,- 1

— LUCTUOSA, Old. New Zealand 1

— LUGUBEis, Dhr . Cape de Verd 1

— JUNIATA, Lam Cape Good Hope — 1

— OENATA, Divil New Zealand 1

— PAMNOTEXPis, Old Pacific Island 3

— PIPEEATA, Old Cape de Verd Island, 1

— SACCHAEiNA, Linn. Fiji 3

SAGITTATA, Old Fiji 8

— TALOSA, Old. Hawaii 1

— tejVMOSeeica, Cliem. Sydney Harbor 1

— VAEiEGATA, Rve. Hakodadi 1

— ZEBEA, Rve Austi'alia 1

— (Helcion) pectinata, Lin. Cape Good Hope — 1

— (Olana) cochlea, Born. do — 1

— (Scutellina) cinnamonea 1

— (Tectuea) CY3IBIOLA, Old. Valparaiso 3

NucELLA LNCESSA, Hds California Survey— 1

— instabilis, Old Vancouver 2

— PALLEACEA, Old. (label only) Sta. Barbara -

.

AcM^A ARAUCANA, var. D^Orb. - . Chili 5

— cantharus, Jive Cape Good Hope 1

— ceibeaeia, Old Viuicouver 1

— flaccata, var. punctata Cape St. Lucas 1

— LEucoPLEUEA, Gmel 1

— LiMBATA, Phil. Australia 1

— PATINA, Lsch Vancouver 3

— — var. SCUTUM, Lsch do 5

— PELTA, Lsch. do 4

— PERSONA, Esch. do 6

— — var. UMBONATA California Survey 1

— — var. TEXTiLis, Old do — 1

— PLETEEi, i)'0?-5 Chili 5

— PSEUD-OEEGONA Orange Harbor 3

— sCiUBEA, JShitt Sta. Barbara 1
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NABIE. LOCALITY. No.

AcM^A SCABEA, var. LiMATULA California Survey 1

— SCUTUM, iJ'OrS.-. Chili 3

— SPECTRUM, Nfutt. California Survey 3

— STEiGATELLA. Cpr Cape St. Lucas 2

— VARIABILIS, Gray. Chili 1

— TiEiDULA, Lam do 7

— — var. Lam do 7

— — var. ZEBRiNA, Less. do . _ 4

ScuEEiA MiTRA, Esch. Vancouver (j

LoTTiA GiGANTEA, Gray. California Survey 2

— ONiCHiNA, Ghl. Eio Janeiro 1

SiPHONARiA ANTARCTICA, GUI Orange Harbor 1

— ? iEQuiLATERA, Cpr Cape St. Lucas - . 1

— COENUTA. Gld Mangsi 3

— INCULTA, Gld. New Zealand 1

— LATERALIS, Gld Orange Bay 1

— THERSiTES, Cpr Vancouver ]

Helix arrosa • California 1

AREOLATA do 1

DUPELITHONAESI do 1

TUDICUXATA do 1

— (Aglaia) fidelis. Gray , Oregon 1

— (Arianta) townsexdiana. Lea do 3

— — CALiFORNiENSis, Lett. Cal ifornia 1

Nania (Hemiplecta) lurida, Gld Fiji 1

— — RUBRicATA, (?M. Tutuilla : 3

Macrocyclis NEWBERRYana, W. G. Bimisy California 1

— VANCOUVERENSis, Lea. Oregon District 1

BuLiMus (Mesembrinus) pallidior, 8hy Cape St. Lucas 1

Phi'Sa vieginea, Gld Sacramento Eiver 1

— — (broken), Gld. do 1

Planorbis (Helisoma) corpulentus, 8ay Columl^ia Eiver 2

Melampus olivaceus California Survey 1

Hyal^a globulosa. Rang. Sandalwood Bay 1

Haminea versicula, Gld Cape St. Lucas 1

TORNATELLA GLABRA, Rve. 1

— NiTiDULA, Lam - 1

ToRNATiNA CEREALis San Diego 1

— ExiMiA, Bd Puget Sound 1

— INCULTA • San Diego 1

Lasea RUBRA Cape St. Lucas 1

Cythna albida, Cp'. San Diego 1

Amphithalimus inclusus, C/j?'. California Survey— 1

Dunkeria laminata, C]}r. do — 1

Barlecia subtenuis (broken) do —
— — var. Cape St. Lucas 1
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OPERCULA.
NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Opeecula of Strombus, sp. ? 1

— Purpura, sp. ? 2

— Senectus argyrostoma, Lin. 2

LAJONKAIRII, Dsk 9 1

— Senectus, sp. ? 2

— Senectus setosus, Gmel.

.

2

— Senectus cheysostoma, Lin. 1

— TuEBO petholatus, Lin 3

CEPHALOPODA.
Spieula AUSTPuiLis, Blciin. Sandalwood Bay 3

The collection of shells, catalogued above, is comj)osed of the following

specimens

:

Gasteeopoda and other univalves, 663 species and 22 varieties, or repetitions

otherwise represented in the collection = 685
; consisting of 1,087 speci-

mens.

Brachiopoda, 9 species, consisting of 12 specimens.

Chitonid^, 10 species, represented by 8 entire specimens, and a few valves not

enumerated.

LiiSiELLiBEANCHiATA, 343 species and 21 varieties or repetitions = 364; con-

sisting of 200 specimens with both valves, and 373 separated valves.

SHELLS. Species and
varieties.

Specimens.

Gasteropoda

BRAcnioponA

Chitonidve

Lamellibranchiata

Total

685

9

10

364

1,068

1087

12

8

573

1,680

Many of the Lamellibranchiata are much broken— a few of them

nearly destroyed. The Gasteropoda are in much better condition,

although many of these are dead or beached shells, and much weathered

;

but nevertheless making a valuable addition to the collection, from their

authentic labels, and in representing new or obscure genera.



( C. )

SECOND CATALOGUE OF SHELLS PRESENTED TO THE STATE

MUSEUM BY THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

PULMONIFERA.
NA2rE. LOCALITY. Ko.

Helix dispecta, Gray Ousima 1

— (Theba) pisana, var Canaries 2

— — CAPENSis, P/j'. (1 broken) Cape Good Hope 2

-^ — siMiLis, i^e?- Hong-Kong 2

— (Discus) paupeea, Gld. Kamschatka 1

— - — AEATUS, Gld Orange Harbor 2

— (CoNULus) MiSELLA, Fev. (crushecl) Upolu 1

— — cuLTRATus, (r/d. Tahiti 1

— — CHAiiissoi, P/j- Sandwich Islands 1

— — CRYPTOPARTicus, Pre do 2

— (Hygeomia) saxatilis Orange Harbor 1

— (PiTYS) ? zolingera, Pfr Tahiti 2

BUESATELLA, GUI. WAV. ee G

— (Camcena) veenicula, Pfr. (broken) Ecuador 1

— (Trochomorpha) cressida, Gld. Samoa, Tahiti 1

EURYDICI, Gld 1

— — TROCHiFORMis, Per. Pacific Island 3

— — TEOILUS, Gld. Samoa Island 2

— — POLYMORPHUS, /S'wn. (cr'shd) Madeira 1

— (Ibernus) SPIRALIS, Gld Lima 1

POLYGYRA STENOSTEEPTA, Pfr Ecuador 1

Helicella aureolenta, Buv Sandwich Islands 2

— cellaria, Lin. Madeira 1

— — Lin. Sidney 1

— SUBEUTiLE, Mighl Sandwich Islands 2

ZoNiTES sp. ind. (like H. miniscula) Hong Kong 1

Nanina caeica, Gld Fiji 2

— NANiNOiDES, Benson Singapoor 1

— (Hemiplegia) humpheeysiana, Lea Borneo 1

Cochlea phlebophoea, Lowe Madeira 2
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SAiiJS.

Helicostyla kochii, Pfr.
' — EOISSTANA, Fer..

sp •?

(Corasia) beodeeipii, Pfr.

(Calijcochlea) cocomelus, Shy.

— FRASERI, Gray. _

- Pfr.

LOCALITY.

Philippines

do

do

do

do

LuzoNiCA, 8by.

MELANO
— (Chloeostoma) amana, Fer.

SUCCINEA CADUCA, Miglil

CANCELLA, GM.
CEOCATA, Gld.

GOULDIANA, Pfr .

HUMEEOSA, Ghl.

LIMASIANA, Pfr
MANUANA, Gld.

MODESTA, Gld

PALLIDA, Pfr.

PUDOEINA, Gld.

STKIGATA, Pfr
— TAiiiTENSis, var. Pfr.

VENUSTA, Gld
— (Omalonyx) pdtameei, Gld. (fragment).

— (Helisiga) eotundata, Gld.

CIPULA, Gld

Omalonyx explanata, Gld

Macrocyclis fallicosa, Fer.

— (Euey-stoma) vittata, Mull.

LucERNA (Orba) plaistilata, Lam
— — listeei, Gray.

VlTRIA NITIDA, Gld. .

Cochlostyla concinnus, Shy
— METAMORPHUS, Fer
— (EuDOxus) SIMPLEX, Jones

— (Amphidromus) stabilis ?

— —

-

DRYAS, Brod. - - .

— LUZONICA, Shy 9

— (Chrysalis) ormis, Buf
— — ? Brod.

— — SYLVANUS, Brod. .

Bulimus ceenulatus, Pfr. (broken)

— EOSACEUS, King
— PULLus. Gray
— (Stenogyra) junceus, Gld.

— (Charis) moeosus, Gld.

— (Oephaeus) magnificus, Gray.

1

1

2

2

1

Australia 1

Philippines 2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

do

do

do'

Sandwich Islands

Manai

Upolu

Tahiti

do
Lima(?) 1

Manna
Upolu

1

._ 1

Tahiti 1

do

Australia

Sandwich Islands

Sandwich Islands .

.

do

Kanai

Ecuador 1

Ceylon 2

Philippines 2

do 1

Madeira 1

Philippines 5

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

Chili

Valparaiso 2

India ^ 3

Sandwich Islands 2

Fiji _ 1

Rio Janerio 1
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KAME. LOCALITY. No.

Placocheilus strangei Australia 1

Placostylus shongii, Less. New Zealand 1

Otastomus auris-lepoeis, Briig. Brazil . 1

Partula conica, Gld Upolu 1

—
• dentifera, Pfr. Eaiatea 1

— FABA, 3Imi " do 1

— FILOSA, var. Pfr Eimea 1

— GiBBa, Fer. Guam 1

— HEBE, Pfr. Eaiatea 1

— HYALiNA, i?rofZ Tahiti 1

LIGNARIA, Pse 1

MASTERSi, Pfr. Guam 1

— EOSEA, Brod. 2

— KUBESCENS, Rve. Upolu 2

— SOLIDULA, Rve. Bolabola 1

— SOPADICEA, Rve. Eimea 1

— TAHiTANA, ^n^gf. Tahiti . 2

ZEBRINA, Gld. 1

SuBULiNA STEiATELLA . Siberia 1

AcHATiNELLA PEODUCTA, Rve. Saiidwicli Islands 1

TOPJSTATELLINA NEWCOMBIANA, Pfr do 1

— PEPOMENA ? Gld. (broken) do 1

SEEEATA. Gld. do 1

AUEICULELLA AURICULA, Fer do 2

Oethalicus (Scutalus) mutabilis, Brod. Peru 2

— — PEOTEus, Brod do 1

— (Plectostylus) CHiLENsrs, Lin. Valparaiso 2

— (Mesembrionis) papyeaceus, Mart Brazil 1

— (Eabdotus) albicans, Brod. (Ijroken) S. Lorenzo 3

— — EEYTHEOSTOMA, 8by Chili 1

— — LAUEENTU, Shy. S. Lorenzo 5

SlmcolaPvIA TUEBmATA, Lect. West Africa 1

Leptachatina guttula, Gld Sandwich Islands 1

STRIATULA, Gld -• do 1

Clausilia c^rulea, Fer Cape Palmas 2

Megaspira ELATiOR - Brazil. i 1

Vertigo tantilla, ? Gld. Tahiti 1

LiMNiEA AMAGDALiNUM, GroscJi Bengal 1

— PAETULA, Grosch. do 1

— VESTOR, D'Or^ Chili 1

— VOLUTATA, Gld Oahu 5

— sp.? Bengal 1

— sp.? do 1

Physa NOVA-HOLLANDICA 1

— EETicuLATA, Gld. Saudwich Islands — 3

— TABULATA, (xW. New Zealand 1

— VENUSTULA, Gld. (1 broken) Lima ,3
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Phtsa sp.? 1

Phtsopsis afeicana, Krcmp. Nattil 1

Chilina bulloides, D'Orb Chili 1

FASCIATA. GId tl" 1

FLUVIATILIS, Gld. Qllil lotil 1

OBOVATA, Gld. tlo I

— PUELCHA, D^Orh. Clnii 1

Ancylus K.\FriE Natal 1

— sp. (like A. ADAUCTUs) Madeira 1

Erisma newcombi, Pfr. Sandwich Islands — 1

PiLEX lateralis, Pfr. (broken) New Zealand 1

Planorbis crassus, Couth. Rio Janeiro 1

— COMMUTATUS, P. K. Brazil 1

— sp.? Ceylon 2

— KEEMATOiDES, Z)'OrS Lima 1

— LUGUBEis, Wac/n Brazil 1

Segmentina largillierti, P 1

Anclustoma (Gorilla) eeeonea, Aiders. Ce}lon 1

Auricula aueis-jud^, Pin East Indies 1

— ELONGATA, P«rr. Fiji 3

Pythia albivaricosa, Pfr. do 1

— BivARicosA, Pfr do 1

Plecotrema clausa, a. Ad Sandwich Islands — 1

— iNEQUALis, C. p. Ad do — 1

L^MODONTA BEOWjsrn, A. Ad. do — 4

SANDAVICHENSIS, i?W do 1

Ophicardelis balteatus, a. Ad New Zealand 4

Cassidula coefea, Chem East Indies 1

— DOJjjjM, Petit Ceylon 1

—
. FELIX, Lam. Singapoor 1

— SULCULOSA, lions . East Indies ... 1

Melampus castaneus, 3Iuhl Pacific Island 3

^ _ Mu/d do 3

— — var. Fuscus do I

— — var. FCSCATUS do 3

— COFFEA, Lin Cape Palmas 3

— — Liji Rio Janeiro 1

— FUSCATUS, Ohem. Pacific Island 3

— GEAMiFERUS, Mons. - Society Island 1

— LiviDUS, ie?i Pacific Island 3

— LUTEUS do 3

— MUCRONATUS, Gld Kariika Island 1

— PAEVULUS, Midi. do 1

— SONATUS, Mull. Marquesas 1

Cyclostoma ligatum, 8by. Cape Good Hope — 1

— (Omphalotropis) roseum, Gld Fiji 6

(OSTODES) PLICATUM, Gld. - . . Upolu 4
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NAME. LOCALITY. No

OSTODES OBLIGATA, GM 1

STRIGATA, Gld Upolll 2

Cyclotus incomptus, 8by Peru 1

Cyclophoeus inoknatus, 8by. Philippines 1

— PHiLEPPiNARiuM, Less Loo Choo 1

— ? puNCTATus Cliina 1

Leptopoma halophilum, Bom. India 2

— HELicoiDES, Gray Philippines 1

ATRIAPILLUM, Sby. clo 2

Realia elongata, Rve. (from type) Pacific Islands 1

sciTULA, Gld. (broken) do 1

TEEEBEALIS, Gld do 1

Eegistana GRANDE, Gvciy. Philippines 1

— SIMILE, Gray. do 1

Helicina beeyllina, Gld Fiji 1

— beaziliensis. Gray Rio Janeiro 1

— CITEINA, Grat Philippines 2

— FULGOEATA, Gld Upolu and Maiiua 3

— LuciNOSA, Migh. . Sandwich Islands 1

— MULTicoLOE, Gould. -

.

- Tahiti 1

— ONNUSiEA, (?02<?cZ. (broken) Upolu 1

— PALLIDA, Gould. Fiji 1

— pisuM, P/«7. Sandwich Islands 1

— SOLIDULA, Crj-ay. -• Tahiti 4

— TENiATA, Quay, (broken) Fiji 3

— TEOCHLEA, Gld. (broken) Aurora Islands 1

UPEEA, Gld Manua 1

— sp.? Fiji 1

OxcHiDiuM, sp.? Lima 1

— sp.? do 1

GASTEROPODA.
Steombus dentatus, var Red Sea 1

PiSANiA KUSTicA, Rve . . Austi'alia 1

Chrysodomus, sp. ind. (very poor) Rio Negro 1

Clathueella plantlabeum, Har. 1

Eugenia forticostata, Rve Pacific Islands 1

— ? GRATA Rve. do 2

CoMiNELLA alveolata, Quoy South Australia 1

— cosTATA, Quoy. do 1

— sp.? Cape Good Hope 2

PSEUDOSTROMBUS MALABARICDS, Hun. Cochin 2

Nassa bilobata, Qjr. vai-. venusta Central Pacific 1

—
• cinctella, Gld. 1

— CUETA, Gld Samoa Island 2

— FASCiATA, Cliem. 1

— GEMMULiFEEA, A. Ad Australia 1

Cab. Kat. 7
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Nassa glaberiana, Gmel. (= N. pfiefferi, Phil.) .

.

Caniiries 1

— GKANDiosA, Ad. var. lilacinus, Gld 1

— inceassata, 3iont Madeira 1

—
- ISABELLA, D' Orb. Akaba 1

— LiVESCENS, PMl Indian Ocean 1

— MADEiEENSis, Bve Madeira 1

— MUCRONATA, A. Ad. East Indies 1

— ORNATA, Lam. Bombay 1

— PAUPERA, Gld Central Pacific 1

— PAUPEEATA, Lam. var. lucella, Ii)-ug 1

— PULCHELLA, A. Ad Cape Good Hope 1

THERSITES, jBing 1

— VELATA, Gld. ( = var. punctata, A. Ad.) 1

EiNGicuLA AURicuLATA, Mont. Madeira 1

Planaxis abbreviata, Pse. Central Pacific 1

LABIOSA, A. Ad 10

— LiNEOLATA, Gld. Pacific Islands 2

— LINEOLATA, Gld. Sandwicli Islands 1

— MOLLIS, Sby New South Wales 1

— NUCLEUS, Lin 5

— PLUMBEA, Pse Central Pacific 1

— succiNEATA, A ^cZ. Eed Sea 2

— SULCATA, Lin. 5

COLUMBELLA PACIFICA, GcwJc. 2

— PALLIDA, Desh. 2

— PARDULiNA, Lam Brazil G

RETICULATA, LuM 2

TURTURINA, Xawi 2

VERSICOLOR, 8by. 8

NiTiDELLA MAEMORATA, Gray. Philippines 1

Pyrene flavida, Lam. var Japan 1

Pyeene splendida. Gar. 3

Amyola unicolor, Sby Rio Janeiro 3

Conella PHiLippiNAEiuM, Rve. 2

Anachis ateata, Gld Hong Kong 1

— fulminea, Gld Cape Good Hope 1

?PYGMJEA Ceylon 3

— sp.? Rio Negro 1

Oliva elegans, vai' Fiji 2

— EPiscoPALis, Lam 1

Pleueotoma austealis, Chem. 3

— GEMMATA, Hds. ^ Kagosinia 1

— SPECTABiLis, var.. Fiji 1

MiTRELLA ALBINA, Kien. - - 1

— LiGNA, Decl. 2

Eeato coeeugata, a. Ad. China Seas 1 1

Peesicula coenea, La7?i. Gambia - : 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. Ko.

Natica labrella. Lam Cambria 1

— ZELANDiGA, QitoT/. 1 New Zealand 1

PoLix\iCES cOiVicus, Lam South Australia 1

SiGAEETUS ZONALIS, QmO//. <io 1

Stilifer auricula, Gld. Fiji 7

EuRYTA PLUMBEA, Quoy. Australia 2

Cerithium alternatum, Shy Singapoor 1

— ALuco, Lam. 1

— ALVEOLUS, lZbr7i Pacific Islands 9

— BREVE, Qwoy East Indies 4

— OAUDATUM, Shy. Rio Janeiro 1

— ctERULEUM, Sby. .. Akaba 1

— COLUMNA, Shy. 7

— — (dwarf var.) 1

— CORALLIUM, Kim. Singapoor 1

— ECHiNATUM, Lam. Wakes Island 1

EGENSE, Gld 1

— EEiGENSE, Vol. Indian Ocean 1

— GRACILIS, Pse. 2

— GRANOSUM, Kien East Indies 2

— iNFLATUM, Qifoy Philippines 1

— LACTEUM, Shy. Sandwich Islands ... 2

— MACULOSUM, MigJd do — 1

MONILIFERUM, Kieil. 3

— MORUS, Lam. 4

— OBESUM, Shy. Philippines 1

— PATULUM, Shy Singapoor 1

PETEOSUM, Wood. 4

— pusiLLUM, Gld. Pacific Islands 5

— EUGOSUM, Wood 4

— var Japan 1

SORDIDDLUM, Gld. YOX. LoO ChoO 1

— Gld. Pacific Islands 1

— SPLENDIDUS, Shy. East Indies 1

— TRAiLLEE, Shy. Java 1

TUBERCULATUM, Llll 1

— UNCiNATUM, Gmel West Indies 1

— vAEiEGATUM, Qwoy East Indies 2

Ehinoclavis articulata, a. Ad. Ceylon 1

— ASPERA, Lin. 1

CEDONULLA, /5%. ^

— LiNEATA, King. ^

MARTINIANA, Pfr. 1

— OBELiscus, King 1

— PHAROS, (var.) Pacific Islands 1

— PULCHEA, (var.) 1

Pyrazus pictus. Born Ceylon 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Pykazus sulcatum, Born. East Indies 1

— (Ty3[panotus) eueyptera, ^4. Ad. Bombay 1

— — FUSCATus, Lea. West Africa 1

aiACROPTEEA, Ki^ii 4

— — KADDLA West Africa o

Ceeethiopsis CtLaucosa, GM. China Sea 1

Ceeithidea obtusa, Lam. East Africa _ 1

Ajuycla sagitta, Ga.^Ji- 1

Lampania austealis, Quoy Australia 1

UNDULATA, SblJ LoO ChoO 1

— zoNALis, Lam Hong Kong 1

PiEENELLA BiCAEixATA, Quojj. New Zealand 1

CIXEEASCEXS 2

— CONICA, BJain. New Zealand 3

— TTJERITELLA, Quoy. Australia 1

BiTioM LACEETiNUM, GM Ncw Soutli Wules 1

— GEANAEiUM, Kien. do 1

— PAECUM, GM Loo Choo 1

Melania aspieans, Hds Eiji 1

COEPOEOSA, (tW. do 1

DOLOEOSA, GM. 1

— FASCiOLATA, Fe)' Casiua 1

— SAMOENSis, Rve. Upolu 2

— FIGUEATA, Hds. Fiji 3

FULGIDA, Rve. do 2

— GRACILIS, G-VcZ. Tahiti 1

— LiBEETiNA, GM Simoa 1

— LUTosA, G^M. Upolu 1

— PEEPiNGuis, Hds Fiji 3

— EUDENS, Rve. do 3

— — vox., Rve do 2

— SGiTULA, (?M Tahiti 1

— sp. ? PEEPiNGuis, Hds. Fiji 3

— sp.? PEEPINGUIS, (var.) do 3

sp.? HASTULA do 1

— sp.? EUDis, (var.) do 2

sp.? TEEPSICHOEA, Ct/cZ. do 1

sp.? SAMOENSIS . do 3

sp.? COEPOEOSA do 1

Pachycheilus (Aylacostoma) niPUEUs, Lea. .. Tutuilla 1

Melanoides ASPEEATA, Xam -- Phillipines 1

— CRENrLATA, Des/e. Manilla 1

ViBEX ceenifeea. Lea. Sandwich Islands — 1

— HiSTEiONTEA, Rve Cape Palmas 1

— MANTjENSis, iea. Sandwich Islands

—

1

PYEAjiis, V. de Busch India 4

— SCABEA (tW Manilla 1

i
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TiAEA (Plotia) spinulosa, Lam India 1

'Melanopsis cueiosus, Linn. Lake of Galilee 9

— LENTiGiNosus, Bve Tiuiis 4

— zealandica, (xM. New Zealand 4

TuEEiTELLA coNSPEESA, Acl. (& Rve. Cape Good Hope 1

GEACILLIMA, GM. 2

SiPHONiuM MAXIMUM, Wood. (opeiviiUun) Fiji 2

— TONGANUM, Quoj/. Wakes Island 1

Seepuloebis nebulosa Akaba 1

Cladopoda polyphragma, 3Iorl- New Zealand 2

Petaloceechas eenifoemis, C^r Bombay 1

BivoNiA C03IPACTA Pacific Islands 2

— spmuL^FOEJiis, De Lev do 1

LiTOEiNA ACUMiis'ATA, GM. Mangsi 1

— AFRICANA, Kraic'i. Cape Good Hope 3

— BEEvicuLA, P/«7. Hakodadi. 1

— — PM. do 2

— CALiGiNOSA, GM. Orange Harbor 7

— CLNCTA, Quoy. Sandwich Islands o

— DEBiLis, GM New Zealand 2

— VLAYA, Brod Rio Janeiro 1

— GEANOcosTATus, i?i^e. Cape Palmas 2

— LTNEATA, Lam Pacific Islands 1

— NEBEA (var.) Chili 6

— — = L. PERUVIANA, Lam. '>

— NEBULOSA, Lam. 2

— NguixoiDES, ira Madeira 3

— NEWCOMBi, i2f

e

Sandwich Islands

—

2

— OBESA, Sow. ( = L. LiMAX, Mart.), Pease. 5

— PICTA, P/«7 Sandwich Islands

—

1

— PINTADO, Wood , do — 4

— SAYi, Phil Eio Janeiro 2

— STEiATA, King. Cape Verde Island .

.

3

— TESSELLATA, PJdl Cape Palmas 3

— UNDULATA, Gray. 5

— — Gray. 1

— TjNiFASCiATA, Gray Australia 2

— ZEBEA (young) Valparaiso 3

ZELANDICA, Rve. 1

— ziczAC, Lin Eio Janeiro 3

— (Melarhaphe) abena, Rve Cape Palmas 1

— — aeboeicola (var.) Fiji 1

— — inteemedia, P/m7 Ceylon 1

— — SCABEE, Lin. t!

— — — var. ESTTERRUPTA, Pse. Central Pacific 2

RiSELLA AURATA, Qiioy. Australia 1

— LUTEA, GM Hong Kong 1
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KAME.

KlSELLA MELANOSTOMA, Quoy.

MILIAEIS, Quoy
- NANA, Lam.
- PLANA, Quoy

Modulus candidus. Petit.

- CEEODUS (young)

- DISCULUS, Phil. ( = M. DOESUOSUS, Gkl.)

Techtaeia geanosus, Phil. var.

- millegeanus, Phil.

- viLis, Mk.

Cheysostoma paeadoxa. Born.

SOLAEIUM FOEMOSUM

PEEDIX, Hds
PEESPECTIVUM, Ltn.

Minolta solaeifoemis, Short.

ToEiNiA vaei^gata, Lcun.

Philippia cingulata, liien.

HYBPJDA, Lin.

Hydeobia antipodium ? Gld.

COEOLLA, Gld
EGENA, Gld

PETENINGANA, GM.
Sp.? PETENINGANA

POEEECTA
?

ZOCALITY. So.

Australia .

.

1

do ... 1

New Zealand ... 1

Australia ... 1

Pacific Islands ._. 2

Acapulco

do

... 1

5

^. 6

Loo Choo ... 3

do ... 2

Singapooi' - 1

Cochin _ .

.

Pacific Islands

Fiii .

Pacific Islands

New Zealand 1

do 1

do ... 2

... 4

— sp.

Teuncatella aueantia, Hds.

- — Gld.

Tahitia vitiana, Gld.

- — Gld.

Paludina angulaeis, Phil. .

.

BUEEOWSIANA, LcCl. .

•— doleaeis, Gld.

ELONGATA, SwClin. . _

QUADEATA, PenS
— HAYNSIANA, LeU.

HISTEICA, Gld
- LEOYTHOiDES, Bens.

Bythinia stenothyroides

Ampullaeia oeata, Pesh.

Buenos Ayres 4

Sandwich Islands 2

New Zealand 2

Fiji 3

do 1

Pacific 1

do 2

Manilla 1

Loo Choo 1

Burmah 1

Whampoa 1

do 2

India 1

Whampoa 2

— sp.

AsoLENA aueostoma, Leo. - -

Amphibola aeellana, Gmel.

— TENUIS, Gray.

Neeita albicella, Lin
ANTIQUATA, Bed

— AEGus, Bed.
—

• ATEATA, Chem

... ..... 9

Manilla . _

do

_. 1

.. 1

New Grenada

New Zealand

South Australia. __

.. 1

_. 3

_- 1

3

East Indies

do

Sidney

.. 3

.- 1

.. 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Neeita costata, Chem East Indies 1

— EXUVIA, Lin India 1

— GEiSEA, Rve. ( = N. RUMPHii, vai'.) East Indies '6

— HAUSTRUM, Rve. ( = N. SENEGALENSis, vav.) Cape de Verde Isles. 1

— LiNEATA, Chem 2

— MAUEA, Reel. ( = N. ANTiQUATA, var.) East Indies 2

— margijS^ata, Pease. Tahiti 10

— — (young) Loo Clioo 1

•— MussiEA, Gld. ( = N. siGNATA, Mart.) 1

— NERiTOiDES, -Bye New Zealand 2

— SOYA Gvi^M, Less Pacific Islands 2

— FiGEA, Reel Sandwich Islands 10

PLANISPIRA 1

— PLiCATA, Lin. 7

—- POLITA, Lin. (var. maxima, Chem.) 4

— EUMPHii, Reel. 6

— SENEGALENSIS, Gmel Cape Palmas 3

— siGjSata (3'oung, var.) Mediterranean 2

SQAMULATA, Le GuH 3

— STELLA, Chem. East Indies 1

SUBVITEEA, Cp- 1

UNDATA, Lin 2

YOLDii, Reel East Indies 1

Neeitina adamsi, Red. Cape Palmas 3

— ADUMBiATA, Ziec^. Pacific Islands 1

— AMANA, Gld do 1

— CANALis, Sby. Tahiti 1

— CARiosA, Gray Sandwich Islands — 3

— CHOLERicA, Gld. Fiji— 4

— CHOLOEOSTOMA, Bi'od. .

.

Tahiti 2

— DUBiA var. CAem. , East Indies 1

— gagates, Xam. Africa 1

— latissima, 5;'ocZ. Central America 1

— MiCHAUDi, Red Simoda 1

MOETONIANA, Red 7

— perotitiana Ceylon 1

— PETiTii, Red Fiji 1

— POECATA, (x/fZ. Pacific Islands 2

— PULLiGEEA, Lin. Fiji .- 2

SIDEEA, Gld,. ( = N. PEEOTITIANA, Rec.) -- do 3

— SQUAJUPicTA, Red. Guam 1

— TAHiTENsis, Lin Sandwich Islands — ti

— TUERiTA, Chem. Tahiti 3

— TUETOXi, Red. ( = N. helvola, Gld Pacific Islands 1

— VESPEETiNA, Nutt. Sandwich Islands — 3

— ZEBRA, Rang Tahiti 1

— ZIGZAG, Lin. • 2
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NA3IK LOCALll'Y. Kn.

Neritina (Clithon) corona, Lin (J

- SPINIFERA, i^ec/ --

SPINOSA, Sow 6

SQUARROSA, Red. --

Clithon angulosa, Red Pacific Islands

— AVELLANA, Red. clo 2

— OBSCUEATA, jBec? clo 2

— EUGiNOSA, i?ec^ do 6

DOSTIA MELANOSTOMA, Trodl. Hoilg KoDg 1

— CEEPiDULAEiA, Lcun. Bombay 1

— RETICULARIS, /SSy. Pacific Island s 1

Navicella depressa, Lin 1

BIMACULATA, Rve. 3

MACROCEPHALA, Le OuU 3

SCAEABiEUS, Rve. 3

— — Red 1

Turbo amussitatus, Gould ( = Leptontx san-

guineus, Lin. .. Simoda 1

— NOCTUENus, Gould ( — Leptonyx san-

guineus, Lin.) do 1

Leptonyx rubeicincta, Mighl. Sandwich Islands 5

MoDELiA PUNCTULATA, Mart. Ncw Zealand 2

Phasianella australis, Ghnel. 2

— KOCHH, Pliil East Africa 2

YENTRICOSA, Quoy. 1

— VENUSTA, Rve Australia 2

Ineundibulum acinodus, Gld New Zealand 1

Chlorostoma agryostojia, Chem China 1

— LACTUOSA, var Chili 3

— tridentata, Pot. & 3Iidi. do 1

— UNDATELLA, Gld. Ousima 1

— sp.? Eio Negro 1

— (Omphalius) euryomphalus, Jonas, = var.

LUCTuosuM, D'OrS. Chili 2

— — ATER, Less. 1

EURYOMPHALUS, Jo7iaS, (jun.)

var. BiCARiNATUM, Rot. (& Midi. - 2

MoNiLiA CALLIEERA, Ltttn. Tonga 1

CALYCULUS, Wood CcvloU 1

— NUCLEUS, P/iil. Kagosiina 1

LioTLi GEANULATA, L>ks. ( = MoNELiA spuRius, Gld.) Cape Good Hope 1

GiBBULA CAPENSis, Gmel. Natal 1

— GUADiosA, &7fZ Cape Good Hope 1

— LEUCOSTiCA, A ^d Hakodadi 1

— MusiRA, Gmel Cape Good Hope . .

.

1

— piCTURATA, Ad. <& Gray Port Jackson 1

Photinula expansa, Sby. Cape Horn 2
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Photintjla zonata, Gray. Natal 1

Elenchus badius, (var.) South Australia 1

BELLULUS, Z>^' do 1

lEIODON, Quoy. do 1

— suAYEm, Troch. New Zealand 1

Thalotea CONICA, (rray South Australia 1

— KAMBUEii, Cross do 1

— piCTA (var.) do 1

PoLYDONTA MACULATA, Liji. KiugsuiiUs Island 1

— METALLiCA, Hve. Saudwich Islands 3

— SPiNGLERi, C/iem do 1

DiLOMA AM(ENUM, Glcl. Fiji 2

CINGULATA, ^MO?/. 10

NIGGEERDIA, G^e/. Chili 4

— svLCATA, Wood New Zealand 1

— (Oxystyla) tabulaeis, Ki: Cape Good Hope 1

OxTSTTLA LEPiDA, (?W New Zealand 1

— MERULA, Chem. Brazil 1

— TiGRiNA, Chem. Cape Good Hope 1

Pachypoma tubeeosa (var.) Pacific Islands 1

BoLMA AMEA, JoHcis Australia 1

Calliostoma euglyptum, a. Ad. Texas 1

—
• GRANATUM, C/^e??z. New Zealand 1

— sp. ind., like C. jucundum, Gld. Eio Janeiro 1

MONODONTA NEEITOIDES, Phil JapaU 1

— LABIS, Xa??2. var China 1

— sp.?

CliAJSrCtTLUS ATROPURPDREUS, GM. -.

— MINOR, A. Ad Australia 1

— MODESTUS, Koch Cape Good Hope — 1

— PUNiCEUS, P/«7 St. Helena I

— eubeus, ^. ^cZ Adelaide 1

Omphalius virldulus, Gmel Rio Janeiro 2

OsxLiNus FULGiNEus, A. Ad. New Zealand 1

RETIGULATUS, Wood do 1

— ZEBRA, Munk. do 1

— (Trocho-cochlea) PORCATA, A ^d Cape Verde Islands. - 1

— — NEEITOIDES, Bom New Zealand 1

CoLLONiA L^TA, 3Iont. Islaud of Lipari 1

Enchelus denigratus, Chem. Fiji 1

— PLANATus, G/jr. Sandwich Islands 1

Eotella costata. Vol Hakodadi I

— ELEGANS, Beck. 7

VESTIARIA, Lin 5

Oceana hellina, Boi-n Natal 1

Haliotis VIRGINIA, Chem Fiji _ 1

Janthina decollata, Cpr. Sandwich Islands — 3

Cab. NiiT. 8
'
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Janthina steiolata, Qj?' Sandwich Islands 5

FissuEELLA NUBECULA, Linn Eio Janeiro 1

— SAGiTTATA, Rve. West Africa 1

Paemorphoeus geanulatus, Blain. Cliina Seas 1

Caltptr^a cicateicosa, Rve. Pacific Islands 1

Ceucibulum quiriquinum, Lin _.

— — var. FEEEUGiNEUM, Rvb. - Cal lao 2

— QuiEiQuiNUM, Lin. var. coeeugatum, Gpr. do 1

— QUIEIQUINUM, var. LiGNAEiA, Bvod. do 2

Teochita eudians, Lam. do 3

— cojoiunotata, S^y New Zealand 1

Galeeus coeeugatus, Rve. (broken) Rio Negro 1

Crepidula aculeata, Gmel. Sandwich Islands 1

— — Gmel. Japan 1

— — Gmel. Rio Negro 1

— contoeta, Quoy New Zealand 1

— COSTATA, Sby. do 4

— DILATATA, Lam Orange Harbor 1

— — Lam Calkio 2

— — Lam. var. nautiloides, Lin. - . do 5

— HEPATiCA, L>esk. Cape Good Hope 1

— MOULiNSii, 3fich. do 1

— PROTEA, Z)'0?'5 Rio Janeiro 1

— — B'Orb Rio Negro 1

HiPPONTX BAEBATUS, Sby. Japan 1

— ANTiQUATUS, Zot. Pacillc Islands 2

Amalthea conida, jSchum do 1

— SDTUEALis, Quoy. do 1

Patella scutellaeis, iam Madeira 1

Patella spinulosa, 3£cnk. Maderia 1

Nasella cymbalaeia, Lam. Cape Horn 2

SiPHONAEiA AMANA, JVut Sandwich Islands 7

— ATEA, Quoy 2

— CONCINNA, var South Australia 1

— — Sby. Cape Good Hope 1

— CEEBEicosTA, JVitU. Sandwich Islands 1

— DENTicuLATA, Quoy. Pacific Islands 1

— EXiGUA, Sby East Indies 1

KAEP^CHIENSIS, RvB. 1

— LINEOLATA, Sby. Orange Harbor 4

— LiEviuscuLA, Sby Cape Horn 1

— MOUEET, Lesh Cape Palmas 2

— NUTTALLii, Hani Sandwich Islands 1

— EADiATA, Rve. Natal 1

— siPHO, Sby. East Indies 1

— SCABRA, Rve. 1

— SUBEUGOSA, Sby New Zealand 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

SiPHONARiA (var.) TEiTENSis, Sby Orange Harbor 3

— Y-EJ>iOSA, Rve Cape Verde Islaiitls.. 1

SCUKRIA SCURRA, ZftSS. Chili ]

Dentalitjm aciculum, Old. Hono^ Hong .

.

1

BUCCINULUM, Gld. (=D. BELCHERI, SblJ.)- clo 1

— EBTJRNEUM, Lin. Singapoor 2

— EUTALis, Lin. , Eio Janerio 1

— QUADRiPLiCATA, Hani. Cochiu 1

Chiton (Lophyrus) cumingii, Flem Chili C

— —
• granosus do 2

— — MAGNiFicus, Desk do 1

— — pellis-serpentis, Q,uoy New Zealand 3

— — QUOYH, Desli. do 1

ISCHNOCHITON LONGICYMBIA, Quoy. do 1

— PRUIN03US, Gld Eio Janeiro 1

— PUNCTULATissiMus, Siy Callao 1

— viRiDULus, Couth. Orange Harbor 1

ToNiciA CHiLENSis, Fvem . Chili 1

— ELEGANS, Frem do 1

— FASTiGiATA, Gray. Orange Harbor 1

— LiNEOLATA, Frem. (=T. elegans, var.) Chili 1

—
• swAiNSONii, Sby Callao 1

Plaxiphora aculeata, Lin. Orange Harbor 1

— STIGES, King . do 1

Aganthopleura spiniger, Sby Fiji 1

AcANTHOcruTES CARNOTTii, Blaiji Cape Good Hope 1

Enoplochiton coquimbensis, Frem Chili 1

Ch^etopleura peruviana, Lam. do 1

ToMATiNA FusiFORMis, A. Ad. Kagosima 1

Bulla ampulla, Lin. var Fiji 2

AUSTRALIS, Quoy 3

— ocoiDENTALis, A. Ad. Sandwich Islands 1

— MAGUEUjs, List New Zealand 3

MEDIA, Phil. Rio Janeiro 1

— OBLONGA, A. Ad. (=B. AusTRALis) South Australia 1

PUNCTATA,' A. Ad. 1

Atys cylindracea, Chem. 4

— elongata, a. Ad. (=A. cylindracea, var.) 2

— NAUCUM, Lin. 2

— souvA, Bing. {—A. cylindracea, var.).. Fiji 2

Haminea guildingh, Sivain Rio Janeiro 2

— viRESCENS, Sby. St. Pedro 1

Smaragdinella viridis, Briu/ Sandwich Islands 1

Akera voluta, Chem. South Australia 1

Aplustrum thalassiarchdm, Chem. Sandwich Islands 4

Hydatina physis, Linn Ceylon 1

Plicatula simplex, Gld Kagosima 1
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NAME. LOCALITY. No.

Pecten PATAGONicus, var. -- Orange Harbor 2

— DAEWiNn, Rve. Rio Negro 1

— PICA, A. Ad. Japan 2

Mytilus BiDENS, Zea. Fiji 4

MoMOLA S23.? Tougataba 2

— var. VENOSA, Cpr. Ms. East Indies 1

LrmoPHAGus dunkeei, Op: Ms Callao 2

Baebatia, sp. ind. . Port Philip 3

AXINCEA INTERMEDIA, Bvod 2

Trigona hindsii, Haml. W. America 1

Unio sp.? E.Panama 2

CORBICDLA ORIENTALIS, DcsJl China 1

— ANGARi South Australia 1

Sasea rubra, Mont Burnt Island 5

UsTULARiA PusiLLA, Old . . Orange Harbor 4

MYRTiEA SESIINULA, Old. Hong KoDg 2
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LIST OF SPECIMENS IN THE ECONOMIC COLLECTION.

MAGSTETIC IKON OKES rEOM NOETHEKN BTE-W YOKE.

1. A block from Moriah Mining Company, Humbug Hill, Moriah, Essex Co.

2. A large block from the Clieever ore bed, Port Henry, Essex comity.

3. A large mass of veinstone, with iron ore, from a vein cutting the Cheever

ore bed.

4. Two small blocks from the Cheever ore bed.

5. One large block of crystalized Magnetic Ore from the New Bed, Moriah,

Essex county.

6. A small block from the same bed.

7. Two large blocks from Wetherbee, Sherman & Co., Old Bed, or No. 21,

Moriah, Essex county.

8. One block from ore bed, Moriah, Essex county.

9. Two blocks of Iron Ore from Adiroudac region, sources of the Hudson

river; name of particular locality not known.

10. Two blocks of Iron Ore, with felspar. French mountain.

11. One block of Red Hematite from Clinton, Oneida county.

SPECIMENS OF BUILDING STONES OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

IiATJEEWTIAW SYSTEM.

1. A large block of Granite, or fine-grained Gneiss, with surface not dressed;

squarely broken. Greenfield, Saratoga county.

2. A large irregular block of the same, showing in part a weathered surface

and regular even fractured sides. Greenfield, Saratoga county.

3. A cube of about six inches, same rock, with the sides dressed, and one

face showing the natural fracture. Greenfield, Saratoga county.

4. A large block of fine-grained Gneiss, or Granite. A few miles northeast

from the above locality.

5. A block of coarse Gneiss, from Luzerne, Warren county.

6. A large block, two feet by eighteen inches, and twelve inches thick, very

even in character and fracture. From the Gneiss at Sacandaga river

at the crossing of the Adirondac railroad.
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VEKDE ANTIQUE, OK SERPENTINE LIMESTONE.

1. One large block, nearly two feet long by one foot wide and high. This

is placed outside the building.

2. One slab of eighteen inches by one foot, fractured face, intended for polishing.

0. One column about four feet high, with base and shaft polished. A very

tine illustration of the adaptation of this marble to ornamental use.

POTSDAM SANDSTONE.

1. One block of about one foot by eight and ten inches, with cleavage or

fractured faces.

2. One small specimen of about four by six and eight inches: cleavage and

fractured faces.

caXjCieekous sandstone.

]. A block of about one foot by ten and eight inches: cleavage and fractured

faces.

QUEBEC GROUP.

1. Two slabs of Eoofing Slate, about five feet by ten feet: from Granville,

Washington county.

CHAZY limestone.

1. One large slab, sawed for polishing, about twenty inches by two and a

half feet.

bibdseye limestone.

1. A block fourteen by eight and ten inches: cleavage and fractured faces.

HUDSON EIVEB GBOUP.

1. A block "Blue stone," with dressed and fractured faces; eighteen by six

and eight inches: the same as used in St. Peter's Church. From
near Schenectady.

2. A dressed and clean-fractured block of nearly two feet long by six and

eight inches: "Blue stone.'" From near Schenectady.

3. A cube of nine inches, finely dressed on four faces; with the ujjper side

a fractured surface. Locality ?

4. A gray Sandstone, one foot long by five and six inches; dressed on three

faces: one face and ends fractured. From near Newburgh.

MEDINA SANDSTONE.

1. A block two feet long hy eight inches wide and thick: dressed and cleavage

faces. From near Lockport.

2. A block one foot long by ten inches wide and thick; di-essed surface and

one fractured face: red. From Medina.

3. A block of about one cubic foot; dressed and fractured faces: variegated.

From Medina.

4. A block of about one cubic foot; dressed and fractured faces: gray.

From Medina.
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CLINTON GEOUP.

1. Brown Saudstone: A block eight inches square and five inches thick;

dressed faces, witli rosette cut on one side. Frankfort, Herkimer

county.

2. A block of the same stone, thirteen by seven inches, and four inches

thick; dressed faces. Frankfort, Herkimer county.

NIAGAEA GKOUP.

1. A block of one cubic foot: one face showing rock fracture, one polished

face showing the regular crinoidal columns, the other faces dressed

in several ways. From Lockport.

2. A block of one cubic foot: one fiice showing rock fracture; one face

polished, a fine gray marble; the other faces variously dressed.

Lockport.

3. One block of a cubic foot; one face showing rock fracture; the other faces

variously dressed to show adaptation of the material. A fine gray

block. Lockport.

4. A block twelve by sixteen, and six inches thick; all the sides dressed.

A gray stone. Lockport, N. Y.

LOWEB HELDEKBEKG GROUP.

1. A block of Encrinal Limestone, of triangular form, with faces polished,

showing variegations from crinoidea and other fossils. Near Hudson.

2. A block of polished Black Marble from the Tentaculite Limestone, two

feet four inches long, thirteen inches wide, and seven inches thick,

resting on a large block of the same stone, one face showing rock

fracture and the other faces dressed as a building stone; showing the

adaptation of the rock to building and ornamental uses. From Scho-

harie.

UPPER HELDEKBEEG OR ONONDAGA LIMESTONE.

1. A block of one cubic foot; light gray color: one face rock fracture, one

face polished, the others variously dressed. From near Syracuse.

2. A block of a cubic foot; bluish gray color: one face showing rock frac-

ture, the others variously dressed. Near Syracuse.

3. A block ten by seven and nine inches; gray stone, with dressed and

fractured faces.

4. One block ten by seven and nine inches; gray stone, dressed faces.

5. One block of a foot by eight and ten inches; dressed faces, with one

showing rock fracture. (The particular quarries of 3, 4 and 5 are

not known.)

6. A slab twelve by eighteen inches; light gray stone, polished face, show-

ing organic remains.

7. A slab twelve by eighteen inches; color gray or bluish gray, and with

one face polished.
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CATALOGUE OF BOOKS IN THE STATE CABINET OF NATURAL

HISTORY, JANUARY, 1866.

A complete set of the Natural History of New York (wanting the volume on

Insects, by Emmons).

Duplicate : Vol. I. Paleeontology of New York.

Annual Eeports of the Geological Survey of the State of New York. Vol. 1.

1837, 1838, and 1839. Vol. 2. 1840, 1841.

Catalogue of the New York State Cabinet.

Eeports on the State Cabinet, and bouud sets (4 vols.) from No. 1 to No. 6

inclusive.

Separate Reports in Pamphlet: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. 14th

Report, a bound copy.

The Taconic System, by E. Emmons.

Transactions of the American Institute, 1856 and 1857. 2 vols.

Transactions of the New York Agricultural Society, 1857.

Gazetteer of New York, 1860.

Catalogue of the State Library, 1855.

Annals of Albany. Vols. 1-10 inclusive.

American Journal of Science : Vol. 19, 20, 21, 22, complete; Vol. 23, wanting

Nos. 67 and 68
;
Vol. 24, wanting No. 70; Vol. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,

32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, complete ; Vol. 40, wanting No. 119.

P. W. Caepenter : Catalogue of the Reigen Collection.

— Report on the present state of our knowledge of the Mollusca.

Gray's Manual of Botany.

Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Phila. Vol. 1, parts 2 and 3.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge^

J. W. Bailey: 1. Microscopical Observations made in South Carolina,

Georgia and Florida.

— 2. Microscopical examinations of the soundings on the

Atlantic Coast of the United States.

— 3. Notes on new species and localities of microscopic
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Smithsoxi.\^^ Contributions to Knowledge—

•

J. Leidy : Fauua and Flora in Living Ajiimals.

W. Stevipson : Marine luvertebrata of the Grand Manon.

J. L. Le Conte : Coleoptera of Kansas and Eastern New Mexico.

Joseph Jones : Investigations, chemical and physiological, relative to

certain American Vertebrata.

Meek & Haydon : Palasontology of the Upper Missouri. Part 1.

John Toeeey : 1. Plantae Fremontianse.

2. Observations on the Batis maritima of Linneus.

3. Observations on the Darlingtonia californica, a new
Pitcher Plant.

Charles Girard : Contributions to the Natural History of the Fresh-

water tishes of North America. 1. Monograph of the

Cottoids.

Wolcott Gibes and F. A. Genth : Researches on the Ammonia-cobalt Bases.

I. A. Lapham : Antiquities of Wisconsin.

E. G. Squier : Aboriginal Monuments of the State of New York.

S. F. Baird : Catalogue of N. A. Birds in the Smithsonian Institution.

Quarto.

Smithsonian Institution ; Miscellaneous Collections—
S. F. Baird : Catalogue of North American Birds, chiefly in the Smithso-

nian Institution. 1st octavo edition, four copies.

— Eeport on the Fishes of the New Jei'sey Coast.

Baird & Girard : Catalogue of North American Reptiles. Part 1: Ser-

pents.

John L. Le Conte : Classification of the Coleoptera of North America.

Part 1.

F. E. Melsheimer : Catalogue of the Coleoptera of the United States.

R. Osten-Sacken : Catalogue of the Diptera of North America.

H. LoEW : Monograph of the Diptera of North America. Part 1.

Hermann Hagen : Sjniopsis of the Neuroptera of North America.

John G. Morris : Synopsis of the Lepidoptera of North America.

T. Egleston : Catalogue of Minerals in the Smithsonian Institution.

Catalogue of Publications of the Smithsonian Institution.

Directions for Collecting, Preserving, and Transporting Specimens of

Natural History.

F. B. Meek : Check Lists of Invertebrate Fossils of North America.

1. Cretaceous and Jurassic.

2. Miocene.

Smithsonian Reports : 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Annual Reports, not bound
; 8th.

9th, and 10th Annual Reports, bound copies.

D. Owen : Geology of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota.

Parry : Expedition to Japan. Vols. 1 and 3.

Cab. Nat. 9
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United States Naval and Astronomical Expedition. Vols. 1 and 2.

Agassiz : Contributions to Natural History. Vols. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Wareen on tlie American Mastodon.

Foster & Whitney : Geological Report on the Copper Lands of Lake

Superior. Vol. 1, 185of vol. 2, 1851.

SiTGEEAVES : The Zuni and Colorado. 1 vol.

Marcy : The Red River of Louisiana. 1 vol. and plates.

— Reconnoissances of New Mexico and Texas. 1 vol.

Gibbon : Exploration of the Valley of the Amazon. Part 2.

John Delafield : An Liquiry into the Antiquity of North America.

Seventeenth Annual Report of the Regents of the University of New York.

Bound vol.

Miscellaneous—
"VV. Newcomb : Synopsis of the Genus Achatinella.

J. G. Anthony : New Species of American Fluviatile Gasteropods.

G. W. Clinton : Preliminary List of Plants of Buffalo and vicinity.

Spencer F. Baird : Serpents of New York.

Report of the North Clear Creek Mining Company.

National Institue for the Promotion of Science : Third Bulletin.
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LOCAL CLIMATOLOGY.

Bt W. D. WILSON, D.D.,

mOFUSSOB IN HOBART COLLEGE.

The climate of every locality has certain peculiarities of its own, which,

while they are interesting on their own account, are valuable, also, as

material towards a general knowledge of the causes which affect and

control the diversities of climate in all the different and varied regions

of the globe. These facts are of such a nature that no one observer can

possibly observe them all, or even any considerable portion of them, by

himself alone, unaided by other co-laborers in the same field of science.

They must be obtained by a long-continued series of observations ; obser-

vations that must be carefully made, intelligibly recorded, computed and

averaged, day by day to some extent, and which especially should not

be interrupted or omitted for a single day, or even a single period in that

day at which observations are to be made. They must also be obtained

in many different places at the same time ; and hence the necessity for

co-laborers, and many of them too, in all parts of the world.

It is to aid in this work that I make the following contribution.

The temperature, or amount of solar heat, in any place depends upon
,

the following variables

:

I. Latitude, or distance from the equator

;

II. Elevation above the sea level

;

III. Distance from the sea coast

;

IV. Situation in reference to mountain ranges, etc.;

V. Situation in reference to inland lakes, etc.
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Under the third head, inland distance, I shall also speak of the influence

of sea currents upon those places that are situated near the sea coast.

I, Latitude, or Distance from the Equator.

Every body knows that the weather is warmer in summer than in

winter ; and everybody is also prolaaljly aware that this depends upon

the fact that the days are longer than in the winter, no less than upon the

fact that the sun "runs higher" as the expression is. But it may not

have occurred to all persons that it is perfectly practicable to compute

the amomit of heat, and to the average temperature for each part of the

earth's sm'face, as it would be if there were no variations caused by

the other influences just named.

I have alluded to the fact that the heat of the sun, or rather its heat-

ing power, depends upon its altitude. It varies exactlj^ with what is

known to mathematicians as the sine of the sun's altitude. The length

of the day is also an element ; for the longer the sun continues to shine

on any object the hotter it will become, other things being equal. Rays

of heat, also, like rays of light, sufler some refraction as they pass

through the air; Isut on the other hand, it has been proved by the

experiments of Herschell and Pouillet, that a part of the sun's rays

are absorbed by the atmosphere, or rather by the moisture that is con-

tained in it, so that only about seventy-five per cent, or three-fourths of

all the heat that the sun emits reaches the earth. This absorption

of the sun's heat will of course be greater the less the sun's altitude, and

consequently will vary with the average of its altitude ; not only for

places in different latitudes, hvA also for the same place at different

seasons of the j^ear, and for different hours in the day.*

But in order to express the results thus obtained, in degrees of temper-

ature, as indicated by an}^ known standard, it becomes necessary to

* Of the reality of the fiict referred to, there can, of course, he no douht ; hut I shall take the

liberty to doubt the theory or explanation given of it. When heat is absorbed, unless it becomes

latent by the mass absorbing it passing from a solid to a fluid, or from a fluid to a gaseous state,

the absorbing mass shows the eifect of the heat by an increase in its own temperature. If, there-

fore, any portion of the sun's heat were really absorbed by the air, or rather the moisture in it,

the temperature of the atmosphere would be raised thereby, and of course the influence of that

heat would be felt no less than if it had passed through the air and been returned to it by reflection

or conduction from the earth. But if there is anything in the air whereby it can absorb heat, it

can, b}' the same means reflect it; so that it shall not reach the earth at all, but be thrown off

into space, and thus be totally and entirely lost in its influence upon the temperature of anything

within the reach of our observation. And on this theory the amount of heat lost by reflection

will depend upon the angle at which it strikes the atmosphere, so that the correction above

suggested will answer as well on one theory as the other.
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institute a proportion in which these results may be compared with

those obtained by actual experiment with such a standard. Starting

mth the commonly received 80° Fahrenheit as the average for the

equator, although Humboldt gives it as 81°. 5, we have all the elements

of such a calculation at our command, and the proportion is :

As .958, the sine of the average altitude of the sun at the equator, multiplied by

12, the length of the day at the equator, and this product multiplied by .6, the

average of the sines of the altitude for the day (being the correction for

the absorption of heat by the atmosphere)

;

is to 80° Fahrenheit (the average for the year at the equator)

:

so is the sine of the sun's altitude at noon for any day or latitude multiplied into the

length of the day, and this product multiplied by the average altitude of

the sun for the day

;

to the temperature for the day in degrees of Fahrenheit.

Or, to put the formula into a briefer form

:

Let sin. A stand for the sine of the altitude at noon, D for the length of the day, and

C for the correction of the average of the altitude at the equator; then sin. A' and D'

and C' will stand for corresponding values for any day in any other latitude ; and we have,

with T for temperature

:

As sin. A X D X C : 80° : : sin. A' X D' X C' : T.

If now we call D, in the first term of the first ratio, unity, and make

D' a fraction obtained by dividing the length of the day between sunrise

and sunset by 12, we shall simplify the operation of computing for the

values of T.

By the use of this formula, I have computed the average temperature,

with that for the hottest and for the coldest season, for each latitude in

the northern hemisphere.*

* The results given in this Table differ somewhat from those that have been previously given,

especially in giving a lower temperature for the higher latitudes ; and as the importance that

should be attached to the results of any computation depend alike on its method and on its data,

I give, for the satisfaction of those who may desire it, the brief outline of both.

Let S and S' denote the sun at different altitudes, S being perpen-

dicular. Then S' will denote the sun at a declination from the zenith

equal to the angle SaS', which angle we will call the zenith distance

of the sun, or simply Z. Now it is manifest that a ray of heat com-

ing from the sun at S, and dispersed over one square foot, ab, will

become dispersed over a rectangle elongated to ac, when the sun has

declined to S' ; and this elongation is equal to the secant of Z. Hence

the intensity of the light in the rectangle ac will be ; that on
sec.Z

the square aft being unity. But = cos., and the cosine of any
sec.

angle is equal to the sine of the complement ; but the complement of Z is the sun's altitude, or

angular distance from the horizon.

Hence there can be no doubt that the sine of the sun's altitude = sin. A, is an expression for

the intensity of the sun's rays at any place or time, after deducting what is absorbed, or perhaps
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TEMPERATURE OF DIFFERENT LATITUDES IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE.
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Equator . 0.... .958 80.0 Mar. 20 1.000 12 83.5 .917 12 64.80
Latitude

.

5.... .955 79.6 April 2 1.000 12 3J 83.8 .879 11 56J 56.30
do .. 10.... .944 78.7 April 15 1.000 12 10 84.6 .834 11 50 51.00
do .. 15.... .925 77.2 April 30 1.000 12 32 87.2 .782 11 28 43.40
do .. 20.... .900 75.1 May 19 1.000 12 45 88.6 .725 11 15 35.90

Tropic .

.

23° 28' .879 73.3 June 21 1.000 13 26 93.4 .681 10 34 29.50
Latitude

.

25.... .831 72.5 do .999 13 34 94.2 .663 10 26 27.60
do .. 30.... .794 69.3 do .993 13 52 93.6 .595 10 8 21.70
do .. 35.... .750 65.9 do .979 14 22 92.1 .522 9 38 17.20
do .. 40.... .702 61.2 do .958 14 42 89.5 .446 9 18 11.10
do .. 45.... .648 56.5 do .930 15 26 86.2 .367 8 34 6.70
do .. 50.... .589 51.4 do .894 16 8 82.1 .284 7 52 3.50
do .. 55.... .525 45.8 do .852 17 6 79.6 .199 6 54 1.50
do .. 60.... .458 39.9 do .803 18 30 78.4 .113 6 30 - 0.04

Polar cir. 66" 32' .365 31.8 do .730 24 77.8 .000 - 0.50
Latitude

.

70.... .313 27.3 do .687 24 70.7 -.060 - 3.20
do .. 75.... .242 21.1 do .622 24 67.8 -.147 - 8.10
do .. 80.... .158 14.8 do .651 24 60.5 —.232 -12.80
do .. 85.... .080 6.9 do .476 24 56.0 -.316 -16.50

Pole .... 00.... .000 0.0 do .398 24- 44.1 -.398 0- -21.40

It is not at all improbable, however, that after we pass the polar circle,

a new law comes into operation that will greatly change the results above

given. In summer, it will be remembered, there are no days followed

the difference betw'een what is observed when the sun is at S, and what is absorbed when it is at

any zenith distance from S, as S'.

The length of the day is also an element in the calculation. This may be represented to the

eye by the annexed diagram, in which EW is a straight line denoting and varying with the

length of the day. On the 21st

of March or September, the sun

on the equator rises at E, and

passes in the arc of the circle

through M to W at evening; but

at some distance from the equa-

tor, say latitude 45°, it reaches

only about seven-tenths the dis-

tance CM, and its path is denoted

by the curve line EM'. But on

any day and in a high latitude,

when the day is more than twelve

hours, the curve denoting the sun's path should start at some point outside of E, as at E' ; 'and

on a day when the time between sunrise and sunset is less than twelve hours, the line should

start at some point inside of E', as E".

Now it is manifest that the amount of heat in any solar day is equal to the space contained

between the base line ECW and the curve line above it, whether it be EMW or E'M'W', &c.

This curve line is very nearly if not quite an ellipse. I am inclined to think that the ordinates
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by nights of radiation and cooling, just as in winter there are no intervals

of sunshine to interrupt the process of cooling ; and it is probaljle that

the prolonged and uninterrupted radiation may produce an intensity of

in all cases, except when CM = EC and the curve is a circle, will be found, for the first part of

the distance E'C, too long for an ellipse, and in the latter part a little too short, until, of course,

we come to C5I', which will be the half minor axis of an ellipse, EC being the half of the major

axis. Still, however, the iigure is nearly enough to an ellipse for all the purposes now before us.

Changing somewhat the ordinary notation for an ellipse, let us, for the convenience of the

notation, denote the half of the minor axis, which is, of course, sin. A, by A, and the half of the

major axis, which is half the time between sunrise and sunset, by D, and we have the heat of the

day denoted by '-.

But A, in this formula, denotes the greatest altitude of the sun, or the half of the minor axis

of the ellipse. If we recur to the process of obtaining the formula AD''' for the area of an ellipse,

we have

<fs= A(D2-x2)*(/x;

and by consequence,

=/l
{D"- - x'y dx.

Whence it appears that if we divide '~ by D, we get the average value of A ; that is,

represents a parallelogram whose base is D, and whose altitude is equal to the quotient of this

fraction, divided by D, or —, which is half the sine of the sun's altitude, into 3.141, &c.

Hence I use the average thus obtained as a correction for the absorption spoken of in the text:

this correction, for the perpendicular rays of the sun, is .6. Hence, by multiplying the sine of

the sun's average altitude for midday by .6, and by the length of the da}', 12h., for the first term

in the proportion, and then multiplying the sine of the sun's altitude for any other day and latitude

by the correction for the day and altitude obtained as above, for a third term, or the antecedent

of the second ratio, we have, with 80° Fahrenheit, the average temperature at the equator, a

formula for obtaining the temperature in degrees of Fahrenheit for the day and latitude for which

the third term was made.

When we reach the polar circle, however, a modification of the formula becomes necessary.

Within that circle the sun does not set or reach a zero of altitude at all ; and it becomes neces-

sary, in order to get our average for the correction for absorption, to integrate the values of A
between the limits of the maximum altitude for the

day, that is, the altitude for noon, and the minimum
of the altitude for midnight ; and to the average thus

obtained, we must add the value of the midnight

altitude. The figure that denotes the sun's heat for

the day under these circumstances, becomes a semi-

ellipse resting on a parallelogram, as in the annexed figure, in which AB represents the sun's

altitude at its minimum, and the distance HC its altitude at midday ; the base AE or BD having

now become constant, an.i equal to double its length at the equator, where the days are only and

constantly twelve hours long.

But in winter, December 21st, the sun never rises within the Polar circle. Hence a new expe-

dient must be resorted to. I have taken the angular depression of the sun at midday as the

minimum, and its depression at midnight as the maximum or superior limit within which to

integrate for the average to be used as a correction. This implies that radiation of heat from the

earth, or the cooling process, goes on at the same rate as the reception of heat from the sun,

or the warming process, other things being equal. This is proved to be the case by two con-

siderations :

1. Otherwise, that is, in case either heating or cooling were in excess, the earth would be

growing cooler or warmer, not from season to season as it now does from summer to winter, but
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cold far beyond what is indicated by the figures in the table ; and in the

continued sunshine of summer there is likely to be an intensity of heat,

arising from the very continuance of the sun's direct rays, far beyond

what is indicated. Even in the coldest days of our winter, the sun's

rays continue to warm whatever they faU upon, as long as they fall upon

it ; and every object known to science would not only be heated, but

reduced to a fluid, or even a gas, by the prolonged continuance of those

rays, provided only the substance could be so isolated as not to part with

any of its heat by radiation to other objects. The above results, however,

correspond, especially in the colunui denoting the average for the year,-

with very great accuracy with the results of observation, denoted by the

isothermal lines, so far as those results have been ascertained; and I

presume that the results given in columns seven and ten, would be very

nearly the temperature of the warmest and the coldest seasons in the

northern hemisphere, if the earth were a globe uniform in its surface and

none of the causes which I have enumerated above and proceed to

consider below, were at work in causing variations.

from year to year ; a process which, if it exists at all, must be very slow, as no observed facts

prove it to be taking place.

2. A comparison of temperatures as observed at evening and at morning during the year,

averaged for several years, shows, of course, that the air is cooler in the morning than at evening;

but there is no difference in this respect between summer and winter that indicates the operation of

a difterent law. Hence I infer that although the nights are much shorter in the summer than the

days, and longer than the days in the winter, yet the radiation must take place so much faster in

the summer when the earth is warmest, that the intensity of radiation multiplied into the term

must produce a number whose ratio to tlie amount of heat received is constant, or very nearly so.

The length of the day I have obtained by Robinson's formula, namely

:

tan.oflat. X tan, sun's decl. ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^-^^ distance at which the sun reaches the horizon
radius from 90° longitude from the place of observation.

Converting this sine into time on the usual formulas, namely, 1° long. = 4' of time, &c., and

adding or subtracting, as the case may require, twice the amount of time thus obtained, to 12h.,

we have the length of the day without correction for refraction; and this correction, as also that

for the difference in the apparent semi-diameter of the sun's disk, I have omitted in the foregoing

computations as being too small to be of importance for our present purpose.

A much shorter method of obtaining the correction for absorption, and one that is near enough

for most purposes, is as follows : divide the midday altitude into a given number of parts, say

ten ; then the sum of the first part will be one ordinate ; double that sum will be another; treble

it a third, and so on ; take the sine of the successive ordinates, and to this sum add the sine of

the midday altitude, and divide the sum of the whole by their number increased by one, and the

quotient will be the correction required proximately. Thus, if the altitude be 40", we have ten

parts; the successive ordinates will be 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, &c.

The results obtained by the above method, and given in the Table, differ from those previously

given by others (and by mj'self in fiict), in that I have now for the first time, so fiir as I know,

made the correction for absorption. The temperature indicated, especiall}^ for the high latitudes,

is in consequence lower than that obtained by previous computations, and, I think, more nearly

corresponding with observed facts. Moreover, if the effort has before been made to compute the

cold of the polar regions, it has not fallen under my notice.
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It will be observed, also, in the above Table, column fourth, that the

hottest day at the equator is March 20th (the same is true also of Sep-

tember 22d), and at latitude 5 the hottest day is April 2d; and the

farther north the later, until we reach the Tropic of Cancer and June

21st. But in fact the greatest heat is not reached until some days after

that which is thus indicated as the hottest. Within the troj)ics this

difference is slight, perhaps nothing ; but as we pass towards the pole it

becomes perceptible. In our latitude the heat does not reach its maxi-

mum, as appears on an average of fifteen years, until the first day of

August, or about six weeks after the summer solstice. This is owing

to the fact that while the sun is decreasing in altitude and the days are

decreasing in length, the earth is receiving more heat during the day

than it radiates during the night, and it is thus accumulating and hoard-

ing up heat, if we may use such an expression.

Hence, for this and other reasons, to be discussed below, we have in

all high latitudes days that are colder, and days that are much warmer

than the extremes above indicated. Within the tropics, however,

and near them, it is not likely that a degree of cold so great as is

indicated in the Table is ever anywhere experienced at the level of the

sea coast.

II. Elevation above the Sea level.

The next cause influencing climate, in the order of our enumeration,

is elevation above the sea level.

It is commonly held, that as we ascend from the sea level, the air

grows colder at the rate of about one degree for every three hundred

feet of ascent. This is owing to the fact that the air receives but very

little warmth from the direct rays of the sun as they pass through it

;

consequently, the air depends for its temperatiu-e chiefly upon the heat

that it receives both by radiation and conduction from the earth. That

the temperature grows colder as we ascend, all persons know; and even

under the equator, snow becomes perpetual at an elevation of about

sixteen thousand feet.

By referring to the preceding Table, it will be seen that between

latitudes 35 and 60, an elevation of about three hundred feet, diminish-

ing the average temperature one degree according to the above rule, is

equal to one degree of latitude in its effects on the climate of any place.

Thus, to elevate it three hundred feet, would j)roduce the same effect on

its climate as the placing it sixty miles farther north.

Cab. Nat. 10
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But to this rule there are certain exceptions. It makes a great differ-

ence whether the ascent be steep or gradual. The position of the surface

from which the ascent is made, is also important in its influence. Tlie

average temperature in the Great Salt Lake valley in our own continent,

though it is four to five thousand (4,351) feet above the level of the sea,

is as warm as the places on the California coast in the same latitude and

at the sea level, as Fort Humboldt, for example ; Fort Madison, Iowa

;

and Ottawa, Illinois : the average for the year in Great Salt Lake City

being about 52 ; that at Fort Humboldt is given at 52.1 ; Fort Arm-

strong, 50.3
;
and Ottawa the same.

Again: the cereals, as barley, etc., will grow on the north side of the

Himalayas at an elevation of some two or three thousand feet higher

than on the south side, notwithstanding a difference of some two degrees

in latitude. But on the south side, the reflected rays of the sun are sent

up from a plain which is nearly on a level with the sea ; while on the

north side, the reflecting surface is the elevated plateau and table land

of Thibet.

In apparent contradiction to this law, we often find the weather much

colder in low narrow valleys, especially in autumn and winter. I have

known the thermometer to iall eight degrees in a descent of some two

hundred feet, and at a distance of not more than half a mile ; and all

persons have doubtless observed the fact that frosts frequently cut off the

tender crops much earlier in the low lands than on the hill-sides and

hill-tops even adjoining them. The reason is, doubtless, to be found in

the fact that the cold air being heavier than warm, descends into the

valleys by the force of its own weight. This phenomenon, therefore, can

occur only when the stratum of air is colder than the earth below it.

III. Distance from the Sea Coast.

Inland distance, or distance from the sea coast, is an important element

in determining temperature.

Perhaps this fact will make no great difierence in the general average

for the year. Its influence is chiefly felt in the contrasts between summer

and winter, and the heat of the day when compared with the coolness

of the night.

The following examples will illustrate this principle :
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Latitude. Locality. Winter. Summer. Difference.

Tatitiidp 60° Shetland Tsles 38°.

5

16 .3

-38 .0

44 .6

6 .6

61 .3

55 .5

54°.

60 .8

63 .0

60 .4

61 .9

70 .0

84 .6

15°.

5

44 .5

101 .0

15 .8

55 .3

8 .6

29 .1

do
do Yakutsk

T.atitndp .50° Penzance
do

T.atitndp 30' ArnHrii-n

do Cairo

And for examples on our own continent and one island from each

coast

:

Latitude. Locality. Winter. Summer. Difference.

FROM the pacific.

Latitude 40° Fort Humboldt 45°.

2

32 .1

26 .1

59 .2

49 .8

57°.

4

75 .9

78 .1

75 .2

79 .9

12°.

2

43 !8

52 .0

16 .0

30 .1

do Salt Lake
do Fort ^Jadison

FROM THE ATLANTIC.

Latitude 30° "Rernaudas

do Natches

From these comparisons, it appears not only that the contrast between

summer and winter increases as we go inland, but also that it is greater

in the high latitudes than nearer the equator.

This fact is important to the vegetable productions. Many of our most

valuable crops— being annuals— care nothing for the cold of the winter

if they can but have the requisite heat in the summer ; and others, which

are indeed perennial, as grapes, peaches, etc., can be protected against

frost in the inland winter, so as to produce most abundant and delicious

fruits in the summer; which, however, will not arrive at maturity at all

at the sea coast on the same isothermal line, for want of the greater heat

of summer which they find in their inland position. England, for

example, does not produce grapes, with an average for the year of 50°,

two at least more than our own , and winters no more than 40° against

our 25°.5
;
while in the neighborhood of Astracan and coastwise, with the

same general average for the year as England, and winters averaging

at least 8° or 10° colder than ours, and 25° colder than those of England,

"grapes and fruits of every kind are as beautiful and as luscious as in the

Canaries," although the vines must be buried several feet deep in the

winter to preserve them from frost.

The temperature of places that have no great inland distance, is modi-

fied by the sea currents that may happen to flow near their coast. The
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effects of these currents are scarcely felt in latitudes near the tropics.

The Gulf Stream, for example, which flows from the Gulf of Mexico,

deflects the isothermal line of 32° for the year, from latitude 55° where

it leaves the American continent, to 75° north in the North Atlantic, near

the island of Spitzbergen, and produces winters at the North Cape of

Norway, latitude 70°, no colder than our own ; so that the winters of Ice-

land are scarcely colder than Lombard}^.

But inside of this Gulf Stream, along the Canada and New England

coast, there is a cold stream passing from the Polar sea towards the

equator. The seasons are perceptibly retarded, especially in the spring,

by this cold sea current along their coast. It gives rise also to those cold

northeast storms and winds which are so disagreeable through the spring

and early summer. These winds and storms are felt as far inland as

Central New York, and in some instances still farther.

IV. Situation in Hefei^ence to 3Iountain Manges, etc.

The fourth cause named as affecting temperature, is situation in refer-

ence to the great mountain ranges.

The atmosphere presses upon the earth with a pressure of fifteen

pounds per square inch, or a weight equal to a stratum of water about

thirty feet deep.

In consequence of the unequal distribution of heat and the rotation of

the earth on its axis, there is always a current called ^'- the polar current"

moving towards the equator, and another called ^^the return current,^'' mov-

ing in the opposite direction, or from the equator to the poles. Sometimes

the polar current is ^^the surface current" as it is called; that is, it blows

next to the surface of the earth, and the return current blows above it

in the other direction ; and at other times the order is reversed, and we

can always distinguish them by two signs : (1) The return current blows

in the northern hemisphere from a southerly direction ; and (2) is warmer

than the polar current, which blows from a northerly direction.

Now, when either of these winds, as surface current, meets with a

mountain range or other obstruction of the kind, it does as a stream of

water would, turn around it, if it be higher than the upper surface of the

wind. Take, for example, the Alps, and in fact the great Eastern range

extending from the Atlantic coast as Pyrennees and reaching the Pacific

coast as Altai. Starting from the Atlantic coast at latitude about 40°,

it stretches across the continent with but few gaps, and reaches the

Pacific coast at latitude nearly 60°; and thus it is in just the latitude where
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the polar and the retiuri currents usually change position. The conse-

quence is that the polar current is seldom if ever felt south of this

mountain range, while an undue share of the return current is retained

to raise the temperature of all the places that are thus sheltered from

the polar current.

On our own continent we have, in like manner, the Hocky mountains

stretching across the continent from southeast to northwest. If now

we select for comparison some places in the same latitude, one on the

Pacific coast, another on the plain east of the mountains, and another

still farther east and east of the Mississippi, we shall see the effects of

this mountain range. Thus

:

Latitude. Locality. Summer. Winter. Year.

Latitude 40° Fort Humboldt, Cal
Fort Kearnej', Neb

57°.

4

71 .5

78 .4

62 .9

64 .8

45°.

2

23 .0

29 .7

39 .5

14 .0

52°. 1

47 .7

52 .2

50 .8

89 .9

do
do

Latitude 47° Fort Steilacoom, W.T
Sandv" Lake Mindo

Farther south, the difference is of course much less. But in latitude

40'^, with the summer 14°. 1 warmer than on the Pacific coast, the

winters are 22^.2 colder, and the average for the year is in conse-

quence 4°.4 colder on the western side of the Rocky mountains;

while in Indiana, beyond the more immediate effects of this obstruc-

tion to the polar and return current, the summers are 6°.9 and the

winters 6°.7 warmer, with a difference in the general average 4°.5 for

the year. Farther north, as latitude 47°, the contrast becomes still more

remarkable; with summers 2°.l warmer than on the Pacific coast, the

winters 25°.5 colder, and a difference in the general average for the year

of 10°.9.

Or, to compare the effects in another way: The isothermal for winter

that passes through the places of western New York that lie along the

borders of Lake Ontario, and from ten to twenty miles south, starts on

the Pacific coast far north of Sitka, 57° north latitude, and reaches in

New Mexico, just east of the mountains, the low latitude of 36°,

then reaches ours, about 43°, in Michigan; while the isothermal for our

summer, 67°, starts from latitude 30° on the Pacific coast, and passes the

plains just east of the Rocky mountains in latitude 35°. Thus the cool

winds from the pole which pass along down by the side of the mountains,
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make even the summers as cold at 35° of latitude as ours are at 42° or

43°; or, in other words, these winds make a diflfei'ence in temperature

equal to 8° of latitude.

V. Situation in Heference to Inland Lakes, etc.

These bodies of water cool the air in summer, and warm it in winter.

Let us suppose, first, that the air is below 32°. While the lake is

open, the air will be warmed by contact with the water and by radiation

from it. It has been ascertained by experiment that one cubic foot of

water, in cooling 1° Fahrenheit, gives out heat enough to raise 3,080 feet

of air 1°, or 300 feet about 10°.

But again : When the water becomes cold enough to freeze, and freez-

ing commences, the solidification gives out what is called the "heat of

liquefaction ;" and this, in the formation of one cubic foot of ice, is suffi-

cient to raise 691.922 feet of air 1°, or 34.596 feet of air 20°, or 13.854

feet 50°.

Doubtless the tendency of the air, thus heated, is to rise directly

upward. But rather than ascend directly through the mass of colder

air immediately over it, it is driven by the winds ; and even when there

are no winds of any considerable force, it will creep along up the banks

of the river or lake, and the sides of the adjoining eminences, softening

and modifying their climate by its approach to them.

On this point I have no statistics within my reach, except such as

have been derived from my own observation. January 8th, 1855, the

thermometer indicated 7° above at 7 a. m. in my Observatory. At a

private residence only a few miles west, back of the lake, it stood at

zero; and at Phelps, eight miles northwest, it was i-eported at 7° below;

and I have observed similar discrepancies in other cases. Even to the

east of us, and between the two lakes, Seneca and Cayuga, the tempera-

ture is always found to be several degrees colder when the thermometer

reaches a figure below zero.

Of course, when a lake becomes entirely frozen over, or frozen out a

long distance from the shore, it ceases to influence the temperature in

the way 1 have described: in the one case, because there is no longer

any open surface of water; and in the other, because it is so far off, and

is separated from the land by a level surface along which the warm air

will not pass as it would if it were ascending.

The heat thus given out by the cooling of the water and the formation

of ice in the autumn and early winter, would of course be returned in
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the spring when the ice thaws and the water is gathering its warmth for

summer. Hence, while this cause will produce a manifest difference in

temperature at particular seasons and on the coldest days^ it is not likely

that it will exert any very great influence on the general average of

temperature for the year ; but it will accomplish two important practical

results: (1) It will retard the spring so as to prevent the more delicate

fruits from putting forth so soon as to be in the way of the later frosts

;

and (2) it will put oft' the frosts in the autumn, so as to allow grapes and

other fruits that need a long season, to ripen better than they otherwise

would.

If, now, inland towns like all those in the western and northwestern

part of our State, and those in States farther west and in Canada even,

are situated not on a lake merely, but in the neighborhood of a chain or

system of them, we shall have these inland bodies of fresh water exert-

ing an influence upon them all, and extending over a large tract similar

to what I have described, and similar, likewise, to some extent, to that

which I have ascribed to the greater bodies of salt water, in speaking of

inland distance. There can be no doubt, I think, that we are indebted

to this influence, largely, for the climate which renders our inland towns

and counties in central New York so productive. Like the Atlantic

ocean on the east of us, which, as already said, is exposed to more than

its normal share of the polar current by the position and course of the

great mountain ranges of the old continent, so our land is exposed to,

and receives far more than its due share of the same cold winds by

reason of the situation of the Rocky mountains. The polar current that

should pass over where they stand, is turned out of its course by them,

and deflected across the continent towards the Atlantic ocean; so that

our polar currents, which should come from a northeasterly direction,

come from the northwest, and are sometimes deflected so far that they

come to us from a point of the compass that is some degrees to the south

of Avest. Hence it is, as I think, that the isothermal line of 50° for the

year, which should pass some 10° northward of us—latitude 43°—passes

across the continent from the moment it reaches the plains east of the

Rocky mountains in the northern part of Colorado, along in a direction

somewhat south of easterly until it reaches and passes by the longitude

of the great lakes, and then turns to a direction north of east until it

reaches its normal parallel of latitude, 50°, about the middle of the

Atlantic ocean, and after it has crossed and been warmed by the Gulf

stream.
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Were it not for the softening influence of these lakes, it can hardly be

doubted that our winters would be on the average at least 10° colder

than they now are, or as cold as they are in Asia just east of the Caspian

sea, where there is a gap in the great mountain chain between the

Caucasus and Hindoo Cush, in what are known as the plains or steppes

of Mayntsch, where the average temperature for the three winter

months, December, January and February, is only 15° above zero, and

periods are not unfrequent with the thermometer 25° and 30° below

zero for several days in succession. But owing to the influence of these

inland lakes, we have along their border and around them, spring as

early, autumn frosts as late, and winter as mild, as in central Pennsyl-

vania ;
while in the region along the south boundaries of New York and

in the northern tier of Pennsylvania counties, the summers are some two

or tliree Aveeks shorter, and the winters five or six degrees colder.

Besides the foregoing general principles, there are many details of

local climatology that can be obtained only by long continued and careful

observations in each place; and such observations, when published in

large numbers and from a large number of places, will undoubtedly

furnish facts from wdiich further generalizations and laws can be deduced.

But the observations should be published in full: no abridgment or sum-

mary will answer.

As illustrating what I mean, I will refer to a generalization partially

made by myself, and arrested in its progress towards completion for

want of the very material I have referred to. In summer we often have

days of great intensity of heat; and in winter, in like manner, days of

greater cold than mere astronomical forces can account for. Now, when-

ever we had, at Geneva, a day in which the thermometer has fallen to

6° or 7° below zero, or more, I have found the following phenomena,

observed here. First. The wind has always passed from a southwesterly

direction to west, northwest, north, northeast, and in nearly if not

quite all cases it passed by way of east round to southwest again ; and

if it were blowing very strong, as happens in about half the instances,

when it started from the southwest, it gradually lulled down and

became very slight as it reached north. Secondly. The barometer com-

menced rising as the wind began to change and the cold to increase, and

continued to rise until it reached a very high point. Last winter it

reached the unprecedented height of 30.504 inches. Thirdlij. At night

the sky has been generally clear, so as to allow unobstructed radiation

by cooling; and in the daytime the sky has been overcast, so as to
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obstruct the sun's heat from reaching the earth. As observed elsewhere,

and reported in the newspapers and by personal correspondence, I find,

first, that in ahnost all cases, perhaps all, the wave of cold, so to call it,

passes from Avest to east, and the cold reaches its maximum of intensity

in the Mississippi valley some fifty or sixty hours before it reaches this

place. In case of the unusual cold term last January (Jan. 8th at

Geneva), the cold wave appeared on the Pacific coast seven or eight days

before it reached us, and I have heard of it in England some ten or

twelve days after it had passed our meridian. There were in this case,

however, some unusual breaks in the wave ; as the cold at Buffalo and

Rochester, for example, was not unusual, being only 3° or 4° below,

while it was 12° below at Geneva, and increased as it progressed east-

ward to 31° below at Utica. In fact it would appear as though one

wave, that of which we first hear as on the Pacific coast, had expended

itself, reaching Geneva on the night of the 4-5th, the thermometer

falling to 1° above on the morning of the 5th, it being on that morning

3° below at Rochester; and another commenced immediately, forcing

the thermometer to 5° below on the morning of the 7th, and to 12°

below on the morning of the 8th, increasing m intensity eastward. The

second phenomenon that I have observed is, that the crest of the wave, or

line of maximum cold, always passes in a curvilinear direction from

north to the south, inclining evermore to the west, until it is lost in the

tropics. One such line passed through Montreal, Rouse's Point (N. Y.),

Utica, Pittsburg (Pa.), Nashville (Tenn.), New Orleans, Galveston, &c.

;

so that the moment of greatest cold was simultaneous in all the places

on this line, while both to the west and to the east of them the weather

at that moment was warmer, being 32° at Chicago and 25° or 26° at

Portland (Maine) ; the cold always reaching its maximum at the time

when the wind had reached a point of compass somewhat north of east,

blowing in fact about in the line that I have indicated as that of the

greatest cold.

Now I think that I can generally predict the approach of such a cold

term some days— two at least— before its arrival, by observations that

are to be made in myown observatory. And the phenomena just described

suggest that the balance of the winds, the polar and return currents, are

for some reason distui'bed ; the polar current stiffening and driving back

the return current until the former—the polar current—prevails, and

becomes so strong as to blow, finally, at the moment of the greatest

Cab. Nat. 11
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cold, in its normal course, and as it would always blow if there were

no mountain ranges or other disturbing causes to divert it from its

proper path.

So with '' heated terms
II''

&% they have been called. So far as I have

been able to observe and collect statistics, they occur as follows: First.

We have a balancing of winds, or air currents, so that over a large

tract, a hundred miles or more in diameter, there are no winds, except

slight local currents not passing out of this region, and none from without

it passing in. Second. We have a clear sky, with very little vapor or

other substance in the air " to absorb," or rather, as I would say " to

reflect back " the sun's rays. These conditions, continuing for a day or

two, will produce great heat. If the air continues clear and dry, the heat

becomes great, and the direct rays of the sun seem to be intensely scorching.

But for the most part, as a third condition, there will arise, by evapora-

tion, within this enclosure of the winds, moisture enough to overspread

it like a dome (not perhaps with visible clouds); and thus, Avhile it does

not obstruct the sun's rays from passing through to the earth, it absorbs

and reflects back all of those that are radiated from the earth, and

constitutes an oven-like enclosure, with the walls of wind for its sides

and this mass of vapor for a dome ; and the weather is not only hot, but

sultry.

I have said there is in such cases much moisture in the air. This

usually shows itself, in time, in clouds and a low dew point. But it is a

mistake to suppose that when there are no clouds tliere is but little

moisture, or rather water, in the air. Clouds are merely vapor made

visible or manifest by contrast of temperature. When the ascending

vapor, which is in fact always ascending in some quantity, even in the

coldest of weather, reaches a current or stratum of air enough colder

than that in which it first became vapor, it is converted into a cloud.

This may occur simply by the vapor's ascending to an elevation approach-

ing what is called the snow line ; but clouds are formed for the most

part at the place where the two currents meet, blowing of course in

opposite directions, the upper one being generally the coldest.

Nor can we doubt for a moment that the meteorological records of any

place, if accurately kept and published in detail, would furnish data

from which other and most important inferences could be drawn ; and as

illustrating several such points, and as a slight contribution to our

knowledge on local climatology, I give in a tabular form the average
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temperature for every clay in the year, with the maximum of heat and

of cold for the day as observed in the observatory in this place for a

period extending over twelve years, from 1854 to 1865 inclusive.

During the first year the records are incomplete; still, however, if any

one should wish hereafter to continue the average here given, he has

only to multiply that which is given by twelve, and add that for any

other year and divide the amount by thirteen.
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II. WEEKLY THERMOMETRICAL RESULTS FOR YEARS 1854 1865.

WEEK ENDING
Average tem-
perature for

each week.

Temperature
computed for

47°.20.

Temperature
computed
for 60°.

25.19
24.73
25.65
25.15
23.17
23.19
26.10
25.96
29.90
28.81
33.56
32.65
35.54
40.08
42.31
45.66
46.93
50.24
53.20
56.63
59.99
60.31
60.89
63.09
66.54
70.87
69.29
70.59
71.15
71.13
71.82
71.34
68.40
67.49
63.45
64.65
62.91
59.03
56.19
56.53
50.53
48.22
44.13
47.33
42.07
38.67
35.23
34.75
30.62
31.75
25.74
26.55

21.04
20.28
19.51
19.08
19.24
19.83
20.87
22.30
24.08
26.13
28.35
31.50
34.64
37.59
40.55
43.76
47.92
51.46
53.90
57.90
60.95
62.76
65.55
68.16
70.27
71.97
73.40
74.46
75.09
75.28
75.00
74.50
73.49
72.09
70.20
68.29
65.90
63.32
61.15
58.64
54.59
50.89
47.50
44.06
41.10
38.00
34.40
31.58
29.67
27.17
24.57
22.49

26.80
25.84
24.88
24.32
24.52
25.26
26.58
28.49
30.73
33.28
36.40
40.18
44.08
47.84
52.04
56.08
61.04
65.48
68.68
72.80
76.75
80.15
83.56
86.88
89.56
91.72
93.56
95.00
95.30
96.04
95.68
94.86
93.80
91.96
89.68
87.04
84.00
80.72
77.84
74.04
69.58
63.96
59.36
56.07
52.50
48.44
44.08
40.40
38.30
35.14
31.90
29.18

do 14 ,

do 21

do 28

Eebruarv 4
do 11

do 18

do 25

March 4

do 11

do 18

do 25

A pril li

do 8

do 15

do 22

do 29
May 6

do 13

do 20

do 27

do 10

do 17

do 24

July 1

do 8

do 15

do 22

do 29
Aiio-nst 5

do 12

do 19

do 26

do 9

do 16

do ''S

do 30

October 7

do 14

do 21

do 28

do 11

do 18

do 25

do 9

do 16

do 23

do 30

From the average thus obtained for each day in the year, 1 olitain

averages for each month, for each season, and for the year, as follows

:
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Month. Average. Month. Average. Month. Average.

January
February ....

25.29
25.39
32.26
43.21

55.66
64.93
70.28
68.08

September ....

October
November
December

60.47
49.66
39.12
25.56Api'il , August

From which it appears, as we should expect, that July is the hottest

month in the average, and January the coldest.

The average for the season is as follows: Spring, 44.21; Summer,

67.68; Autumn, 49.52; Winter, 25.41.

The average for the year is found to be 47°.20. ' This is obtained,

however, not in the usual way of adding together the averages of the

months and dividing by 12, or the average of the half months and

dividing by 24, but by taking the average for the days and dividing by

365, neglecting the one-fourth day due to February, on account of the

bissextile addition. I then made an average for each week in the year,

which, together with some other computations, I have also thrown into

the accompanying tabular form. In the first column is the day of the

month on which the week ends ; in the second is the average for the week,

obtained from the observations and the above averages for the days in

the year. For the third column I have computed what the temperature

for the day for each seventh day (beginning with January 4th) should

be, provided the 47°.20 were distributed according to astronomical

influences alone, namely, the sun's altitude and the length of the day.

For a fourth column I have', in like manner, computed what the tempera-

ture for the day for each seventh day, beginning, likewise, with the 4th

of January, would be, if Ave had the 60° due to our latitude as by the

table given in the first part of this essay.

But as our coldest day does not occur until about five weeks after the

winter solstice, and as the warmest day comes in like manner about five

weeks after the summer solstice, I have placed the third and fourth

columns five weeks forward in the year, for the greater convenience of

comparison.

These results I have constructed into a diagram, in order to present

them more obviously to the eye. The straight lines running across the

diagram, from the right hand to the left, denote the degrees of tempera-

ture
; the continuous irregular line denotes the temperature as obtained

from observation, and indicated in the second column in the table; the

dotted line, most nearly corresponding with this irregular line, is that

Cab. Nat. 12
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obtained by computing the temperature by multiplying the sine of the

sun's altitude into the length of the day (between sunrise and sunset),

divided by the constant divisor 12
;
and the other curve line—that which

departs most widely from the line of actual temperature—is that which I

obtained by computing in the same way the temperature, on the suppo-

sition that we receive an average of 60° Fahrenheit for the year.

In this computation I have made no correction for the diversity in the

amount of heat which is " absorbed" or, as I prefer to consider it, " reflected

back " by the atmosphere, so that it never reaches the earth, or exerts

any influence upon the temperature of the atmosphere within the reach

of our observations. This correction I have not deemed of sufficient

importance in this connection to be worth the extra labor of making it.

If, however, it had been made, it would have made the difference between

the observed temperature and the computed temjjerature greater, both in

summer and in winter, than it now is by several degrees—possibly ten

—

so that the modifying influences which I ascribe to the lakes, etc., would

have appeared to be greater than by the present showing.

In the phenomena thus exhibited, I find six facts which I select for

comment

:

I. The maximum of heat and of cold is behind the time of the longest

and the shortest days respectively.

II. Om- average for the year is not equal to what is due our latitude.

III. The extremes of heat in summer and cold in winter, are not so

great as we should expect to find them.

IV. The summer, that is, the period between the average temperature

in the spring and the recurrence of the same temperature in the autumn,

is larger than the winter, or the period between the average period in

the autumn and its return in the spring.

V. The waviness or the irregularity of the line denoting the actual

temperature.

VI. And, finally, the fact that about the last day of May there is an

arrest of the increase of average temperature, and a like arrest of the

decrease of it in the autumn, coming in the last of October.

1. The greatest amount of solar heat received at any place in any one

day, is on the day Avhen the sun, at noon, approaches nearest to the

zenith. This, as we have seen, is for the equator the time of the equi-

noxes. For all places north of the Tropic of Cancer it is the 21st or 22d

day of June. The greatest height of the thermometer observed in this

place was July 17th, 1856, and the hottest average for the day, 84.7,
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July 20th, 1854. But the above averages show that the maximum of

heat is not reached on the average until about the 1st of August, when it

is 73.29. The maximum of cold is reached on the 3d of February ; and

the coldest day I have on record was February 6th, 1855, when the

average for the day was 14°.2 below zero.

It may be worth observing that the greatest heat and the greatest cold

in the day are reached only after noon and after midnight ; and the dis-

tance of time after noon, for example, when the day is the hottest, is

about the same in proportion to the length of the day as the time of

greatest heat in the summer, after the solstice, is to the length of the

year. The hottest time in the day is generally about three o'clock p. m.
;

a little before in winter, and a little after in summer ; and both phe-

nomena are doubtless to be ascribed to the same cause—the equilibrium

of heating and radiation. From the 21st of December the amount of

heat received from the sun begins to increase, both because the days are

longer, and because the sun runs higher. But, as appears from the table,

it is not until the 3d of February that the balance comes to be in favor

of the heat ; and from this time on until August 1st, the earth receives

and absorbs more heat than it gives off by radiation and conduction, and

consequently is growing warmer.

However, both processes are going on together. During the day, alike

in summer and in winter, the earth receives more heat than it radiates,

and in the night it radiates or sends off more than it receives, as is shown

by the fact that it is warmer in the evening than in the morning.

As showing the ratio of heating and cooling, I have made a comparison

and average for the twelve years during which my records are complete.

I subtracted the average for the morning for each month from its aver-

age for the evening, and then made an average for all the twelve years,

with the following result

:

Month. Difference. Month. Difference. Month. Difference.

January
February

1.56
1.72
2.05
3.42

May 2.32
2.50
3.04
2.23

September
October
November
December

2.22
1.55
1.56
1.01

July
August

The morning observation is taken at seven o'clock, and therefore in

winter before the air has begun to get warmer, though in summer some

change has doubtless taken place in that direction. If, therefore, we
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were to take the observation earlier, it would diminisli the subtrahend

for the summer ; but the observation for the evening is taken at nine

p. M., after cooling has been going on much longer in the winter than in

the summer. If, therefore, we were to take the observation earlier in

the evening for the winter, it would add something to the minuend

for that season ; and thus probably the result would be about as it now

stands, if the observation were taken in summer before the heating of

the day, and in winter before the cooling for the night had' made any

considerable progress. We see that the average difference between the

night and the morning temperature for the summer, 2°.89, is nearly

double that for the winter, 1°.64.

The most remarkable phenomenon presented by the above comparison,

however, is the great difference between the morning and evening tem-

peratures in the month of April, being then o°.42 greater than at any

other time in the year. 1 am not of course able to say whether that be

a peculiarity of this special locality, or not. During the month of March

there are usually more cloudy days than in April, and also much snow

and ice to thaw away ; both of which causes would prevent the atmos-

phere from liecoming so warm at evening as it would otherwise be.

These obstacles being removed, the topmost stratum of the earth's crust

would warm fast in April. As, however, the ground is not warm far

below the surface, but on the contrary is very cold only a few inches

down, it cools very I'apidly during the night. In May the earth becomes

warmed to a greater depth. In July the difference between morning

and evening temperature is again about as great as in April. This is

perhaps to be explained on the ground that the hotter any body, the

more rapidly it radiates heat and cools by radiation.

2. The second phenomenon worthy of comment is the fact that our

average for the year is but 47°.20, whereas it ought to be, considering

our latitude, about 10° more. I have already hinted at the explanation

of this deficiency. It is scarcely 40° of longitude from the northeastern

termination of the great old-world mountain range in the promontory of

Navarin to the point at which the great North American chain com-

mences. From the direction in which these mountain ranges run, it is

not probable that they exert much influence upon the winds or the tem-

perature in the Pacific ocean. But they approach within about 90° of

longitude as between Cape Finisterre, on the Spanish coast, and the high-

lands of Texas ;
and thus three-fourths of all the polar current is forced

to pass through this wind gap of about one-fourth of the earth's circum-
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ference, and by consequence each place within this region has about

three times as much of the cold polar winds as it ought, and is, more-

over, deprived by the same cause of a portion of the amount of the warm
return current to which it is entitled.

Nor is this all. From the direction of the polar current from northeast

to southwest, in a rhomb or loxodromic curve, the influence of this con-

formation of the surface is felt much more severely on the westerly side

of this gap thaia on the easterly side ; that is, in the United States, than

on the Atlantic ocean. This we see in the direction of the isothermals.

The isothermal of 50° for the year, for example, leaves Santa Fe, in New
Mexico, latitude 3o°.41, and passes so much to the north of east on its

way across the American continent and the Atlantic ocean, that it meets

Great Britain in latitude 52° or 53°. So also of the other isothermals.

This difference, however, between our average for the year and that

which is due to our latitude, is felt rather in the winter than in the

summer, as will be seen from the following comparison of places in nearly

the same latitude, selected on both continents

:

LOCALITT.

Fort Humboldt, Cal
Geneva, N. Y
Marseilles, France .

.

Moutpelier, do
Rome, Italy

Latitude.

40.46
42.54
43.17
43.36
41.53

Coldest

month.

43.10
25.29
44.42
42.08
42.26

Hottest
month.

58.60
70.25
74.66
78.08
77.00

The cause of this difference, I think, is easily found in the fact that

the return current is in part, at least, the surface current, bringing with

it the heat of the tropics much farther north than latitude 45° in the

summer, and therefore the position and direction of these great mountain

ranges do not exert so perceptible an influence upon the temperatm-e

of places in this latitude in the summer as in the winter ; but in the

winter the return current is not much felt north of latitude 40°, and that

portion to which we are entitled is shut off by the mountains and replaced

by the polar current, which must find its way through this gap to the

tropics.

I will notice but one other effect of this peculiar conformation of the

mountain ranges. In consequence of the situation of the Asiatic moun-

tains, shutting off the polar current from the Indian ocean, there are no

trade winds perceptible there
;
but on the contrary, we find the monsoons.
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winds which blow from the southwest to the northeast in our summer,

when South Africa is cold and Southern Asia is hot ; and on the other

hand, they blow from the northeast to the southwest in our winter, when

Southern Asia, being in the northern hemisphere, is cold, and South

Africa, being on the other side of the equator, is hot. But across the

Atlantic, where there is the same conformation and distribution of lands

as between the north of Africa and the south of South America, there are

not only no monsoons, but the trade winds are most marked of any place

on the surface of the globe ; and these trade winds, of course, are but the

polar current become the surface current within the tropics.

3. In the third place, the extremes of heat in summer and of cold in

winter are not so great as indicated by the line of real temperature as the

computation would lead us to expect. This remark applies, of course,

not to individual and peculiar days, but rather to general average for the

hottest and the coldest days. The hottest day by the general average is

August 1st, 73°.29, and the hottest week is that ending August 5th,

71°.82; whereas, computation gives for that week 75°.28, a difference of

3°.46; and if in my computation I had corrected for "absorption" or

reflection from the atmosphere, the difference would have been several

degrees more.

So in winter. The coldest day in the general average by observation

is February 3d, 19°.09 ; but the week in which it occurs, the coldest

week in the year, averages only 23°.19
;
whereas, by computation, it is

19^.08, and if corrected for " absorption," would have been several degrees

colder; but without the correction, the difierence is 4°. 11, which, added

to the summer difference, makes 7°.57.

This difference I attribute partly to general influences and partly to

local influences that are local and special. Besides all the causes that I

have spoken of as influencing climate, there is one more, the effects of

which are not to be overlooked altogether. During the summer a large

part of the sun's heat is absorbed by the vegetable growth that is going

on. In this essay, thus far, I have taken no notice of the theories of heat,

l3ut have used terms derived from the old theory of an imponderable,

transmissible, measui'able substance. I think, however, that that theory

has been effectually dispersed, and that it has been shown that the word

heat is an abstract term, denoting only the condition or property of bodies.

But whatever be the theory we adopt, the result is the same as if heat

were a substance, which, in the process of vegetable growth, is converted

into vital or vegetable force, and thus ceases to appear or to affect any-
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thing for the time being as sensible heat. Hence for this cause alone the

temperature in the presence of an extensive vegetable growth would not

be so hot as if there were no such growth, and the country were a sandy

or rocky desert.

In the winter, however, when the ground is covered with snow, the

heat is reflected back at once to a large extent, and does not penetrate

the mass ; nor yet, in its immediate influence, does it appear to produce

much effect upon the tempef-ature of the atmosphere into, or rather

through, which it passes. Hence the temperature, as indicated by a

thermometer, will be colder than if there were no snow ; and besides

this, the snow is always wasting away by evaporation, even in the coldest

weather. This process is much accelerated by the direct rays of the sun,

and the more so, the hotter those rays may happen to be ; consequently

a large part of the heat is absorbed, in the process of evaporation, as

" heat of liquefaction " for the melting snow.

But besides this, and beside the general influence of our inland lake

system, which, as I have already said, extends to all localities in this

region, I have no doubt that the immediate proximity of our lake—the

Seneca—is manifest in the phenomenon under consideration. The lake

is very deep, is never very warm in summer, never freezes over far from

the shore, and seldom (not more than once in about five years on the

average) accumulates ice enough, even about the docks, to interfere with

the steamboat landings.

As confirming and illustrating my position, I introduce statistics derived

from observations taken at Canandaigua. The comparative physical posi-

tion of the two places is indicated as follows :

Locality. Latitude. Longitude.
Height above
sea, in feet.

Canandaigua

.

Geneva
42.50
42.52

77.15
77.20

(about) 590
567

the only noticeable difference being 13' of longitude, or a few miles west

and east.

Canandaigua is situated about one mile north of Canandaigua lake, and

about 100 feet above its surface ; but the lake is much smaller than the

Seneca, and at a distance of some three miles from its foot trends west-

ward around a promontory that rises between the village and the main

body of the lake. The lake freezes early in the winter or late in the
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autumn up above this trending point and the promontory just spoken of.

Hence the town derives little if any of the warming effects of the open

lake and forming ice during the winter, and especially after the first

frosts. The half-monthl}' averages for the two places are as follows

:

WINTER. SUMMER.

Month. Canandaigua. Geneva. Month. Canandaigua. Geneva.

December, 1st half.

.

do 2d do .

.

January, 1st do .

.

do 2d do .

.

February, 1st do..
do 2d do .

.

28.81
23 . 62
25.03
21.57
19.71
22.47

30.28
26.69
24.96
25.40
23.48
26.03

June, 1st half . .

.

do 2d do ...

July, 1st do . .

.

do 2d do . .

.

August, 1st do . .

.

do 2d do . .

.

64.64
66.94
69.48
69.45
68.75
65.34

60.60
64.81
70.44
71.14
71.58
68.09

From this it appears that the average is in our favor by some three or

four degrees, in the coldest half month (1st Feb., 3°.77) in that part of

the winter when their lake is shut out by frost and otherwise from any

influence on their climate, and ours is open and with ice constantly form-

ing on its banks.

In June, however, their climate is warmer than ours, 4°.04 first half,

and 2°.13 last half, while our lake has not attained its midsummer heat

—

for, being very deep, it cools slowly; but in July and August, after the

lake has become heated, and so prevents the cooling of the air during the

night, etc., our temperatui-e is the highest, 0°.96 the first half of July,

10.69 for the second half, 2°.83 for the first half of August, and 3°.75 for

last half

I think that nothing more can be needed to confirm the theory I have

advanced, of the influence of our lake on our climate.

I will, however, introduce another comparison ; that with Ithaca, at

the head of Cayuga lake. The physical position of the two places is as

follows

:

Locality. Latitude. Longitude.
Height

above sea.

42.27
42.53

76.30
77.20

417
567freneva •

Ithaca has the advantage of about half a degree of latitude and fifty

feet of elevation, which, combined, make scarcely so much as one degree

of temperature in its favor ; but it is situated at the south end of the lake,
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whereas Geneva is at the north end. The lakes are much the same in

size ; about forty-five miles long, with an average width of two or three

miles. Cayuga lake, however, is much the shallowest, and freezes over

more extensively than the Seneca.

The point of contrast, however, is chiefly this : the one is at the south

end, and the other at the north end of a long and narrow valley filled

with a body of standing water. Now, from what has been said, we

should expect that the place at the south end would receive much more

of the warming effects of the lake in winter, and less of the cooling effects

in summer, for the reason that in winter, while the water is warmer than

the air, and is also giving out heat by the formation of ice, the winds are

prevailingly the polar winds from the north ; consequently they are

warmed by the lake before they reach the town ;—while the winds from

the pole (the cold winds) pass over land, and from the land to the water,

to convey the heat away from us. But in the summer, when the pre-

vailing winds are the return current from the equator, those winds for

Ithaca come from off the land, and have not been cooled by the lake

until after they have passed the town.

WINTER. SUMMER.

Month. Ithaca. Geneva. Month. Ithaca Geneva.

December, 1st half . .

.

do 2d do ...

January, 1st do . .

.

do 2d do . .

.

February, 1st do . .

.

do 2d do ...

32.93
27.98
29.53
27.17
24.13
28.82

30.28
26.69
24.96
25.40
23.48
26.03

June, 1st half

do 2d do
July, 1st do

do 2d do
August, 1st do
do 2d do

63.69
66.77
69.80
71.47
68.90
68.37

60.60
64.81
70.44
71.14
71.58
68.09

Thus, while the influence is quite manifest in the winter, producing a

difference of 3°.28 in favor of Ithaca, their average for the winter being

29°.42, ours 26°.14.

In the summer the difference is slight, and is in their favor until the

last half of August. For the first half of September their average is

62°.88, ours 63°.34; for the last half, theirs 56°.08, ours 57° 61.

During the whole of the summer their return current comes from over

a tract of land which is quite uneven in surface, and has a mean or

average temperature considerably lower than Ithaca itself During the

first part of the summer, until about the middle of August, our return

current comes, not from the lake at all, but from a point of compass too

Cab. Nat. 13
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far west of south to have been influenced by the lake. After the 1st of

August, we have a much larger proportion of southeast winds, and then

we begin to feel the influence of the lake ; and while this influence is in

the direction of cooling during the day, it is, in its effects, a retardation

of the process of cooling through the night; and thus, as I presume,

while our average for the twenty-four hours is greater than theirs, our

days are cooler and the nights warmer than at Ithaca.

A reference to the prevailing surface winds, as observed at Geneva,

will be interesting and instructive in this connection. Reckoning three

observations per day, we have on the average about fifteen observa-

tions per month , with no perceptible winds

:

Year. W. NW. N. NE. E. SB. S. SW.

1855 19.50
21.50
18.25
18.25
16.00

9.5
10.5
12.0
10.0
12.0

4.50
2.25
3.50
5.00
2.00

2.000
1.875
2.500
3.500
3.500

2.75
3.00
1.25
3.50
1.75

7.5
8.0
9.5
10.5
10.0

23.75
15.00
21.25
15.50
19.00

6.5
10.0
8.5
7.0
9.0

1856
1857
1858
1859

Average 19.00 11.0 3.50 2.500 2.00 9.0 19.00 8.0

But as the west, northwest and north winds are the polar cxu-rent,

the northeast and east are the current from the North Atlantic, and the

southeast is the current from the South Atlantic coast, the south and

southwest being the equatorial current, we have in reality but four

currents, proportioned on the average in a year as follows : Polar current,

38.5 ; North Atlantic, 5 ; South Atlantic, 9 ; equatorial current, 27

;

showing that we are somewhat north of the middle of the temperate

zone, so far as the winds and temperature are concerned.

The other winds, averaged for the year, give results equally interest-

ing and instructive

:

Current. Jan. Feb. Mar. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

"W 17.5 24.0 32.0 20.0 9.5 15.0 13.5 20.0 14.0 17.0 19.0 20.5

NW... 12.5 8.5 10.0 12.5 17.5 10.0 11.0 8.5 8.0 9.0 7.5 11.5

N 3.5 2.0 2.5 4.0 5.5 4.0 6.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 2.5 2.5

NE. .. 3.0 3.0 1.5 2.0 4.5 1.5 2.0 1.5 2.5 2.0 3.0 5.5

E 3.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 3.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 4.0 4.5

SE.... 4.5 3.5 5.0 6.0 12.0 11.5 14.0 14.5
,

11.0 10.0 8.0 6.0

S 25.5 20.0 14.5 17.5 20.0 15.0
,

15.0 17.5 18.5 19.0 22.0 19.0

SW... 13.5 10.0 8.5 6.0 3.0 6.0 6.5 6.0 7.0 8.5 9.0 8.0
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Or, referring to their distribution for the months, and denoting the

polar current P. C, and all others by the letters indicative of their direc-

tion, as NE., SE. and SW., we have:

Current. Jan. Feb. Mar. April

.

May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

P.O... 38.5 34.5 44.5 36.5 32.5 29.0 30.5 31.5 27.0 31.0 29.0 34.5
NE.... 6.0 5.0 4.0 7.0 10.0 5.5 8.0 4.5 7.5 7.0 5.5 8.0
SE.... 4.5 3.5 5.0 6.0 12.0 11.5 14.0 14.5 11.0 10.0 8.0 6.0
SW. .. 39.0 80.0 23.0 23.5 23.0 21.0 21.5 23.5 25.5 27.5 31.0 27.0

It will be observed that the greater proportion of the southeast winds

are from April to November. Some of these are doubtless not South

Atlantic currents, but mere "sm breezes " from the lake. So also a part

of those reported as polar currents, during the summer months, are only

^Hand breezes " due to the influence of our lake. Deduct these from the

polar currents and it would leave the equatorial cm-rent in the predomi-

nance from April to December, as stated above.

It should also be remarked that of the winds reported "south," a large

portion of them were a few degrees west of south without being south-

west. And besides this the direction of our lake from south to north

would give us a south wind, when otherwise we should have a wind from

the southwest.

4. The number of days between the time when the temperature reaches

the average in spring, April 23d, and the time when it reaches it in the

autumn, October 23d, is also greater by ten or eleven than the number

between October 23d and April 23d; the number being in one case 177,

and 188 in the other ; that is, our summer half of the year is eleven days

longer than our winter half This is doubtless owing to the influence of

the lakes.

We are, however, indebted to this influence for more than the eleven

days thus indicated ; for, although if the temperature were determined

by length of day and altitude of the sun alone, the number of days in

the year which are above the average line would be just the same as

those that are below it
;
yet when we take into the account the correc-

tion for " absorption," it will be found that the number of days below

the line will be somewhat in excess of those above it, and the causes

will be greater the higher the latitude, until we reach the polar circle,

and it then gradually reaches to zero—the value which it has at the

equator also.
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5. In the fifth place, I would notice the waviness of the line, if I may

be allowed to make a word for the occasion.

It will be borne in mind that the average on which this diagi'am is

constructed is for only about twelve or fifteen years. If I had statistics

whereby to extend it over a longer space, a hundred years, for example,

no doubt much of this waviness would be corrected. Our weather comes

in alternations of heat and cold ; more especially in the winter half of

the year the crest of the cold wave coming on one day one year, and on

another in the next, and so on. Hence, when it shall have fallen for

several times each day, these waves, when taken together, will average

one another.

And yet I am not quite sure that they would. The solstice and equinox

are fixed points. At the summer solstice, for example, the sun has

reached its northern limit, and from that time it begins to decline south-

ward, until, on the 21st of September, it passes into the southern hemis-

phere. This is an important fact. " The belt of calms ," as it is called,

swings back and forth with the sun. This is the limit and separation

wall between the northern and the southern trade winds, and polar

currents in general. It determines the northern boundary of the trade

winds, they being felt further north in summer than in winter. It deter-

mines, also, the latitude at which the return current passes through the

polar current so as to become the surface current ; this latitude being some

40° further north in summer than in winter. When now this " balance

of the winds" swings over into oiu- hemisphere, it sets back the currents

of that hemisphere, and as it is constantly advancing up to the time of

the solstice, it is like a large vessel setting rapidly into a narrow channel,

driving back the waters until they accumulate against the barriers, and

then they return in a high wave and with unusual force, and then being

reflected back by the advancing ship, they return again to the bari-ier,

and so on, oscillating back and forth. When the sun begins to recede

from the solstice towards the other hemisphere, the return wave moves

with an unusual impulse and for a longer time than usual.

Now, there can be no doubt that something of this occurs with the

winds ; and to this I attribute not only the waviness of our weather,

but also the fact that about the time of the equinoxes we have what are

familiarly called the " equinoctial storms."

The reality of these storms is made manifest by the following statis-

tics showing the comparative average of the water-fall in the several

months

:
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Month. Inches. Month. Inches. Month. Inches.

January
February
March

1.594
1.138
1.888
3.375

May 2.933
3.121
3.281
3.690

September
October
November
December

2.499
3.122
2.254
2.027August

It is indeed true that the equinoxes occur in March and September,

but the effects of the disturbance could hardly reach us short of a week

or ten days ; and the averages above given are made out for the calendar

months. But if we should make the average for the thirty days com-

mencing with the equinox, the result would not be materially different.

Naturally we have more precipitation of vapor in summer than in winter.

This is seen in the above statement. But we also see the fact that there

is an increase from March to April, being in the month after the equinox

nearly double what it was the month before ; and also the other fact that

there is more in October than in September, 3.122 against 2.499, not-

withstanding it occurs in the season when the amount is decreasing

towards its winter minimum.

6. Finally, we notice in the spring, commencing May 25th, an arrest

of the increasing warmth, and in fact a retrocession for about sixteen

days mitil June 12th, and a similar arrest and retrocession of the increas-

ing cold in autumn, from October 28th until about the 10th of November.

It has been a matter of general observation that we have a frost in the

last of May or the first of June, and the " Indian summer," as it is called,

is an acknowledged ''institution" of our climate. But the figures and

diagram before us put these things into a more definite form than I have

ever seen them in before. The temperature increases quite regularly from

the time of the greatest cold in February up to the 24th of May, when

it reaches in the general average 63°.29, with a maximum for the day of

84°.5, and a minimum of 42°; and with about the same maximum and

minimum for the next day, it falls off in the general average to 60°.84,

and does not reach 63°.29 again until June 12th, a period of eighteen

days. During this time it falls in the general average to 57°.32 for May
28th ; it then rises to 62° and something over, for the last day of May
and the three first days of June, and then falls to 60° again for several

days; and the average for the whole eighteen days is 60°.60, or nearly

3° less than that for the day preceding this period or for those succeed-

ing it.
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So in the autumn. The weather grows cold very regularly with the

advance of the season, until October 27th, when it is 41°.54, with

extremes of 69° and 28°. The next day the average rises to 45°.17,

with extremes of 66° and 30°, and does not reach 41°.54 again until the

10th of November, except for a single day, November 8th, when it is

41°.13 with extremes 64°.5 and 29°.5, and the average for the whole

twelve days is 45°.64 ; but unlike the spring frost, the autumn, or Indian

summer grows warm to its centre, reaching an average of 48°.25 on the

first days in November, and then gradually declining again to the tem-

perature of the 27th of October.

I have no means at my command for ascertaining how extensive these

phenomena of summer-frost and autumn-summer may be ; nor is it easy

to assign a cause for them that will be entirely and altogether satisfactory.

I am inclined to think, however, that it may be peculiar to our part of

the Northern continent, as the monsoons are to the Indian ocean. This

inference, which I make in the absence of all definite statistics, is, of

course, purely theoretical, and derived from the views which I proceed

to suggest of the cause of this phenomena.

Before proceeding, however, with the theoretical explanation, I would

make a remark on the state of meteorological statistics in this respect.

Mere vague impression, based on personal feelings and recollections, is a

foundation for opinion in meteorology at least, which one learns the more

to distrust the more he has occasion to deal with it. Scarcely anything

in vny experience has been more common than to find people's impressions

of the general average of the weather for a given period in conflict with

the observed and recorded facts. But again, the statistics as recorded

and summed up and reported in the published works on climate, afford no

indication of such a retardation and retrocession of the advance of the

seasons ;
nor do they, on the other hand, fm-nish any indication that such

phenomena do not occur ; for no average but one like that I have made

—

an average for every day, day by day, through a series of years—^could

show whether such an event occurs or not; and no such average has

before been made, to my knowledge. An average for each month or each

half month, nay, an average for each week even, would hardly draw

attention to the phenomena.

And now for the explanation. I have referred to the "waviness" of

the line of real temperature in the accompanying diagram. By referring

to the diagram again, we shall see that these two changes in the curva-

ture of the line occur as the first great tvave-reactions after the equinoxes.
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when the sun, with the ''balance of tvinds" passes from one hemisphere

to the other. Coming north in the spring, the sun brings, or rather

drives before it, the warmth of his presence ; the cold winds are pushed

and crowded back on the poles and in the polar regions, until, of necessity,

a reaction takes place. Then, too, the winds that reach us at that time

from the pole, start in the midst of the very depths of polar winter, night

and cold, when the air at the pole has reached its lowest temperature.

It passes on its way, as soon as it reaches the sunlight at all, say in lati-

tude 75° or 80°, over accumulated masses of ice and snow, and frozen

ground; all of which, so soon as the rays of the sun become sufficient to

cause them to begin to thaw at all, need and will take up an immense

amount of heat as they pass from the solid state of ice into fluid as water.

Hence these winds have but little chance of getting warmed on their way

to us. They can scarcely grow warm at all mitil they get this side of

snow and frost. Then, of course, they increase in temperature quite

rapidly, the earth over which they pass being warmer in the day time

than they are ; so that after they shall have reached latitudes some

few degrees farther south than ours, their chilling effects can (as I should

presume) hardly be felt at all. Nor, if my theory is correct, can any-

thing of this kind be observable in Europe or Asia ; not in our latitude

south of the great continental mountain range, because all lands south of

it are sheltered by them from the winds—not north of it to any con-

siderable extent—because the situation of the mountains arrests the

northward wave, to which this is a mere reaction. And for the same

reason there can be no such phenomena on our Pacific coast.

And so with the autumn or Indian summer. The sun passing south-

ward into the southern hemisphere, draws after it a curtain of darkness

and cold as it passes along ; but the earth in the southern part of the

temperate zone retains its warmth ; the polar current having now more

space by the extension of its area from north to south, becomes thinner

and remains the upper current longer on its way to the equator than it

otherwise would, thus allowing the return current to pass under it as the

surface current, spreading the warmth of more southern latitudes over a

belt extending across the Atlantic ocean, and as far west as the Rocky

mountains, and from north to south some ten or fifteen degrees of latitude.

But for the reasons already given, such a phenomenon could hardly occur

in the old world any more than that of the summer frosts ; and it is

doubtful, also, whether either of them can occur to any observable extent

anywhere in the southern hemisphere. The efiect of this wave and its
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reaction is doubtless greatly increased in the eastern part of our continent

and in the Atlantic ocean, by the fact already pointed out, that they are

the great wind-gap of the northern hemisphere. And although the

general causes of these phenomena may exist and be active in the southern

hemisphere, I doubt whether, without the peculiar conformation of the

mountains in our hemisphere, to give them intensity, their influence

would be particularly noticeable.

Besides these local causes influencing climates, there are one or two

more phenomena suggested by the meteorological obsei'vations in my
possession, that I will put on record here as worthy of observation

:

1. The first is this : It has happened thus far, that when the winter

comes on gradually and continues cold through January and the first half

of February, without much of what is called the "January thaw," we

have an early spring, and the snow passes ofi"and the frost comes out of

the ground earlier than when the winter is what is commonly called an

" ojwn'''' one. The observations in my possession suggest this rule, and

perhaps it is what we should expect on general principles.

2. Again : when there is a large accumulation of snow and ice during

the winter in the region northwest of us, and especially to the northwest

of the great lakes, the spring, though it may be an early one, is sure to

be attended with an unusual number of cold rains, chills, and even frosts.

The reason for this is obvious.

It forms no part of my plan to discuss the distribution of rain ; but

there is one remark that is so connected with my subject, that I will beg

a few words more, for the purpose of saying it. As a genei-al rule

:

1. The amount of water that falls annually, decreases from the equator

to the poles.
'

2. It decreases from the sea coast as we pass inward towards the centre

of the continent.

3. It is, in the northern hemisphere, greater on the south and west

sides of mountains than on the north and east sides.

Now, owing to these laws combined, it is doubtfiil if we should have

rain enough for successful agriculture in the western and central States

of the United States, were it not for our great lakes. On the coast most

of the rain comes from the ocean ; but in the neighborhood of the lakes,

as Geneva, for example, so far as I can judge, quite one-half of the water

that we have in the year, is by evaporation from the lakes, most of

which, being west of us, the storms come to us fi-om that direction, and
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fall with westerly winds ;
and observation shows that our average amount

is scarcely less than that which falls on the sea coast.

The influence of our climatic peculiarities upon man and upon civiliza-

tion is an important topic, to which our thoughts naturally turn in con-

clusion of our general subject. Perhaps we have not observed enough

yet, to determine fully and finally what this influence is to be. I will,

however, make a suggestion.

I doubt if any men, possessing the means of civilization, have inhab-

ited a coimtry in which the two most important elements have been

combined in such large proportions—the bracing effect of cold for men,

and the growing influences of warmth and moisture for the production

of those agricultural products most necessary for him and most largely

conducive to wealth. In the high latitudes the winters are too long and

cold, as well as the summers too short, for the production of those grains,

fruits, etc., which are necessary for a wealthy community and the highest

forms of civilization. In fact, when the average temperatm'e of the year

falls below 40°, or at least 35°, it is scarcely possible for the population to

become dense at all ; and even a sparse population can hardly raise so

much in the summer as they need for their support during the long and

severe winter that ensues ; and the faculties of men seem also to be in a

measure crippled and stinted by the rigors of the climate. In tropical

countries the heat is undoubtedly too great for the production of the

highest type of man. Any men would undoubtedly become degenerated

in a few generations hj the enfeebling influences of such continued heat.

Nor is this all. Although there are some forms of vegetable production

of the highest, nay of indispensable value to the life of highly civilized men

,

which can be produced only in the long summers and under the continued

heat of a tropical, or nearly tropical sun, yet even in such favored lands

those crops which are most necessary, and contribute the largest amount

to the wealth of the community, either do not grow at all, or do not

succeed well. A simple and sufiicient proof of this is found in the fact

that land is never worth so much per acre in the tropics, and in latitudes

closely bordering upon them, as in latitudes farther removed from equa-

torial heat. Wheat will scarcely grow at all in the lands best adapted to

rice, cotton and sugar-cane. The corn that will grow on those lands is

neither so good, nor does it yield so well, as that which we raise in the

northern portions of the United States. The same is to be said of

the potatoe. And it is a matter of doubt if any crop of cotton, rice,

sugar-cane or other tropical j^roduction can be made to yield so much
Cab. Nat. 14
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wealth to a community, extending over any considerable territory, as the

crop of grass and hay which flourish best where those tropical or semi-

tropical productions cannot be produced to advantage, if at all.

But for man himself, the bracing effects of cool air are necessary to the

attainment of the highest forms of civilization. Warm and moist are

the conditions of vegetable perfection; but cool and dry are the best

conditions for man's health and mental vigor. Now, I doubt whether

anywhere on the globe these contrary and seemingly incompatible condi-

tions are so well combined and blended as in the northern and middle

portions of the United States, extending from the arid plains, just east

of the Rocky mountains, to the Atlantic coast. The winters are cool, if

not cold, and comparatively dry. The total amount of water-fall for the

months of December, January, February and March, averages scarcely

one and a half inches ; and all through the summer, while the moisture

is no more than is needed for vegetation, the nights are, for the most part,

comparatively cool ; and seldom do more than four or five days of heat,

that can be regarded as at all oppressive even for us who are accustomed

to a temperate zone, occur in succession. Our position as the great wind-

gap of the northern hemisphere, to which I have so often referred, is

largely concerned in producing this oresult. The Rocky mountains leaving

the Cordilleras of Mexico, are not so situated as to shut off entirely, or

to any considerable extent, in the summer, the warm breath of the return

current and the moisture which it brings from the Pacific ocean and the

Gulf of Mexico ; while those mountains are so situated as to give us

invariably, even during the hot season, within every few days, the cooling

breezes from the north—such as scarcely, if at all, ever visit the inhab-

itants of the old world in our latitude, except, in fact, on the high lands

of Central Asia, where, there is neither warmth nor moisture for an

abundant vegetation.

What these influences are to be on man's physical condition and

development, can be, at present, perhaps, only a matter of conjecture

and prediction. But they augur well ; they predict a glorious future—

a

coming civilization such as the world has never yet seen. If man him-

self, in his intellectual, moral and spiritual training and care of himself,

will only do as well for himself as a kind and most beneficent Providence

has done for him, in the circumstances and surroundings of his earthly

life, nothing more or better could be desired than that which manifestly

awaits us.
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RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

I. OBSERVATIONS MADE BY J. B. TREMBLY, M.D., AT TOLEDO, OHIO:

Lat. 41° 38' 47". 04; long. W. 82° 22' 17".75; height 604 feet above sea level.

1. MONTHLY BAROMETRICAL RESULTS FOR THE YEAR 1865.

MONTH.
Maxi-
mum
height.

Date.
Mini-
mum

helglit.
Date.

Mean
height for
the month.

Range
for

month.

Greatest
daily

variation
Date.

Least
dally

variation
Date.

January ....

February . .

.

March
April

May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November . .

.

December . .

.

Year

29.81
29.80
29.61
29.72
29.54
29.42
29.51
29.49
29.52
29.57
29.83
29.82

30
12

26
8

14
6

31
25
15
31
10
22

28.90
28.77
28.61
28.86
28.92
28.99
28.94
29.10
28.99
28.68
28.75
28.88

17

23
21
12
21
26
19
10
8

10
30
1

29.307
29.455
29.215
29.388
29.262
29.177
29.295
29.328
29.341
29.257
29.341
29.335

0.91
1.03
1.00
0.86
0.62
0.43
0.67
0.39
0.52
0.80
1.08
0.94

.36

.62

.37

.38

.19

.18

.17

.19

.16

.24

.14

.44

7

26
4

11

12
10
22
10
8

15

5

7

.05

.03

.04

.02

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.02

.01

.03

25

27
5

2

20
23
5

14
19

24
18

3

29.83 28.61
[

29.350 0.715 .62 .01 ••

2. ANNUAL BAROMETRICAL RESULTS FOR THE YEARS 1860-1865.

YEAR.
Maximum

height.

Minimum

height.

Mean height
for

the year.

Range for

the year.

Greatest
daily

variation.

Least
daily

variation.

1865 29.83
29.85
29.81
29.83
29.90
29.87

28.61
28.58
28.47
28.77
28.88
28.94

29.350
29.236
29.280
29.297
29.354
29.330

.715

.75

.88

72
.63

.68

.62

.47

.75

.57

.66

.61

.01

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

1864
1863
1862
1861

I860

Mean barometer for 6 years, 29.307.
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7. REMARKS FOR THE YEAR.

Januaey.

Weather usual for the month.

Februaby

11. Hazy during the p. m.; moon had the appearance of wading through

a bank of snow ;
atmospherical af)pearance of the horizon was

ominous and threatening, and during the night there was a

peculiar squall of snow and wind ; it fell like an avalanche, in

one almost compact sheet, dark, bUnding and suffocating, lasting

only for a few minutes, when aU was calm and clear.

15. Northeast storm of snow.

22. Rain.

23. Muddy ; ice on the river getting unsafe to cross upon.

25. A severe rain storm, with a rapid fall of the barometer.

March

8. Ice moved out of the river.

12. Ferry-boat made her first trip.

14. Blue-birds made their appearance.

15. Robins seen first for the season.

28. Soft-maple trees in blossom.

April

4. Swallows made their appearance.

21. Early peach and apricot trees in blossom.

26. Early cherry and plum trees in blossom.

May
3. Apple, pear and all fruit trees in full bloom.

12. Frost in the morning ; tender vegetables frosted in many places.

June

1. Early cherries ripe : thirty-six days from the blossom.

July

10. Severe northeaster ; rained all day.

15 and 16. Rained continuously for thirty-six hours; most severe

storm of the season.

30 and 31. Only pleasant days of the month; grain and hay injured

very much by the wet weather.
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August

31. The most severe shower occurred at 10:15 p. m., that has visited

this locality for many years. The very elements of a furious

and terrible storm seemed to be at war with each other
; rain

poured in torrents
;
lightnings flashed continuously ; an unceas-

ing glimmering of the electric fluid lighted n^ the horizon
;
the

wind, let loose from all restraint, dashed and lashed the falling-

waters to a foam
;
distant, hoarse, and deep-muttering thunder

made bass music for the storm.

September.

Very warm, and a great excess of rain compared with corresponding-

months of other years.

October

1. Frost ; first of the autumn.

19. Eclipse of the sun in a. m., dark and cloudy during- the time
; a

gale of wind in p. m.

28. Slight snow squalls.

November.

A very pleasant month
; but little rain.

December

14. River frozen over for the first time of the season.

15. Skating on the canal.

20. Snow in p. m.
;
a northeaster, the western border of the storm

only reaching this vicinity ; it was three days in forming, and

was one of those oblong storms in this region that frequently

occur in the winter and spring.

The yearly meteorological phenomena, as they regard temperature,

amount of rain fallen, and barometrical pressure^ were the average of

other years ; but the distribution of rain and warm weather was very

unusual. July and August were very cold ; September very warm—so

much so as to be exceptional to the general laws of temperature for the

months. They were very rainy—September having a greater amount

of precipitation than any corresponding month of which we have record.

The result of this unfavorable weather had a disastrous effect upon

the agricultural communities in securing the hay and wheat crops ; much

of it was damaged, and but a very little hay was secured without injur3^
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The fruit and summer crops were abundant and excellent in quality,

and upon the whole, the farmer was well repaid for his toil. October and

November were very pleasant, and compensated for the unpleasant

weather that preceded them for some three or four months. The Indian

summer was much prolonged, and week after week the sun rose from his

slumbers with his golden face, and traveled through the hazy mellow

atmosphere, shorn of his fiercest rays, sinking at night upon his western

couch amid the glories of a thousand sjalendors ; and even stern Winter

allowed the genial embraces of summer-like Autumn to encroach upon

his season vmtil almost the merry "Christmas bells" admonished him

that it was high time that he assumed his sovereign sway and issued

mandates from his frigid realms ; even then his freezing, blustering

way was tempered with mildness, and the Old Year took his departure,

bearins; but few traces of Winter's mark.'&

8. SANITARY CLIMATOLOGY AND ITS RELATIONS.

Humidity, heat and cold are the sources from which are produced

most of the diseases lying within the geographical limits of the North-

western States. From what observations have been made, the sanitary

division of diseases indigenous to the above region might, with pro-

priety, be classified as follows

:

1. Malarious and non-inflammatory diseases, with their associated epi-

demics, reaching to the 44th or 45th degree of north latitude, with the

summer isothermal of 60°.

2. Pulmonary and inflammatory diseases, with their associated epi-

demics, extending southward to the 30th degree of north latitude, and

winter isothermal of 50°.

All diseases ranging under these classifications, in all degrees of

violence, are observed each year by physicians Avho are called uj)on to

treat them, and who find that they have an intimate physical relation

Avith the seasons, as the isothermal line moves from the south to the

north in the spring and early summer, and as it recedes to the south

aeain in the autumn and winter.

Beginning near the middle of June, until the middle of October, all

diseases appear to be more or less of a malarious character, and their

violence attends a high atmospherical temperature and humidity ; and

from that time, or about the first of December, until the following April

or May, pulmonary and inflammatory diseases principally exist, on
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account of the low temperature and moisture of the atmosphere. These

phenomena in the movement of the isothermal upon diseases are a con-

stant attendant in our sanitary climatology, and is the physical law

which seems to govern diseases that are subject to climatic influences.

Perhaps no subject opens for investigation to the intelligent phy-

sician a more pleasant study than this of the geographical limitation of

disease. Like the studies of natural history—the foundation upon which

rests the beautiful structure of the medical art—it each day present

something new and interesting within the thought and observation of its

most humble student; and could each one take and reduce sanitary

observations to a system, it would be a source of gratification to himself,

and his record of disease and mortality, when compared with others,

would be one of the links needed in the statistics of a sanitary clima-

tology.

9. MONTHLY BAKOMETRICAL EESULTS FOR THE YEAR 1866.

MONTH.
Maxi-
mum
height.

Date.
Mini-
mum
height.

Date.
Mean

lieight for
the month.

Range
for

month.

Greatest
daily

variation
Date.

Least
daily

variation
Date.

January
February . .

.

March
April

May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November . .

.

December . .

.

Year

30.42
29.86
29.69
29.59
29.48
29.52
29.50
29.55
29.54
29.79
29.91
29.80

8

26
27
6

7

11

9

16
15
16

5

20

28.85
28.94
28.80
28.79
28.57
28.82
28.02
29.95
28.95
28.94
28.83
28.59

15

19

31
23

27
18
4
8

11

20
10

23

29.432
29.384
29.383
29.392
29.186
29.214
29.318
29.285
29.309
29.358
29.316
29.300

1.57
0.92
0.89
0.80
0.91
0.70
0.48
0.60
0.59
0.85
1.08
1.21

.06

.38

.46

.03

.02

.22

!25

.03

.23

.22

.39

.32

15
15

21
5

21
3

4
8

12
22
10

4

.03

.02

.03

.00

.00

.00

.00

.01

.01

.02

.02

.01

3

28
19

11

23
1

10

27
29
5

26
29

30.42 28.02 29.314 2.40 .46 .00

10. ANNUAL BAROMETRICAL RESULTS FOR THE YEARS 1860-1866.

YEAR.
Maximum Minimum

height. height.

30.42 28.02
29.83 28.61
29.85 28.58
29.81 28.47
29.83 28.77
29.90 - 28.88
29.87 28.94

Mean height
for

the year.

Mean
monthly
range.

Greatest
daily-

variation.

Least
dally

variation.

1866
1865
1864
1863
1862
1861
1860

29.314
29.350
29.236
29.280
29.297
29.354
29.330

.883

.715

.750

.880

.720

.630

.680

.46

.62

.47

.75

.57

.66

.61

.00

.01

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

Mean barometer for 7 years, 29.308.

Cab. Nat. 15
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13. MEAN TEMPERATURE FOR YEARS 1860-1866.

MONTH. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1861. 1865. 1866.
Monthly-
mean lor
7 years.

January
February
March

28.87
30.56
42.56
48.37
63.96
64.18
72.00
70.21
59.16
50.87
37.33
24.05

25.55
33.00
35.88
49.43
55.01
69.48
70.26
71.48
62.90
53.38
39.91
38.14

27.090
37.317
34.835
49.350
60.147
66.186
79.900
74.170
66.064
53.824
40.785
36.125

34.104
31.166
35.244
48.615
63.060
68.275
74.507
72.950
61.651
44.878
44.163
34.223

27.254
31.829
35.717
46.119
63.190
70.400
75.090
71.103
61.519
48.000
40.641
27.641

23.460
29.128
40.180
40.352
59.654
73.333
69.341
68.845
70.185
50.179
41.096
29.921

24.673
25.497
31.761
50.907
55.845
67.396
74.577
65.240
58.974
53.149
40.563
27.351

27.285
29.785
36.596
48.877
60.123
68.412
73.667
70.571
62.921
50.611
40.641
31.064

May

July
August
September
October
November
December

49.343 50.368 51.316 51.069 49.875 50.389 47.994 50.050

Mean temperature for seven years, 50.050.

14. MEAN TEMPERATURE OF SEASONS FOR YEARS 1860-1866.

SEASON. 1860. 1861. 1862 1863. 1864. 1865. 1886.

Mean
for seven
years.

Spring
Summer
Autumn
*Winter

51.630
68.790
49.120
29.765

46.77
70.40
52.06
25.53

47.977
73.418
53.557
30.849

48.973
71.910
50.230
30.430

48.008
72.164
50.052
31.106

47.728
70.506
53.820
26.743

46.171
69.073
50.595
26.697

48.175
70.865
51.390
28.918

*Two months—January and February.

15. RAIN AND MELTED SNOW TABLE FOR YEARS 1861-1866.*

MONTH. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 186.5. Mean.

January .

.

February .

March . . .

.

April . . .

.

May
June
July
August . .

.

September
October .

.

November
December.

Total ..

2.125
1.375
5.000
5.750
4.677
3.875
5.125
3.363
2.562
2.312
3.125
1.375

39.664

3.875
2.875
5.562
4.437
6.000
3.562
2.875
3.375
2.375
2.250
2.500
4.312

2.8750
3.5630
2.4375
1.8750
2.4375
2.5000
3.4375
2.2130
1.6250
3.1250
3.7500
2.0000

.3750

.9375
1.9375
4.7500
2.1875
3.5000
3.2500
4.2110
7.0060
1.6875
5.8125
1.5000

.7500
1.6875
1.7500
3.1250
2.2500
3.6250
6.0620
3.7500
10.1875
2.2500
.3125

3.5625

1.7500
2.3125
3.7500
.8750

5.3750
4.6875
4.0000
2.4375
7.1875
2.6250
3.1250
2.5628

43.998 32.8370 37.1545 39.3120 40.6878

1.9582
2.1249
3.4895
3.4686
3.6545
3.5415
4.1198
3.2249
5.1571
2.3749
3.1041
2.5523

* In inches.
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16. SNOW TABLE FOR YEARS 1861-1866.'

MONTH. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. Mean.

January 13.500
2.062
9.000
5.000

19.25
21.00
8.75
4.00

"!75
3.25
6.00

11.750
34.000
13.250
5.000

"!663
.750

2.000

12.500
3.250
7.750
5.000

'"!i25
6.500
13.00

7.500
10.750
4.750
2.250

"z'.'zih

7.750
9.750
12.000

i2".i75

12.040
13.468
9.250
3.541

'".ise
2.916
6.966

Ma}'^

July
Alienist

September
October

November 7.000
5.250

Total 41.370 63.00 66.813 48.125 28.625 41.675

* In inches.
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19. EEMARKS FOR THE YEAR.

January

2. A beautiful lunar rainbow surrounded the moon at 9 p.m., about

8° in diameter. A slight cirro-cumulus or sondercloud passed

over the surface of the moon which, within the extent of the

rainbow, was entirely obscured by the iridescence of brilliant

colors ; from the outer border of the moon to the inner border

of the orange color, it was almost a pure silver white, com-

posing one-half of the diameter of the bow. The balance of it

was of the same arrangement of colors and vividness of appear-

ance of those that are usually seen in the summer months near

the surface of the earth just as a shower is passing away. The

peculiarity of the rainbow was its entire circular form and

brilliancy of colors.

8. Highest barometer observed in this vicinity, 30.42.

20. A thunder shower at 12:30 a. m. attended with lightning, high

wind and rapid falling of the thermometer. The storm moved

along the axis of storms of this locality at the rate of forty-five

miles per hour ; severe cold and high wind continued through

the day.

24. Severe northeast snow storm.

February

14. Fine sleighing ; snow storm during the day.

15. Very cold ; mock-suns and fine solar halos at 9 a. m.; coldest day

of the year.

16. Lowest thermometer on record in Toledo.

22. Rain a. m.; blue-birds seen.

24. Robins made their appearance.

March

6. In the forenoon a beautiful set of halos and parhelia were seen for

several hours. The halos were of the two kinds—those of 22°

in diameter, and those of 46°—some finely colored and some not.

The parhelia, or mock-suns, nearest to the sun were vertical with

the observer, and colored—the others not—and were situated

at the intersection of the halos of 46°. The first or inner halo

was highly colored and 22°; the next presented the most
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Makch

6. remarkable appearance ever observed. As seen, it was ellipti-

cal and colored ; its long diameter was about 30 to 36°, and

lateral with the beholder ; its short diameter intersected the

parhelia of the inner halo of 22°, both above and below the sun.

The next halo surrounded the sun, of 46° of diameter, colored

laterally, below intersecting the horizon and above reached

well nigh the zenith. The next was uncolored, perfect, and of

46°, extending from the sun to beyond the zenith ; it evidently

was a secondary halo of the large or outer halo that encircled

the sun. At the points that it intersected the colored halos, it

produced faint but perceptible parhelia, or mock-suns; laterally

with the Sim there were also partial uncolored halos made from

the larger one, whose segments were of halos of 46°; these

segments, where crossing the colored halos, produced faint and

almost imperceptible mock-suns, so that at one time there were

to be seen six halos, perfect and imperfect, and ten parhelia, or

mock-suns, colored and uncolored.

13. Northeast rain ; ice moving in the river.

14. Ice nearly all out of the river.

20. Thunder shower ; very sharp lightning.

28. Good sleighing on the pavements ;
sleighs out.

31. First spring-like day.

April

3. Swallows seen first for the season.

6. Frost just out ; froze two and one-half feet deep.

18. Soft-maple trees in blossom.

19. Navigation opened with Saginaw.

23. Navigation opened with Buffalo.

25. Navigation opened with Oswego.

30. Early cherry trees in blossom.

Mat

3. Frost and some ice in the morning.

19. Trees nearly aU in ftdl foliage.

22. Frost in the morning.

27. A very low barometer ; 8:30 A. M., 28.56.
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June

5. A terrific storm from the southwest, p. m.

18. A very severe, continuous and cold storm, which, in agricultural

communities, killed a great number of sheep.

July.

Weather usual for the month.

August

24. Slight frost in the morning.

25. Frost.

September

14. The equinoctial storm commenced on the 14th and ended on the

21st, which, for duration and violence, was unprecedented by

any observations in this vicinity.

22. Hard frost ; destroyed most kinds of vegetation that was unma-

tured.

October.

The month as a whole was rather unpleasant, cold and stormy.

November.

Disagreeable weather nearly the whole month.

December

10. Canal frozen over, and ground frozen hard enough to bear teams.

11. Skating on canal, first of the season.

12. River frozen over.

17. Sleighing ; rather poor ; balance of month good winter weather.

The meteorological phenomena for the year were unusual in the

extremes that were observed in every department of observation

;

pleasant and agreeable weather seemed to be an exception for any con-

tinuous time. Spring and autumn were disagreeable, rainy, cold and

muddy. All kinds of fruit, with the exception of apples, were destroyed

by the severe cold and frost. Agricultural products were much injured

by the same cause, and wheat was almost an entire failm-e.
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From the numbers we deduce the niean temperature as above of 1865

and its range of temperature, and then the general average for the

twenty-nine years, 47°.06.

It is also seen that the mean temperature of the first half of Septem-

ber exceeds that of any half-month of the j'ear, and that the next to tliis

is that of the last half of June, 71°.80. This is its only occm^rence in

twenty-nine years.

The tempei'ature was only once below zero, in 1865, viz : 2° below, on

February 14.

Barometer and Eain Gauge.

Highest Lowest General
1865. Mean.

mean. mean.
Highest. Lowest. Range. Water.

average.

January 29.40 29.91 28.88 29.92 28.92 1.00 2.83 2.103
February 29.44 29.91 28.87 29.94 28.85 1.09 1.74 2.020
March 29.40 29.84 28.62 29.83 28.53 1.32 3.17 2.115
April 29.47 29.82 29.03 29.95 28.93 1.02 3.03 2.461
Jlay 29.42 29.77 29.15 29.81 29.04 0.77 3.30 2.998
June 29.50 29.72 29.20 29.78 29.18 0.60 5.43 3.046
July 29.48 29.78 29.23 29.82 29.16 0.66 1.47 3.261
August 29.53 29.80 29.24 29.83 29.18 0.65 1.04 2.754
September 29.60 29.84 29.41 29.86 29.40 0.46 4.33 3.275
October 29.38 29.80 28.65 29.83 28.55 1.28 4.29 3.289
November 29.48 30.04 28.92 30.12 28.90 1.22 1.70 2.769
December 29.47 29.85 29.11 29.92 28.92 1.00 1.75 2.484

Mean 28.46; range 1.59. Water 34.08; general average 32.525.

As the observations on the barometer began in 1838, the mean for

twenty-eight years to the end of 1865, is 29.53 inches. The highest to

this time on the barometer is 30.47 inches, January 1, 1839, and the

lowest, 28.24; giving the range, 2.23 inches in the twenty-eight years.

Mean Height oe the Barometer from the Annual.

Year. Barometer. Year. Barometer. Year. Barometer. Year. Barometer.

1838....
1839 ....

1840 ....

1841 ....

1842 ....

1843 ....

1844 ....

29.59
29.60
29.61
29.56
29.54
29.55
29.53

1845....
1846....
1847....
1848....
1849....
1850....
1851....

29.54
29.54
29.59
29.63
29.58
29.44
29.58

1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858

29.51
29.56
29.56
29.51
29.55
29.53
29.54

1859 . . .

.

1860 . . .

.

1861 ....

1862 ....

1863 ....

1864 . . .

.

1865 ....

29.45
29.46
29.47
29.47
29.48
29-39

29.46

Mean of fourteen years 29.56 Mean of fourteen years 29.50

Mean of twenty-eight years, 29.53.
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Least height of barometer, 1859, March 19th, 28.24; greatest height

of barometer, 1839, January 1, 30.17 inches. The first of these gave the

lowest mean, 28.63, and the second the highest, 30.38, in the twenty-

eight years. October 19th, 1865, barometer 28.55; but the highest that

year, 30.12.

The rain-guage has given 34.08 inches of water in the year, which

exceeds the general average, 32.525 inches, by 1.56 inch.

The drouth attending the small rains of July and August, which

amounted to only 2.51 inches in two months, was closed by rain on Sep-

tember 5th. The grass had been injured, the pastures dried, and the early

crops of potatoes and peas were almost destroyed, while Indian corn

had made adequate progress in the hot weather. But the copious rain

changed the face of nature. Grass at once sprung up with the greatest

rapidity, and the fall crops were far larger than had been anticipated.

Peaches were more plenty, pears and quinces also ; and apples, which

were too small to be promising in the first week of September, became

abundant, so that thousands of barrels were sent to northern and eastern

markets, and especially to the city of New York. The yield of Indian

corn was an average one.

The vear has been relatively healthful ; and the general prosperity of

the people, in their great and leading pursuits and business, demands

gratitude and praise.

The Seventeen-year Harvest Fly.

We have two species of the Harvest Fly over our coimtiy, commonly

called Locusts, but improperly, for obvious reasons. The Locust has a

mouth and jaws for eating leaves ; but the Harvest Fly (Cicada) has only

a short tube, or sucker, for obtaining its food. One species of these

appears annually over the Northern States in the last part of July, and

continues for a few weeks, but it is always in very limited nmnbers
; and

this is called the Dog-Day Harvest Fly, or Cicada ca^iculaeis of Dr.

H-4JiRis. Another species appears once in seventeen years, in the same

localities in a given tract, in vast numbers, and is hence named Cicada

SEPTES-DEcm by LrsxjEUS. The buzzing, drum-like noise of the males fills

the air, to the annoyance of the people within a half mile. In about

fom' weeks the eggs are laid in the younger twigs of the oak, if present,

and if not, on other trees, the apple, etc. The localities in this part of

the State are in several counties, often only a few miles apart ; as in
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Monroe county at Brighton and Mendon, and many more ; in Livingston,

Wayne, Onondaga, Ontario and Cayuga counties, in all of which the

seventeen year fly appeared in 1814, 1831, 1848, and 1865. The pupse

come to the surface of the earth in the last week in May or the first

week in June ; and at Mendon, in the last year, had all appeared by

the 11th of June. In Ohio, their appearance at Marietta was in 1795

and in the following seventeenth year regularly ; in Pennsylvania, in

1715, and then in each seventeenth year to 1851; in Sandwich, Mass.

in 1787, and every seventeenth year to 1855 ; in Maryland in other

series of years ; and in South Carolina and Georgia in still another series.

In each locality the appearance is regularly each seventeenth year,

though a straggler is sometimes seen in other years. These Harvest

Flies probably feed on the mucilage or honey-dew of the leaves, by

means of their tube or sucker. They cannot eat the leaves or wood

being destitute of mouth and jaws ; and it is not yet ascertained that

they do any injiury to vegetation.
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On tkree of the five cold days in January the temperature was below

zero ; on the last, or 9th, 4° below ; but the barometer rose to the

highest ever known here, 30.52 inches. December 21st was the coldest

known for that month, 9° below, and the barometer 30.05.

MOiSTTH.

January .

February

.

December
Kovember
January .

January .

January .

Januaiy .

January .

January .

February

.

Tempera-
Year.

ture.

1863 1

1863 - 6

1863 17
1862 20
1861 - 4
1860 30
1859 10
1858 15

1858 13
1856 - 3

1855 20

Barometer

in inches.

30.16
30.67
30.06
30.20
30.07
30.09
30.13
30.24
30.23
30.14
29.57

Even in the cold months there is no close connection between low

temperature and high barometer
;

the last is striking evidence. In the

warm months there is less apparent casual influence.

The "heated period" of July was extensive. Here it was limited to

five days—the 13th to the 17th. The mean of that continuous period

was 83°.4 ; the highest mean was 86°.3, on the 15th, and the highest at

2 p. M. was 95°, on the 16th. The next highest mean of a day, was

85°.7, in 1856. The mean heat of no four consecutive days here has been

so great, or any other heated period, as in last July. On the hottest

day the barometer exceeded the average, and on most of the five days.

Cab. Nat. 17
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5. ANNUAL MEAN TEMPERATURE OF THE THIRTY YEARS.

Year.
Tempera- Year. Tempera-

Year. Tempera-
Year. Tempera-

ture. ture. ture. ture.

1837.... 45.72 1844.... 46.71 1851 47.75 1859.... 47.32
1838.... 45.10 1845.... 47.01 1852 47.09 I860.... 47.58
1839 .... 46.72 1846.... 48.26 1853 48.30 1861.,.. 47.31
1840 .... 47.06 1847.... 46.44 1854 47.97 1862.... 47.38
1841 .... 46.36 1848.... 47.94 1855 46.76 1863.... 47.30
1842 .... 47.44 1849.... 47.59 1856 44.97 1864.... 47.73
1843.... 44.70 1850.... 47.95 1857

1858
45.94
47.64

1865....
1866....

48.16
46.38

655.02

755.33
Mean temperature for 14 years .

.

46.79
Mean temperature for 16 years.

.

47.21

The following exhibits the mean of thirty years as derived (1) from

the sum of means for the first fourteen and last sixteen years, and

(2) jfrom the means of these periods respectively

:

Number of Years.
Sum of

means.
Number of Years. Mean.

First fourteen years 655.02
755.33

First fourteen vears .... 46.79
47.21Last sixteen years Last sixteen years ....

Mean of thirty yearsMean of thirty years

1,410.35 94.00

47.01 47.00

Range of annual temperature is from 44°.70 in 1843, to 48°.30 in

1853, amoimting to 3°.60.

Average temperature of the four seasons follows

:

SEASON.
Sum of
three

mouths.
Monthly-

average.

Spring 132.8
205.3
146.8
79.5

44.3
68.4
48.9
26.5

Summer

Winter
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6. RESULTS FROM THE BAROMETER AND RAIN-GUAGE, 1866

i

MONTH.

BAROMETER. RAIN-GAUGE.

Monthly

mean.

Highest

mean.

Lowest

mean.
Highest. Lowest. Range.

"Water in

Inches.

General

average.

January
February
March

29.55
29.50
29.44
29.45
29.32
29.42
29.51
29.44
29.51
29.58
29.47
29.43

So. 48
30.01
29.83
29.81
29.65
29.74
29.75
29.74
29.80
30.00
30.10
30.00

29.13
29.00
29.04
28.76
28.89
28.98
29.31
29.28
29.14
29.13
28.78
28.88

30.52
30.10
29.84
29.84
29.67
29.75
29.77
29.75
29.84
30.02
30.12
30.05

29.05
28.94
28.86
28.57
28.77
28.92
29.22
29.22
29.11
29.13
28.72
28.68

1.47
1.16
0.98
1.16

1.48
2.39
2.71
3.20

2.099
1.936
2.133
2.487
3.076
3.021
3.235
2.827
3.301
3.221
2.738
2.506

May 0.90 2.90
0.83

,
3.90

0.55 1.36
0.53 4.91
0.73 4.11
0.89 1.24
1.40 ; 3.29
1.37 1

3.24

June

August
September
October
November
December

Yearly mean. 29.47 Yearl'p' m.no'p 1.95 i .34.73 32.630

The average height of barometer in thirty years is 29.53 inches.

Barometer was lowest March 19, 1859, 28.24 inches; next lowest was

28.47, in 1864. It was highest January 8, 1866, 30.52; next to the

highest, January 1, 1839, 30.47 inches. The range in these years was

2.28 inches.

The barometer was also higher January 8, 1866, than before on

record, at Albany, New York, Mohawk and Geneva, in this State ; and

at Toronto, Michigan University and Boston.

The water fallen in rain and snow this year is about two inches above

the average, which for thirty years is 32.63 inches. The preceding

Table contains the monthly averages of water for thirty years, in the

last column ; the annual averages will be found in Table 7.

Fall of Water in JRain and Snotv.

In the following Table (7), the results for the first fourteen years had

been already published in the Meteorology of this State (1855) ; but

many numbers there given were incorrect. By recurrence to the origi-

nals these have been corrected, and are here accurately presented. Of

course, the true means and averages differ somewhat from those given

in the Regents' Report for 1864 and 1865. The results should have

been as they are now found in the following Table. It contains the

sums of water for the first and second half years, as well as for the year.

The sum and average water for each month are found at the bottom
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of the months, and from the monthly averages is derived the average

water for the thirty years.

Besides the errors here corrected, there are several in the summing

of the Rochester reports in the State Meteorology. The longitude of

Rochester is too small by two degi-ees, which places this city two degrees

east of Aubiu-n instead of near as much west of it. The 10° below in

December, 1847, should be 10° above. On same page, 402, the mean

temperature of second half of May should be 58°.35, and not 38°.35

;

and the mean at the bottom should be 36°.75, and not 45°.09. On page

403, the mean of May, 1846, should be 60°.82 ; and on page 404, the

water fallen in 1850 should be 38.46 inches, and not 32.47. On page

143, the water for 1841 should be 33.91, not 30.13 ; and water for 1847

should be 47.44, not 49.24 ; and for sixteen years the mean should be

36.56, not 36.68.
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The average fall of water in the first half year is 14.803
;
the average

fall of water in the second half year is 17.827
;
general average for

thirty years, 32.630.

The amount of water fallen in thirty years, 978.903 inches; annual

general average, 32.630 inches; water of first half year, 444.096, is to

that of second half, 634.813, as 5 to 6 nearly.

Table 7 shows many facts and indicates conclusions

:

1. About one-fifth more water falls in the second than in the first half

year.

2. Average depth of water to end of 1866, or for 30 years, is 32.559

inches.

3. Greatest fall in a year, 1857, was 42.590 inches ; the next, 1864,

was 38.690, and 1850, 38.458, and in 1862 was 37.530 inches; the least

fall in a year, 1858, 24.356 inches; the next, 24.967 in 1851; 25.460 in

1838, and in 1844, 26.200 inches.

4. Greatest fall in a month, September, 1853, 6.833 inches; the next

6.790 in October, 1846, and May, 1864, 6.540 inches; the next 6,160 in

July, 1848, and September, 1841, 6,140 inches; the next 6.090 in

September, 1861. The least fall in a month, January, 1837, 0.160

inches ; the next, February, 1841, 0.210, and then July, 1854, 0.252 inches

;

the next, April, 1837, 0.500, and then October, 1839, 0.560; the next,

August 1843, 0.700, and less than an inch more. Between 1 and 2

inches in 105 months; and in colder months, between 2 and 3 inches in

101 ; between 3 and 4 inches in 57 ; between 4 and 5 inches in 34

;

between 5 and 6 inches in 19.; above 6 inches in 6 months.

5. In the 30 years, September gave the most water, 99.03, and average

3.30 ; next, July gave 97.06, and average 3.23
; and October, 96.64, and

average 3.22 ; next, May gave 92.27, and average 3.07 ; and June, 86.74,

and average 3.02. In the 30 years February gave the least water, 59.57,

and average 2.00; next, January gave 62.98, and average 2.1; and

March, 64.00, and average 2.13; next, April gave 74.62, and average

2.5 ; and December, 75.17, and average 2.50.

8. SOME COMMON AND SPECIAL PHENOMENA.

March 17 and 18. Flooding of a part of the city by the sudden melt-

ing of the snow and attendant rain.

April 14. Some rain in the afternoon, and at sunset a splendid

rainbow, full half circle, with the two narrow and fainter bows below
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and close to the primary bow. In these small lower bows, the colors

are in the same order as in the primary, the red being uppermost, orange

and yellow blended, and the green or faint blue the lowest and just per-

ceptible.

April 17. Aurora borealis rose over the north at 8:30 p. m.
;
brilliant

pillars or columns rose towards zenith ; about 9 p. m. an arch rose from

the upper part of the luminous halo and extended from southeast to

northwest, thirty degrees about north of the zenith ; at 9:30 and a

little south of the place where the arch disappeared, were moving bands

of aurora, lying north and south parallel to the magnetic meridian, quite

across the canopy from northwest to southeast, first cloudy short masses,

then longer parallel bows, all moving towards the zenith, and disap-

pearing a Httle south of the zenith.

The month has been warm and dry, and farming operations very easy

and pleasant.

Sabbath, May 20. Highest temperature of the month, at 2 p. m., 80°

;

and at 4 p. M. a violent thunder shower began south and west, and

extending north and moving eastward. Just after 4, lightning, rain

and'?riad were upon us, and soon hail in abundance, large stones, egg-

shape, pear-shape, oval or oblong, and with longer diameter two inches,

globular, all solid ice, or with snow in the centre or on one side of the

centre, or sometimes with a fine solid crystal of ice in the centre, sur-

rounded with lamellar and irregular formed ice. Beginning at or south

of Mt. Hope, where the storm swept over the nurseries it expended its

force on the east side of the Genesee, dashing to ruins the glass of con-

servatories and the windows on the south side of houses, and fine

gardens, presenting a scene of desolation a mile long and half as wide.

Never had I seen such ruin of buildings and glass, and of rich and

promising plants ; and I am Compelled to say that my words can give no

adequate conception of the desolation. And now in the autumn,

what a change the summer has effected ; how great the growth and

beauty and richness of the vegetation now filling the grounds, and

giving abundant promise for the products of another year.

On the last Sabbath in August, 1841, a similar hail storm and tornado

passed over much the same surface.

Some frost on the 23d and 24th ; not much injury done.

Mat 29. Hay ten dollars a ton.

June. The month had about the average temperature. The 6th

gave a severe hail storm in Penfield, destroying wheat and grass for a
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mile in i^dth, and more in length. Also at Caledonia and Le B.ot,

a hail storm to the great injury of the crops: and at Caledonia it

destroyed many thousand trout in Seih Gbees's Troutery, so successfblly

managed that some thousands would scarcely be missed. On the 16th.

great hail storm at Jamestown. Heaxy storm on the 17th at Xew York.

Heavy gale here at the west on the 2-5th : damage in Bu^o. and some

in our city. Great thunder storm along the low^er Hudson, and a huge

ieehome struck with lightning at Poughkeepsie and destroyed.

JuLT. The first half was the hottest in thirty years. 7^*^.9 : and the

month was the hottest. iAP.%, except 74°.8 in 1855. The "heated

period." from 13th to 17th. five days, caused many deaths in New York

and some in other places, from the so-called " sunstroke." Fine weather

for harvesting.

JuLT 27. Atlantic cable laid to-day with success : Ireland and New-

foundland connected and telegrams passed: congratulations between

Queen Yictobia and President Johxsox.

August. Weather nearly 3= colder than in thirty years for this

month, the mean being o2=.6. and the hottest mean 71^.1 in 1853. Bad

harvest iveather in France and England. Maize quite behind.

September ba.g been a cool month : only twice colder in thirty years.

TTeather fevorable for crops of autumn, except the fix)st of the 22d.

which someivhat injured maize, especially in towns south of us. Floivers

of shrubbv althaea yet fine. Frtdts. as pears, plums, quinces, and

peaches, not very abundant, but plenty enough for large exportation to

less lavored places. Apples are sc-arce and high in this section. A very

healthy summer and season in the vicinity.

October was warmer a Httle than the average. Of course, maize was

much improved ; and where the frost-bitten was cut up by the roots and

set up in ymall shocks, a large proportion yielded hard com. while most

of the other matured.

November. The temperature, being about the average, was very

fevorable for the first half; but the last half was rainy and much clouded.

Snow from the 22d. frozen fiist on the 24th. was melted and gone on the

27th ; and there fell snow and much rain near the close of the month

which was rather warm.

The meteors were numerous on the loth and lith ; some hundreds

being counted at Yale College, and other places. But the " shower of

meteors," expected here, was splendid in England and Sc-otland. from 1

to 2 A. v. of the 14th especially; and many till day-light. The next
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display mav be expected in 33 years, and on the 15th of November, at

an early hour, in Western Asia. Some suppose the shower may be here

next year, about the last of the 18th or on the 14th.

December. Its first week was imusuaUy pleasant; ouh" once much
warmer than this, 39°.4, in December, 18-52, 44°.3, in last sixteen years.

On the 7th the temperature of the canal was 39° ; no ice on the 10th

but on the 12th canal fast frozen. Navigation was to be closed this daj-

by authority, which the season effectually secured this dav. In 1865

the canal was closed by ice on the 15th. Quite severe weather on the

20th, and on the 21st the temperature was 9° below at 7, and 10° below

7:30 A. ii. The lowest in December before, was 6° below in the last

week of 1851 and 1859. This is the coldest in December for the thirtv

years, as the 10° below in the State Meteorology for December, 1848, is

a mistake of only 20°.

On the 27th, afternoon, from the west, began a severe and extensive

snow storm, with high wind, often a gale, sweeping the snow into gi-eat

drifts, from Ohio along our latitude and north into Canada West, east-

ward to Massachusetts and Boston. The wind continued over the 28th,

with much snow; and the raHroads were so blocked that cars from

Albany did not open the passage to that place tUl in the afternoon

of the 29th. East of Albany, the Central railroad was not open tiU a

day later, and hardly then did the cars make the regular trips in Massa-

chusetts. A severer storm has not been over this section, and eastward

to the Atlantic, for many years. The storm did not extend south to

New York, though some snow fell on the 27th, with rain to carry it off

on the 28th, and the streets were dry on the 30th. The snow extended

in this section only a few mUes to the south of Rochester. In the

western part of the State, it was felt south to Pennsylvania.-

The productions of the earth have been plentiful, but not great crops

:

only hay has been considerably below the average, and has been selling

here, this month, at from sixteen to twenty dollars a ton. The efforts of

speculators have been successful in sustaining high prices ofmany products

of the farm ; but prices have begtm to decline. With great general

health, and an adequate supply of agricultural products and other indus-

try, we ought to praise the Lord with frill and faithftd hearts for 1866.
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LONGITUDE OF THE WESTERN BOUNDARY LINE OF THE

STATE OF NEW YORK.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE REGENTS.

UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK:

Office of the Regents, )

Albany, March 10, 1866. )

To THE Hon. Ltman Tremain,
Speaker of the Assembly;

Sir— I have the honor to communicate, through you, to the Legis-

lature, the Report of Dr. Peters, director of the Hamilton College

Observatory, on the longitude of the western boundary of the State,

made under the directions of the Regents of the University, by authority

of chapter 784 of the Laws of 1857, and chapter 328 of the Laws of

1858.

By the same authority, the longitude of the following places has here-

tofore been determined:

Dudley Observatory, Hamilton College Observatory, Syracuse, Elmira,

Buffalo, Ogdensburgh.

These determinations, made with the highest scientific accuracy,

correct serious errors in existing maps, and will render direct and essen-

tial aid in constructing an accurate topographical map of the State, the

importance of which has long been felt. The means placed at the dispo-

sal of the Regents for longitude purposes are now exhausted. There are

other points whose position it is important to determine, and it is respect-

fully submitted to the Legislature that a further appropriation for this

purpose should be made.

Though the laws above referred to only directed that longitudes

should be determined, the Regents have also had the corresponding lati-
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tudes ascertained; and in the case of the western boundary, which is

a meridian, or line of longitude, they fixed on the first monument of

that line, near the shore of Lake Erie, as the point of latitude to be

determined:

Dr. Peters, in his report, states that he found this monument in a

very dilapidated condition, and that "such are the encroachments of

the lake on the shore near which it stands, that the site of the stone wiU

soon become a prey to the waves, and it seems desirable that a new and

durable monviment, more inland, should be erected to mark the partition

between the two great States." So important a monument should be

replaced only by the united action of the States whose boundary it

marks. It is, therefore, respectfully recommended by this Board, that

the Legislature, by joint resolution, or otherwise, direct that arrange-

ments be made with the authorities of Pennsylvania for the renewal of

the monument.

A brief historical sketch of the transfer of the lands west of this line

to the general government, and by the general government to the State

of Pennsylvania, and of the survey of this boundary line by the United

States Surveyor General, is in course of preparation, and will appear in

a fixture report.

A table of all the latitudes and longitudes, determined under the

authority of the aforesaid laws, is hereto annexed.

Respectfully submitted,

By order of the Regents,

JOHN V. L. PRUYN,

Chancellor of the Regents.



REPORT OF DR. PETERS.

Hon. 0. S. Williams,

Secretary of the Board of Trustees of Hamilton College:

Dear Sir— In compliance witli directions of the Regents of the

University, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, Chancellor, I have determined the geo-

graphical longitude of the westernmost boundary of the State. According

to the Revised Statutes (5th ed. I, p. 80), this boundary should be " a

meridian line drawn through the most westerly bent or inclination of

Lake Ontario." It was surveyed and mapped in 1790, by Andrew

Ellicot, as United States Commissioner (Penn. Archives, vol. xii. Map),

and has been marked on the field by stone monuments, about three

miles apart; the northernmost monument standing near the shore of

Lake Erie; the southernmost supposed to be exactly in latitude 42°.

To ascertain how near the original definitiom had been agreed with,

seemed not to be of my purpose ; considering the imperfection of methods

and instruments of eighty years ago, an error of many rods is admissible

in the situation of the bomidary with regard to the meridian of the bent

of Lake Ontario. For, since the opposite shore of Lake Erie is below

the horizon, and cannot be seen from the southern shore, either an

accurate triaugulation around the lake, or two absolute longitude deter-

minations, such as only modern means could afford, would have been

required. On the other hand, the fulfilment of the second condition, viz

:

that the boundary should be " a meridian line," was much easier, even

in the past century. Assuming, therefore, in this respect, the boundary

as correct, it was deemed sufiicieut to ascertain the longitude of any one

point in it, the choice of which being guided only by the convenience

of access. After conferring with Governor George W. Paterson, at

Westfield, I reconnoitered the position of the monument on the shore

and the course of the line, on August 7, in company with Jeremiah

Mann, Esq., and thereupon resolved to place the observing station at

State Line Station, where the boundary line is intersected by the Lake

Shore railroad. Thus not only I had the advantage of personal accom-

modation, by the hospitality of Mr. D. Taylor, but, which was important,

Cab. Nat. 19
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the telegraph line there could be made direct use of for the transmission

of time signals.

The method pursued differed from that described in former reports

only in that the time was determined by altitudes of the sun, taken with

a sextant ; the transit instrument remaining necessarily at the observa-

toiy for occasional checks of the rate of the clock, which Professor

0. Root had the kindness to make during my absence.

Leaving Clinton on the 28th of August, and arrived at the station

in the evening of the following day, I was favored by the weather in

getting corresponding altitudes forenoon and afternoon of the next day.

The telegraph line had been placed at our disposal by the superintendent,

J. D. Reid, Esq., with the same hberality experienced before, and to the

zeal and promptness of Mr. N. Huckee, of the Bufialo office, as to the

immediate attendance of Mr. Archibald, we owe the unretarded accom-

plishment of the transmission of signals on the same evening of August

30. On the subsequent days the altitudes for time were repeated, in

order to make sure of the chronometer rate, and, besides, two sets of

circummeridian altitudes were taken for latitude, one of the sun and one

of the polar star. The position of the observing station relative to the

boundary line was determined by a small survey, made with the use of

a three inch compass. The distances from the two nearest monuments

were ascertained by direct measurement along the boundary. In this,

as in the other work, I enjoyed the company of Mr. Elihu Root, as

assistant. The sketches annexed to this report will furnish, I hope, a

clear idea of the positions.

1. Determination of Longitude.

Before starting, I made the following set of transits at the Hamilton

College Observatory

:

1865. Axis. Star.
No. of

wires.

Transit by

ctironometer.
Level.

August 26
August 26 ....

August 26 ....

August 26

W
E
E
E

a. Ursse minor s. p. .

.

a Ursse minor s.p. .

.

a Virginis

2
3

9
11

H. M. s.

13 11 49.82
13 11 53.37
13 18 50.59
14 10 15.14

H. M. s.

at 13 8 + 0.034
at 13 13-0.003
at 14 15 + 0.041

a Bootis

Comparison : S"" 25°" 22= .5 clock = IS"" 46" 52'.75 chronometer.

The instrumental errors resulting herefrom, viz: k = + 0^.574, and

c — — 0^.056, have been substituted in the following transits of Arcturus

observed chronographically by Professor Root:
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DATE. Axis. star. No. of wires. Clocli.

E
E

u Bootis

a Bootis

10

11

H. M. S.

3 30 54.07
3 32 58.38Aiio'imt 80

Whence, together with the level correction of + 0^.04, result the cor-

rections of the clock for the instants of observation respectively

:

to sidereal time + lO^ 32'° 37^68, or to mean time, + 23^42,

and + lO"! 36"! 33^35, or to mean time, + 23^17 ;

which have been used in reducing the telegraphic comparisons. The

rate of the clock and the errors of the instrument were checked again

by a complete set of transits after my return, on September 6.

The altitudes of the sun at State Line Station were taken in sets of

twenty,—either symmetrically distributed or of equal number in regard

to the limbs,—which have been reduced singly, in order to investigate

the probable error of each set. For the sake of brevity, I give here only

the sets of the first day in full as a specimen, being those upon which the

longitude mainly reposes ; of the others it may suffice to report the result-

ing corrections of the chronometer, which, it will be remembered, is

rated for sidereal time. There was still one set made on the morning

of August 31, but this afterwards has been found not available, on

account of some mistake in the shading sim-glasses of the sextant.

ALTITUDE OF O AT STATE LINE STATION.

1865. August 30, 5 morning.

Sidereal Double Corrected alti- Hour-angle Sidereal
altitude by tude of AC

chronometer. sextant. sun's centre. computed. time.

h. m. sec. deg. m. sec. deg. m. sec. deg. min. h. m. sec. m. sec.

6 40 41.5 52 9 35 U 25 44 24 -63 9.16 6 22 44.7 -17 56.8
6 42 28.0 52 47 45 u 26 3 32 62 52.71 6 24 30.8 17 57.2
6 44 29.5 53 34 50 u 26 27 8 62 10.05 6 26 41.7 17 47.8
6 46 20.0 54 11 55 u 26 45 40 61 44.42 6 28 24.5 17 55.5
6 47 39.0 53 36 35 L 26 49 45 61 24.88 6 29 42.9 17 56.1

6 48 51.0 54 2 L 27 12 29 61 7.22 6 30 53.7 17 57.3

6 51 4.5 54 48 45 L 27 35 53 60 34-69 6 33 4.2 17 60.3
6 53 11.0 55 34 40 L 27 58 53 60 2.73 6 35 12.4 17 58.6
6 55 55.5 57 37 30 U 28 28 35 59 21.19 6 37 59.0 17 56.5

6 56 41.0 57 50 37 u 28 35 10 59 12.05 .6 38 35.7 17 64.3

6 58 17.5 58 27 35 u 28 53 40 58 46.19 6 40 19.3 17 58.2

7 12.0 59 7 30 u 29 13 38 58 18.14 6 42 11.9 17 60.1

7 4 5.5 59 29 45 L 29 26 33 57 17.89 6 46 13.5 17 52.0

7 5 15.0 59 51 55 L 30 7 44 57 2.15 6 47 16.7 17 58.3

7 6 12.0 60 12 L 30 17 43 56 48.21 6 48 12.8 17 59.2

7 7 52.5 60 47 7 L 30 35 17 56 23.26 6 49 52.7 17 59.8

7 9 18.5 62 21 40 U 30 50 51 56 1.22 6 51 21.1 17 57.4

7 10 25.0 62 45 U 31 2 32 55 44.72 6 52 27.2 17 157.8 1

7 11 18.0 63 4 35 u 31 12 19 55 30.84 6 53 22.9 17 55.1

7 12 30.0 63 30 u 31 25 3 55 12.78 6 54 35.4 17 54.6
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For these observations was tlie index error = — 5' 17" (to be added

algebraically), determined by contact of the limbs, twice at the begin-

ning and twice at the close, with the same sun-glasses. Moreover has

been assumed: the sun's declination = -|- 8° 53' 50". 5, its semi-diameter

ter = 15' 53", parallax = 7". Not being provided with barometer

and thermometer, mean refraction only could be applied ; however,

by combining morning and afternoon observations, the neglect of the

meteorological instruments cannot affect but the second order. After

the more correct value for the latitude of the place had been obtained,

it became of necessity to repeat the computation of the hour angle

(apparent time in arc) ; and consequently all the reductions have been

made in double. By taking the mean of the last column, we get the

correction of the chronometer to sidereal time of the place

August 30, 6" 57™ 38^ chron. AC = — 17™ 57= 14, with the probable error ± 0^51,

as the final result from the above set of altitudes.

ALTITUDE OF O AT STATE LINE STATION.

1865. August 30, 5 afternoon.

Sidereal

chronometer.

Double
altitude by
sextant.

1
3

Corrected alti-
tude of

sun's centre.

Hour-angle,

computed.

Sidereal

time.
Ac

h. m. sec. deg. m. see. deg. m. see. deg. min. h. m. sec. min. sec.

14 40 1.5 60 37 8 L 30 3b 25 -1-56 23.21 14 22 6.6 -17 54.9

14 42 18.0 59 48 L 30 5 50 56 57.89 14 24 25.8 17 52.2

14 43 31.5 60 27 30 U 29 53 50 57 14.79 14 25 33.6 17 57.9
14 44 29.0 60 6 22 U 29 43 15 57 29.68 14 126 83.2 17 55.8

14 45 28.0 59 44 50 u 29 32 29 57 44.75 14 27 33.7 17 54.3

14 46 24.0 59 25 25 u 29 22 46 57 58.45 14 28 38.6 17 55.4
14 47 26.5 57 58 35 L 29 11 4 58 15.55 14 29 37.3 17 49.2

14 48 55.5 57 27 40 L 28 55 35 58 36.57 14 31 1.6 17 53.9

14 50 19.5 56 58 20 L 28 40 54 58 57.38 14 32 25.0 17 54,5
14 51 5.5 56 41 40 L 2i 33 33 59 7.43 14 33 5.3 17 60.2
14 54 32.5 55 27 38 L 27 55 29 60 0.55 14 36 38.4 17 54.1

14 55 50.5 54 59 50 L 27 41 34 60 19.96 14 37 56.3 17 54.2

14 56 53.0 55 39 37 U 27 29 44 60 36.46 14 39 2.4 17 50.6

14 57 52.0 55 20 10 u 27 19 59 60 50.00 14! 39 56.7 17 55.3

14 59 1.0 54 55 30 u 27 7 38 61 7.24 14 41 5.9 17 55.1

14 59 59.0 54 35 15 u 26 57 30 61 21.30 14 42 2.3 17 56.7

15 1 16.0 54 6 10 u 26 42 56 61 41.48 14 43 23.2 17 52.8

15 2 47.0 53 35 37 u 26 27 39 62 2.91 14*44 49.1 17 57.9

15 3 55.0 52 6 5 L 26 14 35 62 20.75 14i46 0.7 17 54.3

15 4 36.0 51 50 40 L 26 6 52 62 31.42 14 46 43.6 17 52.4

Index error 4' 59"
; sun's declination = -f 8° 46' 53" .7; semi-

diameter and parallax as before.
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In gathering we thus get the following tablet for the chronometer

corrections

:

No. 1S65.

Chronometer
time. Ac.

Probable

errors.

h. m. sec. mln. sec. see.

1....

2....
3....
4....
5....

6

14
14
7

15

57
')2

50
45
26

38
50

57
18

-17
17

17
17
17

57.14
54.58
52.68
39.06
39.04

±0.51
0.38
0.46
1.50
0.31

Auo-ust 30
Aue'ust 31

Sentember 3

Of these the sets Nos. 1, 2 and 3 enter into the longitude determination,

and have been combined in the following manner : First, the mean

derived from the morning and afternoon observations of August 30,

gives, for

August 30, 10'> 55"" 14^ chronometer. AC = — 17" 55^86, ± 0».45,

which is more independent of constant errors, assumed refraction etc.,

than any single set, either morning or afternoon. Then the daily rate

of the chronometer is most conveniently obtained from a combination of

sets No. 2 and 3, and comes

= + 1^90, ±0.=59.

The mean chronometer time of the telegraph comparisons (which will

be given immediately hereafter), made on the evening of August 30, is

20*^ 50°" 0' ; hence the rate for the intervening 20'" 50'" 0^ - 10'" 55'"" 14"

=, gh 54m 4Qs^

-j-0^78 ±0^24,

and consequently the correction for the last mentioned instant to sidereal

time
= _ 17m 55S.08 ± 0^.51.

The comparisons just referred to are made by taps at certain beats of

the chronometer, the latter being carried to the telegraph office, only a

few steps from Mr. Taylor's garden, where the time was taken. A
temporary wire had been drawn into the office, so that the circuit went

from Hamilton College Observatory to Utica, Buffalo, State Line, Cleve-

land, and hence back to the Observatory through the earth. Although

the distance along the wires thus was nearly 392 miles, the beats of the

pendulum at the Observatory were neat and distinct, as heard at the State

Line Station ; and inversely, the signals given at the latter place were

very precisely recorded upon the chronograph at Hamilton College.
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As explained in former reports, the taps were made each time at

five consecutive second-beats, the middle one of which is noted in the

first column, and the corresponding chronographic time in the fourth,

columns two, three, five and six containing only the fractions of the

seconds recorded. The eighth column serves for reducing the mean

time intervals of the different comparisons to one common epoch, so

that the figures of the last column may be viewed almost as if they

were different observations of one and the same middle epoch, thus

exhibiting an estimate of the accuracy of the comparisons. The mean

of these now gives the equation

20'' 50™ 0^ chronometer =: 10'' 11™ 51^71 clock by chronograpli,

hereto adding

— 17™ 55^08 chronometer, and + 23M0 clock,

as the corrections (found before) of chronometer and clock respectively,

we obtain

2OI1 32™ 4^92 State Line sidereal time

= 10'^ 12™ 14^81 Hamilton College mean time

= 20'' 49™ 30^51 Hamilton College sidereal time,

and hence the difference in longitude,

17™ 25^59,

with the probable uncertainty of about half a second. We may add

hereto the, however insignificant, reduction of + 0^02 from the transit

to centre of dome, and further — 0^04 for wave and armature time. By

survey the observing station (see Plate I) was found to be situated east

from the boundary line 1,062 feet, which are equivalent to 14".12 in arc

or 0^94 in time,—since 1^ of this parallel corresponds upon the spheroid,

as determined by Bessel, to 1,128.17 feet.. The final result for the

longitude, therefore, is

:

The Western Boundary Line of the State of New York 27™ 26^51 West of the

Observatory of Hamilton College

;

or,

5h j^gm 3s_g3 "V^EST OP GREENWICH,

the longitude of the Observatory being S*" 1™ 37M2 west of the latter

place.
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2. Determination of Latitude.

For eliminating constant errors, which arise in determining latitudes

by altitudes when these are taken only on one side (north or south)

of the zenith, a series of altitudes of the sun was combined with one of

the polar star.

CmCUMMERlDlAN ALTITUDES OF O.

1865. September 3. ©.

^""01 i**^"n r\'rv* f^tr^vt

Double altitude Corrected
altitude of

sun's center.

Resulting Latitude.
t^xiionoir

by Sextant.

a

5

lower limb. upper limb.

h. m. sec. deg. m. sec. deg. m^ sec. deg. m. sec. deg. m. sec.

10 41 13.5 . 108 50 10 L 54 38 14 42 14 59.0 42
10 43 37.0 109 2 L 54 43 10 42 15 13.0 42 ....

10 45 40.0 110 12 57 u 54 47 51 42 , , . • . • 42 14 29!o
10 48 30.0 110 24 5 u 54 53 25 42 • 42 13 50.0
10 50 54.0 110 31 38 u 54 57 11 42 • B 42 13 41.0
10 52 43.5 110 35 55 u 54 59 20 42 .... 42 13 58.0
10 55 31.0 109 37 L 55 1 40 42 14 51.0 42 , , ....

10 57 44.0 109 42 30 L 55 4 24 42 14 13.0 42 ....

11 31.0 109 45 15 L 55 5 47 42 14 52.0 42 , , ....

11 2 57.0 109 47 52 L 55 7 6 42 14 49.0 42 , , ....

11 4 56.5 110 54 40 U 55 8 43 42 • • . . 42 13 52.0
11 6 45.0 110 54 40 u 55 8 43 42 , ^ • • . 42 14 10.0
11 8 26.5 110 54 30 u 55 8 37 42 ,

,

. . • 42 14 18.0
11 10 34.5 110 53 55 u 55 8 20 42 • • • 42 14 18.0
11 22 59.0 109 30 L 54 58 10 42 15 18.0 42 ,

,

....

11 24 48.0 109 25 40 L 54 56 42 15 3.0 42 ,

,

....

11 27 9.5 109 18 55 L 54 52 37 42 14 55.0 42 ....

11 29 19.0 110 17 22 U 54 50 3 42 • . . • 42 is 51.0
11 31 12.0 110 10 22 u 54 46 33 42 .. • - . 42 13 52.0
11 35 41.5 108 45 15 L 54 35 47 42 15 10.0 42 • ....

Mf^flTI 42 14 56.3 42 14 1.9

Mean from both limbs 42° 14' 29 . 1 ± 3" . 69.

It was necessary here to keep asunder the results from lower and

vipper limbs because of their unusually large difference, which probably

has originated by the unsteadiness of the artificial horizon, the wind

often disturbing the quicksilver. The index error of the sextant for the

preceding observations was = — 4' 17", and the sun's declination has

been assumed = -j- 7° 22' 56". 5, its semi-diameter = 15' 54", parallax

= -j- 5" . With the chronometer correction to sidereal time of — 17™ 39*

(as given before), apparent noon is found to have been at 11'^ 8™ Q'^.O

chron., or the greatest elevation of the sun, from which more conveni-

ently for computation the times are counted, happened at 11"^ 7™ 55^.2

chron.
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ALTITUDES OF A URSJl MINORIS.

1865. September 3. @ evening.

Double altitude.
Chronometer. Resulting latitude.

(uncorrected.)

h. min. sec. deg. min. sec. deg. min. sec.

18 58 13 84 4 10 42 14 10.0
19 1 3 84 6 8 42 14 10.0
19 3 57 84 8 20 42 14 11.0
19 8 20 84 12 45 42 14 36.0
19 12 24 84 15 35 42 14 41.0
19 15 13 84 17 15 42 14 31.0
19 19 20 84 19 35 42 14 4.0
19 21 4 84 21 55 42 14 40.0

Meai1,,, 42 14 22.9 ±3.70

The index error was = + 2' 15'
' (mean of 8). The correction of

the chronometer = — 17"" 38^, and the special tables in the Greenwich

Nautical Almanac have been used in the reductions.

Resuming, we have therefore for the latitude of the observing station :

From O 42° 14' 29".l ± 3".69

From a Ursse min. 42° 14' 22".9 ± 3".70

Mean 42° 14' 26".0 ± 2".74

3. Co-ordinates of the Monuments.

As has already been stated, the distances from the two nearest monu-

ments have been measured along the boimdary supposed to be a meridian,

and the northernmost monument, or that nearest the shore of Lake Erie,

was found

9,795 feet north of the parallel of the observing station;

the second monument

6,471 feet south of the same.

It would seem as if the two stones were intended to be three miles

= 15,840 feet apart; the present measurement makes the distance 426

feet greater. But for the purpose here in view, this difference was not

deemed of sufficient importance to warrant the trouble of a repetition of

Cab. Nat. 20
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the measurement, the more so as, notwithstanding various inquiries and

researches, the report of the Commissioners, which should give informa-

tion about the details of their opei-ations, has not yet been found. From

the sketch No. 1 it will be seen that the line crosses the great chasm

of the Twenty Mile Creek, the shores of which I connected by the aid of

a triangle.

Since one degree of the meridian measures, in this latitude, 364,395

feet, or 1" = 101^.221, we find the two monuments resp. 1' 36".77 north

and 1'3".93 south of the parallel of the observing station, and therefore,

with the latitude determined for the latter.

The Latitude of the monument near the Shore of Lake Erie,

42° 16' 2". 8.

This result admits of a direct comparison with what the Commissioners

have found. According to a kind communication from Dr. Woolworth,

the inscriptions, which formerly were on the stone now dilapidated, are

recorded upon a map in Hazard's Pennsylvania Archives, Vol. xii, and

were the following

:

On the west side

:

TERRITORY

ANNEXED TO THE STATE

OF PENNSYLVANIA,

NORTH

LATITUDE 42° 16' 13"

VARIATION 25°

WEST.

On the east side :

MERIDIAN OF THE

WEST END OF LAKE ONTARIO,

STATE OF NEW YORK,

18 MILES AND 52.5 CHAINS

FROM THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF

PENNSYLVANIA,

AUGUST 23

1790.

Considering the small probable error of our determination, we hardly

can hesitate to pronounce the latitude of the Commissioners as too great

by about ten seconds. Herewith is connected another consideration of

perhaps more importance. The inscription reports the distance from the

north boundary of Pennsylvania to be 18 miles 52.5 chains ; assuming

this measure, which converted into arc corresponds to 16' 13".2,tobe

correct, it would follow that the north boundary of Pennsylvania is in

latitude 41° 59' 49".6, and not on the parallel of 42°—as in conformity
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with the treaties it should be. The difference is in favor of Pennsylvania

by about 1,000 feet, and it would add to that State, if the same amount

continues over the whole stretch of the parallel east to the Delaware

river, nearly 42 square miles. Before adopting, however, this conclusion

as unexceptionable, it would be necessary to verify the latitude of the

boundary in question directly, by employing the best modern means and

methods.

It remains still to examine, at least approximately, the assumption

that the boundary marked by the Commissioners is a meridian line. For

it is clear, if the former deviates from the true meridian by an angle

which may be denoted by a (counted positive to the NW.), the coordi-

nates of the monmnent will require the corrections of -f 72' ' sin. a in

longitude, and of+ 19" sin. a in latitude. For determining the declina-

tion (variation) of the magnetic needle, the following observations were

made at State Line Station:

Compass Azimuth Magnetic
1865. Sid. time. Suu's meridian

reading. computed. concluded.

h. m. sec. deg. min. 4eg. min. deg. min.

August 30. 16 59 35 Center...

.

78 ON.W. 79 45 N. W. 1 45 N. W.
do 31. 5 45 52 do .... 82 40 S. E. 85 5S. E. 2 25 N. W.
do 31. 5 49 7 do .... 82 10 S. E. 84 31 S. E. 2 21 N. W.
do 31. 16 31 do 82 ON.W. 85 39 N. W. 2 39 N. W.

September 3. 16 53 50 N. Limb.. 80 40 N. W. 83 55 N. W. 3 15 N. W.
do 3. 16 55 20 S. do .. 81 5N. W. 84 12 N. W. 3

2

7N. W.

Mean 35N. W.

Now, in running the line, the direction which best agreed with it was

found to be, with the same compass, 2° 30' NE. magnetic, wherefore we
infer that the angle, above denoted by a, at the utmost can be but very

small.

In this occasion may be pointed out the interesting fact, that the

variation of the needle has decreased from 25° W., as it was in 1790,

according to the inscription referred to above, to 2| degrees, or at the

rate of about 0.3 degree per year.

In recapitulating, the final result for the position of the boundary

monument near the shore of Lake Erie is therefore :

Latitude 42" 16' 2".8 North.

Longitude 79 • 45' 54".4 in arc,

= b^ 19°^ S'.eS in time, West of Greenwich.
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This important monument is now in a very bad condition. What

remains of it consists of a slab four inches thick, two feet in length and

reaching about one foot above the ground, with its longer faces placed

parallel to the meridian (see sketch on Plate 1). The upper portion,

which once contained the inscription, is evidently cut off by willful

destruction. But a greater danger even is threatening these remnants

by the inroad of the lake. Squire Mann, who formerly owned the adja-

cent lot, and to whom I am indebted for much valuable information

about the locality, stated that within his recollection the distance from

the stone to the edge of the bluff, upon which it stands, was several rods,

while now it is only seven feet. It must be expected, therefore, that

within a few years the site of the stone will become a prey of the waves,

and it seems desirable that a new and durable monument, more inland,

be erected to mark the partition between the two great States.

I remain, with great respect,

Yours, very obedient,

C. H. F. PETEES,

Director Observatory.

Hamilton College Observatory, February, 1866.
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FACTS AND OBSERVATIONS TOUCHING THE FLORA OF THE

STATE OF NEW YORK.

By CHARLES H. PECK.

In undertaking a work hitherto performed by another, it is my pm-pose

to follow mainly the plan adopted by him.

It is with pleasure that I acknowledge my indebtedness to him for a

considerable portion of the material for this report ; also to Professors

A. Gray and L. Lesquereux for aid in authentically determining difficult

species, and to Messrs. C. F. Austin and E. C. Howe, for liberal contri-

butions of facts and specimens.

It is very desirable that those who may discover within our limits,

species, or even weU marked varieties, new to the State, should forward

good specimens of theu^ discoveries, that a sample of the plant and the

name of its detecter may go into the State Herbarium together. All

such contributions will be duly acknowledged.

In the following list, when no name is annexed to the station or

stations, the plant has been found therein by the writer:

SPECIES GROWING SPONTANEOUSLY IN THE STATE AND NOT BEFORE REPORTED.

Thalictrum purpurascens, L. Throughout Eocklaud Co.; the yaxietj ceriferwm,

Austin, growing with it: C. F. Austin.

Sisymbrium canescens, Nutt. Ogdeusburgh, July 3d, 1866. G. W. C. A stray

from the West.

Alyssum calycinum, L. Buflalo, 1867. G. W. C.

Lechea novoe-caesarecB, Austin. Eockland Co.: C. F. Austin.

Dianthus armeria, L. Greenport, Long Island. Aug. 1866 : Mrs. Elizabeth

E. Atwatee. New York Island. D. F. Day.

Linum sulcatum, Riddell. Eockland Co. : C. F. Austin.

Agrimonia parvijiora, Ait. Eockland Co.: C. F. Austin.
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8edum ternatum, Miohx. Albtiuy Eural Cemetery; running wild, 1867. G.

W. C.

E'pilobixmi hirsuium, L. Tivoli pond near Albany, 1866. Well established.

Solidago thyrsoidea, E. Meyer. Mounts Marcy and Whiteface, Essex Co.

Long known to belong to the State.

JSfabalus racemosus, Hook. Near Tappan, Eockland Co.: C. F. Austin.

Campanula rapiinculoides, L. Eoadsides, Herkimer Co., and near Eichfield

Springs, 1866. G. W. C.

Pyrola oxypetala, Austin. Woods near Deposit, Delaware Co.; the only

known habitat: C. F. Austin.

Satureia hortensis, L. Along the Hudson Eiver railroad between Poughkeepsie

and Garrison Station. August, 1867. G. W. C.

Vinca minor, L. Buflalo, 1866 and 1867. Perpetuates and somewhat extends

itself by the root. G. W. C.

Atriplex rosea, L. Streets of Albany, 1867. G. W. C, C. H. P. Introduced.

Polygonum lapathifolium. Ait. "Borders of Cayuga Lake. CnickERiNG &
Bre'syer." Gray's Manual.

CallUriche helerophylla, Pursh. "New York to Illinois and southward."

Gray's Manual.

Carya microcarpa, Nutt. Eocky woods near Sneeders Landing: C. F. Austin.

Lemna torreyi, Austin. Long Island: C. F. Austin, W. W. Denslow.

Wolffia Columbiana, ILiESTEN. Orange Co.: C. F. Austin. Dr. Engelmann

informs me that the plant found by Mr. Paine in Lake Ontario is Wolffia

braziliensis, Weddell. I have not seen Mr. Paine's specimens.

Naias indica, var. gracillima, Braun Mss. Plains west of Albany, 1867.

Growing in water one to two feet deep, associated with a small condensed

form of Naias fiexilis. No specimens of the European plant are accessible

for comparison, but our plant is believed to be the variety mentioned.

Goodyera menziesii, Lindl. " Woods, Western New York." Gray's Manual.

Spiranthes romanzoviana, Chamisso. " Herkimer and Otsego counties." Gray's

Manual.

Spiranthes graminea, var. walteri. Gray. Meadows and pastures, Eockland Co.:

C. F. Austin.

Eieocharis quadrangulata, E. Br. "Outlet of Oneida Lake, A. H. Curtiss:"

Gray's Manual.

Scirpus sylvaticiis, L. Crown Point, G. T. Stevens: Plains west of Albany,

1867.

Oarex sdrpoidea, Michx. Mount Whiteface and Lake Avalanche, 1867.

Oarex sterilis, Willd. Bergen Swamp, Genesee Co., 1865. G. W. C.

Carex aperta, Boott. North Elba, Essex Co., 1867.

Carex houghtonii, Toerey. Lake Placid, Essex Co., 1867.

Oheilanlhes vestitia, Swartz. New York Island: W. W. Denslow.

MUSCI.

Sphagnum sedoides, Brid. Wet rocks at Lake Avalanche and on Mt. Marcy
;

sterile. This differs from S. pylaesii, Brid., in being destitute of branches,

or having only short ones. It will probably prove to be only a form of

that species.
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8jphagnum Undenbergii, Sohp. Slopes of Mt. Whiteface ; sterile. Stems

rather robust, 4'-6' long, with three layers of cortical cells ; branches

usually five in a fascicle
;
stem leaves amplexicaul and more or less fulvous

at the base, deflexed, oblong-spatiilate, obtuse, eroded at the apex, areola-

tion not fibrillose, narrow at the base, much broader at the apex of the

leaf; branch leaves lanceolate, truncate and toothed at the apex, wavy on

the margins when dry, bordered with two or three rows of narrow linear

cells, utricles thick walled, destitute of pores.

Astomum sullivantii, Beyol. Europ. Fields and wet lands, Orange Co. : C. F.

Austin. Near Troy : E. C. Howe. Fruits in April.

Weisia serrulata. Funk, Sam's Point, Ulster Co. : C. F. Austin ; sterile.

Closely CEespitose, 4"-10" high ; leaves lanceolate and linear-lanceolate,

strongly papillose, the margins plane papillose-serrulate, often more

strongly toothed near the apex ; capsule oval, erect ; operculum short-

rostrate.

Rhabdoweisiafugax, Bryol. Europ. Eocks, Catskill Mts.

Dicranum polycarpum, Ehrh. Mt. Marcy, July.

Dicranmn mfescens, Turn. Clay soil and banks by roadsides, Orange Co. :

C. F. Austin, Nov.

Barhula fallax, Bryol, Europ. Damp shaded rocks. Fort Edward : C. E.

Howe, Kockland Co. : C. F. Austin ; Helderberg Mts. Differs from B.
unguieulata in its leaves which are not apiculate and which are gradually

narrowed from the rather broad ovate base to the point.

Orthotrichum oblvsifolium, Schead. Trees. Saratoga Springs : G. W. C.

Sterile.

Orthotrichum obtusifolium, var. papillosum, Lesqx. North Elba. Papillae of

the leaves longer and bifid or trifid at the apex.

8chistidium agassizii, Sulliv. & Lesqx. Eocks, Luzerne, Warren Co. : G. W.
C. ; sterile.

Splachnum ampullaceum, L. "In a wooded swamp on an old log. Moreau,

Saratoga Co. :" E. C. Howe, June.

Meesia longiseta, Hedw. Wet places. Moreau, Saratoga Co. : E. C. Howe,
June.

Bryum lescunanum, Sulliv. Eockland Co. : C. F. Austin.

Bryum uliginosum, Brid. Crevices of wet rocks, Moreau : E. C. Howe.
Haverstraw, Eockland Co. : C. F. Austin, June.

Bryum pallescens, Schwaegr. Eockland Co. : C. F. Austin.

Bryum pallens, Swartz. "The Narrows," at the base of Mt. Whiteface ; July.

Stems 3"-6" high ; leaves ovate-lanceolate, slightly recurved on the

margin, the costa excurrent ; inflorescence dioecious ; capsule, seed bear-

ing part short, the neck very long, slightly curved and gradually tapering

into the pedicil ; annulus broad.

Mnium cinclidioides, Huben. Swamps, Ulster Co. : C. F. Austin ; sterile.

Eesembles M. punctafum, but the stems are more slender, the leaves

slightly toothed toward the point and destitute of a conspicuous thickened

margin.

Cab. Nat. 21
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Mnium medium, Schp. Moist shaded banks and ground in woods ; Fort

Edward, E. C. Howe. Sand Lake, Rens. Co., and Helderberg Mts., May.

Distinguished from 3d. affine by its hermaphrodite iniioreseence ; from M.
drummondi by its larger size, deeper colored pedicels and by its leaves

being toothed to the base and more contorted when dry.

Mnium drummondi, Bech. & Schp. Woods ; Fort Edward : E. C. Howe.

Sand Lake and Adirondack Mts. May.

Mnium rostratum, Schwaegr. Wet rocks along rivulets and in ravines
; Sarar

tooa Co. : E. C. Howe. June.

Atrichum arispum, James. Brooklyn (Capt. Pike legit.) : C. F. Austin.

Pogonatum urnigerum, Bpjd. Gravelly banks by roadsides
; North Elba.

Leskea dentiaalata, Sulliv. Tappan, Eockland Co. : C. F. Austin. Sterile.

Anacamptodon splachnoides, Brid. Trees ; Eockland Co. : C. F. Austin.

Myurella julacea, Bryol. Europ. Rocks summit of Mt. Marcy. Not yet

found elsewhere in the United States. Sterile. Stems sparingly divided,

erect, compact, 6"-!' high; leaves very closely imbricating, broadly ovate,

obtuse, not papillose, the margins nearly entire.

Hypnum scitmn, Beauv. Base of trees and prostrate trunks in woods: Luzerne,

G. W. C. North Greenbush and AcUrondack Mts. July.

Hypnum sarmentosum, Wahl. Springy places; Mt. Marcy. Sterile. Stems

rigid, branched, 2'-5' high; leaves oblong-lanceolate, oljtuse, cuspidate,

costate beyond the middle, cells at the base enlarged, pellucid. It may

be distinguished from H. stramineum by its more robust stems, cuspidate

leaves and red color. In American specimens the stems are often simple.

Hypnum hamulomm, Bryol, Europ. Old logs in mountain woods; Shawan-

ounk Mts.: C. F. Austin. Adirondack Mts. Stems elongated, liliform,

creeping, loosely pinuately branched, the branches gracefully curved;

leaves subsecund, lanceolate, long acuminate, serrate above, ecostate;

perichsetial leaves strongly serrate; capsule oblong-oval, suberect, straight

or very slightly curved; inflorescence monoecious.

Hypnum dimorplmm, Brid. Base of trees {Thuja ocddentalis) in deep woods;

Adirondack Mts.

Hypnum polygamum, Bryol. Europ. Swamps and wet places. Warren,

Herkimer county : J. A. Paine. Catskill Mts. July.

Hypnum lescurii, Sulliv. Rockland Co. : C. F. Austin.

Hypnum sylvaticum, L. Rocks in woods; Sand Lake and Adirondack Mts.

HEPATIC^.

Riccia sorocarpa, Bischofe. Bufl^alo: G. W. C. "Frond solid, orbicular,

radiately divided (J'-|' in diameter) pale green or glaucous both sides;

laciniae bifid or subdichotomous, carinate-sulcate, much thickened and fur-

nished with a few inconspicuous white scales underneath; lobes oblong,

acutish or obtusish, not infrequently retuse, the margins plane and naked,

erectish or somewhat inflexed; sporangia aggregated near the base of the

laciniee, the spores escaping through a chink in the upper surface." C. F.

Austin.
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Riccia bisckoffii, Huben. Eockland Co.: C. F. Austin. " Frond solid, orbicular

(or by abortion semicircular) 6"-l' in diameter, cinereous green, naked and

sometimes purple underneath; lacinite obeordate or obcordate-obloug,

depressed-canaliculate, the margins thickish and somewhat ascending,

ciliate; the upper surface minutely cavernous or pitted; sporangia aggre-

gated near the middle of the lacinite. A rather variable species, probably

including j^oth R. palmata and R. tumida, Lindley." C. F. Austin.

Jungermannia inflata, HuDS. Wet rocks. Common, stems slender, erect or

ascending, 6''-!' long; leaves deeply concave, suborbicnlar, bitid, the lobes

obtuse; perianth terminal. It sometimes forms dark olive green or

blackish patches several feet in extent.

Jungermannia taylori. Hook. Mt. Marcy.

Jungermannia sj)Jiacellata. Gies. Rocks on mountains. Mount Whiteface.

Sterile. Stems simple or fastigiately branched, l'-2' long; leaves concave,

orbicular, clasping at the base, with a shallow but acute sinus at the apex,

lobes obtuse. It forms dense, dark green or blackish patches on dry rocks

in alj)ine regions.

Jungermannia obtusifolia, Hook. Adirondack Mts. A small form, difleiing

from the ordinary one only in size.

Frullania aeolotis, Nees. Damp shaded rocks; Sand Lake.

Lejunia clypeata, Schwein. Rockland Co.: C. F. Austin.

Radula obconica, Sullfv. Base of trees; Helderberg Mts.

NEW STATIONS OF RARE PLANTS—REMARKABLE STATIONS OF COMMON ONES—NOTABLE

VARIETIES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Aquilegia canadensis, L. A variety with yellow flowers, near Poughkeepsie:

S. Tennet. a white flowered variety near Crown Point: G. T. Stevens.

Also near Schenectady.

Hydrastis canadensis, L. Orange Co.: C. F. Austin.

JSfymjjhoea tuierosa, Paine. This is the Nymphcea of Niagara river. ISfymphcea

odorata, the species of Schuyler and other lakes of Herkimer and Otsego

counties is very variable in the size of the leaf and flower; and a clear

form of the var. minor is in Summit lake. This, like the JSf. tuberosa, has

" tuberiferous " rhizomes: G. W. C.

Sisymbrium thaliana, Gaud. Newark, Wayne Co., 1867: E. L. Hankenson.

Hypericum eUip(icum,}iooK.' Luzerne, Warren Co., 1867. An unusual form

with sepals and petals, sometimes four: G. W. C.

Vaccaria vulgaris, Host. Albany, 1867: G. W. C. Newark, 1867: E. L.

Hankenson.

Lychnis vespertina, Sibth. New York Island, 1866. W. W. Denslow, T. F.

Allen.

Sagina procwmbens, L. Utica; abundant in the pavements of Whitesboro and

Liberty streets, 1866. G. W. C.

Medicago sativa, L. Albany; grounds about the Reservoir. Eradicated with

difficulty: H. Martin.

Lespedeza stuvei, Nutt. Poestenkill, Reus. Co., 1867: E. C. Howe.
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Pyi-us coronaria, L. Near Port Jervis: C. F. Austin.

Rosa setigera, Michx. Newark, 1867: E. L. Hankenson.

Parnassia caroliniana, Michx. Tivoli pond, near Albany.

Saxifraga aizoides, L. Portage; left bank of the Genesee river, between the

second and third fall. June 16th, 1867: D. F. Day.

Sedum acre, L. Lockport, 1867. Naturalized: G. W. C.

Solidago bicolor, var. concolor, Gray. Plains between Albany and Schenectady,

1867.

Solidago 'puberula, Nutt. Luzerne, 1867: G. W. C.

Xanthium spinosum, L. West Troy, about the Roy factories, 1867: H. Martin.

Galinsoga parviflora, Cav. Albany, 1867: G. W. C.

Leucanthemum vulgare, var. tubuUfloivmi, Tenney. Near Poughkeepsie : S.

Tenney.

Artemisia biennis, Willd. Cohoes, about factories, 1867: G. W. C.

Sonchus arvensis, L. Angola, Erie Co., 1865; Eichfield Springs, abundant,

1866: G. W. C.

Mhodora canadensis, L. Sam's Point, Ulster Co.: C. F. Austin.

Pyrola secunda, var. pumila, Paine. Head of Little lake and of Mud lake,

near Richfield Springs, 1866: G. W. C.

Eujpliorbia platypJiylla, L. Cohoes, 1867.

Thymus serpyllum, L. Orange Co.: C. F. Austin.

Polemoniwn ceei-uleum, L. Head of Little (Weaver's) lake, near Richfield

Springs, 1866: G. W. C.

Blitum bojius-lienricus, Reichenbach. Roadsides; Mohawk and near Richfield

Springs, 1866: G. W. C.

Atriplex patula, var. littoralis. Gray. Salina, Richfield Springs and Buflalo:

G. W. C, Newark, 1867: E. L. Hankenson. Possibly a distinct species.

Salsoli kali, L. Sandy embankments near Newburgh. W. R. Gerard.

Alnus seirulata. Ait. Common on dry sandy soil between Albany and Sche-

nectady.

Salix longifolia, Muhl. Cohoes and banks of the Hudson above Albany.

This species is subject to the attacks of a small, gall-making, h^menopter-

ous insect, the Euursalicis-nodus, Walsh. In the last named locality its

work has been so extensive that but few of the young shoots and branches

are free from the galls in which the insect passes the early stages of its

existence. The sparse fruit and short leaves indicate the injury which the

plant sustains.

Pinus resinosa, Ait. Sand Lake and Catskill Mts.

Larix americana, Michx. East Greeubush; a tree bearing proliferous cones,

the branch being prolonged from the apex of the cone.

Potamogeton praelongus, Wulfen. Lake Placid. Luxuriant specimens were

found growing in water not less than eight to ten feet deep; the leaves

often ten inches long. 1867.

Calopogon pulchellus, R. Br. Center Station, between Albany and Schenectady,

growing in dry hard soil, but in the vicinity of bogs.

Juncus scirpoides, var. macrostemon, Gray. Wet sand, Staten Island: C. F.

Austin.
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Cypenis nuttallu, Tore. Luzerne, 1867: G. W. C.

8cirpus paudjlorus, Lightfoot. Portage: G. W. C.

Sdrpus debilis, Puesh. Luzerne, 1866: G. W. C.

Rhynchospora fitsca, Roem & Schultes. Calamity pond, Essex Co., growing,

with Oarex oUgosperma, C. rostrata and O. lenticularis.

Carex cephalophora, MtnHL. Ithaca. A variety with the upper half of the

sjjikes staminate, and in one instance the upper spike entkely staminate:

H. B. LoED.

Oca-ex tentaculata, var. gracilis, Boott. "Wet places by roadsides; Catskill and

Achrondack Mts.

Phalaris canariensis, L. Utica; bank of the Mohawk, 1866. G. W. C.

Bouteloua curtipendula, var. aristosa, Gray. Junction of the Central and

Saratoga Railroads, 1867.

Triticum caninum, L. Sand Lake. The slender indigenous form found grow-

ing on a rocky wooded hill, remote from cultivation.

Isoetes echinospora, var. braunii, Engelm. Small pond back of the Mountain

House, Catskill Mts., Sept., 1866: G. W. C. Outlet of Luzerne lake,

Warren Co. A very small form. Aug. 1867: G. W. C.

MUSCI.

Sphagnum svbsecundum, Nees. Fort Edward: E. C. Howe. Rockland Co.:

C. F. Austin.

Andra;a rupestris, Turn. Shawangunk Mts. : C. F. Austin.

Dicranum di'ummondi, C. Muii. Shore of Lake Placid.

Fissideris taxifolius, Hedw. Fort Edward: E. C. Howe. Albany.

Fissidens osmundioides, Hedw. Poestenkill. E. C. Howe. Adirondack Mts.

Sterile.

Conomitrium julianum, Savi. Grafton, Reus. Co.: E. C. Howe. Sterile.

Blindia acuta, Dicks. Abundant on perpendicular faces of rocks at Edmund
pond, North Elba.

Barhulafragilis, Wlls. Ulster Co. C. F. Austin. Sterile.

Grimmia olneyi, Sulliv. Haverstraw: C. F. Austin.

Schistostega osnmndacea, Web. & Mohe. Adirondack Pass; also in the Pass

between Mt. Mclntyre and Mt. Colden; in both stations growing on loose

soil adhering to the roots of trees prostrated by the wind. This rare

moss has been found on the White Mts. of New Hampshire by T. P.

James, Esq., and at Lake Superior by H. Gillman, Esq.

Tetraplodon mnioides, L. fil. Mt. Whiteface.

Bryum annotinum, HJEDW. Luzerne. G. W. C.

Bryum wahlenbergii, Schwaegr. Fort Edward: E. C. Howe. Fertile

specimens.

Polytrichum juniperinum, var. alpestre, Beyol. Eueop. High tops of the

Adirondack Mts.

Leskea neivosa, Schwaegr. On prostrate trunks of trees; Adirondack Mts.

This plant produces pistillidia, but no antheridia and consequently no

fruit.
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Hypnum hlandowii, Web. & Mohe. Bauk of the Ausable river near the base

of Mt. Whiteface.

Hypnum squarroswm, L. Swamps, Sand Lake.

Hypnum diversifolium, Beyol. Eueop. Near Troy : E. C. Howe. New York
Island: W. W. Denslow.

Hypnum boscii, Schwaegr. Fort Edward: E. C. Howe. Sterile. New York
Island: W. W. Denslow. Fertile.

Hypnum stramineum, Dicks. Mt. Whiteface.

Hypnum revolvens, Swaetz. Caledonia: G. W. C. Sterile.

Hypnumfluitans, L. Poestenkill : E. C. Howe. Fine fruiting specimens, found

entirely submerged and closely resembling European floating forms.

Hypnum stellatum, Scheeb. Eichfield Springs: G. W. C. A variety of a

bright green color, with scarcely any tinge of yellow.

Albany, November, 1867.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE INTERNAL APPENDAGES OF THE

CxENUS ATRYPA;

With a Notice of the Discovery of a Loop, connecting the Spiral Cones.

By B. p. WHITFIELD.

The internal appendages of the genus Atrtpa {Dolman)^ have long been

known to consist of a pair of spiral cones, placed side by side, with

their apices directed towards the cavity of the dorsal valve. The lamellse

forming these cones have been described and figured as having their

origin on the socket-walls of the dorsal valve, then suddenly deflected

outwards, running parallel with the inner margin of the valve. At the

point where they are abruptly deflected, is figured a pair of short, pointed,

crural processes, directed toward each other, but not connected.

This appears to be all that has hitherto been known regarding these

appendages ; although, judging from analogy, we might reasonably

suppose that, as most genera of Brachiopods having spiral cones have

been found to possess some sort of loop or crural process connecting them,

that Atrypa would not be destitute of some similar arrangement.

By carefully cutting and preparing favorable specimens, I have found

that in place of the short crural processes so often figured, there is an

entire and continuous loop connecting the spiral cones, in a very similar

manner to that shown by Prof Hall to exist in his genus Zygospira, but

having its connection with the spiral ribbons, at a point relatively much

nearer to their origin on the hinge-plate ; still more distant, however,

than the points figured by Mr. Davidson and others. This loop, so far

as yet observed, is confined to the rostral or posterior part of the shell,

and never passes over or in front of the spires as in Prof. Hall's genus.

From its origin on the posterior portion of the first volutions of the
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spires, the loop curves gently foi'ward and upward ; the central or elevated

portion lying between and behind the cones, and forming a more or less

abrupt curve, or prolonged into a point directed towards the dorsal valve.

In some specimens where the origin of the loop is on the outer portion

of the first volution of the spire, the ribbon of the loop, and that of the

spire, are parallel for a short distance, that of the spire lying uppermost.

Where the origin is near the attachment to the hinge-plate, the looja has

the ajjpearance of being a continuation of the principal band ; while the

junction of the crura is more abrupt, they appearing only as supports of

the spires.

The typical species of the genus (^A. reticularis) is known to exist in

most of the geological formations from the Clinton group to the Chemung

group inclusive, as well as in deposits of similar age in Europe. In the

diflerent formations it often presents peculiarities which are sometimes

quite characteristic of the beds in which they occur ; so much so, that

several of them have been described by diflerent authors as distinct

species, in consequence of their possessing features considered by them

to be of specific importance. At the present time, however, authors

most conversant with the subject agree in considering them only as

varieties of the typical form.

I have succeeded in ascertaining the existence and form of this loop in

several diflerent varieties of Atri/jM reticularis, as well as in A. spinosa of

Hall, and I find that in the diflerent varieties of A. reticularis it is subject

to considerable variations of form. If, on further investigation, these

difierences should prove to remain constant in the several varieties,

which I am inclined to believe they will, they may, when considered in

connection with the diflerences in external features and perhaps some

modifications in the form of the spiral cones, serve as guides in establishing

specific characters in this group of shells, which has so long troubled

naturalists, and refused to conform to divisions founded on external

characters alone.

I am aware that the practice of founding species on insufficient char-

acters is often more injurious than beneficial ; but where species really

exist in nature, it is well to know them, and to know the features which

characterize them, however obscure they may be. It was the hope of

bringing to light some feature in this group of shells, which might serve

to determine more positively the relations these various forms, occurring

in the different geological deposits, bear to each other, that induced me
to continue the investigations, after discovering the existence of the loop
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connecting the spires, more than two years ago. I had hoped to continue

them much farther than I have yet done, previous to making known the

results ; but circumstances have made it necessary to publish them at

the present time.

The differences described below, are some of the principal ones noticed

in the several varieties under which they are given. Of their importance,

I leave others to judge.

The loop was first noticed in immature specimens from the Niagara

group, occurring at Waldron, Indiana. In the adult specimens from this

locality, the usual form of the shell is lenticular, with the dorsal valve a

little the most convex; the surface not very finely ribbed, but very

squamose. The ribbon, or band forming the spiral cones, is wide; the

junction of the loop with the principal ribbon is at a point distant from

their attachment to the hinge-plate, and not far from the point of greatest

width of the shell. The loop is strong and but moderately curved

upward, with a broad gentle curvature. The spire, in a specimen of

moderate size, consists of about twelve volutions; the cones are erect,

their apices a little posterior to the centre of their bases.

In the Shaly limestones of the Lower Helderberg group, we have a

form with a very ventricose dorsal valve, the ventral being only mode-

rately so : the surface is rather more finely ribbed than in the preceding

variety, but not so squamose. In this one the ribbon is slender, and the

junction of the loop much nearer to the hinge-plate
;
while the loop is

extended into a long slender point, slightly recurved near its extremity,

and reaches to about half the height of tlie spiral cones. The cones con-

sist of about fourteen volutions, and are situated very much as are those

of the Waldron specimens (Plate I, fig. 1).

Besides the difference of the external characters of this variety, as

well as of the loop and spires, there is a very noticeable peculiarity in

the beak of the ventral valve. The entire beak, to the outer limits of the

widely distant teeth, is solid ; the inner face being excavated, forming a

smooth, depressed or concave area which extends about one-eighth of an

inch below the apex (Plate I, fig. 2), the curvature conforming to that

of the beak of the opposite valve, which closely fills it. (A similar

depressed area is shown by Prof Hall to exist in Rhynchonella increbescens.)

In young and immature individuals, there appears to have been a perfo-

ration passing beneath this depressed area ; and perhaps in its earlier

stages of growth the deltidial portion may have been of separate pieces,

but in adults it is one solid thickened mass ; being, as Dalman supposed,

Cab. Nat. 22
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actually imperforate. I do not remember to have seen this feature in

any other variety or species of the genus. Those of the upper rocks, of

which separate valves are not uncommon, are always extremely thin at

this point ; the deltoidal space usually being open, from the loss of the

deltidial plates at an early period of growth.

In the limestones of the Upper Helderberg group, at the Falls of the

Ohio, there occurs a form which is much larger than those of the Lower

Helderberg limestones. The ventral valve of this variety is flattened,

and usually a little concave toward the front, and the surface rather

coarsely striate, especially in the upper part of the shell. In this one,

so far as seen, the spiral ribbon is broad, the junction of the crura with

it abrupt, and at the posterior limit of the first volution ; the loop is

directed forward and reaches upward to some distance, but not so far as

in those from the Shaly limestones. The volutions of the spires appear

to be about fourteen or fifteen (Plate I, fig. 3).

The variety occurring so abundantly in the soft shales of the Hamilton

group of New York, is similar to the last in form and size, the strise

rather finer. lu a very perfect individual of moderate size, the loop is

not so much elevated in the middle as in that one ; the volutions of the

spiral cones number twenty-two, and are very closely arranged ; the attach-

ment of the loop and principal band, nearly the same (Plate I, figs. 4 and

5). There is another variety found in I'ocks of this age at Independence,

Iowa, which is often of large size and extremely ventricose on the dorsal

side : the striae are fine, and closely arranged. In a specimen of this

variety, the volutions are only fifteen, and the upward curvature of the

loop very slight.

In Atrypa spinosa. Hall, the loop curves upward but little, and extends

forward more than in A. reticularis from the same beds, while the volu-

tions of the spire are about fifteen. The principal distinction is in the

form of the spiral cones, and in the ribbon (Plate I, figs. 6 and 7). One

of the cones in the specimen used has been injured, which may have had

some influence in producing the modifications of the apex. The form of

the cone differs in having the upper part curved ; the apex being directed

backward, or towards the beak of the shell : the first basal volutions are

nearly straight on their inner sides, and the anterior extremity acutely

pointed, while the ribbon is abruptly widened near this part.

I have been inclined to believe that the difference in the loop and

spires mentioned above may prove to be of some value in determining

whether these diffeiiBnt forms are really distinct species, or only changes
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superinduced by a difference of conditions existing at certain localities

during the life of the animal. I have not yet carried the investigations

far enough to satisfy myself fully of the permanency of these internal

differences in specimens of the same type. The fact of different varie-

ties being often restricted to a certain geological position is, however,

good grounds for supposing that the peculiar internal features may also be

retained.

The extreme form of the loop noticed in those from the Shaly lime-

stones would indicate that there would also be considerable difference in

the soft parts of the animal, from those with shorter loops ; and it then

becomes a question as to what changes these parts of a species can

undergo. The external form of those from this position is not very

unhke those from the Niagara group of Lockport, N. Y., except in gene-

rally being more ventricose
;
that one seldom becoming gibbose. From

those occurring at Waldron, Ind., it varies in the finer striae, and in the

inequality of the valves. The Upper Helderberg specimens from the Falls

of Ohio scarcely vary externally from those of the shales of the Hamil-

ton group of New York, except in the coarser strise, but very materially

in the spires.

I have not been able to examdne any European specimens of A. reticu-

laris; nor have I found any American examples of A. aspera in a condition

to show their internal characters, unless the A. spinosa of Hall can be

considered as of that species, which is scarcely probable.

[Note.—The foregoing article was prepared for the Nineteenth Eeport

on the State Cabinet, as communicated to the Legislature April 2d, 1866;

but owing to the delay in printing, and the amount of material to be

set up before it, it has been detained until the present date. During the

autumn I have visited several localities of the Hamilton group in Northern

Iowa; at one of which (Waverly) I saw numbers of specimens of Atrypa

showing sections of the spires, and I observed that the volutions composing the

cones vary in number with the increase in age and size of the shell; while

specimens of the same size have about the same number of volutions. I might

also mention in this connection, that Prof. Hall has in his possession a small

specimen of A. nodostriala, sent to him by Dr. Rominger, which had been cut

to show the spires; but not far enough to reveal the loop; but by cutting a

little more, I found the loop well presei'ved. It is comparatively strong, and

has considerable forward curvature. The spires have only six volutions, owing

probably to the immature condition of the shell.]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1.

Fig. 1. View of a specimen of Jltrypa reticularis from the Lower Helderberg group of Albany

county, N. Y., showing the form and position of the loop and spires. The view is

obliquely from above and behind. Enlarged.

Fig. 2. Interior of a ventral valve ; from the same position and locality as the last, enlarged to

show the depressed area and sohd beak.

Fig. 3. Interior of a ventral valve of A. reticularis from the Hamilton shales, showing the form

of the beak as existing in very perfect specimens ; for comparison with fig. 2. The

specimen is in Prof. Hall's collection, and the figure borrowed from the Pal. of N. Y.,

Vol. IV.

Fig. 4. An enlarged outline figure of the first volutions of the spires with the loop and crura

attached to the hinge-plate. The specimen from which the figure was drawn is from

the Falls of Ohio, and belongs to the collection of Prof. Hall, from whom it was

obtained for manipulation.

Figs. 5 and 6. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen from the shales of the Hamilton group of

New York, showing the form of spires and loop.

Figs. 7 and 8. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen oi Atrypa spinnsa, Hall, from the Hamil-

ton shales of New York, showing the form of spires and loop. Figs. 5-8 are natural

size.
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NOTICE OF VOL. IV OF THE PALJIONTOLOGY OF NEW YORK.

In consequence of the delay in the completion of the plates of this

volume, which are to accompany the text, it cannot be issued until some

time during the year of 1867; although about two hundred pages were

already printed in 1865.

The volume is entirely devoted to the Brachiopoda of the Upper Hel-

derberg, Hamilton, Portage and Chemung groups; giving essentially a

Monograph of this class of fossils of the Devonian period. The genera

are arranged in a certain zoological order, and the title of each plate

indicates the formation to which the species it contains belong.

The order adopted, and the list of genera under which species are

described or discussed, are as follows :

LiNGULA,

DiSCINA,

Crania,

PhOLIDOPS, = PSEUDOCRANIA,

Orthis,

Streptorhtnchus,

Strophomena,

Strophodonta,

Chonetes,

Produotus,

Strophalosia,

Productella,

Spirtfera,

Cyrtina,

Ctrtia,

Trematospira,

Rhynchospira,

nucleospira,

Retzia,

Athyris,

Meristella,

Meristina,

Pentagonia,

Atrypa,

ccelospira,

Rhynchonblla =: Stenocisma,

Leioryhytstchus,

Leptoccelia,

Camarophoria,

Pentamerus,

Stricklandinia,

Pentamerella,

Gypidula,

Amphigenia,

Renssel^ria,

Terebratula,

Cryptonella,

Centronella,

Tropidoleptus,

Vitumna.
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The linguloid forms of this period have not exhibited the characteris-

tics of the Lower Silurian form Lingulepis, and are for the present

continued under the old Genus Lingula ; of which we have in the Upper

Helderberg group the following species

:

Lingula ceryx,

L. desiderata,

L. manni ; all new species.

In the Hamilton group we have

:

Lingula exilis, Line,mla •punctata (u. s.]

L. ligea, L. nuda (n. s.),

L. ligea var., L. densa (n. s.),

L. paloiformis, L. delia (u. s.),

L. leana (n. s.), L. alveata (n. s.),

L. maida (n. s.), L. spatulata.

In the Chemung group we have

:

Lingula melia,

L. Cuyahoga ; both new species.

Under the Genus Discina are the following in the Hamilton group,

including the MarceUus and Genesee slates and the TuUy limestone

:

Discina minuta, Disdna seneca (n. s.),

D. humilis (n. s.), i>. media (n. s.),

D. grandis, D. tullia (n. s.),

D. randalli (n. s.), D. lodensis,

D. dona (n. s.), D. truncata.

In the Chemung group are

:

Discina neglecta (n. s.),

D. elmira (n. s.),

D. alleghania,

D. newberryi (n. s.).

The Genus Crania occurs in a single species, the C. aurora (n. s.), in

the Schoharie grit.

In the Hamilton group are

:

Crania hamiltonicB,

G. crenistrtata, and

C. gregaria, or the young of O. hamiltonioe.

In the Chemung group, a single species, C. leoni, is known.
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Of the Genus Pholidops, two species, P. areolata (n. s.), and P. liamil-

tonice, occur in the Hamilton group.

Of the Genus Orthis, the following species are described from the

Upper Helderberg group

:

Orthis jpeloris (u. s.),

O. lenticularis,

O. alsus (n. s.),

0. mitis (n. s.),

O. livia,

Orthis similis (n. s.),

O. cleobis (u. s.),

O. idas (n. s.) = eryna,'

O. jpropinqua.

In the Hamilton group are the following species

:

Orthis solitaria,

O. lepida,

0. vanuxemi,

0. leucosia,

Orthis penelope,

O. cycla3,

O. idoneus (n. s.),

0. tulliensis.

In the Portage and Chemung groups, we have:

Orthis carinata,

O. tioga (ii. s.),

O. imjpressa,

Orthis leonensis (n. s.),

O. thiemei, and

0. l&mosia "?

Under the Genus Streptorhynchus, several species heretofore described

are referred to Strophomena {Streptorhynchiis) cheinungensis , Conrad, under

which, as varieties, are arranged 8tro])homena hifurcata, S. arctostriata, S.

pectinacea, and Orthis perversa (Hall); Streptorhpichus pandora (Billings);

Orthisina arctostriata and 0. alternata (Hall) ; Orthis ineqimlis and 0. pravus

(Hall, Iowa Report.) The species is extremely variable, having a great

vertical and horizontal distribution, and appears under many phases.

The Strophoinena rhmnboidalis (Wahlenberg) = S. rugosa (Rafinesque)

occurs in the Schoharie grit, and is abundant in the Corniferous lime-

stone, but is unknown in the Hamilton and Chemung groups.

The Genus Strophodonta extends throughout the series ; and two

species, the *S'. demissa and S.perplana^ are found from the Schoharie grit

to the Chemung group inclusive. The species recognized in the Upper

Helderberg group are

:

Strophodonta demissa,

8. perplana,

8. alveata,

8. callosa,

8. parva,

8. crebristriata,

Strophodonta inequiradiata,

8. patersoni,

8. hemispherica,

8. ineguistriata,

8. ampla.

^ See Sixteenth Report New York State Cabinet, p. 35.
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In the Hamilton group are found

:

Strophodonta concava,

S. jiet'plana, Conrad (which has been described under the

names Strophomena perplana, S. pluristriata, and S.

delthyris, Conrad; and as *S'. nervosa, S. crenistria, and

8. fragilis, Hall);

8trophodonta demissa,

S. naa^ea,

In the Chemung group are found

:

Strophodonta inequistriata,

8. junia*

8trophodonta cayvta (n. s.), I
Strophodontaperplana var. nervosa,

8. mucronata, 8. demissa.

8. coilata (n. s.),
|

In the Genus Chonetes, we find verified in a very satisfactory manner

the observations made by Count Von Keyserling, in regard to the direc-

tion of the tubes or spine-bases in the area of the ventral valve. These

tubes are directed from the hinge-line towards the apex of the valve, and

parallel to the sides of the triangular fissure. They appear on the crest

of the area as little pustules or elongated tubular spines, which may be

either vertical to the hinge-line or directed outwards.

In the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups, we have the following

species

:

Chonetes hemispherica,

0. arcuata,

0. acutiradiata,

0. lineata,

0. yandellana,

0. mucronata,

0. deflecta,

Chonetes pusilla,

C. setigera,

C. scitula,

C. lepida,

C. coronata,

C. logani.

The occurrence of this last named species in the TuUy limestone is a

fact of great interest, carrying back the appearance of this species to

a much earlier epoch than had heretofore been known. The species

occupies a limited area in the Tully limestone of New York, and is not

known in the Chemung group within the State; though found in the

sandstones of the same age in Ohio, and in the beds at the base of the Bur-

lington limestone in Iowa and Illinois.

In the Chemung group we have the recurrence of Chonetes scitula^ C.

lepida and G. setigera; with a new and remarkable species, the C muricata,

*S. Junia= 5. textilis, Pal. N. Y., Vol. IV, p. 108; the latter name being a synonym.
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which has the apex truncated and the surface of the ventral valve orna-

mented with spines, but having the vascular markings peculiar to the

genus.

Under the head of Productus and Strophalosia, the relations of these

genera and of the Genus Aulosteges are discussed. The Devonian

species, sometimes referred to Strophalosia, are shown to have a narrow

area, but with internal vascular impressions like Productus. The

absence of an area in the Genus Productus is not uniform, as is shown

in P. costatus of the Carboniferous system in America ; and the same has

been shown by Mr. Davidson to be true of P. sinuatus and P. semireticu-

latus of Europe.

In comparing the American Devonian forms of Productidse with the

Strophalosia of the Permian system, the former have a greater width

on the hinge-line, and in this respect more resemble typical Productus;

while the narrow cardinal area and hinge-teeth assimilate them with

Strophalosia. Notwithstanding this feature, the vascular markings are

hke Productus.

At this epoch we have the earliest known appearances of these forms,

the type of which becomes extravagantly developed in the Carboniferous

period, and waning during the Permian epoch, is presented for the most

part in degenerate modifications of the typical forms. Although we

cannot shut our eyes to this fact of development to what may be termed

the perfection of the type, and its more abrupt decline, we are either

compelled to extend the characters of Productus so as to cover the two

forms or modifications indicated, or else to propose a distinct designation.

The latter course has been adopted, and the name Productella is pro-

posed for the strophaloid Productids of the Devonian period.

The Subgenus Productella is compared as follows, in Pal. N. Y., Vol.

IV, page 153

:

" These shells differ from Strophalosia iu the extremely narrow linear car-

dinal area, greater extension of the hinge-line, more extreme arcuation or

yentricosity of the ventral valve iu many or most of the species, and especially

in the direction and termination of the renform vascular impressions, which

resemble those of Aulosteges and of some species of Productus. It differs

from Productus in the constant presence of an area, hinge-teeth and sockets."

Under this genus are enumerated and described, from the Upper Hel-

derberg and Hamilton groups, the following species

:

Cab. Nat. 23
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Productella subaculeata,

P. navicella,

P, shumardiana,

P. spinulicosta,

P. truncata,

From the Chemung group, we have :

Productella dumosa,

P. exanthemata,

P. tullia (n. s.),

P. subalata.

Productella Mrsuta,

P. Jdrsuta var. rectispina, P. hystriciila (n. s.),

p. boydii, P. costatula (ii. s.),

p. ranspina, P. costatula var. strigata

p. lachrymosa, P. ai-ctirostrata,

p. lachrymosa var. lima, P. bialveata (n. s.),

p. lachrymosa var. stigmata, P. onusta (u. s.).

p. speciosa,

Productella striatula {n. s.),

So great a number of fossils of this type, in many localities, and par-

ticularly in the western part of the State, give a carboniferous aspect to

the strata ; and leaving out a few forms which gradually disappear in the

western extension of the formation, the palseozoic evidence might be

regarded as decidedly favoring this view. The distinction, however,

between Devonian and Carboniferous faunas is based as often upon geo-

graphical as chronological relations.

The Genus Spirifera is fully represented in the rocks under conside-

ration. In the Upper Helderberg group, we have :

Spirifera duodenaria,

S. macra,

S. raricosta and

S, grieri, ocurring both iu the Schoharie grit and ia the limestoue

above; which latter likewise coutains the following species:

s. gregana, 8pirifera segmenta,

8. oweni, 8. aixlisegmenta.

S. acuminata. 8. euruteines,

8. macrothyris. 8. euruteines Y&v.fornacula

8. unica (n. s.), 8. mannii,

8. disparilis, 8. divaricata.

8. varicosa, 8. fimbriata.

8. varicosa, var.,

The last named species occurs also in the Oriskany sandstone and

Schoharie grit. Several of the species indicated above are known in

their perfect condition only in the limestones of this age in Ohio and

adjacent States of Indiana and Kentucky.
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In tlie Hamilton group, the most abundant and widely distributed

species is Sjnrifem mucronata. In the same group are the following

:

8j)irifera tullia (n. s.),

8. formosa,

8. sculptilis,

8. ziczac,

8. granulifera

8. marcyi,

Spirifera medialis,

8. medialis var. eatoni,

8. angusta,

8. maci^onata,

8. subumbona.

Spinfera acuminata and S. fimhriata recur in this group ; the latter is

not uncommon.

Several species heretofore described are indicated as doubtful, requiring

further material and investigation.

The Portage group has furnished only the Spirifera loevis ; which has

much the general aspect of a Carboniferous form.

In the Chemung group, we have

:

Spinfera mesacostalis,

8. mesastrialis,

8. disjuncta, with its numerous synonyms and the species repre-

sented in a great variety of aspects;

8. alta (n. s.),

8. proematura (n. s.).

The chapter on Spirifera is concluded with some remarks upon the

geological and geographical distribution of the species of Spirifers, the

hinge-structure, etc. ; which have already been published.

The name Amboccelia is continued, being regarded as presenting

sufficient distinction from Spirifera; and in the Hamilton group are

recognized

:

Artibocddia umhonata,

A.. preambona.

In the Chemung group, A. umhonata var. gregaria.

On page 263 of the volume are some observations on the Genus

Cyrtia of Dalman, and Cyrtina of Davidson.

So long since as in 1858, Mr. Davidson, in his Introduction to the

Study of the Brachiopoda, had expressed some doubts as to the value of

the Genus Cyrtia of Dalman
; and later investigation had shown that

the typical species of that genus does not differ from Spirifera. At the

same time, some forms usually referred to the Genus Cyrtia possess a

peculiar modification of the dental plates, with a largely developed

median septum and punctate structure of the shell. For these forms.
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Mr. Davidson has proposed the name Cyrtina. All the American species

hei-etofore referred to Cyrtia, and which have been reexamined, prove

to belong to Cyrtina. Of these we have C. pyramidalis in the Niagara

group, C. dalmani in the Lower Helderberg group, and C. rostrata in the

Oriskany sandstone.

Three species are described in the present volume, from the rocks of

New York, viz

:

Cyrtina biplicala, from the Schoharie grit;

O. crassa (u. s.), from the Corniferous limestone;

O. hamiltonioB, from the Hamilton group; and a variety of the latter

from the Chemung group.

A species from the Hamilton group in Iowa, C. curvilineata (1), is

noticed.

The Genus Trematospira, proposed in Vol. Ill, Pal. N. Y., and pub-

lished in the Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, is represented in the

Hamilton group by two species :

Trematosjpira gibbosa,

T. hirsuta.

The Genus Rhynchospira is represented by only a single species, the

R. lej)ida. The R. nohilis from the Hamilton group, formerly referred to

this genus, presents some points which render its generic relations more

nearly with Trematospira.

The genus Nucleospira is represented by a single species, the N.

concinna.

The observations on the Genera Athtris and Meristella are as follows

:

GENUS ATHYRIS (M'Coy).

The Genus Athyris was established in 1844 by Prof. M'Coy, upon

certain species separated from the TEREBRATULiE ; and when restricted

according to the original tj^pes of that author, includes a very natural

group of shells, but which nevertheless possesses many external features

in common with the later established Genera Merista and Meristella,

and from which the species are distinguished by important internal

characters.

The shells of the genus are variable in form, being suborbicular, trans-

verse or elongate, subglobose or depressed, and sometimes subangular.

The typical species are depressed suborbicular. The structure of the

shell is fibrous ; the surface in most species is strongly marked by con-
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centric striae, and some of them are strongly lamellose, with the lamellae

becoming fimbriate or pectinate. In this aspect, as well as in general

form, these shells have a resemblance to some of the Spirifers with short

area and rounded cardinal extremities. The surfaces are sometimes

obscurely radiatingly striate ; but these striae are usually subordinate to

the concentric stride or lines of growth, and it may be doubted whether

any well authenticated species of the genus has conspicuous radiating

striae or costae.

The apex of the ventral valve is usually or perhaps always perforated

by a rounded foramen, the lower side of which is formed by the umbo

of the opposite valve. When the valves are separated, this foramen

communicates with a triangular space which opens into the main cavity

of the valve. This triangular fissure, which in older shells is usually

occupied by the beak of the opposite valve, has at some time during the

animal's life been closed by deltidial plates.

The dorsal valve is furnished with a strong cardinal process, the centre

of which is often depressed and spoon-shaped, but sometimes thickened

and convex. The crura proceed from each side of this plate anteriorly

;

while the posterior and lateral margins become more or less thickened,

or elevated into ridges bordering the teeth-sockets.

The muscular area is somewhat variable in form ; but in the ventral

valve it is oval or ovate, more or less flabelliform. The occlusor muscu-

lar imprints are marked upon the shell, and upon the cast, by a narrow

elongate scar ; while the divaricator muscles occupy a wider space on

each side, and are usually strongly striated. In the dorsal valve the

muscular area is narrow, and often divided by a low longitudinal crest

or septum. The space outside of the muscular scars is papillose or

papillose-striate, and often beautifiiUy marked by vascular impressions.

The spires are complicated by intermediate lamellae.

The European species of Athyris (^A. pectinifera, A. roissyi and A. con-

centricci), as shown by Woodward, Davidson and others, have the spires

complicated by accessary lamellae, which, rising from the connecting

loop, are intercalated between the first and second turns of the normal

lamellae, and have their extremities free.

Although the presence of spires has been long known in the American

species, I believe no one has hitherto shown their analogy with the

European forms. In the determination of our species, however, and

their relations with Meristella, it became necessary to make a careful

study of all the internal characters upon which generic and specific dis-
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tinctions might be founded ; but since all the specimens were essentially

solid, it has been a labor of no little difficulty to determine accurately

the true character of these internal appendages. By carefully cutting

down the specimens of A. spiriferoides ^ which is very similar to the A.

concentrica of Europe, the disposition of the spiral lamellse has been found

as shown in the following diagram, which represents only the central

portion of the spirals to the end of the first volution.

The origin of the crura, or point of attachment to the hinge-plate, is

indicated in the figure at «, from which the two lamellaj proceed for a

short distance in a nearly direct line forward, but are soon bent upwards

y , and recurved upon them-

'
!""""

^.-m../' // selves as shown in the

figure at b, whence they

are again bent downwards

into the cavity of the

dorsal valve. From this

point the lamellae follow

very nearly a direction

parallel to the external

contorn' of the shell, being

the exterior bands indicated by the dotted lines to c. Farther on, these

become expanded and send off" from each one a projecting process at d,

and thence are united in a solid plate at e, forming the loop which con-

nects the two parts of the spiral arms. It will also be observed that the

lamellfe are twisted, the exterior part at d becoming the interior at

the point of junction of the two parts. This plate, formed by the junc-

tion of the lamellse is sharply bent backwards almost in the plane of the

longitudinal axis of the shell; and thence rising nearly at right angles,

becomes bifurcated at /, giving origin to the accessary lamellae g, which

are recurved in a plane essentially parallel to the first volution of the

spire, and coalesce with it at the points indicated by the dotted lines /«,

thus acting as an additional support to the primary lamelljB of the spire

in its first volution. The lamellge are represented as cut away at i,

showing but a single volution. The remaining portions of the spires

consist of simple volutions arranged in a conical form.

Under this genus we have the Athyris spiriferoides , an abundant and

widely distributed form in the Hamilton group ; and the Atliyris vittata^

occurring in the limestone of the Uj)per Helderberg group ; and also in

the Hamilton group of Iowa.
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The internal spires of this species, in their first volution and in the

accessary lamellse, are quite distinct from those of A. spiriferoides. The

accompanying figure is an illustration of the first volution of its spires,

with the accessary lamellae.

The bases of the crura are shown at a, and these projecting a short

distance forward make a somewhat abrupt retral curve, turning back in

the direction indicated by the dotted lines h; and thence descending

into the cavity of the dorsal

valve, follow essentially the cur-

vature of its outline, as indicated

at c, to a point anterior to the

middle of the length of the spiral

curve. Here the branches of

the loop are given ofi" at d; and

these projecting vertically into

the cavity, are turned abruptly

forward, and beyond the dotted

line, form a solid pointed plate

which projects far towards the anterior limits of the spires at e. The

posterior portions are produced backwards, and gradually ascending, con-

tinue parallel and in close proximity as far as /, where they diverge,

sending off a fillet on each side which at g assumes the curvature of the

normal lamellae of the spire, following the same course into the cavity

of the valve, and extending forward to the origin of the process forming

the loop, they are united to the proper spiral lamellae at h, which then

continue simple as shown in their extension to i.

A second species in the Hamilton group is the Athyris cora. In the

Chemimg group we have the Athyris angelica and the A.? polita.

GENUS MERISTELLA (Hall).

The Genus Meristella, separated from Athyris on account of its different

external characters and muscular impressions, is represented as follows

:

Meristella nasuta, in the Schoharie grit and Corniferous limestoDe
;

in the Corniferous limestone.

in the Hamilton group
;

M. scitula, )

M. doris, \

M. barrisi,
J

M. haskinsi, \

M. rostrata, )

M meta (n. s.).
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In the Chemung group, this type is feebly represented by some casts

of an undetermined species.

The Meristella unisulcata of the Corniferous Umestone is referred to the

Subgenus 1 Pentagonia of Cozzens, and its varieties of form iUustrated.

The species is of rare occurrence in the Hamilton group.

The reexamination of the shells of this group has developed some

farther knowledge of their internal structure.

The general observations upon the Genus Meristella are as follows

:

The shells of this genus are oval, ovoid or suborbicular, elongate or

rarely transverse ; valves unequally convex, with or without a median

fold or sinus; beak of the ventral valve often with a circular foramen,

and incurved over the umbo of the dorsal valve. Area none ; valves

articulating by teeth and sockets ; surface smooth, or with fine concen-

tric lines of growth, and with very fine, indistinct or obsolete, radiating

stri».

The interior of the dorsal valve is marked by the presence of a strong

hinge-plate or cardinal process ; and from the base of this proceeds a

thin longitudinal septum, which often extends for half the length of the

valve.

The interior of the ventral valve shows a triangular fissure below the

beak, which joins a semi-circular perforation at the apex. At the base

of this fissure are two strong teeth, which extend in the thickened or

slender plates to the bottom of the cavity, and curve around the upper

part of the muscular area, which is broadly triangular or ovate.

There is sometimes a thickening of the shell at the base of the rostral

cavity, which abruptly limits the muscular impression ; but there is

neither septum nor rudiment of one as in Merista.

In well preserved specimens of M. haskinsi, where the apex is not too

closely incurved, the ventral beak has a circular foramen, and the tri-

angular space below, which is usually filled by the beak of the dorsal

valve, is closed by two deltidial pieces anchylosed in the centre. The

latter feature has been observed in M. barrisi, and probably existed in all

the species at some period of their growth.

The study of the interior has shown that the thickened bases of the

crura extend forward for a short distance, or bend abruptly to the ventral

side, but recurving, descend into the cavity of the dorsal valve, follow-

ing its contour and that of the ventral valve in their succeeding volutions.

In the bottom of the dorsal valve, the lamellae, in the com-se of the first
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volution, are united by a loop which is produced by the extension of a

slender process from the band on each side, and these are united at

a greater or less distance from their origin. Beyond this junction the

parts of the loop again divide, and each one is produced in a curving

band which arches forward on the ventral side, and thence returning is

reunited to the sides of the loop at or near the junction of the parts

before noticed.

These features are illustrated in the accompanying diagram ; fig. 1

being an oblique lateral view of the central portion of the spires of

Meristella arcuata^ and fig. 2 a view of the same parts from the dorsal side.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

In these figures, a indicates the origin of the crura; h the recurvation

of the lamellae, which may be as represented, or with a simple retral

bending without recurving upon itself in some species ; c is the continua-

tion of the lamellae, which at d give ofi" the processes forming the loop,

and these become united at e and continue simple to /, where they bifur-

cate and continue in the direction g, returning again to the centre, and

reuniting with the loop at h, or near the junction of the two parts before

mentioned.

These characters of the spires and loop have been observed in the M.

Icevis, M. arcuata and M. princeps of the Lower Helderberg group, and in

the M. larrisi of the Hamilton group ; while the M. nasuta presents a

slight modification in the extension of the parts of the loop, which ally

it more nearly with Athtris.

When compared with the spires of Athtris as shown in the figures

already given under that genus,' as well as the illustrations of Davidson

and other authors, the differences are obvious. The parts of the loop in

this genus, instead of curving forward and there uniting and turning

Cab. Nat. 24
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backward and bifurcating, to form the accessary lamellae, are continued

from their origin obliquely backwards into the cavity of the ventral

valve, and, then recurving upon themselves, are reunited laterally; while

in Athyris they are intercalated between the first and second turns of

the spire, and coalesce with the lamellas of the latter.

At the same time an examination of the Niagara species referred by

me to the Genus Meristella presents a different condition of the interior,

and shows the lamellae of the spires united by a simple loop only.

This feature is illustrated in the accompanying diagram of Meristella

(^3£eristinct) maria, Avhich represents a single turn of the spiral lamellae,

from their origin at a, to i where the bands

are cut off. The thickened bases of the

crura ai'e represented at a; h is the point of

recurvation, c the continuance of the lamellae

in the dorsal cavity, and c? the expansion on

the inner side into long processes which

unite at e, forming the loop.

The same characters have also been observed with equal distinctness

in if. nitida of the Niagara group. In neither of these species is there

any indication of accessary lamellae as in Athyris, nor evidence of the

extension of the loop beyond the point e ; and we are therefore induced

to believe that the simple character of the sphes in these forms will con-

stitute another distinction, which may conveniently be termed Meristina.

GENUS ATRYPA (Dalmax).

The Genus Atrypa, as applied to forms strictly congeneric with Atrypa

reticularis, embraces but few species, and these are regarded by some

palsepntologists as merely varieties of still fewer species.

In this volume, the Atrypa impressa of the Schoharie grit is continued

as a distinct species: although resembling the ^4. reticularis 'n\ general

features, it presents a wide departure from the forms of that type in other

strata ; and if we are to regard these varieties as due to physical causes,

the nature of the sediments, etc., then there is reason to believe that in

other instances the same physical influences have produced changes

which are recognized without hesitation as of specific value.

The Atrypa reticularis, in its various phases, occurs in the Corniferous

limestone, the Hamilton and Chemung groups.

The Atrypa spinosa (Hall), or Atryp)a aspera (Schlotheim), is recognized

as a very distinct and well marked species, occurring in the Corniferous
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limestone, Hamilton and Chemung groups. In the Hamilton group it is

more abundant and better preserved than in any other formation ; and

Gccm-ring in the same beds with A. reticularis, it never approaches that

one in character ; there is no difficulty in distinguishing the one from the

other ; and the same is true of these forms in the Chemung group. It is

also observed that the same distinction between these species exists in

Illinois and Iowa.

The Atrypa hystrix of the Chemung group is likewise regarded as a

distinct species, though possessing many features of an extravagant A.

sjnnosa.

A species of Atrypa, closely resembling the A. marginalis of Dalman,

occurs in the Corniferous limestone. This species, Atrypapseudomarginalis,

is of rare occurrence in the rocks of New York.

While this volume has been going through the press, Mr. R. P. Whit-

field has made examinations of the

internal appendages of several forms

of Atrypa, and has found that the

short processes, usually represented

near the base of the crura, do actu-

ally unite, forming a loop which

connects the spires, as shown in the accompanying figure of J., reticularis.

From collections made in Iowa during the geological survey, and from

others more recently made, in different places in that State, by Mr. R. P.

Whitfield, at points more than a thousand miles west of New York, we

learn that in all localities the distinction between Atrypa reticularis, or

its representative, and the associated species, is more strongly marked

than in the eastern collections, and there is nowhere any indication of a

gradation from the one to the other. At Waterloo, in beds which are

apparently of the age of the Upper Helderberg group, there occm-s a

form with distinct nari'ow plications, a regularly convex dorsal valve, and

a flat or concave ventral valve. It is not very unlike a strongly plicated

form from Refrath in Germany, or approaching A. insquamosa of Schnur.

At Independence and Waverly the specimens resemble the finely plicate

Atrypa prisca from Refrath, with the margins compressed, the dorsal

valve very convex, and the ventral valve flattened or concave towards

the margin. They have very conspicuous concentric lamellse. Some

of the specimens are two and a half inches in diameter, and the volu-

tions of the internal spires vary from twelve to twenty, according to the

age of the shell.
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The Atrupa aspera^ or its representative, in the beds at Independence

and Waverly, has the dorsal valve very gibbous, with the ventral valve

nearly flat or concave towards the margins. In the higher beds at Rock-

ford there is a form, in which the valves are more nearly equal in

convexity, the plications fewer, and the shell has the aspect and character

of A. hystrix of the Chemung group in New York. We are able, there-

fore, in the rocks of this age, to recognize over a wide area four varieties

of form and surface marking which are pretty constant, two of which

may be referred to the type of ^4. asptera and two to that of A. reticularis.

A single species of Coelospira occurs in the Corniferous limestone,

which, so far as known, possesses no characters differing from Coelospira

concava of the Lower Helderberg group.

With this genus are concluded all the genera bearing calcified spires :

these appendages, though probably possessed by some of the following

genera, were doubtless fleshy or cartilaginous organs, and have not been

preserved.

Under the Family RHYNCHONELLiDJi:, the species usually referred to the

Genus Rhynchonella are shown to differ from recent species referred to

that genus ; while at the same time the internal structure and appendages

of the typical species of the genus (i?. loxia) remain unknown or unillus-

trated. Under these circumstances, the name Stenocisma, proposed by

Mr. Conrad in 1841, is revived, and applied to most of the rhynchonelloid

forms of the rocks under consideration. Since, however, Rynchonella

has come to be so well known, and many of the species have been

described under the generic designation, the name is still retained. The

following species are recognized in the Carboniferous limestone

:

Rhynchonella [Stenocisma) tethys,

R. 8. bilUngsi (in place of R. thalia of Billings
;

name preoccupied);

R. S. Carolina (n. s.),

RJ 8.9 royana (n. s.).

In the Hamilton group, we have :

Rhynchonella {^Stenocisma) hor.sfordi,

R. 8. sappho,

R. 8. congregata,

R. 8. prolip'ca (n. s.),

R. 8. dotis (ii. s.),

R. 8. carica (n. s.).
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From the Chemung group the following species are described

:

Rhynchonella {Stenodsma) eximia,

B. S. stephani (u. s.),

R. S. duplicata,

JR. S. contracta,

R. S. orbicularis,

R. S. sappho var.

The Rhynchonella vemistula = R. cuhoides ? and R. subciiboides of former

reports is left under the Genus Rhynchonella, though with doubt regard-

ing its true relation. This species is known only in the TuUy limestone,

and occupies a very restricted vertical range.

The Genus Leiorhtnchus is retained for such forms as L. limitaris and

L. qmdricostata, which present, among other distinguished features, a

division or bifurcation of the plications on the mesial fold and sinus.

The species recognized as belonging to this genus are

:

Leiorhynchus limitaris,

L. mysia (n. s.),

L, quadricostata,

L. multicosta,

L. ins (n. s.),

Leiorhynchus helloggi (u. s.),

L. sinuatus (n. s.),

L. mesacostalis,

L. globuliformis,

L. dubius (u. s.).

Under the Genus Leptoccelia, the L. aciitiplicata is the only species

recognized.

The Genus Camarophoria has been observed in a single smooth species,

the C. eucharis, from the Upper Helderberg limestones.

Some of the pentameroid forms, heretofore referred to the Genus Pen-

TAMERUS, are placed under new genera, on account of certain peculiarities

of their internal structure. The reasons for this course are given in the

following observations on the Genera Pentamerus, Pentamerella, Strick-

LANDINIA, AnASTEOPHIA, AmPHIGENIA, RENSSELiERIA, etC,

The Genus Pentamerus was proposed by Mr. Sowerby in 1813, to indi-

cate the peculiar internal structure of P. knightii, which is the type of

the genus. Dalman,* objecting to Sowerby's name, on the ground that the

shell was not five-chambered, proposed the name Gypidia as a substitute
;

but the latter has not been adopted by naturalists.

Since that time much information has been obtained regarding the dis-

position of the internal parts of the shells of this genus, through the

* Petrefacta Suecana, in Konigl. Vet. Acad. Handl., 1827.
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labors of the European palaeontologists de Verneuil, Kixg, Barrande,

M'CoY, SuESS, Davidson, Salter and others. In the meantime, however,

other species have been referred to the genus, which, having the general

external characteristics of Pentamerus, still possess features that render

their union with that genus incompatible ; and farther study has shown

the necessity of separating them. Among the European forms which

are regarded as strictly referable to the genus, are P. knightii (Sow.), P.

vogulicus (de Ver.), P. galeatus (Dalm.), P. sieberi (Von Buck), P.jwlagicus

(Bar.), and P. ojjtatus (Bar.); while P. oUongus and P. lens have the

characteristic features of the genus less conspicuous, the exterior being-

smooth and the form less rotund. Pentamerus liratiis and P. microcamerus

have a straight hinge-line and distinct area.

In 1859, Mr. Billings proposed the separation of certain forms from the

typical Pentamerus, under the name of Stricklandia (Stricklandinia*),

which he describes as follows :

Generic characters. Shell usually large, elongate, oval, transversely oval

or circular, sometimes compressed : valves nearly equal ; a short mesial septum

in the interior of the ventral valve supporting a small triangular chamber

beneath the beak as in Pentasibrus. In the dorsal valve, no longitudinal

septum, spires or loop; the whole of the internal solid organs consisting of two

very short or rudimentary dental plates, which, in some species, bear prolonged

calcified processes for the support of the cirrated arms. In all the species, the

ventral valve has an area more or less developed.

* # * * * * * **
This genus includes three English species, which have been long known

under the names of Pentame'rus lens, P. liratus and P. Icevis. All these, and

the three Canadian species, abound in rocks of the age of the Middle Silurian,

such as the Llandovery rocks of Sir E. Mdechison, and the Clinton and Niagara

o-roups of the New York geologists. No species have as yet been found either

above or below the Middle Silurian. On the other hand, the Genus Penta-

merus occurs more or less frequently in all formations from the Black river

limestone to the Devonian inclusive.

The European Pentamerus liratus undoubtedly belongs to a genus dis-

tinct from P. knightii, having a straight hinge-line, an area on the ventral

valve, with a sensible mesial depression and corresponding elevation on

the opposite valve. The species has likewise a short septum, and supports

a small triangular pit in the ventral valve ; while in the dorsal valve the

hinge-plate is divided, and the parts are extended in long lamellae into

the interior of the valve. The Pentamerus microcamerus, M'Cor ( = Spiri-

* In consequence of the name being preoccupied in botany, Mr. Billings bas proposed to change

to STRICKLA^fDINIA.
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fera? Icevis, Sowerbt), belongs also to tlie same group, liaving a straight

hinge and narrow area, with a short V-shaped pit ; characters unlike

those of true Pextamerds. At the same time the Pentamerus lens and

P. Icevis, which are, by Mr. Billings, united with P. Kratus under the

Genus Stricklandinia, appear to me to differ very widely from that

species. They have no area in the proper acceptation of that term, and

the hinge-line is not extended. In the ventral valve, the long V-shaped

pit is supported on a septum which sometimes extends for nearly half

the length of the valve. Moreover, the dorsal valve in the American

species, P. oUongus^ is marked by the presence of very extended lamellae,

which are united at their origin and spread laterally till their free margins

meet the corresponding margins of the lamellse forming the V-shaped pit

in the ventral valve ; and running parallel with it for nearly its entire

length, they then become vertical, and are continued as far as the middle

of the length of the valve, where their extremities apparently become

free. In these features, there is no essential difference between P.

ohlongus and P. knic/htii or P. geleatus.

In Pentamerus lens, or a closely allied form, from Anticosti, the dorsal

valve possesses similar characters, and there is no area on the ventral valve.

Restricting the designation to such forms as P. liratiis and P. microccmiems

among the European species, there is good ground for the separation;

but the other species do not appear to me congeneric. Through the kind-

ness of Sir W. E. Logan, I have been permitted to examine the American

species of Stricklandinia, ;S'. gaspensis, S. canadensis and S. anticostemis

(Billings), and also the species referred to the European P. lens. The

first two appear to me to be congeneric with P. Kratus, and do possess

the chai'acters of the genus as described. Limiting, therefore, the appli-

cation of the term as here indicated, I think we have a well mai'ked

genus, which, typified by the species above named, may also include

others heretofore referred with doubt to Spirifera. I conceive, how-

ever, that our appreciation of generic limitations will not be enhanced

by including under the same term the P. lens and P. ohlongus = P.

kevis.

Though at first restricting the genus to the Middle Silurian formations,

Mr. Billings has, at a later period, included under Stricklandinia the

Pentamerus elongatus of Vanuxem = Rensselceria ehngata (Hall), a Devo-

nian species. This form was first placed under Pentamerus, from its

resemblance to P. ohlongus; and I finally referred it to Renssel^ria,

from the generally similar shape, similar muscular impressions of the
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dorsal valve, and the prismatic or punctate texture of the shell ; having

at that time an imperfect knowledge of the interior structure of the

ventral valve. Now this species has no area on the ventral valve ; but

it has a V-shaped pit supported by a septum precisely as in Pentamerus
;

while both the muscular impression of the dorsal valve, and the structure

of the hinge-plate, are precisely the same as in Renssel^ria. I cannot

see, therefore, upon what gi'ound this shell should be associated with P.

Hratus, P. c/aspensis, P. canadensis and P. anticostensis , which have a

straight hinge-line, an area on the ventral valve with a septum supporting

a short V-shaped pit, a different muscular imprint and hinge-processes of

the dorsal valve, and a fibrous or lamellose structure of shell, and are

otherwise externally marked in a very characteristic manner.

I have taken some pains to bring together specimens of P. (R.) elon-

gatus, and we have now the means of knowing its real characters to a

very considerable extent. As before observed, the dorsal valve presents

all the characteristics of Renssel^ria in its hinge-structure and muscular

impressions : there is the same narrow foramen beneath the hinge-plate,

a pedicle-opening, and the filling of this is preserved in several specimens

of the casts ; while this portion of the separated valve shows the same

features in a most unequivocal manner, and it is quite impossible to point

out any characters by which it may be separated from the same part of

the shell in E-ENSSELiERiA. The crura are free from near their origin,

and have been traced for some distance within the cavity, and gently

curving to the ventral side
;
but their termination is unknown. When,

however, we examine the hinge of the ventral valve, we find a modifi-

cation of the dental plates, which are prominent in Renssel^ria (as

shown in fig. 3, g, h and m, Plate cvin, Palseontology of New York,

Vol. iii), but which are here produced anteriorly and united at their

dorsal margins. The incij)ient septum in the bottom of the valve of

Renssel^ria becomes developed, and sustains the united bases of the

dental plates ; and we have the V-shaped pit and central septum of

Pentamerus.

In the separated valves of this species, the margins of the triangular

fissure of the ventral valve are as clearly defined, and as free from area,

as are the valves of Athyris or Meristella.

Generic significations must have some limit, and we cannot consent to

miite three so widely differing and well marked types as P. Hratus, P.

gaspensis, etc. with P. ohlongiis and P. lens on the one hand, and P. elon-

gatiis, on the other.
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There is also another type usually included under the Genus Pentamerus,

which may be separated with advantage. This one is rejsresented by

P. reversus (Billings), P. verneuili and P. interpUcatiis (Hall), etc. In

these forms the relation of the valves, as in typical Pentamerus, is

reversed, and the interior structure presents other important differences.

For these I shall propose the name of Anastrophia.

There is still a farther separation required among the pentameroid

forms, or an extension of the characters of the genus. The Pentamerus

occidentalis of the Iowa Geological Report presents externally a depressed

dorsal valve, with a median fold, on the lower valve; while there is a

distinct area bordering the fissure, and this area is vertically striated as

in many of the Spirifers. The ventral valve has the trough-like pit,

formed by the junction of the lamellae, greatly extended and extremely

incurved, and the dorsal lamellae or crura are divergent and present some

peculiarities.

It is doubtless unsafe to base a distinction of genera upon external

characters alone ; and even with a partial knowledge of the interior

structure, we may be misled, but this group of shells presents itself to

us under an aspect that will admit of the following arrangement

:

1. Pentamerus proper, having rotund or gibbous forms, with the

ventral valve prominent in the middle, and the dorsal valve flattened

or depressed towards the front ; lamellae of the dorsal valve distinct : P.

hiightii, P. galeatus, P. pseudogaleatus.

2. Elongate forms with the valves subequally convex, lobed or sub-

sinuate ; internal structure essentially as in P. knif/htii, and of which P.

ohhngus^ P. lens? are typical forms.

3. Forms ovate, more or less rotund, with a sinus on the ventral valve

and a mesial fold on the dorsal valve ; internal structure of the ventral

valve as in P. kniglitii. Dorsal A^alve with the crura or lamellae of the

hinge-plate conjoined so as to form a separate trough-shaped cavity,

which unites with the inner surface of the valve ; a narrow area on each

side of the fissure, and a flattened space or false area along the cardinal

margin of the valve. P. aratus and P . papilionensis are of this type.

Genus Pentamerella.

4. Forms more or less elongate, lobed or with mesial fold and sinus

;

hinge with an extended area on the ventral valve : internally a short

V-shaped pit in the ventral valve supported by a septum. In the dorsal

valve, the crura are free almost or quite from their origin (as in Spiri-

Cab. Nat. 25
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fera), and forming no vertical lamellse. P. liratiis and P. microcamerus

are European forms of this type = the Genus Stricklandinia of Billings
;

of which *S'. canadensis, S. brevis, S. gaspensis and >S'. anticostensis are charac-

teristic forms.

5. Short gibbous or ventricose forms ; the ventral valve much the

larger, with or without mesial fold, a large fissure, and elongate much

incurved trough-shaped pit. Dorsal valve depressed in front : an area on

both valves ; that of the ventral valve striate as in Spirifera
; lamellae

of dorsal valve separate and diverging. Genus Gypidula, of which G.

(P.) occidentalis and G. Iwviusculus are types.

6. Rotund or gibbous forms, with the valves, as in ordinary Penta-

MERUS, reversed. The ventral valve is the smaller, gibbous in its upper

part, depressed or sinuate below, with the V-shaped pit sessile for nearly

its entire length ; a small flattened space on each side of the fissure. The

dorsal valve is ventricose, larger than the ventral, with prominent umbo.

The hinge-plate is extended in gradually converging vertical lanaellse

which are joined to the shell throughout their length, while the crura

are extended into the cavity in thin free lamellae. Genus Anastrophia,*

of which Pentamems verneuili, P. interplicatus and P. reversiis are types.

7. Forms elongate, not lobed. Ventral valve Avith connected dental

lamellae, forming a trough supported on a septum. Dorsal valve with

free crura : no area. Shell-structure punctate. Genus Amphigenia : type

Pentamems elonc/atus (Vanuxem) = Amphigenia elongata.

These modifications of a type, of which, until recently, but two genera

have been recognized, are well marked in nature, and they seem to me

to demand some farther recognition than that of subordination to the

Family Rhynchonellid^. I shall therefore propose the Family Penta-

MERiD^ to include the genera above enumerated, as well as the Genus

Camarophoria, and probably Triplesia and some of the species of

Camarella,! and perhaps also the Genus Gypidia of Dalman, making

G. conchgdiimi the type.J In this arrangement, it appears to me that we

* I am aware that Mr. Shaler, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, in a

Bulletin of that Institution, has proposed the name Brachtmerus for these forms; but since that

name is preoccupied for a genus of Coleoptera, it cannot be adopted in this relation ; and my
own determmation of the generic distinction of these forms having been made long since, I shall

adopt the name proposed above.

1 1 cannot recognize the rhynchonelloid typical species of Camarella as congeneric with many

of those more recently placed under that genus by its author.

% In the revision of the Pentamerid.1:, I am by no means sure that the Genus Gtpidia will

not be recognized. I have under consideration at the present time an American species of similar
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have a well-marked family of Brachiopoda which has existed from the

earliest palseozoic epoch, and has continued throughout the entire series

to its close.

Under the Genus Pentamerella are placed P. arata ( = Pentamerus

arahts\ P . jyapilionensis ( = Pentamerus papilionensis) , P. micula (n. s.), P.

obsolescens (n. s.), and P. duhia (= Sjnrifer dubius, Hall, Thirteenth Report

on State Cabinet).

The Genus Gypidula includes G. occidentcdis ( ^= Pentamerus occidentalism

Hall, Geol. Report of Iowa), and G. Iceviiiscula (n. s.).

The term Amphygenia is proposed to include the original Pentamerus

elongatus of Vanuxem, which possesses characters imlike any other genus

of the pentameroid family ; the A. elongata, and a variety undidata. The

species formerly described as svhtrigonalis appears to be only a variety of

the A. ehngata.

The Genus Renssel^ria is recognized with doubt, and a single species,

R.? johanni, is noticed from rocks of the age of the Upper Helderberg

group in Iowa.

The Genus Terebratula is recognized in the following species

:

Terebratula lens,

T. sullivanti (n. s.),

T. harmonia (ii. s.),

T. rcemingeri,

Terebratula elia (u. s.),

T. jucunda (h. s.),

T. navicella (n. s.),

T. sirmdalor (n. s.).

It has been found necessary to preserve the generic term Cryptonella

for some of the species originally placed under that genus, as will be seen

from the following citation, pages 392 and 393 of the volume.

GENUS CRYPTONELLA (Hall, 1861).

Shells equilateral, inequivalve, elongate, oval or ovoid; valves

unequally convex, without median fold or sinus, or with this character

moderately developed and principally towards the base of the shell.

Ventral valve with beak extended or incurved, perforate; foramen ter-

minal, the lower side formed by two small triangular deltidial pieces, or,

in their absence, by the umbo of the opposite valve. Shell-structure

finely punctate. Surface smooth, or with concentric striae. Valves

articulating by teeth and sockets, the dental lamellae of the ventral

external character, presenting certain modifications of the hinge-plate in the dorsal valve, vrhich

will require a distinct designation.
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valve extending downwards into the cavity of the shell. The muscular

impressions in the dorsal valve are strongly marked above, and extend

in two narrow separated impressions more than halfway to the front

of the shell : the ventral cast shows elongated muscular and vascular

impressions.

The species of this genus are more elongate than Merista and Meris-

TELLA, and those now known are less distinctly marked by mesial fold

and sinus
;
while the beak is more attenuate, often a little flattened, and

i^arely so closely incurved, as in the genera cited. The punctate struc-

ture of the shell is a distinguishing character.

This genus was first described as above cited, and figures of the

exterior form and of the interior of the valves were given in the

Fifteenth Report. The results of some farther investigations were given

in the Sixteenth Report, and an illustration of what was supposed to be

the internal appendages of the shell. Al^out the same time it was

discovered that some punctate shells of the same general form possessed

the loop of Terebratula proper ; and it became a matter of great interest,

and still greater difficulty, to determine the internal structure of the

species. I had referred to this genus the Terebratula lens^ T. UncMceni,

T. rectirostra and T. planirostra, species described in a preceding report.

Having ascertained that the internal loop in Centronella glans-fagea is

essentially similar to that of C. julia (Winchell), a species having the

external form of Cryptonella, I supposed it possible that the two genera

might be merged into one. Since that time, I am not aware that any

farther investigations have been made, tending to throw light upon this

subject.

It has therefore appeared to me very desirable to learn, if possible, the

internal structure of any one of those species which I originally referred

to the Genus Cryptonella. Of two of these, C. rectirostra and C. j^lani-

rostra, I have fortunately been able to obtain an exposition of the form

and structure of the loop, as will be shown in the illustrations of the

species.

The crura have the general form of those in Waldheimia, extending

in a long recurved loop, with long processes descending into the ventral

valve, between which and the apex of the shell the crura are united by

a transverse, band, differing in this respect from that genus, while the

muscular impression and extended beak offer other distinctions.

I have thought it desirable, therefore, to continue the name Crypto-

nella to include these two authentic species ; while the other two species

are included under it from their general form.
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I have continued the Terehratula lens under that genus, without knowing

its internal structure, but from its external similarity with those which

have proved to belong to Ihat genus.

These investigations have clearly shown how difficult, or even impos-

sible it is to refer to their proper generic relations these fossils from

external form and character alone.

The following species are retained under this genus : Cryiotonella recti-

rostra, C.])lanirostra^ C. ipMs (n. s.), C. ImcMceni* and a doubtful form, C.

(^Terehratula) eudora^ from the Chemung group.

Under the Genus Centronella are described the C. glans-fagea, C.

alveata, C. impressa and C. glaucia (n. s.).

A farther study of the genus Tropidoleptds has revealed certain

features of internal structure, which seem to ally it with the Terebratu-

lidae.

The typical species of this genus is a concavo-convex shell, having the

general form of Lept^na and Strophomena
, and was originally described

by Mr. Conrad as Stroplmnena carinata. It differs from all the genera of

Strophomenidai in both external and internal characters, and, for these

reasons, has been separated. The shell is externally strongly ribbed,

and the tisxture is finely punctate throughout its substance. The ventral

area is well defined, narrow and linear. The fissure or foramen is very

large and wide, and is excavated above the area line, coming quite up to

the beak, and sometimes even including the apex which is worn away or

absorbed.

The teeth, which are a little separated from the margins of the fora-

men and not continuations from it, are strong and thickened below, while

they are deeply crenulated on the summit and exterior margins. There

is a narrow low median ridge in the cavity of the valve ; and the div^ari-

cator muscular impressions have not been satisfactorily observed.

The dorsal valve has a narrow area, and a wide and strong cardinal

process which nearly or quite fills the foramen of the opposite valve.

This process is often simple exteriorly, above the limit of the smooth or

striated pseudo-deltidium which covers it near the hinge-line ; but just

within the valve it is broadly grooved in the middle, usually with two

small deep pits just within the external smooth callosity, and on each

side there is a groove and accessory lobe, frequently not conspicuous.

The divisions made by the median groove diverge and terminate below

* This species has proved to be a true Terebratula.
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Fig. 1.

in obtuse processes which have some similarity with the bases of crural

processes in Orthis, but have more analogy with the Terebratulidge.

These processes are sometimes clearly broken at their termination, but

are often smooth as if the roughened surface had been cicatrized during

the life of the animal. Below these forks of the process there is a

narrow median crest or septum which

reaches beyond the middle of the valve,

and sometimes nearly to the front. From

the limbs of the thickened divergent pro-

cesses there proceed slender crura, which,

at first bending slightly outwards, send

off" a short spur into the ventral cavity and

are thence directed foi'wards, and gently

curving, join the median crest, to which

they are attached, forming a loop of pecu-

liar character. The occlusor muscular impressions have rarely been seen

with any degree of distinctness ; but the depressions just at the termina-

tion of the crural processes, and on each side of the median ridge, are

striated ; and this striation often ^ „' Fig 2.

extends in a wide flabelliform s / /

margin, the interior of both

valves is strongly pustulose. In the accompanying wood-cuts, fig. 1

represents the interior of the dorsal valve, and fig. 2 a longitudinal sec-

tion of the valve
; /, cardinal process ; J, crenulated teeth-sockets ; c,

crural processes ; I, loop ; s, septum.

In the punctate texture of this shell, it differs from either of the

Genera Lept^na, Strophomena or Strophodonta ;
but this might not be

an objection to admitting Tropidoleptus into the family, were the other

characters coincident. The area is longitudinally striated, and presents

a different aspect from any of the Strophomenid^, but has analogy with

some of the Orthides. The teeth are not extensions of the lamellae

bounding the foramen, but distinct from it and deeply crenulate or lobed,

and inserted into corresponding crenulate sockets in the dorsal valve.

The form of muscular impressions, so far as known, is not very dissimi-

lar to those of Strophomena or Orthis.

In comparing the form of the cardinal process and its appendages, we

shall find it almost entirely similar to that of the Leptoccelia, as shown
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in two authentic species {L. flabellites and L. fanhriata) ^ and the muscular

impression of the ventral valve is quite like that of the same species.

The exterior extremity of the cardinal process presents considerable

variety of aspect, when a large number of individuals are examuied.

In some of them this part, if stripped of the external callosity of pseudo-

deltidium, would have the main process bilobed, with a sinus a little

below the apex, and an accessory lobe on each side similar to some of

the species of Productus.

The Tropidoleptus carinatus is the typical species of the genus. A
western form has been described under the name T. occidens.

The relations of the Genus Vitulina are not fully established. The

shell-structure is punctate, with a papillose surface, a high area on the

ventral valve, with a large triangular fissure. The genus embraces a

single species, the Vitulina pustulosa.

The author, both in the preface and the body of the volume, has made
acknowledgments to many gentlemen for their liberality in furnishing

specimens for study and illustration during the progress of the work.

Among those specially named are Dr. G. A. Williams, of Boonville, Mo.;

Dr. James Knapp, of Louisville, Ky. ; Dr. C. Rceminger, of Ann-Arbor,

Mich. ; Major S. S. Lyon, of Jeflfersonville, Ind. ; Mr. 0. St. John, of

Waterloo, Iowa; Col. E. Jewett, of Utica, N. Y.; Joseph Sullivant,

Esq., of Columbus, Ohio; the late Dr. Mann, of Milford, Ohio; Prof.

Weight, of Hamilton, and J. DeCew, Esq., of Cayuga, Canada West.

A special tribute is paid to the late Ledyard Lincklaen, Esq., of Caze-

novia, with whom the author enjoyed an uninterrupted friendship of

many years, and who at all times liberally aided the progress of geologi-

cal investigation, and contributed to the State Museum and the Natural

History publications of the State.

The drawings illustrating the species have all been made by Mr. R. P.

Whitfield and lithographed by Mr. F. J. Swinton, and the proof sheets

have been revised by Mr. John Paterson.

Albany, December, 1866.





INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE GRAPTOLITIDJl.

\
Bt JAMES HALL.

The following pages are essentially a reprint of the introduction to

the descriptions of the Graptolites of the Quebec group, published in

Decade ii of Figures and Descriptions of Canadian Organic Remains.

The discovery of those remarkable Canadian forms in 1864 served for

the first time to give us a true idea of these fossil remains, and to eluci-

date much that had before seemed inexplicable or obscure in the

fragmentary portions described. The publication of the descriptions

and figures of the Graptolites of the Hudson River group in Vol. i

(1847) of the Neiv York Palceontology had added considerably to our

knowledge of their forms ; but the later discoveries, both in America

and Europe, have given a new interest to this group of fossils.

In the description of the general and structural characters of the

Graptolites in the Canadian Decade, I have made use of New York and

Western forms for illustration ; and in the present instance I have

borrowed from that work such illustrations as seemed to me necessary

to present the characteristic features of the group without regard to

locality. I still hope to present, at some fiiture time, the results of a

re-investigation and revision of the Graptolites of the rocks of New
York; but as this work maybe some time delayed, this introductory

notice of the Family Graptolitid^, in the interim, may be of some use

to the student of palasontology.

In the arrangement of the subject matter and the discussion of the

parts of the Graptolite, I have followed the order of arrangement and

essentially the use of the terms adopted by M. Barrande in his '' Ch^apto-

lites de Boheme^'' a statement which I had intended to precede the intro-

Cab. Nat. 26
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duction to the Decade above referred to. Were we to adopt the names of

parts proposed by Huxley and Allman in their studies of the Hydrozoa,

it would require some changes of the language used in the description

of the parts of the Graptolite ; and while there may be advantages in

the application of such terms, I can see little objection to retaining those

already in use.

I. Nature and, Form of Graptolites.

The name Gi-cqjtoHthus , originally proposed by Linn^us in the first

edition of his " Systema Naturce" (1736), was applied by him to objects

of entirely different character from those now known as Graptolites, and

included fucoidal and other markings of the rock surfaces, dendrites

and ruin-marble.

In the twelfth edition of his S^stema (1767), Linnaeus included under

this generic form several species, only one of which, the G. scalaris, cited

from his Scanian Travels, is a true Graptolite according to the modern

restriction of the generic term. The figure of this species has been

several times reproduced by authors ; and very recently, Mr. Carruthers,

in the Intellectual Observer,
Fig. 1.

'

has published a fac-simile of the

original, which I have copied, as

well as the translation of Lin-

NoEUs's description, from "Skanska

Besa," p. 147. Figure 1 is fac-

simile of the original figure of

Gi'ajjtoUthus scalaris.

Petrefaction of Graptolites of a curious kind, found in a slab of slate that

had been broken to pieces; the black characters of which, upon the gray stone,

resembled a line such as might be printed by a coin on its edge, and often ter-

minate in spiral ends.

In this case, the spiral ends can have had no connection with the linear

fossil figured, but belong to a very distinct species, perhaps to G. convo-

lutus of Hisinger (PI. 35, Sup. fig. 7), or to a similar form. To all

persons acquainted with these fossils, the figure of Linn^us represents a

Graptolite so preserved as to show the cell-apertures directed, partially

at least, towards the upper margin ; but there has been a difference of

opinion among naturalists as to whether it belongs to a species with a

single series of cells {Monograjytus), or to one with a double series {Biplo-
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graptus), but imbedded in such a manner as to show a single series, which

would accord with the description of Linnaeus, while at the same time

the oblique direction of the cell margins (serratures) is more in accord-

ance with a Graptolite having a single series of cells ; but if the upper

line, limiting the linear figure, be a part of the fossil, it could not have

belonged to the latter group. The fact that it is wider than ordinary

forms of Monograftus would not, in my opinion, be a strong argument

against its beloning to that group; for at that period figures of fossils

were not always drawn in their true proportions. I have, however, been

inclined to believe the original to have been a Diplograptm, partly perhaps

from a name applied by Linn^us, and also from the fact that we meet

with numerous specimens in this group presenting scalariform figures, as

I have had occasion to show, while they occur more rarely and less dis-

tinctly among the others. It is scarcely probable that the figure of

LinNjEUS was intended to represent a fossil with rectangular cellules, like

Climacogi-aptus , notwithstanding the figure of Prionotus scalaris of Hisin-

GER is of that type ; nor does it seem to me at all certain that the latter

is identical with the species of Linnaeus.* This question, however, is of

minor consequence, since there is no longer an}^ important difference

of opinion among naturalists as to the general nature and character of

the fossil referred to in this description and figure of Graptolitlius.

Until within a few years the Graptolites were, with two or three

exceptions, known only as simple, straight, or slightly curving linear

stipes or stems, usually lying in the same plane upon the slaty laminae

in which they were imbedded. Nearly all these were evidently fragmen-

tary, and though varying somewhat in their proportions, rarely exhibited

anything that could be regarded as the commencement or termination of

their growth or development. These bodies originally consisted of slen-

der tubes, composed of a corneous or chitinous substance, and having

more or less gibbosity ; but in their flattened condition, seldom preserve

more than a film of carbonaceous matter of extreme tenuity between

the layers of fissile slate in which they usually occur. The slender stipes

present a range of serratures either on one or both sides. Under more

favorable circumstances, these serratures are discovered to indicate the

apertures of cellules, symmetrically arranged in reference to each other,

and to the axis of the linear stipe. Others show parallel entire margins,

with transverse indentations across the central portion of the stipe.

* I have elsewhere endeavored to show that G. scalaris is a diprionidian form, exhibiting only

one margin.
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This appearance we now know to be due to the direction of the pressure

upon the body exerted at right angles to the cellules, and which will be

explained in the sequel.

The earliest opinion regarding these fossils was that they were of vege-

table origin;* and they have been thus considered by some authors even

at a very late period. Brongniart, in his great wox'k, Histoire des Vegetaux

Fossiks, has figured two species among the AlgjB. This reference was

followed in the earlier part of the Geological Survey of New York, by

Conrad, Mather, Vanuxem and Emmons. The animal nature of the

Graptolite was first recognized by Walch, who figured two species which

he describes as small toothed Orthoceratites. His view was subsequently

maintained by Wahlenberg, and after him by Schlotheim, who referred

them to the Cephalopoda, regarding them as extremely slender Orthoce-

ratites. This opinion may have received support from specimens in

such condition as G. scalaris, where the indentations are limited on each

side by a continuous margin ; but in such as present a single or double

series of marginal serratures, the analogy seems very remote. Professors

Geinitz and Quenstedt advocated the same view at a much later date

;

though it has since been abandoned by these authors, from more extended

investigations. Bceck supposes the Graptolites may have been the arms

of Radiata or Cephalopoda.

Professor Nilsson first suggested the true relations of these fossils, and

maintained that Graptolites were Polyparia, belonging to the Family

Ceratophyta. Dr. Beck, of Copenhagen, regarded them as belonging to

the Group Pennatulidae, of which the Linnean Virgulmia is the most

nearly allied existing form. Sir Boderick Murchison has adopted this

' view of the relations of the Graptolites in his Silurian System.'] General

PoRTLOCK has fully recognized the Graptolites as Zoophytes, and has

pointed out their analogy with Sevtularia and Plumiilana.

The relations of Graptolites with the Cephalopoda had already been

fully disproved by M. Barrande (in the first chapter of his ^'Graptolites

de Boheme"), before the abundant materials for the refutation were

discovered in the remarkable forms of the Quebec group ; and most

naturalists were already agreed in referrmg these bodies to the Class

Polypi, to which they doubtless belong.

*• Bromel Qjicta Upmla, p. 312, 1727), referred the Graptolites of Sweden to the fossil leaves

of grasses.

t Silurian System, page 694; and letter of Dr. Beck, pp. 695-6.
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More recently, Mr. M'Crady, of South Carolina, has published a paper

on the '' Zoological Affinites of GraptoUtes"* in which he has endeavored

to show the similarity of the graptolitic forms with the echinoderm larvae,

as illustrated by MtJLLER. There is certainly much resemblance between

the enlarged figures given by that author and some forms of Graptolites

in the shales of the Hudson river valley ; while some of the figures with

central discs have a more remote analogy with certain forms from the

Quebec group. Some of the toothed rods of the echinoderm larvae like-

wise bear a resemblance to the Graptolites figured by Mr. Suess ;t and

there are still farther analogies pointed out by Mr. M'Crady, which,

however, may not be regarded as of equal value by the greater number

of naturalists.

For my own part, although admitting the similarity of form and of

some of the characteristics which were very kindly pointed out to me
by Mr. M'Crady, long before his publication, I cannot recognize the

analogy sought to be demonstrated. The establishment of the fact that

these toothlets or serratures are the extension of true cellules, each one

having an independent aperture, and communicating with a common
canal, should oflFer convincing argument against these bodies being other

than polyp-bearing skeletons. But in following the extensive series of

forms now presented to us, we have much evidence to show that some

of these were attached to the bed of the ocean, or to other bodies ; while

the greater proportion of the species and genera appear never to have

been attached to the sea-bottona.

It may not be easy to determine precisely the family to which these

graptohtic forms should be referred ; nor is it certain that the extensive

series now presented can all properly be referred to a single family.

Gen. Portlock has suggested that these bodies may constitute " several

genera belonging even to more than one order."J That they are true

Polypi, belonging to the Hydrozoa, I believe we shall be able to show,

both from analogies already established by various authors, and also

from their mode of development or reproduction as exhibited in some of

the species.

The specimens which have usually been observed or represented are

simple disconnected stipes, doubtless the dismembered or fragmentary

* "Remarks on the Zoological Affinities of the Graptolites, by John M'Crady, made before-

the Elliott Society of Natural History of Charleston, S. C, at the meeting of July 15, 1857."

[Extract from the Proceedings, vol. i.]

t JVaturivissenchaflliche Abhandlvngen, Vierter Band, Tab. viii and ix.

t Geological Report on Londonderry, &c., p. 318.
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portions of fronds, which, presenting in the different species great varie-

ties of form and aspect when entire, are nevertheless composed of parts

so similar that these fragments, though indicating specific differences,

offer little clue to a knowledge of the entire form.

Taking these species which, in the form of their cellules and in the

separated fragments of the frond, would be referred to Graptolitlms proper,

Fig. 4

Fis. 5.

and tracing them, as we are now able to do in many species, to their

perfect condition, we find a great variety of form and mode of growth.

In the simplest of these, we have two stipes diverging from a radicle

or initial point; and the parts remain so complete as to admit of no

doubt that this is the entire skeleton of the animal. The cellules near

the base of the stipe are not so fully developed, while also those near the

extremities have not reached their full dimensions ; and the last one

is sometimes barely perceptible, or just assuming its form from the

common body. These characteristics are perceptible in figure 2 of Grap-

tolithus (Didymograptus) pennatulus.
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In tlie next stage we have four simple stipes diverging from an initial

point, and all evidently entire, as shown in the development of the

cellules in GraphUthus {Didijmograptus) hryonoides (fig. 3).

In some species of this mode of growth, the bases of the stipes are

united in a more or less expanded disc or cup of the same substance as

Fig. 6.

Fig. 6a.

Fig. 7.

the body of the graptolite. The form of this disc is shown in fig. 4 of

Graptolitlms {Loganograptus) lieadi.

In a further development in the same direction, we have fronds with

eight simple stipes, which may or may not be united in a central disc,

as in G. {Loganograptus) octohrachiatus (fig. 5).
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In Graptolithus {Loganogmptus) logani (Figs. 6, 6a and 7), we have

numerous simple stipes united in a central disc or cup ; while in some

specimens otherwise precisely similar, we have no remains of the disc.

In all these species the parts are disposed in a symmetrical and bilateral

arrangement.

The stipes of this species do not bifurcate beyond the disc, and there

ri«- 8- are no cellules below the last bi-

furcation. The number of stipes

in different individuals varies

from sixteen to twenty-five, so

that this character cannot be made

ofspecific importance. In another

similar species without a central

disc, G. miiltifasciatiis (Fig 8) from

the Hudson river formation, we

have above forty stipes, which

do not bifurcate, so far as known, beyond the commencement of the

cellules.

Fig. 8 a.

The separated and broken stipes referred by me to Graptolithus Sagitta-

rius* of HisiNGER are probably of the same species, occurring as they do

in great numbers in the same beds in which this one was found.

* Paleontology of New York, Vol. i, page 272, PI. 74, fig. 1.
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In other species with a similar general arrangement of parts, the main

stipes are frequently bifurcated ; the bifurcations beginning near the

base, and continuing as far as the parts can be traced in the stone as in

(fig. 8« of Graptolithus {Dichograptus) flexilis , with branchlet enlarged). In

some of the species of this character the cellules begin near the base of

the stipes, while in one species they are not known to exist except on the

outer branchlets.

Thus far we trace these forms through what appear to be very natural

stages in the progress of development of the parts, which are all con-

structed upon the same plan, presenting only natural and we may almost

say consequent modifications.

The character of stipes and cellules in all these is such that the sepa-

rated fragments would afford no means of indicating whether the part

belonged to two, four, or eight-stiped species, or to those with numerous

simple stipes, or with branching stipes, unless the fragment retained a

bifurcation. It is on this account that I have not adopted several pro-

posed designations for the graptolites with a single series of cells, since our

collections are mostly in a fragmentary condition, which must render it

impracticable with our present knowledge, to make the proper reference.

A variety of form is exhibited in the division termed Dendrograptus,

in which we may conceive of the numerous stipes near the base becom-

ing conjoined into one strong stem, with the bifurcating branchlets

spreading above, and this stem probably fixed in the soil. We then have

a representation of the typical forms of this genus, as in the accompany-

FlG. 9. Fig. 10,

ing figure of Dendrograptus flexiiosus (fig. 9, branchlets enlarged) and as

illustrated on Plate iv of this memoir.

In the species Dendrograptus hallianus (figure 10), as shown in the

enlargements of the branchlets, we have a form of cellule similar to that

Cab. Nat. 27
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Fig. 11.

in observed fragments of the ordinary species of Graptolites. The cel-

lules are very minute, and from the frequent ramifications, this would

probably always be recognized as a branching species.

Some of the forms of Dendrograptus have slender spreading branches,

and less rigid stems than the typical species, but still retain the angular

cellules. From these we pass almost imperceptibly to the slender spread-

ing forms which I have termed Callograptus (PI. iv, figs. 13-15) in which

there is, apparently, some slight modification in the form of the cellule,

and the branches are sometimes united at regular intervals by slender

lateral processes. Except for the dark corneous or chitinous textures,

these, in their general aspect, might be regarded as slender Brj^ozoans.

From these forms there is an almost insensible gradation to the Dicty-

ONEMA, in which the branches are connected by lateral bars, at nearly

regular intervals, and the whole is

developed in a funnel-shaped or flabelli-

form frond,* with angular cellules on

the inner margins of the branches, as

in D. retiformis, figure 11.

There are certain other forms of

Graptolites, which, though possessing

linear, straight or slightly curving stipes

and angular cellules, like the typical

species, have yet a different aspect, and

do not so naturally fall into the series.

Among these we find

Graptolithus {Coenograp-

ius) cUvergens, figure 12, where the bilateral relation of

the parts is still shoAvn, but the celluliferous stipes or

branches are arranged on the two sides of a slender

rachis, and diverge on each side from what appears to

be the centre or initial point.

Among numerous specimens there are some slight variations of these

characters, but not any essential differences.

Another form, which we know only in small individuals, is illustrated

in figures 13-16, enlarged to twice their natural size, which remind one

of some forms of the recent Genus Crista.!

Fig. 1

* The typical species of the genus are clearly funnel-shaped, and all the others may he so lilce-

ffise ; but we know some of them only in fragments, of such form as to render it impossible to

determine whether the entire frond may have been flabelliform or infundibuliform.

t Should this form prove not to be the young of G. gracilis, it will require a new designation
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Fie. 15.

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

In another form with similar angular cellules, Graptolithus {Ccenogra'p-

tus) gracilis^ figs. 17, 18 and 19,* we have the following illustrations of

the mode of occurrence of the species:

Fig. 17.

Fig. is.

We have still another group, presenting some differences, more par-

ticularly in the development and form of cellules, than in their general

features or mode of growth ; and seeming in some species to unite the

characters of those having a single range, with those having a double

for which the specific name of surcularis will be appropriate, while the entire group will require

to be separated under a distinct generic or sub-generic head, for which I propose the name Cceno-

GRAPTUS.
* The fig. 19 was theoretically constructed, but has since been verified by the discovery of a

specimen having the same form and arrangement of parts.
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Ym. CO.

range of cellules. The simpler forms of this type are similar to the

two-stiped forms of the first series ; but in all those, whether of two,

four, or more stipes, the cellules are developed on the upper side, or that

side opposite to the initial point. In species like G. sextans, G. divaricatus

,

Fig. 21. and others of this type, the cellules

are on the lower, or same side with

the initial point or radicle. For these

forms I have proposed the name Dicrano-

GRAPTUS.

In Graptolitlms {Dicranograptus^ divari-

catus (Fig. 20), the fi-ond consists of two

simple uniserrate stipes ; and the same

is true of G. sextans, except that it is

united at the base for the length of a

single cellule. In G. fiircatus, the stipes

are conjoined for a distance of two or

three cellules above the base.

In Graptolitlms {Dicranograptus') ramosus,

as shown in fig. 21, and also in fig. 18 of

Plate ii, the lower part of the stipe, for

a considerable distance, has a range of

cellules on each side, parallel with the

axis ; and becoming bifurcate above, it

presents two stipes or branches, each

with a single range of cellules. All the

species of this group have a peculiarity

in the form of the cellules, which will be

noticed hereafter.

These species, in their mode of growth alone, present forms which

might be regarded as intermediate between the monoprionidian and
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Fig. 22.

diprionidian groups; though the typical forms, Grai^tolitlms {Diphgniftus)

pristis (fig. 22) and allied species, never show any tendency to a division

of the parts of the stipe ; and we shall observe, as we

progress, that these forms are connected with other

diffisrences of structure.

The types of this specie (Diprion or Diplograptus) are

simple linear or sub-linear stipes, bearing a range of

cellules on each side, often showing an initial point or

radicle at the base, and an extension of the slender axis

above and beyond the celluliferous portion. This axis is

sometimes divided, showing it to be composed of two

distinct laminjB, but this condition is extremely rare

among American specimens.

From these forms with a double series of cellules, we

pass to the broad filiform stipes, which are apparently

composed of four semi-elliptical parts conjoined along

their straight sides, and thus present four ranges of

cellules. These cforms (Phyllograptus) are, in some

species, broad and short, while others are elongate, with sub-parallel sides,

as shown in figures 23 and 24 of Plii/llograptiis angiistifoUus and P. typus,

and it may not always be possi-

ble to distinguish them from

Diplograptus.

From the occurrence of a large

number of these leaf-like stipes,

sometimes crowded together in

a small space, I have inferred

that they may have grown in

the same manner as Retiograp-

Tus (Plate iv).

Following the forms with a

double series of cellules, are those

of similar general form, the Re-

TiOLiTES, which are known only as simple stipes (Plate i,figs. 20 and 21).

In Retiograptus, the separate parts consist of simple elongate

stipes with the axis projecting at either extremity ; and in one form

(Plate iv, fig. 9), we have the stipes connected by slender basal exten-

sions of the axis, and the whole united in a spreading frond, in a manner

Fig. 24.
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Fig. 25.

not unlike some of the Graptolites (Monograptus) proper, witli the parts

in bilateral arrangement.

In the Genus Rastrites of Barrande, we find a departure from all of

the preceding forms, in the slender stipes with delicate slender tubular

cellules. The species of this genus, so far as known,

have the cellules developed on one side only of the stipes

or branches; though there seems no reason why we

should not have species with cellules upon the two sides

of the axis (fig. 25, Rastrites harrandi).

The species for which I have proposed the name

Thamnograptus, consist of slender cylindrical stipes and

branches, some of them very similar in general aspect

to Rastrites ;
but the alternating branches are long and

slender, and we ' fig. 2s.

have found no ap-

pearance of cellules on any part of

the specimens known.

In Thamnocfraptus typus (fig. 26),

the branchlets are given ofi" altern-

ately on the opposite sides of a stipe

or rachis, and the slender solid axis

can be traced from the main stipe

Fig. 27. into and along the

centre of the branch-

lets. The analogy

between these forms

and the celluliferous Graptolites of the preceding illusti'a-

tions does not appear to be very intimate, but they occur

in the same beds, and the fossil has the same texture and

substance.

In the Genus Ptilograptus (Plate iv), we have a some-

what analogous mode of growth, but there is always an

aspect or expression of the fossil which distinguishes it

from Thamnograptus. In one species of Ptilograptus,

moreover, cell-apertures have been detected on one side

of the branches or pinnulte.

In the Buthograptus (fig. 27, B. laxus, enlarged), we

have a form bearing some analogies with the preceding

;

but the rachis is flexible, and is not known to be branched.
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Fig. 2S.

while the slender alternating pinnulo3 are flat and simple, as they have

been observed in numerous individuals. The specimen represented is

even less curved than the usual con-

dition of this species in the slaty

Trenton limestone of Wisconsin.

Still more obscure, and perhaps

remote in its analogies with Grap-

tolites, is the Genus Inocaulis,

consisting of flattened scabrous

stems, associated with Dictyone-

MA in the shale of the Niagara

formation, which, from their car-

bonaceous substance and apparent

graptolite texture, I have referred

to the Graptolitidce (fig. 28, Ino-

caulis jjlumidosa*).

II. Structure of the Ch^axitolite.

In the study of the Hydrozoa, some terms have been applied to these

bodies and their several parts which are equally applicable to the Grap-

tolite family, as one of the same order of animal structures. The word

" polypary," a term long in use among the Zoophytes, emln'aces the

entire animal body whether simple or compound, and is perhaps prefer-

able to the simple '' froncV or " stipe,''' which are properly botanical terms.

In the nomenclature adopted for the Hydrozoa, the parts developed by the

nutrient and generative functions have given origin to the term ^Hropho-

some" for the one and "gonosome'''' for the other ; and the term "coenosmr''

not only applies to the common body or common fleshy basis of the

colony, but to the individual polypites occupying the cells or "hi/drotheca."

The initial point or radicle is termed the "h//drorhi.m;" the non-cellulife-

rous portions, or the part intervening between the initial point and the

commencement of the cellules, is termed the "hydrocaulus;''^ and the repro-

ductive or generative buds are termed '^gonophores.'"

There may be many advantages in the use of these terms, though

they do not cover all the ground required by the Graptolites, which pre-

* The specimens of this fossil are extremely obscure, and the figure does not properly represent

its characters. It is not however, a solid stem; and though, as has been asserted, it may not

belong to the Graptolitidas, no other relation has yet been proved.
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sent a certain development of form and parts not met with in the ordinary

forms of Hydrozoa. The central disc of the compomid forms requires a

special designation : and the little bar or funicle connecting the two

halves of the frond or polypary should be distinguished from the barren

portions of the stipes or branches which rise from it, and we must still

use the distinctive term "solid axis."

In the present paper, I shall have less hesitation in the use of the

simple and more easily understood terms, because the larger proportion

of copies will fall into the hands of those who will more readily compre-

hend and apply them. Following the preceding discussion of the general

character and forms among the Graptolitidce, we proceed to consider the

different parts, beginning with the initial point.

III. Central or Basal Portions of the Cirajytolite.

1. The radicle, or initial '^oini {liydrorliico): 2. The funicle, or non-

celluliferous connecting portions of the compound fronds, and the barren

poi'tions of the stipe (Jiydrocaidus) : 3. The central disc.

1. THE BADICLE, OB INITIAL POIWT.

In the most simple forms, or those Avith two stipes, as shown in the

figures on Plate iii, there is a slender initial process, which I have termed

the radicle. This presents a greater or less development in the different

species ; in some being reduced to a mere pustule, or scarcely perceptible

point, while in others it attains a quarter of an inch or more in length.

Although in none of the species with a single range of cellules does this

part show absolute evidence of having been attached to any other sub-

stance at the maturity of the fronds, yet it is possible that in the earlier

period of its growth, the body may have been temporarily attached at

this point to the sea-bottom or to some other oljject; though all the

evidence is opposed to this view.

In some of the bi-celluliferous forms, and probably in all of them, there

is a somewhat similar extension below the l^ase of the celluliferous por-

tion of the stipe, though it is usually more slender ; but whether this is

always the true initial point of the whole body, or whether it is only the

broken point of attachment to a frond, may sometimes admit of doubt.

It is conspicuous in Phijllograptiis tijpus; and we observe this feature also

in Retiograptus; but in one species of this we learn that it is only a

broken process of attachment of the individual stipe by its solid axis,
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which existed as one of the members of the entire frond, the true initial

point of which would be in the centre of the whole (Plate iv, fig. 9).

In all the forms of Graptolitidse which appear to have been free, the

initial point or radicle is in fact the commencement of the solid axis,

which will be noticed farther on. In those Graptolites with two simple

stipes, the little radicle-like process enlarges above, and the stipes,

diverging in opposite directions, are closely united at their bases, and

the cellules often begin almost in the axil between the two (Plate iii,

and figs. 1 and 2, page 173).

2. THE FTJUICLE.

In the Graptolites with four stipes, the condition appears like that

of two individuals of the two-stiped forms, conjoined by a straight

connecting process of greater or less extent, with the initial point in

the centre, though often obscurely marked. This connecting process

is ahvays destitute of cellules; and this, with its divisions, I have termed

the fiinicle.

In those forms with eight stipes, the funicle is twice divided at its two

extremities; and where there is a greater number of simple stipes, it is

correspondingly subdivided. Neither the central portion, nor any of its

subdivisions, become celluliferous ; and there is usually more or less of the

stipe above these subdivisions, both in the simple as well as the compound

forms, which is barren or non-celluliferous (the hydrocaidus'). It is only

beyond the last subdivisions of this part of the body, in such forms as

G-ra-ptolitlius logani, that the cellulifer- j.jg_ 29.

ous parts of the true stipes commence.

In one of the proper branching forms,

however, the cellules begin immedi-

ately beyond the first subdivisions

of the funicle, as in the four-stiped

species {Graptolitlius milesi, fig. 29).

These barren or non-celluliferous

portions of the graptolitic body, are not

otherwise essentially different from

other parts of the stipe. In the absence of cellules, they are conse-

quently more cylindrical, and apparently more solid, as if the test were

thicker and the interior canal less developed than in the other parts of

its extent.

Cab. Nat. 28
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3. THE CEBTTEAL DISC.

In several of the species having four simple stipes, in one species with

eight, and in another with a larger number of simple stipes proceeding

from a common centre, we find their bases united by a thickened corneous

expansion of the same substance as the body of the Graptolite. This

appears to be composed of two laminse, which, at least, in the central

portions are not conjoined, and the space is probably occupied by some

softer portion of the animal body (Plate iii, and figures 3, 4 and 6, pages

173, 174 and 175).

The substance of the disc sometimes extends along the margins of the

stipes, producing an alation, which may be observed in a slight degree in

the figures referred to ; while in one species {G. alatus), the extension is

twice as great as the width of the disc, extending an inch beyond the axil.

This arrangement of the parts of the body seems obviously adapted to

give strength and support to the bases of the stipes ; but beyond this

it probably serves other purposes of the animal economy. In several

specimens of G. hicornis there is a disc or bulb at the base of the stipe,

which, spreading between the two oblique curving processes, envelopes,

in the compressed condition of the specimens, some of the celluliferous

part near its base. In other specimens we have a crescent-shaped exten-

sion, as if the disc were in process of development, or perhaps of absorp-

tion. Much the larger proportion of the specimens of this species,

however, are destitute of disc or bulb, and have every appearance of

being complete without this appendage.

These aspects of the species are shown on Plate ii, figs. 13, 15, 16

and 17.

Many of the young individuals, or those in which the earliest develop-

ment of cells is perceptible, are enveloped in a sac or sheath, which may

perhaps perform some nutritive office in the devolopment of the germs.

How far the bulb-like appearance at the base of some of the species of

Dendrograptus may correspond to the disc or sac of G. hicornis and others,

I have not at this time the means of satisfactory determination.

IV. Ufature and Parts of the Stipe Proper.

1. The solid axis: 2. The common canal—common body, or coenosarc:

3. The calycles or cellules (Jiydrothecd) : 4. Nature and ornaments of

the test.
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1. THE SOLID AXIS.

All the Graptolites proper are provided with a slender solid axis,*

while this feature has not been satisfactorily proved in regard to Dictyo-

nema^ and some other forms.

In those species having a single series of cellules, this axis is upon the

back of the stipe, or on the side opposite to the celluUferous margin

;

and in the branching forms it is subdivided, following all the ramifica-

tions and holding the same relation to the cellules. In all the specimens

where it has been observed, it is a slender cylindrical or flattened filiform

solid body. In some extremely compressed specimens this axis appears

as a slender elevated ridge along the back of the stipe ; and where the

substance of the body has been removed, it leaves a narrow groove along

the margin of the impression.

In the examination of large numbers of specimens of the monoprio-

nidian species, of America, we have never found the axis prolonged

beyond, or denuded of, the cellules ; as shown in G. colomis, by Barrande,

in his Graptolites of Bohemia (Plate ii, fig. 5 of that memoir). In all

the specimens where the extremities of the stipes are entire, there is

never any extension of the axis beyond the last partially developed

cellule ; and the number of specimens in this condition is considerable.

In the Graptolites with two series of cellules, the solid axis is very

frequently seen extending beyond the celluUferous portion of the stipe

at its distal extremity, while the radicle is the continuation of the same

below the base of the cellules. The axis thus appears to be the founda-

tion on which the other parts are erected, being in these forms a condition

of their growth, and existing from the first appearance of the germs as

shown in several figures upon Plate i. In those older specimens, how-

ever, which present so great an extension of the solid axis beyond the

common body, the cellules may perhaps have been removed by subse-

quent causes ; or, in such cases, the absence of this extension of the

axis may be due to its having been broken off. It should be remarked,

however, that none of om- specimens having this character show any

evidence of the breaking or tearing away of the cells, nor do the cells

on one side extend beyond those on the other ; a condition we should

expect to find, had they been partially removed by maceration.

* In those species with a single series of cellules, M. Barrande has ascertained that this axis

is solid and cylindrical, its diameter not exceeding | millimetre, and its structure apparently

fibrous (^Graptolites de Boheme, page 4).
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I am able to corroborate, to some extent, the observations of M. Bar-

RANDE in regard to the apparent double character of this axis. In some

extremely compressed specimens, it is marked by a longitudinal groove

or line of division ;* while in others, a double impression has been left

by the removal of the substance.

In some specimens, particularly the younger ones, the solid axis has

been seen extending beyond the base of the stipe, as a duplicate process,

exhibitmg a character as of a double radicle. In several species there is

on each side a lateral process of similar character, extending rectangu-

larly or obliquely downward from the base of the lower cellules, and

usually having a greater length than the initial point itself. This feature

is shown in the germs and young Graptolites on Plate i, and in figures of

Graptolithus {Climacograftus) bicornis^ Plate ii. The same feature is shown

in a more extreme degree in G. (C.) atemianus of the Quebec group.t In

some solid specimens of one species, where the tube has been filled with

calcareous mud, I am able to detect only a single round point in the centre

of a transverse section ; and a longitudinal section of the same species

presents a slender filiform axis. It may be, however, that the parts are

so minute and so closely united, as to render them undistinguishable.

In another species, with two rows of cellules, and in which the latter

are of very different form from the preceding, the solid axis is a thin

flat apparently double plate, extending across the entire transverse

diameter of the tube, which is more than two-thirds as great as its

longer diameter. The place of the axis is marked by a longitudinal groove

on each side, not in a direct line, but slightly undulating to correspond

with the cellules (Plate ii, fig. 10). M. Barrande conceives that the

joining of the two plates of this axis may leave a very flat intermediate

tube; and in our specimen, there is apparently an extremely narrow

space between the two. He farther supposes that each of these plates,

composing the double axis, is separable, by decomposition, into two

laminae, as illusti'ated in Plate iii, fig. 3, of the work already cited.

The entire appearance of the species (Plate ii, fig. 10), is that of two

monoprionidian stipes joined together at the back, the line of junction

being indicated by the groove.

In one species of Retiolites, there is a strong eccentric or sub-exterior

axis, which is nearly direct; and in the same individual there is another

* The aspect presented by the axis, when marked by a longitudinal groove, is precisely that

which a hollovr cylindrical body would have if extremely compressed.

I Graptolites of the Quebec Group, Decade ii. Geol. Survey of Canada, PI. 13, figs. 12 and 13.
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undulating axis, to which tlie cell-divisions of one side are attached. In

the Retiolites of the Quebec group, one side of the stipe shows a very

distinct axis, while upon the other side it is very obscure*

In Retiograptus, we have a very distinct central axis projecting below

the celluliferous portion of the stipe, and in one species, uniting in a

funicle, and forming part of a compond form. In another species, the

simple stipes present similar features, showing at one extremity the

duplicate character of the axis.

In Phyllograptus, the central axis is apparently composed of four

slender flat laminae ; but we have had no means of examining this part of

the body in a satisfactory manner.

2. THE COMMON CANAL,-COMMON BODY OR CCENOSARC.

In all graptolites with a single series of cellules, there is, between the

bases of these cellules proper and the solid axis on the back of the stipe,

a continuous sub-cylindrical space or canal, which, in the living condition,

has been occupied by the common body of the polyp, from which the

buds, with their calycles forming the cellules, take their origin, and are

given off at regular intervals.

All the specimens examined confirm this view ; and in some of the

species where the extremities are apparently entire, we observe the inci-

pient development of the young cell from the common body. In those

specimens filled or partially filled with the substance of the surrounding

rock, this canal is easily distinguished ; while in compressed specimens

there is always a flattened space between the bases of the cell-partitions

and the solid axis.

In those graptolites with two ranges of cellules, we have apparently a

duplication of those with the single series, the two solid axes being joined

together, leaving a common canal or body on each side at the base of

each series of cellules. If, however, the common body were always thus

divided, it would be by the sold axis becoming a flattened plate. This

appears' to be true of some species (as for example, fig. 10, Plate ii);

while in others there is only a simple filiform axis visible, as in Clima-

COGRAPTDS. In this case, of course, there is not an entire division in the

common canal or body, after the manner of some other species. This

* The assertion made by some late writers that Rbtiolites has no solid axis, is not sustained

by any specimens we have seen. The original description of Barrande, that it has no solid

axis as in Diprion = DiPLOGRApins, I suppose may be understood as meaning no dividing axis,

which probably exists in all that group proper ; while Climacograptus has a filiform axis, not

very unlike the axis of Retiolites.
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feature is shown under the illustrations of the structure of these bodies

on Plate ii.

In R.ETI0L1TES, the common bodj occupies the central portion of the

stipe, giving origin to a series of buds or polypites on each side, while

the central axis is filiform and does not divide the interior canal.

In some species, the comanon body seems also to have more extensive

functions
; for in such forms as G. divergens and G. gracilis^ there is a

long slender rachis, or tubular body, destitute of cellules except at its

two extremities, and apparently consisting of a solid axis and a common

body, from which originate, at regular intervals, simple small stipes with

solid axis, common canal, and cellules.

This appears to be one step farther in our knowledge of the origin or

mode of development ; but it shows that a common body or main axis

may produce in one part celluliferous stipes, and its extremities develope

only cellules, as we see in the continuation of the main axis of G. gracilis,

and G. divergens, where the continuation of this common rachis is marked

by marginal cellules of the same character as those of the lateral stipes.

The common body (Ccenosarc) appears to perform in this case the

double fiuiction of developing the buds—polypites, which elongate into

stipes with cellules, and also of simple cellules at its two extremities; or

we may consider the celluliferous extremities of the rachis, or main axis,

as analogous to one of the lateral celluliferous stipes. These individual

stipes, if separated from the main axis, would have the appearance of

entire graptolites with the attenuate lower extremities ; and it seems to

me not improbable that some of the simple monoprionidian species, which

have been regarded as entire bodies, may in fact be only the separated

portions of fronds like that of Q. gracilis and similar forms.* In the Ser-

tularians we have something analogous to this mode of development.

Some of the species have cellules along the common or main trunk, and

produce at intervals branches or branchlets in place of cellules ; others

have a common body, or main stem, entirely destitute of cellules, but

producing branches on each side (opposite or alternate, as the case may
be), which branches bear cellules only.

So long as this rachis gives off only celluliferous stipes, it is analogous

to those parts of the simple Graptolites which I have termed the funicle,

having within itself the sources of this development of the several parts.

The mode of development differs from that of the branching forms,

inasmuch as the branches proper arise from a division of a cell-bearing

* [See also Ctriocjeaptus ; Carruthers, Geological Magazine, 1868.]
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stipe or branch, and of course a division of the solid axis and common

body.

In Retiograptus, some specimens show the cell-divisions reaching

nearly to the axis, leaving room on each side for a narrow common body

or canal; while in a species from the Utica slate, which presents one

side of an entire frond, the cell-divisions of the exterior side all reach

to the axis, leaving the common body on the other side.* In a species

from Norman's Kill, near Albany, there are three parallel ranges of

reticulations, with apparently two filiform solid axes, forming the

divisions between the three meshes. This structure probably occupies

one side of the stipe, while the common body may occupy the other

side.

In Phyllograptus, the cell-partitions reach very far towards the

centre, and the space left for the common canal is very small. We infer

from the better preserved specimens, that there is a slender common

canal at the base of each range of cellules. These several canals may

or may not communicate with each other.t

3. THE CALXCLES OB CELLULES.

Since a large proportion of the specimens of Graptolites which come

under our observation for the purposes of study or otherwise, are frag-

mentary, it becomes of much importance to know the general characters

of form and mode of development of the cellules.

In the preceding section it has been shown that the cellules, or the

inhabitants of these cellules, are not independent, but all have their

origin in a common body which fills the longitudinal canal, and that

they remain in • constant connection with the same throughout their

existence.

The calycle or cellule is formed by budding from one side of the com-

mon body, not unlike many of the Sertularians, except that the cellules

are generally close together at their origin. They are usually more or

less oblique to the direction of the axis, as is clearly indicated by the

cell -partitions; and the degree of obliquity often indicates specific

distinction. The cellules are for the most part contiguous at their origin,

* The expression here used is from an idea that the original form of the frond is funnel-shaped

;

and the inner side, upon which the common canal would he visible, now lies against the stone.

t 5Ir. Cakrdthers, in his recent paper on Graptolites, assumes that Phtllograptus has no

common canal or common body; but I do not know on what evidence this view is based. There

seems to me a narrow semicircular space at the base of each cellule ; and these, communicating

longitudinally, form the common canal which is occupied by a continuous body or canosarc.
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and they sometimes remain in contact throughout their entire length

;

but in the greater number of species, there is a small portion of each

one free on one side towards the aperture. This character is shown in

numerous examples (Plates i, ii and iii).*

In some forms the cellules are contiguous in their lower portions, while

the entire upper or outer part becomes free, as seen in G. ditonensis

(Plate i, figs. 1, 2 and 3); while in one of the bi-celluliferous species from

Iowa, the cellules are distinct from each other at their origin, and the

upper extremity of one scarcely reaches to the base of the next in

advance (Plate ii, fig. 10), and they are therefore not properly in contact

in any part of their length. The same is more emphatically true of

Rastrites where there is a large interval between the bases of the

cellules, which are often nearly rectangular to the axis.

The earlier or first developed cellules are always smaller than those

following, and they reach their full development at different distances

from the base or axil, in different species. Towards the distal extremi-

ties the cellules usually become gradually smaller, to the last one, while

sometimes they become abruptly less and less ; the latter feature probably

occurring in young and vigorous growing individuals, while the gradual

diminution is apparently characteristic of an approach to maturity.

Although we regard the cellule as limited by the cell-partitions, yet

in well-preserved specimens there is sometimes a swelling of the test of

the common body below the cellule, indicating an enlargement of the

parts at the bases of the polypites. In one species there is an evident

* The mode of budding and the form and arrangement of the cellules in the Sertularians are

shown in the accompanying figures of two species of Sertulaeia (figs 1 and 2) from our own
coast. Fig. 3, with a range of cellules on one side only, is a Plumularia.

Fig. 1. Fig. 3. Fig. 2.
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undulation of the axis, corresponding to this enlargement of the parts in

the common body (Plate ii, figs. 10 and 11).

In the diprionidian species, the cellules on the two sides of the stipe

are alternating, so that the bases or the apertures are opposite the space

between two others. This is more especially shown in figures 10 and

12 of Plate ii.

In much the larger proportion of species, the body of the Graptolite

and the cellules are so extremely compressed, that they appear only as

serratures along the margin, with distinct impressed lines marking the

cell-divisions. The exterior margin of these serratures indicates in an

approximate degree the outline of the aperture ; and the frequently

occurring mucronate extension at the extremity of the cellule is produced

by the continuation of the cell-partitions, or sometimes by an outgrowth

from the margin of the stipe above or below the aperture.

Were the cellules isolated, their prevailing form would be that of an

elliptical tube or sac, the length of which is greater than either of the

two diameters. When they are in juxtaposition, however, the contiguous

sides are flattened, while the lateral or external surfaces are usually

more or less curved, particularly near the aperture. In a larger propor-

tion of the species, the calycle becomes slightly expanded towards the

aperture ; but in a few examples there is a distinct contraction above

the middle, and the aperture is smaller than the base. Generally,

however, the smaller diameter is just at the junction with the com-

mon body, or at the junction of the cell-walls with the walls of the

common canal.

In a single diprionidian species, where the specimens are not distorted

by pressure, a longitudinal section of the stipe in the direction of its

greatest diameter (Plate ii, fig. 12), shows the cellules scarcely narrowed

at their origin with the common body ; while in a lateral view of the

specimen, the base of the cellule is seen to be much wider than the orifice

(Plate ii, fig. 10).

In many of the species a transverse section of the cellule near the

base is quadrangular, becoming more rounded towards the aperture ; and

when the upper part of the cellule is free, the aperture is round or ellip-

tical, and in some specimens the calycle is elliptical or cylindrical

throughout its entire length. We have examples of the quadrangular

cellules in G. extensus (Plate iii, fig. 12) and G. odobrachiatus (Plate iii,

figs. 25 and 27) ; as well as in one species of Phyllograptus (Plate iv, figs.

1, 2, 4 and 5). Where the cellules are more nearly isolated, they
Cab. Nat. 29
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approach more and more to the cylindrical form, as in Rastrites. As

examples of cellules contracted towards the aperture, we have Graptoli-

tJius priodon, Barrande, and G. ciintonensis, Hall (Plate i, figs. 1, 2 and 3).

M. Barrande has remarked that from the circumstance of the partial

or complete isolation of the successive alveoles of the same series, we

may easily conceive that the walls of contact in contiguous cellules should

be double. This fact he has ascertained from decomposing specimens of

G. priodon ; and we have the same evidence in some of our species. In

the cellules of the ordinary mode of development, each one is an inde-

pendent part of the organization, and is provided with its individual

body and cell-walls, as if each cellule were isolated. Whenever two of

these are in contact, the cell-walls coalesce as far as the contact con-

tinues ; but when becoming free, the cellule assumes its normal condition.

In some specimens of Phyllograptus we find this evidence of double

walls in the cell-partitions.

In G.putillus, illustrated on Plate ii, figs. 10, 11 and 12, the cell-walls,

although contiguous to and adjoining the walls of the body (and not free),

do not coalesce, but are readily separable without fracturing their sub-

stance, and the same is true of G. ciintonensis.

There are cellules, however, where the production of the calycle by

budding from the common body is not so obvious. These forms are like

G. bicomis and G. anttennarius , where the orifice is a simple transversely-

oval aperture in the side of the stipe ; and in the flattened specimen, it

appears like a rectangular or slightly oblique semi-oval notch in the

margin. Its true form is perceived only when the cavities of the polyp

have been filled with mineral matter, or when the stipes are flattened

vertically against the apertures : they then give the form which has

been described as G. scalaris. This form of cellule is shown on Plate ii,

figs. 1 and 2, which are enlarged from a specimen retaining nearly its

original proportions. Just within the limits of the cellules, and extend-

ing the entire length of the stipe, there is a longitudinal depressed line;

and along this line, and running thence almost rectangularly to the outer

limits of the stipe just above the aperture, the cell-partitions join the

exterior test, and project in an extended border or flange.

In specimens stripped of the test, where the interior has been filled

with stony matter, the cell-partitions present the appearance shown in

Plate ii, fig. 3 ;
while there is a large central space apparently occupied

by the common body, but without the appearance of a central axis on

the exterior surface. When the surface is ground down to a plane inter-
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mediate between the exterior and the centre, it presents the aspect of

fig. 4 ; and when the cutting is carried to the centre, it gives the charac-

ters of fig. 5, the cell-divisions apparently reaching to the axis.

The general form of this stipe in section (fig. 6), approaches that of

Retiolites, as shown by Barrande and Geinitz
;
and in the arrangement

of the common body and axis, there is a departure from the typical

diprionidian forms of Graptolithus. In this transverse section we have

a somewhat concavo-convex form, which is narrower on the concave side.

There is a central or sub-central point indicating the filiform solid axis

;

and on each side of this are the divisional cell-walls, which produce a

slight contraction of the exterior walls of the stipe at the inner limit of

their attachment. Another section (fig. 7), shows the same features,

together with the remains of two other cell-divisions, neither of which

reach to the exterior walls of the Graptolite ; and the one on the right

hand shows the narrow extremity just before joining the axis.

These sections, together with numerous other longitudinal, transverse

and oblique sections, compel us to conclude that this Graptolite possesses

a filiform central or sub-central apparently solid axis ; and that the cell-

partitions originate from, or are joined to this axis. These cell-partitions

appear to consist of triangular plates, which have an unequally arching

or convex upper sm-face, and a concave lower surface. This form of cell-

partitions would leave the alveoles to communicate at their bases with

the common body on each side.*

In some forms having cellules of this character, as in G. bicornis proper,

there is, in the flattened stipes, an external ridge, as if indicating the

junction of the axis with the external walls. But in examjDles where

this axis extends beyond the celluliferous portion of the stipe, it is com-

pressed, having the aspect of a flattened cylindrical filiform body. It

has no appearance of having been flat, or laterally extended within the

body of the stipe.

In the ordinary forms of Graptolites, the orifice of communication

between the cellules and the common body is usually round, oval or

quadrangular ; and this appears to be true of all the species with a single

range of cellules, and also of the ordinary forms of those two ranges of

cellules where the common body is divided by a longitudinal axis.

* The cell-partitions in this form of Graptolites are represented as they appear to exist in the
solid specimens examined, on Plate ii, fig. 9, where, curving gently downwards on their exterior

margins from the upper edge of the orifice, they turn more ahruptly towards the axis, while the
central portion extends obliquely to the axis, leaving a broad arch above, which gradually becomes
angular as it approaches the axis.
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In Retiolites, where there is no well-marked division limiting the

common body, the union of the cellules with it is not so well defined

;

nor does there appear to be, in these forms, a continuous cell-partition:

the cellules open in a quadrangular aperture, which is a little oblique to

the transverse diameter.

In those Graptolites with the simple transversely-oval orifices in the

test, as G. hiconiis, the arrangement of the common body and the commu-

nication of the cellules differ from all the other forms. There is an

apparent double communication with the common body, giving not only

the usual bilateral arrangement of the parts generally, but a bilateral

arrangement of the parts in the individual alveoles.

The external orifice of the cellule in Graptolites is extremely variable

in form, and in its relative direction to the body of the cellule and to

that of the general axis. In a large proportion of the species, the aper-

ture is oblique to the axis of the cellule, a little expanded, and thickened

at the margin. The lower or posterior edge is often prolonged into a

mucronate point or expansion. This feature, combined with the various

degrees of curvature at or near the aperture, produces a great diversity

of external expression in the orifice.

In G. nitidus and G, extensus, Plate iii, the plane of the orifice is nearly

rectangular to the axis of the cellule ; while in G. lifidus and G. penna-

tidus and others, the margin is produced into a strong mucronate exten-

sion. In G. octobrachiatus , the line of the cell-margin makes an angle of

more than 90° with the axis of the cellule.

In mature individuals of G. clintonensis the upper part of the cellule is

recurved, and the orifice opens downward nearly at right angles to the

general axis, having a slight spreading and thickening of the border. In

less mature individuals the orifice is apparently angular, and opens

upward, while the plane of the aperture makes less than a right angle

with the direction of the general axis. It would appear that in the

progress of growth the cell-walls are continued, gradually contracting

above, and, after becoming free from the adjacent cellule, form a slender

gradually curving tube, which, in mature individuals has its orifice

directed backward.

In Dendrograptus, the form of the orifice and outline of the aperture

present variations similar to those of the simple uniserrate Graptolites

;

but some species show modifications in the form of the cellule which do

not accord with the more simple species of the genus. In Dicttonema,

the cellules are not fully known
;
the orifices are marked by a prominent
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mucronate extension, and apparently simulate the more common forms

of Graptolites (Plate i, fig. 5).

In the bicelluliferous species the compressed specimens present the

plane of the orifice, sometimes rectangular to the general axis, sometimes

with the outer margin a little advanced , making an acute angle with the

axis of the cellule ; while sometimes the plane of the margin of the aper-

ture is rectangular to the axis of the cellule, or rarely makes with it an

obtuse angle. The cellules of Retiograptus, which have not yet afforded

means of satisfactory examination, apparently have their orifices nearly

rectangular to the general axis of the stipe.

In one of the forms of the bicelluliferous Graptolites, the cellules are

sub-elliptical tubes, with an orifice of corresponding form, without exten-

sion beyond a slight thickening or callosity at the margin of the orifice.

The plane of the cell-aperture in this one makes an obtuse angle with

the direction of the general axis.

In forms like G. bicomis, the external orifice is transversely oval, with

or without a projection and thickening of the test from the cell-partition

above the orifice, or extension of the test.

4. OHnsrAMENTS OF THE TEST.

The compressed condition in which the Graptolites usually occur, is

unfavorable to the preservation of any minute surface-markings, or orna-

ments of the test.

In many of the species, fine striae, parallel to the margins of the cell-

apertures, are perceptible, and in the larger number of species this

marking is all that is preserved. There is sometimes a granular

appearance of the surface ; but I have not been able to satisfy myself

that this is the actual surface-texture, and it may be a condition induced

by mineralization. In a few examples, there is a row of minute pustules

at the base of, and corresponding to the cellules.

The stems and branches of Dendrograptus, Callograptus and Dictyo-

NEMA, are irregularly striated. In typical species of Retiolites the test

is finely reticulate; while in the species from the Quebec group, this

texture, if existing, is so fine as not to be readily resolved by an ordinary

lens. The surface, however, has not the appearance of entire smooth-

ness, as in most of the ordinary Graptolites.

The chief ornaments of these bodies are the mucronate extensions of

the test, usually from the lower margins of the cellules, but sometimes

from the upper margins. In ordinary forms of the species, with single,
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and with double ranges of cellules, the mucronate or setiform extensions

are usually from the lower extremity of the cell-aperture, as illustrated

in fig. 30.

In all those forms of which G. hicornis may be regarded as the type,

Fie 30. these processes, when existing, are extensions of the test above

I

the aperture, so far as observed (Plate ii, figs. 1 and 9) ;
or as in

\ species of the character of fig. 20, Plate ii.

In some species of Diplograptus there is a single mucronate

extension from the lower side of the cell aperture, as in the

^\, accompanying illustration, fig. 30, of Gmptolithus (Diplograptus)

^
whitjieldi, twice enlarged.

In others, as G. quadrimucroiiatus (Plate iii, figs. 1 and 2), there

is a mucronate point extending from each of the lower lateral

angles of the cellules ;
as also in G. testis of Bareande

;
except

that in the Canadian species these appendages are more rigid.

In Pliyllograftus typiis and P. ilicifolius, these processes are

apparently the extension of the angles of the cell-partition.

The cellules of Dendrograptus, Callograptus and Dictyo-

NEMA sometimes show mucronate extensions from their outer

margins. In Retiolites the cellules sometimes terminate in a

plain margin, and in one species the divisions are extended in short

strong mucronate points (Plate i, figs. 5 and 21, and Plate iv, fig. 11).

All the species of Retiograptus have the margins of the stipes gar-

nished with slender mucronate points, corresponding to the cellules, and

extending almost rectangularly to the axis (Plate iv, figs. 8 and 9).

These ornaments are not always uniformly develojjed in the same

species or even in the same individual. In the larger proportion of

specimens of G. ramosus, the margin of the cellules are apparently plain

;

but in the cellules of the simple part of the stipe we sometimes find a

rigid mucronate point, prolonged from the upper margin or limit of the

cell-aperture (Plate ii, fig. 20). In G. sextans, the mucronate point is half

way between the two cell-apertures.

In specimens of G. sextans, and in some allied forms from the Hudson

River formation at Marsouin, Canada East, the stipes and cellules are less

fully developed than' in those of the same species from Norman's Kill,

near Albany, while the mucronate extensions from the cell apertures are

more conspicuous.

Besides these ornaments, there is on each side of the radicle or initial

point at the base of most of the diprionidian species of Graptolites, a
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small process, varying in length, and usually directed downwards. These

processes are usually short, but often considerably extended ; in some

species they are very slender, while in others they are strong and rigid.

In G. pristis they are frequently seen as short slender processes ; while

in G. bicornis they are rigid, strong, and slightly curving. In G. anten-

narius, a congener of the latter, they are slender setiform processes,

directed downwards.

In no species of Phyllograptus have such appendages been observed

;

nor have they been seen at the bases of the stipes of Retiolites.

V. 3Iode of Meprodtiction and Development in the GrajitoUtidw.

As already remarked, the Graptolites proper are now generally referred

by authors to the Radiata—Htjdrozoa; while some forms, which I include

in the family, have been heretofore regarded as reticulate bryozoans, or

as gorgonians.

In nearly all the true bryozoan forms among fossils, we have the means

of tracing the relations and analogies, both in manner of growth and

reproduction, throughout all the successive geological periods, and in the

present fauna. It becomes therefore more difficult to discover such

analogies for the Graptolitidae, since the Graptolites proper disappear

from existence in the Silurian period ; and the latest form of Grap-

tolitidae {Dictyonema) is not found, so far as now known to me, in

American strata, at a later period than the Hamilton formation or

Middle Devonian. From this cause the mode of growth and develop-

ment are not so readily understood as in those families which can be

traced throughout the geological series, and still find their analogues

in the present seas.

In 1858, I laid before the American Association for the Advancement

of Science, a notice, with some illustrations of Graptolite stipes, bearing

what I then regarded, and do still regard, as the reproductive cells

{Gonopliores). These cells first appear as small ovate buds upon the

margins, projecting but little beyond the regular cellules, and, becoming

enlarged, form elongated sacs with swollen extremities, which become

finally dehiscent; and then, as I suppose, discharging the ovules or

germs, are gradually absorbed or dissipated.

Although these sacs are distinctly defined, they have scarcely any

apparent substance, except along the lateral margins, which are limited

by a filiform extension resembling the solid axis of a Graptolite. There
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are likewise numerous fibres of this kind traversing the sacs ; and these

sometimes remain attached to the original stipe after the other parts are

separated. In one example, we have conclusive evidence that they

are connected with the solid axis of the parent stipe. The gradations

of development in these sacs may be studied in figures 6-9, Plate i.

In the specimen fig. 10 of the same Plate, the ordinary cellules are

removed, and the fibres are still seen joined to the axis, showing the

origin of the reproductive sacs. In most specimens bearing these sacs,

the cellules of the stipe are so obscure that the species cannot be deter-

mined ;
but in fig. 9 we find them attached to a well-marked stipe of

G. wliitfieldi.

This mode of reproduction in the Graptolites shows much analogy

with the hydroidea, and would indicate the sertularians as their nearest

analogues.*

Upon the surface of the slate where these bodies occur, there are

numerous graptolitic germs, or young Graptolites of extremely minute

proportions, ranging from those where the first indications of their form

can be discovered, through successive stages of development till they

have assumed the determinate characters of the species.

In several examples, these minute germs have been detected near to

and in contact with the reproductive sac ; and in one case, there is but

a hair's breadth between one of the fibres of the sac and one of the

oljlique processes at the base of the germ. It cannot be said that we

have detected the germ actually within the sac ; but the numerous young

individuals lying near them, and upon the surfaces of the same laminae,

offer very good arguments for supposing that they have been thus

derived.

The earliest defined form which we observe in the young Graptolites

consists of the initial point or radicle ; a diverging process of similar

character on each side, but not quite opposite ; a longitudinal axis of

greater or less extent; and a sac-like covering, or a thin pellicle of grap-

tolitic test, which has scarcely assumed the form of cellules, but which

* In the recent Seetularia and Campanularia we find ovarian vesicles, in which a numher

of ovules may be enclosed in a cominon envelope. These vessicles are developed along the side

of a stipe or branch, and the ovules are often arranged along a central axis, each one communi-

cating with the common axis of the zoophyte. (Jas. J. Lister, Philosophical Transactions, 1834,

pp. 365-388, pi. ix. Cited also by Dana, " Structure and Cla^nijicatiun of Zoophytes."

Prof. M'CoT has stated (^British Palaozoic fossils, p. 4) that he has found near the base of

the cellules of Graptolites, a transverse partition or diaphragm, similar to what may be observed

in some sertularians, and which he regards as proving similar relations ; but I have not discovered

in any American specimens, evidence of such cell-diaphragms.
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is most extended in the direction of the common body along the solid

axis. This little sac contains the germ of the zoophyte, which, extend-

ing itself as the common body in its canal along the axis, gives origin to

the budding which developes the successive cellules and the gradual

building up of the polypary.

The earliest condition of development is illustrated in fig. 12 of

Plate i* At a farther stage of development we have the form better

defined, as in fig. 13, where the germ has assumed the general aspect

of G. pristts, the slender lateral processes being rectangular to the axis.

On the left hand of fig. 8, and at the third reproductive sac below the

top, there are two germs visible, close to the sac, where the connection

between one of these and the fibre is nearly complete. The same is

shown in the enlarged fig. 11.

In fig. 14, we have the germ of another form, which is unequally

developed on two sides. Figure 15 (represented of the natural size)

appears to be of the same species, having reached a more definite form.

Figure 16 is an oval disc, of which several more or less defined speci-

mens have been found among the young Graptolites, but I have not been

able to trace it to any known mature form.

The specimens figs. 17 and 18 appear to be the young of G. Mcornis,

or of a similar form. In one the body is narrow, without marks of

cellules, and the solid axis is not extended above the common body,

having probably been broken off. In the other there is a greater expan-

sion of the common body, but no cellules are visible, and the central

portion of the substance is more dense, while towards the margin it is

extremely thin; the solid axis is extended beyond the stipe, and the

lateral oblique processes are quite perfect. This germ, with its axis and

common body, had not begun to develop the cell-apertures on its margins,

which may be seen at a later period.

In nearly aU the young Graptolites, there is an extension of the com-

mon body along the axis above the incipient cellules. This is observed

in the figures referred to and in the young of G. ramosus, shown six

times enlarged on Plate ii, fig. 21.

Although I have found none of the monoprionidian forms with repro-

ductive sacs attached, I have nevertheless observed what appear to be

the young of some of these species, having an aspect similar to the others,

except in carrying the development of the coenosarc upon one side only of

* All the specimens of germs or young Graptolites are six times enlarged, except figs. 11 and 17.

Cab. Nat. 30
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the solid axis. An illustration of one of these forms is given in Plate i,

fig. 19, showing the base irregularly divided. These forms cannot be

referred to any known mature species.

This mode of development, illustrated in numerous specimens, can be

readily understood in the simple stipes, whether of the monoprionidian

or diprionidian character. Admitting that the examples given furnish

evidence of the mode of reproduction of the diprionidian forms, or those

of the sub-genus Diplograptus, where we have a range of cellules on

each side of a solid axis, it is easy to perceive how the germ of an

analogous form may develop, from its initial point, two series of cellules

upon a stipe, where the parts diverge in opposite directions from the

common origin. One step farther in this direction will give us the

four-stiped forms, where the germ of the common body, with its addi-

tional elements of subdivision, produces the quadripartite frond; and

so onwards, until we have the numerously branched fronds, and the

branching stipes.

In all these the germ in its incipient development will differ very

little. It- may consist of the radicle or initial point, with the solid axis

and the common body separated into two, four, eight, or an indefinite

number of divisions, each one bearing its solid axis and common canal.

These subdivisions sometimes all take place near the origin, which is

always central ; and the divisions continue simple throughout, or do not

bifurcate after they commence to develop cellules. In others the stipes

are again divided , and this subdivision is only limited by the extent of the

frond. In all these fronds the parts are always arranged symmetrically

or bilaterally on the two sides of the initial point, as has been illustrated

in the preceding pages.

In the greater part of the monoprionidian forms, we have only modi-

fications or extensions of the simplest form of development shown in

figs. 8 and 9 of Plate iii. Where the divisions at the base become more

numerous, as in figs. 15, 16, 20 and 22, it is simply a farther subdivision

of the stipes, but all taking place near the initial point. In a further

development, the subdivision takes place at any point along the branches,

either near to or distant from the initial point. Where the divisions at

the base become more numerous (and indeed in some of the four-stiped

species), we often find a thick, corneous test, of the same substance as

the other parts of the Graptolite, miiting the bases of the stipes and

continuing along their margins. This disc has a greater or less develop-

ment, not always corresponding to the size or extent of the stipes. It is
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sometimes absent, apparently from accident, and some of the four-stiped

species are not known to possess it ; while it has never been observed in

any of the species where the stipes are properly branched, or divided

in the celluliferous parts of their length*

The interior of this corneous disc, previously described as apparently

composed of two plates of the test, has probably been occupied by some

softer substance, which may have been an extension of the common

body, or have possessed in some degree the character of the common body

of the stipe.

The development of the diprionidian forms, as deduced from the young

Graptolites which we find associated with the reproductive cell-bearing

stipes, would show that these forms of Graptolites exist as single and

simple independent stipes from the commencement of their growth.

Nevertheless, I conceive that both Retiolites and Retiograptus may

have existed in compound fronds, having their origin from a central

point not unlike in the commencement to Gvaptolitlms logani, but without

the central disc. These fronds were probably concavo-convex, as

were the individual stipes. The solid axis, instead of being central,

is placed externally along the centre of the convex or outer side ; and

the cell-divisions on that side proceed from it; while on the upper

or concave side the cell-divisions do not reach the centre, leaving a space

for the common body, which has been shown by Barrande and Geinitz

to produce a central longitudinal prominence.

In these forms the mode of development has been similar to that

already explained, the modification being chiefly in the external position

of the axis and the joining of cell-divisions with the axis on one side

;

leaving the common body in a somewhat triangular form, from which

the alveoles are developed on either side.

Whether the Phyllograptus existed as simple stipes with four ranges

of cellules, or in a compound arrangement as in Retiograptus, the mode

development has been similar: either the germ with its initial point

developed a single stipe with four ranges of cellules, or the same elements

first subdivided, and each division gave origin to its stipe through the

common body.

In regard to the development of the cellules in the different parts of

the graptolite, we observe, as a uniform feature, their smaller size

towards the base of the stipe. In all the monoprionidian forms, this

* See remarks upon the Genus Dichogbaptus under Generic descriptions in this paper.
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character is particularly observable ; and in a few species, the earlier

cellules are raised in a scarcely perceptible elevation above the general

surface of the common envelope. Indeed, in a few instances, it is

impossible to ascertain satisfactorily whether these earlier prominences

are expanded into open cellules. As the stipe is extended they become

gradually more and more prominent, until towards the middle, or oftener

perhaps nearer the distal extremity, their greatest degree of development

is reached. In some species this takes place near the base, and in the

more elongated stipes there is no sensible increase throughout a great

part of their length, and the two margins of the stipe are essentially

parallel. Towards the distal extremity there is a gradual, or often a

more abrupt, diminution in the size of the cellules; and a few of the

last ones are much smaller, until the terminal cellule is sometimes seen

in a partially developed condition between the common body and the

partition of the preceding cellule.

The same condition of development in the cellules is true of the

diprionidian forms, as is shown in some degree in G. pristiniformis ^ Plate

xiii {Canadian Decade ii), but more especially in the accompanying

enlarged figures of G. pristis and G. whitfieldi^ the last of which also

shows the higher cellules diminished, so as to contract the width of the

stipe above (figs. 31 and 32).

In Retiolites and Retiograptus, the full development of the cellules

takes place below the middle of the length of the stipes,

while they are less developed towards either extremity-

In some species of Retiolites, including one from

the Clinton formation, the cellules acquire their full

development near the base, and the margins are essen-

tially parallel for the greater part of their length.

In Phyllograptus, the lesser development of the

cellules at the base of the stipe is a marked feature.

They increase rapidly towards the middle; and their

greatest development is sometimes above and some-

times below the middle, but in all cases they suddenly

decrease towards the apex.

In Dendrograptus, where we have a stout stem with-

out cellules, the branches usually begin at some dis-

tance above the base, and in their lower part they have

scarcely the appearance of being celluliferous : in the

middle of their extent the cellules become more dis-

FiG. 31. Fig. 32.
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tinct, and, so far as can be observed, they are less developed towards the

extremities.

VI. 3Iode of Existence,

The numerous individuals of entire or nearly entire fronds illustrated

in the " Figures and Descriptions of Canadian Organic Remains" some of

which are reproduced in this memoir, as well as large numbers of others

examined, serve to give a pretty clear idea of the general form of the true

Graptolites, as well as of their congeners of the same family. Notwith-

standing the presence of the radicle or initial point observable in so many

species, it does not afford evidence of attachment to the sea-bottom or to

any other substance, at least in the mature condition. In all the mono-

prionidian forms, however much or little extended the radicle may be, it

is always smooth, and tapering to a point. In many of these, and more

especially in those with a central disc, this radicle is reduced to a minute

protuberance, and is often scarcely or not at all perceptible.*

The same is essentially true of the greater number of diprionidian

forms examined. In these the solid axis is sometimes extended beyond

the base of the stipe, and terminated as if broken off abruptly ; while

there is often a slender oblique process on each side of the base.

In Retiograptus and Phyllograptus, there is not the same evidence

of completeness at the base of the radicle. The lower termination, when

it can be fully examined, is broken, as if there had been a further con-

tinuation of this part, though it exhibits no enlargement. I have inferred

that all these, like the examples of Retiograptus eucharis (Plate iv, fig. 9),

have constituted parts of a similar compound body, and are but the sepa-

rated stipes of the frond. If this be true, their mode of existence is not

unlike the other species with compound fronds and a central disc.

In G. bicornis, the extension of the solid axis below the base of the

stipe is not always preserved ; but when it is entire, we find two strong,

diverging and slightly curving processes or spines from the base, having

smooth terminations. Sometimes a disc or bulb, of the same substance

as the stipe, extends between these spines, and, in the compressed con-

dition, envelopes a few of the lower cellules, as shown in Plate ii, fig. 17.

Some of the phases presented by the basal extremities of this species

are shown in figs. 13, 15, 16 and 17 of the same plate.

* The minute initial point of some of these extended fronds with a central disc appears to me
to be quite insufficient to have afforded means of attachment in the mature condition of the indi-

vidual, whatever it may have done in tlic earlier stages of its growth.
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The expansion at the base of this species has the same general appear-

ance as the central disc of G, logani, G. headi, and others ; showing that

this sort of development of the substance is not alone characteristic of

those forms having several stipes united at the base. In other examples

this basal expansion is contracted in such a manner as to give a crescent

form to the lower extremity ; but in all these gradations the margins ot

this part are entire and unbroken.

We have seen that the youngest forms of the diprionidian Graptolites,

those which we may suppose had but recently escaped from the repro-

ductive sac, are furnished with the minute radicle-like appendage or

extension of the solid axis, as well as the oblique lateral setiform pro-

cesses ;
and the condition of these parts does not seem to have been

essentially changed during any subsequent period of their growth. While

the extension of this slender solid axis does not seem of sufficient strength

to have formed the base of attachment to the sea-bottom, it may have

been sufficient to maintain connection with other parts of a compound

polypary ; but this condition has never been proved true of any of the

species of Diplograptus proper.

For all those species with a single range of cellules, where the stipes

are combined in a compound form, as well as for some with a double range,

including Eetiolites, Retiograptus, and Phyllograptus, I conceive that

we have already shown a similar plan of development and a uniform mode

of existence ; and we are constrained to believe that all these forms, in

their mature condition, were free floating bodies in Silurian seas.

In regard to another group including Dendrograptus, Callograptus

and Dictyonema, as well as one or two other forms, we have some

evidence indicative of a difierent mode of existence. The stems of

Dendrograptus are enlarged towards their base, and sometimes present a

sudden expansion or bulb, which I have inferred may be the base or root,

once attached to another substance, or imbedded in the mud or sand of

the sea-bottom. The general form of the species conduces to the belief

that they were fixed to the sea-bottom, though possibly this basal

expansion may have resembled that of Graptolithus bircornis. In most of

the species described there is a gradual enlargement towards the lower

extremity, which is imperfect, and its termination unknown.

In those which I have termed Callograptus, the bases of the fronds are

imperfect, but indicate, according to analogy, a radicle or point of attach-

ment like Dendrograptus. In the more nearly entire forms of Dictyonema

known, we have not been able to observe the base ; but from their simi-
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larity in form and mode of growth to Fenestella and Retepora, we have

inferred their attachment either to the sea-bottom or to foreign bodies.

Nearly all these forms occur in rocks where there are few of the larger

fossils, and indeed few fossils of any kind except the graptolites ; so that

there is little chance of finding their bases attached to shells and corals,

as we do those of the bryozoans, even had they thus existed. The

DiCTYONEMA of the Niagara, Upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups do

occur in strata which contain other fossils ; but we have no evidence

of their having been attached to any of these. It is only from their

general form, therefore, and from their analogy with other bodies, that

we infer that these genera may have been attached to the sea-bottom or

to other objects during their growth.

We admit, therefore, that the family of Graptolitidag, as now extended,

may include both free and fixed forms.

VII. General Characters of the Family GraptoUtldce ; With Reference to
the Distinctive Features of the Genera, as Known in the Geological Form-
ations of Canada and the United States.

In the first section of this memoir I have remarked upon the nature

and general form of the Graptolites proper, and the allied genera which

I regard as belonging to the same family. The large accession to the

number of species, and the great variety of new forms added to those

formerly known, require an extension of the characters heretofore given.

The numerous Graptolites described by Nilsson, Hisinger, Bronn,

MURCHISON, ElCHWALD, PoETLOCK, GeINITZ, BaRRANDE, SuESS, McCoY,

Salter, Hajikness, Nicol, Meneghini, Nicholson,* Carruthers,* myself,

and others, are for the most part in a fragmentary condition, affording

knowledge only of the simple stipe, the structure of its parts, and the

arrangement of the cellules. From these fragments, however, we have

derived the generic characters; while the modifications in form, and the

order and relations of cellules, have furnished means of specific distinc-

tions in the greater proportion of those described.

In maintaining the generic term Graptolithus for the forms which

have the nearest relations with those to which the term was originally

applied by Linn^us, M. Barrande has proposed two sub-genera, charac-

terized by the presence of a single series, or of two parallel series of

cellules, under the name of Monoprion and Diprion. The latter term

Since the original publication of this memoir.
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having been applied to a genus of insects, the name Diplograptus * of

McCoy has generally been adopted.

The distinction indicated would at one time have expressed a character

perfectly trenchant ; but the discovery of such forms as G. ramosus t and

G. furcatiis shows the occurrence of both a single and a double series of

cellules upon the same stipe, or, more properly, shows the basal portion

consisting of a simple stipe, with two parallel ranges of cellules; which

dividing at some distance above its origin is continued as two simple

stipes, each with a single range of cellules. These cellules are on the

outer margins, and are a continuation, without interruption from those of

the lower part of the stipe. Including these, therefore, in the same group

with G. pristis, the subdivisions indicated would have less value for the

purposes of study ; but I believe these latter forms may be separated on

other grounds, as will be shown farther on; so that with our present

knowledge we may still recognize Diprion, = Diplograptus, as a well-

marked and clearly-defined sub-generic group of Graptolithus proper,

having such forms as G. pristis among the typical species.

M. Geinitz has more recently proposed the name Monograptus to

include Monoprion and Rastrites of Barrande
;

placing under this

genus, as his typical species, G. sigittarius of Hisinger, which has usually

been regarded as the typical form of Graptolithus of LiNNiEUS.

The genus Cladograptus ;[ is also proposed by M. Geinitz, to include

the species G. ramosiis and G. furcatus (Hall), G. nmrcMsoni (Beck),

G. serra (Brongniart) , G. forcliliammeri (Geinitz), G. sextans and G. serra-

tulus (Hall). At the same time the British palaeontologists, adopting

the name Didymograptus (McCoy), place under that genus G. murchi-

soni (Beck), G. caduceus (Salter), G. sextans (Hall), G. geminus, (Hisin-

ger), G. Mrundo (Salter), and other similar forms. Those which are

made the typical forms of the genus by Geinitz are the " species geimllce
"

of Bronn, Avho included under that term the G. geminus (Hisinger), and

G. miirchisoni (Beck) ,
which are by no means nearly related to G. ramosus

or G. furcatus. The first named two species, which were the earliest

* In the genera proposed by myself, I have chosen the termination graptus instead ofgrapsus,

since the latter is in use in the nomenclatui'e of Crustacea.

t The subdivision of this species beyond the first bifurcation, represented in the Paleontology

of New York, Vol. i, pi. Ixxiii, fig. 3, is erroneous; the specimen consists of two individuals, the

base of one being placed directly in the axil of the other.

J Cladograpsus (Geinitz). Syn. Graptolithus auctorvm; species gemellte, Bronn {Die Vcrstieiier-

ungen der Grauwacken formation in Sachsen, etc., Heft i, Graptolithen, p. 29). Monograpsus,

id. ibid. p. 42. Sjn. 3Ionoprion et Bastrites (Barrauve); Graptolithus, Svess. i>iot Clado-

graptus, Carbdtheiis. See supplementary note.
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known of that character, and regarded as the typical forms of Didymo-

GRAPTUS, are similar to G. hifidus and G. extenuatus of the Canadian Decade,

represented in Plate iii, fig. 13, of this memoir, and differing from figs. 8

and 9 of the same plate only in the lesser divergence of the stipes.

At a later period, Mr. Salter proposed a further subdivision of the

graptolites under the name Tetragraptus, " a kind of double Didymo-

GRAPTUS," of which G. hjronoides is made the typical species ; and G.

quadribrachiatus is referred to the same genus. He also proposes

DiCHOGRAPTUS for those having the " fronds repeatedly dichotomous from

a short basal stipe into eight, sixteen, twenty-four, or more branches,

each with a single row of cells." " But the main character which dis-

tinguishes DiCHOGRAPTUS is the presence of a corneous plate* which

envelopes all the lower part of the branches, and which is not known

in any other genus of the gi'oup ; it has not indeed been seen in more

than two or three species of Dichograptus, but it may not in many cases

have been preserved."!

These subdivisions may be of some value when the entire frond and all

its appendages are preserved, but unfortunately this is a rare condition
;

and when we have but fragments of the stipes or branches, there is no force

or value in the application of these terms : we are thus reduced to the

necessity of adopting the old term Graptolithus. Again, the value of

Didymograptus I conceive to be pretty well illustrated in the case of G.

caduceus, the original of which is cited from Lauzon, Canada.J After

studying the large collection of graptolites made by the Canadian Geo-

logical Survey, I am compelled to believe that the G. caduceus was founded

upon such forms as I have represented on Plate iii, figs. 18-21; for we

have no two-stiped species or forms of " Didymograptus " with a pedicle

or radicle so long as that represented in the figures of Mr. Salter, nor

any one so abruptly recurved ; and I regard the apparent radicle in the

two examples figured as simply one of the four stipes imbedded in the

shale, and exhibiting its non-celluliferous margin and a small portion of

its width, as I have shown in the figures cited.

Other varieties of this form show only the two simple stipes, with a

slight process in the centre. We have therefore a " Tetragraptus " in a

condition undistinguishable from a " Didymograptus ;" and the same may

happen in G. hryonoides, whenever the quadripartite stipe is separated

* First discovered in the Graptolites of the Quebec group at Point Levis.

t Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. xix, p. 136.

J Graptolithus caduceus (Salter), Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. ix.

Cab. Nat. 31
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into two ; and in the separated stipes it is impossible to know if there

have been two, four or eight in the entire individual. With regard to

those fronds which are repeatedly dichotomous, forming the genus

DiCHOGRAPTUS, of wliich the distinguishing character is the central

"corneous plate which envelopes all the lower part of the branches,"

we may remark, that we have three or four species of the four-stiped

form, or " Tetragraptus " with the central corneous plate; while we

have four species which are not known to possess it. Of the two eight-

stiped species known, one has the central corneous plate or disc, and the

other was probably destitute of such an appendage. In G. logani, with

its numerous simple stipes, the central corneous plate is usually present,

though not in all examples ; while G. multifasciatus , with more numerous

simple stipes than G. logani^ is not known to have a central corneous disc,

and from its mode of growth, probably never possessed such an append-

age. From the irregularity of growth in the G. abnormis, I infer that

there was no central plate.

In all the properly-branching species where the initial point is known,

as in G.flexilis, G. rigidus, and G. milesi, no such central plate has ever

been seen ; nor has it been shown in any European species, so far as I

Icnow. Those with the " fronds repeatedly dichotomous," similar to the

one originally proposed by Mr. Salter* as the type of Dichogbaptus,

are not known to possess the central corneous disc.

Although entirely willing to accept and adopt such subdivisions of the

graptolites as will aid in determining their zoological character and rela-

tions, their geological value, or indications of differences in mode of

development, I do not appreciate the force and value of these proposed

generic subdivisions for the two, four and eight-stiped species, or the

presence or absence of a central corneous disc as indicating generic dis-

tinctions ; since it is impossible to obtain any aid from such designations

for the references of the numerous fragments which are the ordinary

form and condition in which we find the graptolites, and in which they

must generally be studied.

The form, mode of growth, and arrangement of cellules in all these

several proposed genera, are so identical in plan as to afford no means for

generic separation ; and although the same is true of the properly ramose

forms, yet I conceive it might have been convenient to adopt a term

(Dichogbaptus or Cladogbaptus) indicating the ramose character of the

* Otologist, Vol. 4, p. 74, 1861.
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stipes, regarding as true branches only the subdivisions which take place

after the commencement of the cellules.

The Genus Nereograptus* of Geinitz, proposed by that author to

include such forms as Nereites, Myrianites, and Nbmertites of Murohi-

SON, and Nemapodia of Emmons, etc., can scarcely be admitted into the

family of Graptolitidaj, since all the American species referred to the

first three named genera have no texture or structure like graptolites,

and (as I have elsewhere shown) appear to be referable to the tracks or

trails of some marine worms or other animals upon the sea-bottom

;

while Nemapodia is simply the trail of an existing slug or worm upon the

slightly lichen-covered surfaces of the slates.

t

The Genus Glossograptus of Emmons is founded upon a species of

DiPLOGRAPTUS with ciliate appendages on the cell-margins ; and no char-

acters are given to show its generic distinction. The typical species of

Nemagraptds (iV. elegans) is apparently a part of an individual of Grap-

tolithus gracilis, or of some similar form
;
while the relations of the second

species of the genus (iV. capillaris), an elongate, flexuous, filiform body

with a few branches at irregular intervals, can scarcely be determined

from the figure given.

The typical and only species of StaurograptusJ of the same author is

a very remarkable form of extremely minute proportions. Its mode of

growth and subdivision of stipes, if accurately represented in the figure,

are unlike anything known among this family of fossils, and it merits

generic distinction.

The term Diplograptus is properly applied to such forms as GruptoU-

thus pristis, of Hisinger, G. palmefiis, of Barrande (excepting figs. 5 and

6) ; G. foliacms, of Murchison, and G. amplexicaulis of this memoir ; where

the cellules are disposed in parallel ranges on the two sides of the central

axis, and are of the same or similar form and arrangement with those of

the monoprionidian form G. Sagittarius^ and with others of that type;

the reason for the proposed separation being in the double range of

cellules only.

In the ordinary forms of Diplograptus (Plate iii, figs. 1-7), as in the

ordinary monoprionidian types, the cellules are usually closely arranged,

and overlapping each other for a part of their length. In a single

* Nereograpsus : Die Verstein. Grauwacken formation, etc., Graptolithen, p. 27.

t These markings can be easily removed from the surface of the laminas by washing with water ;

'

and they can be traced over the exposed surface of the edges of the successive lamin*.

I Glossograpsds, Staurogeapsus, Nemagrapsus (Emmons) : American Geology, Part ii,

pages 108 and 109.
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species {G. piitillus, from the Hudson-river formation in Iowa), which

has come under my observation in some well-preserved fragments, we

have so far a modification of the general arrangement of the cellules

that the apex of one l^arely reaches the base of the next succeding.

The stipe is a strong elliptical tube with a flattened central solid axis,

the line of which is marked on the exterior by a longitudinal undulating

groove (Plate ii, fig. 10). The surface is strongly striated transversely,

and the sides studded with tubular cellules, which are alternately

arranged. These cellules are sub-oval, flattened on the side adjoining

the body of the graptolite, curving on the exterior free portion, and

obliquely flattened at the base just above the aperture of the cellule

next below, as shown in the profile view (Plate ii, fig. 11). The exterior

test of the common body is swollen in oblique undulations in the direc-

tion of the base of the cellules, or where the individual buds take their

origin
;
and the axis is curved towards the opposite side as shown in fig. 10.

The transverse diameter of the stipe is about two-thirds as great as

the longer diameter. The celluliferous face of the stipe shows broad

elliptical depressions
;
the lower side, for little more than half the height,

being the sub-oval cell-aperture ; while the upper part is the semi-oval

flattened area at the base of the next succeeding cellule, as shown in

(Plate ii, fig. 11). In this case the cellules are shown to be separate

and distinct tubes, closely pressed against the lateral walls of the stipe

on one side, and communicating with the common body by a slightly

narrowed passage, as shown in Plate ii, fig. 12, which represents a longi-

tudinal section of the body. In a transverse direction, the base of the

cellule is wider than the aperture (Plate iii, fig. 11).

Specimens of this character, on becoming flattened, would present a

form where the cellules, though inclined against the common body,

would not overlap each other, and where the margin of the cellule is

directed backward instead of forward. Were these cellules to be pro-

longed, they would overlap the next in advance, presenting in this con-

dition but a slight modification of the usual forms of Diplograptus.

These deviations from typical forms are so slight as to offer no sufficient

ground for generic separation.

There are, however, a few examples, where the stipe is marked by a

range of cellules upon each side of the central axis, which appear to be

properly separated from Diplograptus, on account of the form and struc-

ture of the cellules. These are apparently quite unlike those of G. pristis,

and others of that sub-genus. The Gmptolitlms hiconiis, and two or three
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allied forms, when flattened in the shale, show, as already described, a

simple semi-elliptical notch in the margin of the stipe, nearly rectangu-

lar to the axis. This is well shown in fig. 3, Plate vi, of M. Baebande's

memoir, and also in Mr. Salter's illustrations of Graptolitlius teretiuscidus

of HisiNGER.* It is represented, lest perfectly, in the figures of Prof

Harkness,! and in most of my own figures on Plate Ixxiii of the first

volumes of the Palaeontology of New York. When compressed rectangu-

larly to the cellules, the apertures are transversely oblong-oval; and the

same form is shown when looking upon the celluliferous margin of an

uncompressed stipe.

The structure of these stipes ^and their cellules has already been

described in a preceding section, with reference to the figures illustrating

the same. The G. hicornis, known in New-York and Canada, may be

considered the type of a group of species of which we have two in the

shales of Norman's Kill near Albany, one in Ohio, and a similar or iden-

tical form in the Utica slate at Collingwood in Canada West. I would

include in the same group figs. 5 and 6 of Plate iii, as well as figs. 7, 8

and 15, Plate ii, of M. Barrande's Memoir, Graptolitlius teretimculus of

HisiNGER, and those referred to the same species by Salter.^ The

Diplogrdptus rectangularis of M'CoY§ is of the same type, as also figs.

1, 5, 10, 11, 12, etc.. Tab. ii of Geinitz {Graptolithen) ; and I con-

ceive that many of the scalariform specimens belong to species of this

character.

The Gmptolithus ramosus has usually been arranged by authors under

DiPLOGRAPTUS ; the lower part of the stipe being simple and having a

double range of cellules, while above the bifurcation it has a single

range on the outer margin of each division, as already described
; and

a simple explanation of this condition has been offered by supposing that

the solid axis has been divided after the death of the zoophyte. This,

however, will scarcely afford a satisfactory argument when we find that

all the specimens are in the same condition ; that usually the division

begins at a uniform distance from the base ; and that when entire, the

divided portion much exceeds the simple undivided part of the stipe.

Moreover, the species is recognized in this condition in the Hudson-river

formation in Canada, and has likewise been recognized in Great Britain

;

* Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. viii, PI. xxi, flgs. 3 and 4.

t Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. vii, PI. i, fig. 11.

J lb. ibid., Vol. viii, PI. xxi.

§ British Palaozoic Fossils, page 8, PI. xiii, figs. 8, 9 and 10.
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while a similar or identical form has been shown by Prof. M'Coy to

occur in Australia. We must, therefore, seek some other than an acci-

dental cause for the explanation of this uniform bifurcation of the stipes

of that species. In the meantime, it appears to me highly proper to

suggest its separation from Diplograptus.

On farther comparison, we shall find that G. ramosiis is not quite alone

in its peculiar characters. In G. fiircatus there are a few cellules at the

base of a simple stipe below its bifurcation ; and in G. sextans, the lower

part of the stipe is simple, the division taking place above the first

cellule ; but in entire individuals the division is never from the initial

point, as we see it in G. hifidus and G. nitidiis.

Now these first named species, as well as G. ramosus, have cellules of a

peculiar form; and looking still farther, we find a similar form of cellule

in G. forchhammen, Geinitz, and G. divcuicatus , Hall, two species which

are divided from the base, having a single range of cellules upon the

outer sides of the stipe. I believe it will be found, moreover, that all

the graptolites with cellules on the lower side of the stipes (in reference

to the initial point or radicle) have these parts of the same form as in

G. ramosus, and very unlike the G. pristis and allied species. Nor are the

cellules on the simple or divided portions of the same stipe, or on those

which are entirely divided, and upon the lower side, at all like the

cellules of G. priodon, G. geminus, G. murcMsom, or any of the allied forms

illustrated in this memoir to which the term Didymograptus has been

applied ;
nor can they be properly united with them. The form of the

cellules is always sufficiently distinctive, even in fragments of the stipes
;

and this feature, together with the mode of development or growth,

seems to me sufficient to sustain a generic distinction.

The Genus Retiolites is described by M. Barrande as having no cen-

tral solid axis, but with a single internal canal occupying the median

portion of the polyp. The prevailing form of the stipe is somewhat

concavo-convex, with the centre of the concave side prominent; the

entire surface is covered by a net-work of corneous substance, and

the cell-apertures are quadrangular.

Prof Geinitz has given some further illustrations, showing more

distinctly a longitudinal axis on the convex side, to which are joined

the cell-partitions ; while he regards the common body as occupying the

prominent central portion of the concave face of the stipe, and showing

the cell-partitions terminating before reaching the centre, leaving a space

occupied by the width of the common body. This he represents as
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covered by a net-work of slightly different texture from that of the other

portions of the substance.

The Canadian specimens which I have referred to this genus are so

extremely attenuated that it is impossible to determine the details of

structure, and the surface-characters are obscure. Thus far we have no

American specimens in a condition to aftbrd the means of elucidating

some obscurities, which seem to me still to exist, in regard to the inti-

mate structure of this genus. The species of the Clinton formation is

extremely compressed
; and while some specimens show the cell-divisions

terminating at a distance from the centre, yet, after protracted and

repeated examinations, my most critical observations result in showing

only the structure which is illustrated on Plate i, figs. 20 and 21.

On one side we have an external, cylindrical, solid axis, to which the

cell-divisions are joined ; but these latter show only a filiform cylindroid

process, extending ii-om the axis to the cell-mai'gin, and projecting a

little beyond the margin of the stipe. The only other aspect which we
observe in this species is that of an undulating or zigzag filiform axis on

the opposite side, to which the cell-partitions are joined, as in Plate i, fig.

21. We know this to be on the opposite side or within the stipe, as it

is sometimes seen overlying the straight axis and cell-partitions.

At the junction of the cell-divisions with the zigzag axis there are

other processes of similar character, projecting upward and outward from

the axis, all of nearly equal length, but apparently broken at their

extremities. I have not been able to determine any connection between

these and other parts of the skeleton, but we have the two structures

very clearly represented in the figures referred to. I have supposed that

similar processes may have extended to the opposite side, from the junc-

tion of the cell-partitions with this undulating axis, either joining the

cell divisions or the straight axis; but after long investigation, I have

been unable to find satisfactory evidence of such connection. The cell-

apertures are surrounded by thickened margins, and the only appearances

of cell-partitions are the sub-external cylindrical extensions from the

aperture to the axis. Neither the species of the Quebec group nor that

of the Clinton formation, in any of the specimens seen, are in a condi-

tion to show evidence of the concavo-convex character of the stipe

represented by M. Barrande and Prof Geinitz.

The species of Retiograptus, while having some characters in common
with Retiolites, do not possess the reticulated structure of the test in

either of the described species. There yet remains some obscurity
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in regard to the internal structure of this genus, which can only be

satisfactorily explained by the examination of better preserved specimens.

Nevertheless, in its general form, structure and mode of growth, it is

shown to be quite distinct from other graptolitic genera. The three

species referred to this genus present differences which can only be

reconciled by supposing that the two sides of the stipe are very unlike

each other in form and external characters, as in Retiolites.

The species for which I have proposed the generic name Phyllograptus,

present close analogies with the typical form of Diplograptus in the char-

acter of test and form of cellules. These, in their aperture and form, are

nearly quadrangular ; and the cell-partitions are apparently continuous

between the two sides of the cellules, and reach nearly to the central

axis
; characters which we find in Diplograptus. These forms, in their

great lateral extension, depart widely from their analogues ; but they differ

more essentially in their cruciform mode of growth, presenting an

arrangement of parts, as if four simple stipes (lilie those of G. hryonoides

or G. higsbtji) were joined together by the coalescing of the solid axes.

In this latter respect, and in their greater development in width, they

differ most essentially from all the other genera of this family of fossils.

These forms are illustrated on Plate iv of this memoir.

In the typical species of Dendrograptus, as illustrated under the

generic description, and in some other species, we have a wide departure

from the typical forms of Graptolithus, as developed in the character-

istic species of the genus. The strong stem or trunk, which is free from

cellules, and which has apparently been fixed at the base; the irregular

branching, which has no bilateral, and apparently no definite arrange-

ment, such as observed in all the forms of true Graptolithus, are strong

points of dissimilarity, and furnish characters for generic distinction.

The stem and branches are unequally striated longitudinally, but the

form of the celluliferous branches and of the cellules offers no important

difference (except in the smaller dimensions) from those of the stipes or

branches of the usual form of graptolites with a single series of cellules.

In one species referred to this genus (the D. gracilis) there is some

departure from the typical form of cellules, and the body of the stipe is

contracted at intervals, while the form of cellule and cell-aperture is not

unlike some of the sertularians.

The Genus Callograptus offers forms which are intermediate between

true Dendrograptus and Dictxonema. In these species, the form of the

cellules has not been full}^ determined. They are marked in one species
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by slight oval pustules, or oval depressions, upon the extremely com-

pressed surface of the stipe ; but it cannot be satisfactorily shown that

this appearance indicates the normal condition of the cellule or the

aperture. If the true form be in reality so far different from the usual

character of the Graptolitidse as these appearances indicate, it may be

found necessary to separate them from this family.

The Genus Dictyonema is restricted to such forms as have the numerous

stipes and branches connected by transverse processes, and the whole

united in a flabelliform or funnel-shaped frond, without elongate stem or

trunk. The stipes and branches are irregularly striated externally, con-

sisting of a corneous envelope, as in ordinary graptolites ; but I have not

been able to determine clearly the existence of a solid axis. The cellules

are indicated by angular processes or cell-denticles on the inner side of

the branches, as shown in fig. 5 of Plate i.

In the Genus Rastrites of Barrandb, the distinguishing features are

the slender cyliudrical stipes or branches, with slender tubular cellules

which are free throughout their entire extent.

The few species of Thamnograptus known, consist of cjdindrical or sub-

cylindrical stipes, with slender elongate alternating pinnulae or branchlets.

No evidence of cellules has been observed in any of the specimens.*

The peculiar forms for which I have proposed the name Ptilograptus,

consist of branching stems, which, in all their divisions, are studded on

each side, in alternating order, with narrow pinnulae. These are some-

times extremely slender, or even capillary in their dimensions. In one

species I have detected elliptical spots upon one face of the pinnulse

which are slightly flattened, and I infer that these are the cell-apertures.

The substance of the test is corneous, and there is an internal solid axis.

Although I have placed these forms under the Graptolitidae with some

hesitation, the form of cellules may perhaps render a separation desira-

ble ; but with our present information, such a separation cannot at this

time be made.

The Genus Inocaulis was proposed for some flattened stipes with a

scabrous surface, which have the appearance of denticles upon the mar-

gins. These stipes grow in close groups or tufts, and are bifurcating or

branched in their upper portions. No positive evidence of cellules has

been observed. The presence of denticles, together with a corneous or

*It is possible that this genus may have more intimate relations with Rastrites than would

appear from the species now known.

Cab. Nat. 32
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carbonaceous substance, have induced me to place this fossil among the

Graptolitid^B.

There is still another form known, which may be doubtfully classed

among the Graptolitidge. It consists of a slender flexible median rachis,

on each side of which are placed, in alternating order, slender flattened

pinnulge, which are of nearly equal width throughout, and are themselves

flexuous. Upon one side of the rachis are minute points or dots,

which have apparently been the cell-apertures. The test is a black cor-

neous or carbonaceous substance, but there is no evidence of a solid

central axis. These bodies are numerous in some shaly beds of the age

of the Trenton limestone, at Plattville, Wisconsin. For these forms I

have proposed the name of Buthograptus.*

Associated with the preceding forms there are some stipes of corneous

or carbonaceous texture, frequently branched, the branches again dividing,

and sometimes, if not always arranged in whorls; in one of which six

divisions were counted. The general form of the body is not unlike that

of Dendrograptus, but the branches are more slender, and ramify in a

different manner, while there are no visible cellules. In the absence of

farther knowledge, I refer these fossils, with hesitation, to the Genus

Oldhamia (0./rt(fecosa, Hall).

The variety of form and mode of development among the Graptolites

is shown by the collections from the Quebec and Hudson river groups to

be much greater than had ever before been supposed. The number of

species which have been traced to their origin or initial point, and whose

mode of growth has been verified, is probably larger than in all collec-

tions heretofore made ; and, together with those before known, enables

us to give a very good exposition of the characters of this family of fossils.

SYNOPSIS OP THE GENERA OP GRAPTOIiITID.ffl.

I.

Polypary, with a single series of cells, cousistiiig of simple or divided stipes,

or of branching fronds with a bilateral an'angment of the parts; a solid axis

and common body.

1. The successive buds developed in tubular cellules ijiydrotheca),

which are in contact for a greater or less portion of their length,

and inclined towards the axis.f

* Report of Progress of the Geological Survey of Wisconsin for 1860, communicated January

1st, 1861.

t This section as here presented is simply a revision of section 1 a of Report, p. 217, recogniz-

ing the genera which have been proposed for those forms heretofore placed under the genus

GbAPTOLITHUS of LlNNiEUS.
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a. Polypaiy simple from the initial point
[?J;

cells triangular.

Graptolithus, {Lmnceus) McCoy.

b. Polypary growing bilateraly and consisting of two simple

stipes, or of two stipes which dichotomise at their base.

DiBTMOQRAPTus, McQoy* [including Teteagraptds, 8alter\.

c. Polypary compound, growing bilaterally from the initial

point, and repeatedly branching in a dichomotous manner.

DiCHOGEAPTus, Salter.

d. Polypary compound, growing bilaterally from the initial

point, and consisting of four, eight or more simple stipes

numerously divided near their base, and below the com-

mencement of the cells; furnished with a corneous central

disc. LOGANOGRAPTUS, Hall.

e. "Polypary compound, growing in one direction from the

primary point;" the subdivisions taking place (by budding)

from the celluliferous margin. Cyetogeaptus, Oanmthe^'s.

f. Polypary compound, developed bilaterally from the initial

point; cellules on one side of slender branches, which are

developed on one oi" two sides of a long slender axis or

rachis, the free extremities of which are likewise cellu-

liferous. Not branching dichotomously. Ccenogeaptus, Hall,

g. " Polypary growing bilaterally, irregularly and repeatedly

branching and rebranching, and without a central disc."

CLADOGiuPTDst, Carruthevs.

Slender cylindrical stipes or branches, with tubular cellules arranged in

single series. Cellules free throughout their entire length.

Easteites, Bar7xmde.

II.

Polypary with two series of cells, a solid axis, which is slender and filiform

or flattened.

a. Polypary simple, cellules developed in parallel arrangement on

two sides of a common solid axis. Stipes narrow elongate.

Sub-genus Diprion. Diplogeaptus, McCoy.
b. Polypary simple, with a double series of cells which are exca-

vated in the margins of the stipe. Climacograpius, Hall.

c. Polypary simple with a double series of cells which are in

contact throughout their entire extent ; solid axis excentric

;

substance reticulate. Eetiolites, Barrande.

d. Polypary simple? or compound, with a double series of cells

and a bilateral arrangement of the parts in the compound forms.

Ketiogeaptus, Hall.

* See supplementary notes.

t Of Cabeutheks, not Geinitz.
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III.

Polypary with a double aud single series of cells; the stipes simple below

with a series of cells on each margiu, and becoming dichotomous above

with a single series of cells on the outer margin. Other forms having the

polypary divided from the initial point with a single series of cells on each

division. Dickanograptus,* Hall.

IV.

Polypary with four series of cells, the laminae united rectangularly by their

axes, giving a cruciform arrangement to the parts. Phyllograptus, Hall.

V.

Species having a common trunk or stem, or growing in sessile groups of stipes

from a common origin, without distinct bilateral arrangement of the parts.

Cellules in single series on one side of the stipes or branches, and arranged

alous a common canal or axis.

1. Branches free, developed in a dichotomizing manner from a

common trunk. Cellules in contact or closely arranged.

Dendeograptus, Hall.

2. Branches unfrequently and irregularly connected by transverse

processes. Callograptus, Hall.

3. Stipes and branches more or less regularly united in a reticulate

frond. DiCTYONEMA, Hall.

4. Stipes round or flattened, growing in groups, and bifurcating

above; margins denticulate; surface rough or scaly. [77ze

relatione of this genus are not fully determmed.j Inocadlis, Hall.

VI.

Species having a common axis or rachis, with slender lateral alternating

branchlets. Cellules unknown. Thamnograpxus, Hall.

VII.

Species having a common axis, more or less frequently bifurcating, with

pinnulffi closely and alternately arranged on the opposite sides; cell-apertures

on one face of the piunulse. - Ptilogeaptus, Hall.

VIII.

A simple flexuous rachis, with slender flexuous flattened jjinnulae, arranged in

alternating order, at close and regular intervals, on the two sides. Cell-aper-

tures unknown or circular?. Buthograptus, Hall.

IX.

Strono- stems, which are numerously branched. Branches and branchlets

slender, arranged in whorls. Cellules undetermined. Oldhamia? Forbes.

* See supplementary notes.
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VIII. Geological and GeographAcal Distribution of the Gn'aptoUtes in the
Rocks of Canada and the United States.

Until the remarkable discovery of the graptolites of Point Levis, in

1854, the chief repository of these fossils known in American rocks was

in the shales of the Hudson River valley. The position assigned to the

rocks of this valley was the superior part of the lower division of the

Silurian system. In this respect, the horizon of the Graptolite beds

corresponded with those of Ireland, from which these fossils had been

described by General Portlock
;
* and with the position assigned to those

in Sweden, as well as with those of the Llandeilo and Caradoc formations

of Great Britain. The Graptolites of Bohemia are from strata referred

by M. Babrande to the base of the superior division of the Silurian

system ; and those of Saxony were regarded as from the same horizon.

In 1850, M. Barrande expressed the opinion that the epoch of the

graptolites was posterior to that of the " Faune Primordiale " in Bohemia

and Scandinavia ; while their association with primordial fossils in the

Malvern Hills and at Snowdon, indicated the earlier appearance of these

zoophytes in Great Britain. A comparison of all the pubhshed informa-

tion on the subject at that time induced M. Barrande to conclude, as a

general fact, that the graptolites had made their earliest appearance in

the regions of the northwest; and that their highest development

in central Em-ope had only been reached at a later period, or at the base

of the upper division of the Silurian system.

The investigations during the Geological Survey of New York had

proved in a pretty satisfactory manner that no graptolites proper occurred

above the horizon of the Clinton group, though Dictyonema had been

found in the Niagara formation. The species, at that time known
ranged, from the higher strata of the Lower Silurian, to the lower beds

of the Upper Silurian division; and both in Europe and America, these

fossils were regarded as of eminently silurian character, and unknown

in any later geological periods.

The discovery of a graptolitic species in the Potsdam sandstone of the

St. Croix River valley, by Dr. H. A. Prout, in 1850, was the first indi-

cation of the occurrence of this family of fossils at a lower horizon than

that of the Hudson river and Trenton formations.

Before the discovery of graptolites in the shales of Point Levis, these

rocks were supposed to belong to the age of the Hudson river formation
;

* Geological Report on Londonderry, etc., page 317-322.
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and although it was shown that the graptolites were all of different

species from those previously described, yet they appeared to ofi'er only

corroborative evidence in support of the previousl}^ entertained opinion

regarding the age of the strata. It was only at a later period, and from

the discovery of numerous other fossils in the same formation, some of

them having a primordial aspect, that its higher antiquity was suspected.

The shales of Point Levis, with their associated limestones and sand-

stones, since termed the Quebec group, are now regarded as embracing

the period from the Calciferous sandstone to the Chazy limestone, inclu-

sive. This epoch, therefore, is entirely anterior to that of the Hudson

river formation, and a careful comparison of all the species of graptolites

has shown that no identical species occur in the two series of rocks.

In the present state of our knowledge, we recognize the Graptolitidse

as beginning their existence at the period of the Potsdam sandstone.

The greatest development of the family, both in genera and species, is

found to be at the epoch of the Quebec group. Several genera and a

few species are known in the Trenton formation ; and a greater develop-

ment, embracing most of the genera and many species, occur at the

period of the Hudson river formation in Canada and the United States.

In the Clinton strata we have a single species of Graptolithus and a

Retiolites ;
while Digtyonema and Inocaulis occur in the Niagara beds.

In all the subsequent geological formations we have found no true grap-

tolites, and the only representatives of the family consist of fragments

of Digtyonema, belonging to a few species. These occur in the Upper

Helderberg and Hamilton formations, above which we do not yet know

a species of any genus referable to this family of fossils. The Grapto-

lites proper, therefore, have their upper limit in the shales of the Clinton

formation, and all other genera of the family, except Digtyonema, are

restricted to the Silurian system.

The geographical distribution of the graptolites is not in all respects

coincident with the extent of the geological formation. Dendbograptus

occurs in the Potsdam sandstone of the St. Croix valley ; but neither

this nor any other graptolite is known in other localities of the sandstone,

so far as I am aware. The species of the Quebec group, numbering

more than all the other formations together, have been identified for a

longitudinal extent of about 900 miles; Point Levis, Orleans Island, St.

Anne's River (Gaspe), and the western part of Newfoundland, being

the principal localities. But although the Quebec group is known to

extend into Vermont and along the eastern counties of New York, I am
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not aware that graptolites have been found in any authentio- localities of

that formation, unless the Diplograptus secalinus of the Hoosic slates be

referred to that group.* With these exceptions, therefore, these fossils

of the group are known only in Canada and Newfoundland.

The Trenton limestone, while furnishing two species of Graptolithus

in New York, gives at the west no specimens of the genus proper ; but

we have one Dicttonema, a Buthograptus, and an OldhamiaI in the same

formation in Wisconsin, though not elsewhere known to me at this time.

The Utica slate at Utica abounds in the remains of graptolites, and these

fossils are of frequent occurrence at Oxtungo Creek, in the Valley of the

Mohawk. It is probable that some of the localities referred to the Hudson

river formation may be in the Utica slate , which, owing to the disturbed con-

dition of the strata, is not separable from the succeeding slates of the group.

In the Hudson river formation the characteristic graptolites, of nume-

rous species, have been found, in greater numbers than elsewhere, at

Norman's Kill, near Albany ; but they occur at Stuyvesant's Landing,

and at the city of Hudson; while some species have been found near

Baker's Falls on the Hudson river, and at Ballston and Saratoga, New
York. Graptolites, of species identical with, and similar to those of the

Hudson river formation, have been found by Dr. Emmons in the shales of

Augusta county, Virginia, and also in Tennessee.

The more characteristic species of the formation, G.pristis, G. bicornis,

G. ramosus, G. sextans, G. divaricatus, and G. gracilis, have been recognized

among the collections of the Canada Geological Survey, from the Hudson

river formation in the Valley of the St. Lawrence : and a species of

Diplograptus occurs in the Utica slate at Lake St. John. In the exten-

sion of this formation westward, a few species only have been found in

Central and Western New York; among these, G. pristis is the most

common, while G. Ucornis is more rarely seen. In Ohio, we have no

more than two species from rocks of this formation; while extensive

collections from the same formation in Wisconsin and Iowa have afforded

only three species (all unlike those from Cincinnati), and one of these

has been found in beds of the same age in Illinois. In the catalogue of

fossils appended to the Geological Report of Missouri, no mention is

made of the occurrence of Graptolitidae in any of the formations.

The greatest accumulation of materials at the epoch of the Hudson

river formation has been in the direction from northeast to southwest

;

* A single branching form, the G. milesi, has been published in the Geological Report of Ver-

mont. The specimen was found in a boulder of slate, but it is probably of the Quebec group.
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and along this line the black and dark colored graptolite schists, alterna-

ting with coarser beds, have collected in much greater mass than in any

other part of its extent. In the northwestern counties of New York,

Jefferson and Oswego, where the formation has a thickness of more than

a thousand feet, the graptolites are comparatively few in species, and not

of common occurrence. The gradual attenuation of the rocks of this

formation towards the west is marked by the extreme paucity of grapto-

litic forms.

The graptolites of the Clinton strata have not, to my knowledge, been

found beyond the limits of Western New York ; and both their horizon-

tal and vertical range is very restricted. The' graptolitic forms of the

Niagara formation (Dicttonema and Inooaulis) are very limited in their

geographical extent.

The DiCTYONEMA of the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton formations are

known to occur in New York and in Ohio ; and in the northwest a species

has been found in the Upper Helderlaerg limestone on Mackinac Island.

This distribution of the Graptolitidge, as well as their general associa-

tion with other fossils, together with the nature of the sediments, would

indicate the existence of quiet water and proximity of the coast-line as

their habitat, and as the zone of their greatest development.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE GENERA OF THE FAMILY OF GRAPTOLITIDGE.
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The preeminence of the Quebec group, as the period of the greatest

development in the Graptolitidse, is shown in the above table. Of the

seventeen genera and sub-genera here enumerated, eleven are known in

this period; while four genera, viz: Phyllograptus, Dendrograptus,

Callograpttjs, and Ptilograptus, are not at present known in any higher

position than the Quebec group, though one of them occurs in the Pots-

dam sandstone. All those genera having the nearest relations with

GraptoUthus proper in the structure of their parts occur in this group, and

the species monoprionidion found in it are more numerous than in all the

subsequent formations, so far as at present known.

In addition to circumstances originally favorable to their development

and growth, the subsequent condition presented during the period of the

accumulation of the materials of the Quebec group, in Canada, seem to

have been equally favorable to the preservation of graptolites, and in no

other formation have they been found with all their parts so entire.

GEOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPECIES OF GRAPTOLITIDJl IN CANADA AND

THE UNITED STATES.

* For subdivisions under this head see pp. 251 and 260.

t All the species in this Table same author, unless otherwise indicated.
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GEOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF GRAPTOLITDiE.-CoNTiNUED.
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GEOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF GRAPTOLITIDiE—Continued.
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The following is a list of the species of American Graptolites which have

a single seiies of cellules on one side of the stipes or branches, indicating

their relation to the point of origin or initial point, so far as known, fol-

lowing the arrangement of the synoptical table, page 251.

Genus Geaptolithus, Linnagus.

A. Species known only as sisiplb and single stipes from their origin.

{Monoprion Monograptus, etc.)

G. clintoni.

B. Species having a bilateral arrangement of parts ; often numerously

sub-divided. (Sub-genus Monoprion, Barrande; Monograptus, Geiiiitz;

DiDYMOGEAPTUS, M'Coj.)

a. Polypaiy consisting of two stipes from a single initial point, with the

cellules on the upper or inner side. (Didymograptus, M'Coy, in part;

Cladograptus, Geinitz, in part.)

G. {-D.) arcuatus, G. extenuatus, ' G. pennalulus,

bifidus, Jlaccidus, serralulus,

constrictus, indentus, similis,

divaricatus, nitidus, tenuis,

extensus,

b. Polypary consisting of four simple stipes from a single axis, with or

without a central disc. (Tetragraptus, Salter ; Dichogeaptus, Salter,

in part.)

G. alatus (disc), G. crucifer (disc), G. headi (disc),

bigsbyi, dentiaulatus, quadribracliiatus.

bryonoides, fmticosus,

c. Polypary consisting of eight simple stipes proceeding from a single axis,

with or without a central disc. (Dichograptus, Salter, in part.)

G. odobrachiatus (disc), G. octonarius.

d. Polypary consisting of more than eight simple stipes (stipes not divided

after becoming celluliferous), proceeding from a single axis, with a dis-

tinct broad, corneous disc. (Dichograptus, Salter, in part; Logano-

GRAPTUS, Hall.)

G. logani, G. logani, var.

It may be found desirable to include under the latter term G. octobrachiatus,

G. alatus, G. crucife/)' and G. headi, on account of the presence of a central disc.
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e. Polypaiy with the stipes proceeding from a single axis, and more or less

frequently branched during their entire length; not known to have a

central disc. (Dichogeaptus, Salter, typical forms).

G. abnormis, G. multifascmtus, G. nchardsoni,

Jleodlts, ramuhis, rigidus.

milesi,

f. Polypary developed from an initial point in two or more directions; these

divisions developing celluliferous branches, and themselves becoming

celluliferous towards their extremities. (Cladogeaftus [?] CaiTuthers

;

CCENOGEAPTUS, Hall.)

G. gracilis, G. divergens, G. surculans.

g. Polypary consisting of two simple stipes from an initial point, with a

single range of cellules on the outer margin of each; or, with the stipes

simple for a short distance above their origin with a double range of

cellules, and bifuracting above with a single range on each division.

(DiDTMOGRAPTus, M'Coy, in part; Cladogeaftus, Geinitz, in part=DiCEA.

NOGEAPTUS, Hall.)

G. arundinaceiis, G.furcatus, G. sextans,

divancalus, ramosas,

It vrill be seen that the G. clintoni of the Clinton group is the only

known American species of Graptolite of the monoprionidian type in

which we have not demonstrated a more or less compound structure. It

is possible that this species may grow in simple hnear stipes as repre-

sented in some of the European species ; but if this should be proved

regarding it, such a character, taken in connection with the peculiar

form of cellules, would entitle it to rank as a sub-genus at least, for which

I would suggest the name, Lagenograptus.
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IX, Htstofical Notice* of the Genus Graptolithus.

Folia graminitjm Bromel.

( Linnseus, Wahlenberg, Beck, Quenstedt, Murchison, Portlock, De
Graptolithus \ Verneuil, Keyserling, Mather, Vanuxem, Emmons, Barrande,

Graptolites I
D'Orbign}', Geinitz, Suess, JNleneghini, M'Coy, Richter, Saltei-j

( Nicol, Harkness, Hall, etc.

PriOdon" Nilsson.

Orthoceratites Wahlenberg, Schlotheim, Quenstedt, Geinitz.

Lomatoceras Bronn, Eichwald.

Prionotiis jSTilsson, Hisinger.

FucoiDES Brongniart, Eaton, Emmons, Conrad, Vanuxem.

Petalolithus Suess.

DiPRiox (sub-genus) Barrande.

Didymograptus M'Coy, Salter, and others.

DiPLOGRAPTUs M'Coy, Salter, Harkness, Hall, etc.

MoNOPEiOisr (sub-genus) . . Barrande.

MONOGKAPTUS >_,.._,
„ y Geimtz, Emmons.
Cladograptds 3

Cladograptus Carruthers, non Geinitz.

Glossogaptus ) ^
-> > Emmons.
JNemagraptus

),

Tetragraptus •)

-r^ > Salter.
DiCHOGRAPTUS 5

Cyrtograptus Carruthers.

Climacograptus 1

Dicranogeaptus
I

Phyllograptus

Retiogkaptus

Ccenograptds . . .
.'

I

LOGANOGRAPTUS -'

^ Hall.

A. D. 1727. The graptolites of Sweden were observed by Bromel,

who regarded them as leaves of grasses {Ad. UpsaV).

1736. LiNNiEus established the Genus Graptolithus in the first edition

of his Bysterna Naturce; and some years later, in the twelfth edition,

introduced specific names, G. scalaris being the type of the genus. This

form has been regarded by Wahlenberg, Geinitz and Barrande as the

G. Sagittarius, compressed in a direction rectangular to the cellules. The

G. Sagittarius, Linn^us, is therefore regarded by the latter author as

the veritable historical prototype of the Genus Graptolithus and of the

family of graptolites. For my own part, I consider the G. scalaris, so far

as illustrations of that form have come under my observation, as a dis-

tinct type of the graptolite family.

1821. Wahlenberg considered the graptolites of Sweden as very

slender orthoceratites {Nova Acta. Soc. Scien. Upsal, Vol. viii, pp. 92, 93.

* From the earliest notice of the Genus Graptolithus to the year 1850, I have adde d but

little to that which has already been published by M. Barrande, in his Graptolites of Bohemia.
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1822. ScHLOTHEiM, participating in the opinion of Wahlenberg,

described and figured a species under the name OrtJioceratites sen-atiis

{PetrefaMenkunde, p. 56, Plate viii, fig. 3).

1828. Ad. Brongniart described two species of graptolites from the

Transition formation at " Pointe Levi pres Quebec dans le Canada," as

Fucoides dmtatus and F. serra* {Tlistoire des Vegetaux Fossiles, pp. 70 and

71, Plate vi, figs. 7-12).

1829 [1831?]. F. HoLL re-published the description of OrtJioceratites

serratus of Schlotheim {Handbucli die Petrefad., Vol. ii, p. 234).

18— 7 Prof NiLSSON recognized the graptolites as polyps belongnig

to the ceratophydians. He proposed to substitute the preoccupied name

of Priodon for that of Graptolithus (See Dr. Beck, in Murchison!s Silu-

rian System, p. 696.)

1835. Prof Bronn, adopting the opinion of Prof Nilsson regarding

the nature of graptolites, gave the name Loniatoceras {Lethea Geognostica,

Vol. i, p. 55, Plate i, fig. 13, L. priodon), at the same time arranging the

species with the orthoceratites, etc.

1837. HisiNGER described five species of graptolites from the rocks

of Sweden, adopting the generic name Prionotus, proposed by Prof.

NiLSSON. Among these are two species of Linn^us, P. Sagittarius and

P. scalaris; to which he added the new species P. pristis, P. folium and

P. convolutus {Letli. Suecica, p. 113, Plate 85.) In the second supplement

to that work, published in 1840, two other species are added, under the

names P. geminus and P. teretiiiscidus ; the latter being of the type of G.

scalaris (Supp. ii, p. 5, Plate 38).

1839. Sir Roderick Murchison described and figured in the Silurian

System three species of graptolites, G. ludensis, G. murchisoni, and G.

foliaceus {Sil. System, p. 695).

1840. Prof. EiCHWALD published a description of Lomatoceras distichus,

a graptolite from the Silurian formation of Esthonia {^Sil. Syst. in Esth-

land, p. 101).

1840. Prof QuENSTEDT sought to reestablish the opinion that the

graptolites are true orthoceratites {N. Jakrh.f. Min., p. 275).

1842. Prof Geinitz described and figured five species of graptolites

under the names G. foliaceus, Murchison, G.priodon, Bronn, G. ludensis, Mur-

chison, G. serratus, Schlotheim, G. scalaris, Linn^us, and G. spiralis, Geinitz
;

regarding them as belonging to the Cephalopoda (iV. Jahrb.f. Min., p. 697).

* These species are probably identical with those which I have heretofore described as G. pris-

tiniformis and G. bryonoides

.
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1842. Vanuxem identified a graptolite of the Utica slate with the

Fucoides dentatiis of Brongniart. Graj^tolitJms dentatus, Vanuxem; G.

pristis, Hall, Hisinger'? {Geol. Rep. M Dist., N. Y., p. 57, fig. 2).

1843. Gen. Portlock, in his Geological Report, discussed the nature

of the graptolites, recognizing them as true zoophytes, and indicating

their analogy with Sertidaria and Plumularia. He suggested that the

species may form several genera, belonging perhaps to different orders.

The species described and enumerated by this author are indicated under

the names G. sedgivicki, G. distans, G. tenuis, Portlock ; G. convolutus, G.

Sagittarius, G. pristis and Q. folium, Hisinger
; G. scalaris, Linn^us,

G. foliaceus, Lonsdale (^Geol. Rep. on Londonderry, Tyrone and Fermanagh,

pp. 317-321, Plates xix and xx). The species described by this author

as Gorgonia, probably belong to Dictyonema.

1843. W. W. Mather and E. Emmons recognized Graptolites dentatus

as characterizing the Utica slate {Geol. Rep. 1st Dist. N. Y., p. 390, and

Geol. 2t/ Dist. N. Y., p. 279).

1843. J. Hall described Graptolithus clintonensis from the shales of

the Clinton group in the Upper Silurian formation {^Geol. Rep. Ath Dist.

N. Y, p. 72, fig. 12).

1845. Sir R. I. Murchison, De Verneuil, and Count Keyserling

enumerated G. Sagittarius, Hisinger, and G. disticlius, Eichwald, as char-

acterizing the Silurian formation of Russia {Geol. of Russia and the Ural

Mts., Vol. ii, p. 382).

1846. Prof Geinitz repeats the opinion expressed by himself in 1842,

regarding the nature of the graptolites ; and divides them into two sec-

tions, the straight and the spiral forms. In the first section he describes

four species : 1. G. foliaceus, Murchison (with which he identifies G.

pristis and G. folium, Hisinger, and G. dentatus, Vanuxem); 2. G. priodon,

Bronn (under which he includes G. ludensis, Murchison, and G. teretiuscu-

lus, Hisinger)
;
3. G. Sagittarius and G. scalaris, Linn^us (which he regards

as varieties of the same species), Fucoides serra, Brongniart, and G.

murchisoni, Beck; 4. G. serratus, Schlotheim {^Grundriss der Versteinerungen,

p. 310, Plate x).

1846. E. Emmons published Fucoides simplex [= Graptolithus secalinus^,

from the roofing-slates of Hoosic {Natural History ofNew York, Agriculture,

Vol. i, Plate xvii, fig. 1).

1847. J. Hall described and figured fifteen species of graptolites,

mostly new, from the Lower Silurian strata, placing them among zoophytes

{Pal. N. York, Vol. i, p. 265, Plates Ixxiii and Ixxiv).
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1848. Rev. Prof. Sedgwick announced the occurrence of Graptolitlms

Sagittarius, Hisinger, and G. latus, M'Coy in the Skiddaw slates. {Quar-

terlij Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. iv, p. 223).

1848. J. W. Salter, described G. folium, G. pristis, Hisinger, G.

pristis, var. foliaceus, Portlock, G. ramosus, Hall, G. tcenia, Sowerby

and Salter, G. tenuis, Portlock, and G. sextans. Hall, from the slates of

Loch Ryan, etc. (Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. v, pp. 15-17).

1848. Prof. Phillips enumerated the G. ludensis, G. murchisoni, and

three other species in the Builth, Llandeilo, and Harverford-west districts

{Memoirs of Geol. Survey, Vol. ii, part 1, p. 308).

1849. James Nicol enumerated and described Graptolithus griestonensis

,

G. convolutus, G. ludensis, and G. laxus {Quarterlg Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. vi,

pp. 63 and 64).

1849. J. Hall stated the occurrence of twenty species of graptolites

in the Lower Silurian rocks ; two other species having been found in the

Clinton formation* {Proceedings of the Am.er. Assoc, for the Advancement of

Science, 1849, p. 351).

1850. J. Barrande published a memoir upon the graptolites of Bohe-

mia, describing seventeen species of Graptolithus, of which fifteen were

new ; a new genus, Rastrites, with four species ; and the genus Retio-

LiTES, with one species. These are all placed among the Polypi. All of

these species, except one, are found in the Upper Silurian ; four of them

occur in the colonies of the inferior division, and pass upward to the

superior beds
;
while one species is restricted to the lower division. M.

Barrande has given in this memoir a resume of the geographical and

geological distribution of the graptolites in the different countries of the

globe.

1850. Prof M'CoY described three species of graptolites, proposing

the name Diplograpsus for those with a double series of cellules. He
proposed also the generic name Protovirgularia for a zoophyte which he

refers to the Gorgoniadae, but which may perhaps belong to the Graptoli-

tidee {Annals and Magazine of Nat. Hist., Vol. vi, 2d series, pp. 270-272).

1850. Prof Harkness described the graptolites ibund in the black

shales of Dumfriesshire, recognizing two species of Rastrites, and ten

species of Graptolites {Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. vii, pp. 59-65, Plate i).

1851. Prof M'CoY published descriptions and figures of graptolites

from British palasozoic rocks, adopting the name Diplggraptus for the

* This number of twenty species included some forms known, but not at that time described.

Cab. Nat. 34
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species with two ranges of cellules ; and proposing the name Didymograp-

Tus for the bifurcating or two stiped forms with a single range of cellules.

Of fifteen species which he described, eleven are identified as those of

preceding authors, and three of these are recognized as American species

(^British Palceosoic Fossils, pp. 3-9, PL 3 B).

1851. Dr. H. A. Prout described a graptolite, G. hallinus [= Dendro-

GBAPTUs], from the Potsdam sandstone of the St. Croix river {Am. Journal

Science [2], Vol. ix, p. 187).

1851. Edward Suess published descriptions of Bohemian graptolites,

reproducing nearly all of those described by Barrande, recognizing several

other known species, and describing nine new species. He proposed the

name Petalolithus as a substitute for Diprion= Diplograptus (iVfflfer«y2S-

senschaftliche Ahhandlimgen, Vierter band, pp. 88-134, Plates vii, viii and ix).

1851. J. W. Salter described G. tenuis, Portlock, and G. bullatus =
G. pristis ?, from the Silurian rocks of Scotland {Murchison, Silurian Rocks

of Scotland, Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. vii, pp. 173 and 174).

1851. Christian Boeck: Bemcei'lcinger angaaende Graptolitherne ; yvith

two lithographic plates {Ledsager Forslcernings-Catalogen for 1st Halvaar,

1851). CmiiSTiANiA, 1851.

1851. ScHARENBERG, Ueber Graptolithen (cited by Geinitz; work not

seen by the writer).

1852. Prof Geinitz described the graptolites of Saxony, placing them

among zoophytes, and proposing the genera Monograpsus and Clado-

GRAPSUS for certain forms of graptolites, and the genus Nereograpsus to

include Myrianites, Nereites, etc. He enumerates and describes fifty

species of graptolites of his own or of preceding authors ; and one species

of E/Etiolites, R. geinitsianus {Die Versteinerungen der Grauwachen-forma-

tien, Heft i, Die Graptolitlieii).

1852. J. W. Salter described some graptolites from the south of

Scotland, recognizing three species Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. viii, pp.

388-391, Plate xxi).

1852. J. Hall reproduced the description of Graptolithus clintonensis

,

and described G. venosus ~ Retiolites venosus. He also described the genus

DiCTYONEMA, Suggesting its relations with Graptolithus, and likewise the

genus Inocaulis {Palceontology of New York, Vol. ii, pp. 39 and 40, Plate

xvii, and pp. 174-176, Plates xl f and xl g).

1853. J. W. Salter. A new species of graptolite {Didymograptus

caduceiis, Salter), "from the Lauzon Precipice, Hudson river group"

{Qiiarterly Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. ix, p. 87).
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1855. Dr. Emmons described several new species of graptolites, and

proposed the generic names of Nemageapsus, Glossograpsus, and Stau-

ROGRAPSDS {American Geology^ Vol. 1).

1857. Prof Meneghini, from collections made by General De la Mar-

mora, described ten species of graptolites from tbe Silurian rocks of the

Island of Sardinia, of which eight species were new {Paloeontologie de

Vile de Sardaigne').

1857. J. Hall communicated to Sir William E. Logan descriptions

of twenty-one new species of graptolites from the Lower Silurian rocks of

Point Levis (Lauzon seigniory) near Quebec, (many of the species having

compound forms not before known among this family of fossils), proposing

several new genera {Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1857.

See also the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, Vol. iii).

1858. William Carruthers gave a list of twenty-four species of

graptolites found in the shales of Dumfriesshire, and described the Genus

Cladograptus ; C. linearis, Diplograjpsus tricornis and Didymograptus moffa-

tensis {Annals 6f Magazine of Natural History, Vol. iii,* 1859).

1859. J. Hall published Notes upon the Genus Graptolithus , with an

enumeration of the Canadian species ; a notice of graptolite-stipes with .

reproductive cells, together with descriptions of two new species {Twelfth

Report on the State Cabinet, Albany, pp. 45 and 58, 1859).

1859. The preceding notes were reproduced, with descriptions of five

additional species of Graptolithus, one Retiograptus, the genus Tham-

NOGRAPTUS, with two species, and one species of Rastrites {Palceontology

N. Y., Vol. iii, Supp. pp. 495 and 522).

1860. J. Hall, in continuation of the paper from the Twelfth Report

on the State Cabinet (from Palceontology of New York, Vol. iii, Supp.),

described additional species of Graptolithus, Retiograptus, Thamno-

GRAPTUS and Rastrites as above {Thirteenth Report of the State Cabinet,

pp. 55-64, 1860).

1861. J. W. Salter, in " New Fossils from the Skiddaw Slates," noticed

the occurrence of several species of Graptolithus, and the discovery of

a branching form similar to those which Sir William E. Logan first

brought to light in Canada, which he proposed to term Dichograptus

{Geologist, Vol. i, p. 74).

* It is with much I'egret that I am compelled to say that at the time of preparing the Canadian

Decade, this volume was not within ray j-each, nor did I know of the publication of Mr. Car-
RUTHFKS' paper, which otherwise I should have cited with pleasure.
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1861. Prof. M'CoY sent to the writer a proof of a plate of grapto-

lites from the " Palceontology of Victoria^ Among the figures are spe-

cies closely resembling or identical with G. ramosus, G.furcatus, and G.

gracilis; while others resemble G.])ristis^ G. Sagittarius^ &c. The descrip-

tions or farther illustrations have not come under our notice.

1861. E. Billings " On the Occurrence of Graptolites in the Base of the

Lotver Silurian." The paper contained a review of the work of Fried-

rich Schmidt, and a comparison of the graptolitic zones in Europe and

America, with a view to show that the graptolite-schists of Norman's

Kill, near Albany, are not in the upper part of the Lower Silurian divi-

sion, or Hudson-river group {^Canadian Naturalist and Geologist^ Vol. vi,

pp. 344 and 348).

1863. Sir William E. Logan recognized the occurrence of Graptolithus

bicornis, G. ramosus^ G. mucronatus, and G.pristis, characteristic species of

the shales of Norman's Kill, in the Utica and Hudson river formations of

Canada {Geology of Canada^ p. 200, and Catalogue of Fossils, p. 942
; Idem,

Graptolites of the Quebec group, pp. 226 and 228).

1863. J. W. Salter (Note on Skiddaw-slate Fossils) noticed some new

species of graptolites, proposing the new genus Tetragraptus, and

describing the genus Dichograptus previously proposed, as cited above,

including other characters {Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society , Vol.

xix, pp. 135-140, with illustrations).

1866. Henry Alleyne Nicholson, " On some Fossils from the Graptolitic

Shales of Dumfriesshire." This paper announces the discovery of numer-

ous minute bodies in the graptolitic shales, and associated with the G.

sedgwicMi in such a manner as to sustain the belief that they are ovarian

vesicles, or graptolitic gonophores similar to those found in the shales of

Norman's Kill, near Albany {Proceedings of the British Association, Thirty-

sixth meeting, 1866, p. 63).

1867. William Carruthers, " Graptolites; their Structure and Systematic

position" with illustrations {Intellectual Observer, Nos. Ixiv and Ixv).

1868. William Carrdthers. A revision of the British Graptolites,

with descriptions of the new species and notes on their affinities {Geologi-

cal Magazine, Vol. v, Nos. 2 and 3, March, 1868.

^*^ The Graptolithus from the Hoosic slate-quarries was named by

Prof. Eaton Fucoides secalinus, and the specimens were thus labeled in

the Cabinet of the Rensselaer School at Troy, as known to the writer

from 1832 to 1836 ; but we have been unable to find any published

descriptions.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

REMARKS UPON THE GENERA DIDYMOGRAPTUS M'COT, CLADOGRAPTUS Geinitz, CLADO-

GRAPTUS Carruthers, DICRANOGRAPTUS AND CCENOGRAPTUS Hall.

In 1851, Prof. M'CoY {British Palmosoie Fossils, page 9) suggested the

name Didymograptus in the following manner, after describing Diplo-

graptus ? sextans Hall, sp. :

" From the strong aiEnity between this and the D. furcatus Hall, sp. I

provisionally leave it in the present genus, though it differs much from the

normally formed species. Those species, l)ifid from the base as this, the serra-

tulus Hall, murchisoni Beck, etc., form a little group, having one row of cells

on each branch, sometimes on the inner, and sometimes on the outer edge: if

necessary, these might be called Didymograptus—the twin graptolites."

The term Didymograptus as adopted in Great Britain, has usually

been applied to such forms as G. murchisoni and G. serratulus ; but Prof.

M'CoY clearly included species of two very distinct types, since G. sextans

and G. furcatus have a different mode of growth, the cellules being on

the outer margin of the polypary, and of a different form from those of the

first named species and others usually referred to Didymograptus.

In 1852, Prof Geinitz* proposed the name Cladograptus, which, in

its definition, included also the two groups of species here noticed, viz

:

those with the cellules angular and on the inner margin of the stipe, and

those with curving indentations upon the outer margin of the stipe. He
cites C. ramosus and C. furcatus Hall sp., in his first group, and C. mur-

chisoni Beck, C. serra Geinitz, C. forschammeri Geinitz, C. sextans and C.

serratulus Hall sp., in his second group. We have in fact precisely the

same grouping under Cladograptus that M'Coy has given under Didymo-

graptus. If the latter term be employed to designate such forms as G.

murchisoni Beck, G. serratulus and G. bifidis Hall, and similar forms, then

Cladograptus may be used in the restricted sense to designate such forms

as G. furcatus, G. sextans and G. divaricatus Hall. In this case the term

Dicranogkaptus might be dropped ; since it may not be proper to sepa-

rate those with the stipe partially divided from those entirely divided,

* Die Versteinerungen der Grauwacken formation in Sachsen, etc. Heft 1, Die Chaptolithen,

pp. 29-32.
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where the cellules are similar in form. Such a disposition of the generic

terms will satisfy the claims of Profs. M'Coy and Geinitz, each one having

in his proposed genus included the two groups of species.*

In 1858, Mr. Carruthers, without knowledge of Prof. Geinitz's Genus

Cladograptus, proposed the same name for a form of graptolite found in

the shales of Dumfriesshire. In the typical species, the zoophyte is

described as dividing, from a short and slender base, " into two stems,

each supporting the cells on their upper sides." " Branches are given off

at irregular intervals from these principal stems." In the Intellectual

Observer (No. Ixv, 1867), Mr. Carruthers has given the following descrip-

tion of the genus

:

" Cladograpsus, Car. Polypary compouud
;
growing bilaterally from the

primary point ; irregularly and repeatedly branching and rebranching, and

without a central disc."

The original figure illustrating Cladograptus linearis {Annals 6f Mag.

of Nat. History)
, shows it to be a fossil belonging to the group of G. gra-

cilis. Hall, and the figure of the same in the Intellectual Observer shows

less distinctly the same characters. The form is not branching and

rebranching in the ordinary acceptation of that term (or by dichotomizing),

as is clearly enough shown in the figures of Mr. Carruthers. In the

figure first cited, the two main parts diverge on two sides from an initial

point, and the divisions on one of these parts or branches rise at regular

intervals from one side of the common rachis. In the specimen figured,

the stipes or offshoots are in two pairs and at equal distances from each

other, the intervening space being

about three times as great as be-

tween the individuals of each pair,

and probably indicating the place

where two others have been broken

off. In the American species of this

type, there are no cellules on the

principal rachis, except towards

the distal extremeties of the two

parts, and beyond all the subdivisions, which are usually from one side

only.

* I have heretofore used the term Didymograptvs in its appHcation to such forms as G. murchi-

soni, forgetting the original extent of its apphcation by Prof. M'Coy; and it is only since the

preceding pages have been in type, that on re-reading the remarks of the latter in the paragi-aph

cited, I have become more fully impressed with the necessity for some revision of the terms in

their application to species.

Cladograptus linearis, Carruthers.
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In the figure of C. linearis given in the Intellectual Observer, the divisions

are shown as originating from one side only, while the main axis is

continued, but not to our view branching and rebranching as described

;

not at least in the sense in which we apply that term to such forms as

G.flexilis of this paper, or to such forms as Dendrograptus. There is

no division of the celluliferous parts of the stipe, if we may judge from

analogy with similar forms in the American rocks.

Should the term Cladograptus of Geinitz be retained for certain forms,

as suggested above, then the Genus Cladograptus of Carruthers must

be abandoned; and in any event it can scarcely be continued, since the

same generic term had been previously applied to other forms of grapto-

lites, and, as now appears, with as much reason for its adoption as the

term Didymograptus, which cannot properly be so extended as to include

all the species originally named under it.

I have little doubt that the forms to which Mr. Carruthers has applied

the name Cladograptus are similar to our G. (/racilis and G. divergens, to

to which I have applied the name Ccenograptus ; and it may be a ques-

tion whether the Nemagraptus of Emmons, proposed in 1855, is not of

the same character ; though the remarks of that author concerning the

cellules would, if verified, exclude the typical species from that group.

The discussion in regard to nomenclature is at this time of small con-

sequence, compared with that of the structure ; and, on this account,

these forms require to be separated from Graptolithus proper.

The question as to the limitation of the term Graptolithus still remains

a matter for discussion. I have, on page 170, repeated what I had previ-

ously written upon this subject, and I still find little reason for a modifi-

cation of those views. Mr. Carruthers, speaking of the compound forms

so common in our rocks, remarks :
" Whether or not all the American

graptolites are fragments of this more complex form, I cannot say ; but

it is certain that few if any of the European species could belong to it.

In many species the termination of both the extremities of the polypary

is known, and that end which should be united to the compound group is

certainly free." This might have been said of our own species in past

time ;
but experience has proved it otherwise, and at this time we have

but one form of the monoprionidian type which we suspect to have grown

in single stipes. But if this be true of European species, they have been

erroneously represented. Even taking Mr. Carruthers' own figures of

" two perfect specimens of G. clingani" we are scarcely willing to accept

the assertion. If we examine all the figures of Portlock, we shall find
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that no one of them gives evidence of completeness at the base ; and

including the figures of Salter, Harkness and M'Coy, we shall find no

better evidence of it. Consider also Mr. Carruthers' description of

Cladograptus, where he says " the polypidom, at its origin near the

base, is very narrow, being little more than a fine line : as it increases

in breadth," etc. Now had this been broken off, when filled with the

common body, where it had the width of a fine line, would it not have

become less from consequent contraction, and have appeared as if com-

plete at its lower extremity 1 When we look at such forms as G. gracilis

in the slender attachment of the stipes to the common rachis, could we

decide, in their separated condition, whether they were entire bodies, or

stolons from a common bodj^'? I do not mean, however, to assert that

there are no single mmioprionidian stipes which are complete in themselves.

I am willing to reassert here what I have before said, that in the

separated portions of the Graptolites we cannot distinguish between

DiDYMOGRAPTUS, Tetragraptus and DiCHOGRAPTUs ; and in regard to the

latter term, if it is to be brought into use, we have a right to some expia-

tion of its meaning and its limits. In the figure first given by Mr.

Salter in the Geologist (1861), where the name was proposed we have a

properly branching form, not very dissimilar from G. milesi of this paper,

but without a disc; and no allusion is made to a disc. In 1863,* Mr.

Salter gives a figure o^ Dichngrapsus aranea of Salter, a form with eight

simple celluliferous stipes; and also "fig. 10, Dichograpsiis Salter with

its corneous cup (fromLoGAN)." Fig. 11, Dichograpsiis sedgwicJdis another

species with eight simple stipes. At that time, it does not appear that Mr.

Salter had seen a British specimen with a central coi'neous disc. The addi-

tion ofthe disc to Dichograpsus was a subsequent idea, and the adoption of

such forms as G. aranea and G. seclgivicld as the types of his genus by Mr.

Salter, leaves out the really branching forms, like the diagram in the

Geologist for which the name was first proposed. If separation is to be

made on such grounds as these, a farther one must be adopted ; and the

Genus Dichograpsus, which now includes three types, must be restricted

to the types D. aranea and D. sedgivicki. This arrangement will leave

those forms with the central corneous discs to form a new genus, for

which I propose the name Loganograpttjs. Those which are repeatedly

dichotomous, like G. flexilis, will constitute a third genus ; for notwith-

standing that Mr. Salter says the Dichograpsus " is doubly branched

* Quart. Jour. Gaol. Society, Vol. xix, p. 137.
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and again dichotomous more than once in most of the species," he does not

show that feature in those he has given as the types of the genus ; unless

indeed he designates the divisions of the polypary below the cellules as

the doubly branching and dichotomous condition, which, if in this case

sufficient to constitute a generic distinction, is enough to warrant a farther

separation where the branches are repeatedly dichotomous after becoming

ceUuliferous.

In speaking of the monoprionidian forms of graptolites, I have neglected

to explain the effects of compression in different directions, and the con-

sequent aspect presented by the cellules upon the surfaces of the shaly

laminse. This is to some extent illustrated in Plate iii, fig. 24, and in the

enlarged parts, figs. 28, 29 and 30. In the extremely dichotomous forms,

like fig. 8 a, p. 208, and fig. 29, p. 217, the branches are variously com-

pressed, sometimes presenting the ceUuliferous face as a narrow indented

surface, limited on each side by the margins of the stipe (fig. 1). We
rarely observe the more extremely compressed forms which, when the

back of the stipe is presented on the upper side, haver r jTi 7
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

w

\

an appearance of double serratures, but with a differ-

ent aspect at the indentation of the cellules from

true DiPLOGRAPTUs (fig. 2). As these branches become

partially turned so as to show the lateral face, we

have the aspect presented in fig. 3, where the lower

extremity shows some of the cellules marking the two sides, while the

upper part shows the true character of the species.

It is but rarely that the cellules of any of the genera or species are

preserved in their proper form and proportions : they are however, some-

times found in this condition from being filled with the mineral matter of

the surrounding rock ; but often with iron pyrites, which preserves them

in their original form more completely perhaps than any other substance.

In regard to the Genus Phtllograptus, I may not have sufficiently

indicated the probable existence of a common body, the evidence of which

is obscure, owing to the fact that the cell-partitions extend downwards

nearly to the solid axis, and are apparently connected with it at the

exterior margins. I suppose that the narrow bases of the cell-partitions

are concave towards the axis, and consequently allow the presence of a

continuous slender common body, uniting the bases of all the cellules as

in ordinary forms of graptolites, where the common body is of variable

width, and sometimes very narrow. The general aspect of this type of

Graptolite is illustrated in figs. 23 and 24 on page 213, while the figures on

Cab. Nat. 35
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Plate iv present other phases of two species. It will be observed that

in some of these there is a central linear space marked by the bases of

cellules, while others present a simple dark line to which the cell-parti-

tions are joined. The graptolites of this type, having the character of

four simple graptolitic stipes joined at the back, will present in sections

a cruciform figure like fig. 5 of Plate iv. When these bodies were thrown

down upon the muddy sea bottom, they would become imbedded mainly

in two positions. The most common position appears to be that in which

the parts retain a vertical and horizontal position, as in the accompanying

YiG.i. fig- 4- The lower division, or d, would thus become

first imbedded
;
while the parts b and c would be in

the plane of deposition', and a would be the last

imbedded. This slaty laminae will separate along the

line b, c, either above or below the graptolite, leaving

on one side the substance of the cellules and on the

other the impression. If the separation take place

above, then the bases of the cellules often remain: these are directed

obliquely downward towards the base of the stipe, as shown in figs. 2

and 7 of Plate iv. If the separation takes place below the substance of

the graptolite, in the plane b, c, the cellules of the division d are seen

directed upwards towards the apex of the stipe, like fig. 15 of Plate xvi,

Canadian Decade.

The other direction of imbedding would be where the specimens were

so deposited that the divisions rested obliquely to the plane of stratifica-

tion upon the points c, J, as in fig. 5. In this position, they would, from

the accumulating sediment, become compressed as in fig. 6, pj,, 5

until the parts b, d, and a, c, would approach each other, or

come in contact. Lying thus, the slaty laminae separating

above or below them, they would present the aspects of

figs. 4 and 6, Plate iv; giving no evidence of cellules

except at the margins ; unless where the stipe may be fractured when

we have an exhibition of a section of the cellules as in fig. 1 of Plate iv.

Fig. 6. When the separation takes place in such a manner

that the parts b a are removed, the parts d c remain,

showing the bases of two rows of cellules, as in fig.

3 of Plate iv. The various phases presented in large collections of speci-

mens of these forms are all explicable upon this view of their mode of

growth and manner of imbedding in the soft mud of the sea bottom.
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Note on the Genus Ptilograptus, Hall.—Since the publication of the

Canadian Decade, I have seen the work of Gceppert, " Ueber Die Fossile

Flora der Silxirischen, der Devonischen und Unteren Koltlen Formation, 1859."

The Oallithamnion, or Oallithamnites reussiamis, figured on plate xxxvi, from

the Upper Silurian of Bohemia, is so similar to the Ptilograjytus genitzianus of

Plate xxi, Canadian Decade (Plate iv of this paper), that I cannot doubt the

generic identity. Whatever may be the relations of the European species,

the Canadian one is not a plant, if we may judge from its horny carbonaceus

textui'e.

In a paper on " Fucoides in the Coal Formation"* by M. Lesqueredx, the

author has stated his opinion that the "peculiar Fucoides serra" described b}'

Beongniart in his Vegetaux Fossiles, page 71, tab. 6, figs. 7 and 8, should be

placed imder the Genus Caulerpites of Sternberg, into which he proposes

to admit all the forms described by Prof. Hall under the name of Spirophgton,

Regarding, the latter, I have, in this place, nothing to say; but the Fucoides

serra of Brongniart is no doubt a species of Graptolite, and the locality whence

cited. '' Pointe Levi pres Quebec" has atforded many species of Graptolitid^e,

but no recognizable species of Fucoides. In the ^'-Figures and Descriptions

of Canadian Organic Remains" Decade ii, page 84, I have given mj' reasons

for believing that the Fucoides serra of Brongniart is identical with Grapto-

litJms hryonoides of Hall (Plate iv, figs. 1-11, and Plate iii, figs. 11 and 12 ( ?)

of Decade, and Plate iii, figs. 16 and 17 of this paper), the identity not having

been discovered till long after the publication of the last named species.

The Fucoides dentatus of Brongniart, from the same locality, is likewise with-

out doubt a graptolite, and probably identical with that described by me as

G. {Diplograptus) prisiiniformis. I have no doubt that if M. Lesquereux
were to examine th^se and other Lower Silurian fossils of generally similar

character, he would arrive at the same conclusions as myself regarding their

nature and relations.

* 071 Fucoides in the Coal Formation [with a Plate]. By Leo Lbsqueeeux. Read before

the American Philosophical Society, May 18th, 1866.
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Bt JAMES HALL.

I & 11. OBSERVATIONS ON THE GENEM STREPTORHYNCHUS AND STROPHODONTA.

The illustrations for these papers not having been completed, the dis-

cussions upon the characters of the genera will be deferred to a future

report.

The result of a critical examination of the species known in the higher

rocks of New York has resulted in referring to Strophomena chemungensis

Conrad, the following forms, which are apparently only varieties of

this very variable species : Strophomena hifurcata Hall, S. arctostriata

Hall, ;S'. pectinacea Hall, Orthis perversa Hall, Streptorhynchus pandora

Billings, Orthisina arctostriata and 0. alternata Hall, Orthis ineqaalis and

O.pravus Hall.

Among these there are noticed as distinct varieties, the following

:

a. Stre])torhynchus 'pandora Billings, which differs very little from

S. woohvorthana Hall of the Lower Helderbera:

group.

b. 8. arctostriata Hall;

c. S. perversa Hall;

d. 8. pectinacea Hall.

These varieties of form and of surface-markings are illustrated on

Plates iv, ix and x of Vol. 4, Palaeontology of New York.

The study of the hinge structure in some forms referred to the Genus

Strophodonta has suggested some modifications in the limits of the

genus, and indicates in one direction an intimate relation with Streptor-

hynchus.
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III. GENUS CHONETES FISCHER, 1837.

(From Vol. IV, Palaeontology of New York.)

The Genus Chonetes, having the general form of Strophodonta or Stro-

PHOMENA and Lept^na, is distinguished externally from those genera by

the tubular spines on the cardinal margin of the ventral area ; and from

Productus, by the manner in which these spines are disposed. In some

species, however, in addition to these, the surface of the shell is studded

with small spines as in Productus. Internally it has been shown by Mr.

Davidson to possess characters which ally it with Productus ; and it

connects more nearly, by form and genei'al features, the families of Stro-

PHOMENiDiE and Productid^.

In the ventral valve, the area is narrow but well-defined, with a dis-

tinct foramen which is partially closed by a pseudo-deltidium, and the

remainder of the space is filled by a cardinal process from the opposite

valve. In the bottom of the cavity there is a longitudinal median ridge,

and on each side and close to it are the occlusor muscular impressions :

the divaricator impressions occupy a wider space, and usually are not

very well defined in their limits, though having the same general form

and features as those of Strophodonta.

In the dorsal valve, the teeth-sockets are well marked. The cardinal

process is entirely unlike that of the preceding genera, being simple at

its base, and bifid or grooved at the extremity ; while the lateral divi-

sions usually reach nearly as far as the central portion of the process,

and are separated from that by a groove more or less distinct. Sometimes

the lateral or accessory lobes are distant from the extremity, and

separated in like manner by a groove.

In one or more of the slender forms of the process, these lateral lobes

are situated at some distance from the apex, and appear like minute

processes on the sides. At its base, the cardinal process is continued in

a slender median ridge. The double occlusor impressions are small, and

from between them proceeds an elevated vascular marking which assumes

a reniform shape ; this being a distinguishing feature of the genus, which

allies it with Productus.
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The interior of the shells are strongly pustulose or papillose : the little

granules are arranged in the direction of the striae and along the grooves

of the exterior strise, which often become defined elevations upon the

inner surface of the shell.

So far as we at present know the species in the rocks of this country,

the genus begins its existence in the shales of the Clinton group, where a

single species has been found. There are two species known in the Lower

Helderberg group, and but a single one in the Oriskany sandstone.* Two
species are known in the Schoharie grit, and three others are common in

the Corniferous limestone ; while others are added to the number in the

Hamilton and Chemung groups. Several species are known in the Car-

boniferous limestones and in the Coal measures.

For the most part the species are of small size, and, when well pre-

served, it is not very difiicult to distinguish them; but in their various

conditions of preservation, such as partially exfoliated and more or less

worn shells, casts of the interior and impressions of the exterior in a

matrix varying from pure limestone to calcareous shale, and through the

arenaceous shales to a nearly pure sandstone, the specific relations often

become difficult of determination.

In a very large proportion of the specimens coming before me for inves-

tigation, the cardinal spines cannot be seen, or are but imperfectly

preserved. Their comparative strength or direction often furnishes

means for specific distinction ; but I have not been able to satisfy myself

that the number of spines on the hinge-line is of specific importance,

for these are sometimes unequal on the two sides of the apex, and their

development seems often to be promoted or retarded by the irregular

growth of the shell ; some of the larger species having only three or

four spines on each side of the beak, while in the smallest specimens

of the group in our rocks (C. lepida), I am able to count six spines on

each side ; and in C. scitula, as many as six or seven, the bases only

of many of them being preserved, in the substance of the shell, as tubular

openings.

In many specimens the spines can be seen to originate near the inner

margin of the area, or along the hinge-line, and can be traced in the

substance of the shell in an oblique direction inwards, at first nearly

parallel with the margins of the foramen ; and it is only after becoming-

free, that they take a vertical or obliquely outward direction.

* The same occurring in the Lower Helderberg group.
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The accompanying figure of the hinge-line of Chonetes scitula, greatly

enlarged, will illustrate the relations of the tubular spines.

The nature of these tubes penetrating the substance of the shell, has

been pointed out by Count Von Keyseeling,* and shown in his illustra-

tions of Chonetes comoides ; but

this function has been doubted

by Prof De Koninck, who regards

their obliquely inward direction

as a contrary indication.! In

many of our specimens, however, lam able to trace these tubes through the

substance of the shell fromthe hinge-margin (their opening into the interior

being a little within the margin), beginning near the triangular foramen,

and penetrating the shell to the upper edge ofthe area in lines parallel to the

sides of the foramen. Those nearest the centre are more closely arranged

than those at a greater distance : the former appear on the exterior as

minute pustules, sometimes very close to the apex of the shell ; and in

receding from the centre, they become more prominent, and attain the

character of spines. In some examples, the obliqviity of the tubes within

the substance of the shell is seen to become less and less on receding from

the apex, and they are often curved outwards before reaching the surface
;

but the connexion of these tubes with the spines is unmistakable.

In numerous examples of the casts left by the destruction of the

ventral valve, the form of the tubes is well preserved in the infiltrated

matter ; and in these casts we often find evidence of the tubes near the

centre, where no spines are visible on the exterior surface of the shells

of the species, as in Chonetes logani and C. scitula.^

The following specie of Chonetes are known in the Upper Helderberg

and Hamilton groups of New York

:

Ohonetes acutiradiata,

0. arcuata,

a coronata,X

a dejlecta,

c. hemispherica,

a lepida,

a lineata,

Ohonetes logani, var. aurora,

0. mucronata.

G. jpusilla,

O. scitula.

a setigera,

a yandellana.

* Geognostiche Beobachtungen auf ehier Reise in das Petschora-land. By Count Alexander

Von Ketserling, 1846.

f
" These grooves do not appear to me to be produced by the cardinal tubes, as M. De Ketser-

LiNG thinks, because in this case they should take an opposite direction : I am led to believe that they

depend solely on the successive growth of the shell." Hecherches sur UsAnimaux Fossiles, p. 190.

X The Chonetes littoni, C. maclurea, C. tuomeyi and C. martini of Norwood and Pratten are

regarded as varieties of C. coronata (Conrad).
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The Chonetes scitula, C. lepida and C. setigera occur likewise in the Che-

mung group, together with a remarkable species, the C. muricatus.

The Chonetes logani was originally described from the base of the Bur-

lington limestone of Iowa ; and a careful comparison of specimens from

that locality, as well as from intermediate points in Ohio, together with

casts of the same, has left no doubt of the propriety of referring the

TuUy limestone species to that one. The criticisms of Prof Winchell

regarding the concentric lamellose lines or ridges, I do not regard as of

even varietal value, and the varying conditions in this respect are merely

accidental. The species is illustrated on Plate xxii of Vol. IV, Palcem-

tology of New York ; and every care has been taken to give a true

representation of the characters of specimens from Iowa, Ohio and New
York.

Cab. Nat. 36
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IV. REMARKS ON THE GENERA PRODUCTUS, STROPHALOSIA AULOSTEGES AND

PRODUCTELLA.

(From Vol. IV, Palffiontology of New York.)

The genera constituting the Family Productidse, as recognized at the

present time, are the following: Chonetes, Productus, Strophalosia,

and AuLOSTEGES ; the two latter being considered by Mr. Davidson as

subgenera of Productus.

The Genus Chonetes has already been noticed in the preceding pages
;

and from its marked characters there is usually little danger of con-

founding it with any other of the Productidse. The Genus Productus, in

its typical and varied forms, is characteristic of the Carboniferous period
;

a few species are known in the Permian, while other similar forms in the

Devonian, which were formerly considered as Productus, have lately

been referred to the genus or subgenus Strophalosia of Prof. King.

Productus, which is the oldest established genus, includes species

described as semicircular or semioval concavo-convex shells, with spini-

ferous exterior surface, straight hinge-line, without an area on either

valve, and without teeth or sockets. The interior characters, though

with a general resemblance to Strophodonta, have in addition certain

other points by which they are distinguished. Notwithstanding that the

species of Productus have usually the shell more or less closely studded

with spines, and generally a row of spines just below the hinge-margin

of the ventral valve, there are some species referred to this genus which

are nearly destitute of spines, and others upon which no spines have

been detected except on the ears or near the cardinal margin. Species

having this exterior character are usually more extremely gibbous or

ventricose in the ventral valve than any species of Lept^ena, Stropho-

donta or Chonetes, and the dorsal valve is more deeply concave.

Strophalosia is described as differing externally from Productus in

sometimes having a truncated apex, and by the presence of an area of

greater or less extent on each valve, with a foramen which is more or

less closed by a deltidium. In the interior it is said to be characterized

by teeth in the ventral valve and teeth-sockets in the opposite valve

;

while the disposition of the reniform vascular impressions of the dorsal

valve is a distinctive feature.
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Fig. 1.

In reference to the Oenus Proddctus, Mr. Davidson remarks as follows

:

"All authenticated species of Productus hitherto examined have shown
themselves to be edentulous ;

but whetlier this character was general and with-

out exception, may remain a question for further consideration
; anyhow, the

dorsal valve must have turned on its hinge-line with as much precision as

Chonetes, which possessed regularly articulating teeth. It has been often

asserted and believed that Peoductus might be distinguished from its sub-

genera by the total absence of an area; and although this is the prevalent

character of the genus, still in certain species, such as P. sinuatus, a perfectly

developed area is generally present in the ventral valve. There exists also an

occasional tendency to the formation of hinge-area in several species, as may be

seen, for example, in the remarkable example of P. semireticulattis, of which

a representation is given in Plate xliii, fig. 5." *

These observations of Mr. Davidson are of later date than his " Intro-

duction to the Natural History of Brachiopoday

One of the important features of distinction between Productus and

Strophalosia has been stated to be fig- 2.

the different disposition of the reni-

form vascular impressions in the

dorsal valve. The accompanying

figures represent this character in

two species of the latter genus

—

fig. 1, Strophalosia goldfussii ; fig. 2,

Strophalosia morrisiana—as given by Mr. Davidson in his Introduction.

In examining the species occurring in the higher formations of the

New York rocks, which I had supposed might be referred to the Genus

Strophalosia, I find evidence of a narrow area with small teeth and

sockets in the greater num-

ber of species ; although

these features do not usu-

ally appear, except upon

the most critical examina-

tion. The disposition of the

reniform vascular impres-

sion, however, does not cor-

respond with that of Strophalosia
; but in all the species where this

feature has been observed it is similar to that shown in figs. 3, of Pro-

ductella onusta, and 4, of Productella striatula, enlarged to two diameters.

f

* Monograph of British Carboniferous Brackiopoda, p. 136, 1861.

j B C, tooth-socket and socket-plate ; J, cardinal process ; O, anterior and posterior occlusors

;

V, the reniform vascular impressions ; F*, the faint diverging impression proceeding from the

extremity of the mesial septum.

Fig. 3.
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Neither of these species are loiown to have the apex of the ventral

valve truncated. In another species, with extremely gibbous and arcuate

ventral valve and deeply concave dorsal valve, the disposition of the

reniform impressions is precisely like those illustrated ; and in none of

the species under investigation have we seen the least evidence of reni-

form impressions like those of figures 3 and 4, which are illustrations of

Permian species of Strophalosia.

It is clear, therefore, that this character could not be relied on for

distinguishing the genus, if we were to include in it our Devonian species
;

for in the three species referred to, the imprint

has the same direction and termination as shown

in AusTOLEGES, except perhaps that the muscular

scars may be a little nearer the hinge-line ; and

in this respect it is not very dissimilar to some

species of Productcts, as shown in P. costatus

(fig. 5), interior of the dorsal valve showing

the reniform vascular impressions, cardinal processes and the oblique

callosity C*

I have, moreover, ascertained that the American forms of P. costatus

have often a well defined area on the ventral valve, and a narrow area

on the dorsal valve, extending nearly the entire length of the hinge-line
;

and in some specimens, this is as distinct as the area of Strophodonta

or of Chonetes. There is of course a foramen, which is open in the

examples observed ; though in Mr. Davidson's

figure of P. semireticulatus , cited above, the

foramen is closed by a deltidium. The speci-

mens of ventral valves of Productus, which

I have been able to examine, have no true

teeth or extensions from the margins of the

foramen ; but sometimes a callosity extends

obliquely backward and unites with the interior

of the shell, being in fact as much a representation of dental lamince as

we have in some species of STROPHODONTA.t The accompanying figure

6 is a dorsal view of Productus costatus, showing the hinge area.

Thus we see that the species referred to Productus may have all the

Fig. 6.

* Productus longispinus and P. piistulosus have a similar form of the reniform impressions.

See Davidson's Monograph of British Carboniferous Brachiopoda.

t See Strophodonta demissa, S. reversa, S. nacrea and others.
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characters of Strophalosia except the hinge-teeth and sockets, and

the disposition of the reniform impressions; while the New York species,

possessing teeth and sockets, have not the disposition of the reniform

vascular impressions which are given by European authors as character-

istic of Strophalosia.

In glancing at the species of Productidse illustrated on Plates 23, 24,

25 and 26 of Vol. iv, Palceontology of New York, one cannot fail to be

imjDressed with the prevailing greater width on the hinge-line, and con-

sequent modification of form in the American Devonian species, as

compared with the Strophalosia of the Permian system in Europe. But

while the greater part, and perhaps all of these, have a narrow cardinal

area and small hinge-teeth and sockets, I conceive that their exterior

character and expression are much more like the true Productus than

are the Permian species of Strophalosia
;
and one of the most marked

features consists in the conspicuous ears with rows of spines, as in Car-

boniferous Product!; while their anterior extension and highly arcuate

forms assimilate them much more with Productus than with Stro-

phalosia.

The Productidas of this character make their first appearance in the

American geological series in the Upper Helderberg group, and continue

with increasing numbers through the successive formations to the Car-

boniferous limestone. There are a few individuals of two species in the

Corniferous limestone, and more in numbers of individuals and of other

species in the Hamilton group ; but it is difficult to find specimens in a

condition favorable for satisfactory investigation. A few specimens have

been obtained entirely separated from the rock; but nearly all are

imbedded, with the ventral valve adhering to the matrix so that the

hinge and interior structure can rarely be seen ; while the dorsal valves

almost uniformly adhere by their exterior surface, leaving only their

interior for examination.

In the Chemung group, the specimens occur mostly as casts of the

interior and impressions of the exterior, and these are frequently much

distorted. In some of the softer compact shales of this group, we find

the shell partially preserved, but still in such condition that the entire

characters cannot be discovered ; and it is only in some fresh exposures of

the semicalcareous bands that we are able rarely to obtain specimens

of more natural appearance and better preserved surface. Under cir-

cumstances of so much difficulty, it is with much hesitation that I
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approach the final disposition of the species of this character in our

formations.*

It would appear that the Genus Strophalosia has been founded upon

characters derived from Permian species, in which the interior structure

has been well preserved. Of the few European Devonian species of this

genus which are cited, I have seen no illustrations of the interior; and

these have probably been referred to the genus from the generally similar

form, the presence of a nari'ow area, and minute teeth and sockets, which

are characters foimd in identical or similar forms in the American strata.

It is probable, therefore, that had the interior of these species been

observed, they would not have been placed among the Permian Stro-

phalosise, but rather among the Producti, to which they seem more

nearly allied, t

It appears to me that we have in the Devonian period the incipient

manifestation of the productidian type, which became modified in the

later Carboniferous period, where, with conditions favorable to its exces-

sive development, it has assumed extravagant forms and proportions, but

here and there indicating the characters of its prototype in the presence

of an area and foramen, among species of a genus which is characterized

by the absence of these features. In the still later Permian period, with

changed conditions, we have an approximate return to the earliest forms

of the species, or to the prototype ; and in reality the foundation of the

genus lies in the Devonian forms which have been referred to Stropha-

losia.

It would appear that the presence, rather than the absence of charac-

ters, should be the foundation of generic description and determination

;

and in this view Prodd;ctus possesses fewer characters, and, in the absence

of hinge-area, teeth and sockets, is less complete than the forms possess-

ing these appendages. Nevertheless, the great development of forms

and number constituting the Genus Productus during the Carboniferous

* Those who have the best right to criticise the work, from having themselves labored in a

similar field, will appreciate the diificulties to be encountered ; and they will only need to be

assured of my earnest intention to dispose of the species \vithout prejudice or partiality to previ-

ously expressed opinions. With larger collections before me than I had when originally describing

the species under the preceding genera, I have seen cause to modify in some instances the views

formerly maintained, and I believe I have shown no leniency towards species proposed by myself

on insufBcient materials ; but I am quite unable, at the present time, to reduce the species of this

type from these formations, to the limits indicated by European authors who have examined

American collections.

t Prof. De Koninck, in his Recherches siir les Animaux Fossiles, has not recognized the Genus

Strophalosia; and the Devonian forms similar to those of our rocks are by him placed under

Productus.
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period has acquired for it the importance and distinction which it must

retain ; and any subdivisions proposed must have reference to the char-

acters of this genus as established.

On a critical examination of the genera of the Family Productidse, we

shall find that Chonetes is distinguished by well-marked and important

characters, having an area on each valve and a row of spines upon the

margin of the area of the ventral valve, which is one of the distinguishing

external features, though it has been ascertained that spines sometimes

occur on the body of the shell.

The separation of the genera or subgenera Strophalosia and Aulos-

TEGES from Produotus is based upon less important differences. The

former has an area on each valve, a foramen in the ventral valve covered

by a deltidium, with teeth and sockets, while the reniform vascular

imprints have a different direction and termination. The latter has a

wide area on the ventral valve, a foramen closed by a pseudo-deltidium,

without teeth or teeth-sockets, and with the reniform vascular impressions

extended far towards the anterior margin of the valve, and sometimes

abruptly recurved.* The typical species of Aulosteges is very similar

to Strophalosia in external form. Both are from the Permian system,

and the differences between them consist in the presence or absence of

teeth and sockets, and the different direction of the reniform impressions.

While the typical and fully developed forms of Strophalosia in the

Permian system have a large area on the ventral valve, with a narrow

area on dorsal valve ; all the New York species have a very narrow area

on each valve (often so narrow as to be no greater than the thickness

of the shell), with the other general differences pointed out. These

features alone might not be sufficient to indicate a distinct group
; and a

little extension of the characters of Productus or of Strophalosia might

include them ; but while Strophalosia and Aulosteges remain distin-

guished by such small differences, these forms, also, I conceive, should

be separated from the former, both on account of the external differences

and from the reniform vascular impression, which has been regarded as

an important feature in the Productidse. These differences I consider as

scarcely less important than those upon which the other subgenera have

been separated ; and from their external form and internal structure so

nearly resembling Productus, I would propose for the Devonian species

* The disposition of the reniform impressions is not essentially different from that of some

species of Productus; and the presence of an area and covered foramen, and the absence of teeth

and teeth-socliets are the distinguishing features.
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having narrow hinge-areas and small teeth and sockets, with reniform

vascular impressions of the form of those illustrated, the name Pro-

DUCTELLA.

Subgenus Produotella, n.s-g.—Shells having the general form of Pro-

DUCTUS, but uniformly with a narrow area on each valve, a foramen

or callosity on the ventral area,* small teeth, and more or less

distinct teeth-sockets.

The reniform vascular impression, rising from between the anterior

and posterior occlusor muscular impressions, curves gently outwards, and,

following a curvature somewhat parallel with the margin of the shell to

below the middle of its length, is abruptly recurved, and the extremity,

turned a little backwards, tei-minates about half way between the margin

and the anterior extremity of the mesial septum.

The cardinal process, seen from the inner side, is bilobed, and from

the exterior side each of these divisions is usually bilobed.

These shells difl'er from Strophalosia in the extremely narrow linear

cardinal area, greater extension of the hinge-line, more extreme arcuation

or ventricosity of the ventral valve in many or most of the species, and

especially in the direction and termination of the reniform vascular

impressions, which resemble those of Aulosteges and of some species of

Productus. They differs from the typical forms of Productus in the

constant presence of an area, hinge-teeth and sockets.

* In the specimens affording the most satisfactory evidence of area, etc., the foramen is open

;

but in some specimens the impression only remains, and there is the appearance of a narrow

indentation below the beak, so that it is impossible to determine whether the foramen has been

open, or closed by a deltidium.
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V. ON THE GENERA SPIRIFEEA, CYRTINA AND ALLIED GENERA.

This paper will be deferred on account of the non-completion of a plate

illustrating the hinge-structure of Spirifera and allied genera, which will

be finished for a future report. In the mean time I will repeat here the

concluding remarks of the chapter on Spirifera from Vol. iv, Palceontology

of New York :

" Some important consideratioDs are suggested by the study of Spirifera

jyrcemaiura, Spirifera alta, and their associates.

" The species which I have here designated as Spirifera praematura exhibits

uo external markings which enable one to say that it is distinct from S. hirtus

of the sandstones at Burlington, Iowa; nor does it present ditferences from S.

pseudolineata which may not be reconciled with geographical influences, and

with a habitat nearer to the shore line and the essential absence of calcareous

matter in the sediments deposited. Its associates, however, are of diflerent

species from those in the western locality; but still among the more conspicuous

of these is Spirifera alta, Productus lachrymosa var., and Chonetes muricata,

which have a carboniferous aspect; and were it not for the presence of Spirifera

disjuncta and one or two others, the general aspect of the fauna mio'ht be
termed carboniferous.

"If again we look at the characters of Spirifera alta, an analogue or repre-

sentative of Spirifera cuspidata, we have many points of similarity with one

or more species in the rocks of the West and Southwest which are usually

referred to a higher position. The high area and the transverse concave septum,

which is not a true pseudo-deltidium, allies it with Spirifera textus, in which

we find similar features. In the *S'. alta there has probably been an external

convex pseudo-deltidium, and between this and the septum closing the fissure

has been a narrow space. This septum, which is an extension of the dental

lamellae, has been thickened or expanded on the inner side, as shown by the

casts of the ventral valve; and in several specimens there is a narrow semi-

cylindrical depression extending nearly to the beak of the valve.

" In comparing this species with Spirifera textus, we find similar conditions,

or more properly an extension or amplification of the same features. In that

species there is a convex arching pseudo-deltidium, though rarely preserved in

the specimens. Beneath this there is concave septum, and upon the inner face

of this there is a tubular callosity; or, in other words, the inner laminae of

the septum become fistulous, and enclose a cylindrical or sub-cylindrical

space, which extends from the base of the septum to near the apex of the

Cab. Nat. 37
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valve.* But more usually the lamiua3 appear to be separated, and, extending

inwards, are recurved, their edges sometimes joining to form a tube; but more fre-

quently, perhaps, the margin of each one is recurved upon itself, leaving the tube

with a slit along the lower side. lu some instances, however, these extensions

from the inner face of the septum continue to the bottom of the cavity, and, join-

ing the external shell, leave a quadrangular tube instead of a cylindrical one.

" It is evident from what has been said, as well as from the illustrations

given, that there is a near approach to this character of S. textus, or an incipi-

ent step towards it, in Spirifera alta ; but the feature has not become fully

developed. We have the concave septum with a semi-cylindrical callosity on

its inner face, but this ridge has apparently remained solid. The concave

septum, however, must not be confounded with the pseudo-cleltidium: the

latter is apparently an independent growth of shelly (or sometimes perhaps

scarcely solid shell) matter, forming an exterior plate from the apex of the

tissure, covering to a greater or less extent the opening, but apparently not

connected with, nor a part of the dental lamellae or substance of the area,

while the septum is an outgrowth or lateral extension of the dental plates.

" In the case of Sjnrifera alta, the extension of the septum is so great, that

when connected with the general form of the shell, its neatest analogue appears

to be 8j)irifera textus ; which, so far as I can now determine, is identical with

the one described by me as 8. subcimpidatus in the Geological ltej)ort of Iowa.

The latter is a carboniferous species from the Keokuk limestone, and closely

allied to the Spirifera cuspidatus of Europe; and the Chemung species thus

reminds us of the Carboniferous one, or has a cai'boniferous aspect.

"If, in its full development, the presence of a septum and internal tube be

regarded as of generic value, then we have in Spin/era alta the same append-

ages in part, or in a partially developed condition; the distinct tube only being

wantiuo-. But had we the means of examining the internal characters of the

ventral valves of all the species of Spirifers, we should probably iind grada-

tions from the solid filling of the rostral cavity, with a greater or less extension

of shelly matter in the form of a septum in the tissure occupying a narrow

space iu its apex, till we reach the development observed in 8. alta and S. textm.

"To a considerable extent, we are able to prove this supposition. In the

separated valves of 8pirifera radiata of the Clinton and Niagara groups, there

is a tilling of the rostral cavity, and thickening of the dental lamellae which

are extended for half the length of the valve. The narrow median crest of

the muscular impression is expanded and thickened towards the apex of the

valve, but there is no evidence of a septum. In Spirifera niagarensis there is

a tilling of the I'ostral cavity and a thickening of the dental lamellae, which

are distinctly separate, but no appearance of a septum; and there is a low

median crest in the muscular impression.

" Iu the Lower Helderberg group, the 8pirifera macropleura has the rostral

cavity tilled to a greater or less extent, and the dental plates extremely thick-

ened at their bases; while there is an obscure low median crest iu the muscular

impressions, which sometimes becomes thickened and expanded above; and

* It is upon this feature, or one of similar cliaracter, in its full development, that I understand

Prof. WiNCHELL proposes to found the Genus Stringothtris.
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occasionally there is a little filling of the upper part of the fissure, resembling

the incipient stages of growth of the septum. In 8pirifera cycloptera

the rostral cavity is more or less filled and solid, with diverging denial

lamellae; while the crest dividing the muscular impression is very unequally

developed, and there is no appearance of a septum. In Spirifera 'perlarmllosa

the rostral cavity is filled to a greater or less degree, the dental lamella are

short and strong, and thei'eis a sharp elevated median crest or septum in the

muscular impression; but there is no indication of the transverse septum. In

Spirifera ootocostata the dental lamellae are thickened, and there is a vertical

septum reaching from the apex of the rostral cavity to the base of the muscular

impression. In Spirifera marylandica of the Oriskany sandstone, there is some-

times a partial filling of the rostral cavity, with a reversed conical crest in the

upper part of the muscular area. Spirifera arenosa has strong dental lamellae;

a filling of the rostral cavity in old shells; a low crest dividing the muscular

impression, which becomes thickened in its upper part; a distinct pseudo-deltidial

covering of the fissure, but no transverse septum.

"Among the Spirifera of the Upper Helderberg group, Spirifera acuminata

has usually only a moderate thickening of the rostral portions, divergent

lamellte of moderate strength, and no transverse septum. In Spirifera oweni

the rostral cavity is partially filled; the dental lamellte are thickened; there

is a reversed conical callosity at the apex of the cavity, the attenuated continua-

tion of which divides the muscular area: the fissure is closed by a thickened

plate or septum for one half its length from the apex. In Spirifera raricosta

the rostral cavity is filled; the dental lamelUe are short and thick; the fissure

is closed by solid filling for a part of its length, while from the bottom of the

cavity there rises a thin vertical septum which extends to within one-third the

length of the front of the valve. In Spirifera gregaria the rostral cavity is

more or less filled by the thickened dental lamellse, and sometimes the incipient

growth of a transverse septum is perceptible.

" In several of the Spirifers of the Hamilton group the septum is well marked,

while in others there is an incipient development of the same character. In

Spirifera granulifera the upper part of the rostral cavity is filled with shell}'

matter, and this apparently encroaches upon the space below with the advancing

age of the shell. The fissure becomes partially filled, and a thickened plate

projects a little in advance of the solid filling of the beak; leaving behind it,

or on the inner side, a conical cavity directed towards the apex of the shell.

The muscular area is divided by a low longitudinal crest, which, in its exten-

sion towards the beak, becomes wider, and is often much thickened towards its

junction with the solid shelly matter filling the rostral cavity. Looking at

this from the apex of the shell, it presents a sub-conical form, and is more or

less abruptly attenuated towards the centre of the muscular impression. This

callosity sometimes becomes so prominent as to produce an emargination or

indentation in the apex of the cast, and a similar feature is sometimes observed

in the casts of other species of Spikifeea.

"Eegardiug the S. granulifej-a alone, there is little to attract especial notice,

beyond the general fact of a partial filling of the rostral cavity with the exte-

rior portion prolonged between the dental lamellse, but so much thickened as
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scai'cely to merit the term septum. In Spirifera marcyi this development of

shelly matter has the character of a true septum, closing one-third or more
of the length of the tissure from above, and leaving an open rostral cavity

behind it. In S. medialis and 8. macronota there is a thickened transverse

septum extending from one-third to one-half the length of the fissure from the

apex, and this feature is quite independent of the pseudo-deltidinm. The rostral

cavity lies behind this septum, and may be open or free from the accumulation

of shelly matter to a greater or less extent; but it is not uncommon to find

nothing more than a thickening of the base of the dental plates and a partial

filling of the rostral cavity. This condition changes to a greater or less extent

during the growth of the shell; but a partial filling of the fissure at its apex

is probably more common than otherwise, particularly in full-grown individuals.

"In the Spirifers of the Carboniferous rocks which I have been able to

examine, this feature is variably developed. In 8- plena of the Burlington

limestone, the septum extends for more than half the length of the fissure;

while it is less developed in 8. grimesi, and scarcely at all in 8. increhescens

and *S'. opima.

"The shell texture of Spieifera is usually regarded as fibrous, and this is

true of all those I have examined in the older strata; though in some of the

species of the higher formation, characters have been observed, which, with

imperfect means of investigation, seem to be irregularly distributed ducts

penetrating the shell. I have not been able to examine the shell of 8pirifera

alia, to learn whether any changes have taken place in its texture, not observed

in other species of Spieifera; but in 8. textus,^ where the septum and tube

are developed, the shell is penetrated by numerous pores or ducts which are

somewhat coarser than the ordinary punctate structure of some other Brachio-

poda; and though not in actual contact, are often arranged in regular order

and frequently in close proximity to each other, not essentially ditl'ering from

those of Spiriferina as given by Dr. Carpenter. The intermediate spaces

have a distinctly and beautifully fibrous or prismatic structure, differing in no

respect from ordinary Spirifers or Athyris.

" It should be observed, in this connection, that the dental plates, both iu 8pin-

fera alta and 8. textus, reach to the bottom of the cavity, and partially surround

the muscular impression, which is pi'ecisely like that of ordinary Spirifers.

"In these remarks, I have not intended to express an opinion of the generic

value of certain characters; but merely to show, as it appears to me, a gradual

or successive development in cei'tain parts, which finally becomes so wide a

departure from the characters of typical forms of Spieifera as to deserve

especial attention. Nor can we deny that this progressive development of the

septum and its modifications keeps pace, and corresponds with the geological

succession; reaching its extreme state, so far as now known, iu the Carboniferous

period, where it is connected with a punctate texture of the shell."!

* In this species, and in Spiriferina spinosa of Norwood and Pbatten, the pores or ducts are

unequally distributed ; being in some parts of the shell, closely crowded, while in others they

are more distant and often following the line of growth, though frequently irregularly disposed.

Prof. WiNCHELL remarks of the proposed Genus Sykingothtbis, that " the shell is impunc-

tate in all conditions and under high powers."

t See note on page 256.
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The Spirifera alta referred to in the preceding pages is an analogue of

the European carboniferous Spirifera cuspidata, having a similar elevated

area which is usually " slightly inclining forward or nearly rectangular

to the general plane of the dorsal valve. The fissure is high and narrow,

and is closed for two-thirds of its length from the apex by a concave

septum which is entirely independent of the pseudo-deltidium." On

page 249 of Vol. iv, Palceontology of New York, I have made the follow-

ing I'emarks under the description of the species

:

" This species is known to me only in the condition of casts of the interior,

and its usual appearance is illustrated in the figures on Plate xh'ii. Its general

aspect is much like that of the European Spirifera cuspidata, Martin; but

there are important dilfereuces by which it may be distinguished: these are,

the plications on the mesial fold, the larger area of the dorsal valve, and the

shorter extension and greater divergence of the dental lamellte by the sides of

the muscular impression. Some of these characters, I conceive, are not likely

to change to those shown by S. cuspidata. In the concave septum closing two-

thirds of the fissure from above, it resembles that species as described by Prof.

JM'CoY, who mentions the presence of a ' deep-seated pseudo-deltidium. 'f In

one of the figures given by Mr. Davidson and referred with doubt to this

species, J the casts shows a tubular jserforatiou in the filling of the fissure, and a

gutta percha impression from the same shows the mark of a foramen; but there

is no positive evidence of a septum which is so conspicuous in our specimens,

and which I suppose to be the feature characterized by Prof. M'Coy as a deep

seated pseudo-deltidium. In our species, I have not been able to discover any

correspoudiug pei foratiou; the only indication of this being the semi-cylindrical

impression along the centre of the fissure (in the cast), showing a callosity of

the septum behind the exterior wall.

"In form and proportions, this species bears a very close resemblance to one

in the Waverly saudstone of Ohio, and also to one in the fine-grained sandstone

of Burlington, Iowa; but of neither of these have I the necessary material for

satisfactory comparison. It differs from the S. subcuspidata.\ of Schnur in

the plications on the mesial fold and sinus, and the wider area of the dorsal

valve; and also in the same characters it differs from the S. textus of the sand-

stone and argillaceous limestone near New Albany, Indiana."
||

j- * * * #
. triangular opening very large, often displaying the internal deep-seated pseudo-

deltidium (without perforation, leaving the only opening to the shell at its base); * * * M'CoT,

British Palaozoic Fossils, p. 426.

J Mo7iograph of British Carboniferous Brachiopoda, Plate ix, flg. 1 and la.

§ Spirifer subcuspidatus, Hall, Geoiogical Report of Iowa, p. 646, Plate xx, flg. 6, is a dis-

tinct species, and apparently identical with S. textus, Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet,

p. 160, 1857. See Nineteenth Report on the State Cabinet, for remarks on this species.

II
The latter species, before alluded to as a punctate shell, has the fissure partially closed by a

septum, and this is perforated near the apex by a circular foramen, which is continued in a longi-

tudinal tube behind the septum and opens into the cavity of the shell below. The margins of

the fissure are grooved for the reception of a pseudo-deltidium as in ordinary spirifers, and this

appendage is partially preserved in some of my specimens.
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Note.—After the matter quoted on the preceding pages had been some

time in print in Vol. iv, Palwontology of New York, I saw in the American

Journal of Science for May, 1866, a notice of a paper in the Proceedings

of the Academy of Science of PMladeliohia , entitled " Observations on the

Microscopic shell structure of Spirifer cuspidatus, and some similar forms,

by F. B. Meek."

Thinking there might be some similarity in the results, and wishing

to avoid all chance of future charge of plagiarism when the volume

should appear, I sent the printed sheets to Prof Dana, with a request

that he would note the fact of receiving them, and in case any complaint

should be made hereafter, simply to state that this matter was in print

at that time. In order still further to guard myself against any I'uture

attack, I sent the sheets to Mr. J. P. Lesley, of Philadelphia, asking him

to communicate them to the Academy of Natural Science, with the

explanation before given, with a view to avoid all cause of future com-

plaint. There was no priority claimed, nor any expression indicating-

such intention. It was merely publishing matter already printed in

another form. The matter was published in the Proceedings of the American

Philosophical Socieig,a,s "from the Palaeontology of New Yoi'k, Vol. iv, pp.

252-257 ; unpubhshed."

Notwithstanding all my efforts to avoid an attack, there appears in the

American Journal of Science for May, 1867, an article "On the puncate

shell structure of Syringothyris, by F. B. Meek, with the following foot-

note on page 408

:

" In a paper on certain types of Spinfericlse, published in the Proceedings of the

American Philosophical Society for 1866, and presented to that Society in May of

1866, Mr. J. Hall presents facts confirming my observations communicated in a

paper read before the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Science, in December,

1865, and published February, 1866, in which the presence of a punctate

structure in shells of this type, and its coincidence with the internal tube of

iSyringothyris, were first announced. He, however, makes no allusion to my
investigations, of which he certainly was not ignorant."

Now, Mr. Meek saw by the publication that it was not " a paper " pre-

sented by me to the Society, but an extract from a volume printed and

not published. It may have been quite disingenuous on his part to cite

it as "a paper" presented in the usual manner, and he affects to believe

that I was not ignorant of his investigations, etc. I have stated above

simply the facts. The Journal of Science professes to deal fairly and justly

in all scientific matters, and one of its editors was in possession of all
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the facts, and could have prevented all cause of ill feeling on the part of

any one. I have only to say that my investigations, as they stand in

print, had been made long before, and were in print before the time

mentioned by Mr. Meek as the publication of his paper. Moreover, I

had not at the publication of my own observations, nor have I to the

date of this writing, ever seen Mr. Meek's paper, nor do I know more

of it than has appeared in the American Journal of Science. Had I been

writing on this subject after the publication of his paper, 1 might, perhaps,

have written somewhat differently, and should have noticed his investi-

gations. A paper embracing all this matter, as well as further investiga-

tions on the hinge structure of the Spiriferidse, was communicated to the

Nineteenth Report on the State Cabinet ; but the Appendices of that Report

have never been printed, and the accumulation of matter for the Twentieth

Report has been so great that it has been impossible to procure the

illustrations, and the paper is still further postponed.
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VI. ON THE GENERA ATHmiS, MERISTA AND MERISTELLA.

This paper was prepared for the Nineteenth Report on the State Cabinet,

liut was not reached in the course of printing. In the meantime, Vol. iv

of the Palceontology of New York has been completed ; and the notice of

that volume in this Report, pp. 173-199, will give all the essential points

in the later investigations of these genera, being in fact the substance of

the paper prepared for the former Report.

These later investigations have added something to our knowledge of

the interior structure or character of the internal spires of Athyris and

Meristella, as illustrated in this notice. We have also seen enough of

other forms to induce a doubt regarding the structure of the spires in

some of the species heretofore referred to these genera, and, in two or

three species, very positive differences have been observed.

In a former Report,* I discussed the nomenclature of these shells, with

regard to the adoption of the use of the generic names Athyris and

Spirigera, in a manner which I regarded as fair and just, and which 1

think will be so conceded by unprejudiced naturalists. These views have

received the approbation of Mr. Davidson, who has copied my remarks

in full in his Monograph of the Palceozoic Brachiopoda of Oreat Britain;

and it is gratifying to have the approval of a gentleman who has made

the special study of the Brachiopoda the principal work of a lifetime.

My views, however, were fiercely attacked in the American Journal of

Science, in an article bearing the marks of triple authorship, and also by

one of the authors in his paper in the Canadian Journal, where, " by

geologic blows and knocks," after having demolished the Genus Meris-

tella, he sets up the Genus Charionella upon precisely the same

grounds, except an impossible hinge structure.

In the July number of the American Journal of Science 1867, Mr.

Billings devotes something over thirteen pages to a discussion of " the

classification of the subdivisions of M'Coy's Genus Athyris as determined

by the laws of zoological nomenclature." We are treated in the outset

with a note in which Mr. P. P. Carpenter is reported as having " said

that he thought Mr. Billings had clearly established his point," etc.

* Thirtee7ith Report on the State Cabinet, 1860.
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" Mr. Whiteaves stated that he was satisfied with the correctness of

the view Mr. Billings had taken," etc. " Principal Dawson deplored

the confusion that had arisen through conflicting views on the question

of nomenclature, and, agreeing with Mr. Billings in the conclusion he

had come to, stated that this communication was valuable, insomuch as

it cleared up a question that had been rendered obscure." *

Thus fortified in the outset, Mr. B. starts off upon his argument, which,

could such a thing ever be suspected of this author, would have very

much the appearance and arrangement of a case of special pleadings.

He closes his article by a citation from a former one, recommending Mr.

Hall to treat the subject " in a clear and unsophisticated manner."

We appreciate this appeal of Mr. Billings, and sympathize in his

dilemma, when, after appearing in several articles on this subject (in

none of which has he added anything to our knowledge of the matter),

he finds himself unable to present an " tmsopliisticated" view of the case,

he appeals to his opponent to come to his aid. We would endeavor to

oblige the courteous writer, but being just now very much engaged in

the study of the structure and relations of these fossils, we have less

time to discuss questions of nomenclature which have been for some time

settled in the minds of most naturalists.

There are, however, one or two points which it may be well to take

notice of here; and however a writer may choose to disguise the facts,

they must necessarily become known to every investigator of fossils. The

generic name Athyris was given by Prof. M'Cox, in 1844 {Carboniferous

Fossils of Ireland^ p. 146); and under it are cited in the following order,

A. concentrica, A. decussata, A. depressa, A. expansa, A. finibriata, A. glahris-

tria, A.globularis, A. hispida, A. planosulcata, A. squamosa^ and A. (7) triloba.

These, with the exception of the last one, are retained by Mr. Davidson,

either as species or synonyms under the Genus Athyris.

In 1847, D'Orbigny, objecting to the term Athyris on account of

its implying a zoological contradiction, proposed the name Spirigera
;

making it precisely equivalent to Athyris, and citing the same species

under it, including also others, but making ^S*. concentrica the typical

species. Let us cite here a rule, which is likewise cited by Mr. Billings :

* I trust the gentlemen here referred to will not take offence at being thus cited by me : this is

neither my intent or animus. Whether or not it may have been in good taste to associate their

names in this manner with the article in the Am. Journal of Science, I do not undertake to decide.

Every one can appreciate the value of ojiinions expressed under such circumstances, where the

parties themselves have made no investigations of the matter, and accept without criticism the

statements of a writer or speaker.

Cab. Nat. 38
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" Wheu two authors define and name the same geuus, both, making it exactly

of the same extent, the latter oame should be cauceled in toto, and not retained

in a modified sense."

Mr. Billings gives an ideal figure of M'Coy—or at least, if not ideal,

it is given without a name in the Carboniferous Fossils of Ireland, p. 128

(fig. 19)—^and speaks of it as the " typical figure." He copies Sjnrigera

concentrica von BucH, from Davidson's Monograph of British Devonian

Brachiopoda, " a little restored, with the aperture in the beak made larger

than it is in the original figure ;" * at the same time forgetting to tell us

that it is given by Davidson as Athgris concentrica, and not Spirigera con-

centrica. All this is very " unsophisticated."

It is scarcely necessary to inform the student of Paljeontology that

Prof M'CoY placed Terebratula tumida of Dalman under his Genus

Athyris only in 1852, in his work on the British Palceozoic Fossils, as

follows

:

" Genus ATHYRIS M'Coy, 1844."

" Qjn.^Spirigera D'Oeb., 1848."

—^Thus recording his own view of the matter in citing Spikigeea, without

comment or qualification, as a synonym of Athyris
; a fact which Mr.

Billings has forgotten or omitted to state, t

Mr. Billings, however, undertakes to tell us the operations of Prof.

M'Coy's mind, and what he knew or thought upon the subject; some

portions of which are interesting, though we acknowledge our inability

to entirely comprehend the first sentence of the following paragraph.

After quoting M'Coy's desci^iption of the Genus Athyris, and his remarks

upon this group of shells, from page 146 of Carboniferous Fossils of Ireland,

1844, he proceeds as follows:

" The above is all that he wrote about the genus at that time ; aud it will be

perceived that he does not point out any particular species as the type ; aud,

further, that there is nothing in his remarks from which it can be iuferred that

* Fig. 2.

—

Spirigera concentrica, Von Buch. The form is copied from Davidson's Monograph

of the British Devonian Brachiopoda, Vol. iii, fig. 13. Pal. Soc. for 1862. The right hand side

is, in this copy, a little restored, and the aperture in the beak made larger than it is in the orignal

figure."

t Following the citation above. Prof. M'CoT gives an amended description of the Genus Athyris,

which differs somewhat fi-om that published in 1844, and is as follows :

"Gen. char.—Nearly orbicular or ovate, both valves convex; no cardinal area, foramen*, or
hinge-line ; spiral appendages to beak of entering valve very large, nearly filling the shell ; a strong
mesial septum in rostral part of entering valve ; dental lamelte moderate ; tissue of shell appa
rently fibrous."

* See note on page 378 of British Palmozoic Fossils, cited on page 300 of this Report.
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he knew anything about the genera into which the group was afterwards sub-

divided.* Consequently it is impossible that he could have intended to confine

the genus to any one of them, as is now affirmed by some of the naturalists

who are opposed to the classification advocated iu this paper. Instead of

excluding species with an imperforate beak, such as A. tumida, the etymology

of the word Athyris (without a door or opening), the expression ' in which

there is no vestige of either foramen, cardinal area, or hinge-line,' and, also, his

typical figures all induce the belief that he had before him one or more forms

with the beak entire. This is rendered certain by what he says on page 147.

Speaking of what he calls A. concentrica^ he says : 'This species is not uncom-

mon ; it is figured iu the Bull, de la 8oc. Geol. de France, with a perforated

beak, as iu Teeebratula. I have, however, seen numerous specimens with the

beak entire and imperforate, as in the other Palseozoic species.' It is highly

probable, from all this, that he had in view such Silurian forms as A. tumida.

This latter species is so common that it is almost certain that such a collection

as he was then engaged upon would contain one or more specimeus."

This, I suppose, we may consider as " unsophisticated" reasoning in

relation to the subject. It amounts to this: " Prof. M'Coy had in his

mind the imperforate A. tumida as the type of his genus ; but being

engaged in describing Carboniferous fossils, he did not mention it, and

followed his generic description with A. concentrica, etc., which species he

says he had seen with imperforate beak."

We think Prof. M'Cot did just what other naturalists would have done

under similar circumstances. Seeing the necessity of a separation of

these forms from Terebratula, he proposed the obvious characters on

which the distinction was founded. The question of perforate and imper-

forate beaks in this group of fossils may be open to discussion ; at least

in all that I have examined I have found no entire beaks ; but in some

of the gibbous forms the apex is so incurved as to give an '

' apparently

imperlbrate " character, and the species are thus cited. In some species

this perforation is well defined by deltidial plates below ; but generally

these are absent, and the upper side of the foramen presents a semi-

circular outline, communicating with a triangular space which at some

period has been occupied by the deltidial plates. After a careful exam-

ination of hundreds of specimens, I am compelled to conclude that this

feature, or its modification, is not reliable for specific distinctions, and

certainly not of generic importance.

Mr. Billings, after citing the list of species placed under the Genus

Spirigbra by M. D'Orbigny, remarks as follows

:

* Is it necessary that an author should know what is afterwards to he discovered, in order to

understand what he intends to do at the present time ?
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" Several of the above species do not ))elong to the group. This list shows

that D'Oebigny regarded the genus as including not only the types of Athyeis

and Spieigera, but also that of the Genus Merista (M herculea), Avhichlshall

notice further on. I think it quite certain that had D'Oebigny been aware that

the genus was capable of subdivision, he would have retained Athyeis for one

of the groups which have the beak imperfornate. Indeed, according to the laws

of nomenclature, he could not have done otherwise with any probability of

producing a permanent classification."

I can agree entirely with Mr. Billings, that had D'Oebigny known of

any group of these fossils with imperforate beaks, he might have retained

for it the name Athyeis ; or had he known all that has since been learned,

he would have made some modification in his generic terms.

On the sixth page of his article, Mr. B. cites M'Cot's re-descriptions

of the Genus Athyeis in 1852, when, for the first time, he placed A. tumida

under it ; forgetting, however, to allude to the fact already stated, that

M'Coy there cites Spieigeea as a synonym of Athyris. According to the

reasoning of Mr. Billings, and to reach the object he desires, we are to

wait, from 1844 to 1852, for Prof. M'Coy to complete his generic descrip-

tion of Athyris, and place under it a typical species of the genus. Suppose,

in the meantime, some one had based a Genus Billingsia on the Tere-

hratula tumida^ would the original description of M'Coy have covered

that too 1

I will quote here the following paragraph of Mr. Billings, from page 54

of the American Journal of Science :

" In the work cited, and in the third fasciculus, we find the following species :

,.4. tumida, 8* concenlrica, ambigua, deroissyi^ expansa, globistriafa, globularis,

gregaria, paradoxa, peclinifera and squamigera. This shows clearly enough his

views of the genus
; that is to say, that, as it was then understood, it included

both A. tumida and A. concentrica. In commenting on this. Prof. Hall says :

' The fact that M'Coy cited this as an Athyeis, no more renders it an Athyris

than it was made Ateypa by being thus described by Dalman
; and it was just

* "S. concentrica" etc. Does Mr. Billings mean to say, or does he mean to be understood

that he is citing M'Cot, and that this author used the S. signifying Spirigera before the species

concentrica. We can only hope that it is a misprint of the jimerican Journal of Science. In

the British Palceozoic F'ossils, page 106, the Genus Athtkis is re-described, and ji. tumida placed

under it as a Lower Pateozoic species. On page 378 we have, under Devonian Mollusca, the Genus

Athyris repeated (with a reference to page 196 where the genus is described), and the species

^. concentrica placed under it. Again we have the same thing repeated on page 432, where the

carboniferous species are introduced. As if to leave no farther doubt upon the subject, Prof.

M'CoT adds a note at the bottom of page 432, referring to page 196, as follows :

" I see that by some accident, in the character given at the above page [196], this genus is stated

to be without foramen, from my old diagnosis, which escaped observation in correcting the proofs.

I formerly supposed, with Prof. Phillips, that the minute opening at the apex of the beak of the

receiving valve was caused by fracture ; continued observations have, however, since shown me
that it is a natural character of the genus as the Continental authors contended."
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1

as free for the foundation of a genus after the citation of M'Coy as before.'

This is true enough in part. It was free for the foundation of a genus until

1853, when Davidson used it for that purpose
;
but since 1853 it has never

been free."

This statement that Mr. Davidson used A. tumida for the foundation of

a genus may be " unsophisticated" enough to serve the writer's purpose
;

but it seems to us that a little explanation may be necessary. Mr.

Davidson, in a spirit of conciliation, proposed to retain Spirigera for A.

concentrica and similar forms, and to restrict the term Athyris to such

forms as A. tumida, A. herculea, etc. ; but the remonstrances of naturalists

against the violation of an established rule induced him to abandon

Spirigera and adopt Athyris, citing the former as a synonym.* Mr. D.

never used the A. tumida as the foundation of a genus in any other sense
;

and he himself abandoned the attempted compromise, and subsequently

placed A. tumida with A. hercidea under the Genus Merista of Suess, and

this was where I foiuid it when I began my investigations upon the

species. Does this appear like using it for the foundation of a genus 1

Had the A. tumida proved, as it was supposed to be, congeneric with

A. herculea (a Merista), would it still have been the type of Athyris 1

Certainly so, according to Mr. Billings' reasoning; and I might ask of

him whether he knows its internal structure sufficiently to assert anything

regarding its true generic place and relations beyond the fact that exter-

nally it is similar to Merista, and possesses internal spires 1 But whether

these spires are similar to A. concentrica or to Meristella, as illustrated

by the writer, remains to be proved.

It is, perhaps, not worth while to follow in detail the arguments of

Mr. Billings. The rules of nomenclature cited by him seem to be opposed

to his arguments, particularly the following

:

"A generic name should always be retained for that portion of the original

genus which was considered typical by the author."

Now what is the typical portion of the genus in this instance 1 Mr.

Billings talks of the typical figure, which is given without a name, and

therefore impossible of reference. We think there is another rule, which,

if not as concisely expressed as that above, is nevertheless usually followed,

and this is that where the author neglects to indicate the type of his

genus, the first described species under it shall be taken as the type.

Mr. B. cites some observations preceding the rule quoted above, which

* See Note on pages 304 and .305.
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he says should be embodied in it, and intimates that this " rule bears

directly on the question, because many naturalists are under the impres-

sion that the first species placed on the list must necessarily be regarded

as the type where the author is silent on that point. But according to

the above (and common sense), it is only so if found accurately to agree

with the definition. Sjnrigera concentrica does not agree either with the

name Athtris, nor with M'Cot's generic description, nor with/«s typical

figure.* Thei"efore, it cannot be arbitrarily selected as a type, and the

name Athyris, in consequence, retained for that group. Indeed, in many

instances, it would be impossible that the first species placed in the genus

should be the type, /or the author might not have the true type in the collection

under investigationP That an author may describe a genus, and " not have

the true type in the collection under investigation^'' seems a little latitudinarian

;

arid so, perhaps, he may abandon all he has at first placed under the

genus, and at some later day claim something else as his type. We have

had a little of this sort of work in Palaeontology of late years, with

generic descriptions broad enough to include whatever you please, and

indefinite enough to be shifted to any form that subsequent exigencies

might require.

In the present case, Prof. M'Cot has asserted that the beak of A. con-

centrica is often closed ; and yet Mr. Billings asserts that he could not

have intended A. concentrica^ because his description and typical figure do

not accord with that species ; and in order to prove that the beak is not

closed, he has copied J., concentrica " with the aperture in the beak made

larger than it is in the original figure." Can a genus be founded on a

" typical figure " which is given without name or description *?

I have occupied more space with these remarks than I intended ; and

I should not have noticed the article at all but for the suggestion of an

author whose opinion I value. I cannot avoid the conviction that a critical

study of interior structure will aid us much more than long discussions on

nomenclature ;
and believing that our knowledge in this respect has been

somewhat advanced within the past few years, I shall concern myself

very little regarding this question of words. Before leaving the subject,

however, I may remark that Mr. Billings, in the, concluding pages of

his paper, cites his own previously published opinions to strengthen the

case that was so well fortified by collateral support in the outset. Refer-

ring to an article in the Canadian Journal, he says

:

* Athyris concentrica agrees with the generic description of 1844—perhaps not with that of

1852, unless we add the correction of Prof. M'Cot, cited on the preceding page.
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"In that paper I described two species with closed beaks, A. clara and A.

maia, which uo doubt beloug to the genus. The others, with perforated beaks,

I marked doubtful, thus: A. (?) scitula. Hall; A. (?) clusia, n. s. ; A. (?)

unisulcata, Conrad
; A. (?) rostrala, Hall ; A. (?) chloe, n. s."

The paragraph following this does not seem to be relevant to the subject

;

and the remarks about Mr. Hall having proposed a genus Meristella

have been so often before the public in some form that it is scarcely worth

while to occupy space by citing what is said in this place. I may, how-

ever, briefly allude to a former statement of Mr. Billings, in the Canadian

Journal, 1860, that I had proposed the name Meristella for those " shells

which have Athyris tumida for the type." This is quite incorrect, so far

as I am aware. The generic name was proposed in 1860, and used by

me in the descriptions of the plates of Vol. iii, Pakeontohgy of Neiv York
;

and under the generic description, published in 1861, I gave examples

M. Icevis, 31. bella and M. arcuata of the Lower Helderberg group, besides

others. I cited M. tumida as belonging to the genus, simply from a gen-

eral similarity of external form, and similarity of muscular impression

in the ventral valve. Of " the others with perforated beaks," etc., cited

above, the ^. (?) scihda has no more a perforated beak than has A. tumida.

Nor does Mr. Billings mention this fact in his original notice of the

species in the Canadian Journal ; and in the original descrij)tion of A. (?)

clusia, Mr. Billings says " beak of ventral valve erect, apjjarently a little

incurved at the tip." Of A. (?) unisidcata, Mr. B. says " the beak is

incurved over the umbo of the dorsal valve, but its tip not quite in

contact with the umbo of the dorsal shell." The figures of this species

by Mr. Billings do not show a perforation in the ventral beak, nor is it

more conspicuously perforate than A. tumida. The A. (?) rostrata has a

perforation, and is a Terebratula. A. (?) chloe has a perforation in the

apex, and belongs to the Genus Trematospira = T. hirsuta, Hall, having

since been placed under Retzia by Mr. Billings. Mr. B. afterwards pro-

posed a Genus Charionella, under which he has placed the A. (l)scitula,

A. (?) rostrata, and others, giving, as I have said before, an impossible

hinge-structure.

We will merely give a moment to the two species which Mr. B. says

"no doubt belong to the Genus Athyris," quoted above. A. clara is the

Atrypa nasuta of Conrad, of which I have specimens from New York and

Canada; and typical forms, from the original locality cited by Conrad,

are figured in Vol. iv of the Palceontology of New York. The beak of the

ventral valve is often apparently imperforate from being closely incurved
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upon the other valve ; but it is not imperforate in fact. If it be any

satisfaction to Mr. Billings to know the fact, I may mention that a

critical examination of the internal spires of this species has shown it to

be somewhat different from the similar appendages of typical forms of

Meristella
; but whether they may correspond with the spires in the

" tijpical figure" of Athyris cited by him, I am not prepared to say, nor

can I assert that they correspond with the similar appendages in M. tumida.

Of the other species, A. maia^ I have had in my collection for many years

specimens from the locality in Canada cited by Mr. Billings, and also

from Ohio ; but I have always regarded it as a true Spirifer, and until it

shall be proved destitute of area,* and with internal appendages corre-

sponding to Athyris, I shall prefer to know it as a Spirifer. Even

admitting all that Mr. Billings has claimed in regard to Athyris, it does

not appear that he is prepared to give us much information in regard to

the extent and limits of the genus about which he has written so much.

Note.—Since it appears that zoological nomenclature and argument,

and not structural characters, are to be relied upon for the establishment

of the points in dispute ; therefore, in order that the student of Palgeon-

tology may have the benefit of Mr. Davidson's opinions upon the question

of nomenclature, regarding Athyris and Spirigera, I have translated

from the French edition of his Introduction to the Study of Brachiopoda,

1856, the following observations. It is easy to understand how certain

authors, following the views of Mr. Davidson, published in 1853, should

have adopted the names of Athyris and Spirigera:

" In 1853, I was very much perplexed in regard to the name Athyris, pro-

posed by Prof. M'CoY for certain species, which ill accorded either with the

etymology of that name or with the diagnosis given briefly, and without detail

at the outset ; that is to say, nearly orbicular, small ; without area or cardinal

line.; spiral appendages very large, occupying the greater portion of the interior

of the shell. The author cites some examples, among which are shells evidently

perforate, such as the T. concentrica, De Buch, and others which do not appear

to be so ; and, furthermore, some belonging to the Genus Spirifera of Sow-

ERBY. It is true that the Professor alleged, in support of his theory, that his

type, cited above, was, when in a state of perfect preservation, imperforate,

and that he had given to this section a name expressive of a real characteristic.

In 1859, M. D'Oebigny opposed the appellation given by M'Coy, on the ground

that it was in complete contradiction to the zoological characteristics.! He

* I might remark that although described as without area, the artist has taken the liberty of

indicating something of the kind in the figure of the specimen.

\ PaKontologie Frani^aise ; Terrains Cntaces, Vol. iv, p. 357, 1847.
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proposed to substitute in its place the name Spirigeea, and chose, moreover,

as the type the T. concentrica of Baron De Buch. About the year 1835 or

1836, Prof. King, having received from the Eifel a specimen labeled T. con-

centrica, but which was in reality the T. scalprum, described it by mistake as

the species of the Barou, ' having the hinge-plates attached to a process resem-

bling a shoe-Jiorn.^ * Imbued with this idea, and justly remarking certain

important differences in the Permian species {T. pectinifera), he proposed to

distinguish this latter by a particular generic appellation. He chose for this

purpose the name Cleiothyeis of Phillips,f which, however, had not been

used by its originator precisely in this sense. The fact is that the true T.

concentrica and the true T. yectinifera, although distinct species, have an

organization essentially similar and belong to the same group. But, on the

other hand, the Athyris concentrica of Prof. King possesses the characteristics

of another section (Mepjsta of Suess), of which the T. tumida, Dalm., or the T.

herculea of Baeeande may serve as types. As though to add to the confusion

already existing in the nomenclature pertaining to this genus, we learn from a

recent publication t of Prof M'Cot that he has added to the diagnosis of Athteis

a trifling but important modification, which is ' that there exists a strong median

septum in the rostral portion of the entering valve ; the dental lamelloe are

moderate ; there is no foramen. Example, A. tumida, Dai.m.' This diagnosis

in no way befits the T. concentrica ; but, on the contrary, it accords peifectly

with the condition observable in the group characterized by the T. tumida and

herculea. It is evident from all this that nearly all authors have united two

distinct groups of shells under the name of Athteis or that of Spirigeea.

In order to put an end to this confusion, and to avoid at the same time the

necessity of new names, I proposed in the English edition of my British Fossil

Bracldopoda, 1853, to preserve the name Athteis for the group characterized

by the T. tumida, herculea, scalprum, etc., and the name Spieigeea of D'Oebignt
for such shells as the T. concentrica, lamellosa, roissyi, pectinifera, etc., thereby

avoiding, at least in some degree, the palpable contradiction of the name
employed by Prof. M'Coy, the name Spieigeea being evidently preferable to

that of Athteis. But this compromise has been criticised by many naturalists,

who insisted on the fact of the term Athteis having been origiuuHy aud posi-

tively applied by its originator to the T. concentrica, and also on the improj)riety

of the other appellation to designate such shells as the T. tumida, herculea, etc.

M. Suess informs us§ that, in 1851, he proposed the name Merista|| for the

group comprising these latter shells. I therefore abandon the proposition

I made in 1853, and retain indiflerently Athfeis of M'Cot or Spieigeea

*Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist., Vol. xviii, p. 86, 1846. In this memoir Prof. King has admi-
rably described this remarkable process.

"^ jl Monograph of the English Permian jPossiZs (Pal. Soc), p. 137, 1843. Prof. Phillips
proposed to substitute the name Cleiothyeis for Atrtpa of Dalman, but he has not made use
of it in this work. Fig. and Besc. of the Pal. Fos. in the Cambridge Museum, p. 196, 1852.

t British Paleozoic Fossils in the Cambridge Museum, p. 196, 1852.

§ Neues Jahrbuch, p. 62, January 1864.

II
Jahrb. d.K. Geol. Reichsanstalt, ii, iv, 150, 1851; mentioned also in Leonhard's Neues Jahr-

buch, p. 127, 1854.

Cab. Nat. 39
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of D'Oebignt for the 2\ concentrica ; and Merista of Suess for the T. tumida,

herculea, etc. I shall also follow Prof. King and Prof. Woodward in placing

those shells which have a punctate test, such as the T. ferita, adrieni, se7-pen(ma,

etc., in the subgenus Eetzia of Kiug, although, at the same time, it does uot appear

to me that the characteristics and tendencies of these latter sufficiently demon-

strate the necessity of separating them from the group of T. concentrica

(Athteis, M'Cot)."
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VII. NOTE UPON THE GENUS ZYGOSPIEA AND ITS RELATIONS TO ATRYPA.

In the Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, page 69,1 called attention to

the existence of internal spires in the fossil known as Atrypa modesta

(Producta modesta, Say sp.), which appear to be arranged as in Atrypa.

Not being entirely satisfied with the observation I was then able to make

upon the few specimens available, I proposed to give some further atten-

tion to the subject in the next Report. At the same time I added a note,

asking for information or specimens that might aid in the elucidation of

this and other forms. Dr. Rominger, of Ann Arbor, Michigan, responded

very generously to my request ; but it was not until the Fifteenth Report

(1862) that I was able to give the illustrations of the internal structure

in a satisfactory manner. In this Report I remarked that " the direction

of the spires is nearly the same as in Atrypa, differing in the presence

of the strong loop ; while the shell, in its exterior character, is quite

unlike Atrypa."

I gave the following generic description

:

" Genus Zygospiea.—Shells bivalve, equilateral, inoquivalve
; surfaces plicate

in the typical species ; a sinus iu the dorsal valve. Internal spires arranged

somewhat as in Atrypa, with a broad loop passing from the outer limbs

of the spiral band entirely across from side to side, near to or above the

centre, and close to the. inner side of the dorsal valve."

The following illustrations of Zt/gospira modesta were given in the same

connexion. Fig. 1 represents the internal spires as seen from the ventral

side ; fig. 2, the spires as seen from the dorsal side.

Fig. 1. Fig.

At that time the spires of Atrypa were not known to be connected

by a loop, as has since been ascertained ; and this renders the analogy
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between the genera still more close. In Zygospira, the species are more

obliquely directed towards the centre of the dorsal valve than in Atrypa
;

the loop is attached much lower down on the limb of the spire, and is

J^;^3 more direct, as is shown in fig. 3

(interior of the upper part of the

dorsal valve of Atrypa reticularis),

and the spiral coils are much more

las. These features, however, might

not be of generic importance.

In external characters, the Zygospira and its congeners differ from

Atrypa in the depressed dorsal valve, with a distinct fold, embracing two

or more simple plications ; while the ventral valve bears a median fold

which is marked by strong simple plications, or divided only close to their

origin at the apex of the shell. The plications are all simple, showing

no tendency to bifurcate below their origin, which is at or near the apex,

and in this respect resembling Rhynchonella. So far as we are able to

determine, the teeth-sockets are smooth, and not crenulate as in Atrypa.

In the characteristic species of the Genus Atrypa, the valves are

convex, without distinct median sinus or fold, except towards the front

of the shell. In the young shells the dorsal valve is often very depressed

convex, and the beak of the ventral valve extended and perforate. The

plications or costse are rounded and frequently bifurcated, with numerous

concentric lamellose striaB
;
differing in this respect very essentially from

the simple angular plications of Zygospira. These are the most obvious

differences between the genera, and are, I think, sufficient to distinguish

them from each other. I believe, moreover, that there are important

differences otherwise, and that a critical study of the fossils demands that

these forms be generically distinguished.*

* The forms distinguished as Ccelospira are concavo-convex shells, with bifurcating and latoellose

plications, and "without distinctive mesial fold or sinus.
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VIIL REMARKS UPON THE GENERA RHYNCHONELLA AND LEIORHYNCHUS.

In the fourth volume of the Palceontology of New YoyJc, pages 332-4,

under the Genus Rhtnchonella of Fischer, I have made the following

remarks

:

" The species RJnjnchonella loxia is made the type of this genus by its

author. It is ouly withiu a recent period that the name has been so extensively

applied to nearly all the ovoid or subtrigonal plicated, and some smooth shells

of all geological epochs, from Lower Silurian to the most recent formations,

and it has been recognized in two existing species.

"In the Introduction to the Study of the Brachiopoda (page 95 of the English

edition, page 117 of the French edition), Mr. Davidson remarks : 'The Genus

Ehtnchonella is one of the oldest tj'pes of animal life, having been repeated

from the Silurian epoch up to the present period ; two species are still found

alive.'

"I have heretofore accepted the general views of palaeontologists regarding

this genus, and have described a number of species under it; but I have long

been satisfied that, in malting such extensive application of the term Rhyncho-

NELLA, we are in danger of falling into an error of scarcely less magnitude

than that of referring all similar forms, with many others, to the Genus Tere-

BEATULA.

" Unfortunately the internal characters of R. loxia do not seem to be known
;

at least I have not seen them illustrated
;
and though cited as the type by

Mr. Davidson, and figured upon the plate, it is not enumerated in his list of

eighteen examples. Mr. Woodward gives as types R. acuta, furcellata, sjpinosa,

acuminata, nigrescens and psittacea—species enumerated in Mr. Davidson's

list—but he does not cite R. loxia.

" With the interior structure of the type of the genus unknown, while the

parts are illustrated from recent species, or from fossil ones supposed to belong

to the genus, we are not likely to make satisfactory progress in the arrangement

of the fossils usually referred to it. A careful study of those fossils which

have been cited as examples of genera, passing through all the geological stasjes

and still existing, has proved, in some of them at least, that the assumption was

not well founded ; and I think we should hold such views with reservation.

In the present instance I must be allowed to doubt whether R. loxia will be

found to possess the characters of Lower Silurian and of existing Ehynchonelte
;

nor do I consider the characters of the existing species as congeneric with those

of the older Silurian or Devonian formations. The necessity felt for some other

designation to apply to some of these forms has induced the names Hypothyris,

Hemithyris, Cyclothyeis, etc. ; but these do not appear to have been founded

on reliable structural characters. That some subdivision will become necessary,
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and will be adopted, I have no doubt ; but such a desirable end can only be

consummated after the study of the interiors of numerous specimens, with large

collections for comparison.*

"Although having adopted the name Ehynchonella for our Devonian species,

I have lately observed characters which appear to me to separate them so widely

from the recent species of the genus, that I am compelled to substitute some

other designation.

" Among genera of the same family we must necessarily make distinctions

upon the modifications of certain parts which they may all possess in common
;

and the importance of these modifications of interior parts or appendages should

not be overlooked. Not only do the recent and fossil forms referred to Ehyn-

chonella possess great similarit}^ in the ventral valve, teeth and dental plates,

but they are not very dissimilar from the same parts in genera of the Spiriferidse.

It is in the dorsal valve and its appendages that we find characters the most

important and reliable for generic distinction ; and it is onl;y necessary to follow

these in the genera of the Terebratulidaa and Spiriferidse to recall the most

curious and interesting modification of the parts which this valve supports. I

am therefore inclined to regard these modifications as of generic importance.

" In manj' of the fossil species referred to Rhtkchonella, one of the most

conspicuous features in the dorsal valve is the strong septum, which becomes

broader, and often shows indications of division at the apex, or at least evidence

of a small and shallow V-shaped pit.

" The recent species of Ehynchonella do not certainlj' furnish any evidence

of similar characters, so far as I have been able to examine specimens or illus-

trations. The dental plates of the ventral valve are not, it is true, essentially

difierent in fossil and recent Ehynchonella ; but the same comparison may be

made with other genera, even out of the family Ehynchonellidaj.

" With these facts before us, I propose to revive the name Stenocismaj of

CoNEAD for the species under consideration, extending the term to include the

typical species lihynchonella formosa of the Lower Helderberg group."

* The reliance upon external forms for the determination of generic affinities or differences,

although a compulsory condition, in many instances, is far from satisfactory. As an example of

this kind, I may remark that, having recently occasion to compare Terebratula sappho, Bar-

RANDB, with Rhjjnchonella sappho, Hall, the former presented so much of a rhynchonelloid

aspect as to suggest the propriety of regarding the latter as a synonym. A careful examination

of the Bohemian species, from cutting down the solid fossils, has revealed the fact that it is fur-

nished with calcarous spires arranged as in Atetpa, the spires directed into the cavity of the

dorsal valve, and the crura connected by a loop in a similar manner.

tin his second Annual Report (page 59, 1839), Mr. Conrad, speaking of the rocks of New
York, says :

" The Genus Terebratula is wholly unknown, and the shells usually " referred to

that genus I propose to group under the generic name of Stenocisma, derived from the two Greek

words signifying narrow fissure, a character these shells possess under the imperforate apex of the

larger valve, and which serves to connect the genus with Delthtris, from which it differs in having

no cardinal area. The last-named character, on the other hand, connects it with the Genus

Stetgocephalus. I refer to it the common Silurian bivalve Terebratula schlotheiinii, Von
BUOH."

Notwithstanding the assertion of imperforate apex, we have learned that many of these forms,

and probably all those which have been referred to Terebratula, have had, at some period of

their growth, a perforate apex. It was also a Lower Helderberg species {lihynchonella formosa')

which was referred by Sir. Conrad to "the common Silurian bivalve T. schlotheimii." I have
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Since the preceding matter was in print, as cited above (Vol. iv, Palce-

ontologij of Neio York, pp. 332-4), my attention has been called to an

article published in the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge (p. 172),

and entitled Palceontology of the Upper Missouri, etc., etc., Part I, by P. B.

Meek and P. V. Hayden, on the sixteenth page of which I find the

following note :

" la the Fifteenth Report of the Regents of the University of New York*
1862 (pp. 154-5), Prof. Hall proposes the name Zygospiea for a genus of

which Producta modesta, Say, is the type. It seems, however, that Mr. Conrad

had suggested for this shell the geuerio name Stenocisjia, which Prof Hall

proposed in Vol. i, Palceontology of New York (1847, p. 142) to adopt, should

this type prove to belong to a distinct genus. As there was no necessity for a

new name, Stenocisma will have to take precedence over Zygospiea."

The tone of this paragraph denotes the language of a man accustomed

to speak with authority, and no one is expected to take exceptions. " It

seems, however, that Mr. Conrad had suggested for this shell the generic name

Stenocisma," etc. Where did Mr. P. B. Meek get the information that

Mr. Conrad had ever suggested for Producta modesta (Say), the name

Stenocisma, or any other name 1 The conceit and ignorance shown in

this paragraph are only equaled by its disingenuousness. 1 have already

quoted the remarks of Mr. Conrad in reference to the genus Stenocisma t

from his Second Annual Report.

In the first volume of the Palceontology of New York all the Brachiopoda

of the general form of Atrypa, Rhynchonella, Terebratula, etc., were

described under the generic name Atrypa, since they had not then been

sufficiently studied to assign them to their proper relations ; and the use

in my possession a lithographed plate of the fossils of the Losyer Helderberg group by Mr. Conrad,
with the names, in his own hand, written beneath the figures ; the species i have since designated

as R.formosa having there been identified with Terebratula schtutheiinii.

Although the generic characters were not fully described, and with imperfect reference to species

I think it preferable to adopt this name instead of introducing a new one.

The name Hemithtkis, applied by some authors to certain rhynchanelloid forms, has been used

to include very heterogeneous materials; and without citiug a long list to prove this, I may men-
tion H. aiigustifrons, M'Cor; H. subundata, M'Oor; H. hemispherica, var. scutica, M'Cor; all

figured on the same plate, and belonging to three distinct genera ; the first named being undoubtedly

a Mbeistblla, and having internal spires. This generic term, therefore, cannot be adopted unless

re-defined and very much restricted in its application.

* The Fifteenth Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the State of New Fork

on the Condition of the State Cabinet of Natural History, etc., was published in 1862. The

Fifteenth Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the .'^tate of Nej) Vork was pao-

lished in 1787. The two documents should not be confounded.

t Paleontology of New Fork, Vol. iv, p. 144, and p. 310 of this Report. Had the species

referred to been the T. schlotheimii, we should have had the name Stenocisma proposed for the

type of the Genus Oamakopuoria.
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of the term Atrypa had, in a measure, superseded that of Tebebratula.

After describing Atrypa extans, A. nucleus^ A. cuspidata^ A. hisulcata, A.

deflecta^ A. recurvirostra ^ A. exigua and A. modesta, I wrote as follows at

the close of the last description

:

" This species, with the three preceding ones, form a group, presenting

characters which may require their separation from tlie true Atrypse. These

characters consist in the elevation of the dorsal * yalve along the centre, with

a depression or sinus on the ventral valve, being the reverse of the usual

arrangement. The beak is incurved, with a perforation at the apex, which

occupies, also, a part or all of the deltidial area, being usually narrow and

long.

" Mr. Conrad some time since proposed the name Stenocisma for some

specimens of the group of Atrypse or Terebratulse, which he subsequently-

abandoned. Should the characters here noticed be found persistent, and

accompanied hj the narrow foramen, I propose to restore the name first indi-

cated by Mr. Conrad for the genus."

T intended to restore the name Stenocisma, should these species be

found to possess characters corresponding with those given by Mr. Conrad

to his genus. We have the assertion, however, from tliis palaeontologist

" that Mr. Conrad had suggested for this shell {A. modesta) the generic

name Stenocisma." He does not seem to consider it necessary for him

to say when or where Mr. Conrad had made this suggestion, but merely

to make the assertion : nor does it appear that he had ever seen Mr.

Conrad's Report, or knew anything about it. He might, however,

recollect a code older than the Linnsean system of nomenclature, which

says, " Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor."

When Mr. Meek was writing this note, he either knew, or he did not

know, what Mr. Conrad had written of Stenocisma. If he did not know,

it would have been well to have expressed a less decided opinion ; and if

he did know, he has falsified the record. This is only one of many, not

dissimilar cases, where this author assumes the rectification of other

people's errors, or the assertion of scientific facts, with just about the

same degree of correctness as he exhibits in the above-quoted paragraph.

This mode of treating a scientific question may serve his purpose or suit

his animus, but it is scarcely in accordance with the dignified character

of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.

* The terms "ventral" and " dorsal" were tlien used in reverse sense of that in which they

are noTC employed.
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3

GENUS LEIORHYNCHUS, Hall.

At the time of proposing the Genus Leiorhtnchus, I had some ground

for believing it referable to the Spiriferidse ; but later examinations have

not shown the existence of internal spires, while, so far as I have been

able to determine, the hinge-structure is very similar to that of Rhyn-

CHONELLA = Stenogisma. The septum in the dorsal valve has a decided

triangular pit at its upper or rostral end, while the crura are apparently

reduced to short curving processes. Externally the species of Leiorhyn-

CHUS may be distinguished from those usually referred to Rhynchonella

by the low rounded plications, which are often bifurcating and become

obsolescent on the sides and towards the beak of the shell. These very

distinctive external characters are, I believe, sufficient to warrant the

separation from any other genus, and I have no doubt they will be found

connected with internal characters differing from Rhynchonella or any

other genus of fossil shells.

Some of the species are only plicated towards the front, and the mesial

fold and sinus are often limited to the lower half of the shell. Even the

more distinctly plicated forms are comparatively broader and smoother

than any of the Rhynchonellge. When occurring in the same beds with

Rhynchonella, the aspect and condition of the shells of this genus are

quite different ; and the geographical range of species of the two genera

is likewise very different, the Leiorhynchus having a more restricted

vertical and horizontal distribution. I have only to regret that all efforts

to develop and illustrate the interior structure have thus far proved

unsatisfactory.

Cab. Nat. 40
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IX. ON THE GENERA PENTAMERUS AND STRICKLANDINIA, AND THEIR SUPPOSED

RELATIONS WITH RENSSELJIRIA.

The essential points of this paper are presented on pages 190-194 of

this Report, and it will, therefore, be deferred till the illustrations are

completed ; to appear in the next Report on the State Cabinet.

Correction.—The observations regarding Pentamerus lens were based upon

a species from Anticosti, identified with the European species by Mr. Billings.

An examination of the figures of the P. {Stricklandinia) lens in Mi-. Davidson's

Monograjyh of Silurian BracMopoda shows it to be very distinct from the

species which I examined under that name from Anticosti.
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X. NOTE ON THE GENUS EICHWALDIA.

A KNOWLEDGE of the internal structure of the shell described as Atrypa

coralifera * in the second volume of the Palmontologjj of New York has

long been a desideratum. Specimens of this shell, with two or three

unsatisfactory casts from the Niagara shale of New York, remained for a

long time in my drawers, with a doubt expressed regarding their generic

relations, and were usually referred to by a name indicating the smooth

umbo of the ventral valve, which had apparently been denuded of the

reticulate covering. It was only after much delay, and by careful working

among the specimens of a similar species from Waldron, Indiana, that I

was able to ascertain the internal structure of the shell.

While preparing to publish a note upon this fossil, imder the generic

name of Dictyonella, my attention was directed to the figures of Eich-

WALDiA in the Annual Report of the Canadian Geological Survey^ 1857-8.

The only feature in the figures, from which I inferred there might be

identity of generic character, was the naked or denuded beak of the

shell. I, therefore, deferred publication of my note upon the internal

structure, and subsequently obtained from Sir W. E. Logan the privilege

of examining the original specimens described by Mr. Billings. These

specimens were all silicified, and consisted of two separate valves with

one nearly entire specimen. Although to a person not suspecting other

than an ordinary smooth shell, these specimens might not indicate a

difierent external structure
;
yet I conceive that the regularity in the

arrangement of the little points or nodes of silica (not the usual irregu-

larly distributed concentric nodes) indicates an original reticulate structure

which is obscured or destroyed by silicification. The E. suhtrigonalis of

Billings, therefore, I believe to have had originally a similar shell-

structure to those of the Niagara group, and to be congeneric with that

species.

The following description of the genus, with observations thereon, is

copied from the Report cited above :

* This species is very similar to, and by some authors has been considered identical with, Tere-

bratida capuvelli of England.
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" GENUS EICHWALDIA, Billings.

" Generic Characteks.—Large valve perforated ou the umbo for the passage

of the peduncle
;
the place of the foramen beneath the beak occupied by

an imperforate concave plate, the interior divided by an obscure medio-

longitudinal ridge ; interior of smaller valve divided throughout from the

beak to the front by a very prominent medio-longitudinal ridge ; no hinge-

teeth, sockets, or other articulating apparatus in either valve.

"After a gi'eat deal of examination and comparison, I have not been able to

refer the species for which the above generic name is proposed to any of the

described genera. Although several silicified specimens exhibiting the interior

have been obtained, they do not show any muscular impressions. The perfo-

ration on the back of the beak was at tirst supposed to be a fracture, but we
have now specimens which exhibit its characters so completely that I do not

think it possible there can be any mistake. The internal structure of the larger

valve somewhat resembles that of Pentajvierus or Camarophoria, the concave

plate beneath the beak appearing to be the homologue of the floor of the

triangular chamber fcmnd in these genera. I cannot make out, however, that it is

in any way connected with the medio-longitudinal ridge, as is the case in both

Pentamerus and Camarophoria. In removing the limestone from silicified

specimens, the delicate processes in the interior of species of Brachiopoda are

very often destroyed ; and it is possible that the connection in question may
exist in perfect specimens, but not appear after treatment with acids. It is,

therefore, uncertain whether or not it is attached to the plate beneath the

beak. If it should be hereafter ascertained that it is so connected, the foramen

on the umbo would still be sufficient to show that this is a new genus, to the

establishment of which the characters of the smaller valve and the absence of

any articulating and apophysary apparatus would be additional characters."

Although not entirely corresponding with some parts of the above

description, I conceive that the species I have referred to this genus

really illustrate its true charac- ^ „•^ Fig. 2.

ters. The accompanying fig. 1
^...^r-nn^

illustrates tlie general form and ..df^-''^!'Mk:j:-.-?^..

surface texture of Eichwaldia reti-

culata of the Niagara group, from

Waldron, Indiana. Fig. 2 is a cardinal view of the

same, showing a smooth or denuded beak.

An enlargement of the surface shows a texture like the accompany-

ing figure 3, which is carefully drawn from the specimen figured. A
vertical section of the shell enlarged, fig.

4, shows the superficial textile spaces

narrowing downwards, and the inner

layer of the shell become solid. The exterior reticulate

structure of the shell is therefore a part of the shell proper.

Fir ^ Fig. 4.
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The interior of the dorsal valve, fig. 5, shows a narrow longitudinal

septum s, which, beginning at the apex, reaches nearly to the base of the

shell. The great elevation of this septum is shown in figure 7. There

is a very slender cardinal process, J, beneath the apex of the beak, and

long narrow grooves or teeth-sockets, b, b. In the ventral valve, fig. 6,

the margins, at some distance below the apex, are convex or elevated

and attenuate, resting in the long

narrow groove in the margin of the

opposite valve. So far as observed,

there are no distinct dental lamelte,

the margins of the valve performing

^''^•i.iMi*** that function, and serving as fulcra in

the opening and closing of the valves. There is no evidence of a longi-

tudinal septum in the ventral valves of two species of the Niagara age

;

but there is a transverse septum or diaphragm extending across the base

of the rostral cavity, and continuing to the apex of the shell. Below

this diaphragm, and between it and the outer shell, there is a narrow

space or slit which extends to the apex of the shell. This diaphragm,

or interior shell, is smooth and solid, extending to and forming the

smooth umbo and acute apex of the valves, beneath which is a false

area, as shown in the figure.

The character of the dorsal septum is better shown in fig. 7, which is

a longitudinal section of the two valves. The apex of the ventral valve

is very narrow and pointed ; the close solid shell of the diaphragm is

apparently folded back to form the false area d, and there does not

usually appear any evidence of a foramen at the apex. There is evi-

dently a continuous space between the diaphragm c, and the shell c' as

shown in the figure
;
and this separation extends along the central portion

at least for the width of the sinus, and, continuing towards the beak, has

given the denuded apex, which sometimes has the aspect of a partially

closed foramen/. It seems scarcely in accordance with the usual struc-

ture of the Brachiopoda, that the pedicel should pass through the narrow

slit between the diaphragm and the outer shell, entirely outside of the

rostral cavity ; still this space has evidently served the animal for com-

munication with the exterior. We have some analogy to this condition

in the Genus Siphonotreta, and I have supposed that the diaphragm

may represent a modification of the dental lamellae. The muscular

impressions are just below the margin of the diaphragm.
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In the longitudinal section of the shell, fig. 7, it will be noticed that

the apex of the dorsal valve, or cardinal process, extends far into the

cavity of the ventral valve, while the cardinal muscle was

apparently attached just below the margin of the diajjhragm

or transverse septum of the opposite valve. The great

length and ventral extension of the longitudinal septum of

the dorsal valve is a remarkable feature. The mode of

articulation of the valves is much in accordance with the

recent Rhynchonellidse, except that the dental lamellce are

not distinctly developed. At the present time, however, I am far from

feeling satisfied regarding the true relations of this peculiar genus.

The figures given illustrate all that we have observed in regard to

the interior structure of this genus, which is represented by several very

pretty species. I hope that the author of the generic name may feel

disposed to accept this contribution of facts regarding its more important

characters as aiding in the establishment of one of the most interesting

genera among the Brachiopoda.

GENUS EICHWALDIA, Billings, 1858.

Generic Characters—as emended.—Shells ovate or subtrigonal ; with or

without mesial fold and sinus. Ventral valve obscurely perforate on

the umbo; apex acute and entire, the space beneath it occupied by

an imperforate concave plate ; the interior of the rostral cavity lined

by a transverse septum or diaphragm, below which is the pedicel (1)

opening. Dorsal valve with a slender cardinal process, and a very

elevated medio-longitudinal septum. Valves articulating by a long

narrow groove in the cardino-lateral margins of the dorsal valve, in

which rest the elevated corresponding margins of the opposite valve.

Surface of the shell reticulate
;
the texture solid and fibrous beneath.

The American species known at present are : E. suhtrigonalis , Billings,

from the Lower Silurian, Canada ; E. coralifera, Hall, Niagara, New York

;

E. reticulata^ Hall, Niagara, Indiana; E. gihbosa, Hall, Niagara, Tennes-

see; E. concinna, Hall, Niagara or Lower Helderberg, Tennessee.

ElCHWALDIA SUBTRIGONALIS, BiLLINGS.

Report on the Geological Survey of Canada, 1858, p. 192.

ElCHWALDIA COBALIFERA, HaLL.

jiirypa coralifera, Hall ; Pateontology of New York, p. 281, 1852.

This species occurs in the Niagara shale at Lockport and Rochester.
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ElCHWALDIA RETICULATA, HaLL.

Rhijiicho-nella (?) reticulata, Hall; Transactions of the Albany Institute, Vol. iv. p. 217, 1862.

From the Niagara group at Waldron, Indiana.

ElCHWALDIA GIBBOSA, N. S.

Shell ventricose, rather above the medium size, sub-triangular or broadly

ovate in outline ; baso-lateral angles abruptly rounded, and the

anterior border straight or scarcely emarginate. Ventral valve

strongly convex in the umbonal region, becoming very slightly

depressed on the anterior part by a broad undefined sinus, which

extends one-half the width of the shell ; beak small, pointed and

strongly incurved over that of the opposite valve ; the denuded

surface of the beak small. Dorsal valve a little more gibbous than

the ventral, very prominent in the upper half; the anterior part

occupied by a broad undefined elevation which is barely distin-

guishable from the general convexity of the valve. Surface

reticulations very fine, about three or four in the space occupied

by one on the E. coralifem, and two or three to that of one on

E. reticulata.

This species may be distinguished from either of the other species of

the genus by its greater gibbosity, even surface, and by the much finer

reticulations of the exterior structure.

Geological Formation and Locality.—In rocks of the age of the Niagara

group, in Perry and Decatur counties, Tennessee.

ElCHWALDIA CONCINNA, N. S.

Shell small, sub-triangular in outline, a little wider than long, broadly

rounded in front, nearly straight in the middle, and more abruptly

rounded on the baso-lateral angles. Valves somewhat regularly

convex; the ventral valve a little more elevated than the opposite,

and having a broad undefined sinus on the anterior half of the shell

;

umbo prominent ; beak small and closely incurved, the nude space

longer than wide. Dorsal valve regularly convex, without visible

trace of mesial elevation. Surface reticulation fine
;
pits elongate

in the direction of the length of the shell ; interspaces a little

flattened on the surface.
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This species differs from E. coralifera of New York in its genei^al broad

trianeular form, absence of mesial elevation on the dorsal valve, and

undefined sinus on the lower part of the ventral valve
;
in the finer

reticulations, as well as the flattening of the interspaces. From E.

reticulata it differs in the finer and more elongate pits and entire absence

of mesial fold ; although that species sometimes has a scarcely-defined

fold, yet the reticulation is always much coarser.

Geological Formation and Locality.—In rocks of the age of the Niagara

or Lower Helderberg, Tennessee.
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XL ON THE GENUS TROPIDOLEPTUS.*

The Genus Tropidoleptus was proposed by me in the Tenth Report on

the State Cabinet, published in 1857. The shell made the type of the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.genus was the Strophomena cari-

nata, Conrad, published in the

AnnualReport on the Palaeontology

of the State for 1859. At the

time of proposing this generic

name, very little was known of

the interior structure of the shell, and it was separated on account of

hinge structure and the punctate texture of the shell.

The accompanying figures will give a general idea of the form and

exterior character of the Tropidoleptus carinatus. Fig. 1 is a dorsal view,

with the surface partially covered by a delicate bryozoan ; fig. 2 is a

ventral view.

In 1850, I had obtained some further knowledge of the interior, as

represented in fig. 3 of the interior of the ventral valve, showing the area,

foramen, teeth, etc., enlarged;

and fig. 4 of the interior of

the dorsal valve, showing

the cardinal process, the den-

tal fossets, the bases of the

crura, and the septum.

There seemed still some-

thing not quite understood in regard to its interior

structure ; and it was only as the description was going to press in Vol.

iv, following the Strophomenidas, that I resolved to make some further

eflbrts to discover its entire structure ; which resulted in determining

the characters of the loop illustrated in figs. 5 and 6, page 323. In

placing the genus at the end of the volume, and following Terebratula

* This paper was communicated to the Nineteenth Report on the State Cabinet, but not printed.

The Notice of Vol. iv, Palanntology of New Yorlc, published in the present Report, in which the

observations on this genus are cited, causes some unavoidable repetition.

Cab. Nat. 41
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and allied genera, I do not mean to be understood as placing it without

reserve among the Terebratulidse : nevertheless this seems to be its

nearest relation, according to our present views of the classification of the

Brachiopoda. In thus placing it, I have written as follows {Palceonhlogij

of New York, Vol. iv) :
" We had originally supposed that Tropidoleptus

would find its place among the Strophomenidse ; but there have been at

all times some important objections to placing it in this relation, while

later discoveries have rendered such a reference unnatural. Notwith-

standing the concavo-convex form, area, and large fissure under the beak

of the ventral valve, still the punctate structure of the shell and the

character of the crura seem to indicate its relations to be with the Tere-

bratulidge ; and T have accordingly placed it in an order following the

authentic genera of that family."

In the ventral valve, the peculiarities lie in the strong crenulate teeth,

which are a little separated from the margin of the area (fig. 3). These

teeth are quite strong and thickened below, and their crenulate summits

are inserted into similarly crenulated teeth-sockets at the base of the

strong cardinal process of the opposite valve. In this valve, the divari-

cator muscular impressions are broadly flabellilbrm. The occlusor

muscular impressions have not been satisfactorily observed.

The dorsal valve has a narrow area, and a wide and strong cardinal

process which nearly or quite fills the foramen of the opposite valve.

This process is often simple exteriorly, above the limit of the smooth or

striated pseudo-deltidium which covers it near the hinge-line
;
but just

within the valve it is broadly grooved in the middle, usually with two

small deep pits just within the external smooth callosity, and on each

side there is a groove and accessory lobe, frequently not conspicuous.

The divisions made by the median groove diverge and terminate below

in obtuse processes which have some similarity with the bases of crural

processes in Orthis, but have more analogy with the Terebratulidaj.

These processes are sometimes clea'rly broken at their termination, but

are often smooth, as if the roughened surface had been cicatrized during

the life of the animal. Below these forks of the process there is a

narrow median crest or septum which reaches beyond the middle of the

valve, and sometimes nearly to the front. From the Umbs of the thick-

ened divergent processes there proceed slender crura which, at first

bending slightly outwards, send off a short spur into the ventral cavity

and are thence directed forwards, and gently curving, join the median

crest, to which they are attached, forming a loop of peculiar character.
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The occlusor muscular impressions have rarely been seen with any degree

of distinctness
;
but the depressions just at the termination of the crural

processes, and on each side of the median ridge, are striated; and this

striation often extends in a wide flabelliform expansion, probably due to

vascular impressions. Towards the margin, the interior of both valves

is strongly pustulose.

The accompanying wood-cuts illustrate the parts referred to above.

Fig. 5, interior of the dorsal valve; fig. 6, longitudinal section of the

same
; j, cardinal process ; J, teeth-sockets ; c, crural processes

; /, loop
;

s, septum.

In the punctate texture of this shell it differs from either of the Genera

Lept^na, Strophomena or Strophodonta
; but this might not be an

objection to admitting Tropidoleptus into

the family were the other characters coin-

cident. The area is longitudinally striated

,

and presents a different aspect from any of

the Strophomenidse, but has analogy with

some of the Orthides. The teeth are not

extensions of the lamellse bounding the

foramen, but distinct from it and deeply

crenulate or lobed, and inserted into corre-

sponding crenulate sockets in the dorsal

valve. The form of muscular impressions, so far as known, is not very

dissimilar to those of Strophomena or Orthis.

In comparing the form of the cardinal process and its appendages, we
shall find it almost entirely similar to that of Leptocoelia, as shown in

FiQ g
two authentic species (Z. flabel-

s / f lites and L. fimbriata), and the

muscular impression of the ven-

tral valve is quite like that of

the same species.

The exterior extremity of the cardinal process presents considerable

variety of aspect when a large number of individuals are examined. In

some of them this part, if stripped of the external callosity or pseudo-

deltidium, would have the main process bilobed, with a sinus a little

below the apex, and an accessory lobe on each side, similar to some of

the species of Productus.
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XII. NOTE ON THE GENUS PALiEASTER AND OTHER FOSSIL STAR-FISHES, WITH

DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME NEW SPECIES, AND OBSERVATIONS UPON THOSE

PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED.

GENUS PAL^ASTER, Hall.

In the second volume of the Palceontohgy of New York, page 247,* I

proposed the name Pal^aster to include a species from the Niagara

group, and one from the Hamilton group. I have subsequently referred

to the same genus a species from the Trenton limestone, which I previ-

ously published under the name of Asterias matutina. The original

specimen described under this name was in such a condition that the

ambulacral and adjacent plates could not be distinctly recognized, and

the upper side remained imbedded in stone. The generic description is

therefore very meagre, and the figure was intended to illustrate all that

could be seen. The species is thus described

:

"Body stellate; disc small; arms short, terete, with a deep avenue on the

lower side, which is margined by short strong spines ; centre of phites

(in the fossil) nearly smooth, margins strongly granulate ; lower side

of the arms showing two ranges of plates on each side of the avenue

;

the outer range composed of short hexagonal plates, with an inner range

of smaller ones alternating, the latter usually covered by tufts of spines
;

a large pentagonal plate inserted at the base of the arms, on the lower

side."

I have distinctly recognized the two ranges, marginal and adambulacral

plates ; but the inner ones are not shown in the figure as they should

have been, while the large plate at the axil of the ray (though the

adjacent small oral plates of the inner range are not seen) is evidently

part of an incomplete series, and clearly belongs to the marginal range.

In 1856,1 Mr. Salter adopted the name Pal^easter for fossil star-fishes

without disc and having deep avenues, etc.

* This volume was printed in 1850, but was published in 1852.

t Proceedings of the British dissociation, August, 1856.

[Originally pubUshed December, 1866.]
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In Decade iii, Canadian Fossils, Mr. Billings has reproduced the figure

of Pal^aster, Hall, to show the differences between it and his Genus

Stenaster ; and the wood-cut is so treated as to obscure the indications

of adambulacral plates shown in the original figure.

In Stenaster = Urasterella, however, we have the absence of adam-

bulacral plates, which should be regarded as of generic importance.

In the Genus Petraster of Mr. Billings, we have " both marginal

and adambulacral plates" [as in Palseaster], " with a few disc-plates on

the ventral side." * * * * " It differs from Palasterina

by the presence of large marginal plates outside of the disc-plates ; and

still more from Stenaster, which has neither disc nor marginal plates."

The character of Petraster here described, and illustrated in the figure

(3 a, Plate 9), gives an intercalated partial range of disc-plates, between

the adambulacral and marginal plates, which will separate these forms

from any of the Pal^asters in my collection. Figure 3 ^ of the same

plate (Decade iii) shows no intercalated plates ; and though supposed by

Mr. Billings to be the dorsal side of the same " species, with the plates

along the centre of the rays removed," it has much the appearance of

the ventral side of a species of Pal^aster, and has a different aspect

from fig. 3 a.

The Genus Pal^aster has two ranges of plates on each side of the

ambulacral groove ; marginal and adambulacral plates on the lower side

besides ambulacral or poral plates. The upper or dorsal side has three

or more ranges of plates.

In several species examined, the ventral side presents no disc-plates

or any plates in the axils of the rays which do not belong to the marginal

series, or to the plates of the dorsal side, which are sometimes pressed

beyond the marginal plates of the lower side.

The following species belong to this genus :

Pal^aster matdtinus.

PLATE IX, FIG. 2.

jisterias matutina, Hall. Palaeontology of New York, I, p. 91, Plate 29, fig. 5.

The specimen described shows the dorsal side only ; the rays are regu-

larly tapering, rather slender, having three ranges of plates with two

stronger plates at each axil. The body or disc above consists of strong

plates. The marginal plates of the ventral side are visible on the side

of the rays below the outer range of dorsal plates.
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The ventral surface shows a range of marginal and one of adambulacral

plates, the latter much smaller, but the same in number and alternating

with them. Two ranges of poral plates are visible in the groove, each

one being more deeply excavated on the inner or posterior, than on the

outer margin, to form the pore.

These features of the ventral side have been ascertained by removing

a portion of one of the rays from the original specimen.

Oeological Formation and Locality.—The specimen figured is from the

Trenton limestone at Trenton Falls, and I have seen another specimen

from the same neighborhood.

Pal^aster sh^fferi, n. s.

PLATE IX, FIG. 1.

Body of about medium size, composed of five tapering, acutely pointed

rays, which, in the specimen examined, measure seven-eighths of an

inch from the centre of the disc to the extremity. The lower side

of the ray is formed of two ranges of plates bordering the ambula-

cral groove. The marginal range consists of moderately convex

plates which gradually decrease in size from the base to the extremity

of the ray, twenty-two or twenty-three in number, besides a small

terminal one at the angle of the range ; each plate of the marginal

range is marked on its outer surface by a comparatively large cicatrix

for the attachment of a strong spine. The inner range of plates

(adambulacral) are somewhat smaller, about the same in number,

alternating with those of the marginal range ; the basal pair (oral

plates) are elongate-triangular, and slightly constricted near the

middle. Ambulacral areas narrow, composed of a double range of

poral plates, which at the middle of the ray are about of equal

length and breadth. Pores not observed. Upper surface of the ray

composed of three ranges of subnodose plates, the outer ranges

bearing a strong spine on each plate : the central range apparently

destitute of spines.

This species difiers from P. (^Asterius) antiqiia, Troost, in the more

slender and acutely pointed rays, and in the smaller marginal plates, the

basal one of which is quite different in form, that one being triangular

with the apex towards the axil of the ray. The ambulacral range also

differs in number of plates ; Troost's species having about twice as many

in the marginal range.
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It differs from Palceaster jamesi= Palasterina jamesi* Dana {American

Journal of Science, n. s., Vol. xxxv, p. 295), according to the figures given

by Prof. Dana in the form of the rays, the marginal plates, and many

other important characters.

Geological Formation and Locality.—In shales of the Hudson River

group, Cincinnati, Ohio. From Mr. D. H. Shaffer.

Pal^aster granulosus,! n. s.

Body of medium size, fiye rayed ; rays a little more than twice as long

as their breadth at base ; obtusely rounded at the extremities.

Upper sm-face of rays composed of numerous very small tuberculose

or subspinose plates ; the madreporic tubercle large, quite distinct,

situated laterally at the base of two of the rays. Under surface of

rays composed of a marginal range of small tuberculose plates, about

twenty-five on each side in a ray measuring one inch and a quarter

from base to apex ; and an inner (adambulacral) range of smaller

plates, of which about forty-two or forty-three can be counted on

the same ray ; the terminal or oral plates are small, elongate, sub-

triangular, in pairs at the base of the adjacent rays. Ambulacral

areas composed of a double series of short, broad, slightly curved

poral plates (ossicula), each plate marked by a sharply elevated

ridge along its entire breadth, commencing on the one plate at the

outer posterior angle and terminating on the anterior inner angle,

and running in the opposite direction on the adjacent plate. When
the outer ridged surface of the poral plate is ground away, the

narrow openings or pores are visible between the plates, apparently

in two rows in each series, making four ranges of pores in each

ambulacral area. (The marginal ranges of pores are obscure, and

may only be apparent.) On the under surface, near the bases of the

rays, the tubercles bear short spines,some of which are still in place.

This species differs from P. shcefferi in the form and proportions of

rays, the greater number of ambulacral plates, and the form and number

of poral plates ; the dorsal surface differs in the numerous short sub-

spiniform appendages and absence of longer spines.

* This is not a Palasterina, having no disc-plates filling up the angles, as in the typical species,

and as required in the generic description given by Mr. Salter, and followed by Mr. Billinss
Can. Org. Rem., Dec. in, p. 76.

t See remarks upon this species at the end of this Paper.
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Some figures of a Pal^aster, closely allied to or identical with this

one, from Cincinnati, Ohio, have been circulated by the Natural History

Society of that place, under the name of Asterias primordialis ; but no

description of it has ever been published, so far as I know, nor do I find

it at all recognized in the catalogues.

Geological Formation and Locality.—In shales of the Hudson River

group, Lebanon, Ohio. From J. Kelly O'Neall, Esq.

Pal^aster wilberanus.

Petraster wilberanus, Meek & Wokthen; in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., p. 142, 1861.

The description informs us that "this beautiful star-fish resembles

rather closely the Petraster rigidus of Billings (Decade iii, Canadian

Organic Remains^ Plate ix, fig. 3 a), but is smaller, and has more slender

rays, with more angular spaces between them. It also differs in having

but two ranges of plates on each side of the ambulacral grooves on the

under side, instead of three."

The fact of having two ranges of plates only on the lower side must

separate this species from Petraster of Billings, since the presence of a

partial intermediate range, or " a few disc-plates" on the ventral side

form an essential feature of that genus.

Geological Formation and Locality.—In the Lower Silurian strata of the

age of the Trenton or Hudson River group, at Oswego, Kendall county,

Illinois.

Pal^aster antiquatus.

AsUrias antiquata, Locke ; in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., Ill, p. 32 (with wood-cut), 1846.

This species was noticed by Dr. Locke, as cited above, but without

specific description, and expressing a doubt whether it was or was not

identical with the Asterias antiqua of Troost. The figure would indicate

a distinct species from that of Dr. Troost
;
and if we can judge from the

illustration, it is not a Palasterina. The question may not be determined,

however, without reference to the original specimen.

In the figure of Dr. Locke there are two ranges, and in some places

three ranges of plates, represented as bordering the ambulacral groove.

Geological Formation and Locality . — The specimen is from the shales of

the age of the Hudson River group, near Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Pal^aster jamesi.

Fossil listerias : Report of G. Graham, J. G. Anthony and U. P. Jambs to the Western Acad.

of Nat. Sciences, in American Journal of Science (n. s.), I, p. 441. 1841.

listerias anthonii, 1)ana. Manual of Geology, p. 221 (with figure). 1863.

Palasterina Q) jamesii, Dana; in Amer. Jour. Science (n. s.), XXXV, p. 295. 1863.

This species, if we may judge from the figure given, is not a Palas-

terina, as it wants the '^plated disc ivMcli Jills up the angles" * an essential

character of the genus.

In the figure in the American Journal of Science, the plates of some of

the rays are shown as extending from the ambulacral groove to the

margin, while in others they are shown as divided, giving a marginal

and adambulacral range, as in Pal^aster; and in the absence of disc-

plates, I can see no other reference for the species but to that genus.

Geological Formation and Locality.—This species occurs in the shales of

the age of the Hudson River group, at Cincinnati.

PALiEASTER (ArGASTER) ANTIQUA, TrOOST.

Asterias antiqua, Troost; in Trans. Geol. Soc. Penn., I, p. 232, Plate x, fig. 9. 1835.

Petraster ( .' ) antiqua, Troost ; in Shumard's Cat. of Pateozoic Fossils, etc., p. 386. 1865.

Body of medium size, five-rayed; rays flexuose. Marginal range of

plates large, somewhat quadrangular, with their outer faces subno-

dose: the basal plates of the series single, broadly triangular, with

slightly truncated lateral angles ; the obtuse angle of the plate

directed towards the axil of the rays. This form of the basal plate,

leaves at the base of the marginal ranges and bordered by the

adambulacral ranges, a small triangular space which is filled by

minute plates or granules ; a character not observed in any other

species of this genus. Adambulacral ranges, composed of small

plates, which are nearly twice as numerous as those of the marginal

range; the basal plates of the ranges are elongate, triangular, in

pairs from the adjacent rays. Ambulacral grooves, occupied by a

single row of sub-quadrate ossicula, which extend across and alter-

nate with the adambulacral plates of each margin: the pores

have not been observed. Upper or dorsal surfaces not known,

except from a few small plates, outside of the marginal plates, which

appear to have been crowded over by pressure. (Perhaps these

latter plates may have formed a slight disc between the rays.)

* Saltjse, Annals and Mag. Nat. History, Kov., 1.857 ; cited by Billings, Decade iii, p. 76. 1858.

Cab. Nat. 42
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The specimen is so imperfect that it is not possible to give a full

description of parts ; the outer limits of the rays having been obscured

by scraping and the too free use of acids, before the specimen came under

my observation, so that the exact number of marginal and other plates

cannot be determined. This form differs, however, from all others

described or known, in the comparatively large marginal plates, the

triangular spaces at the base of the marginal ranges, and the single

series of ambulacral ossicula. It is possible that this last character may

prove to be of generic importance, could we obtain specimens sufficiently

well preserved to show these and other characters in a more perfect

manner.

Geological Formation and Locality.—The specimen is from the Hudson

River group, Harpeth River, Davidson county, Tennessee.

Pal^aster eucharis, n. s.

PLATE IX. FIGS. 3, 3*, 3rt and 4.

Body rather large ; the largest individual being one inch and seven-eighths

from the centre of the body to the extremities of the rays ; the whole

having a robust aspect; rays acutely pointed at the extremity.

Upper surface of rays composed of three ranges of large, highly con-

vex or tuberculiform plates which are nearly circular at the bases

of the rays, becoming quadrate and widened towards the extremi-

ties ; sepai-ated from each other in the lower part by numerous

minute plates or granules, which become fewer near the middle of

the ray, and disappear before reaching the extremity. The central

portion of the disc is occupied by an elevated pentagon, the angles

of which are formed by the abrupt termination of the central row of

plates of each ray : the whole composed of very minute, highly con-

vex plates, which vary in size, the larger ones pentagonally arranged.

The angles between the rays have a few small plates outside of the

outer ranges of tuberculose plates on the upper side, uniting with

the marginal plates below. Madreporiform tubercle distinct, situated

laterally at the bases of the outer range of large plates of two adja-

cent rays. Ventral surface having deep ambulacral grooves , bordered

by two ranges of strongly tuberculose plates ; the outer marginal

range consisting of twenty-seven or twenty-eight plates, besides a

large, round, terminal or axillary plate; the others are wider than

long in the basal portion of the ray, becoming gradually shorter
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towards the extremity where they are rounded. All the marginal

plates are visible from the upper side, and usually appear as an addi-

tional range of plates on each margin of the ray, making five with the

three properly belonging to the upper surface. Those of the inner

range bordering the ambulacra (adambulacral plates) are smaller

than the marginal plates, about thirty-eight to forty in number ; the

basal or oral plates are triangular, those of the adjacent rays uniting

by their longer margins ; and with a single minute plate situated

at these points. The plates of the exterior surface, both upper and

lower, present a granulose or striato-granulose surface which appears

to have been produced by short setae or spines ; and at the angles of

the rays the marginal plates are armed by a few spines, which are

as long or longer than the transverse diameter of the plates. Ambu-

lacra composedof a double range of short broad poral plates (ossicula),

equal in number to the adambulacral plates ; their outer ends exca-

vated on the posterior border, forming a comparatively large pore,

just within its junction with the adambulacral plate. There appears

to have been but one range of pores in each set of ossicula, but

these are large, distinct, and pass between the plates.

In the collection, there is an impression of a single ambulacral area of

this species, which is spread open laterally and measures about two and

a half inches in length by nearly three-fourths of an inch in width in

the middle, broadly petaloid in shape, and showing the form and number

of poral plates, with the position of the pores and their junction with

the adambulacral plates.

This species differs very remarkably from any of the preceding, and

every other described species, in its robust form, its more numerous

and proportionately larger marginal plates, and in the large and deep

ambulacral grooves and poral plates. In the single large tuberculose

plate at the base of the marginal range it resembles the Niagara species

;

and in having more adambulacral than marginal plates, it resembles

P. granulosa, but differs from the last in the large plates of the dorsal

side.

Geological Formation and Localities.—In rocks of the Hamilton group

near Hamilton, Madison county, and near Summit, Schoharie county

;

also from near Cooperstown, Otsego county, whence I received a specimen

retaining the impression of the lower side, from Paul F. Cooper, Esq.,

of Albany.
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GENUS URASTERELLA,* M'Coy, 1851.

STENASTER, Billings, 1858.

The Genus Stenaster is described by its author as having slender rays,

with only a single range of plates (adambulacral) on each side of the

ambulacral groove. In this respect it appears to me to correspond with

the figures of Umster ruthveni and U. hirudo of Forbes, species which

M'CoY proposed to include in the Genus Urasterella. The British

species are from strata of Silurian age (Ludlow rocks).

Urasterella (Stenaster) pulchella.

Palaaster pulchella, Billings. Geol. Surv. of Canada, Report ior 1856, p. 292.

Ste7\aste.r pulchellus, Id. Decade iii, p. 79, Plate x, fig. 2.

The specimen which I have referred to this species has long slender

arms, with a narrow ambulacral groove and a single range of short

plates on each side. It preserves two rays nearly entire, and parts of

others. The single range of plates on each side (adambulacral) only,

would preclude its reference to the Genus Pal^aster as defined by me.f

Geological Formation and Locality.—In the Trenton limestone, near

Canajoharie, New York.

GENUS EUGASTER, n. g.

[rayt, prastans; aanip, aster.']

Body stellate, consisting of a central alated disc, and five long, slender,

somewhat flexuous rays. Disc composed of small, polygonal tuber-

culose or subspinose plates on the ventral side. Rays consisting of

* Proposed as a generic name for Uraster ruthveni and U. hirudo of Forbes, British Palaozoic

Fossils, p. 59.

t ^Ir. Salter, apparently overlooking my description of Palceaster niagarensis, has placed

both the above-cited Em-opean species under Pal^astek, as defined by himself; but as it has

been shown that this genus has two ranges of plates on each side of the ambulacral groove, these

forms cannot, with propriety, be arranged with typical Palteasters.

There was the same reason for adopting the generic term Urasterella as for adopting Palas

TERiNA, both of which were proposed by M'Cot at the same time, and the typical forms of each

were specified. Mr. Salter has for some reason recognized the Genus PALiEASiBR proposed by

me a little earlier, but probably published after that of M'Cot; and has given the two species of

Urasterella to that genus. Now that there seems no reason for continuing them under that

"eneric term, they should be restored to their proper position as indicated above. The two species

of Forbes must either be placed under Urasterella as proposed by JI'Cot, or fall under the

latter Genus Stenaster of Billings. Were the latter genus of my own proposing, I should

nevertheless return to Urasterella, and I have no doubt that Mr. Billings will accord with this
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a double series of alternating subquadrate ambulacral ossicles, and a

series of curved adambulacral plates bordering the grooves, and

forming the margin of the ray : the outer ends overlap the edge of

the next plate in advance. Oral plates ten, arranged in pairs, form-

ing the terminal plates of the adambulacral ranges. Pores large,

arranged in two rows in each ray
;
penetrating the ray at the junc-

tion of the ambulacral and adambulacral plates in such a manner

that four different plates border each perforation. Adambulacral

and disc-plates bearing spines. Dorsal surface unknown.

The genus is allied to Protaster, Forbes, but differs in the structure

and arrangement of the component parts of the ray, and in the manner

in which the pores penetrate the plates ; it also differs in the form of the

disc, which is not circular, but extends for some distance along the rays,

forming acute alations on their margins. The plates of the disc are

polygonal, united by their lateral faces, and not squamose as in Pro-

taster. The Genus Palasterina has " the arms a little produced

"

beyond the disc, while in this one they are much produced. The

structure of the ray is in general characters similar in the two genera,

but in Palasterina the adambulacral plates are large and quadrangular,

while in this they are subsquamiform, spiniferous subimbricating.

EUGASTER LOGANI, N. S.

PLATE IX, FIGS. 7 and 8.

Body stellate, with a small disc and long attenuate flexuose rays. Disc

composed of numerous small polygonal plates with radiated surfaces

;

the diameter, measured from the sinus to its extension on the oppo-

site ray, is about half as great as the length of the ray measured

from the centre of the disc. Rays, as seen from the ventral side,

narrow, attenuate, with the ambulacral plates curving, and near the

base of the rays a little wider than long, and towards the extrem-

ities longer than wide, with a strong elevated transverse ridge.

There are about eight pairs of plates enclosed within the limits of

the disc. Pores penetrating the interstices near the outer extremi-

ties of the plates, while near the inner end there is a depression or

pit resembling a partially excavated pore. The adambulacral plates

as seen from below are extremely narrow and very convex on their

outer surfaces, forming the margins of the ray. Oral plates in pairs,

narrow and elongate.
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This specimen measures, from the centre of the disc to the extremities

of the rays, about one inch and a half; the widest part of the ray, which

is near the margin of the disc, is about an eighth of an inch in diameter.

The I'ays towards their extremities, have the ambulacral field covered by

the curving of the marginal plates over the groove, and which, closely

uniting by their margins, give a teretiform termination of nearly one-

third the entire length, each one having the aspect of a slender crinoidean

proboscis.

Geological Formation and Locality.—In the Hamilton group, near Fenner,

in Madison county. New York. The specimen was collected during the

geological survey, and is now in the State Museum.

GENUS PTILONASTER, n. g.

[TTTikoy
^
pcnna ; aarijp^ aster.'\

Form and general features as in Eugaster, but differing in the plates of

the rays. Foays composed of an ambulacral, adambulacral and

marginal series, which are united by their edges, and apparently

not imbricating, the projecting or oblique anterior face of the

marginal plates bearing spines which are inclined towards the

extremity of the ray. Margins of the rays alated by the extension

of the disc.

I had originally united this form with Eugaster, but further examina-

tion has shown the ray to have a range of marginal plates outside of the

adambulacral plates, and I am unable to discover any such feature in

Eugaster logani.

This and the preceding genus belong to the Ophiuridse, to which may

also be referred the Genus Protaster.

Ptilonaster princeps, n. s.

' PLATE IX, FIG. 9.

The specimen consists of the impression of the greater part of one ray,

with parts of two others, and intervening portions of the disc. The

disc has extended along the ray nearly an inch from the centre of

the body ; the plates are small, and have been furnished with

slender spinules. The ray is strong and extremely elongate, having

been at least four and a half inches in length ; its greatest width is
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outside of the disc, where it measures seven-sixteenths of an inch.

The ventral side of the ray shows three series of plates—ambulacral,

adambulacral and marginal—on each side of the centre
; of these at

least seven ranges have been included within the disc. The ambu-

lacral plates are a little wider than long, arranged in alternating-

order. The pores penetrate the interstices near the outer extremity

of the plates, while the partial or obsolete pores are obscure, becoming-

deeper and more conspicuous towards the extremity of the ray.

Near the base of the ray there are twelve plates in the length of

an inch, and fourteen plates in the same distance in the central

portion, while towards the extremities there are twenty or more in

the same space. The marginal plates are subhexagonal, a little

longer than wide, and ornamented by long slender spines on their

outer margins.

This is a much larger and more robust species than the Eugaster logani,

and in its entire condition it is the largest star-fish known in our palteozoic

rocks.

Geological Formation and Localitij.—Tn the Chemung group. The speci-

men is in a brownish-gray sandstone, which weathers to a very lio-ht

ashen color. It was received from Henry S. Randall, Esq., of Cortland-

ville, in the vicinity of which place it was obtained.

Note.—It is only as these pages are going to press that my attention

has been directed to the similarity of structure in the ray of Pal^coma
of Salter with that of the proposed Genus Ptilonaster. In the illus-

trated species of the former genus {Palceocoma marstoni) the disc is

proportionately larger, and the rays much shorter, while the outer ranoe

of plates is represented as imbricating; but being characterized by a

double row of plates bordering the ambulacral area, it must be regarded

as very nearly related if not generically identical with Ptilonaster.

GENUS PROTASTER, Forbes.

Peotastbk, Forbes; in Memoirs of the Geolog. Survey of Great Britain, Decade i. 1849.

The description of the genus is as follows

:

"Body circular, covered with squamiform plates; genital openings in the
angles of junction of the arms beneath ; arms simple, formed of alternatino-

ossicula."
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In the third volume of the Palceontologi/ of Neio York, page 134, 1 have

adopted this generic designation, applying it to a fossil from the Lower

Helderberg group of rocks, which hold nearly the same geological posi-

tion as the Ludlow rocks of England, in which the original of the genus

was found. The American species has a circular disc, composed of

squamiform spiniferous plates and five long flexuous rays. These rays I

have represented as composed, on the lower side, of a double range of

plates, as described and represented by Prof Forbes; but finding outside

of these a range of small ossicles to which are attached the spine-bases,

these have been shown as a part of an articulating spine (in the illustra-

tion, Plate vii, a, loc. cit.), an unnatural representation, which I am now

able to correct.

In the species from the Lower Helderberg group, Protaster forhesi, the

ventral surfaces of the rays are composed of an ambulacral and adamlju-

lacral series of plates on each side. The ambulacral plates are obliquely

quadrangular and alternating in a slight degree ; the adambulacral plates

as seen from the lower side are narrow, elongate, oblique, and laterally

imbricating, presenting the appearance of an oblique ridge with the

anterior extremity projecting, and forming the point of attachment for

the spines, with which each one is furnished. When the ray is abruptly

curved, these plates project outwards, sometimes almost rectangularly

;

and when at the same time the ambulacral area is obscured by adhering

matrix, these plates might readily be mistaken for appendages of the

inner ranges. The pores are comparatively large, truncating the outer

adjacent angles of the ambulacral plates, while the base of one adambu-

lacral plate and the side of another form the exterior margin. The

centres of the upper sides of the rays are composed of two ranges of

subimbricating plates, which are closely joined along the median line
;

the marginal plates are the upper edges of the adambulacral plates, which

bear on their anterior ends one, two or three short spines.

The structure of the lower side of the ray does not agree with the

description or with the figure given by Prof Forbes (loc. cit.), nor with

that of Mr. Salter, given as an illustration of Protaster miltoni* In the

latter species, Mr. Salter says the arms " are made up of a double row

of about forty pairs of squarish concave plates above, placed exactly

opposite, not alternating as in other species " (Plate ix, fig. 4 b). On the

lower side the ray is represented as made up of two ranges of plates,

* Jlnnals and Magazine of Nat. History, second series, p. 330, Plate ix, flg. 4 c.
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ambulacral and adambulacral, on each side of the ambulacral groove,

which are opposite each other, with a large oval pore between them, while

the outer margins of the adambulacral plates are garnished with spines.

Notwithstanding these differences, which would be of generic import-

ance, I am still inclined to refer our species to the Genus Protaster,

knowing how dificult it is for the palaBontologist, with imperfect

material at his disposal, to give always the true interpretation and repre-

sentation of parts, which further examination and additional material

enable him to furnish. I am disposed to believe that the plates repre-

sented as opposite will be found slightly alternating, and that the

structure of the lower side of the ray in Protaster miltoni will prove to

be not very dissimilar from that of Protaster forhesi.

NOTE ON THE GENUS PETRASTEE, Billings,

In examining the several species of Pal^aster, certain features were

revealed which showed a very intimate relation with the species described

by Mr. Billings under the generic name of Petraster. Through the

kindness of Sir William E. Logan, I have been permitted to examine

the originals of Petraster rigidus (figs. 3 a and 3 h^ Plate ix. Decade iii,

Canadian Organic Remains).

The specimen, fig. 3 h, is the ventral side of a true Pal^aster, having all

the essential features of the genus, and none other. It is a small individual

of Palceaster matutina, presenting all the characteristics of that species.

The specimen illustrated in fig. 3 a, has a few small intercalated plates

between the marginal and ambulacral ranges in two of the axils of the

rays; and there are a smaller number of granules in a similar position,

but unequally distributed on one side of another axil ; while two of the

axils do not show any such intercalated plates or granules. In one of

the rays, at least, the ambulacral, adambulacral and marginal plates are

distinctly visible, without intercalated plates on either side.

The presence of these unequally distributed plates or granules is

apparently an abnormal structure, probably the result of accident during

the growth of the animal ; and this view is sustained by the fact that the

other parts have the ordinary structure of Palceaster, and in all other

respects the specimen agrees with the typical Palceaster matutina.

Cab. Nat. 43
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NOTE ON THE GENUS TJINIASTER, Billings.

The Genus T^niaster is thus described

:

" Generic characters: Body deeply stellate; no disc or marginal plates; rays

long, slender, flexible, and covered with small spines; two rows of large

ambulacral pores; adambulacral plates elongated and sloping outwards,

so that they partly overlap each other: adambulacral ossicles contracted

in the middle, dilated at each end."

Mr. Billings remarks that this genus differs from Protaster (as

described bj Mr. Salter in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History,

November 1857) in the following particulars :

" 1. Peotaster has a well developed disc;"

"2. It has also the pores outside of the ambulacral ossicles [see Mr. Saltee's

tig. 40 in the article above cited];"

" 3. The same figure shows that the oral plates of P. miltoniAve formed of two

of the ambulacral ossicles, instead of two of the adambulacral plates."

In reviewing the characters of Protaster and Eugaster, I became satis-

fied that there was an intimate relation between these and T^niaster of

Billings ; and in order to satisfy myselfon this point, I have, since the pre-

ceding pages were printed, requested, and liindly received from Sir William

E. Logan, permission to examine specimens of Tceniaster spinosus and T.

cylindricus (Decade iii, Canadian Organic Remains, Plate x, figs. 3 and 4).

An examination of the specimen illustrated in fig. 3 (ut. sup.) reveals

what I conceive to be a disc not at all unlike the disc of Protaster, but

less extended than in the Lower Helderberg species. The structure of

the ray is precisely of the same character as the ray of that species

which I have named Protaster forbesi, the proportions of plates and rela-

tions of parts showing specific differences.

It is true that the figure of Mr. Salter represents the oral ossicles as

proceeding from the ambulacral plates ; a feature which I think can

scarcely exist, and the representation is probably due to an oversight, or

to a distortion of the specimen. I believe, moreover, that on examina-

tion of more perfect material, Mr. Salter will ascertain that the position

of the pores is not precisely as represented.

Mr. Billings remarks, under the description of T. spinosus, that " the

ambulacral ossicles appear in some places to alternate with each other,

but this is owing to a distortion ; those on one side of the furrow are

opposite to those upon the other."*

* Canadian Organic Remains, Decade iii, p. 81.
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Now the specimen of this species which I have examined, and which

I suppose to be the one figured upon Plate x, figures 3 a, 3 5, has the ambu-

lacral plates alternating ; and however these minute structures may

present themselves to our eye, I believe that we have in no Echinoderm

two adjacent series of plates which are precisely opposite one another.

In the specimen of T. cylindricus examined, the ambulacral plates ai'e

less distinctly alternate ; but the relation of the adambulacral plates and

the pores are the same as in the other form. Not having seen the

specimen showing the dorsal view, figure 4a of Plate x, I can only

remark that the structure of the rays is very similar to that of Peotaster.

If the appearance of a disc be fallacious, then we have in T^eniaster a

structure in all respects similar to that of Peotaster, wanting the disc.

If the structure of Peotastee, as represented by Mr. Saltee be the true

one, then the New York species must be referred to another genus. Not-

withstanding the difference shown between the figures of Prof Foebes

and Mr. Saltee, and between these and the illustrations here given, I

am still inclined to believe that our species is congeneric with the original

of Prof Foebes' type of that genus.

GENUS LEPIDECHINUS, Hall.

Lepidbohinus, Hall. Descript. New Species of Crinoidea; Preliminary Notice, p. 18. 1861.

This genus was described as " Subspheroidal, the form and arrange-

ment of the ambulacral and interambulacral series as in Palechinus, with

the plates of the interambulacral series imbricating from the dorsal side,

and the lower edges of each range overlapping those below ; while the

plates of the ambulacral areas are imbricating in the opposite direction,

narrow and deeply interlocking at their joining edges, each plate pierced

near the opposite extremity by two pores. Surface granulose."

This genus was separated from Palechinus on account of the imbricating

character of the plates, both of the ambulacral and interambulacral areas,

and also fromr-the more numerous ranges of plates in the interambulacral

areas. In its essential characters, it is much further removed from that

genus.*

* Dr. B. F. Shumakd, in his Catalogue of Palaozoic Fossils, in adopting the generic name
Lepidbchinus, adds :

" Compare Oligoporus (Meek & Worthbn)." I am at a loss to under-

stand any near analogy between a fossil having the " ambulacral areas about half as wide as the

interambulacral spaces," and the "ambulacral pores in four ranges with some irregular inter-

calated smaller pieces between," and one having the pores in pairs, two to each piece, and arranged

in four double rows, two on each side of the mesial ridge or convexity of each ambulacrum.
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Lepidechinus has a double range of poral or ambulacral plates, and two

pores in each plate near the outer end, making two double rows of pores

only ; while the interambulacral areas are many times as wide as the

ambulacral areas, and differ from those of Palechinus in having more

than five ranges of plates.

Lepidechinus babispinus, n. s.

PLATE IX, FIG. 10.

Body spherical or depressed spheroidal. Interambulacral area having

from nine to eleven ranges of imbricating, mostly hexagonal plates,

in their widest part, which gradually decrease in size towards the

upper end ; while on the lower side the central ranges terminate before

reaching the apex, and the outer ranges only reach the oral aperture.

The plates are imbricated from below upwards, and from the centres

of the areas outwards ; the central range overlapping those adjoining

on either side. The ranges immediately bordering the ambulacra

are small, and mostly furnished with small spines. The plates of

the next range are the largest of the body ; each alternate plate in

the upper part larger than the adjacent one, and having a strong

central spine. Each of the other plates of the areas, in the upper part

of the body, bears one or more spinules ; while in the central

portion these become strong spines. Ambulacral areas narrow,

contracted towards their upper ends, composed of a double series

of very short curved poral plates, alternating and interlocking

at their adjacent margins ; each plate pierced by two small pores

near the outer extremity. There are from three to four of these

plates in the space of one-tenth of an inch, and they are slightly

imbricated in a direction opposite to those of the interambulacral

areas.

The summit of the specimen is composed of several ornamented plates,

arranged in the form of a pentagon ; the precise number and form of

these plates cannot be determined. Just within one of the angles of this

pentagon, and occupying the position of the madreporic tubercle in

modern Echinoderms, there are impressions of what appear to have

been the bases of several [six 1] plates, arranged in a circle, and having

precisely the appearance of the ovarian pyramid as seen in Agelacbinus.

The oral aperture has been quite small, and centrally situated.
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This species, in its generic features, is identical with L. imhricatus^ the

type of the genus from the Burhngton limestone ; and in its specific

characters it is very similar.

The imbrication of the plates is a very marked feature in two speci-

mens of this species, and their condition is such as to leave no question

that the imbrication is from the ventral side, and not from the apex,

being the reverse of the relation described in the L. imbricatus ; and it is

possible that from the imperfect condition of the specimen described, I

may not have distinguished the relations of parts. In the species under

consideration, there is a central range of vertically imbricating plates

which cover the lateral margins of the adjacent ranges, so that the lateral

imbrication passes beneath them, instead of showing an alternation along

the central line or suture, as in the Burlington species.

Formation and Localities.—In rocks referred to the age of the Chemung

sandstones: at Meadville, Pennsylvania (an impression in a specimen of

the rock associated with Crania leoni ? ) ; and in the ferruginous sand-

stones of Licking county, Ohio. The latter was received from Prof

Carter, formerly Professor of Natural History in the College at Gran-

ville, Ohio.

The fossil from Meadville occurs in such position and relations that I

believe no one will question the geological horizon ; but the sandstones

of Licking county, Ohio, constitute the upper part of the Waverly sand-

stone series of that State, and have been referred, by many geologists,

to a higher position than the Chemung of New York.*

GENUS EOCIDARIS, Desor.

After a careful study of the " Echinus drydenensis " of Vanuxem, it was

found to possess certain characters which separate it from ARCHiEOCiDARis,

and also from Palechinus ;
and the generic description below was written

before I had observed its similarity to the Genus Eocidaris, to which I

now propose to refer it.

Body spheroidal, composed of five ambulacral and five interambulacral

fields. Ambulacra composed of a double series of plates, each per-

forated near its outer extremity by two small pores. Interambulacral

* Since these pages have been in type, Dr. Newberry, Director of the Geological Survey of

Ohio, has announced the well marked distinctions of typical Chemung rooks with Spirifera

verneuili and Leiorhynchus mesacostalis, and the Waverly sandstones, which in that State consti-

tute a very distinct group. It now becomes very important to determine the soui'ce of the

Meadville specimen.
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areas, each consisting of two continuous ranges of medium-sized

pentagonal plates bordering the ambulacra, and two or more ranges

of hexagonal plates ; some of the latter ranges becoming obsolete

before reaching the extremities of the areas. Plates of the inter-

ambulacral areas, with their centres occupied by a single rounded

tubercle for the attachment of a spine. No elevated ring surrounding

the tubercle has been observed. Spines of medium length, slender,

muricated. Ovai-ian apertures dorsal. Oral aperture ventral, cen-

trally situated.

This genus is intermediate in characters between Palechinus, Scouler,

as given by M'Coy (^Synopsis of Carboniferous Fossils of Ireland, p. 171),

and Arch^ocidaris, M'Cot = Echinocrinus, Agassiz, = Pal^ocidaris,

.Desor [Idem, p. 173]. From the former it differs in having a central

tubercle and only one spine on each plate, features which are made

prominent among the generic characters. From the latter genus it differs

in having the interambulacral areas composed of a larger number of

smaller plates, with the central ranges becoming obsolete before reaching

the extremities of the areas ; while those of Arch^ocidaris gradually

decrease in size, but reach to the top and bottom of the interambulacral

fields.

The following is Mr. Desor's description of the Genus Eocidaris :

"EociDAEis, nov. geu. Like the Genus Ajjchjlocidaeis, this geuus is yet

known only by some plates and some spines. These plates being hexagonal,

they should consequently be placed in the tribe of the Tesselates. One large

tubercle on each plate. This tubercle is smooth at the base, and perforated at

the summit; but it differs from those of the Genus Arch^ocidaeis in the

absence of a second ring. Ambulacra unknown. Spines slender, ornamented

with small sporadic spines.

"Found in Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian strata."

It is probable that some of our American species, heretofore referred to

the Genus ARCHiEOCiDARis, will prove to belong to this genus ; and since

they can be determined by the character of the separated plates and

spines, there will be little difficulty in the identification.
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EOUIDARIS DRYDENENSrS.

Echinus drydenmsis, Vanuxbh. Report of Third Geol. District of N. Y., p. 184. 1842.

jirchtEociduris (.') drydenmsis, Vandsbm; in Shumaed's Cat. Palaeozoic Fossils. 1865.

Body spheroidal, having the poles deeply impressed. Ambulacral areas

comparatively wide, contracted in the upper part, composed of very

short broad plates, about five in the space of a tenth of an inch;

each pierced by two small pores, making four rows of pores to each

ambulacral field. The adjacent ends of the plates are depressed,

forming a longitudinal groove passing along the middle of the field,

with a slight ridge in the centre. The ranges of pores have an

undulating direction, corresponding with the curving edges of the

adjacent plates of the intei'ambulacral areas. Interambulacral

areas, in their widest jsart, composed of seven ranges of plates, two

of them being pentagonal and five hexagonal. These decrease in

size towards the ends of the areas ; and the central ranges become

obsolete in turn, until at the summit of the area the outer ranges

only exist. Each plate of the interambulacral areas, so far as can

be determined, is characterized by a central tubercle for the attach-

ment of a single spine.

The spines, as seen scattered over the surface of the rock, are slender,

and vary from one-half to three-fourths of an inch in length, with a

slight annulation around the lower end for the attachment of the muscles.

Summit structure not known. The oral aperture, to judge from the

impressions of the oral ossicles left on the rock, has Iseen comparatively

large.

One specimen, as it occurs flattened upon the stone, is nearly two and

three-fourths inches in diameter.

The specimen described by Mr. Vanuxem is upon a thin slab of shaly

sandstone of about ten by eleven inches—one of the angles, being nearly

a fourth of the area, having been broken off". Upon this slab is one

specimen better preserved than the others, from which the characters

have been mainly derived. There are three other individuals possessing

the form and showing the ambulacral fields, and there are parts of

four others, with multitudes of slender spines scattered over the surface.

Geological Formation and Locality.—In the shaly sandstones of the

Chemung group, in the town of Dryden, Toinpkins county. New York.

The position of this fossil is in the lower part of the group, and probably
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not more than one thousand feet above the upper beds of the Hamilton

group. Up to the present time the species is not known in any other

locality, and it remains the earliest known form of this group of fossils.

GENUS AGELACRINUS, Vanuxem.

Agelacrinus hamiltonensis.

Agelacrinus hamiltonensis, Vanuxem. Rep. of Third Geol. Dist. N. Y., pp. 158, 306, fig. 80.

Body comparatively large, discoid or depressed-convex; the border com-

posed of several ranges of imbricating plates, those of the marginal

range minute, the others gradually increasing in size towards the

inner edge of the border. The range of plates adjacent to the inner

area or disc is composed of large transversely elongate plates, with

alternating smaller ones. Arms long, slender, curving ; the anterior

arm and the left antero-lateral and postero-lateral arms sinistral, the

other two dextral. The extremity of the right postero-lateral ray

extends into the anal area, and passes just behind the ovarian pyramid.

The arm-grooves are covered by a large number of elongate triangular

plates, arranged along their margins ; those of the opposite sides

alternating, and their adjacent ends interlocking. The arms have

their origin in a transverse pyramid, situated in the central area

about two-fifths of its diameter from the anterior margin: this

pyramid is composed of six plates, five of them triangular, their

bases forming the termination of the rays, and their apices uniting

above ; the sixth or posterior plate, rising from the anal area,

is larger and somewhat shield-shaped. The ovarian pyramid is

scarcely elevated, situated subcentrally in the largest interradial

area, composed of nine very elongate triangular plates. Interradial

areas composed of comparatively large polygonal plates (not squa-

mosely arranged or imbricating), uniting by their lateral faces, and

their centres elevated into angular ridges. The surfaces of the

squamose plates which form the border, are simply granulosa.

This species, the type of the genus, difiers from all others yet described,

in having two of the rays dextral and three sinistral ; also the plates

composing the interradial areas are not squamose, as in most other species.

The pyramid, originating the arms, is composed of a greater number of

plates than any of the Silurian species of the genus.
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The original specimen consists of impressions of the exterior of five

or six individuals, some of them quite young, the largest one measuring

about one inch and a quarter in diameter. No other specimens of this

species have been found, so far as I know.

Geological Formation and LocaHty.—In the arenaceous shales of the

Hamilton group, at Hamilton, Madison county, New York.

Cab. Nat. 44
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DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW OR LITTLE-KNOWN SPECIES OF FOSSILS

FROM ROCKS OF THE AGE OF THE NIAGARA GROUP.*

Bt JAMES HALL.

I. RELATIONS OF THE NIAGARA GROUP WITH THE LECLAIRE, RACINE AND

GUELPH LIMESTONES.

In the study of the fossils of the Niagara group and associated strata,

previous to the publication of the final Report on the Fourth Geological

District, and also to the publication of the second volume of the

Palceontology of New York, I separated a few species found in the impure

drab-colored limestone from Wayne county, New York.

The limestone containing these fossils became exposed only in the bed

of the canal during its excavation ; and the low country, or deeply drift-

covered surface in the vicinity, did not admit of any exposure of the

rock in place. The materials were thrown out of the excavation in

connection with the soft marls of the Onondaga salt group, and the

specimens of rock containing the fossils preserved the peculiar cellu-

lii'erous structure and characteristic color of the argillaceous limestone of

that formation. Differing so essentially from any known beds in the

Niagara group, I did not hesitate to refer them to the Onondaga salt

group, since there was no evidence of any other formation in the

neighborhood.!

* This Paper was originally printed in advance, in December, 1864, for the Eighteenth Report

on the New York State Cabinet.

t The same reference of the species had, in fact, been made during the Geological Survey, and

they were thus published in the Report on the Foaith Geological District, in 1843.
^
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Throughout the State of New York, the country along the junction

of the Niagara and Onondaga salt formations is low and level, or covered

by drift accumulations ; and no opportunity offered of discovering any

exposure of similar beds along the course of the outcrop. In some

places in Monroe county we have been able to trace the two formations

to within a few feet of their contact with each other ; but no fossiliferous

beds, similar to those of Wayne county, have been found. Subsequently,

after a considerable portion of Vol. ii of the Palceontohgy of New York had

been printed, my attention was called to some peculiar fossils collected

at Gait, in Canada West ; and in visiting that locality, I discovered some

species identical with those before known, from beds which I had regarded

as of the Onondaga group in New York. As this limestone at Gait

(and Guelph) was clearly above the great Niagara limestone of the Falls,

and contained an almost entirely different set of fossils, I very naturally

inferred that it belonged to the next higher formation, or the Onondaga

salt group, and that the Wayne county locality was a feeble representation

of the limestone of Gait.* For these reasons the two were treated as

identical, and referred to the age of the Onondaga salt group
; an opinion

at that time sustained by the members of the Canadian Geological Survey.

At a later period, during the Geological Survey of Iowa, I recognized,

at the Leclaire rapids on the Mississippi River, a limestone holding the

same relative position, having the same lithological character, and con-

taining some identical and many similar fossils with the limestone of

Gait or Guelph, in Canada West ; and I thus announced its apparent

relations in the Report on the Geology of lotva, 1857, Vol. i, p. 75 :

"Should the identity of the limestone of these two distant localities be

proved, it will afford sufficient ground for separating these beds from the

Onondaga salt group, aud for establishing a distinct group. It seems quite

probable that the limestones of this period have their eastern extremity in

Central New York, where, from their small development, as well as from

similarity of lithological character, there seemed no sufficient ground for

separating them from the non-fossiliferous beds of the Ouondaga salt group.-j-

Since, however, in Canada, these beds attain considerable importance, and

(admitting the conclusions above given) acquire a still greater thickness and

* The name " Gait" being considered objectionable on account of a similar term already in use,

and the same rock occurring also at Guelph, it has been called the " Guelph formation " in the

nomenclature of the Geological Survey of Canada.

t My views regarding the presence of the Onondaga salt group proper in Wisconsin and Iowa

have somewhere been called in question, and I have only to remark in this place that I have seen

no reason on my own part, nor facts adduced on the part of others, to change my opinion in

reference to the occurrence of this formation in the localities I have heretofore cited.
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more distiactive character ou the Mississippi River, it seems necessary to elevate

them to the same rank as the other groups of the series."

Some two or three years later I explored the geology of the central

and eastern portions of Wisconsin and the adjacent parts of Illinois. I

here found the limestone of Racine, and a part of Waukesha and some

other localities, resembling in all respects that of Leclaire and holding

many of the same fossils. It is likewise underlaid by the even-bedded

darker-colored limestone, bearing Halysites catenulatus, Pentamenis oUongus^

and many large Orthoceratites, which are everywhere regarded as evidence

of the Niagara age. I could not hesitate, therefore, to parallelize the suc-

ceeding beds with the limestone of Leclaire, though we had failed to trace

that formation across the country in a continuous outcrop. At the same

time, on critical examination of the collection of fossils made at Racine and

at some other points, I detected many species known as characteristic of

the Niagara formation in the State of New York, requiring its recognition

as a member of that group (rather than of the Onondaga salt group),

and uniting with it as identical in position the Leclaire limestone.*

At the same time, we have recognized from Racine and adjacent

localities, including Leclaire in Iowa and a single locality in Illinois, the

following species which are identical or very closely allied to those from

Gait in Canada West: Pentmnerus occidentalism an Obolus-Yike fossil a

Favosites and a species of Amplexus which are identical in several locali-

ties, Cyclonema sulcata, Murchisonia logani, Murchisonia identical or closely

allied to M. mylitta, Billings, an undescribed Murchisonia from Racine

identical with one from Gait, Subulites ventricosa, Pleurotomaria solaroides ?

Loxonema longispira, besides other forms which are closely allied to species

of the Guelph limestone.

An examination of several localities in Wisconsin shows that this peculiar

fossiliferous limestone is very unequally distributed. At Racine it has a

very considerable thickness ;t while in other places, either from denuda-

tion or other causes, it is very thin, or even absent. In some places in

thQ vicinity of Milwaukee and Waukesha, there are indications of beds

of passage from the regularly bedded limestones below to the unequally

bedded rock above. There appears indeed very good evidence of the

irregular or unequal accumulation of this higher rock in many ofthe locali-

ties along a considerable portion of the outcrop ; and where the lower

* Report on the Geology of Wisconxin, p. 67. 1861.

1 1 am inclined to believe that I have over-estimated the thickness of the limestolie at Leclaire

from the presence of Jines of false bedding, but I have had no opportunity of a reexamination of

the locality.
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part of the formation comes to the surface, the upper rock does not appear

to be developed. I am therefore induced to believe that this limestone

at Racine, the mass at Leclaire and extending thence into Iowa, as well

as the Guelph formation in Canada and the feeble representation of the

same in New York, are really lenticular masses of greater or less extent,

which have accumulated upon the unequal surface of the ocean bed in a

shallow sea during the latter part of the Niagara period. These isolated

masses of limestone have close relations with each other, while their

relations with the Onondaga salt group, though very intimate in the

single locality in Central New York, become less and less conspicuous in

a westerly direction.

In the Geology of Canada, published in 1863, the Guelph limestones

are described as constituting a distinct formation ; but Sir. W. E. Logan

remarks

:

"It has already been stated that the strata seen near the mouth of the

Eiviere aux Sables, at Chief's Point, probably strike along the coast by Lyell

Island to Cape Hurd, and belong in part to the Niagara formation, whose

characteristic fossils are met with in several localities along the shore. These

strata, however, have for the most part the lithological characters of the Guelph

formation, and some of their undescribed species of Muechisonia have a

strong resemblance to others found in this series. The Pleurotomaria liuro-

nensis, which belongs to the Guelph rocks, occurs on Lyell Island associated

with Pentamerus oblongus and other characteristic Niagara species ; so that it

is not impossible that some of the strata along this coast may constitute a

passage between the Niagara and Guelph formations.

" The Guelph formation appears to be absent from the State of New York;

and in Canada it probably has the form of a great lenticular mass, the limit

of which between Niagara and Guelph is uncertain, though it appears to extend

beyond Aucaster. In the other direction, it seems to thin out in Lake Hiu'on,

before reaching the northern peninsula of Michigan."

I should not omit to say here, that so far as my investigations have

extended on the islands ofLake Huron and Lalve Michigan, with the penin-

sula between the latter and Green Bay, I have found the presence of the

lower portions of the Niagara group, with the general absence of the higher

beds. At the same time, along this great extent few fossils occur except

Pentamerus ohlongus, Halysites catenulatus, and two species of Favosites,

with some other corals ; and it is only on continuing the observations to

the southward in Wisconsin, that we find a larger number of the Niagara

species proper. This indication of beds of passage, pointed out by Sir

W. E. Logan, will, I presume, be found in all or nearly all localities

where a junction of the two formations can be seen.
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11. DESCRIPTIONS OF FOSSILS OF THE NIAGARA GROUP.

ECHINODERMATA.

In the Report of Progress of the Geological Survey of Wisconsin for I860,*

I described several species of Crinoidea, two Cystideans, several species

of Brachiopoda, Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda, from the limestones of

Racine and Waukesha ; leaving a considerable number of species unde-

scribed for want of satisfactory material. It has not been in my power

to make such collections as I then anticipated ; and the following descrip-

tions relate almost exclusively to species that have been in my cabinet

for several years, and which were studied, and many of them determined,

at the time of making the report above cited.

Some of the Crinoidea are very interesting ; but the Cystideans possess

a peculiar interest, as offering forms which, so far as I know, have not

been discovered in any other localities. The specimens, with few excep-

tions, are casts of the interior of the test, or impressions of the exterior

left in the matrix. A few of the species retain the plates to such an

extent that the structure can be determined. Since it appears probable

that we shall, for some time at least, be dependent upon similar imperfect

materials for our knowledge of these fossils, I shall endeavor to give

such descriptions as will enable the student to recognize the species, with

the hope that some of them at least will be illustrated at a future period.

GENUS GOMPHOCYSTITES, n. g.

[yO|U^ocr, clavus ; Kvarocr, vesica.1

Body elongate pyriform, very narrow at the base, gradually enlarging

above, and inflated near the upper extremity. Surface composed of

numerous series of polygonal plates which have a spiral arrange-

ment. Apertures upon the upper surface, one of them being

subcentral, and the other a little eccentric. • Arms sessile, lying in

grooves excavated in the surface of the plates, originating near the

* Report of the Superintendent oj the Geological Survey, Legislative Documents, 1861 .
'
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mouth, and curving spirally outwards and downwards over the

body, reaching to or even below the point of its greatest diameter.

The central aperture appears to have been closed by a pyramid of

five or six small plates.

The fossils of this genus are remarkable for their elongate form, attenuate

base and swelling upper extremity
;
they were probably supported upon a

short pedicel, but we do not know its character. The body is composed

of numerous ranges of short hexagonal or polygonal plates, the spiral

arrangement of which can be traced in their marking upon the cast.

In a fragment of one of these from the Niagara shale of New York,

there is but a single subcentral opening visible, the arms all originating

on one side of this. In the casts of other species from Wisconsin, there

is evidence of a smaller aperture near the round subcentral one.

A large proportion of the specimens observed are unsymmetrical in

greater or less degree, and this feature is apparently very variable in the

same species. In a view of the summit, the position of the apertures

and disposition of the arms resemble Agelacrinus, but the plates are of

different character, being strongly granulose, and the sutures of the plates

are so close as to make it difficult to distinguish them.

GOMPHOCYSTITES TENAX, N. S.

PLATE XII, FIG. 15, AND PLATE XII a, FIGS. 7, 2.

Upper part of body ventricose, somewhat rapidly attenuated below

;

principal aperture round, subcentral ; the pyramid of plates which

probably closed the orifice are unknown, leaving a margin of small

unequal plates. The plates forming the summit of the body are

small, polygonal, with surface strongly granulose. The arm-plates

appear to have been furnished with tentacula, as in Apioctstites

and other genera.

Formation and Locality.—This species occurs in the Niagara group at

Lockport, New York. Collection of Col. E. Jewett.*

GOMPHOCTSTITES GLANS, N. S.

PLATE XII, FIG. 14, AND PLATE XII a, FIGS, i AND 5.

Body elongate, clavate, with the upper extremity extremely ventricose,

often more or less unsymmetrical, and the summit unequally convex

on the upper side, somewhat abruptly contracted below, and thence

* Now in the collection of the Cornell University.
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gradually attenuate. Principal aperture subcentral ; arms originating

close to the aperture, and curving in a spiral direction over the

summit and along the sides to the point of greatest expansion, or

sometimes a little below.

The specimens of this species are from one to three inches in length,

with a diameter in the greatest expansion of from less than half an inch

to an inch and a half

The illustrations are of a large unsymmetrical specimen, and one of

symmetrical form somewhat smaller.

Formation and Locality.—In the Hmestone at Racine, Wisconsin.

GOMPHOCYSTITES CLAVUS, N. S.

PLATE XII a, FIG. 3.

Body clavate, gradually expanding to the upper part which is elongate

ovate, nearly or quite symmetrical, summit regularly convex; prin-

cipal apei'ture at the apex, and essentially central. Arms originating

from one side of the central aperture, curving a little spirally down-

wards, and reaching below the apex a distance about equal to the

greatest diameter of the body.

Below the expanded portion, the body becomes obtusely pentagonal, a

feature but obscurely shown in the cast ; base unknown.

This species is very nearly symmetrical, and much more gradually

expanding from below to the greatest diameter, and less abruptly rounded

above ; while the arms have a more nearly vertical direction.

It is possible that this may be only a modification in form of the G.

glans ; but among a considerable number of specimens of that species, I

have not observed gradations to this form ; and I therefore designate it

as a distinct species until it can be proved identical, or until its relations

with the preceding species can be more satisfactorily determined.

Formation and Locality.—In the limestone at Racine, Wisconsin.

GENUS HOLOCYSTITES, n. g.

['oAof toius; CTffTof, Desico.]

Body elongate, sub-cylindrical, elliptical or sub-ovate, composed of

numerous (six or more) ranges of comparatively large plates, or

of alternating series of large and small hexagonal or polygonal

Cab. Nat. 45
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plates; apertures at or near the summit, one of them central or

subcentral, the other eccentric. Supported on a short pedicel.

Sessile arms none ; free arms unknown ; no evidence of pectinated

rhombs.

The specimens referred to this genus are generally composed of large

plates in pretty regular alternating series, or sometimes a range of

large plates alternating with a range of small ones. There are no indica-

tions of sessile arms as in Gomphocystites ;
though there may have been

free arms around the central aperture of the summit. The surface of the

plates is strongly granulose, and sometimes marked by ridges and central

nodes.

I had originally referred these forms with some doubt to the genus

Cartocistites ;* but an examination of other specimens has shown that

there is no latei'al apertm^e as in the species of that genus, and I

therefore propose a distinct generic term.

HOLOCTSTITES CYLINDRICUS, HaLL.

PLATE XII, FIGS. 4, 5; PLATE XII a, FIGS. 7, 8.

Caryocystites cylindriciis, Hall. Ann. Rep. Geolog. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 23. 1861.

Geology of Wisconsin, I, p. 69. 1862.

Body elongate obovate or subcylindrical, rounded at top and abruptly

contracted at base near the junction with the column ; basal plates

undetermined. Above the basal plates the first range consists of

eight elongate hexagonal plates, their length once and a half their

greatest width, gradually expanding in width from below upwards

;

these are succeeded by a second, third, fourth and fifth range of

eight plates in each, all somewhat regularly hexagonal, their length

a little greater than their width. Of these, the fourth range is

usually the widest, situated at a little more than one-third the

length of the body from the summit, and at the point of greatest

diameter. In the sixth range above the basal, the plates are

much smaller than the others, and narrower at the upper end.

Alternating with these last, is a seventh range of smaller plates,

surrounding those of the summit, and enclosing the summit openings.

Column small, round, rapidly tapering below the point of attach-

ment. Surface of plates granulose.

* Annual Geological Report of Wisconsin for 1860, published 1861 ; and Geology of Wisconsin,

Vol. i, p. 69. 1862.
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Several specimens, more or less entire, exhibit the characters here

given. While the surface of the plates is coarsely granulose, there is no

evidence of ridges or nodes. Some of the specimens show irregularities

in the form and proportions of the plates, indicating the possibility of a

gradation between this and the following species; but the material I

have is not sufiicient to determine this question.

Formation and LocaKty.—In the limestone at Racine and Waukesha,

Wisconsin.

HOLOCTSTITES ALTERNATUS, HaLL.

PLATE XII, FIG. 9; PLATE XII a, FIG. 6.

Caryocystites alternatus, Hall. Ann. Rep. Geolog. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 23. 1861.

Geology of Wisconsin, T, p. 69. 1862.

Body extremely elongate, subcylindrical, the greatest diameter above

the middle and nearer the apex. Summit irregularly rounded, a

little flattened or depressed on the side of the aperture ; base gradu-

ally tapering to the summit of the column. The body is composed

of twelve ranges of plates varying in size and shape ; in some of

the ranges they are large, mostly octagonal, eight in number in

each range. In the alternating ranges they are smaller, five or

six-sided, and about as many as in the ranges of large plates. Near

the summit, and apparently between the eleventh and twelfth

ranges from the base, there is a distinct aperture, with another

smaller one more nearly on the summit. Surface strongly granulose.

These apertures correspond to the mouth and anal aperture as

described by Yon Buoh in Caryocystites ;
but the lower lateral

one, or ovarian aperture, has not been recognized in this or any

other species of this genus.

The specimens of this species are partial casts, but the forms of the

plates are fully preserved, and the structure of the body is very dis-

tinctly shown. The specimens with alternations of larger and smaller

ranges of plates are usually less robust than those where the series are

more nearly equal in size.

Formation and Locality.—In the limestone of Racine, Wisconsin.

HOLOCYSTITES ABNORMIS, N. S.

PLATE XII, FIGS. 7, 8.

Body subcylindrical, abruptly attenuate below to the short column, com-

posed of about eight or nine ranges of plates ; summit rounded ;
the

principal aperture near the centre is marked by a depression of
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the surface. In the third range from the base, two or moi-e of the

large plates are surrounded by smaller ones ; but the four ranges of

plates below the dome are large plates of nearly equal size and equal

length and breadth. Surface of plates granulose.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group

at Racine, Wisconsin.

HOLOCYSTITES WINCHELLI, N. S.

PLATE XII, FIG. 3.

Body clavate or elongate ovate, ventricose above, and the summit abruptly

rounded
;
rapidly contracting towards the base, which is unknown.

The subcentral aperture of the summit is very large. The form is

unsymmetrical, being flattened on one side and arcuate, perhaps

partially from accident.

The specimen described is imperfect at the base, but from the a^aerture

at the summit to the broken lower extremity it preserves eight ranges

of plates. The lower ones are hexagonal and in alternating series

;

but approaching the summit and following the curve of the arcnation,

there are apparently three or four plates in direct succession, which are

truncate above and below, but maintain a hexagonal form from becoming

wider above, and having a short sloping side adjacent to the upper straight

margin.

This species is readily distinguished from the three preceding ones by

the elongate-ovate ventricose form, and the more numerous ranges and

smaller plates, as well as their arrangement in direct succession. The

two or three lower ranges of plates preserved, somewhat resemble those

of li. cylindricus, but they are quite free from nodes. It is impossible to

know the entire number of ranges of plates from the base upwards, since

no perfect specimens are in the collection. There are fourteen or sixteen

plates in the circumference, some obscurity existing on one side.

The specimen preserving eight ranges of plates has a length of about

two inches, and the diameter where broken ofi" below is more than half

an inch. A section below the summit is subelliptical, having its greatest

diameter nearly an inch and a half, and the shorter diameter a little

more than one inch.

Formation and Locality.—In the limestone of the Niagara group at

Waukesha, Wisconsin.
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The two following species, both on account of their form and the great

number of small polygonal plates, may prove distinct from the typical

forms of this genus :

HOLOCYSTITES OVATUS, N. S.

PLATE XII, FIG. 2.

Body from the summit to near the base symmetrically ovoid ; a little

depressed at the central aperture, and elevated at the eccentric one
;

sides regularly curving ; composed of more than ten ranges of alter-

nating polygonal plates, which are as wide as long, or wider, elevated

in the centre, and coarsely granulose.

A specimen of one inch and three-fourths in length, and perfect at the

base, shows ten ranges of plates between the broken lower margin and

the summit aperture. The greatest diameter of the same individual is

one inch and a half, while it is about half an inch in diameter where

broken off, and there have probably been two or three ranges of plates

below that point. A section below the summit is very broadly elliptical,

and this has probably been the original form.

This species differs from H. scutellatus in being a more robust form,

with less elongate base, and with plates larger, more equal in size, and

prominent in the middle ; while the larger plates in that species have

central nodes from a nearly flat surface.

Formation and Localiti/.—In the limestone of the Niagara group at

Waukesha, Wisconsin.

HOLOCTSTITES SCUTELLATUS, N. S.

PLATE XII. FIG. 1.

General form of body ovoid ventricose, abruptly attenuate below, and

swelling above into an ovate outline ; composed of twelve or more

ranges of plates, which are somewhat irregularly disposed, there

being in the upper part a distinct arrangement of one large polygonal

plate surrounded by smaller ones, this large plate having a node in

the centre. The summit is broadly rounded, with evidence of one

large subcentral aperture, and a depression indicating a second

aperture. Surface of plates strongly granulose.

The ventricose ovate form and abruptly attenuate base are distin-

guishing features of this species. Though the H. cylindricus sometimes
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assumes an ovate form with attenuate base, yet the species here described

has a much larger number of plates, which are differently disposed.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group

at Waukesha, Wisconsin.

GENUS APIOCYSTITES, Forbes.

Apiocystites imago, n. s.

PLATE XII, FIG. 12; PLATE XII a, FIG. 9.

Body irregularly elliptical, about three-iifths as wide as long, a little

larger above than below the middle. Basal plates occupying more

than one-fourth of the entire height of the body. Second range

consisting of five large plates. In the third range the plates are

about half the size of those of the second range. The fom-th range

consists of at least six plates ; the two over the ovarian aperture are

smaller than the others. The fifth range consists of six plates of

smaller size than the others, and of a pentagonal form, the upper

margins being determined by the number of apicial plates, which

are unknown. The ovarian aperture is situated over the right

superior angle of the hexagonal basal plate, and the space is exca-

vated from the upper margin of the plates of the third range and

the lower margin of one of the fourth range. The pectinated

rhombs upon the right side of the ovarian aperture occupy the

adjacent margins of two plates, and are on the same parallel with

the aperture. The other pectinated rhombs are not preserved in the

specimen. The plates of the four lower ranges are longitudinally

ridged in the middle, and in their perfect condition have probably

had a central node. The circa-ovarian plates, and those of the centre

of the summit or apex, have not been determined.

The specimen described is a cast, but so well preserved as to indicate

very satisfactorily its most important characters. It is a more elongate

form than any cystidean of this group (Pseudocrinites, Apiocystites,

etc.) that I have seen from American rocks.

Formation and Locality.—In the Racine limestone of the Niagara group

at Racine, Wisconsin.
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GENUS HEMICOSMITES, Von Buck.

This genus was established by Von Buoh for a fossil figured by Pander,

under the name of EcMnosphcerites malum.

The body consists of four series of plates ; the basal series containing

four plates, of which two are hexagonal and broad, and two narrower

,and pentagonal, similar to those of Cartocrinus. The second or

subradial series consists of six plates, which are likewise very

similar to those of Cartocrinus, except that three, instead of two,

are truncated at their upper margins ; and two of them are exca-

vated on their upper adjacent lateral angles for the ovarian aperture

which lies between these and the base of one of the plates of the

succeeding range. In the third range of plates this genus differs

from Cartocrinds in having nine instead of eight plates ; the ninth

comes in by a truncation of a plate of the second range, which

corresponds to the plate directly opposite the ovarian aperture of

the other genus. The mouth is represented by Von Buch as central.

It is not known to possess arms or tentacula.

Among the fossils of the Niagara group in New York are some sepa-

rated plates which I have supposed may belong to this genus ; but their

relations have not been fully established ; though I have little doubt that

further examinations in some of the more prolific localities will show the

occurrence of this genus.

Among the cystideans of the same group in Wisconsin there are several

specimens which preserve the structure and general features of this genus

;

but they are for the most part obscure.

Hemicosmites subglobosus, n. s.

PLATE XII, FIG. 13.

General form subglobose, a little longer than wide, somewhat narrower

above than below ; the ovarian aperture above the middle of the

length; scarcely produced at the base, which is sometimes sub-

truncate or even a little depressed. [This latter feature is probably

due to accident.] In the lower range the plates are short, and the

second range consists of comparatively wide plates, giving it a greater

proportional width than the typical species of the genus. The mouth

is at the summit, but it cannot be determined whether it is or is not
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proboscidiform. The ovarian aperture is situated above the second

range of jolates, and is apparently more nearly at the summit of the

plate on the right, which has a somewhat different form from the

corresponding plate in Hemicosmites pyriformis. The plates of the

body are granulose and marked by strias parallel to the margins,

having the centre elevated in a low node from which there are

radiating ridges to the angles of the plate.

Formation and Localitij

.

—In the Racine limestone of the Niagara group,

Eacine, Wisconsin.

Among the collections from Racine, and associated with the preceding

species, there are several specimens of a peculiar form, apparently cysti-

deans, but of different structure from any described genus, which, from

the nodes or spines upon the surface of the species known, I propose to

name Echinocystites.

GENUS ECHINOCYSTITES, n. g.

Body subspheroidal, composed of four ranges of plates. The basal plates

are probably four, and are succeeded by two ranges of five plates

each and a series of dome plates. The mouth is central, with an

eccentric or lateral ovarian aperture.

Echinocystites nodosus, n. s.

PLATE XII, FIGS. 10, 11.

Body subgiobose, base slightly protuberant in the centre
;
basal plates

short. The five plates of the second range are large, forming part

of the basal curve, and extending up the sides; they are furnished

with strong nodes which are directed obliquely downwards. In the

third range the plates are of equal size with the second range, and

nodose in like manner ; the sides of the body between the nodes

being nearly straight in the vertical direction ; the nodes of the

lower range project a little beyond those above. Number and form

of the summit plates not determined. There is evidence of a central

aperture, which is probably the mouth ; while at the upper lateral

angles of two adjacent plates of the third series, and succeeded by

a plate of the fourth series, is situated the ovarian aperture.

The specimens examined are casts of the interior, some of which retain

parts of the test, and preserve, in a greater or less degree, marks of the

structure.
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Formation and Locality.—In the' Racine limestone of the Niagara group,

Racine, Wisconsin.

The two following species I place among the Cystidse with some hesita-

tion, notwithstanding the unsymmetrical form and peculiar character of

one of them, which closely resembles in its general features the Holo-

CYSTITES.

In many of the Crinoidea proper, we find the plates arranged in suc-

cessive order of one, two or three following each other directly in what

are termed the radial series ; while between these rays are interradial

plates in the usual order of a larger one below, which supports two plates

in the second range, followed by a like or greater number in the third

range.

In the Cystideans of the described genera the plates do not follow this

order of arrangement, and cannot be separated into radial and interradial

series, according to the usual mode in Crinoidea. In the Cystideans,

where there are a considerable number of plates, they are arranged in

alternating order, so that each succeeding range above the second have

their lower margins more or less pointed and inserted partially between

and resting upon the sloping upper faces of those of the preceding range.

This feature is seen conspicuously in Holocystites, where the plates are

numerous. It sometimes happens, that owing to a curving form the

plates follow each other in direct order.

Among the specimens which I had provisionally placed among the

Holocystites is a small species of unsymmetrical, sub-clavate form, having

the two lower ranges of plates alternating as in that genus, while above

these the plates are arranged in consecutive order, until we reach the

last range, where every alternate one is omitted, thus producing a con-

traction of this part.

Since this form cannot be consistently referred to any described genus,

I propose the name Crinocystites.

GENUS CRINOCYSTITES, n. g.

Body elongate, composed of plates of sub-equal size. The number of

basal plates undetermined. These support five hexagonal or hep-

tagonal plates in the second range, and upon the upper edges of

these, three plates of similar form follow in direct succession; and

upon the third is a fourth plate supporting one or two arms.

Between the upper sloping faces of the plates of the second range,

Cab. Nat. 46
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there is inserted a pentagonal plate, which supports a range in direct

succession of two or three hexagonal plates. The summit is unsym-

metrical, and in one specimen there is an apparent central aperture

or mouth, and an eccentric or ovarian aperture ; and the margin is

marked by what appears to be the bases of slender arms or tentacula.

Such a structure, in the ordinary nomenclature of the Crinoidea, would

be described as a range of basal plates, succeeded by a radial series of

four or five plates.

The distinctly unsj^mmetrical form of one of the species having this

structure, together with the peculiar character and parts of the summit,

give it a decidedly cystidean aspect ; while it cannot be allied with the

crinoidean genera at present known.

Crinocystites chrysalis, n. s.

PLATE XII a, FIGS. 10, 11.

Body small, claviform, unsymmetrical, gradually enlarging from the base

for half its length and then swelling a little more rapidly, and again

contracting more abruply towards the summit. The expansion being

greater on one side, while the other is nearly straight or a little

concave, gives an unsymmetrical form. There are about six ranges

of plates ; the lower range being comparatively long, the number

unknown; the second range consists of elongate heptagonal plates

which, on their upper truncate faces, support in direct series three

smaller hexagonal plates, and above the last one there is apparently

a small arm-bearing plate. Between these direct series of plates

there is an intermediate or interradial series of three plates alter-

nating with the others, the upper ones of which are pointed above,

allowing the fourth plate of each of the adjacent radial series to

join at their lateral margins, giving but five plates in the range

immediately below the summit. The summit is unsymmetrical,

showing evidence of two apertures and five slender arms or tenta-

cula. Surface of plates striate.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group

at Racine, Wisconsin.
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GENUS EUCALYPTOCRINUS, Goldfuss.

This genus has usually been described as having five basal plates ; but

Dr. Troost, in his Memoir on the Criuoidea, has described the genus as

having four basal or pelvic plates.

In the study of the collections from Waldron, Indiana, in 1861-62,

this feature was fully ascertained, thus confirming the original observa-

tions of Dr. Troost.*

The basal plates of the species of this genus are usually small, and

either concealed in the depression or covered by the column.

The form and relations of these plates are shown in fig. 1, which

represents the basal and first ^ig. 2.

ra,dial plates ofUucal^ptocrinus PTV ^f
ccelatus as seen from the in- ^^"^^^ V^'' ^^
side, and showing more con- u^^ ^nN^
spicuously than on the exte- J^yV /ff-v>c-' r^*i^~

rior. In the original specimen both these cyV^ r^^^^x^ WlT^
and the lower part of the first radial plates /~^r^C/^^-?=n V /;

are covered by the column. In the dia- ^7Yr=n ( ) r//"""]

gram, fig. 2, the basal plates of E. ccelatus ^'^ (![) )^r\^
are given of the natural size, and in their ^ ^^^^\^

relation with the first radial plates ; the plates are shown from the exte-

rior, the ring indicating the extent of the column.

This determination of the basal plates will remove the Genus Euua-

LYPTOCRmus from its present position among the Crinoidea which have

five basal plates, and bring it into association with Melocrinus.

EUUALTPTOCRINUS CORNUTUS, N. S.

PLATE XI, PIGS. 8, 9, 10.

Body (without the arms) somewhat turbinate, distinctly angular, with

the base broadly truncate and more or less concave. Basal plates

comparatively large, extending from the centre nearly one half the

distance to the edge of the truncation. First radial plates large,

forming the circumference of the base, and abruptly bending

upwards they extend nearly one-third the height of the calyx

;

second radial plates small ; third radials much larger than the

* I did not at that time publish an account of this structure in my paper on the Waldron fossils,

wishing that it might first appear in the publication of Dr. Troost's Memoir; but since that has

been delayed, I notice it in this place, giving Dr. Tkoost the credit of the original discovery.
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second, supporting the first supraradials, which are of moderate

size. The first interradial plate is comparatively large, commencing

just above the edge of the basal truncation, and supporting two

smaller plates above. Each of the first radial plates, on the part

just above the basal truncation, bears a strong central spine, with a

prominent rounded ridge on each side, extending to the upper

lateral margin and joining a similar ridge on the interradial plate,

and another ridge extends from the upper side of the central spine,

and joins a similar ridge on the succeeding plate ; this is continued

to the third radial, where it divides and extends on the supraradials.

The interradial plates of the first series are marked by similar

strong ridges, which culminate in a prominent node or short spine in

the centre. The finer surface markings are not known. Arms

unknown.

The specimens occur in a magnesian limestone ; the test has been dis-

solved, leaving casts of the interior and impressions of the exterior

surface, and it is from these that we are able to derive the form and

character. This species is readily distinguished by its strong nodes

and ridges, and the spines upon the first radial plates.

EUCALYPTOCRINUS CORNUTUS, Var. EXCAVATDS, HaLL.

PLATE XI, FIGS. 6, 7.

This variety differs from the typical forms in having the base deeply and

broadly excavated ; the cavity embracing the basal, and nearly the

entire length of the first radial plates. The plates are marked by

ridges and nodes. In some of the specimens the second radial

plates are very imperfectly developed, being reduced to a mere

fiattened node which is entirely surrounded by the first and third

radial plates.

In these specimens the dome has not been observed, and the arms and

axillary plates are unknown. The third radial plate is truncated above by a

long narrow plate, and the first interradial by two narrow plates separated

by a vertical suture, and has in all respects thus far the character of

the genus; but above this, the cavity appears to have been larger, and

shows no marks of the axillary plates, as usual in the dome of Eucalyp-

TOCRINUS.

Formation and Locality.—-In limestone of the age of the Niagara group

at Waukesha and Racine, Wisconsin.
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EUCALYPTOORINUS CRASSUS, HaLL.

PLATE XI, FIGS. 2, 3.

Eucalyplocrinus crassus, Hall ; in Transactions of the Albany Institute, IV, p. 197. 1862.

Specimens which are casts of the interior and impressions of the

exterior, present the general aspect of this species. It is extremely

variable in form. Sometimes it is regularly turbinate and convex on

the sides; other specimens are extremely elongate and sometimes

abnormal in their development, having the supraradial plates united at

their lateral margins, and the second interradials with the first axillary

plate resting upon their upper sloping sides, instead of the truncated

upper face of the interradial and third radial plates. This variation

sometimes extends only to one or two of the rays, and sometimes, as

far as can be seen, to all the plates of these series.

Formation and Localitij.—In hmestone of the Niagara group at Racine,

Wisconsin.

EUCALYPTOCRINUS OBCONICUS, N. S.

PLATE XI, FIG. 1.

Body small, reversed conical ; base narrowly rounded or obtusely pointed

;

basal plates small and curving upwards. First radial plates com-

paratively large ; the second and third smaller. The two supraradial

plates join at the lateral margins, and the narrow interbrachial rests

upon them, and does not truncate the third radial. First interradial

plate large, narrowly truncate above.

This species occurring in several specimens is a remarkable form of

EucALTPTocRiNUS, being much more slender than any other species of the

genus known to me ; and presenting the peculiar relations of the inter-

brachial plates, which are elevated to a higher position than they occupy

in the normal structure of the genus.

The position of the interbrachial plates, which appear to be uniform

in this species, is sometimes observed in specimens of E. crassus.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group at Racine,

Wisconsin.
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EUCALYPTOCRINUS ORNATUS, HaLL.

PLATE XI, FIGS. 4, 5.

JEucalyptocrinus ornaius, Hall. Rep. Prog. Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 20. 1861.

This species is common at Racine and Waukesha. It occurs as casts

of the interior, but retaining the marks of its structure in a greater or

less degree of perfection. The impressions of the exterior in the com-

pact limestone are very well marked and characteristic of the species.

Some specimens of the casts have a somewhat obtusely pentagonal

form, with a broad spreading base, and a constricted upper margin. In

this condition they much resemble in form and proportions the Rhodo-

crinus melissa of the Niagara shale at Waldron, Indiana.

EUCALTPTOCRINUS C^LATUS, HaLL.

Eucalyptocrinus ctBlatus, Hall. Palseontology of New York, II, p. 210, Plate 47, fig. 4.

Some specimens of casts of the intei-ior and impressions of the exterior

surface of a species of Eucalyptocrinus, from Waukesha, appear to me

not to be distinguishable from the New York species.

GENUS CYATHOCRINUS, Miller.

Ctathgcrinus pcrsiLLUs, Hall.

Cyathocrinus pusillus, Hall; in Transactions Albany Institute, IV, p. 200. 1862.

Compare Poteriocrinus pisiformis, Roemer. Die Silur. Fauna des Westliohen Tennessee, p. 54,

Plate iv, fig. 7.

Specimens ofa small species ofCyathocrinus or Poteriocrinus, resemble

the one described by Roemer, presenting characters somewhat interme-

diate between that species and C. pusillus.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group

at Racine, Wisconsin.

Cyathocrinus cora, n. s.

PLATE XI, PIGS. 13, 14.

Body rotund, somewhat broadly tui-binate, rounded below, and gently

contracted a little below the middle of the subradial plates and

swelling out above ; having the upper margins of the radial plates

incurved and prominent in the middle. There is a single small anal

plate. The basal plates are comparatively large, rising above the
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curve of the base to nearly one-third the height of the cup. The

subradial plates form nearly one-half the height. The column is

large and round. Arms unknown. The surface of the plates in

the casts is marked by strong radiating striae.

Formation and Locality.—^In limestone of the age of the Niagara group at

Racine, Wisconsin.

Ctathocrinus waukoma, n. s.

PLATE XI, FIGS. 11, 12.

Calyx rotund below, subhemispheric ; the sides above the middle of the

subradial plates nearly straight or but little spreading. Basal plates

small ; subradial plates large, curving upward for about half their

length ; radial plates about as large as the subradial. The subradial

plates have been marked by a central node, fi-om which radiate

strong ridges to the margins, joining similar ridges on the adjacent

plates. Two of these from the lower sides of each of the radial

plates converging to near the centre of that plate, and uniting, extend

in a single ridge to the upper margin. The surface markings beyond

the strong ridges are unknown.

This species is of different form, with more elevated sides and different

surface markings from C. fusilliis^ which occurs in the same formation.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group at Racine

and Waukesha, Wisconsin.

GENUS ICHTHYOCRINUS, Conrad.

ICHTHYOCRINUS SUBANGDLARIS , HaLL.

PLATE XI, FIGS. 15, 16.

Icthyocrinus subangularis, Hall; in Trans, of the Albany Institute, IV, p. 201. 1862.

Ichthyocrinus corbis, W. & M.; in Mem. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., I, p. 89. 1865.

This species is more narrowly turbinate than the /. laevis of the

Niagara group in New York, and has the calyx distinctly angular.

The original of the species occurs at Waldron, associated with well

marked Niagara forms
;
and a specimen of the same species has been

found at Bridgeport, Illinois, in limestone of the age of the Niagara group.

Possibly a larger collection of specimens may show gradations from the

rounded and broadly turbinate typical species of the genus, to the nar-

row and subangular forms of Indiana and Illinois; but we have no

intermediate forms at the present time.
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GENUS RHODOCRINUS, Miller.

Rhodocrinus (Ltriocrinus) sculptilis, n. s.

Body turbinate, rounded at the base, with, the arm bases prominent^

Basal plates (7) concealed beneath the column attachment. Sub-

radials long, heptagonal. First radials wider than long, heptagonal.

Second radials much smaller than the first, somewhat quadrangular

in general form, but having the upper or lateral angles more or less

widely truncated. Third radials broad and short, much smaller

than the second, and supporting on each of the upper sloping sides

two or three suprai^adials
;
giving two arms for each ray. The first

interradial plates are hexagonal or heptagonal, supporting two or three

smaller plates in the second range, with several smaller plates

above. The arms, as far as known, are two from each ray. The

dome is depressed convex, with a somewhat large proboscis on the

anal side (the spaces between the arms being a little greater on that

side). The surfaces of the plates are marked by node-like ridges

radiating from the centre, and the sutures between the plates are

deeply marked and apparently nearly flat in the bottom.

The specimens vary from three-fourths of an inch to one inch in

height, with a diameter of one-half to three-fourths of an inch. They

occur as casts of the interior, and the characters of the exterior have

been derived from the natural mould in the limestone.

Formation and locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group

at Waukesha, Wisconsin.

RhODOCRINUS ? RECTUS, N. S.*

PLATE XI. FIG. 10.

Body subcylindrical, rounded below ; basal plates of medium size ; those

of the second range much larger, and supporting three other plates

in direct superposition, the last one or fourth plate of the series

sustaining two small arm plates. The intermediate range consists

of four plates in direct succession, the last one narrowed above and

* Published in the first edition of the Report, page 318 as Crinocystites ? rectus, and corrected

in the addenda, page 379, as follows: Having made some careful examinations of the structure

of this species, I am induced to believe that it possesses five basal plates, which are shown to be

succeeded by five others, holding the place of subradials, and supporting two interradial plates,

while the obhque upper faces of the subradials support in succession three radial plates.
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lying between tlie arm-bearing plates. The position of the aperture

has not been determined.

The specimen described has a length of one inch and a diameter of

five-eighths of an inch.

Formation and Locality.—In the Racine limestone of the Niagara

group at Racine, Wisconsin.

Among the collections from which the preceding species have been

described, there are some other obscure or imperfect fragments which

apparently belong to cystidean forms, but they are not in a condition to

be designated.

These localities in Wisconsin have proved more prolific in species of

this family of fossils than any others known to me, and some of the

forms are m.ore remarkable than any heretofore described from rocks of

this age. In nearly every locality where these cystideans occur, the

Caryocrinus ornatiis has been found. The specimens, however, are for

the most part small or of medium size, and usually more elongated than the

same species in the Niagara group of New York or in Tennessee.

GENUS GLYPTASTER, Hall.

Gltptaster occidentalis. Hall.

PLATE X, FIG. 3.

Glyptaster occidentalis. Hall; m Transactions of the Albany Institute, IV, p. 204. 1862.

The original specimens of this species were derived from the Niagara

shales and shaly limestones at Waldron, Indiana. Among the collections

from Racine, are some casts which are undistinguishable from those of

Waldron, and I have thus referred them.

There are, however, some casts of a less rotund form, which is appa-

rently a distinct species.

Glyptaster pentangularis, n. s.

PLATE X, FIG. 4.

Body reversed pyramidal, pentangular, regularly expanding to the bases

of the arms. Basal plates five, small; subradial plates short, show-

ing the commencement of ridges which unite on the first radial

plates. First and second radials marked by a central longitudinal

ridge, which divides on the third radial plate, as in other species of

the genus. Interradial spaces quite flat.

Cab. Nat. 47
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This species is much more slender in form than G. occidentalis. In its

casts which is the usual condition of the specimens, the smaller indi-

viduals resemble the Stephanocrinus angulatus, with which it corresponds

in size and proportions. The larger specimens have a length of an inch

and a half, with a diameter of one inch at the summit.

Formation and locality.— In limestone of the Niagara group at Racine,

Wisconsin.

GENUS ACTINOCRINUS, Miller.

ACTINOCRINUS (SaCCOCRINUS) WHITFIELDI.

Megisiocrinus marcoumius, W. & M.; in Mem. Bos. Soo. N. H., 1, p. 87, Plate ii, flg. 5.

infelix, W. & M.; in Mem. Bos. Soo. N. H., I, p. 110, Plate ii, flg. 7.

jJctinocrinus chrisiyi, Hall; in Transactions of the Albany Institute, IV. 1862.

Not jlctinocrinus christyi, Suumard. Geol. Rep. of Missouri, p. 191, PI. A, fig. 3. 1855.

This fine species resembles the Actinocrinus {Saccoerinus) speciosus,

Hall {Pal. N. Y., II, p. 205, PI. 46, fig. 1); diff'ering however in the

size and proportions of the plates, and the more prominent ridges upon

the plates of the radial series ; but principally differing in having a second

bifiircation of the ray before the arms become free.

This species from Waldron sometimes attains a length of nearly three

inches, and having a diameter at the summit of one inch and a half.

Some specimens of casts from Wisconsin have the form and arrangement

of parts corresponding with the Waldron specimens. Most of these are

small, scarcely exceeding an inch in height, but a single specimen from

Waukesha is nearly three inches in length
; and a fragment of another

li'om Racine indicates an individual of still larger dimensions. The

casts of the smaller specimens have the arm— bases more prominent than

is usual in the Indiana specimens.

Formation and Locality.—The original specimens are from a calcareous

shale of the Niagara group at Waldron, Indiana. It occurs in limestone

of the Niagara group at Racine and Waukesha, Wisconsin.

Actinocrinus (Saccocrinus) semiradiatus, n. s.

PLATE X, FIG. 1.

Body elongate, urn-shaped, slightly constricted near the top of the first

radial plates, the sides above being sub-parallel; base obtusely

rounded. Basal plates rather large, forming about one-fifth the

height of the calyx. First radial plates very large, nearly equalling

half the entire height of the calyx, much higher than wide ; second
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radials small, elongate, hexagonal ; third radials smaller than the

second, wider than high, and variable in form, being mostly hepta-

gonal, supporting on their upper sloping faces supraradials, the

number and extent of which are unknown. First interradial plates

large, hexagonal, succeeded by two vertical ranges of smaller poly-

gonal plates. Anal area unknown.

The specimen from which the above description is taken is an internal

cast, imperfect on one side, so that the entire characters are not seen

;

but the large size of the first radial plates, and the constriction of the

sides above the middle of these plates, is very remarkable. From the

characters on the cast it would appear that the plates were marked by

rather strong radiating ridges, which rising from a point above the centres

of the first radials, pass to the interradial plates above, while the first

radials are smooth below, and in their upper part are marked by sharp

roimded ridges, rising from the same point as the oblique ridges, extend-

ing upwards and bifurcating with the divisions of the ray as far as pre-

served in the specimen.

This feature of narrow rounded ridges, following the divisions of the

rays, is approached in some specimens of Saccocrinus christyi = A. (S.) whit-

fieldi ; but the oblique ridges have not been observed, while the entire

calyx is much less expanded than in that species.

Formation and Locality.—In limestones of the age of the Niagara

group, at Racine, Wisconsin.

GENUS MACROSTYLOCRINUS,* Hall.

CYTOCRINUS,t RoEMEE.

Macrosttlocrinus striatus, Hall.

PLATE X, FIGS. 7, 8.

Macrostylocrinus striatus. Hall; in Transactions Albany Institute, IV, p. 207. 1862.

The originals of this species are from Waldron, Indiana. A cast of a

species of this genus from Racine is similar in form and proportions, and

is probably identical with those fi-om Waldron.

* Palaontology of New York, Vol. ii. 1852.

I Silurische Fauna des Westlichen Tennessee. 1860.
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GENUS MELOCRINUS, Goldfuss.

Melocrinus verneuili, Troost.

PLATE X, FIG. 5.

Adinocrinus verneitili, Troost; in Proc. Anier. Asso. Adv. Science, 11, p. 00. 1849.

jfciinocrinus ohpyramidalis, W. & M.; in Mem. Bost. Soo. N. H., p. 87, Plate ii, fig. 4. 1865.

Turlinocrinites venieuiA, Tkoost, MS.

Not j/ctinocrinus verneuilianus, Shumard. Geol. Rep. of Missouri, p. 193, Plate A, fig. 1.

Body turbinate, strongly lobed at the arm-bases. Basal plates four ; suc-

ceeded by five radial series of three plates each, and subdividing

upon the last one. Interradial series composed of one, two and three

plates in the successive ranges. Anal area scarcely differing from

the other interradial spaces.

This species has the structure of Melocrinus, and though differing in

form from the typical species of the genus, I see no sufficient reason for

separating it at the present time.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group

at Racine, Wisconsin. Dr. Troost's specimens are from Decatur county,

Tennessee.

GENUS GLYPTOCRINUS,* Hall.

Glyptogrinus nobilis. Hall.

PLATE X, FIGS. 9, 10.

Glyptocrinus nobilis, Hall. Rep. Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 21. 1861.

Body large, robust ; from base to the first bifurcation of the ray sub-hemi-

spherical ; arm-bases above this point prominent, giving a strongly

lobed form; dome highly elevated, the distance from the base of the

free arms to the base of the proboscis being once and a half as great

as the distance below. Proboscis strong, subcentral, entire length

unknown. Basal plates of moderate size, spreading almost horizon-

* In a paper upon some Niagara fossils from Indiana, published in the Transactions of the

Albany Institute in 1860, I made some observations upon the Genera Gltptoorinds, Gltptas-

TEE, Balanocrinus and Lampterocrinus. At that time I had overlooked the fact, that the

generic name Balanocrinus had been proposed by Prof. Agassiz, in 1846, in BvMetin Soc. des

Sciences Naturelles, Neuchatel ; and therefore the same name proposed by Dr. TrOOST in his

Catalogue of 1849, for a very different fossil, cannot be sustained. In 1860, Dr. Ferdinand

ROBMER proposed the name Lampterocrinus in Die Silurische Fauna des JVestlichen Tennessee,

for the same fossil to which Dr. Tboost had given the name Balanocrinus, and this later generic

designation will necessarily be adopted.

It may however, on the final revision of the crinoidean genera, become a question, whether those

forms now distinguished as Glyptocrinus, Glyptaster and Lampterocrinus should not con-

stitute a single genus.
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tally from the column. First radial plates large, second radials

hexagonal, much wider than high ; third radials broadly pentangular,

supporting on each upper sloping side a series of four supraradials

;

the upper one of which is a bifurcating plate, and supports on the

upper oblong sloping edges a series of arm plates
;
giving eight arms

to each ray, so far as determined. First interradial plate large, six

or seven sided, with two smaller plates in the second range, three

in the third, and several small polygonal plates above, filling the

interbrachial spaces and connecting with the dome plates. Anal

series unknown. Dome near the base, composed of small polygonal

plates, gradually increasing in size towards the proboscis ; the dome

is strongly lobed, and the depressions correspond with the inter-

brachial spaces. Surface of calyx plates marked by a single set of

strong radiating ridges, which connect at the sutures with those

of the adjoining plates ; the interspaces occupied by one or more

small round nodes, which are sometimes confluent. The ridge along

the radial series is much the strongest, and forms a node on the

centre of each plate.. The dome plates are marked by similar, but

less distinct lines, and a small round node on the centre of each

plate.

This species differs from G. clecadactijlus {Palaeontology Netv YorJi, Vol.

i, p. 281, Plates Ixxvii and Ixxviii) in the larger size ; the shortness of

the base; the very large dome, and strong proboscis; as well as in the

surface marking and greater number of arms.

Geological Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the

Niagara group, Racine, Wisconsin.

Gltptoorinus armosus (McChesney).

PLATE X, FIG. 11.

Glyptocrinus siphonatiis, UALh. Rep. Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 22. 1861.

G. siphonatus, 20th Report St. Cab., first edition; rectiiiecl in description of plates.

Eucdyptocrinus armosus, McChesuet. New Palseozoic Fossils, etc., p. 95. Feb., 1861.

Body large, broadly obovate, the greatest width being above the origin

of the arms ; calyx narrow below, spreading gradually to the bases of

the arms ; dome inflated on the anterior (?) side. Arms rising from

the body in pairs with deep constrictions between ; arrangement and

forms of plates of calyx not fully determined ; those of the dome

are small and polygonal.
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The above description is drawn from internal casts. This species

differs from G. nobilis in the much greater length of calyx which is not

contracted in the lower part, while in that species it is broad and spread-

ing. It appears not to have had a proboscis ; but in the casts there is

the filling of a cavity which has passed from the summit of the dome

between the posterolateral arms, where it turns outwardly, as if it had

opened on the exterior surface in the form of an anal aperture.

Geological Formation and Loealitij.—In rocks of the age of the Niagara

group ; Racine, Wisconsin.

GENUS LAMPTEROCRINUS, Roemer.

Lamptebocrinus inflatus, Hall.

PLATE X, FIG. 6.

Balanocrinus inflatus, Hall. Report Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 22. 1861.

Body below the arms subturbinate, with sides somewhat inflated in the

lower part ; arm-bases prominent, leaving deep interbrachial spaces

;

dome low, strongly inflated on the anal side, surmounted by a slender

subcentral proboscis. Basal plates small, pentagonal. Subradial

plates proportionally large, hexagonal. First radials heptagonal, a

little larger than the subradials ; the form of the second and third

radials undetermined ; the second are as large as the subradials

;

the third very small. Interradial plates, six ; the first hexagonal, as

large as the second radials, with two in the second range, and three

in the third range, uniting with the dome plates. Anal plates

numerous ; form and arrangement unknown.

The above description has been drawn from the internal casts of

several specimens, which exhibit the division of the plates.

This species differs from B. sculptus, Troost ; Lampterocrinus tennesseen-

s/s, Roemer (^Silurian Fauna of Western Tennessee), in being more distinctly

turbinate or obconical ; in the deeper interbrachial spaces ; the inflation

of the dome on the anal side ; and in its uniformly smaller size.
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BRACHIOPODA.

GENUS OBOLUS, Eichwald.

Compare TRIMERBLLA, Billings.

Obolus GONRADI, N. S.

plate xiii, figs. 1, 2; plate xxv, figs. 1, 2, 3.

Shell depressed orbicular or subdiscoid
;
width usually greater than the

length, gibbous in the middle and compressed towards the margins.

Dorsal valve more convex than the ventral. Surface unknown.

The rostral portion of the valves is extremely thickened, for muscular

attachments ;
and this area extends in an elevated plate or transverse

septum which becomes free at its anterior margin, except where it

is supported in the middle by a vertical septum. The interior sur-

face of this plate, towards the antero-lateral margins, is marked on each

side by a rhomboidal muscular scar, varying somewhat in the two valves,

and in different individuals. On each side and just without the upper

or posterior lateral margins of this plate, there is a depressed oval or

reniform muscular scar, varying in character and area in the two valves.

In the dorsal valve, and probably in the ventral valve also, there is an

elongate ovate imprint, extending from a narrow point, at what may be

regarded as the extremities of the hinge line, close to the cardino-lateral

margins, and gradually expanding below, reaching nearly half way to

the anterior margin of the shell. This transverse plate in the ventral

valve sometimes shows muscular markings just below the rostral area as

well as anteriorly. The cast of the rostral cavity is small and neatly

defined, with marks similar to those of dental lamellge C?) along the car-

dinal slopes. The cast of the dorsal valve shows the impression of a

broad, shallow, spoon-shaped plate, with the median septum extending

nearly to the base of the shell.

The figures on Plate xiii are given from casts of the dorsal and ventral

valve. The impressions from these are given on Plate xxv of this edition

of the Report.

Some ten years since, having these fossils under consideration, I pro-

posed a new generic name for them ; but sending drawings to Mr.

Davidson, he gave me the opinion of himself and Mr. Woodward that
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the}' belonged to the Genus Obolus. There are certain points of differ-

ence, however, which I have been inclined to believe are of generic

importance, and I am not entirely satisfied in referring them to that

genus, as illustrated, though closely allied to it.

In the mean time, Mr. Billings has published a Genus Trimerella,

illustrating it by a specimen from the Guelph limestone. Now the fossils

under consideration, in the earlier stages of growth, have the transverse

plate but partially attached at the sides ; and the processes shown in Mr.

Billings' figures are sometimes slightly simulated by the casts of the

spaces on each side of the median septum, which extend between this

transverse plate and the exterior shell. There are, however, no evidences

of three longitudinal septa.

The exterior of the shell is unknown, but probably is essentially

smooth, or with only lines of growth. From the fact that in numerous

specimens collected from these rocks there is no shell preserved, I infer

that it was calcareous and not phosphatic as in Lingula and Discina,

which usually preserve the shell in all the dolomitic limestones.

Formation and Localitij.—In the Leclaire limestone, upper part of the

Niagara group, at Leclaire, Iowa, and in limestone of the same age at

Racine, Wisconsin.')

GENUS STROPHODONTA, Hall.

Strophodonta profunda. Hall.

PLATE XIII, FIGS. 3, i.

Leptmna profunda, Hall. Palasontology N. Y., II, p. 61, Plate xsi, figs. 4, 5. 1852.

StrophomcTia niagarensis, W. & M. ; in Mem. Bost. Soc. jSTat. Hist., I, p. 92, Plate ii, flg. 9. 1865.

Shell large, the full grown individuals having a width of more than two

inches, with a length exceeding one inch and a half ; deeply con-

cavo-convex; the extremities sometimes angular or extended, but

more often in the casts obtuse or rounded. Surface of young shells

somewhat regularly marked by strong elevated striae, with four,

five or more finer stri^ between. In older shells the striae become

more irregularly fasciculate, and the stronger ones rise in unequal

ridges upon the surface. This feature is, in greater or less degree,

impressed upon the casts of the interior, which, combined with

strong vascular marldngs, gives a distinguishing character to speci-

mens in that condition. The hinge line is crenulate, with a broad

foramen ; the muscular impression of the ventral valve is ovate or

flabelliform, and extends for two-fifths the length of the shell.
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There is a central longitudinal callosity extending from the apex

sometimes for one-third of the length of the muscular impression.

The Stropliomena niagarensis of Winchell & Marcy (loc. cit.), appears

to me to be identical with this. The specimens in my possession, from

western localities, show a considerable variety of form and proportions,

and yet preserving the essential character of the species.

A specimen communicated by Prof Winchell under the name S.

niagarensis, has the divaricator scars proportionally a little more elongate

than usual, but the same feature is preserved in other specimens.

The specimen figure 3 is of a young or medium size, preserving a part

of the exterior surface of the ventral valve on the lower margin, while

the other portion is the impression of the exterior of the dorsal valve.

Fig. 4 is the cast of the interior of the ventral valve.

Formation and Locality.— In limestone of the Niagara age, at Racine,

Wisconsin ; Bridgeport, Illinois, and Waldron, Indiana. -

GENUS SPIRIFERA.

Spirifera eudora. Hall.

PLATE XIII, FIGS. 5, 7.

Spirifer eudora, Hall. Rep. Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 25. 1861.

S. eudora, Hall. Transactions of the Albany Institute, IV, p. 211. 1862.

Shell of moderate size, transversely subovate, length and width as three

to four, valves extremely gibbous
;
hinge-line less than the width of

the shell below
;
cardinal extremities rounded ; area moderately high

;

foramen triangular, a little higher than wide ; marked by three to four

simple, strong, angular plications on each side of the mesial fold and

sinus. Dorsal valve regularly arcuate
; beak somewhat incurved

;

mesial fold of moderate width, flattened above and slightly depressed

in the lower part. Ventral valve most prominent near the umbo
;

beak strongly incurved over the area ; mesial sinus broad and deep.

The minute surface markings, as shown in specimens from Waldron,

Indiana, are fine radiating strise, precisely like those of S. macrophura

of the Lower Helderberg group of New York. The specimens from Wis-

consin are all casts of the interior.

This species bears some resemblance to S. macropleura, but it is pro-

portionally more gibbous, the front more rounded, the area higher, and

the plications not directed so obliquely outwards from the beak.

Cab. Nat. 48
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Formation and Locality.— In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

Racine, Wisconsin, and also in rocks of the same age at Waldron, Indiana.

Spirifera gibbosa, Hall.

PLATE XIII, FIGS. 6, 8.

Spirifer gibbosus, Hall. Rep. Progress GeoL Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 25. 1861.

Shell somewhat below the medium size, gibbous
;
beaks slightly incurved,

area less than the width of the shell below, about three times as

wide as high ;
cardinal extremities rounded

;
foramen large, higher

than wide ;
valves marked by about four simple low rounded plica-

tions on each side of the mesial elevation. Dorsal valve extremely

gibbous on the umbo, regularly arcuate transversely ; mesial eleva-

tion broad, flattened above
;
plications not extending to the beak.

Ventral valve deeper than the dorsal, but less arcuate ; mesial

depression broad and deep, rounded at bottom. Surface of both

valves (in well preserved specimens) show evidence of fine radiating

strias.

This species resembles S. crispiis of the Niagara group in New York,

but is much larger, frequently more than twice as wide as that species
;

the mesial elevation is wider and not so high. The specimens described

are all internal casts, so that the external surface characters cannot be

fully given.

Formation and Localitij.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

Ptacine, Wisconsin.

Spirifera plicatella, var. radiata, Sow.

PLATE XIII, FIGS. 9-11; PLATE XXV, FIGS. 4-G.

Spirifera plicatella, var. radiata, Sow., Delthyris lineatus (text), radiatus (index) : Sow. Min.

Con., V, p. 493, figs. 1, 2. 1825 : not Anomia lineatus, Martin.

Spirifer radiatus, J. DeC , Sow. Silurian System, Plate xii, fig. 6. 1830.

Spirifer radiatus, M'Cor. Synopsis of tlie Silurian fossils of Ireland, p. 37. 1848.

Spirifer pticatellus, Salter; in Memoirs Geol. Survey of Great Britain, II, p. 328. 1848.

Spirifer cyrtmna, Davidson; in Bui. Soc. Geol. de France, 2d series, V, p. 324. 1848.

Spirifer radiatus. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, pp. 66, 265, Plate xxii, fig. 3 ; Plate liv, fig. 6. 1852.

Spirifer plicatell'US, var. radiatus, S.vlter. Siluria, Plate ix, fig. 12; Plate xxii, fig. 7. 1859.

Spirifera plicatella, LiNBS4'«eM ; in Proc. Royal Acad, of Science of Stockholm, p. 358. 1860.

It seems not worth while to risk the addition of another synonym for

any variety of this very variable species, but the Wisconsin specimens

commonly referred to it present some unusual characteristics. The form

is rhomboidal or transversely oval, and usually very gibbous. The car-
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dinal extremities are rounded and the area more or less distinctly defined.

Some remains of surface stride are sometimes distinguishable on the cast,

and this marking is often well preserved in the matrix from which the

shell has been dissolved. Sometimes the margins of the valves, or their

impression in the cast, are undulated, and there are obscure remains of

broad low plications, which usually extend but a short distance, though

sometimes continuing nearly to the beak. The latter forms may perhaps

be regarded as 8. plicatella proper ; such specimens are very gibbous,

with a high area and broad deep sinus in the ventral valve, while they

differ in form from the simply striated specimens.

The peculiarity noticed in the smooth or finely striated species is the

presence of distinct lamellse in the dorsal valve (as shown in fig. 9 of

Plate xiii) diverging from the apex and presenting all the characters

of the dental lamellse of the ventral valve. These marks upon the cast

are not simply sharp cut depressions, but the edges of distinct thin plates,

which are joined to the inside of the shell, sometimes for half its length.

A specimen, fortunately broken, shows the interior of a shell without

filling, and these dorsal lamellaB are seen extending downwards half way

to the base, and uniting with the shell precisely as the dental lamellaa

of the ventral valve. These lamellae are divided near their origin, and

give off the crura from which the spires have continued.*

Specimens of this character are rhomboidal, gibbous, with distinct

mesial sinus and fold ; small specimens like the one figured, are more

common than larger ones, though they are sometimes found of much

larger size, and assuming a transversely oval form. From all the obser-

vations made, it appears as though the dorsal lamellae were much stronger

in the young shell, and that they become partially absorbed or almost

entirely disappear in the older shells. In specimens regarded as the

same species from Indiana and New York, the evidence of lamellae is

confined to the apex of the valve, and is never observed to extend

towards the front of the shell.

Formation and Locality.—This species is common in limestone of the

Niagara age, at Racine, Wauwatosa and elsewhere in Wisconsin, and at

Bridgeport, Illinois.

* These features are more fully shown in flg. 6 of Plate sxv.
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Spieifera meta, n. s.

plate xiii, figs. 12, 13.

Spirifer radiatus, pars, Hall. Palssontology N. Y., II, p. 66, Plate xxii, figs. 2s, 2t.

Compare Cyrtia myrtia, Billings. Palajozoic Fossils, p. 165, fig. 149.

Shell small, semioval in outline. Ventral valve low pyramidal ; height

equal to one half the width, or a little less
;
length and height nearly

equal ; hinge-line equaling the entire width of the shell ; ventral

valve with the area erect or slightly arcuate ; foramen narrow ; del-

tidium highly convex, perforated near the apex ; sinus broad, nearly

one-third the entire width of the valve, deep, and somewhat angu-

lar at the bottom. Dorsal valve regularly convex, the mesial fold

moderately elevated, very nai'row at the umbonal region ; the inte-

rior of the ventral valve possessing very strong dental lamellse,

which extend more than one-third its length. Exterior surface of

shell marked by a few distinct concentric lines of growth, and fine

close radiating strite.

This species is of the type of Spirifer trapezoidalis , Dalman ; but differs

in its greater proportional width on the hinge, the less elevation of the

ventral and more convex dorsal valve. From ^S*. [Cjjrtia) myrtia', Billings,

it differs in the same particulars, as well as the rounding of the hinge-

extremities. In fact these two species, S. myrtia, and S. trapesoiclalis

are so closely allied that a careful comparison with each other might

lead to an identification. The specimens with elevated area, figured on

Plate xxii. Vol. ii, Palaeontology, N. Y., as varieties of S. racliata, are of

this species.

Formation and Locality.—In limestones of the age of the Niagara group,

near Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and in the Clinton group, at Rochester, N. Y.

Spirifeea nobilis, Barrande.

PLATE VIII, FIGS. 11, 15 16, 17.

Spirifer nobilis, Bareande. Silurisehe Brachippd. Bohmen; in Haidingee's Naturwissen

schaftliche Abhandlungen, Band 2, Tab. xviii, flg. 2, a, b.

Spirifer racinensis, M'Chesnet. Palaeozoic Fossils, p. 84. 1861.

Spirifer inconstans, Hall. Rep. Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 26. 1861.

Shell transversely elliptical, the length a little more than half the

width ; hinge-line two-thirds as long as the greatest width of the

shell ; cardinal extremities rounded ; both valves moderately con-

vex, marked by strong angular dichotomizing plications. Dorsal
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valve most prominent on the umbones ; mesial fold broad and simple

on some specimens, and on others divided into two, three or more

plications in front ; beak produced and moderately incurved. Ven-

tral valve larger than the dorsal ; beak very prominent, but little

incurved ; area high
;
deltidium large, height and width nearly equal

;

sinus broad and deep, simple or with two or more plications. Entire

sm-face mai^ked by strong distinct radiating stria3. The specimens

are casts of the interior and exterior.

From the figures and descriptions of Barrande (loc. cit.), I am com-

pelled to regard this American species as identical with the Bohemian

form. Not only is the general form and dichotomizing of the plications

similar, but the peculiar elevation and attenuation of the beak of the

ventral valve represents very precisely the Racine specimens.

This species may be readily distinguished from others by the strong

angular bifurcating plications, the number of which vary in different

individuals ; some being nearly simple, having but four or five on each

side of the mesial fold, while others have nearly double that number on

the front margin. The number of plications on the mesial fold and sinus

are subject to the same variation.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

Racine, Wisconsin.

GENUS PENTAMERUS, Sowerby.

Pentamerus mtjlticostatus, Hall.

PLATE XIII, FIGS. 22, 23, 24.

Pentamerus multicostaius. Hall. Rep. Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1859, p. 1. 1860.

Shell obtusely subcuneate, the valves nearly equally convex below the

middle, ventricose on the umbones ; sides somewhat straight, and

abruptly widening from the beaks
;
greatest width in front, nearly

equal to the length of the shell. Surface marked by numerous,

even, rounded, little elevated strise, which are preserved on the

lower half of the cast. Both valves are often slightly impressed in

the centre below the middle. Longitudinal septa of the dorsal valve

reaching more than one-third the length from the beak. The spoon-

shaped cavity of the ventral valve is narrow and deep, and the

septum reaches more than half way to the base of the shell.
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This species of Pentamerus is usually from one inch to an inch and a

half in length. It is readily distinguished from other species in the rock

by its narrowness at the beaks, and by the numerous longitudinal stria3

which mark the casts.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Wauwatosa and Waukesha, Wisconsin.

Pentamerus (Pentamerella) ventricosus.

PLATE XIII, FIGS. 18-21.

Pentamerus ventricosus, Hall. Rep. of Prog. Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1859, p. 2. 1860.

Shell ventricose, subglobose, wider than long; hinge-line extended and

abruptly rounded at the extremities. Ventral valve much the more

convex, and broadly sinuate below the middle of the shell ; the sinu-

osity sometimes not reaching the beak, but prolonged into a broad

linguiform extension in front. The sinus of the ventral valve and

the mesial fold of the dorsal valve are marked by three or four

obscure, or sometimes conspicuous, rounded plications. The casts

are marked by strong concentric laminae of growth, and some faint,

rather broad, radiating stri^: muscular impression of the ventral

valve broad, subcordiform, and radiatingly striated. The triangular

pit beneath the beak small and shallow, and the median septum

short, reaching no more than one-fourth the length along the curve

of the valve. Dorsal valve having the septa united at the base of

junction with the shell, spreading very slightly above, and reaching

nearly half way to the basal margin.

This shell presents some variation from the strict characters of Penta-

merus, and will probably fall under the proposed genus Pentamerella.*

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Waukesha, Saukville and elsewhere in Wisconsin, and at Bridgeport 1

Illinois.

* See page 193 of this Report.
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LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

The following species, including several heretofore described, have

been recognized in the Niagara limestone of Wisconsin and adjacent parts

of Illinois.

GENUS AMBONYCHIA, Hall.

Ambonychia aph^a, n. s.

PLATE XIV, FIG. 3.

Shell somewhat obliquely ovate
;
anterior side broadly rounded ; beak

in the cast acute ; hinge-line straight, and about half the length of

the shell. The posterior basal extremity is somewhat abruptly

rounded. Muscular impressions large, situated below the centre of

the length of the shell. The greatest width of the shell is equal to

about two-thirds the length.

This species is proportionally broader and shorter, with the beaks less

extended than A. acutirostra from the same horizon.

One specimen measures one inch and seven eighths in length and one

inch and a quarter in width. Other specimens are smaller than the one

measured.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, and Bridgeport, Illinois.

Ambonychia acutirostra, Hall.

PLATE XIV, FIG. 2.

Amhonychia mytiloides, Hall. Rep. Progress Geol. Survey of Wisconsin for 1859. 1860.

This species is proportionally longer than the preceding, less expanded

on the anterior margin, and has the beaks elongate and attenuate. In

many respects it resembles the Myalina mytilifonnis of the grey sandstone

of the Clinton group.

These species are probably not true Ambonychia, but in the condition

in which they occur, we have not sufficient characters remaining, to

authorize their separation.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

near Milwaukee, and at Wauwatosa and Racine, Wisconsin.
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GENUS AVICULA, Klein.

AviCULA UNDATA.

jivicula undata, Hall. Paleontology of New York, II, p. 283, Plate lix, fig. 2.

A specimen from Racine, Wisconsin, and another from BridgejDort,

Illinois, resemble this species from the Niagara group of New Yorlv.

AviCULA EMACERATA, CoNRAD.

jimcula emaceraia, Conrad; in Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VIII, p. 241, Plate xii, fig. 15.

Hall. Geol. Report Fourth District N. Y., p. 109.

Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, pp. 83, 282, Plate lix, fig. la-e.

This species occurs at Racine, Wisconsin, and at Bridgeport, Illinois.

GENUS PTERINEA, Goldfuss.

PtERINEA ERISA, N. S.

PLATE XIV, FIG. 1.

Compare Pterinea stricBcosta, McChesnet. New Palasozoic Fossils.

Body of the shell obliquely subovate, extremely inequilateral; anterior

wing rather long, distinctly sinuate at its junction with the body of

the shell, posterior wing short, not extending so far as the posterior

extremity of the shell ; umbo prominent, rising a little above the

hinge-line. Muscular impression large and nearly round, situated

near the middle of the length of the shell. In the cast, beneath

the beak or just anterior to it, there is one short curving dental pit,

with a smaller accessory one separated by a callosity. The surface

of the shell is marked by strong radiating and concentric striae,

which, on the partial decomposition of the shell, present a cancella-

ted texture resembling that of a bryozoan.

In one specimen measured, the width from the two extremities along

the hinge-line is nine-tenths of an inch; and from the umbo to the pos-

tero-basal margin, in the direction of the umbonal slope, it has the same

extent ; the length vertically from the hinge-line is six-tenths of an inch.

Formation and Locality.—At Bridgeport, Illinois.
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GENUS CYPRICARDINIA, Hall.

Pkobablt = SEDGWICKIA, M'Coy.

Cypricardinia ARATA, N. S.

plate xiv, fig. 6.

Shell subovate, varying from moderately to extremely gibbous
; body of

the shell subovate, alate posteriorly ; beaks near the anterior end,

which is short and rounded. Surface marked by strong concentric

lamellose ridges.

The species resembles in form the Modiolopsis (^Cypricardinia) undidos-

triata of the Niagara shale of New York ; but the concentric ridges are

stronger, and the fine undulating striae are not visible in any of the

western specimens.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin, and Bridgeport, Illinois.

GENUS MODIOLOPSIS, Hall.

Modiolopsis oicTiEus, n. s.

plate XIV, FIG. 7.

Shell broadly subovate, moderately convex, becoming somewhat gibbous

on the umbo ; beak about one-fifth distant from the anterior

extremity
;
gradually expanding posteriorly so that half way between

the beak and the posterior margin it is once and a half as wide as

in the line just anterior to the beak. The straight hinge extends

about half the length of the shell, and the cardinal mai'gin is thence

gradually curved to the posterior end. The cast of the hinge-line

shows two narrow lateral folds or teeth. Surface concentrically

striated.

The length of a specimen measured is about one inch, with the greatest

width seven-eighths of an inch.

The form of this species is very similar to Modiolopsis modiolaris of the

Lower Silurian rocks ; but the hinge-line does not rise so abruptly on

the posterior side of the beak, and the contraction below the beaks is

not observed.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin, and at Bridgeport, Illinois.

Cab. Nat. 49
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MODIOLOPSIS RECTUS, N. S.

PLATE XIV, FIGS. 4, 5.

Shell elongate, narrow, moderately convex, beaks subanterior; hinge-

line long and straight ; the greatest width of the shell is at the

posterior end of the cardinal line, narrowed equally above and

below towards the posterior extremity. The anterior muscular

impressions large and strongly defined. The casts show that there

has been one strong subtriangular tooth beneath the beak of the

right valve, with one or two smaller ones, with corresponding pits,

in the opposite valves. The lateral teeth are very slender. The

surface has been marked by concentric striae, and a few strong undu-

lations which are preserved in the casts. The length is about one

inch with the greatest breadth half an inch.

This species resembles Ilodiolojms {Tellinomya) machcsraformis of the

Clinton group of New York, from which it differs in having the beaks

more nearly anterior and in being less narrowed posteriorly ; while the

greatest width is at the posterior extremity of the hinge-line, instead of

at the beaks.

Some specimens, which are scarcely specifically distinct from those

described, have proportionally a somewhat greater width, but in other

respects are identical.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Wau-

kesha and Racine, Wisconsin, and at Bridgeport, Illinois.

MoDIOLOPSIS SDBALATUS, HaLL.

Modiolopsis subalatus, Hall. Pateontology N. Y., II, pp. 84, 285, Plates xxvii, lix.

Some specimens from Racine, Wisconsin, and Bridgeport, Illinois, are

apparently identical with this species of the Niagara group of New York.

The specimens are casts and more or less crushed and imperfect,

GENUS AMPHICGELIA, n. g.

The Acephala present great difficulties in the way of satisfactory

generic reference ; and it is often scarcely possible to arrive at certainty

with regard to their true relations.

A single species from Wisconsin, which is somewhat numerous in

individuals, has the general exterior aspect of the more elevated forms
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of Leptodomus of McCoy ;
but it cannot nevertheless be referred pro-

perly to that genus.

The general form of the shell is subrhomboidal, with elevated beaks.

The casts present evidence of a large triangular cartilage pit beneath the

beaks
; and just anterior to this, and separated by a thin process on each

valve, is an apparent second pit. No teeth have been discovered on the

extension of the hinge-line. The muscular impressions are faint and

the shell thin.

It is possible that there may have been a cartilage pit and adjacent

tooth, as in Mactra and Amphidisma— a feature Avhich cannot be satis-

factorily determined except from an examination of better specimens

than we possess. There is a flattened external ligamental area not unlike

that of the Arcacea.

Amphiccelia leidti, n. s.

PLATE XIV, PIGS. 13, 14, 15.

Ambonychia neglecta (J), McChesney. New Palaszoic Fossils, p. 88. 1861.

Amphiccelia neglecta (.'') McChesnet. Trans. Chicago Acad. Sci., I, p. 41, Plate ix, fig. 2. 1867.

Shell equivalve, inequilateral, somewhat rhomboidal, gibbous except

upon the expanded posterior side ; height and width subequal

;

umbones gibbous
;
beaks much elevated and incurved, pointed, fall-

ing from one-fourth to one-third the width within the anterior

margin, which declines from the hinge-line at a very obtuse angle

;

hinge-line equaling somewhat more than half the width of the

shell.

The casts show a large triangular pit beneath the beak, and sometimes

there is evidence of a thin dividing septum. There are no visible lateral

teeth. The surface of the casts is usually smooth, or showing only a few

strong lines of growth. In a single specimen preserving a portion of

the shell, the surface is marked by fine close radiating strise.

The height of the shell from beak to base measures in different speci-

mens from two to two and a quarter inches, with a width almost precisely

corresponding. The depth of the two valves is about one inch and five-

eighths. Some smaller specimens, which may be of this species, have a

length and breadth of half these measurements.

Owing to pressure and other causes, the species exhibits great variation

in form and proportions. Among the specimens are two with less

elevated and more approximate beaks, and less gibbous form, with a
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greater extension in front and greater width behind
;
which may prove

specifically distinct.

Formation and Localitij. In the limestone at Racine and Wauwatosa,

Wisconsin, and at Bridgeport and another locality* (unknown) in Illinois.

GENUS CYPRICARDITES, Conrad.

CyPRICARDITES C?) Q0ADRILATERA, N. S.

PLATE XIV, FIGS. 8, 9, 10.

Shell somewhat quadrilateral, the angulated umbonal slope dividing the

valve into nearly equal areas. Valves inflated, height and depth

nearly equal ; beaks closely incurved and sharply angulated
; the

angulation gradually becoming obtuse, and continuing along the um-

bonal slope to the postero-basal margin. A cast of the right valve

shows a conspicuous muscular prominence just anterior to the beak,

with two strong lateral folds marking the cardinal line
;
the entire

surface is marked by low concentric undulations. On each side and

parallel with the umbonal slope there is an extremely narrow groove

and fold, indicating radiating lines upon the surface of the shell.

Just posterior to the beak there commences a distinct groove, with

a slight ridge on the lower side, which continues about half way

between the hinge-line and the umbonal angulation, but not parallel

with either, and extending to the posterior margin of the shell.

This species is angulated like many of the extreme forms of Myalina
;

but the strong muscular marking, with lateral hinge-teeth, prohibit its

reference to that genus.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Bridge-

port, Illinois.

Among the collections obtained from Wisconsin, there is a single shell

which is not referable to any established genus, though well preserved

in its general form and external characters. Although it would be very

desirable to know more of its structure before giving a generic name, I

shall nevertheless propose a designation. Its general form indicates that

it belongs to the Cardiacea, and this is confirmed by all that can be

learned of its structure.

* Two specimens were received several years since from Prof. C. U. Shepard, which were

credited to Illinois, but the record of the particular locality had been lost.
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GENUS PAL^OCARDIA, n. g.

Pal^eocardia cordiifoemis, n. s.

PLATE XIV, FIGS. 11, 12.

Shell cordiform ; valves obliquely subovate, ventricose
; umbones gibbous,

with the beaks prominent, attenuate and incurved ; hinge-line very

short, extending a little in advance of the beaks, and showing

the margins separated. The anterior end gradually rounding into the

basal margin. In the partial cast the posterior slope shows a ridge on

each side rising just behind the beak, and in a line slightly divergent

from the cardinal margin, reaching about half way to the posterior

extremity, where it becomes obsolete. The surface is marked by

fine close radiating strise.

This species has the general aspect of some of the more gibbous forms

of Ambonychia, but the short hinge-line separates it from that genus,

while the extreme prominence of the umbones and incurvation of the

beaks give it the aspect of a true Cardium.

The specimen was given to me by Dr. Day of Wauwatosa, who
informed me that it was found in a quarry a little east of that village.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara
, group, near

Wauwatosa, Wisconsin ; in beds which are probably a little below those

of Racine and Waukesha.
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GASTEROPODA.

The following species have been identified with known forms, or deter-

mined as new

:

GENUS PLATYCERAS, Conrad.

Platyoeras niagarensis, Hall.

jlcroculia niagarensis, Hall. Palaeontology, N. Y., II, p. 288, Plate 60, fig. 3.

Formation and Locality.—In the limestones of Racine and Waukesha,

Wisconsin.

GENUS PLATYOSTOMA, Conrad.

Platyostoma niagarensis, Hall.

Platyostmna niagarensis, Hall. Palseontology, N. Y., II, p. 287, Plate 60, fig. I.

Formation and Locality.—In the limestones of Racine and Waukesha,

Wisconsin.

GENUS STRAPAROLLUS, Montfort.

StrapAROLLus mopsus, n. s.

PLATE XV, FIGS. 21, 22.

Shell discoid; whorls four or more, cylindrical, very gradually enlarging,

the outer one sometimes a little flattened on the upper side for a

part of its extent ; suture line strongly marked ; umbilicus very

wide, and showing all the volutions. Spire depressed, rising little

above the surface of the outer volution. The proportion of height

and width is about as one to three. The individuals measure from

half an inch to seven-eighths of an inch in diameter. A specimen

having the latter measurement is three-tenths of an inch in height.

Some fragments of outer volutions indicate specimens of larger size.

Specimens of this species, when compared with the figures of S. daphne,

Billings, have a very similar aspect on the lower side ; but the eleva-

tion of the spire, as given in the description, is much too great for our

species.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine

and Waukesha, Wisconsin.
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GENUS CYCLONEMA, Hall.

Cyclonema'? elevata, n. s.

PLATE XV, FIG. 4.

Shell conical ; spire elevated, gradually tapering, embracing an angle of

about forty-five degrees. Volutions rounded, ventricose, about five
;

gradually enlarging to the aperture, which has been nearly circular.

The cast from which the species is described, possesses evidence of

revolving strise, without indications of a central band.

Height nine-tenths of an inch ; width six-tenths of an inch.

Formation mid Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin.

GENUS HOLOPEA, Hall.

HOLOPEA haemonia'? Billings.

Holopea harmonia, Billings. New species of Silurian FossUs, p. 158, fig. 142. 1862.

There are several specimens in the collection, so nearly corresponding

with the figure given by Mr. Billings, that I must regard them as the

same species. In a specimen of the same size as the figure cited,

the middle of the last volution is subcarinate and flattened above. The

spire is a little more elevated than the figure, and the last volution a

little more ventricose below. It may prove to be a distinct species.

Another specimen of similar form does not possess the flattened band,

while the lower side of the last volution is flattened.

Formation and Locality.—^In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin.

Holopea guelphensis, Billings.

plate XV, FIG. IS.

Holopea guelphensis, Billings. New species of Silurian Fossils, p. 159, fig. 143. 1862.

Several fragments of a species, differing from any other in the collec-

tion, resemble the Canadian species ; but being all quite imperfect, no

full comparisons can be made.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin.
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GENUS PLEUROTOMARIA, De France.

Pleurotomaria occidens, n. s.

PLATE XV, FIGS. 11, 12; PLATE XXV, FIGS. 9, 10.

Pleurotomaria labrosa, -var. occidens. Twentieth Rep. N. Y. St. Cab., 1st edit., p. 343. 1867.

Shell somewhat rhomboidal-ovate ;
spire moderately elevated

;
volutions

about three, the last one rapidly expanding, subangular, and marked

by a spiral band a little above the middle ; upper side somewhat

flattened; lower side I'ounded, and in the last one becoming ventri-

cose. Surface marked by strong revolving and transverse striae.

An examination of other specimens of this species proves it to be dis-

tinct from the P. labrosa to which I had heretofore referred it as a variety.

Pleurotomaria halei, Hall.

PLATE XV, FIGS. 13, 14.

Pleurotomaria haki, Hall. Report of Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 34. 1861.

Shell suborbicular, the spire moderately ascending, the height equal to a

little more than two-thirds the greatest diameter, consisting of three

or four volutions which are rounded on the top, and expanding

somewhat rapidly in size ; the last one quite ventricose, and in the

cast is subangular on the periphery ; the under side of the last volu-

tion is rounded from the edge into the rather large umbilicus. The

surface, as preserved in a mould of the exterior in the stone, is

marked on the upper side of the volution by ten or twelve mode-

rately strong revolving ridges, which are smaller and more closely

arranged towards the suture, where there is a slightly depressed or

flattened space. These are crossed by numerous less strong, closely

arranged transverse strige, which bend backwards from the suture,

and have a strong retral curve on the narrow concave band of

the periphery. Surface characters of, under side undetermined.

This species is so entirely distinct in its form and surface characters

from any other species yet known in our Silurian rocks, that it can be

readily distinguished. It is more nearly allied with forms such as P.

hicina of the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups of New York.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group

at Racine, Wisconsin and Bridgeport, Illinois.
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Pleukotomaria (Trochonema) hoyi, Hall.

PLATE XV, FIG. 10; PLATE XXV, FIGS. 11, 12.

Phjirotomaria hoyi, HALh. Report of Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 35. 1861.

Shell broadly depressed-conical, the spire moderately elevated, consisting

of about four volutions which are gradually enlarged from the

apex, the last becoming slightly ventricose towards the aperture.

Volutions flattened upon the upper side, and the entire height of

each one showing above the other
;
periphery somewhat flattened,

with a depressed band truncating the upper angle. Lower side of

volutions flattened, except the outer half of the last one, which is

rounded towards the aperture, and abruptly descending into the wide

umbilicus. Surface finely striated on the lower side of the volution,

with a deep retral curve on the band, where the strise are somewhat

fasciculate. The periphery of the cast is sometimes marked by three

or four strong but obscure stria3 below, and parallel to the revolving-

band.

This species resembles P. umhilicata of the Trenton limestone, but the

volutions are more elevated above each other, and the upper surface is

wide and flat.

Formation and Localitij.—-Limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin.

Pleurotomaria idia, n. s.

PLATE XV, FIGS. 15, 16.

Phurotomaria idia, Hall. Report of Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 35. 1861.

Shell depressed orbicular, moderately convex above, and broadly umbili-

cate beneath, with four volutions, which are moderately convex

above, and gradually increase in size from the apex, the outer half

of the last one being more ventricose and regularly rounded on the

periphery, and curving into the broad umbilicus ; aperture, or sec-

tion of volution near it, broadly ovate. Surface characters unknown.

This species differs from the last in being less elevated, in its more

gradually increasing volutions, broader umlailicus and absence of angu-

larity on the periphery.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.

Cab. Nat. 50
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Pleurotomaria axion, n. s.

PLATE XV, FIG. 17.

Shell subcorneal, volutions about four, the apicial one minute, the first

three volutions small, rounded and gradually expanding, while the

last one becomes extremely ventricose and evenly rounded ; suture

line deeply impressed and more than half of the preceding volution

exposed above it. The aperture has been subcircular and very large.

Surface marked by strong revolving striae, which are crossed by

concentric stri^ of less strength, giving a cancellated structure.

The middle of the volution is marked by a rather wide and little

elevated band, upon which the striae have a slight retral curve.

The surface characters are very similar to those of P. Iuci7ia of the

Lower Helderberg and Hamilton groups of New York ; but the shell is

more elevated and attenuate towards the apex, and the suture is more

deeply marked. Its form is intermediate between the species just cited

and P. lineata.*

The species described is from a gutta-percha cast and an impression

in limestone.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Bridgeport, Illinois.

GENUS TROCHONEMA, Salter.

Trochonema (Eunema) fatua, n. s.

PLATE XV, FIGS. 7, 8.

Spire elevated ; shell turritiform, consisting of about four or five volu-

tions, which gradually increase to the last one which is moderately

ventricose ; volutions biangular, leaving a flattened space upon the

back about equal to the flattened space between the upper angle and

the suture line ; lower side of the last volution rounded ; aperture

ovate-elongate.

The specimens are casts of the interior, and in this condition are

readily distinguished from any other species of similar form in these

rocks.

* See Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet of Nat. Hist., p. 165, Plate v.
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A gutta percha cast shows the surface to be finely striated
;
the flat-

tened space on the back of the volution is margined on each side by a

slender carina, and the striae between are apparently coarser than those

above or below. The height of the specimens varies from less than one

inch, to one inch and seven-eighths. The transverse diameter of the last

volution is about one inch.

This species has a more elevated spire than T. unibilicata of the Tren-

ton limestone, and, so far as can be determined, has had no umbilicus.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine

and Greenfield, Wisconsin.

Tbochonema (Cyclonema'?) pauper, Hall.

PLATE XV, FIGb. 5, G, 0; PLATE XXV, FIG. 13.

Pleurotomaria pauper, Halt- ; in Twentieth Report N. Y. State Cabinet, 1st edit., p. 343. 1867.

Shell small, obtusely conical, the apicial angle from seventy to eighty

degrees. Volutions three, four or more, rapidly increasing in size

from the apex, rounded above and on the sides, a little flattened on

the top below the suture line, the last one subangular below
; suture

distinct, not channelled. Aperture rounded or slightly elongated,

and scarcely subangular above on the inner side. Umbilical cavity

rather large, marked by three or four revolving bands. Surface

strongly striated
;
the upper part of each volution marked by five

or six revolving cariniform strias above the stronger carina upon

the angle of the outer volution. These are crossed by fine lines of

growth, which are not always preserved in the fossil.

Owing to the thickness of the shell, the internal casts do not often

preserve more than three or four bands indicating the exterior striae, and

the apicial angle is usually less than that of the exterior shell.

This species has been identified by Prof Winchell as Pleurotomaria

halei ; and two specimens communicated by him under this name, are in

all respects identical with the species described by me under the name

Pleurotomaria paiqier, from which genus it must be separated on account

of the exterior character of the shell which has since been discovered.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin, and Bridgeport, Illinois.
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GENUS MURCHISONIA, Phillips.

MURCHISONIA CONBADI, N. S.

PLATE XV, FIG. 19.

Shell turreted, somewhat rapidly ascending, consisting of about seven

volutions which are distinctly carinated on the middle or scarcely

above the middle. Above the carina the surface is slightly concave,

and below the carina very slightly rounded ; while the lower side

of the last volution is regularly rounded and somewhat ventricose.

The surface has been finely striated with irregular undulations, cor-

responding with the lines of growth where the strise have become

crowded. The entire length of shell to the base of the last volution is

one inch and nine-tenths, and the diameter near the base nine-tenths of

an inch.

This species is described from an impression in the limestone and a

gutta percha cast from the same. It is a well marked species ; differing

from every other in these rocks in the sharply carinate volutions and

elevated spire. In some characters it is allied to M. xantippe, Billings,

but the spire is more elevated : the length of that one, from the carina

of the last volution to the apex of the figure, is the same as the length

from the same point to the carina of the second volution above, in our

specimen ; while the diameters of the lower volutions in the two are

about equal.

Formation and Locality.—^In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.

MURCHISONIA LAPHAMI, HaLL.

PLATE XV, FIG. 20.

Murchismiia laphami, Hall. Report of Prog. Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 36. 1861.

Shell turritiform, robust ; volutions seven or eight, gradually increasing

from the apex, rather ventricose on the exterior, with close sutures
;

the upper half of the volutions very slightly flattened
;
giving a

perceptible angularity in the region of the revolving band. Section

of volution broadly ovate, the breadth equal to four-fifths of the

height, and the greatest diameter on the lower third. Surface

marked near the middle of the volution by a somewhat broad band

,
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the margins of which are prominent ; the upper part of the volu-

tions are marked by fine transverse strise, which are directed gently

backwards from the suture to the revolving band.

This species very closely resembles specimens of the M. logani of the

Guelph limestone of Canada West, but the volutions of that species are

more ventricose, and the spire more rapidly ascending.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.

MuRcmsoNiA hercyna'? Billings.

Compare Pleurotomaria gonopUura, W. & M. ; in Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., I, p. 98. 1865.

In a paper by Mr. Billings, already cited, he has described Murclii-

sonia hercyna, a conical shell with flattened volutions and without a

carina. Among the Wisconsin collections from Racine there is a single

specimen of similar form, preserving about four or five volutions which are

of precisely similar character, except that they are a little more rapidly

expanding, and the two lower ones show a slight convexity of the upper

part of the volution. The cast of the interior has the volutions sub-

angular above and below.

GENUS EUNEMA, Salter.

EUNEMA 1 TRILINEATA, HaLL.

PLATE XV, FIG. 3.

Shell turreted ; spire ascending, composed of four or five volutions, which

are moderately rounded and gradually increasing in size to the last

which is somewhat ventricose. Surface of volutions marked by

slender revolving lines or ridges, crossed by close concentric striae

which in some places are elevated in bands or fascicles.

The surface characters are remarkable for a shell in this geological

position, and more nearly resemble those of the Devonian or Carbo-

niferous fauna.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.
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GENUS LOXONEMA, Phillips.

LOXONEMA LEDA, N. S.

PLATE XV, FIG. 2.

Loxonema sp., Hall; in Twentieth Report of N. Y. State Cab., 1st edit., p. 346. 1867.

Shell turi-eted. Spire rapidly ascending, composed of eight or more

volutions, which are moderately convex on their surfaces, a little

more abruptly rounded below the middle, and very gradually

increasing in diameter ; suture close, not very distinctly marked
;

apicial angle about twenty degrees ; columellar side of aperture

elongated or pointed. Other characters of aperture unknown.

Surface characters obscure ; faint indications of transverse ridges

crossing the larger volutions exist in the matrix.

This species was originally compared by me (loc. cit.) with L. Jitchi, to

which its imperfect cast bears some resemblance ; but a critical examina-

tion shows it to be a very distinct species. The species referred by Prof.

WiNCHELL to L. subulata is apparently identical with L. leda, judging from

a cast of the upper volutions communicated by him. It is, at any rate,

very distinct from L. subulata, the spire being much less rapidly ascending.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, and Bridgeport, Illinois.

GENUS SUBULITES, Conrad.

SUBULITES VENTRICOS0S, HaLL.

PLATE XV, FIG. 1.

Subuliies ventricosa. Hall. Palaeontology of New York, II, p. 347, PL 83, fig. 7.

Siibulites brevis, W. & M. ; in Mem. Bos. Soo. Nat. His., I, p. 100, PI. ii, flg. 19. 1865.

This species occurs at Wauwatosa ; received from Dr. H. Day
; and

also at Bridgeport, Illinois.

GENUS BUCANIA, Hall.

BUCANIA ANGUSTATA, HaLL.

Bucania angustata. Hall. Pateontology of New York, II, p. 349, PI. 84, fig. 6.

A specimen undistinguishable from the species occurring at Gait,

Canada West, has been found at Racine, in Wisconsin.
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GENUS PORCELLIA (Leveille).

SUBGENUS TEEMANOTUS (N. S.-G).

Volutions apparently in the same plane ; umbilicus on both sides
; aper-

ture expanded : the dorsal line pierced by several oblong perforations.

Tremanotus alpheus (n. s).

Shell subdiscoid, making several volutions, which are rotund, wider than

deep, slightly embracing, rounded exteriorly, and very abruptly

curving into umbilicus.

The specimen is a cast of the interior of the shell, and along the peri-

phery presents a range of elongated oval prominences which have appa-

rently been perforations in the shell, arranged at equal distances from

each other ; or they may have been flattened, hollow nodes which have

left these marks, and which originally communicated with the interior

of the shell.

The surface has been marked by coarse longitudinal striae or ribs, the

traces of which are shown in the cast.

This species bears some resemblance to Bucania angustata, but differs

in the more rotund volutions, and in the interrupted oblong nodes

representing the perforations on the periphery, while that species

is free from nodes or carina. From the subcarinate character of the

specimen figured as B. angustata in the Geology of Canada, page 334, I

am led to infer that it is rather identical with the species here described

than with the typical forms of the species to which it has been referred.

Formation and Locality.—From the Niagara limestone of Illinois, Prof

C. U. Shepard.

Among the collections from Wauwatosa, Waukesha, Racine and other

localities of the Niagara group, in Wisconsin, there are remains of

other species of Gasteropoda than those here described ; but their con-

dition is such that, for the most, their description or illustration would

add little to our positive knowledge of the subject. The description of

the interior casts of species of this class of fossils is usually even less

satisfactory than that of other fossils in a similar condition
; but as it

seems unlikely that we shall get them in any other form, we are compelled

to make such use of them as will aid in further comparisons of these

fossils with those from other localities.
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CEPHALOPODA.

GENUS NAUTILUS, Breyn.

Nautilus occidentalis, Hall.

Cyrtoceras giganteum, McCnESNEr. Descrip. New Palaeozoic Fossils, p. 67. Jan., 1860.

Lituites occidentalis, Hall. Rep. Prog. Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1859, p. 31. Feb., 1860.

Lituites cancellatum, McChesnet. Descrip. New Palaeozoic Fossils, p. 96. 1861.

Nautilus (^Lituites') occidentalis. Hall. Geological Pieport of AVisconsin, p. 441. 1862.

Shell very large, subdiscoidal. Volutions two or more, rapidly expand-

ing, contiguous, the outer portion of the last volution becoming fi'ee

and extending in a nearly straight line, while the earlier portions

are compressed on the ventral side by the dorsum of the preceding

volution; septa distant; section ellipitical; siphuncle small, sub-

central. Surface marked by regular equal fillet-like strias or ridges,

which are curved backwards on the dorsum ; and in more perfect

individuals, these are cancellated by finer longitudinal or revolving

striae.

Specimens sometimes measure twelve inches in the greatest diameter

of the disc.

This fossil was published by me, under the name occidentalis, in 1860.

The name giganteum, given by M'Chesnet, being preoccupied, the name

cancellatum was given a year later by that author. It appears to me that

these forms are not true Lituites, and that they should be referred to the

Genus Nautilus ; therefore since there is already a Nautilus giganteus,

the name occidentalis has precedence of cancellatus.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

near Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and at Joliet, Illinois.

Nautilus capax, Hall.

Lituites capax, Hall. Report of Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1859, p. 3. 1860.

This species differs from N. occidentalis in its more rotund form, the

section of the outer volution being very broadly elliptical or nearly cir-

cular, and showing rapid expansion toAvards the aperture.

The materials possessed by me are friigmentary, but sufficient to leave

no doubt of specific distinction between it and the preceding species.
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1

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Waukesha and Racine, Wisconsin. I also have seen some large frag-

ments of the same species in the collection of Prof. Marcy from Bridge-

port, Illinois.

GENUS TROCHOCERAS, Baerande, Hall.

Trochoceras desplainense, M'Chesney.

PLATE XVI, FIGS. 8, 9, 10.

Trochoceras desplainensis, M'Ohesnbt. NevF Palseozoic Fossils, p. 68, Plate viii, fig. 1. 1860.

Shell dextral, trochiform, making a little more than two volutions, the

apex rising to about the same plane with the top of the adjacent

volution, gradually expanding, and the other chamber continued in

a more nearly direct line. Section of the volutions essentially

circular; siphuncle small, central. The three outer septa measure

on the dorsum seven-eighths of an inch. Surface marked by strong

oblique angular ridges, which are curved backward on the dorsum,

gradually increasing in distance, and finally there is a considerable

space below the aperture, marked only by lines of growth. The

intervals between the annulations are regularly concave.

I have identified this form with T. desplainense, M'C. ; having before

me a cast of the specimen described and figured by that author, in which

about two volutions can be distinguished. The original of the cast had

apparently been a little flattened from pressure
;
and I have a specimen,

not figured, presenting a similar aspect. Another specimen, having its

natural proportions preserved, is more rotund. It does not appear that

there have ever been much more than two volutions in the full grown

shell, and the section is essentially circular, though the lateral diameter

may be a little greater when the dorso-ventral diameter is measured to

the bottom of the depression between the annulations, but not otherwise.

The differences indicated in the distance of the septa do not seem to be

important. This species bears considerable resemblance to Trochoceras

trochoides of Barrande, Plate xxix, figs. 16-21.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

Racine, Wisconsin.

Cab. Nat. 51
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Trochoceras costatum, Hall.

PLATE XXV, FIG. 1.5.

Trochoceras costatum, Hall. Report Progress Geolog. Survey of Wisconsm for 1860, 1801.

Shell depressed trochiform, sinistral, greatest diameter about two and a

quarter inches
; spire depressed convex ; volutions about one and a

half to two,* gradually expanding from the apex ; section sub-

circular
;
umbilicus broad and shallow. Siphuncle undetermined.

Surface marked by strong sharply elevated annulations, which

increase in distance and regularity with the growth of the shell,

gradually diminishing on the last volution and becoming more or

less obsolete, or appearing as gentle undefined elevations towards

the aperture. Near the apex of the shell there are about twelve of

these annulations in the space of half an inch, and on the outer

volution, opposite the same point, there are barely six in the same

space.

This species is a little less in size than the T. desplainense ; the annula-

tions are more numerous and more sharply elevated, not increasing in

size on the outer volution beyond the point opposite the apex of the

shell. Taking a single volution from near the apex, there are nearly

twice as many annulations as in the species cited. The sinistral direction

of the volutions is, however, a conspicuously distinguishing feature.t

The species was originally described from imperfect material, and the

figure given is from a gutta-percha cast in a well preserved impression

of the exterior of the lower or umbilical side of the shell.

This species may be compared with T. pulchrum of Barrande, Plate

xvii, figs 8-16, but is more finely costate.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine and near Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

* Originally stated as three or four by mistake.

t Since it sometimes happens that the Trochoceras desplainense is quite flat upon the upper side,

or that the inner volutions are a little depressed below the outer one, it might perhaps be suspected

that the T. costatum, of which the umbilical side is represented in the figure, is an exaggerated

condition of the former species, with the inner volution still more depressed. This, however, is

not true, for the volutions are clearly sinistral, and as represented are in their natural relations.

It is, perhaps, the first American species of this character that has been recognized, but M. Bak-

RAXDE distinctly describes the two forms, and has figured several species with sinistral spires.

In his generic description, he says, " the shell consists of several turns of the spire or of a single

volution more or less complete, but exhibiting almost always a marked defect of symmetry. The

enrolment is sometimes dextral and sometimes sinistral according to the species, but the dextral

forms greatly predominate. In T. asperum we find both modes, varying in individuals, and the

same in T. sandbergeri."
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Trochoceras notum, n. s.

PLATE XVI, FIGS. 1, 2.

The entire shell unknown ; a fragment of the outer volution shows it to

have been strongly annulated, with the annulations bending back-

ward on the dorsal side. The transverse diameter is greater than

the dorso-ventral diameter, and the direction of the volutions has

been dextral. The siphuncle is subcentral and small.

It is distinguished from T. costatum by the dorso-ventral compression

of the volutions, and by the dextral direction of the spire. The volu-

tions have been in contact, and their number, though unknown, is proba-

bly about two.

It differs from T. desplainense in the dorso-ventral compression of the

volutions, and less conspicuous and more closely arranged annulations.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Bridgeport, Illinois.

Trochoceras (Gyroceras) bannisteri, Winch, and Mar.

PLATE XXV, FIG. 17.

Gyroceras bannisteri, Wijichell and Marct; in Mem. Bost. Soc. of Nat. Hist., I, p. 102.

Shell consisting of about one and a half volutions, which increase in size

somewhat rapidly ; spire gently ascending ; umbilicus broad and

comparatively deep, the lateral diameter of the volutions being

greater than the dorso-ventral diameter. Surface marked by low

subangular annulations, which, turning gently backwards on the

sides of the shell, are more abruptly bent into a shallow sinus on

the dorsum. These annulations apparently become obsolete towards

the aperture
;
on the other parts of the shell, there are about six or

seven in a space equal to the dorso-ventral diameter.

This species difiers from either of the species described, in its more

rapid enlargement from the apex, and in the finer annulations.

These observations are made upon a cast in gutta-percha, sent to me

by Prof WiNCHELL, under the name of Gyroceras bannisteri. The cast

has the appearance of a very pretty species of Trochoceras, of more

delicate proportions than those described in this paper.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Bridgeport, Illinois.
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GENUS LITUITES, Breyn.

LiTUITES MARSHII, N. S.

PLATE XVI, FIGS. 6, 7.

Shell of medium size, consisting of three or more closely enrolled volu-

tions, which increase in size very gradually from the apex : section

circular or subcircular; slightly flattened on the dorsum, and marked

on the sides by sharp, strong, oblique annulations with regularly

concave spaces between. These ridges, rising on the ventral

margin, are directed obliquely backward as they cross the sides of

the volutions, reaching the centre of the dorsum at a point opposite

the origin of the second preceding one, having their greatest eleva-

tion on the sides of the shell, and making a somewhat abrupt retral

curve, become nearly obsolete on the dorsum. Septa moderately

distant, deeply and uniformly concave ; the chambers regularly

increasing in depth with the diameter of the shell. The space of

three chambers, measured on the side of the shell, are equal to the

dorso-ventral diameter of the volution. The dorsal margins of

the septa are directed forward, giving a broad retral curvature on

the sides of the volution. Siphuncle small, subcentral. Sui'face

of shell and form of aperture unknown.

This beautiful species is readily distinguished by its slender volutions,

and the strong oblique ridges, which in the outer part of the shell are a

little more distant than the septa, while on the inner volutions they are

nearer to each other, the increase in the distance of the annulations

being a little more rapid than that of the septa. Owing to the retral

curving of the annulations, and the advancing curvature of the septa,

the ridges are cut by the latter near the dorso-lateral angle of the volu-

tion, throughout the greater part of the extent of the shell. The

specimen preserves a little more than two volutions, and we have no

portion of the chamber of habitation. Inferring from the prevailing

characters of similar forms of this genus, there has probably been nearly

or quite another volution at the apex, which is not preserved.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Kan-

kakee, Illinois.
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GENUS PHRAGMOCERAS, Broderip.

PhRAGMOCEBAS NESTOR, N. S.

A fragment preserving the outer chamber and several of the septa, is

ventricose, broadly expanded in the dorso-ventral direction, and measur-

ing from the extreme limits of the apertures, which are marginal, more

than two and a half inches ; the length of the narrow constriction

between them being one inch and a quarter. Both the dorsal and ven-

tral apertures are marginal and expanded.

The length of the outer chamber along the middle is an inch and

three-fourths, and the dorso-ventral diameter in the middle of the leneth

is two and a quarter inches. The septate portion has been abruptly

arcuate, the length of the part remaining being four times as great on

the outer as on the inner side of the curve. The greater and lesser

diameters of the septa are about as seven to ten. The siphuncle is sub-

marginal.

The cast of the outer chamber is marked by what appears to be regu-

lar vascular impressions extending outwards from the first septum.

In fig. 3 a lateral view is given of the specimen described, and in fig. 4,

a view of the aperture.

Fig. 3, Fig 4

This species differs from the P. hector, Billings, of the Guelph lime-

stone of Canada, in being more narrowly elliptical in section, and much

more expanded in the dorso-ventral direction at the aperture, as well as
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in the greater length and more extreme constriction of the intermediate

portion of the aperture.

This species should be compared with P. ventricosum and P. arcuatum,

MuECHisoN, Silurian System and Silmia.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Wau-

watosa, Wisconsin.

GENUS CYRTOCERAS, Goldfuss.

Cyrtoceras lucillum, n. s.

PLATE XVIII, FIG. 7.

Shell arcuate, gradually expanding towards the aperture, section ellipti-

cal, a little narrower on the inner side of the curve ; septa mode-

rately convex, closely arranged; siphuncle small, submarginal on

the outer side of the arch. Surface marked by regular, equal, neatly

defined annulations, which have a slight retral arch on the exterior

curve, indicating a similar sinuosity in the margin of the aperture.

The annulations are closely arranged ; on the smaller parts of the

shell, they are in the proportion of twenty in the space of an inch •

while on the inner side of the curve they are more approximate,

and on the outer side more distant. On the larger part of the shell

the annulations number five or six in the space occupied by seven

in the smaller parts.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group near Wau-

watosa, Wisconsin.
»

Cyrtoceras fosteri, Hall.

PLATE XVI, FIGS. 11, 12, 13.

Cyrtoceras fosteri, Hall. Report Progress GeoL Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 43. 1861.

This species is known to me only in the Niagara limestone near Chicago.

Cyrtoceras dakdanus, Hall.

PLATE XVII, FIGS. 3, 4, 5.

Cyrtoceras dardanus, Hall. Report Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 43. 1861.

This species was originally described from fragments, which in all the

specimens seen can be readily identified. Some other imperfect speci-

mens which have come under my notice since the publication of the

original description, have induced me to suppose that the fossil may

belong more properly to the Genus Gyroceras. The species occurs at

Waukesha and Wauwatosa, Wisconsin.
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Cyrtoceras brevioorne, n. s.
_

PLATE XVIII, FIGS. 8, 9; PLATE XXV, FIG. 14.

Shell small, gently curving and very rapidly expanding from the apex,

•the diameter of the outer chamber nearly equaling one half of the

entire length of the shell ; septa somewhat closely arranged, curv-

ing upward on the dorsum, moderately concave, the four outer ones

.measuring five-eighths of an inch on the back and less than half an

inch on the ventral side. Siphuncle small, and lying close to the

dorsal margin. Surface of shell unknown.

This species is the most rapidly expanding form of any yet discovered

in these rocks, and may be easily distinguished by this feature alone.

The specimen figured retains a single chamber besides the outer one, the

remaining portions being restored from the impression in the adhering

stone. Another fragment retains the chamber of habitation, and six of

the septa below. The fossil is associated with a smaller species of Cyr-

toceras {C. pusillum), and a Trochoceras
; and is not an abundant form,

so far as known.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.

Cyrtoceras pusillum, n. s.

Shell small, slender, making half a volution, somewhat rapidly expand-

ing near the aperture ;
section broadly elliptical ; the length of the

chamber of habitation, as preserved, about equal to once and a half

its lesser diameter. Septa moderately concave, arching forward on

the back so as to give a depth once and a half as great as on the

sides. Siphuncle dorsal. Surface unknown.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.

Cyrtoceras laterale, n. s.

PLATE XVIII, FIGS. 4, 5, 6.

Shell rather above the medium size, very gently curving, and the sides

abruptly expanding above the middle, the ventral line being nearly

straight, dorsal line more strongly arcuate ; shell more rapidly

expanding transversely than in the opposite direction, giving to the
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middle of the shell a broad and somewhat flattened appearance.

The outer chamber gently converges again above the last septum,

and is broadly constricted below the aperture, where it is nearly

straight for a short distance. Section transversely oval, and a little

fliattened on the ventral border in the middle portion of the shell,

while in the lower or smaller part it is circular. Septa distant

about one-sixth the transverse diameter of the shell, moderately

concave, their mai'gins directed slightly upwards on the lateral

portions of the shell, giving a broad shallow sinus on the dorsal and

ventral sides. Siphuncle small, situated near the dorsal margin.

Surface of the shell marked by obscure longitudinal ridges, distant

from each other from a sixteenth to a tenth of an inch in different

individuals and on different parts of the shell. The impressions

of these ridges are distinctly seen on well-preserved casts of the

interior.

This species is readily distinguished from the others of the genus

associated with it, by the slight curvature and the greater transverse

diameter ; the relative diameters of the specimens figured, in its larger

part, being as four to five. The relative distance of the septa may vary

somewhat in different individuals, judging from other specimen before

me, but not materially affecting characteristic features of the species.

The outer two septa, next the chamber of habitation, are often crowded

closely together.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.

Cyrtoceras rigidum. Hall.

PLATE XVI, FIGS. 3, i, 5.

Shell small, consisting of about one volution, gradually expanding to a

diameter of three-fourths of an inch with a height of two inches.

Septa unknown ; outer chamber deep. Siphuncle apparently dorsal.

Surface of cast marked by strong obliquely transverse annulations

which become gradually stronger from the concave side, and are

gently curved backward on the middle of the dorsum. Spaces

between the annulations concave, without any evidence of inter-

mediate smaller ridges. Exterior surface unknown, the specimen

being a cast of the interior.
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The figures referred to are the dorsal and lateral views of a fragment,

j,^^ g
with a transverse section. The accompanying

outline, fig. 5, shows the form of the entire cast

of the interior, as nearly as can be given with

the materials in my possession.

This species, in the external markings of the

cast, is quite similar to Trochoceras notum, and not

very unlike T. costatum ; but the enrollment of

the shell in the same plane is a distinguishing

feature.

Formation and Locality.— In limestone of the

age of the Niagara group, at Bridgeport, Illinois.

/•

CtRTOCERAS HERCULES, WiNCH. AND MaR.

PLATE XVII, FIGS. 6, 7.

Lituites hercules, Winchell & Makct; in Mem. Bost. Soc. N. H., I, p. 102, Plate iii, flg. 9.

Cyrtoceras (Phragmoceras ?) amplicorrte, Hall ; in 1st edit. Twentieth Rep. N. Y. State Cab.

N. H., p. 358. 1867.

Shell large, strongly curved, making an entire volution, rapidly expand-

ing toward the outer chamber, which is less arcuate than the septate

portions of the shell; transverse section broadly elliptical, becoming

a little flattened on the sides towards the outer chamber. Septa

rather deeply concave and comparatively distant ; three of them,

measured on the dorsum, being nearly equal to the diameter of the

outer part of the largest one measured. The dorsal margins of

the septa are advanced so that a direct transverse section would cut

the ventral margin of the next preceding one. Siphuncle small,

central or subcentral. Entire form of aperture unknown. Surface

finely striated, with the striae curving backward to the dorsum.

This is one of the most robust species of the genus known in our rocks,

and, were the outer chamber entire, would measure full seven and a half

inches in height, with a transverse measurement of more than five and

a half inches. The dorso-ventral diameter of the base of the chamber

of habitation is two inches and eight-tenths, with a transverse diameter

at the same point of two inches and three-tenths. It is likewise remark-

able for its great curvature and central siphuncle.

The flattening of the sides gives the shell in some respects the aspect

of Phragmoceras ; but the curvature is so broad and regular, and the

Cab. Nat. 52
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outer chamber so extended and gradually expanding, that it presents an

aspect more like Cyktoceras.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Waukesha, Wisconsin.

GENUS ONCOCERAS, Hall.

Oncoceras orcas. Hall.

PLATE XVII, FIGS. 1, 2.

Cijrtoceras orcas, Hall. Report Progress Geol. Survey of Wisconsin for 1860, p. 42. 18G1.

This species should properly be referred to the Genus Oncoceras, of

which it is the only representative at present known to me in this forma-

tion in Wisconsin.

GENUS GOMPHOCERAS, Sowerby.

GOMPHOCERAS SEPTORIS, N. S.

The outer chamber of a Gomphoceras, including the first septum,

shows a submarginal siphuncle, with broad sub-elliptical section. The

lateral aperture extends to a point nearly have way from the apex to

the first septum, and is continued in a narrow constriction nearly to the

j,^^, g
apex, where it is united with the larger fis. 7.

aperture : the margin of this is con-

tracted into tubular folds, so narrow as

to present the appearance of three

small rounded lateral apertures, with

a similar one on the dorsal side.

This peculiarity of the aperture is sufficient for specific determination,

when compared with any species known to me.

Fig. 6 is a lateral view of the outer chamber, and fig. 7 represents the

form of the aperture.

Formation and Locality.-—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Wau-

watosa, Wisconsin. Dr. H. Day.

Gomphoceras scrinium, n. s.

plate XVIII, FIGS. 1, 2, 3.

Gomphoceras marct/«, Winchell & Marct; in Memoirs Boston Society Nat. Hist., Vol.1, p. 100,

Plate iii, flg. 8.

A specimen consisting of the outer chamber and first septum, is of

moderate size, transversely subcircular, with a very slight angularity on
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the ventral side. Outer chamber rapidly contracting from near the last

septum to the aperture, giving it a somewhat conical form, the length

being less than the transverse diameter of the septum. Aperture

trilobed, the ventral opening small ; dorsal opening moderately large and

subtriangular ; the proportions of the transverse and axial diameters are

as three to four. Septa moderately deep, with a very regular convexity.

Siphuncle situated at one-third the distance from the ventral margin to

the centre. Surface marked only by irregular lines of growth.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Bridge-

port, Illinois.

GENUS ORTHOCERAS, Bretn.

Obthoceras annulatum, Sowerby.

PLATE XX, FIGS. 4, 5, 6 ; PLATE XXIV, FIGS. 2, 3, 4.

Orthoceras annulatum, Soweebt. Mineral Conchology, II, p. 77, Tab. cxxxiii. 1818.

Orthoceratites undulatus, Hisingee. Anteckn. V, Tab. iv, fig. 6. Vet. Akad. Handlingar, Tab.

vii, fig. 8. 1826.

Orthoceratites undulatus, Hisingee. Lethea Suecioa, p. 28, Tab. x, fig. 2. 1827.

Orthoceras annulatum, Muechison. Silurian system and Siluria.

Orthoceras undulatum. Hall. Pal. New York, II, p. 293, Plates Ixiv, Ixv.

Orthoceras nodocostum, M'Chesnet. New Palaeozoic Fossils, p. 94, Plate 9, fig. 5. 1861.

Orthoceras nodicostatztm, M'Chesnet. Chicago Academy of Sciences, Vol. i, p. 53, Plate ix, fig. 5.

This species is of common occurrence in the shales of the Niagara

group in New York. It is found in the lower beds exposed at Waukesha

and near Wauwatosa, in Wisconsin. The specimens are casts, usually

preserving only the marks of the strong annulations, which vary con-

siderably in their sharpness and degree of elevation ; but there is no

evidence of specific distinction among the forms of this character. The

fine undulating transverse striae are preserved in the impressions of the

exterior surface, associated with the casts.

Orthoceras columnare. Hall.

PLATE XIX, FIGS. 4-6, 8.

Orthoceras columnare. Hall. Rep. Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1859. Feb., 1860.

Compare O. canaliculatum, Sowerby, Silurian System, T. 13, fig. 26.

The species described by me from Wisconsin is elongate cylindrical,

very gradually tapering. The siphuncle is central, of medium size, and

not expanded between the septa. The septa are distant about one half

the diameter.
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The surface is longitudinally fluted by low ridges which are about one-

sixth of an inch distant from each other. This feature is of course

variable upon specimens of diffei'ent size. The intermediate striae are

not preserved in the casts, in which condition the species is usually

found.

In the typical specimens, the septa are very distant, and in this

respect it is conspicuously different from 0. loxias, which has a very

similar external character. This character may be subject to some

variation.

Formation and Localitij.—This species occurs in strata below the

Racine and Waukesha beds proper, and in the same horizon with 0.

annulatum.*

Orthoceras medullare. Hall.

PLATE XX, FIGS. 1, 2.

Orthoceras medullare, Hall. Rep. Prog. GeoL Survejf Wisconsin for 1859, p. 4. Feb., 1860.

Orthoceras slricelineatuin, M'Chesney. New Palaeozoic Fossils, p. 94. Feb., 1861.

Shell cylindrical, often a little compressed, gradually, and in some speci-

mens more rapidly tapering. The septa are distant nearly half the

diameter, but are subject to considerable variation in the same indi-

vidual, so that nearly three chambers are sometimes included in a

length equal to the diameter. The siphuncle is large and slightly

expanded between the septa.

The surface is marked by strong, sharp, subequal longitudinal strise,

which are cancellated by fine transverse striae. The longitudinal striae

are often alternated by finer sharp striae in the same direction. Surface

of the cast smooth, and by this character it is distinguished from the

casts of 0. columnare and 0. angulatum.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Wau-

kesha and Wauwatosa, Wisconsin.

* The Orthoceras scammoni, M'Chesnet, New Paloeozoic Fossils, is probably identical with

this species. Two specimens received from Prof. Maect offer some elucidation of the characters

of the fossils not before understood. A single specimen combines in itself characters of O.

colunvnare and 0. scammoni ; and unless we can find suflBcient differences, on a further examina-

tion of collections, to sustain the separation, the O. scammoni and others, as well as that referred

by me to O. angulatum, will fall under O. columnare, which has pr.ority in time over those

described by M'Chesnet. The cancellated figs. 10 and 11, of Plate xix, are apparently only the

well preserved impressions of the external surface markings of the same species. It is probably

also the same species which has been described bj^ Mr. Billings, in 1866, as Orthoceras cadmus.
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Orthoceras angulatum, Wahl.

PLATE XIX, FIGS. 10, 11 ; PLATE XXIV, FIG. 1.

Orthoceras angidatwn, Wahlenbeeg. Nova Acta Soc. Sci. Upsal, p. 90. 1827.

Orthoceras angulatum, Hisinger. Lethea Sueoica, p. 28, Tab. x, fig. 1.

Orthoceras virgatum, Sowerbt; in Murciiison's Silurian System, p. 622, Tab. ix, fig. 4.

Orthoceras virgatum? Hall. Palajontology N. Y., II, p. 291, Plate Isiii, fig.s. 2, 3.

Compare O. canaliculaium, Sowerbt ; in Murchison's Silurian System, p. 632, Tab. xiii, fig. 26.

Specimens from Wisconsin are apparently identical with those of New

York referred as above ; the former being casts of the interior, while the

latter are preserved in a soft calcareous shale, and have the sm-face

markings more or less obscured.

The septa are distant about one-fourth the diameter of the shell. The

siphuncle is central or subcentral, with scarcely an apparent expansion

between the septa.

The longitudinal ridges are angular, and about one line distant when

the shell is an inch in diameter. The finer surface striae are but imper-

fectly preserved on the cast, and it is only in the impressions of the

exterior that these markings become conspicuous.

This is probably the species described by Mr. M'Chesney, in a paper

published in 1861, under the names 0. scammoni, 0. hop, 0. lineolatmn, 0.

hregulare = 0. woodworthi. The last one figured in a fragment less than an

inch in length. A gutta-percha cast sent by Prof. Winghell under the

name 0. scammoni, corresponds very well with specimens referred by me

to 0. angulatum. Should the species prove distinct from the European

one, we may select a name from among those above cited. The com-

parison of a considerable collection of specimens from Bridgeport and

the various localities in Wisconsin has not convinced me that we have

so large a number of species of a character so similar as those above

cited.

Formation and Locality.— In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin, and Bridgeport, Illinois.

Orthoceras crebescens, n. s.

PLATE XIX, FIGS. 1, 2, 3.

Shell large, rapidly tapering ; transverse section circular ; septa deeply

concave, four and a half of the intervals being equal to the diameter

of the shell. Siphuncle moderately large, central or subcentral.
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strongly constricted at its junction with the septa, and expanded

between. Surface of cast (the usual condition in which the specimens

are found) obscurely marked by longitudinal ridges in the most

perfectly preserved individuals, their distance varying from a six-

teenth to an eighth of an inch
;
but these are usually so inconspicuous

as not to be observed.

In one specimen, preserving a portion of the outer chamber (fig. 1),

the septa become much crowded in the upper part ; but whether this is

a constant feature, or only exceptional, cannot be determined. In speci-

men figure 2, the septa are oblique to the axis of the shell, caused by

the eccentricity of the siphuncle.

This species is easily distinguished from the others with which it is

associated, by its large size, rapidly increasing diameter, circular section

and large siphuncle. The exterior surface characters have not been

determined.

Formation and Locality.—In limestones of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin.

Orthoceras alienum, n. s.

PLATE XXIV, FIGS. 5, 6, 7.

Shell cylindrical, very gradually tapering, a broad constriction of the

outer chamber a little below the aperture; septa deeply concave,

about four or five in the diameter of the outer one measured ; the

length of the outer chamber equal at least to twice the diameter of

the shell. Siphuncle central, moderate in size, scarcely constricted

at the junction of the septa. Surface of the cast smooth ; exterior

surface unknown.

This species is only known in the form of casts of the interior, and is

distinguished from the others described by its very gradual enlargement

towards the aperture, below which it is broadly constricted. The shell

tapers at the rate of a line in an inch of the length. The siphuncle is

a cylindrical tube, which is scarcely constricted at the junction of the

septa, and has a diameter of five-sixteenths of an inch where the shell

is one inch and three-eighths in diameter.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin.
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Obthoceras abnorme, n. s.

PLATE XVIII, FIG. 10; PLATE XXV, FIG. 18.

Shell large, gently curving and rapidly expanding from the apex ; trans-

verse section circular ; septa distant, the space of three measured

on the convex side nearly equal to the diameter of the outer margin

of the larger one measured, their distance gradually increasing with

the diameter of the shell. Siphuncle central or subcentral, very

large, its diameter nearly equaling one-half the diameter of the

shell, greatly constricted at its junction with the septa.

The siphuncle is partially occupied by a central core, or a replacement

of organic deposition, with radiating ramifications which reach the outer

walls of the siphon, and are connected with the filling between the septa.

Surface characters, form of outer chamber and aperture unknown.

The peculiar features of this species are the curving form, giving some-

what the aspect of Cyrtoceras with the character of septa and siphuncle

of Orthoceras. The distant septa and extremely large siphuncle, with

the partial filling observed in numerous specimens, are distinguishing

features. It is a large rapidly expanding form, the specimen figured

measuring about five inches in length with the outer chamber preserved,

having a diameter of two inches and three-tenths, the greatest curvature

being in the lower part.

Other fragments identified with this species, show the same curvature

as the one figured ; while as they increase in size towards the outer

chamber, the curvature diminishes, and the extreme portion is probably

quite straight.

The organic deposition in the centre of the siphuncle has the aspect

of a shrunken flexible or sub-elastic tube, with slender tubular ramifica-

tions which extend to the exterior walls, and appear as if they might

have communicated to the chamber without, since the slender rami are

now continuous with the matter filling these chambers.

This central deposition of matter, with radiating rami, presents char-

acters identical with those on which the Genus Actinoceras of Bronn

was founded. I have heretofore indicated their irregularity and want of

symmetry as an argument against their organic structure. M. Barrande

regards these features as due to an organic deposition within the siphuncle.

Such an origin would account for their generally characteristic features

and their absence of structure, which would certainly be indicated in
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some specimens, had tlie parts been at all shelly in texture. At least

one other species in the same formation preserves a similar feature in

the siphuncle.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.

Orthoceras niagarense, n. s.

PLATE XX, FIG. 8.

Shell elongate, gradually tapering; section broadly elliptical; septa

deeply concave, depth of chamber about five lines where the

diameter is one and a half inches
;
siphuncle eccentric. Surface

annulated by low rounded undulations which are from one to two

lines distant, according to the size of the shell ; intermediate spaces

regularly concave. In the larger parts of the shell there are about

three annulations to each chamber. The finer surface markings

unknown.

This'species in its young state is rather slender and very gently taper-

ing, and, though attaining a pretty large size, is not as robust as most of

the associated forms. It bears considerable resemblance to the Niagara

shale species which I have refen-ed with doubt to the 0. imlrieatum^

Wahl. ; but the annulations are not so sharply elevated, and the septa

are comparatively more distant. The section, in all the specimens

examined, is elliptical. It is possible that this may be the species

described by Mr. Billings under the name 0. oberon^ the principal differ-

ence being in our specimens the prevailing elliptical form of the tube.

The specimen figured is about nine inches in length, and is represented

of the natural size.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Waukesha and Pewaukee, Wisconsin.

Orthoceras loxias, n. s.

plate XIX, FIG. 7.

Shell of medium size, elongate, somewhat rapidly enlarging from the

apex ; section circular ; siphuncle central or subcentral, scarcely

constricted at the junction of the septa ; septa distant about one-

fourth the diameter ; chamber of habitation unknown. Surface

marked by sharply angular longitudinal carinse with regularly con-
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cave interspaces, which, on the larger part of the shell, are distant

fully three-sixteenths of an inch and gradually converge towards

the apex. The shell is silicified so that the finer markings are

obscured, but there are indistinct transverse striae crossing the

spaces between the ridges. No fine longitudinal striae have been

observed, though they may have existed on the shell in its original

condition.

The similarity of this species to 0. columnare is obvious, but it tapers

more rapidly, and the septa are less distant. The length of the specimen

figured is about eight and a half inches.

The species has been illustrated in this connexion from its general

external similarity to figs. 4, 6, 8 and 9, and from a belief, originally,

that it was from the same horizon, or not far removed therefrom. The

specimen has been a long time in my possession, and was obtained in the

northwestern lake region many years since, but I have no means of

ascertaining the particular locality. The weathered surface of the lime-

stone has the aspect of the Niagara limestone ; but the fresh fracture

more resembles some beds of the Clinton group, in the vicinity of Green-

bay. A critical examination of the rock, the nature of the crystalline

filling of some of the cavities, together with the silicification of the

exterior shell and the principal part of the interior, sejDta, &c., induces

me to refer the species, with some hesitation, to the Lower Silurian age.

Cab. Nat. 53
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CRUSTACEA.

In the Annual Report on the Geology of Wisconsin for 1860 (pub-

lished in 1861), I described two new species of Ill^nus, a new Calymene,

and a species of Dalmanites,* and in the list of species appended to the

Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. i, p. 423, I noticed a species of Acidaspis (tI.

danai) from the limestone of the Niagara group.

A farther study ofthe collections inmy possession, from the limestones of

Racine, Waukesha, and from near Milwaukee, with a few from Illinois, has

shown several other trilobites ; among which the following may be noticed.

GENUS ILL^NUS, Dalman.

Ill^nus armatus, n. s.

PLATE XXII, FIGS. 1-3; PLATE XXV, FIG. 22.

Head short and gibbous, varying in its proportions from nearly twice as

wide as long, to length equalling two-thirds the width ; elevated in

the centre. The dorsal furrow makes a short rounded arch from

the base of the shield, and terminates in a perceptible impression,

on a line with the base of the eye and half way between it and the

anterior margin. Eyes very prominent, situated close to the pos-

terior margin
;
palpebral lobe short ; furrow above it scarcely longer

than the sinus below the eye. Cheeks small, making not more than

one-fo>irth of the width of the head, and the suture coming to the

anterior margin a little in advance of the eye. The posterior

angles prolonged into short spines which extend directly backwards.

The pygidium in several specimens has the proportions of length

and breadth as 5 to 7, 6 to 8, and 7 to 10. The largest head iden-

tified as belonging to this species has a length of about one inch.

In fig. 8, the head is represented fig. s.

of the natural size, and fig. 9 is a

profile view of the same.

Compared with lllcenus {Bumas-

tus) harriensis, the head is more

prominent in the middle, more produced in front, and the eyes

* TlUenus imperator of the Niagara group, /. taurus of the Trenton Umestone, Calymme mam-
millata of the Hudson river group, and Dalmanites vigilans of the Niagara group.
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are more prominent. The more conspicuous difference, however, is the

prolongation of the posterior angle of the cheek into a short strong spine,

a feature which 1 have not observed in /. barriensis. The pygidium is

also more nearly semicircular, being broader in proportion to its length.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group at Bridge-

port, Illinois, and at Grafton and Racine, Wisconsin.

Ill^nus insignis, n. s.

PLATE XXII, FIGS. 13, 14.

Head large
;
glabella prominent and somewhat regularly arcuate from

front to base ; anterior border with the margin a little recurved.

Dorsal furrows distinctly marked from the base of the head for

three-fourths the distance to the anterior margin, where they ter-

minate in a distinct rounded pit; palpebral lobe large, elongate, the

eye being situated at some little distance from the posterior margin

of the head. Facial suture running out on the anterior border

within the line of the eye. The full extent of the cheek is not

known. The form of the glabella and the convexity of a single

articulation of the thorax indicate the general form to have been

very convex.

The pygidium is parabolic, very convex; about as long as wide or

a little longer. Anterior margin nearly straight along the middle for

about half the width, for the attachment of the axis of the thorax, and

abruptly receding towards the sides.

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

The specimens are mostly casts of the interior, but the species is

readily recognized by the elongate and regularly arcuate form of the

glabella, and the strongly marked dorsal furrows, and in these respects

it differs conspicuously from any other species in the formation. A
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single specimen partially preserving the crust does not show the glabellar

furrows so distinctly as the casts.

" In fig. 10, the head is represented showing the dorsal furrow and direc-

tion of the facial suture, and in fig. 11, a profile view is given of the same

I received several years since a specimen of this species from Prof C.

U. Shepard, who collected it with other Niagara fossils in Illinois, but

the record of the particular locality had been lost.

Formation and Locality.—In the limestone of the Niagara group at

Waukesha and Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and from a similar horizon in

Illinois.

Ill^nus imperator. Hall.

PLATE XXII, FIGS. 15-17; PLATE XXIII, FIGS. 2, 3.

Illmnus imperator, 'Ra.ia,. Report Progress Geol. Survey Wisconsin for 1860, p. 49. 1861.

This species, which was originally described from some large caudal

shields with a few ofthe articulations ofthe thorax, has proved to be not rare.

The head is large and broad, moderately convex, and pretty regularly

arching from the base to front ; the glabella occupies about one-third the

entire width ; dorsal furrows wide, extending about half the entire length

of the head, and curving outwards at the anterior extremity.

One large head has a length of three inches and a half, with a width

between the facial sutures of four and a quarter inches. The eyes and

cheeks are but partially known.

The caudal shields present gradations in size, from a length of half an

inch by a width of seven-eighths of an inch, to those of less than three

inches long with a width of four and a half inches. The proportions of

length and breadth of the pygidium are not constant, though its wide

and very depressed form is always characteristic.

The position of this species is somewhat lower in the group than the

Racine and Waukesha beds.

ILL.ENUS (BUMASTUS) lOXUS, HaLL.

PLATE XXII, FIGS. -1-10.

Compare Bumastus barriensis, Mukchison. Silur. Syst., p. 656, PI. vii, bis, fig. 3a-d. 1839.

Bumastus barriensis, Hall. Palaeontology N. Y., II, p. 302, Plate Ixvi, figs. 1-15.

There are several slight differences between the American (Wisconsin)

specimens referred to this species, and the figures and descriptions of the

English form of I. barriensis, as given in the British Decade 2, Plates 3
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and 4. None of these differences, however, appear to be very important

or strongly marked. On the head the eye is placed a little more

obliquely ; the movable cheek is comparatively longer from the posterior

angle to its anterior margin
;
the facial suture lines unite with the rostral

suture, forming an abrupt angle instead of a rounded one ; the rostral

shield is proportionally narrower from side to side, especially on the

inner margin, where it unites with the hypostoma.

The differences in the pygidium are not readily observed. -, We have

no means of comparing the articulations of the thorax in the Wisconsin

specimens.

The New York specimens usually referred to /. harriensis have the

same form of head and pygidium as those of Wisconsin, and differ from

j,jg j2
the figures of the British species in the

direction of the terminations of the pleura.

Notwithstanding the differences are not con-

spicuous, I am inclined to regard them as

of the same importance as those which dis-

tinguish closely allied species.

The form of the rostral shield and the

direction of the suture lines are shown in the accompanying fig. 12.

This species is of common occurrence in the Niagara group of Wiscon-

sin, at Racine, Waukesha, Wauwatosa, and other places.

It usually occurs as separated heads and pygidia, with detached por-

tions of the thorax. It has sometimes attained a very large size, the

head being two and a half inches in length ; equalling in size the largest

head figured from the Niagara shale of New York.

iLLiENUS CUNICULUS, N. S.

PLATE XXII, FIG. 12.

Glabella subquadrangular in outline, broadly rounded on the anterior

margin, with the edge sharply recurved
;
general surface regularly

convex, a little more arcuate transversely than in a longitudinal

direction ; length and breadth very nearly equal. Palpebral lobes

moderately elevated, somewhat triangular in form, and laterally

produced ; situated very near the occipital border. Suture line

reaching the posterior margin of the head, a little within the outer

angle of the eye lobe, and slightly indented in front of the eye

;

thence directed toward the anterior margin with a slightly sigmoid
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curve ; the distance between the sutures on the anterior margin but

little less than in front of the eyes.

This species, in comparison with /. artnatus, I. bmriensis and J. imperator,

has the glabella more elongated, while it is less convex than I. insignis,

with shorter, and laterally more produced, palpebral lobes. The posterior

position of the eye lobe is likewise a distinguishing feature.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Wau-

watosa; and a single specimen of doubtful locality, received from Mr. I.

A. Lapham, has the aspect of the Bridgeport rock.

GENUS BRONTEUS, Goldfuss.

Bronteus acamas, n. s.

PLATE XXI, FIGS. 19, 20; PLATE XXV, FIG. 21.

JSronteus occasus, Winch. & Marct. Mem. Bost. Soc. of Nat. Hist., I, p. 104, Plate iii, fig. 12.

A cast of the head is broad
; depressed convex ; the anterior jaortion

plain ; dorsal furrow extending a little more than one-third the entire

length. A single glabellar furrow, with a distinct anterior lobe, are visi-

ble. The palpebral lobe is comparatively broad and moderately elevated.

The pygidium is somewhat semi-elliptical or parabolic, wider than

long; the axis is short, somewhat semi-oval, with one or more ti'ansverse

furrows near the anterior margin, while the terminal portion is marked

by two faint longitudinal depressions, which are scarcely defined grooves.

The median rib, at its origin, is about twice as wide as the lateral ones,

increasing gradually, and below the middle of its length more rapidly,

to the margin ;
where it is four or five times as wide as at its origin, and

entirely simple. There are seven lateral ribs on each side, which are

very slightly elevated, and the four anterior ones curve gently forward.

The specimens are for the most part casts of impressions, so that the

entire surface characters cannot be ascertained. The head is imperfect,

the occipital ring and cheeks being broken off; but there are several

nearly entire pygidia in the collection.

The pygidium of this species resembles the Bronteus planus of Corda,

as illustrated by Barrande (^Systeme Silurien du centre de la Boheme, PL

xlii, fig. 34, and PI. xxxviii, fig. 3), and it is difficult to point out dis-

tinguishing characters. The head associated with these pygidia is more

nearly like that oi Bronteus tenellus (Barrande, ut sup., PI. xlvii, figs. 36,

37); but it differs from that in some important particulars.
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This species has the pygidia more elongate than B. niagarensis of New
York. {Pal. N. Y., Vol. ii,p. 314, PI. Ixx, fig. 3.) The figure given on

Plate XXV, fig. 10, is made from a specimen communicated by Prof

WiNCHELL under the name of Bronteus occasus.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Racine,

Wisconsin.

GENUS ACIDASPIS, Mdrchison.

Agidaspis danai. Hall.

PLATE XXI, FIGS. 8, 9.

Acidaspis danai, Hall; in Catalogue of Fossils, Geol. Wisconsin, I., p. 423. 1862.

A. ida, Winch., Mar.; in Mem. Bost. See. N. H., I, p. 106, Plate iii, flg. 13. 1865.

Head transverse, somewhat quadrangular, about twice as wide as long

;

anterior and antero-lateral border ornamented with nodes and short

spines. Glabella strongly defined by the dorsal furrows, narrower

in front than at the base ; distinctly lobed, the middle lobe larger

than the others, separated by deep, strong fmTOws. A strong,

slightly diverging spine from each side of the base of the glabella,

with a strong node or short spine in the centre. The ocular ridges

rise a little in front and one side of the glabella, and continue in

a nearly direct line to the base of the eyes which are in a line with

the front of the anterior lobes of the glabella.

This species more nearly resembles Acidaspis vesiculosus, Betrich, as

illustrated by Barrande (PI. xxxviii, fig. 13). It differs from that one

in being more transverse, in the narrower front of the glabella, and in

the straight instead of curving ocular ridges. We have not ascertained

whether this species has spines from the posterior borders of the cheeks,

which is probable, as in the allied European species. Fig. 9 is from a

specimen communicated by Prof Winchell, but I am not able to detect

the crenulations on the anterior border, as shown in the figure given by

him.

Formation and Locality.—The original specimen is marked as from

Bridgeport, near Chicago,
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GENUS LICHAS, Dalman.

LiCHAS BREVICEPS? H.ALL.

PLATE XXI, FIGS. 12 13, 14.

Lichas breviceps, Hall ; in Transactions Albany Institute, IV, p. 222. 1862.

The specimens figured are a head, which in all important characters

corresponds with Z. breviceps as described by me. The pygidium, fig. 14,

occurs on the same specimen of rock, and corresponds in size to the head,

both figures being enlarged two diameters.

The pygidium differs from the pygidia associated with the head of X.

breviceps in the Waldron locality only in the central posterior indenta-

tion, and in this respect corresponds with L. nereus, which it otherwise

closely resembles. It is therefore unnecessary to propose any other name

until we have better matei'ial. Figs. 12 and 14 are from Bridgeport,

Illinois. The specimen fig. 13 is from Grafton, Wisconsin, and is repre-

sented of the natural size, the terminal portion having been restored to

correspond with fig. 14.

Lichas (sp.)-

The pygidium of a species of this genus in limestone from Grafton,

Illinois, has a strong rounded axis, with four rings besides the terminal

one. The lateral lobes are somewhat convex, but the extremities are

broken off, so that its entire form cannot be determined.

Lichas pugnax. Winch, and Mar.

PLATE XXV, FIG. 20.

Lichas pugnax. Winch. & Marct, Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., I, p. 103, Plate iii, fig. 10. 1865.

The figure given is of the pygidium of the original specimen in the

collection of Prof. Marcy.

Formation and Locality.'—In the Niagara limestone at Bridgeport,

Illinois.

Lichas obvius, n. s.

plate XXV, FIG. 19.

Glabella gibbous, broad in front, length equal to the width between the

eyes ; occipital and dorsal furrows sharply defined ; lateral lobes

simple, of nearly equal width throughout, suddenly contracting near

the base ;
surface finely pustulose.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Niagara group, at Lyons,

Iowa. From Dr. Farnsworth.
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GENUS SPH^REXOCHUS, Beyrich.

'

Sph^rexochus romingeri, Hall.

PLATE XXI, FIGS. 4-7.

[ 'SphfBrexochus mirus, of authors; not S. mirus of Beyrich.

SphcBrexochus romingeri, Hall. Geological Report of Wisconsin, p. 4.34. 1862.

SphcRrexochus mirus, Hall ; in Twentieth Rep. State Cab., 1st edit., p. 334. 1867.

This species was at first supposed by me, to be identical with the S.

minis of Europe, but a farther careful study of it with larger collections

for comparison, has shown certain differences m the form and proportions

of the head, size of the cheek, etc., warranting its separation fi-om the

European species. The annulations on the axis of the pygidium are not

so abrupt, nor the posterior extension so great ; while the lateral lobes

are more free at their extremities, giving a very different aspect to this

part of the fossil.

This fossil is pretty widely distributed, occurring at nearly all the

localities of the Niagara group in Wisconsin and Illinois.

GENUS CALYMENE, Brongniart.

Calymene niagarensis. Hall.

Calymene niagarensis. Hall. Geological Report, 4th District, N. T., p.^lOl, fig. 3.

Calymene blumenbachii var. niagarensis, Palaeontology of New York, vol. ii, p. 307.

This species occurs in nearly all the localities of the Niagara group in

Wisconsin. Its most common condition is that of impressions of the

exterior crust, while casts of the interior are less frequently obtained.

GENUS ENCRINURUS, Emmerich.

Encrinurus nereus, n. s.

PLATE XXI, FIG. 15.

Pygidium triangular ; length and breadth about equal. Axis sharply

elevated and marked by about eighteen rings, with a farther exten-

sion upon which no markings are distinguishable. The lateral lobes

are marked by eight or nine distinct costse, which, in the cast, are

not tuberculated.

This species differs from the one in the Clinton group of New York,

in the greater number of ribs on the lateral lobes of the pygidium, while

there are fewer annulations on the middle lobe.

Cab. Nat. 54
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Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Niagara group,

at Racine, Wisconsin.

GENUS DALMANIA, Emmerich.

Dalmania vigilans, Hall.

PLATE XXI, FIGS. 16, 17, 18.

Dalmanites vigilans, Hall. Rep. Progress Geol. Survey of Wisconsin for 1860, p. 51. 1861.

General form of body not determined. Cephalic shield convex, semi-

elliptical, the breadth about twice as great as the length (exclusive

of the frontal projection) ;
the border is extended in front into a tri-

angular ilattened process, the base of which is little less than one-

half as wide as the width of the anterior portion of the glabella.

In older individuals this projection becomes more obtuse and some-

times rounded ; the lateral borders are broad, flattened, separated

from the cheeks by a distinct groove, extended posteriorly into

spines which are equal in length to the glabella. Glabella large,

depressed convex, widening in front to twice its width at the poste-

rior margin, divided into lobes by three pairs of transverse furrows

exclusive of the occipital i'urrow, which is distinct and continuous.

The two posterior furrows are distinct at the sides, but do not extend

entirely across the glabella except in very faint depressions. The

anterior furrows are deep, veiy distinct, situated a little anterior to

the eyes, extending each about one-third across the glabella, and

giving to the frontal lobe a transversely elliptical outline. The

occipital ring is narrow, ornamented on the middle by a single short

sharp spine. Eyes very prominent, short reniform, containing

about thirty-five vertical ranges of lenses, the middle ones of which

have nine each. Cheeks small, prominent on the anterior portion,

marked near the posterior margin by a deep groove, the continua-

tion of the occipital furrows. Thoracic segments unknown. Pygi-

dium somewhat elongate triangular, extended posteriorly into an

acute spine ;
central lobe or axis marked by ten or twelve narrow

rings ; the lateral lobes less prominently marked by ten flattened

ribs, which terminate in a narrow flattened margin. Eight of these

ribs are double throughout their entire length ; the posterior ones are

directed obliquely backwards.
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Fig. 13.

This species somewhat resembles D. limulurus {Pliacofs Imulurus, Palse-

ontology N. Y., II, Plate 67, fig. 1) ;
but differs in the proportionally larger

glabella, the larger and more promi- p^^ j^

nent eyes, and the extension of the

anterior border. The pygidium is

less rounded on the anterior margin,

the spine is more obtuse, the flat-

tened margin outside of the ribs is

narrower, and the number of ribs on the lateral

lobes is greater. In figs. 13 and 14, the head and pygidium of this

species are represented.

Geological Formation and Location.—In Niagara limestone, at Waukesha,

Wisconsin.

GENUS CERAURUS, Green.

CHEIRURUS, Betrioh.

Ceraurus NIAGARENSIS, N. S.

plate xxi, figs. 10, 11.

Compare Cheirurus insignis, BErRiCH. Ub. Bohm, Tril. p. 12, fig. 1.

Compare Cheirurus insignis, Bakeande. Syst. Sil. du Centre de la Boheme, p. 782, Plate 41.

Compare Cheirurus insignis, Corda. Prod., p. 133, Plate vi, fig. 70.

Ceraurus insignis, Hall. Palasontology N. Y., II, pp. 300, 306, Plate 67, figs. 9, 10.

Ceraurus insignis. Hall; in Twentieth Rep. State Cab., 1st edit., p. 335. 1867.

A careful comparison of our specimens with the figures of C. insignis,

given by Barrande, shows certain difi'erences in the general form of the

glabella, the direction of the furrows and form of posterior lobes, which

I am inclined to regard as of specific importance, and therefore propose

another specific name. The New York and Wisconsin specimens of this

species preserve the same characteristics.

In the collection loaned to me for examination by Prof Winchell, I

have discovered the hypostoma of a Ceraurus attached to the front of

an imperfect glabella, which I infer belongs to this species. This appen-

dage differs from the hypostoma of C. insignis in being more rounded

anteriorly, and not so deeply notched at the sides, while the border

just anterior to the notch is not expanded as in the European species.

This species was, I believe, first identified with the European C. insignis

by M. E. DeVernbuil, in his memoir on the parallelism of the European

and American palaeozoic formations.* A comparison with the figures of

Beyrich then satisfied me that our species was identical with the Euro-

* Bulletin Soc. Geol. de France, 1847.
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pean one, and I expressed this opinion in Vol. ii, Palceontology N. Y.

The species occurring in Tennessee, which is probably the same as ours,

has been identified by Dr. Rcemer with Ceraurus bimucronatus of Murchi-

SON, which he regards as synonymous with Calymene speciosa of Hisinger,

not of Dalman. Our species bears as close a resemblance to C. quenstecUi

and C. ohtusatus of Barrande as it does to C. insignis.

GENUS LEPERDITIA, Roualt.

Leperditia fonticola, n. s.

PLATE XXI, FIGS. 1, 2,.3.

Obliquely ovate or subreniform, gibbous in the middle
;
hinge-line straight,

and equalling two-thirds the entire length, and about equalling the

greatest width. Valves equal or subequal
;
posterior side rounded,

wider than the anterior ; base broadly rounded, and somewhat

abruptly contracted towards the anterior end
;
greatest gibbosity in

the middle ; eye tubercle nearer the cardinal margin than the ante-

rior extremity, with a distinct depression between it and the gibbous

centre.

The specimens are casts of the interior, and occur in considerable

numbers in some of the beds where there are few or no other fossils. It

has a length of .47 of an inch, and the cardinal line is .29 of an inch.

The greatest width is .30 of an inch. Some individuals are larger,

while the greater number are smaller than the dimensions here given.

Formation and Locality.—^In limestone of the Niagara group, near Fond

du Lac, Wisconsin.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

The following notes are mainly in reference to species described in a

paper by Profs. Alexander Winchell and Oliver Marct, published in

Vol. 1, No. 1, of the Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History,

entitled "An Enumeration of Fossils collected in the Niagara Limestone

at Chicago, Illinois."

Holocystites, Hall.
(Page 353.)

I had overlooked the fact that the name Holocystis had been proposed

by Lonsdale for a genus of corals. The difference of the terminal

syllable has in many cases been regarded as a sufficient distinction, and

is perhaps preferable to adopting a new name. Should it be objected to,

however, 1 propose the name Megacystites.

ICHTHYOCRINUS SUBANGULARIS, HaLL.
(Page 367.)

The following figure, froin a specimen kindly loaned me by Prof.

Marcy, and which I suppose to have been used in the description of

/. corhis, shows the form and arrangement of the plates of the base and

and lower parts of the rays, diflering in no essential

particular from specimens I have identified with I.

subangiilaris.* The suture lines of this specimen had

been marked with pencil, previous to coming into my
hands, and it shows distinctly the series of three radial

plates as well as siihradials. The specimen from which

my description and figure of /. suhangidaris was made (Plate xi, fig. 15,

of this paper), is from Bridgeport. It preserves the substance of the

plates, and is more fit for comparison of external characters than internal

casts alone.

Besides the specimen used for the diagram, there is, in the collection

of Prof. Marcy, another one which equally shows the structure of the

* The basal plates proper of Ichthtocbinits have heretofore been shown by me to be undeveloped

externally, or are covered by the summit of the column ; and the lower plates, shown on the

exterior of the calyx, are properly subradials, the basals being too minute for representation.
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base, first and second radials. Both specimens are casts of the interiors

of the fossil, and show not only the real structure, but the obscurely

angular form of the lower part of the body.

AcTiNOcRiNUS (Saccocrinus) whitfieldi, Hall.

(Page 370.)

An examination of the figure, and a subsequent examination of a

specimen labelled Megistocrinus marcouaniis^ in Prof. Marcy's collection,

and which appears to have been the original of the figure given, leaves

no doubt regarding its identity with A. whitfieldi. The bifurcations of

the rays take place in precisely the same manner in the two individuals

;

and differences as great as those indicated in the plates and form of the

body, can be detected between many of the individuals from Waldron,

and are of no specific importance. Prof. W. points out a difierence in

the number of interradial plates, stating that they are always less than

fifteen. But in the two interradial areas of his specimen which show

plates, on either of them can be counted fifteen plates, or even more

than this number, if we enumerate the smaller ones in the upper part of

the area. In one of the areas, sixteen plates can be distinctly counted.

Megistocrinus infelix, W. & M., is only a smaller individual of the pre-

ceding species, possessing all the characters of the Waldron specimens

and none othei's. The number of interradial plates may appear less, as

those of the upper part of the area are too small to be counted in a cast

of the interior, especially since this cast is very indistinctly preserved

in some of its parts. The constrictions of the interradial and anal areas

between the arm-bases is a character common to all the Waldron speci-

mens, when preserving the margin of the dome. This feature is well

shown in Saccocrinus speciosus* figured by Rcemer. The bifurcation of

the rays take place at the same height^ as in the Waldron species of the

same size ; the ridges along the radial series are subject to much varia-

tion, but these differences are of no specific value. Both Prof Winchell's

figure and specimen leave no doubt of the identity of this form with

Actinocrinus whitfieldi.

Megistocrinus necis, W. & M. The specimen communicated by Prof.

WiNCHELL, under this name, I should regard as A. (^S.) whitfieldi with the

summit unusually constricted , but showing no marks of specific distinction.

* The fossil referred by Dr. Rcemeb to Saccocrinus speciosus is probably not of that species, but

more likely identical with the Waldron species.
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Pentameeus (Pentamerella) ventricosus, Hall.

(Page 382.)

I am inclined to regard the P. chicagoensis of W. & M., as only an

extravagant form of the above species. Their figure gives five plications

on each side, while the specimen (quite imperfect) shows two strong

ones in the centre, a much smaller one adjacent on the side ; and outside

of this a broad, low elevation, while the third one is not defined by any

depression between it and the margin of the shell.

AVICULA UNOATA, HaLL.

(Page 384.)

This is not to be regarded as a true Avicula, but as having characters

so nearly identical with those of that genus, that this reference seemed

more proper than any other. The species is not a Pterinea. It has one

small anterior tooth in each valve : and an oblique posterior tooth, with a

second shorter one in the right valve. The muscular scar is large

and subcentral. These characters appear to me more nearly those of

Avicula than of Pterinea. The teeth are correctly described by Prof.

WiNCECELL as "posterior, linear, diverging teeth," which are quite

oblique at the posterior extremity.

Amphiccelia leidti, Hall.

(Page 387.)

The hinge structure of this species will not sanction its reference to

Pterinea, made by Profs. Winchell and Marct. The striated hinge-

plate mentioned by them, and which I have seen through the kindness

of Prof. Marcy, appears as if oblique or expanding outward, giving space

for a strong external ligament, while

the large pit beneath the beaks does

not ally it very nearly with Pterinea
;

and until we know more about it, I

shall leave it under its proposed gen-

eric name of Amphiccelia, though it is

scarcely worth while to seek any rela-

tion to Leptodomus. In regard to

identity with P. neglecta, I have been

inclined to the opinion that there

may be two species of this genus in
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the rocks of Wisconsin and Illinois ; numerous specimens presenting

differences of outline, which are easily recognizable. The accompany-

ing outline figures are, 1, copied from the figure given by M'Chesnet

of Anibonycilia neglecta ; and 1,iv(mx AmpMcoelia leidyi. It may require

farther comparison, with larger collections, to demonstrate the identity

or difference of these forms.

Plattostoma niagarensis, Hall.

(Page 390.)

Platyceras campanulatum, W. & M., seems to be only one of the many

phases assumed by the above species, in its wide geographical distri-

bution.

PORCELLIA SENEX, WiNCH. AND MaB.

" Shell small, consisting of one and a half or two very rapidly enlarging,

detached whorls, which are somewhat oblique in the young shell,

but afterwards continue very nearly in one plane. Toward the

aperture the shell is flattened and subnodulous on the dorsum."

The specimen is a cast of the interior of a Platyceras, closely allied

to P. niagarensis ; and the spire is oblique throughout its entire extent,

the two sides of the shell being nowhere symmetrical. There are a few

undulations on the back, from inequalities of growth at the aperture,

which has been deeply sinuate ; but there is no evidence of the narrow

carina on the dorsum, or slit at the aperture, characteristic of Porcellia.

Pleurotomaria halei. Hall.

(Page 392.)

Notwithstanding the fact that Prof. Winchell has identified P. axion

as the species he referred to P. halei, the specimens which he sent to me

under the latter name are not of that species, but of Pleurotomaria

{Trochonema ?) pauper. In Prof. Marct's collection there are numerous

specimens of the latter species, and one fine cast of P. halei ; but neither

in this collection, nor in that sent by Prof Winchell, is there any speci-

men of P. axion.
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SUBULITES VENTRICOSUS, HaLL.

(Page 398.)

Subulites brevis, W. & M., may prove a distinct species. Should the

want of symmetry be found a constant feature, the specific distinction

should be maintained.

Orthoceras annulatum, Sowerbt.

(Page 411.)

Prof WiNCHELL, in referring specimens of the above species to the 0.

nodocostum of M'Chesney,* says, " No annular strige can be seen on our

specimens. The longitudinal ridges are barely discernible on the shell,

and leave no trace upon the cast." The figure of Mr. M' Chesney repre-

sents annular sti'ise upon his specimens, and I have never seen the shell

without these markings ; and the casts, or partial casts, usually show the

longitudinal ridges more distinctly than the shell.

I have received from Prof. Winchell a gutta-percha cast, under the

name 0. nodocostum ; and I have likewise had an opportunity of examin-

ing, in Prof. Marcy's collection, the matrix from which this cast was

taken. This matrix, although obscured by the crystalline matter which

has taken the place of the shell, nevertheless preserves the marks of

annular striae, quite as distinctly as it does the longitudinal ridges or

nodes.

Ill^nus armatus. Hall.

(Page 41S.)

Specimens communicated by Prof. Winuhell under the name of lllcenus

worthenanus, are the glabellae of the above species, and one part of a gla-

bella of Ceraurus with hypostoma attached, which is probably the

hypostoma described on page 105, vol. i, Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. The

pygidium accompanying these, under the same name, is apparently

the one described on page 105, and belongs to /. armatus. In the collec-

tions of Prof Marcy there are several glabellse and imperfect heads of

/. armatus, and a very good head of I. insignis ; all of which were com-

municated under the name lllcenus worthenanus.

LiCHAS PUGNAX, WiNCH. AND MaR.

The representation of the pygidium by Prof. Winchell is very unfor-

tunate. The third or posterior annulation of the figure is the anterior

* 0. nodicostatum, as corrected in Transactions of the Chicago Academy of Sciences.

Cab. Nat 55
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one of the axis. The two anterior annulations of the figure do not

belong to the pygidium, and do not exist in the specimen
; nor is there

anything resembling them. The anterior margins of the lateral lobes,

as well as the anterior border of the single annulation, clearly show the

limits of the pygidium in that direction. The left lateral lobe should

be carried a little higher at the axial furrow, and the right side be con-

tinued in a similar manner, leaving off the two anterior rings of the axis.

This condition is clearly shown in the original specimen.
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III. LIST OF FOSSILS OF THE NIAGARA GROUP, OCCURRING IN THE WISCONSIN,

ILLINOIS AND IOWA LIMESTONES.

FORAMINIFERA.
Keceptaculites hemisphaericus, Hall. Geolog. Report of Wisconsin. 1861.

R. infundibulus. Hall. Id. pa. = Ischadites tessellatus, Winch. & Mae.j

ZObPHYTA.
Diplophylluni caespitosum, Hall. Pal. N. Y., IT, p. 116, pi. 33, fig. 1.

Favosites favosa, Gold. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 126, pi. 34 bis., fig. 5.

J^. gothlandica ? = F. niagarensis. Hall.

F. niagarensis. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 125, pi. 34 bis., fig. 4 a, b.

F. striata. Sat, in Amer. Jour. Sci., VII., p. 381 = ? F. favosa. Gold.

F. venusta (Hall), Winch. & Mar.

Halysites catenulatus, Linn.

H. macrostylis, Hall. Pal. N. Y., IT, p. 135, pi. 362, fig. 2.

Heliolites pyriformis, Guett. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 133, pi. 36 A, fig. 1.

*Petraia calicula (Hall) = Strepielasma calicula. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. Ill, pi. 32, fig. 1.

Stromatopora concentrica, Goldp.

*Zaphrentis turbinatum (Hall) = Polydilasma turbinatum. Hall. Pal. N. Y.,II, p. 112.

BRYOZOA.
*Cladopora fibrosa. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 139.

*C. lichenoides. Winch. & Mak.

C. reticulata, Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 141, pi. 39, fig. 3.

*C. seriata, Hall. Pal. N. Y , II, p. 137.

*C. verticillata, Winch. & Mar.

Fenestella elegans, Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 164.

*Lichenalia concentrica. Hall. Identified by Winch. & Mar.

Polypora incepta, Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 167.

*Stictopora punctipora. Hall. Identified by Winch. & Mar.

ECHINODERMATA.
Actinocrinus (Saccocrinus) semiradiatus, Hall.

A. (Saccocrinus) whitfieldi. Hall, = jJctinocrinus christyi, Hall.

Apiocystites imago. Hall.

Caryocrinis ornatus. Say. (PI. xi, fig. 17 of this Report.)

Crinocystites chrysalis. Hall.

Cyathocrinus cora. Hall.

C. pusillus. Hall, = Lecanocrinus pusillus. Winch. & Mar.

0. waukoma. Hall.

Echinocystites nodosus, Hall.

Eucalyptocrinus caslatus. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 210, pi. 47, fig. 4.

*E. chicagoensis, Winch. & Mar.

E. cornutus. Hall.

E. cornutus var. excavatus. Hall.

E. crassus, Hall.

Eucalyptocrinus obconicus. Hall.

E. ornatus, Hall.

* Species which have not come under the ob.servation of the writer.

f In the Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural Bistory, vol. i, 1865; as also the subsequent citations of

same authors.
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Glj'ptaster ocoiden talis, Hall.

G. pentangularis, Hall.

Glyptocrinus ai-mosus (M'Chesney), := G. siphonatus. Hall.

*G. carleyi, Hall. Trans. Alb. Ins., IV, p. 203. Identified by Winch. & Mar.
G. nobilis, Hall.

Gomphocystites olavus, Hall.
G. glans. Hall.

G. tenax, Hall.

Hemicosmites subglobosus, Hall.
Holycystites abnormis, Hall.

H. alternatus. Hall.

H. cylindiicus. Hall.

H. ovatus. Hall.

H. scutellatus, Hall.

H. sphaericus. Winch. & Mar.
H. winchelli, Hall.

Ichthyocrinus subangularis, Hall, = J. corbis, Winch. & Mae.
Lampterocrinus inflatus. Hall.

Macrostylocrinus striatus, Hall.

Megistucrinus marcouanus. Winch. & Mar., = Actinoorinus (Saccocrinus) christyi. Hall.

31. infelix, Winch. & Mae., = M. marcouanus, Winch. & Mae.
M. necis, Winch. & Mae = Actinocrinus (Saccocrinus) christyi. Hall.

Melocrinus verneuili (Tkoost), Hall, = j/ctinocrinus nbpyramidnlis. Winch. & Mae.
Rhodocrinus ? rectus. Hall, ^ Crinocystites ? rectus, Hall.

R. (Lyriocrinus) sculptilis. Hall.

Turbinocrinus verneuili, Teoost, = jNIelocrinus verneuili (Teoost), Hall.

BRACHIOPODA.

Atrypa nodostriata. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 272.

A. reticularis, Linn.

Meristina nitida (Hall), = Atrypa nitida. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 268.

Obolus conradi, Hall.

Orthis elegantula, Dalman.

0. flabellites, Hall.

0. hybrida, Sowbebt.

Pentamerus arcuosus,t M'Chesnet, = .' P. ventricosus. Hall.

*P. crassoradius,t M'Chesnbt. New Pal. Fossils, p. 87. 1861.

p. muUicostatus, Hall.

p. oblongus, SowEEBY, Silurian System, := P. bisinuatus, M'Chesney.

p. occidentalis, Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 341.

p. trisinuatis, M'Chesney. New Pal. Fossils, = Athyris ? p. 86.

p. (Pentamerella) ventricosus. Hall, = .' P. chicagoensis. Winch. & Mae.

Rhynclionella cuneata, Dalman.

R. neglecta, Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, pp. 70, 274.

*Spirifera crispa, Soweebt.

S. eudoia. Hall.

S. gibbosa. Hall.

S. meta. Hall.

S. niagarensis, Oonead; in Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., VIII, p. 261.

S. nobilis, Baeeande, = S. inconstans. Hall ; S. racinensis, M'Chesney.

S. plicatella var. radiata, Soweeby.

S. similior, Winch. & Mae., = Pentamerus.

Strophomena rhomboidahs, Wahl.

Strophodonta profunda. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 61, = Strophomena niagarensis, W. & M.

S. semifasoiata. Hall ; in Trans. Alb. Ins., IV, p. 210, ^ Strophomena macra, W. & M.

Trematospira matthewsoni, M'Chesney; New Pal. Fossils, p. 71. 1860.

t In a revision of liis paper, Mr. M'Chesney has omitted these two species of Pentamerus as well as

others of his previously described forms, without giving any explanation for so doing.
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LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Ambonychia aoutirostra, Hall, = A. mytiloides, Hall.

A. apiiea, Hall.

Amphiooelia leidyi, Hall = ? Ambonychia neglecta, M'Chbsnky.

Avicula emacerata, Conrad. Pal. N. Y., H, p. 282.

A. undata, Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 283.

Conocardium niagarensis, Winch. & Mak.

C. ornatum. Winch. & Mar.

Cypricardinia arata, Hall.

Cypricardites .'' quadrilatera, Hall.

Bdmondia nilesi. Winch. & Mar., = ': Modiolopsis nilesi.

Modiolopsis dictseus, Hall.

M. rectus, Hall, = Cleidophorus macchesneyanus. Winch. & Mar.

M. subulatus, Hall.

Palgeocardia cordiiformis. Hall.

Pterinea brisa. Hall.

*P. cyrtodontoides, Winch. & Mar.

*P. revoluta. Winch & Mar., = .' P. stritecosta, M'Chesnbt.

P. volans. Winch. & Mar.

G-ASTEROPODA.
Bucania angustata. Hall.

B. chicagoensis, M'Chesnet, New Pal. Fossils, p. 69. 1860.

B. crassolare, M'Chesney, New Pal. Fossils, p. 91. 1861.

B. pervoluta, M'Chesney", New Pal. Fossils, p. 91. 1861.

Cyclonema .' elevata. Hall.

Eunema.' trilineata. Hall.

*Holopea chicagoensis, Winch. & Mar.

H. guelphensis, Billings.

H. harmonia.' Billings.

*H. niagarensis. Winch. & Mak.

Loxonema leda. Hall.

Murchisonia conradi, Hall.

M. liercyna.'' Billings.

M. laphami. Hall.

*Platyceras campanulatum, Winch. & Mar., ^ Platyostoma niagarensis, Hall.

*P. niagarensis. Hall, ^ jJcroculia niagarensis. Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 288.

Platyostoma niagarensis, Hall. Pal. N. Y., II, p. 287.

Pleurotomaria axion. Hall.

P. gonopleura. Winch. & Mar.
P. halei. Hall.

,

P. halei. Winch. & Mar., = Trochonema (Cyclonema?) pauper, Hall.

P. (Trochonema) hoyi. Hall.

P. idia, Hall.

*P. sigaretoides. Winch. & Mar.
Porcellia senex, Winch. & Mar., = Platyceras.

Straparollus mopsus. Hall.

Subulites ventrioosus. Hall, = S. brevis, Winch. & Mar.

Tremauotus alpheus, Hall, = Bdlerophon (^Bucania) perforatus, Winch. & Mar.

Trochonema (Eunema) fatua. Hall.

T. (Cyclonema ?) pauper, Hall.

CEPHALOPODA.
Cyrtoceras brevicorne, Hall.

C. dardanus, Hall.

C. fosteri. Hall.

0. hercules (Winch. & Mar.) = Lituites hercules, Winch. & Mar.
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Cyrtoceras laterale, Hall.

C. lucillum, Hall.

C. pusillum, Hall.

C. rigidum, Hall.

Gomphoceras scrinium, Hall, = G. marcya, Winch. & Mab.

G. septoris, Hall.

Lituites marshii, Hall.

Nautilus capax, Hall, = Lituites capax, Hall.

N. occidentalis, Hall.

Oncoceras orcas, Hall.

Orthoceras abnorme, Hall.

0. alienum, Hall.

0. angulatum, Hall.

0. annulatum, Sowerby.

*0. cameolare, M'CnESNET. New Pal. Fossils. 1861.

0. columnare. Hall, = O. scammoni, M'Chesnet. New Pal. Fossils. 1861

0. orebescens, Hall.

*0. hoyi, iM'CnESNET. New Pal. Fossils. 1861.

*0. laphami, M'Chesnet. New Pal. Fossils. 1861.

*0. lineolatum, M'Chesney. New Pal. Fossils. 1861.

0. loxias, Hall.

0. medullare, Hall.

0. niagarense. Hall.

•0. woodworthii, M'Chesnet, = O. irregulare, M'Chesnky.

Phragmoceras nestor. Hall.

Trochoceras (Gyroceras) bamiisteri, Winch. & Mak.

. T. costatum, Hall.

T. desplainense, M'Chesnet. New Pal. Fossils. 1860.

T. notuin. Hall.

CRUSTACEA.
Acidaspis danai, Hall.

Bronteus acamas. Hall, = Bronteus occasus. Winch. & Mar.

Calymene blumenbachii var. niagarensis, Hall.

Ceraurus niagarensis. Hall.

Dalmania vigilans, Hall.

Encrinurus nereus, Hall.

llsenus armatus, Hall.

cuniculus, Hall.

imperator, Hall.

insignis. Hall, = ? I. worthenanus. Winch. & Mar.
(Bumastus) ioxus, Hall.

Lichas breviceps ? Hall.

*L. decipiens, Winch. & Mae.

L. obvius. Hall.

L. pugnax. Winch. & Mae.

Sphajrexochus roraingeri. Hall.

Leperditia fonticola. Hall.
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PLATES AND EXPLANATIONS.



PLA TE 1.

[The figures of Plates i, ii, iii and iv, with two exceptions, are taken from Decade li, of Figures and Descriptions
of Canadian Organic Remains, and are illustrations of both Canadian and New York species.]

Graftolitmus CLINTONENSIS, HaIjL.

(Palaeontology of New' York, Vol. ii, page 39.)

Figures 1, 3 and 4 are enlarged to six diameters, and Jig. 3 to nine diameters.

Fig. 1. A fragment from near the base of the stipe, where the cellules are less developed than

those of fig. 2, and of a different form from those of the other specimen figured-

The cellules are partially filled with mineral matter and have an angular form.

" 2. A lateral view of a part of a mature stipe, showing the form of the cellules, and the

recurved extremities, causing the apertures to open downwards. The specimen is

filled with mineral matter.

" 3. A front view of a part of the same stipe, showing the lateral extent of the cell-bases and

the expansion at the aperture.

" 4. A dorsal view of the same, showing a groove which indicates the place of the solid axis.

DiCTYONEMA GRACILIS, HaLL.

" 5. Ahranchol Didyonema gracilis, showing the serrated margin indicating cell-apertures

(enlarged six diameters).

DiFLOGRAPTUS WSITFIELDI, HaLL.

Figures (3-10 are of ^latural sizej fig. 11 is enlarged to two diameters.

Fig. 6. A celluliferous stipe, with a few partially developed reproductive sacs in the upper part.

" 7. A stipe where the sacs are more fully developed.

" 8. A stipe with numerous reproductive sacs, some of which have apparently become dehiscent,

and exhibit numerous extremely slender fibres. In connection with one of these

sacs there are two minute germs, one of them lying beneath the sac, and the other

just beyond its outer margin and barely separated from its fibres. See fig. 11.

" 9. A stipe with a few of the sacs remaining, and the bases of some others which have

apparently been broken ofi". One of these sacs appears to be attached to the axis

above the cellules, and lying beneath the axis.

" 10. A stipe from which the reproductive sacs have been removed (by maceration), showing

only the marginal fibres by which they were attached to the axis in their extension

beyond the cellules.

'• 11. An enlargement of a single sac, from fig. 8, showing the position of the two germs.

GERMS OF GBAPTOLITES.

The figures {except 15) are Germs of Graptolites, enlarged to six diameters.

Fig. 12. A germ of a biserrate form, before the cellules have assumed distinctive shape. The axis

is extended, and the common envelope spreads on both sides in the lower part ; the

coenosarc embracing the lateral processes, which are seen at the base of most of the

diprionidian forms, and extending along one side of the axis above.

" 13. A form similar to fig. 12, a little further advanced, where the lower cellules have begun

to assume their proper form.

" 14. Another form of germ resembling G. ciliatus ; the ciliated processes are visible beyond

the limits of the sac, but the cellules appear not to have assumed definite form.

" 15. A young individual of O. ciliatus (natural size).

" 16. A discoid germ. This may be the central disc of a compound form of a Graptolite.

" 17. A germ showing the common body extended on the two sides of the axis, but without

any visible or apparent cellules.

" 18. A germ where the common body or sac is much expanded on the two sides of the axis,

and the central portion is apparently becoming more solid.

" 19. A germ where the solid axis is on one side; the species probably belongs to the

monoprionidian type.
,
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PLATE I—Continued.

Retiolites venosus, Hall.

(Palreontology of New York, Vol. ii, page 40.)

Figures enlarged to nine diameters.

Fig. 20. The exterior of the convex? side, showing the external axis and cell partitions, with

the intermediate reticulate texture.

" 21. Another view, apparently from the interior, showing an undulating or zigzag axis, with

cylindrical processes extending to the margins, and short, apparently broken, pro-

cesses directed obliquely upwards. The reticulatctexture is not essentially different

from that of the other side.



PLATE II.

Climacooraptus typicalis, Hall.

Figures 1-8 are enlarged, to six diameters. The specimens have the common caTial filled with mineral matter, so that

they are fully distended, except fig. S, which is partially flattened by compression.

Fig. 1. A lateral view of the concave side, with the surface entire, showing the form of the cell-

apertures.

" 2. A profile of the same, showing the entire form of the cell-apertures.

" 3. Lateral view of a fragment, where the surface is exfoliated, showing the cell-partitions

extending downwards towards the centre.

" 4. A longitudinal section made a little below the exterior surface, showing the cell-partitions

extending further towards the interior than in fig. 3.

" 5. A longitudinal section through the centre, showing the ceU-partitions reaching to the

central axis.

" 6. A transverse section, showing the cell-partitions just within the aperture, and the minute

central axis.

" 7. A transverse section made a httle lower than in flg. 6, showing the cell-partitions

extending across the stipe on one side, and on the other side showing the narrow
triangular point near the centre.

" 8. A section made diagonally across a crushed stipe, showing the folding (from pressure) of

two cell-divisions on each side of the centre.

" 9. An ideal longitudinal section, showing the form'and direction of the cell-partitions and

the central axis (enlarged to twelve diameters).

DiPLOGRAPTUS PUTILLUS, HaLL.

Pigures enlarged to twelve diameters.

Fig. 10. A fragment of a stipe, showing the two ranges of cellules, their form, mode of growth,

and the infolding of the exterior test along the hue of the central axis.

" 11. A lateral view of the same fragment, showing the cell-apertures, the flattening of the

exterior of the base of the next cellules in advance, and the greater breadth of

the cellules at the bases.

" 12. A longitudinal section through the centre of the stipe, showing the double cell-partitions

and the double central axis.

" 12a A transverse section, cutting one cellule near the aperture, and the other near the base..

Cluiacograptvs bicornis, Hall.

(GraptoUthus bicornis, Palaeontology of New York, Vol. i, page 268, and Geology of Canada, page 200.

J

Fig. 13. The lower part of a stipe, enlarged to two diameters, showing the bifurcating process

and a central node or initial point.

" 14. An enlargement (to six diameters) of a fragment which preserves in a very perfect

manner the borders of the cellules, and shows an undulating central axis as well as

the median ridge.

" 15. The base of a specimen, showing three spine-like processes (two diameters).

" 16. The lower extremity of a specimen, showing a partially developed corneous disc (two

diameters).

" 17. The lower extremity of another specimen, showing a more complete disc or bulb at the

base (two diameters).
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PLATE II—Continued.

DiCRANOGBAPTUS RAMOSUS, HaLL.

I^GraptoKfhus ramosiis, Paleontology of Xew York, Vol. 1. page 37. and Geology of Canada, page 200.)

Fig. 18. The lower part of a frond, in which the base is entire, with the bifurcation above

(natural size).

" 19. The bifurcating portion, with a part of the simple stipe, showing the cells on one side as

they are usually seen when flattened in the slate; or on one portion-of this there

are oval pustules, a feature sometimes observed in this species. The opposite

side gives the appearance of the cellules when flattened and compressed, partially

against the aperture (six diameters).

" 20. An enlargement from below the bifurcation, showing the more perfect form of the

aperture, with the spines proceeding from the exterior surface above the aperture

(enlarged to six diameters). /•

" 21. A young individual or germ, supposed to be of this species, showing the basal processes

and the partially developed cellules at the upper part.



PLATE III.

DiPLOGEAPrns quadrimvcronatus, Hall.

Fig. 1. Enlargement of part of a stipe compressed in a slightly oblique direction, still showing

the cellules on the two sides.

" 2. Enlargement of a stipe compressed more obUquely, so as nearly to obscure the cellules

on one side.

" 3. Enlargement of a specimen compressed vertically to the celluliferous sides of the stipe.

" 4. A diagram representing a theoretical longitudinal section.

" 5. A diagram representing a transverse section of a stipe, with the mucronate extensions

of the cell-margins.

t

DiPLOGRAPTUS A3IPLEXICAULE, HaLL.

Fig. 6. Enlarged view of the back of a portion of a stipe, showing the form and direction of the

cells

.

" 7. Enlargement of the inner face, showing the curvature and overlapping of the cells and

the quadrangular apertures.

Graptolithus nitidus. Hall.

Pig. 8. A large specimen, showing the radicle and two stipes, and the pustules at the base of the

cellules. The extremities are not quite entire.

" 9. A well preserved small individual, enlarged to three diameters.

Oraptolithus flaccidus. Hall.

Fig. 10. An enlargement, to three diameters, of the radicle and stipe bases with the cellules.

" 11. Afui'ther enlargement of a portion, to show the form of the cellules and the pustuliform

appearance at the base of the divisions between them.

Graptolithus bxtensus, Hall.

Fig. 12. An enlargement of a fragment of a stipe, where the cellules are distended by iron pyrites.

GRAPTOLPrHUS BIFIDUS, HaLL.

Fig. 13. An individual of ordinary size.

" 14. An enlargement of one of the stipes of another individual, showing the form of serratures,

and minute pustules at the base of the cell divisions.

Graptolitbus feuticosus. Hall. '
,

Fig. 15. An enlargement of one stipe, with the bases of the other three, showing the form of

cellules and mode of bifurcation in this species.

Graptolitbus bryonoides. Hall.

Fig. 16. An enlargement of the base of a specimen, showing the initial point, the cell-denticles

on one of the stipes, and a proportionately longer funicle than usual.

" 17. An enlargement of a young individual, showing the initial point, funicle, and origin of

the four stipes, with a few of the earlier cellules.
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PLATE III—Continued.

Graptolithus bigsbti, Hall.

These figures are given to illustrate the phases assumed by a four-stiped species (Tetragkaptus) in its different

positions and manner of imbedding in the shale. {Seepage 2il.)

Fig. 18. Shows a close arrangement of the parts and the contiguity of the non-ceUuliferous edges

at the apices, which are scarcely separated in the shale.

" 19. Illustrates a common condition of this species, where two of the divisions show the

lateral faces, while the non-celluliferous edge of a third division is seen lying nearly

vertical in relation to these. The fourth division haS been broken off in the sepa-

rated film of slate.

" 20. A specimen showing the lateral faces of two divisions. Below these, in the shale, are

seen the non-celluliferous edges of the two other divisions.

" 21 . An enlargement of an individual where the divisions are equally spreading ; one of them

preserving only the base of the stipe.

Graptolitmvs octonarius. Hall.

Fig. 22. An enlargement of a specimen much broken and distorted from pressure, showing the

mode of bifurcation in this type, where there is no central disc.

Graptolithus (LoGANOGKAPTus) octobrachiatus, Hall.

Pig. 23. The central disc and bases of the stipes of a large individual of this species. The
original preserves two of the stipes to the length of eight inches, and another to

nearly the same extent, while the rest are broken oiF at less distances from the disc.

The figure shows that the bifurcations of the stipes take place within the limits of

the disc, and become celluliferous just beyond its margin; also that the disc is com-

posed of two separable layers of substance, enclosing the bases of the stipes between

them.

" 24. The extension of one of the stipes of the specimen, fig. 23.

" 25. An enlargement from the stipe, fig. 24, where the substance is obliquely compressed at a.

" 26. An enlargement from the same stipe at the point where the substance is laterally com-

pressed at 6.

" 27. An enlargement from the same stipe at the lower point, looking upon the apertures of

the cellules, which are somewhat compressed.

Graptolithus flbxilis, Hall.

Fig. 28. A portion of a branchlet enlarged, showing one part compressed laterally, with the

cellules fully expanded ; while the other, on the right hand, is gradually twisted so

as to show only the back of the branchlet.

" 29. A bifurcated fragment enlarged ; the cellules have been flattened vertically, causing them
to be visible in slight indentations on both sides of the axis, giving it the appearance

of a DiPLOGRAPTUs. This enlargement is made from a part nearer the centre of the

same specimen as fig. 28.

Graptolithus richardsoni, Hall.

Fig. 30. The figure shows one of the main stipes of a properly branching species ; the original

specimen having all the characters of a monoprionidian form of Graptolite, where

the stipes are branching and again dichotomous throughout their entire length (==

DiCHOGRAPTUS, SaLTEr).



PLATE IV.

PHTLLOQRAPTUS ILICIFOLIVS, HaLL.

Fig. 1. An enlarged figure of a compressed specimen, showing the faces of two adjacent folia;

the margins being broken away so as to show the cell-openings.

" 2. A specimen of the natural size, where one folium is broken away, not quite so far as the

axis, leaving the bases of the cellules visible.

" 3. A specimen compressed in the same manner as figs. 1 and 4; the upper foUa have, how-

ever, been separated, except the bases of a few of the cellules above the middle of

the figure, leaving the other two folia imbedded in the shale, and showing the bases

of their cellules ascending from the axis (enlarged to three diameters).

" 4. An enlargement of a specimen which is imbedded obliquely, as in fig. 1, or in a direction

as if tbe theoretical figure 5 were vertically compressed, leaving no visible axis. In

the lower half of the specimen the fossil has been separated in the opposite slaty

.aminas, leaving only the impression of that side, which also shows no axis. In the

upper half of the specimen the cellules are filled and well preserved, and on the left-

hand side the apertures are conspicuous (enlarged to three diameters).

A restoration of the form of P. ilicifolius, showing the four divisions, which are repre

sented as cut through transversely, exhibiting the cell-cavities.

Phyllograptus anna. Hall.

Pig. 6. A specimen with the folia obliquely compressed.

" 7. An enlargement of a specimen where the two lateral folia remain, showing the cells of the

division which has been broken off in the separated laminae of the slate. The

surface is distinctly striated.

Retiograptvs tentaculatus, Hall.

Fig. 8. An individual of the natural size, with the marginal reticulations nearly entire.

R.ETIOGRAPTUS EUCSARIS, HaLL.

Fig. 9. An illustration of the compound form of the genus, enlarged to four diameters.

Dendrograptus frvticosus. Hall.

Fig. 10. A frond which is apparently nearly entire.

Dendrograptus gracilis, Hall.

Fig. 11. An enlargement from one of the branchlets, showing the striate surface and the deep

indentation of the cellules.

Dendrograptus f {Gallograptos ?) diffusus, Hall.

Fig. 12. An enlargement, showing the cell-apertures. All the specimens observed of this species,

are extremely compressed.

Gallograptvs salteri, Hall.

Fig. 13. Fragment of frond, showing the non-celluliferous side.

" 14. An enlargement from the non-cclluliferous side, showing a few transverse dissepiments at

irregular intervals (figure enlarged).
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. PLATE IV—Continued.

Gallograptus elegans, Hall.

Pig. 15. An enlargement of the non-celluliferous side of a bifurcating branchlet, showing the

striated surface and a semi-articulate structure.

Pttlograptus plumosus, Hall.

Fig. 16. A fragment which is three times branched.

Pttlograptus geinitzianus. Hall.

Fig. 17. A fragment which is irregularly branched, showing the non-celluliferous side.

" 18. An enlargementj showing the cell-apertures.

PLATES V, VI, VII AND VIIL

These plates, intended to Ulustrate articles V and IX of Contributions to Paleontology,
are, together with the papers, omitted from this Report, and will be published in a succeeding

one.



PLATE IX.

Pal^aster sh^ffeei, Hall.
Page 326.

Fig. 1. Ventral side, showing the ambulacral, adambulacral and marginal ranges of plates.

Pal^asteb. matutinus, Hall.

Page 325.

Fig. 2. Dorsal side of a specimen of this species.

Palmastee eucbaris. Hall.
Page 330.

Fig. 3. Dorsal side of a specimen, a. The madreporiform tubercle.

" 3* View of the ventral side.

" 3o. An illustration of a single ray, with the centre and bases of the other rays. The let-

ters refer to the parts as follows

:

a. Ambulacral plate

;

p. The pore;

aa. Adambulacral plate

;

m. Marginal plate

;

tm. Terminal plate of the marginal series

;

0. Oral plates, of which there are five pairs.

" 4. A single ray, deprived of its marginal plates and flattened, showing a great length of the

ambulacral plates. In flg. 3a, the concavity of the groove produces a shortening of the

plates of the ambulacral series. The letters refer to the same parts as those of flg. 3a.

Protaster forbesi, Hall.
Page 336.

Fig. 5. View of the ventral side in outline ; natural size.

" 6 An enlargement of the lower side of a part of one ray, illustrating the parts as follows ;

0. Oral plate;

p. The pore

;

a. Ambvilacral plate;

aa. Adambulacral plate

;

s. Spine from anterior end. of adambulacral plate;

d. The limit of the circular disc.

EUGASTER LOGANI, HaLL.
Page 333.

Fig. 7. Specimen of the natural size.

" 8. A portion of one ray enlarged, with references to the parts as foUows :

0, 0. The oral plates, of which there are five pairs, the apices of each being

apparently joined by a suture to the basal portions,

a. Ambulacral plate

;

aa. Adambulacral plate

;

p. The pore

;

s. The spine;

d. Limit of the disc.
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PLATE IX—Continued.

Ptilonasteb princeps. Hall.

Page 334.

Fig. 9. A part of one ray, showing the ranges of plates, pores, spines, etc.

:

d. Limit of the disc

;

p. The pore;

a. Ambulacral plate

;

aa. Adambulacral plate

;

m. Marginal plate with spine attached.

Lepidechinus rarispinus, Hall.
Page 340.

Fig. 10. A portion of a specimen showing three ambulacral areas and two interambulacral areas.

a. The ambulacral area

;

ia. The interambulacral area

;

cr. Central range of interambulacral plates.

/



PLATE X.

Agtinoorinus (Saucocrinus) semiradiatus, Hall.
Page 370.

Fig. 1. In internal cast of a specimen of this species, showing the characters as described.

RbODOCRINUS ? RECTUS, HaLL.
Page 368.

Fig. 2. View of an interior cast, presenting one of the interradial areas, and two of the radial

series.

Glyptaster occidentalism Hall.
Page 369.

Fig. 3. Lateral view of a well preserved cast of this species.

Glyptaster pentangularis. Hall.
Page 369.

Fig. 4. An internal cast of this species, preserving the impressions of the plates.

Melogrinus verneuili, Troost.

Page 372.

Fig. 5. An internal cast of this species. The constriction between the arms is not quite so deep

as in some examples.

Lampterocrinus inflatus, Hall.
Page 37-1.

Fig. 6. Lateral view of a well preserved cast of this species, which preserves the markings of

the plates in an unusual degree.

Macrostylocrinus striatus, Hall.
Page 371.

Fig. 7. External characters of this species, taken from a gutta-percha cast in the natural mould.

" 8. The internal cast of the same individual.

Glyptocrinus nobilis. Hall.
Page 372.

Fig. 9. A view of the external surface as obtained from an impression in the natural mould.

" 10. Lateral view of an internal cast of this species. The base has been broken off.

Glyptocrinus armosus, M' Cmesnby.
Page 373.

Fig. 11. Lateral view of an unusually well preserved internal cast, on which the boundaries of

the plates are well marked. The similarity in general form between this species and

G. nobilis is very remarkable, the conspicuous difference in the cast being the strong

elevated proboscis in the latter ; while in the former the organ occupying this position

curves backwards, lying close upon the summit, and is directed downwards to the

line of the arm-bases.
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PLA TE XL

' EUCALYPTOCEINUS OBCONICUS, HaLL.
Page 365.

Pig. 1. Lateral view of a specimen of this species, showing the structure of the body and first

bifurcation of the rays.

EUCALYPTOCRINUS CEASSVS, HaLL.
Page 365.

Fig. 2. Lateral view of a well preserved cast of this species, which shows the structure of the

body in a very satisfactory manner.

" 3. Basal view of the same specimen as fig. 2.

EUCALYPTOCRINUS ORNATUS, HaLL.
Page 366.

Fig. 4. Basal view of the calyx of a specimen of this species. The figure is from a gutta-percha

impression taken in the natural mould of the exterior, and shows the surface mark-

ings of the plates.

" 5. View of an internal cast of this species, of large size, which preserves the impressions

of the lines of growth of the plates.

EUCALYPTOCRINUS CORNUTUS, VAR. EXCAVATUS, HalL.

Page 364.

Fig. 6. Basal view of an internal cast of this species, showing the deeply excavated base.

" 7. Lateral view of the same specimen as fig. 6.

EUCALYPTOCRINUS CORNUTUS, HaLL.

Page 363.

Fig. 8. Shows the cavity left in the rock by the solution of the substance of the crinoid. The

inside of the cavity is occupied by the cast of the interior of the cup of the specimen.

Figs. 9, 10. Basal and lateral views of a guttapercha cast made in the natural mould left by the

removal of the substance of the crinoid.

Cyathocrinus waurojma, Hall.

Page. 367.

Figs. 11, 12. Lateral and basal views of an internal cast of this species.

Cyathocrinus qora, Hall.

Page 366.

Fig. 13. View of the anal side of a specimen of this species, showing the position of the anal plate.

" 14. Lateral view of a larger individual of the species, showing more distinctly the radiating

lines of the plates. (Some larger specimens observed are very decidedly constricted

above the base.)
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PLATE XI—Continued.

ICSTHTOCRINUS SUBANGULARIS, HaLL.
Page 367.

Pig. 15. Lateral view of a specimen from Bridgeport, Illinois, preserving the substance of the

plates.

" 16 View of a specimen from Waldron, Indiana, from which the species was originally de-

scribed.

Caryoorinus ornatus, Sat.

Fig. 17. Lateral view of an internal cast of a specimen of this species, possessing the usual

characters of the species as they occur at these localities.

Cryptodiscus.

Fig. 18. The calyx of a Crinoidean .' of a new and peculiar type, for which the name Cetpto-

DisCTJS is suggested.



PLATE XII.

HOLOCrSTITES SCVTELLATUS, HaLL.

Page 357.

Fie. 1. Lateral view of the specimen described. The plates on the left side are obscured by-

adhering rock.

HOLOCYSTITES OVATUS, HaLL.
Page 357.

Fig. 2. Lateral view of a specimen of this species.

HOLOCTSTITES WINCHELLI, HaLL.
Page 356.

Fi&. 3. A view of the specimen described, which is imperfect at the base and summit.

HOLOCYSTITES CTLINDRICUS, HALL.
Page 354.

Fig. 4. A view of a well preserved individual of large size, on wliioh the limits of the plates

are strongly marked.
" 5. View of a smaller individual.

" 6. View of a small specimen (preserving a portion of the short column), on which the

angular prominences of the plates and the surface pustules are well preserved.

HOLOCYSTITES ABNORMIS, HaLL.
Page 355.

Fig. 7. Lateral view ol -a cast of a large specimen, which preserves the limits of the plates and

the minutely pustulose texture of the surface.

" 8. View of a smaller specimen. The peculiar arrangement of the plates in the lower part

of the body is seen in both this and the preceding specimen.

HOLOCYSTITES ALTERNATUS, HaLL.
Page 355.

Fig. 9. View of a very distinctly marked specimen of this species, showing the position of the

summit aperture and the arrangement of the plates of the body.

ECHINOCYSTITES jyODOSUS, HaLL.
Page 360.

Figs. 10, 11. Lateral and summit views of the specimen described.

Afiocystites imago, Hall.

Page 358.

Fig. 12. Lateral view of the specimen, showing the structure of the body and the position of the

openings.

Hemicosmites subolobosus. Hall.
Page 359.

Fig. 13. View of a specimen which shows the structure of the body.
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PLATE XII—Continued.

GOMPSOCTSTITES GLANS, HaLL.
Page 352.

Fig. 14. Lateral view of a cast of a specimen, which shows the general form, the position of the

central opening, grooves of the spiral appendages of the dome, and impressions of

some of the plates of the dome and body.

GOMPHOCYSTITBS TENAX, HaLL.
Page 352.

Fig. 15, Enlarged view of a specimen from Lockport, New York, which preserves the plates of

the upper part of the body and dome, showing their spiral arrangement and nodose
character.



PLATE XIIa*

GOMPHOCYSTITES TENAX, HaLL.
Page 352.

'

•

Pig, 1. Lateral view of the upper part of the body, showing the arrangement of plates; the

spiral grooves indicating the places of the sessile arms are at the upper margins of the

ranges of smaller plates. The plates are more or less irregularly disposed in some

parts of the body, but they appear, like others of the genus, to have a generally

spiral arrangement. • (Enlarged to two diameters.)

." 2. The summit, showing the arrangement of the spiral arms and the central aperture. The

diagram is made from an imperfect specimen, and the position of the eccentric

aperture could not be ascertained.

GOMPHOCrSTITES CLAVUS, HaLL.
Page 353.

Fia. 3. A fragment (natural size), showing the disposition of the spiral arms and the obtusely

angular form of the body below.

GOMPHOCYSTITES GLANS, HALL.
Page 352.

Fig. 4. Lateral view of a specimen, showing the entire form and the disposition of the spiral

arms.

" 5. The anterior ? view of another individual of the same species.

HoLOCrSTITES ALTERNATUS, HALL.
Page 355.

Fig. 6. A posterior ? view of a specimen (natural size), showing the position of the eccentric

aperture, form and relation of plates, etc.

HOLOCYSTITES CYLTNDRICUS, HaLL.
'

Page 354.

Fig. 7. View of a nearly entire individual, showing the central aperture in a depression at the

summit. The plates of the lower part are broken off.

" 8. A smaller individual, in which the plates have been strongly ridged, preserving a portion

of the column. The lower ranges of plates are somewhat obscure, and the dotted

lines indicate depressions, which may be sutures or only grooves in the larger plates.

Apiocystites imago, Hall.
Page 358.

Fig. 9. Lateral view of the specimen, showing the ovarian aperture on the left-hand side of the

figure, and the right pectinated rhomb. (Figure natural size.)

GrINOGYSTITES chrysalis, HALL.
Page 362.

Fig-. 10. View of the gibbous side of the specimen.

" 11. Lateral view of the same specimen.

*ThiB plate accompanied the origiual paper as Plate I. It is now arranged with the other plates in ils order
as XII a.

\
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PLATE XIII.

BOLUS CONRADI, HaLL.

Page 375.

Fig. 1. View of the cast of the dorsal valve, showing the longitudinal septum and the filling of

the cavities beneath the margins of the transverse plate.

" 2. Cast of a ventral valve, showing the impression of the transverse plate, the median

depression of the hinge plate, and the cavities left by the teeth-like processes.

Strophodonta profunda, Hall.

Page 376.

Fi6. 3. Impression of the surface of the concave valve of a small individual, with a portion of

the filling of the cavity between the valves, showing the impression of the ventral

valve on the margin.

" 4. Impression of the interior of the ventral valve of a large individual. The muscular

imprints in the figure are not represented so long as they are in the original

specimen.

Spirifera eudora, Hall.

Page 377.

Fia. 5. Dorsal view of a specimen of this species.

" 7. Profile of the same specimen, showing the gibbosity of the valves, and the height

and curvature of the area.

Spirifera gibbosa. Hall.
Page-378.

Fia. 6. View of a dorsal valve of this species.

" 8. Cardinal view of a specimen.

Spirifera plwatella, var. radiata, Sowerbt.
Page 378.

Fig. 9. Dorsal view of a small individual, showing the extension of the lamellae in the dorsal

valve as seen in young specimens.

" 10. Ventral view of the same individual, showing the extent of the lamella in the ventral

valve.

" 11. Profile of the specimen.

Spirifera meta, Hall.

Page 380. •<

Fig. 12. Ventral view of a specimen.

" 13. Cardinal view of the same individual, showing the height and extent of the straight area.

Spirifera nobilis, Hall.
Page 380.

Fig. 14. Dorsal view of an individual of medium size.

" 15. Ventral view of a specimen, showing plications in the mesial sinus.

" 16. Ventral view of a large individual.

" 17. Cardinal view of the specimen fig. 16.
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PLATE XIII -Continued.

PeNTAMEEUS (PenTAMERELLA?) VENTRIC0SU8, HaLL
:Page 382.

Figs. 18-21. Dorsal view, profile, cardinal and front views of a medium-sized individual of the

species, showing slight indications of plications on the mesial fold and sinus.

Pentamerus multicostatus. Hall.
;Page 381.

Figs. 22-24. Dorsal view, profile, and cardinal views of an internal cast of this species, preserving

the impressions of the costse on the anterior margin.



PLATE XIV.

Pterinea bsisa, Hall.
Page 384.

Fio. 1. View of the left valve of a specimen of this species partly denuded of the shell. The
large quadrangular muscular impression is seen near the posterior wing ; the anterior

and posterior teeth are also visible.

Ambonycbia acutirostra, Hall.
Page 383.

Fia. 2. View of the left valve of a full grown individual.

Ambonychia aph^ea, Hall.
Page 383.

Fig. 3. View of the left valve, showing impressions of the lateral teeth.

MODIOLOPSIS RECTUS, HaLL.
Page 386.

Fig. 4. The right valve of a small specimen, showing the muscular impressions.

" 5. The left valve of a larger individual, showing muscular impressions and teeth.

Cypricardinia arata, Hall.

Page 385.

Fig. 6. View of the right valve of a specimen of this species, of the natural size.

MODIOLOPSIS DICT^US, HaLL.

Page 385.

.

Fig. 7. View of a cast of the left valve, showing impressions of the lateral teeth.

Gypricardites ? quadrilatera. Hall.

Page 388.

Fig. 8. A cast of the right valve of the species.

" 9. View of the anterior slope, showing the filling of the anterior muscular impression near

the beak.

" 10. The posterior slope of the valve, showing the lateral teeth and impression of the elevated

muscular scar.

Pal^ocardia cordiiformis. Hall.

Page 389.

Fig. 11. The right side of the cast, showing the muscular scar.

" 12. Posterior profile of the cast.

Ampsic(elia leidyi. Hall.

Page 387.

Fig. 13. Cast of a left valve of a small individual.

" 14. Cast of the left valve of a large specimen, in which there are faint traces of muscular

impressions.

" 15. Cast of another individual, having somewhat difierent proportions and a more perfect

outline.
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PLATE XV.

SUBULITES VENTRICOSUS, HaLL.
Page 398.

Fig. 1. View of an individual of this species, somewhat restored in the upper part.

LOXONEUA LEDA, HaLL.
Page 398.

Pig. 2. Figure from a gutta-percha cast taken in the natural mould ; faint remains of indistinct

transverse striae are visible.

EUNEIIA? TRILINEATA, HaLL.
Page 397.

Fig. 3. Figure taken from a gutta-percha cast of the natural mould in the rock.

Cylonema? elevata, Hall.

Page 391.

Fig. 4. View of a cast of this species.

r

Trocmonema {Cyclonema?) pauper, Hall.
Page 395.

Fig. 5. View of the aperture, taken from a gutta-percha cast made in the natural mould.
" 6. Basal view of the same specimen as fig. 5, showing the umbilicus.

" 9. A small internal cast of this species.

Trocsonema {Eunema) fatua, Hall.
Page 894.

Fig. 7. View of an internal cast of this species.

" 8. The figure is from a gutta-percha cast, and shows the longitudinal stride very perfectly.

Pleurotomaria (Trocsonema) soyi, Hall.
Page 393.

Fig. 10. View of a cast of this species.

Pleurotomaria occidens, Hall.
Page 392.

Fig. 11. Lateral view of a specimen of this species, which preserves a portion of the surface.

" 12. View of the spire, taken from a gutta-percha oast in the natural mould.

Pleurotomaria halei, Hall.
Page .392.

Fig. 13. View of the spire of a cast of this species.

" 14. The elevation of the spire.

. Pleurotomaria idja, Hall.
Page 393.

Figs. 15, 16. Vertical and lateral views of a cast of this species.
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PLATE XV—Continued.

Pleurotomabia axion. Hall.
Page 394.

Fig. 17. View of a specimen of this species taken from a gutta-percha cast.

HOLQPEA GUELPSENSIS, BiLLINGS.

Page 391.

Fig. 18. View of a cast which has been referred to this species.

MURCHISONIA CONEADI, HaLL.
Page 396.

Fig. 19. View of a specimen of this species taken from a gutta-percha cast.

MURCSISONIA laphami, Hall.
Page 396.

Fig. 20. The figure is from an impression taken in the natural mould, and shows the characters

of the surface and form of the aperture.

Steaparollus mops [IS, Hall.
Page 390.

Figs. 21, 22. Upper and lower sides of a specimen of this species.

Teemanotus alpheds. Hall.
Page 399.

Fig. 23. Lateral view of a specimen, showing the umbilicus.

" 24. Dorsal view, showing the filUng of the dorsal perforations, and the radiating striae near

the aperture.



PLATE XVI.

Trochoceras notum, Hall.

Page 403.

Fig. 1. Dorsal view of a fragment of this species.

" 2. A septum showing its convexity and the position of the siphuncle.

Gtrtoceras rigidvm, Hall.
Page 408.

Fig. 3. Lateral view of the outer portion of the cast, showing the curvature of the shell and the

character of the undulating ridges.

" 4. Dorsal view of the same.

" 5. Transverse section, showing the form.

LiTUITES MARSBII, HaLL.
Page 404.

Fig. 6. Lateral view of a specimen of the natural size, showing the oblique costse and the out-

hne of the septa.

" 7. Profile showing the flattened dorsum, the concavity of the septa and the position

of the siphuncle.

Trocboceras desplainense, M' Csesnet.

Page 401.

Fig. 8. View of the upper side of spire, taken irom an impression in the natural mould in the

rock, showing the strong oblique costee.

" 9. Dorsal view of the outer part of the last volution, showing the sinus in the margin of the

aperture.

" 10. Transverse section, showing the convexity of the septa and position of the siphuncle.

Cyrtoceras fosteri. Hall.
Page 406.

Fig. 11. Lateral view of the specimen described. i

" 12. Dorsal view of the same.

" 13. Transverse section, showing the convexity of the septa and position of the siphuncle.
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PLATE ZVII.

Oncocbras okcas, Hall.
Page 410.

Fig. 1. Dorsal view of a large specimen.

" 2. Lateral view of the same. The figures are reduced to two-thirds the natural size.

ClRTOCERAS DARDANUS, HaLL.
Page 406.

Fig. 3. Lateral view of a specimen which preserves a part of the outer chamber and a small por-

tion of the shell.

" 4. Lateral view of an individual where the septa are not curved upward on the dorsal margin.

" 5. Transverse section of the specimen fig. 4.

Cyrtoobras hbrculbs, Wijsuh. and Mar.
Page 409.

Fig. 6. Lateral view of a large specimen which preserves a portion of the outer chamber, and

also some of the surface striae near the lower end.

" 7. Transverse section, showing the form of the shell. The two figures are reduced one-

third in size.
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PLATE XVIII.

GOMPHOCERAS SCRINIUM, HaLL.
Page 410.

Fig. 1. Lateral view of the outer chamber, the lower end showing the concavity of the septa.

" 2. View of the aperture of the same individual.

" 3. A transverse section of another individual, showing the size and position of the siphuncle,

with muscular or vascular markings at the margin.

Cyrtocebas laterals. Hall.
Page 407.

Fig. 4. Dorsal view of a specimen, showing septa and preserving the remains of faint longitudinal

ridges.

" 5. Lateral view of the same individual.

" 6. The outer circle of the figure represents the form of section and the position of the

siphuncle of this species,—the inner portion that of C. lucillum.

Cl'RTOCERAS LUCILLUM, HaLL.
Page 406.

Fig. 7. Lateral view of a specimen of this species. The figure is somewhat restored. See inner

portion of figure 6 for transverse section.

GiRTOCERAS BREVICORNE, HaLL.
Page 407.

Fig. 8. Lateral view of the specimen described. The specimen consists of the filling of the outer

chamber and the matrix of the lower part, which has been represented from a cast

in the cavity.

" 9. Dorsal view of the same.

Orthoceras abnorme. Hall.
Page 415.

'

Fig. 10. View of a specimen of this species having the filling of the chambers in the lower part

broken away, showing the siphuncle, and the inner core with its numerous ramifica-

tions uniting with the walls of the siphuncle. The view is taken looking obliquely

upon the specimen, so that the real amount of curvature is not observable.
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PLATE XIX.

Orthoceras crbbescbns, Hall.
Page il3.

Fig. 1. View of a large specimen, preserving the outer chamber and several of the septa; the

lower end showing the depth of the septa.

" 2. View of another individual, having part of the septa in the lower end removed, and
exposing the siphuncle.

" 3. A smaller individual, which preserves traces of the longitudinal ridges.

Orthoceras colvmnare, Hall.
Page 411.

Fig. 4. A fragment preserving the filling of four chambers, which are very distant.

" 5. A transverse section of the lower end of the preceding specimen.

" 6. View of another specimen, preserving nine chambers, which are very irregular in their

distances. In the upper part there is a small piece of the shell represented, showing

the surface characters.

" 8. A fragment of this species of smaller size, preserving essentially the same characters.

Orthoceras loxias. Hall.
Page 416.

Fig. 7. Figure of specimen of natural size, preserving about seventeen of the septa, with the shell

partially preserved, or replaced by mineral matter on the other parts of the surface.

This species is not positively known in the Niagara limestone, and should therefore

have been omitted from the index of the fossils of the Niagara group.

Orthoceras angulatcx, Wahl.
Page 413.

Fig. 9. A fragment of this species of about six inches in length, preserving above twenty septa

and a part of the chamber of habitation; from Racine, Wisconsin.

" 10. From an impression of the exterior of a specimen similar to fig. 9, and from the same

locality.

" 11. From an impression of the exterior of a similar form, from Bridgeport, Illinois. The

specimen, at a point where it is one inch and five-eighths in diameter, preserves above

twenty longitudinal ridges in the semi-circumference, giving more than forty in the

entire circumference. The character of surface in these impressions is precisely like

that of 0. cancellatiim. Hall, from the Niagara group of New York, and differs in

' no essential particular from the minute surface markings of O. columnare.

w
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PLATE XX.

Orthoceras medullars, Hall.
Page iVi.

Fig. 1. A fragment of a large individual, preserving several of the septa and a portion of the

outer chamber, together with considerable of the shell, showing the character of

the exterior surface.

'" 2. A section of the same individual, showing its elliptical form and the position of siphuncle.

Orthoceras niagarense. Hall.
Page 416.

Fis. 3. A view of the specimen described, showing the oblique undulations and several of the

septa.

Orthoceras annulatum, Sowbrby.
Page 411.

Fig. 4. A natural cast of the interior of a part of the outer chamber. The annulations are very

distinct and sharp, while the parallel encircling strise are very obscure or scarcely

distinguishable. The longitudinal ridges are unusually well preserved, and give a

nodose character to the annulations.

" 5. A fragment of the septate portion of a specimen of this species, showing the obscure

impressions of longitudinal ridges with the annulations not strongly elevated.

" 6. A view of the upper extremity of fig. 5, showing the broadly elliptical form of the sec-

tion and the position of the siphuncle.

The New York specimens occur in soft calcareous shale, and often preserve the marks of obscure

longitudinal ridges, interrupting the parallel transverse strias, giving a very obscurely nodose

aspect to the surface. This is shown in Pal. N. Y., Vol. ii, plate 64, fig. 1 a. The same character

is more distinctly shown in JIurchison's beautiful figure of this species, which in all its features

corresponds with the better preserved specimens in the Niagara group. . Those from Illinois and

Wisconsin present a great variety in the degree of this marking, owing to the more or less

complete solution and removal of the shell and the nature of the enclosing material. In many
specimens there are no nodes preserved on the surface. The undulating transverse striae are

rarely well preserved, but they are quite distinct occasionally. Specimens also occur in which the

undulating strias and nodes are both well preserved. The specimen, fig. 4, is quite an extreme one.
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FLA TE XXI.

Leperditia fonticola, Hall.
Page 428.

Figs. 1-3. Enlarged views of three different individuals, showing some variations in the propor-

tions and also in the nodes of the surface.

Sfhjbbexochvs eominoeri. Hall.
Page 425.

Figs. 4, 5. Two views of a glabella of this species, natural size.

" 6. Profile view of the glabella and movable cheek of a small specimen. The figures are

enlarged to three diameters.

" 7. The pygidium enlarged to two diameters.

ACIDASPIS DANAL HaLL.
i

Page 423.

Fig. 8. A specimen preserving the glabella and portions of the movable cheeks. The figure is of

the specimen originally described.

" 9. FigTire of another individual, showing some modifications in the lateral lobes of the gla-

bella.

Ceravros niagarensis, Hall.
Page 427.

Fig. 10. The glabella and part of one of the fixed cheeks of a specimen of this species.

" 11. The hypostoma of this species .' from a specimen in the collection of Prof. Winchell.

Liehas breviceps? Hall.
Page 424.

Fig. 12. The glabella and movable cheek of a specimen, enlarged to two diameters.

" 13. Figure of the internal cast of a pygidium ; natural size.

" 14. An enlarged figure of the lower surface of a pygidium.

• Encrinvrus nerevs, Hall.
Page 425.

Fig. 15. Figure of the pygidium of this species enlarged to two diameters.

DaLMANIA VIGILANS, HaLL.
Page 426.

Fig. 16. View of the head of a specimen denuded of the eyes.

" 17. Profile view of another specimen, preserving the cast of the eyes, the crust having been

dissolved.

" 18. Cast of a pygidium of this species.

Bronteus acamas, Hall.
Page 422.

Fig. 19. Cast of the glabella of this species, natural size.

" 20. The pygidium natuial size, but slightly restored on one margin.
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PLATE XXII.

_

IlL^NUS AR3IATUS, HaLL.
Pages 418, 433.

Fig. 1. Upper view of the head of a well preserved individual.

" 2. Profile view of the same.

" 3. The pygidium and last thoracic segment, found associated with the head and supposed to

be of the same species.

Ill^nus [Bumastus) ioxus, Hall.
Page 420.

Fig. 4. Upper view of the head of a small individual.

" 5. Profile view of the same.

" 6. Upper view of a medium sized individual.

" 7. Lower view of the same, showing the extent of the infolding of the border, and the direc-

tion of the suture on the under surface.

" 8. Profile view of the same individual.

" 9. The movable cheek of a large specimen.

" 10. A pygidium of the form commonly found associated with the other remains referred to

this species.

" 11. A small glabella, referred with doubt to this species. '

Ill^^nus cuniculus. Hall.
Page 421.

Fig. 12. View of the glabella of this species.

Ill^nds INS16NIS, Hall.
I Page 419.

Fig. 13. The glabella and fixed cheeks, with the movable cheeks restored in outline,

" 14. The pygidium referred to this species.

Illmnus imperator, Hall.
Page 420.

Fig. 15. The head of a large individual. The figure is reduced to one-half the natural size.

" 16. The pygidium of a very small specimen of the species.

" 17. The pygidium and parts of four of the thoracic segments, reduced in size one-half.
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PLATE XXIII.

Illmnvs {Bvmastus) ioxus, Hall.
Page 420.

Fig. 1. The glabella and palpebral lobes of a large individual.

Ill^nus imperator. Hall.
Page 420.

Fig. 2. The glabella and palpebral lobes of a specimen of this species, natural size.

" 3. The pygidium and part of four thoracic segments of this species, natural size.

\ These figures represent the natural size of reduced figures 15 and 17 of Plate 22.
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PLATE XXIV.

Omtroceras columnare, Hall,
Page 411.

Ftg. 1. View of a very fine specimen of this species, showing the surface markings, form of the

septa, size and proportions of the siphuncle. From a specimen in the collection of

Prof. Marcy.

Orthoceras annvlatvm, Sowerby.
Page 411.

Fig. 2. A specimen (a cast of the interior) of this species, showing the septa and siphuncle.

" 3. A fragment, showing the angular form of the annulations and the lines of the septa.

" 4. A fragment, showing the transverse or concentric undulating strise, and the longitudinal

ridges, forming nodes where they cross the annulations.

Otrtoceras laterale. Hall.
Page 407.

Fig. 5. View of a specimen of this species, showing a few of the septa, and the outer chamber

strongly constricted below the aperture. This figure is erroneously referred in the

text to 0. alienum.

Orthoceras alienuim, Hall.
,

Page Hi.

Fig. 6. View of a cast of the outer chamber of this species, showing the gradually tapering form

and the broad constriction near the aperture.

" 7. A section of a fragment, showing the septa and siphuncle.
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FLA TE XXV.

BOLUS CONRADI, HaLL.
Page 375.

Fig. 1. Interior of a ventral valve, made from a cast in the natural mould.

" 2. Interior of a smaller ventral valve, obtained by the same process as fig. 1. The dotted

lines show the extent of the cavities beneath the transverse plate.

" 3. Interior of a dorsal valve, taken from a gutta-percha cast in the natural mould. The

figures 2 and 3 are from the same casts as those figured on plate 13.

Spirifera plicatella, var. radiata, Sow.
Page 378.

Fig. 4. Dorsal view of a large cast, showing the cavities left by the removal of the dental lamellas

and the septum of the dorsal valve.

" 5. Cardinal view of the same specimen as fig. 4, showing also the extent of the area.

" 6. An oblique view of the interior of both valves, showing the septa and dental lamellae.

Pentamerus (Pentamerella) ventricosus, Hall.
Page 383.

Figs. 7, 8. Dorsal and fronf views of an individual, showing the plications more distinctly than

usual.

Pleurotomaria occidens, Hall.
Page 392.

Fig. 9. Lateral view of a very fine specimen, showing the external characters of the species.

" 10. View of the aperture. This specimen is from the Niagara limestone of Lyons, Iowa,

received from Dr. Farnsworth.

PLEVROT03IARIA {TrOCHONEMA) HOYI, HaLL.
Page 393.

Figs. 11, 12. Lateral and basal views of a specimen of this species, showing the surface striae and

the wide umbilicus.

TrOCHONEMA (CrCLONEMAf) PAUPER, HaLL.
Page 395.

Fig. 13. Lateral view of a specimen in the collection of the Michigan University, at Ann Arbor,

received under the name of Pleurotomaria Haiti.

Cyrtoceras brevicorne. Hall.
Page 407.

Fig. 14. Lateral view of a specimen, showing the septa.

Trochoceras costatum, Hall.
Page 402.

Fig. 15. Lateral view of the upper surface, from a gutta-percha cast in the natural mould.
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PLATE XXV—Coiitimied.

TnoVlJOVERAS AiNEAS* HaLL. .

Fig. 16. Vie^- of the upjier surface of the specimen described.

Trochoceras {Gyroceras) bannisteri. Winch, d- Mar,
Pase 403.

Fig. 17. View of the specimen taken fiom a gutta-percha cast, of the umbihcal side showing it

to be a dextral species.

Orthoceras abi\'0R3ie, Hall.
Page 413.

Fig. 18. Transverse section of a specimen, showing the ramifying pi-ocesses within the siphuncle.

LiCHAS OB\'ius, Hall.
Page 444.

Fig. 19. View of the glabella and lateral lobes of a specimen from the Niagai'a limestone at

Lyons, Iowa.

i-

Ltchas pugnax. Winch, cf- Mar.
Page 424.

Fig. 20. 'ilie pygidium of this species, from the same sjiccimen as the figure by jMessrs. Winchell

and Marcj', omitting the thoracic segments. Collection of Pi-of. Marcy.

BronteUS acamas. Hall.
Page 423.

Fig 21. View of a small pygidium of this species. This figure is from the originiU of Bronteus

occasvs, W. & M.

JlyLAJNlS AR.UATUS, HaLL.

Page 418.

Fig. 22. A pj-gidium of this species, enlarged to two diameters, from a specimen loaned by

Prof. Winchell. The specimen shows a broad oval impression on each side of the

median line and anterior to the middle. Similar marks have been observed on other

specimens, and the}' may have been the areas of muscular attachment.

* Trochoceras a'lieas, vor. up.—Shell sinistral, eln.sely coiled, volutions somewhat rapidly increasing in size, llat-

tened above and rounded (ui the dor.suni. the inner ones not projecting above the outer; number of volutions

undetennined. Septa numerous, about lour i^i a distance equal to the greatest diameter of those measured,
moderately concave, but appearing more deeply so from the flattening of the I'olution; strongly arcluug forwards
on the back, and less strongly on the ventral side.

.^urtace uiarked by moderately sharp undulations which are directed backwai'ds from the inner to the outer
sides of the ^'olution. and arranged a little more closely than the septa, eleven of the latter eqiuiling thirteen of

the former on the dorsal niargin.

This species differs from T. coatatinti, the only other sinistral species occurring in the same association, in the
flattening of the upper side

;
the coucenh-ic undulations are finer than any other except T. Hmmisteri, from

which it differs in tbe flattened dorsum.

Formation and focniitj/.—In rocks of the Niagara gi-oup. at Lyons. Iowa. The specimen was received from Dr
Farnsworth.
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